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Preface

This book covers the organization, design, and architecture of computers. Archi-

tecture is the ‘‘art or science of building; a method or style of building,’’ according

to Webster’s. A computer architect develops the functional and performance spe-

cifications for the various blocks of a computer system and defines the interfaces

between those blocks, in consultation with hardware and software designers.

A computer designer, on the other hand, refines those building-block specifications

and implements those blocks with an appropriate mix of hardware, software, and

firmware. It is my belief that the capabilities of an architect are greatly enhanced if

he=she is exposed to the design aspects of a computer system. Computer organiza-

tion deals with providing just enough details on the operation of the computer

system for a sophisticated user and programmers. The backbone of this book is a

description of the complete design of a simple but complete hypothetical computer.

The book describes the architectural features of contemporary computer systems as

enhancements to the structure of the simple computer.

Books on digital systems’ architecture fall into four categories: logic design

books that cover the hardware logic design in detail but fail to provide the details of

computer hardware design; books on computer organization that deal with the

computer hardware from a programmer’s viewpoint; books on computer hardware

design that are suitable for an electrical engineering curriculum; and books on

computer system architecture with no detailed treatment of hardware design

aspects. I have tried to capture the important attributes of the four categories of

books to come up with a comprehensive text that includes pertinent hardware,

software, and system aspects.

The first edition of the book, published in 1985, was a result of my teaching a

sequence of computer architecture courses at the senior undergraduate and begin-

ning graduate levels for several years to both computer science and electrical

engineering students. The second edition, published in 1991, expanded the book

to 11 chapters and included several additional topics in response to the comments

from the users of the first edition. The third edition published in 2000 expanded the

topical coverage of the second edition and contained additional contemporary

architectures as examples. This fourth edition expands the book to include organi-

zation aspects, embedded systems, and performance evaluation. The book does not

assume prior knowledge of computers, although exposure to programming with

high-level and assembly languages makes the reading easier. Exposure to electro-

nics is not required as a prerequisite for understanding this book.
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Chapter 1 briefly outlines digital computer system terminology, traces the

evolution of computer structures, and introduces performance evaluation.

Chapter 2 describes number systems, computer codes, data representation,

storage, and transfer concepts.

Chapter 3 covers the analysis and design of combinational logic circuits, along

with logic minimization procedures. Popular off-the-shelf integrated circuits (IC)

and designing with ICs are introduced in this chapter. Appendix A provides brief

descriptions of selected ICs.

Chapter 4 covers the analysis and design of synchronous sequential circuits.

Concepts of registers and register-transfer logic are introduced along with a primi-

tive register-transfer language (RTL). This RTL is used in the rest of the book,

although any other available RTL can be substituted in its place. Programmable

logic devices are introduced in this chapter.

Chapter 5 provides a programmer’s view of a simple hypothetical computer

(ASC). ASC organization, instruction set, assembly-language programming, and

details of an assembler are provided along with an introduction to program linking

and loading.

Chapter 6 details the hardware design of ASC, including both hardwired and

microprogrammed control units. Although the development of such detailed design

is tedious, it is my belief that system designers, architects, and system programmers

should go through the steps of such detailed design to better appreciate the inner

workings of a digital computer system.

Chapter 7 enhances the input=output subsystem of ASC from the programmed

input=output structure to the concept of input=output processors, through interrupt

processing, direct memory access, and input=output channels. System structures of

several popular commercial systems are detailed.

Chapter 8 covers popular data representations and instruction set architectures,

along with example systems.

Chapter 9 expands the memory model introduced in Chapter 4 to include

commonly used memories and describes various memory devices and organizations

with an emphasis on semiconductor memory design. Enhancements to the memory

system in terms of cache and virtual memory organizations are also described in this

chapter.

Chapter 10 details the enhancements to the arithmetic=logic unit to cover the

concepts of stack-based ALUs, pipelined ALUs, and parallel processing with

multiple functional units.

Chapter 11 is devoted to the enhancements to the control unit and covers the

topics of pipelining and parallel instruction execution, along with performance

issues.

Chapter 12 introduces a popular architecture classification. A brief introduction

to dataflow and systolic architectures is provided in this chapter.

Chapter 13 covers embedded system architectures. Microcontroller and ARM

architectures are used as examples.

Chapter 14 introduces computer networks, distributed processing, and grid

architectures.
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Chapter 15 is an introduction to performance evaluation.

I have utilized the architectural features found in practical computer systems as

examples in Chapter 7 through Chapter 15. Only pertinent details of commercial

systems are used rather than complete descriptions of commercial architectures.

Problems are given at the end of each chapter. The list of references provided at the

end of each chapter may be consulted by readers for further details on topics

covered in that chapter. A solution manual is available from the publisher for the

use of instructors.

The following method of study may be followed for a single-semester course on:

Computer Organization: Chapter 1, Chapter 2; Section 3.1, Section 3.2, Section

3.4, Section 4.1, Section 4.9; Chapter 5; Section 6.1 through Section 6.5, Section 7.1

through Section 7.3 and selected topics from remaining chapters.

Computer architecture (for computer science students with no logic design

background): Chapter 1, Chapter 2 (review), Chapter 3 through Chapter 7, selected

topics from the remaining chapters.

Computer architecture (for computer engineering students): Chapter 1; Chapter

2 through Chapter 4 (review); Chapter 5 through Chapter 10; selected topics from

the remaining chapters.

A two-semester course in computer architecture might follow this method of

study:

SEMESTER 1: Chapter 1 through Chapter 7, selected topics from the remaining

chapters.

SEMESTER 2: Chapter 8 through Chapter 15, case studies of selected contem-

porary systems.

The following tables show the mapping of book chapters and sections to the

topics suggested by ACM=IEEE Computer Engineering (2004) and Computer

Science (2001) curricula.

Computer Engineering Curricula (2004)

TOPIC Chapter=Section

CE-CAO0 History and overview 1
CE-CAO1 Fundamentals of computer architecture 5, 6.1–6.4, 7.1–7.3
CE-CAO2 Computer arithmetic 2
CE-CAO3 Memory system organization and architecture 5.1, 9
CE-CAO4 Interfacing and communication 7
CE-CAO5 Device subsystems 7, 8, 9
CE-CAO6 Processor system design 6
CE-CAO7 Organization of the CPU 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
CE-CAO8 Performance 15
CE-CAO9 Distributed system models 14
CE-CAO10 Performance enhancement 6 through 14
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Several of my colleagues and students in my architecture classes over the last few

years have contributed immensely toward the contents of this book; I thank them.

I would like to thank the users of the first three editions in both the United States and

abroad for their comments and suggestions for improvement, which have resulted in

this new edition. Thanks are due to anonymous reviewers for their suggestions for

improvement from the previous edition. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the critical

reviews and superb support of Lubna Shala and Rajitha Satharla in preparation of

this edition. Thanks are also due to Allison Shatkin and Amber Donley at Taylor &

Francis for their encouragement, and Chitra Subramaniam and her staff at SPi-bpo

for their superb support in the production of the book. I thank my family Kalpana,

Sruti and Uday, and Sweta for their love and forbearance when the manuscript

preparation clashed with family commitments. This book is also dedicated to them

and to a welcome distraction (my grandson Karthik) who arrived as I was inking the

last few pages of the manuscript.

Sajjan G. Shiva

Computer Science Curricula (2001)

TOPIC Chapter=Section

AR1: Digital logic and digital systems 1, 3, 4
AR2: Machine level representation of data 2
AR3: Assembly level machine organization 5
AR4: Memory system organization and architecture 5.1, 9
AR5: Interfacing and communication 7
AR6: Functional organization 6, 8, 10
AR7: Multiprocessing and alternative architectures 12
AR8: Performance enhancements 10–13, 15
AR9: Architecture for networks and distributed systems 14
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APPENDIX A

Details of Representative
Integrated Circuits

Pertinent details of representative integrated circuits (ICs) taken from vendor’s

manuals are reprinted in this Appendix. Refer to vendor’s manuals for further

details on these and other ICs. The ICs detailed here are grouped under:

1. Gates, decoders, and other ICs useful in combinational circuit design

2. Flip-flops, registers, and others ICs useful in sequential circuit design

3. Memory ICs

Most of the details provided here are from the TTL technology. No attempt is made

to provide the details of the most up-to-date ICs. Because of the rapid changes in IC

technology, it is hard to provide the latest details in a book. Refer to the current

manuals from IC vendors for the latest information. Some of the ICs detailed here

may no longer be available. Usually, alternative form of these ICs or a later version

in another technology can be found from the same vendor or from another source.

Nevertheless, the details given here are representative of the characteristics a

designer would seek.

A.1 GATES, DECODERS, AND OTHER ICs USEFUL
IN COMBINATIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

Figure A.1 shows the details of several gate ICs and an IC with dual two-wide,

two-input AND-OR-Invert circuits. Figure A.2 shows a BCD to decimal decoder.

Details of a 4-bit adder are shown in Figure A.3. Figure A.4 shows a data selec-

tor=multiplexer and Figure A.5 shows a 4-line to 16-line decoder=demultiplexer.

The 74155 (Figure A.6) is a dual 1-of-4 decoder=demultiplexer with common

address inputs and separate Enable inputs. Each decoder section, when enabled, will

accept the binary weighted address input (A0, A1) and provide four mutually

exclusive active-LOW outputs (0� 3). When the enable requirements of each

decoder are not met, all outputs of that decoder are HIGH.
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Both decoder sections have a 2-input enable gate. For decoder ‘‘a’’ the

enable gate requires one active-HIGH input and one active-LOW input (Ea � �Ea).

Decoder ‘‘a’’ can accept either true or complemented data in demultiplex-

ing applications, by using the �Ea or Ea inputs, respectively. The enable gate of

decoder ‘‘b’’ requires two active-LOW inputs (�Ea � �Eb). The device can be used as a

1-of-8 decoder=demultiplexer by tying Ea to �Eb and relabeling the common connec-

tion address as (A2), forming the common enable by connecting the remaining �Eb

and �Ea.

A.2 FLIP-FLOPS, REGISTERS, AND OTHER ICs USEFUL
IN SEQUENTIAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

Figure A.7 shows the details of a D flip-flop IC. A 4-bit latch IC is shown in Figure

A.8. Figure A.9 shows an IC with dual JK flip-flops.

The 7490 (Figure A.10) is a 4-bit, ripple-type decade counter. The device

consists of four master–slave flip-flops internally connected to provide a divide-

by-two section and a divide-by-five section. Each section has a separate clock input

to initiate state changes of the counter on the high-to-low clock transition. State

changes of the Q outputs do not occur simultaneously because of internal ripple

delays. Therefore, decoded output signals are subject to decoding spikes and should

not be used for clocks or strobes.
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A gated AND asynchronous master reset (MR1 �MR2) is provided, which

overrides both clocks and resets (clears) all the flip-flops. Also provided is a

gated AND asynchronous master set (MS1 �MS2), which overrides the clocks and

the MR inputs, setting the outputs to nine (HLLH).

Since the output from the divide-by-two section is not internally connected to

the succeeding stages, the device may be operated in various counting modes. In a

BCD (8421) counter the CP1 input must be externally connected to the Q0 output.

The CP0 input receives the incoming count producing a BCD count sequence. In a

symmetrical bi-quinary divide-by-ten counter the Q3 output must be connected

externally to the CP0 input. The input count is then applied to the CP1 input and a

divide-by-ten square wave is obtained at output Q0. To operate as a divide-by-two
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Figure A.5 74154 4-line to 16-line decoder=demultiplexer.
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Figure A.6 74155 dual 2-line to 4-line decoder=demultiplexer.
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Figure A.7 7474 D flip-flop IC.
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Figure A.9 7473 A dual JK flip-flop IC.
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and a divide-by-five counter, no external interconnections are required. The first

flip-flop is used as a binary element for the divide-by-two function (CP0 as the input

Q0 as the output). The CP1 input is used to obtain a divide-by-five operation at the

Q3 output.

Two Shift Register ICs with various capabilities are shown in Figures A.11 and

A.12. The 7495 (Figure A.12) is a 4-bit shift register with serial and parallel

synchronous operating modes. It has serial data (DS) and four parallel data (D0–

D3) inputs and four parallel outputs (Q0–Q3). The serial or parallel mode of

operation is controlled by a mode select input (S) and two clock inputs (CP1 and

CP2). The serial (shift right) or parallel data transfers occur synchronously with the

high-to-low transition of the selected clock input.

When the mode select input (S) is high, CP2 is enabled. A high-to-low transition

on enabled CP2 loads parallel data from the D0–D1 inputs into the register. When S
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Figure A.10 7490 8-bit shift register.
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is low, CP1 is enabled. A high-to-low transition on enabled CP1 shifts the data from

Serial input DS to Q0 and transfers the data in Q0 to Q1, Q1 to Q2, and Q2 to Q3,

respectively (shift right). Shift left is accomplished by externally connecting Q3 to

D2, Q2 to D1, Q1 to D0, and operating the 7495 in the parallel mode (S¼ high).
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enable
inputs

Serial
input
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CLEAR
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Figure A.11 SN7494 4-bit shift registers.
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In normal operations the mode select (S) should change states only when both

clock inputs are low. However, changing S from high-to-low while CP2 is low, or

changing S from low-to-high while CP1 is low will not cause any changes on the

register outputs. Figure A.13 shows the details of a synchronous decode counter.

A.3 MEMORY ICs

A.3.1 Signetics 74S189

This 64-bit RAM (Figure A.14) is organized as 16 words of 4 bits each. There are

four address lines (A0–A3), four data input lines (I1–I4), and four data output lines

R
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↑
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H = high vlotage level steady state.
h  = high voltage level one set-up time prior to the high-to-low clock transition.
L  = low voltage level steady state.
l  = low voltage level one set-up time prior to the high-to-low clock transition.
q  = lower case letters indicate the state of the referenced output one set-up time prior to the
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X = Don’t care.
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Figure A.12 (continued)
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(D1–D4). Note that the data output lines are active-low. Therefore, the output will be

the complement of the data in the selected word. If the low-active chip enable (CE)

is high, the data outputs assume the high impedance state. When the write enable

(WE) is low, the data from the input lines are written into the addressed location.

When the WE is high, the data are read from the addressed location. The operation

of the ICs is summarized in the truth table.
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Figure A.13 74160 synchronous decode counter.
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The timing characteristics of this IC are also shown in Figure A.14. During a

read operation, the data appear on the output TAA ns after the address is stable on

the address inputs. TCE indicates the time required for the output data to be stable

after CE is activated, the TCD is the chip disable time. During a write, once data on

the input lines and address lines are stabilized, the CE is first activated, and WE is

activated after a minimum data setup time of TWSC. The WE must be active for at

least TWP ns for a successful write operation.

A.3.2 Intel 2114

This is a 4096-bit static RAM organized as 1024 by 4 (Figure A.15). Internally, the

memory cells are organized in a 64-by-64matrix. There are 10 address lines (A0–A9).

Address bits A3–A8 select one of the 64 rows. A 4-bit portion of the selected row is

selected by address bits A0, A1, A2, and A9. There is an active-low chip select (CS).

A0

Address
decoding

Chip
enable

Word
16

Block diagram

Read
write

Bit 1 Bit 2

I1 D1

Bit 3

Data in and out

WE

Vcc=(16)
GND=(8)(a)

Bit 4

Word
2
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1

A1

A2

A3

CE

I2 D2 I3 D3 I4 D4

Figure A.14 74S189 64-bit RAM.
(continued)
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When the WE is low, the IC is put into a write mode; otherwise, the IC will be in a

read mode (if the CS is low). When the CS is high, the outputs assume the high

impedance state. The common data I=O lines thus are controlled by CS and WE.

This device uses HMOS II, a high-performance MOS technology, and is directly

TTL compatible in all respects: inputs, outputs, and single 5 V power supply. This

device is available in five versions. The maximum access time ranges from 100 to

250 ns depending on the version. The maximum current consumption ranges from

40 to 70 mA.

A.3.3 Texas Instruments TMS4116

This is a 16K3 1 dynamic NMOS RAM (Figure A.16). It has a data input (D), a

data output (Q), and a read=write control (W) input. To decode 16K, 14 address

lines are required. The IC provides only seven address lines (A0–A6). The 14
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Figure A.16 A 16384-bit dynamic RAM (TMS4116). (Courtesy of Texas Instruments, Inc.)
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address bits are multiplexed onto these seven address lines using row address select

(RAS) and column address select (CAS) inputs. Although this multiplexing

decreases the speed of the RAM operation, it minimizes the number of pins on

the IC. Three power supplies (12 V, þ5 V, and �5 V) are required.

The operation of the IC is illustrated in (a). The memory cells are organized

in a 1283 128 array. The 7 low-order address bits select a row. During a read, the

data from the selected row are transferred to 128 sense=refresh amplifiers. The

7 high-order address bits then select one of the 128 sense amplifiers and connect it

to the data output line. At the same time, the data on the sense amplifiers are

refreshed (i.e., the capacitors are charged) and rewritten to the proper row in the

memory array. During a write, the data in the sense amplifiers are changed to new

data values just before the rewrite operation. Thus, at each read or write cycle, a row

of the memory is refreshed.

The timing diagrams for read, refresh, and write cycles are shown in (b), (c), and

(d). When RAS and CAS are both high, Q will be at a high impedance state. To

begin a cycle, the 7 low-order address bits are first placed on the address lines and

the RAS is driven low. The 4116 then latches the row address. The high-order 7 bits

of the address are then placed on address lines and theCAS is driven low, thus selecting

the required bit. For a write cycle, D must have valid data when the CAS goes low and

the W should go low just after CAS does. For a read cycle, Q will be valid after ta(c)
from the start of CAS and will remain valid until RAS and CAS go high.

The data in the memory must be refreshed every 2 ms. Refreshing is done by

reading a row of data into the sense amplifiers and rewriting it. Only RAS is

required to perform the refresh cycle. A 7-bit counter can be used to refresh all

the rows in the memory. The counter counts up every 2 ms. The 7-bit output of the

counter becomes the row address at each cycle.

Two modes of refresh are possible: burst and periodic. In a burst mode, all rows

are refreshed every 2 ms. Thus, if each refresh cycle takes about 450 ns, in a burst

refresh mode, the first (1283 450¼ 57,600 ns) 57.6 ms will be consumed by the

refresh and 1942.4 ms will be available for the read and write. In a periodic mode,

there will be one refresh cycle every (2=128 ¼ ) 15.626 ms. The first 450 ns at each

15.625 ms interval will be taken for the refresh.

Several dynamic memory controllers are available off-the-shelf. These control-

lers generate appropriate signals to refresh the dynamic memory module in the

system. One such controller is described next.

A.3.4 INTEL 8202A Dynamic RAM Controller

This device (Figure A.17) provides all the signals needed to control a 64K

dynamic RAM of the TMS4116 type. It performs address multiplexing and gener-

ates RAS and CAS signals. It contains a refresh counter and timer. The device

has several other features that make it useful in building microcomputer systems.

In what follows, we will concentrate on the basic features needed to control a

dynamic RAM. The reader should refer to the manufacturers’ manuals for further

details.
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Functions of all the pins on the device are shown in (b). The outputs

(OUT0 � OUT6) are functions of either the 14-bit address inputs (AL0–AL6 and

AH0–AH6) or the refresh counter outputs. The outputs of the 8202A are directly

connected to the address inputs of the 4116. The WE is connected to the W of the

memory. There is a chip select input (PCS) and a clock (CLK) input. In addition to

the CAS, four RAS signals are generated by the device. These multiple RAS signals

are useful in selecting a bank of the memory when larger memory systems are built

using dynamic memory ICs. Signals such as RD, WR, XACK, and SACK are

compatible with the control signals produced by microprocessors (such as Intel

8088).

AH0−AH6

AL0−AL6

Column
address

MUX

Sync

Latch Sync

Oscillator

(a) 8202A Block diagram

Arbiter
Timing

generator

MUX

Row
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Refresh
counter

Refresh
timer

B0
B1/OP1

(X0)OP2

(X1)CLK

RAS0

Out0−Out6

RAS1
RAS2
RAS3

CAS
WE

WR
RD/SI

PCS

SACK
XACK

REFRQ/ALE

Figure A.17 Dynamic RAM controller (Intel 8202A). (Reprinted by permission of Intel Corp.
Copyright 1983. All mnemonics copyright Intel Corp. 1986.)
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APPENDIX B

Stack Implementation

A last in=first-out (LIFO) stack is a versatile structure useful in a variety of

operations in a computer system. It is used for address and data manipulation,

return address storage and parameter passing during subroutine call and return, and

arithmetic operations in an ALU. It is a set of storage locations or registers

organized in a LIFO manner. A coin box (Figure B.1) is the most popular example

of a LIFO stack. Coins are inserted and retrieved from the same end (top) of the coin

box. PUSHing a coin moves the stack of coins down one level, the new coin

occupying the top level (TL). POPing the coin box retrieves the coin on the top

level. The second level (SL) coin becomes the new top level after the POP.

In a LIFO stack (or simply ‘‘stack’’):

PUSH implies all the levels move down by one; TL  data.

POP implies pops out  TL; TL  SL; all other levels move up.

Two popular implementations of the stack are:

1. RAM-based implementation

2. Shift-register-based implementation

In a RAM-based implementation, a special register called a stack pointer (SP) is

used to hold the address of the top level of the stack. The stack is built in a reserved

area in the memory. The PUSH operation then corresponds to

SP  SP þ 1.

MBR  data.

MAR  SP.

WRITE MEMORY.

The POP operation corresponds to

MAR  SP.

READ MEMORY

Output  MBR. ‘‘Output’’ is the destination for data from

SP  SP�1. the top level.
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In this implementation, the stack grows toward higher address memory locations

as items are PUSHed into it. The data does not actually move between the levels

during PUSH and POP operations.

Figure B.2 portrays the shift-register-based implementation of an n-level stack.
Each stack level can hold an m-bit datum. Data are PUSHed into stack by using a

SHIFT RIGHT signal and POPed out of stack by using a SHIFT LEFT signal. There

is movement of data between levels in this implementation.

Shift-register-based implementations are faster than RAM-based stacks because

no memory access is needed. RAM-based implementations are popular because no

Coins

Spring

Top

Figure B.1 A last in first out (LIFO) stack.

Shift
right

(PUSH)

Shift
left

(POP)

Shift registers Bits

0

1

321
SLTL

Levels

M − 1

(M − 1)

Data
0

1

Figure B.2 A shift-register-based stack.
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additional hardware is needed (other than SP) to implement a stack. Instructions to

PUSH and POP registers and memory locations must be added to the instruction set

once a stack is included in the design.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Recent advances in microelectronic technology have made computers an integral

part of our society. Each step in our everyday lives is influenced by computer

technology: we awake to a digital alarm clock’s beaming of preselected music at the

right time, drive to work in a digital processor-controlled automobile, work in an

extensively automated office, shop for computer-coded grocery items, and return to

rest in the computer-regulated heating and cooling environment of our homes. It

may not be necessary to understand the detailed operating principles of a jet plane

or an automobile to use and enjoy the benefits of these technical marvels. Computer

systems technology has also reached the level of sophistication wherein an average

user need not be familiar with all the intricate technical details of an operation to

use them efficiently. Computer scientists, engineers, and application developers,

however, require a fair understanding of the operating principles, capabilities, and

limitations of digital computers to enable development of complex yet efficient

and user-friendly systems. This book is designed to give such an understanding of

the operating principles of digital computers. This chapter begins by describing the

organization of a general-purpose digital computer system and briefly traces the

evolution of computers.

1.1 COMPUTER SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

The primary function of a digital computer is to process data input to it to produce

results that can be better used in a specific application environment. For example,

consider a digital computer used to control the traffic light at an intersection. The input
data are the number of cars passing through the intersection during a specified time

period, the processing consists of the computation of red–yellow–green time periods

as a function of the number of cars, and the output is the variation of the red–yellow–
green time intervals based on the results of processing. In this system, the data input

device is a sensor that can detect the passing of a car at the intersection. Traffic lights

are the output devices. The electronic device that keeps track of the number of cars and

computes the red–yellow–green time periods is the processor. These physical devices
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constitute the hardware components of the system. The processing hardware is

programmed to compute the red–yellow–green time periods according to some rule.

This rule is the algorithm used to solve the particular problem. The algorithm

(a logical sequence of steps to solve a problem) is translated into a program (a set of

instructions) for the processor to follow in solving the problem. Programs are written

in a language ‘‘understandable’’ by the processing hardware. The collection of such

programs constitutes the software component of the computer system.

1.1.1 Hardware

The traffic-light controller is a very simple special-purpose computer system requir-

ing only a few of the physical hardware components that constitute a general-purpose

computer system (see Figure 1.1). The four major hardware blocks of a general-

purpose computer system are its memory unit (MU), arithmetic and logic unit (ALU),

input=output unit (IOU), and control unit (CU). Input=output (I=O) devices input and
output data into and out of the memory unit. In some systems, I=O devices send

and receive data into and from the ALU rather than the MU. Programs reside in the

memory unit. The ALU processes the data taken from the memory unit (or the ALU)

and stores the processed data back in the memory unit (or the ALU). The control unit

coordinates the activities of the other three units. It retrieves instructions from

programs resident in the MU, decodes these instructions, and directs the ALU to

perform corresponding processing steps. It also oversees I=O operations.

Some representative I=O devices are shown in Figure 1.1. A keyboard and a

mouse are the most common input devices nowadays. A video display and a printer

Printer
Console

Disk

Microphone

Speaker

USB
drive

ModemWebcamCD driveMouseTerminal

Data

Control

Control unit

Arithmetic/Logic
unit

Memory unit

Input−output unit

Scanner

Figure 1.1 Typical computer system.
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are the most common output devices. Scanners are used to input data from hard-

copy sources. Magnetic tapes and disks are used as I=O devices. These devices are

also used as memory devices to increase the capacity of the MU. The console is a

special-purpose I=O device that permits the system operator to interact with the

computer system. In modern-day computer systems, the console is typically a

dedicated terminal.

1.1.2 Software

The hardware components of a computer system are electronic devices in which the

basic unit of information is either a 0 or a 1, corresponding to two states of an

electronic signal. For instance, in one of the popular hardware technologies a 0 is

represented by 0V while a 1 is represented by 5V. Programs and data must

therefore be expressed using this binary alphabet consisting of 0 and 1. Programs

written using only these binary digits are machine language programs. At this level

of programming, operations such as ADD and SUBTRACT are each represented by

a unique pattern of 0s and 1s, and the computer hardware is designed to interpret

these sequences. Programming at this level is tedious since the programmer has to

work with sequences of 0s and 1s and needs to have very detailed knowledge of the

computer structure.

The tedium of machine language programming is partially alleviated by using

symbols such as ADD and SUB rather than patterns of 0s and 1s for these

operations. Programming at the symbolic level is called assembly language pro-

gramming. An assembly language programmer also is required to have a detailed

knowledge of the machine structure, because the operations permitted in the

assembly language are primitive and the instruction format and capabilities depend

on the hardware organization of the machine. An assembler program is used to

translate assembly language programs into machine language.

Use of high-level programming languages such as FORTRAN, COBOL, C, and

JAVA further reduces the requirement of an intimate knowledge of the machine

organization. A compiler program is needed to translate a high-level language

program into the machine language. A separate compiler is needed for each high-

level language used in programming the computer system. Note that the assembler

and the compiler are also programs written in one of those languages and can

translate an assembly or high-level language program, respectively, into the

machine language.

Figure 1.2 shows the sequence of operations that occurs once a program is devel-

oped. A program written in either the assembly language or a high-level language

is called a source program. An assembly language source program is translated by

the assembler into the machine language program. This machine language program

is the object code. A compiler converts a high-level language source into object

code. The object code ordinarily resides on an intermediate device such as a magnetic

disk or tape. A loader program loads the object code from the intermediate device

into the memory unit. The data required by the program will be either available in

the memory or supplied by an input device during the execution of the program.

The effect of program execution is the production of processed data or results.
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1.1.3 System

Operations such as selecting the appropriate compiler for translating the source into

object code; loading the object code into the memory unit; and starting, stopping,

and accounting for the computer system usage are automatically done by the

system. A set of supervisory programs that permit such automatic operation is

usually provided by the computer system manufacturer. This set, called the oper-
ating system, receives the information it needs through a set of command language

statements from the user and manages the overall operation of the computer system.

Operating system and other utility programs used in the system may reside in a

memory block that is typically read-only. Special devices are needed to write these

programs into read-only memory. Such programs and commonly used data are

termed firmware. Figure 1.3 is a simple rendering of the complete hardware–

software environment of a general-purpose computer system.

Assembly
language
program

Machine
language
program

Machine
language

program in
the memory

Results

High-level
language
program

Execution

Data

LoaderAssembler

Source Object Load module

Source

Compiler

Figure 1.2 Program translation and execution.

High-level languages

Assembly language

Machine language

Operating system

Control

Memory

Arithmetic and logic

Input Output

Figure 1.3 Hardware and software components.
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1.2 COMPUTER EVOLUTION

Man has always been in search of mechanical aids for computation. The

development of the abacus around 3000 BC introduced the positional notation of

number systems. In seventeenth-century France, Pascal and Leibnitz developed

mechanical calculators that were later developed into desk calculators. In 1801,

Jacquard used punched cards to instruct his looms in weaving various patterns

on cloth.

In 1822, Charles Babbage, an Englishman, developed the difference engine, a

mechanical device that carried out a sequence of computations specified by the

settings of levers, gears, and cams. Data were entered manually as the computations

progressed. Around 1820, Babbage proposed the analytical engine, which would

use a set of punched cards for program input, another set of cards for data input, and

a third set of cards for output of results. The mechanical technology was not

sufficiently advanced and the analytical engine was never built; nevertheless, the

analytical engine as designed probably was the first computer in the modern sense

of the word.

Several unit-record machines to process data on punched cards were developed

in the United States in 1880 by Herman Hollerith for census applications. In 1944,

Mark I, the first automated computer, was announced. It was an electromechanical

device that used punched cards for input and output of data and paper tape for

program storage. The desire for faster computations than those Mark I could

provide resulted in the development of ENIAC, the first electronic computer built

out of vacuum tubes and relays by a team led by Americans Eckert and Mauchly.

ENIAC employed the stored-program concept in which a sequence of instructions

(i.e., the program) is stored in the memory for use by the machine in processing

data. ENIAC had a control board on which the programs were wired. A rewiring of

the control board was necessary for each computation sequence.

John von Neumann, a member of the Eckert–Mauchly team, developed

EDVAC, the first stored-program computer. At the same time, Wilkes developed

EDSAC, the first operational stored-program machine, which also introduced the

concept of primary and secondary memory hierarchy. Von Neumann is credited for

developing the stored-program concept, beginning with his 1945 first draft of

EDVAC. The structure of EDVAC established the organization of the stored-

program computer (von Neumann machine), which contains

1. An input device through which data and instructions can be entered

2. A storage unit into which results can be entered and from which instructions and

data can be fetched

3. An arithmetic unit to process data

4. A control unit to fetch, interpret, and execute the instructions from the storage

5. An output device to deliver the results to the user

All contemporary computers are von Neumann machines, although various

alternative architectures have evolved.
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1.2. 1 Von Neuma nn Model

Figur e 1 .4 show s the von Neu mann mode l, a typical uniproce ssor compute r syst em

consi sting of the memor y unit, the ALU, the cont rol unit, and the I=O unit. The
memor y unit is a sing le-port devi ce consist ing of a Mem ory Address Register

(MA R) and a Memory Buf fer Register (MBR)— also calle d a Mem ory Data Regis-

ter (MDR ). Th e memory cells are arranged in the form of sever al memor y words,

whe re each word is the unit of data that can be read or writte n. All the read and write

opera tions on the memor y utilize the memor y port. Th e ALU performs the arith-

meti c and logic operations on the data items in the Acc umulator (ACC) and/or

MB R and typical ly the ACC ret ains the results of such operati ons. The control unit

consi sts of a Progr am Counter (PC ) that contain s the addre ss of the instru ction to be

fetched and an Instruc tion Register (IR) into which the instru ctions are fetched from

the memor y for execu tion. Two regist ers are include d in the structure . Th ese can be

used to hold the data and address valu es during com putation. For simplic ity, the I=O
subsys tem is shown to input to and outpu t from the ALU subsyste m. In practice, the

I =O may also occur directly between the memory and I =O devi ces witho ut utilizi ng
any processor registers. The components of the system are interconnected by a

multiple-bus structure on which the data and addresses flow. The control unit

manages this flow through the use of appropriate control signals.

Figur e 1.5 show s a mor e general ized compute r system str ucture represe ntative

of modern day architectures. The processor subsystem (i.e., the central processing

unit—CPU) now consists of the ALU and control unit and various processor

MAR MBR

Memory

PC

IR 

REGISTER 1

REGISTER 2

ACC

ALU

CPU

I/O Unit

Data and 
instructions

Address

Figure 1.4 Von Neumann architecture.
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registers. The processor, memory, and I=O subsystems are interconnected by the

system bus, which consists of data, address, and control and status lines.

Practical systems may differ from the single-bus architecture of Figure 1.5, in

the sense that they may be configured around multiple buses. For instance, there

may be a memory bus that connects the processor to the memory subsystem and an

I=O bus to interface I=O devices to the processor, forming a two-bus structure.

Further, it is possible to configure a system with several I=O buses wherein each bus

may interface one type of I=O device to the processor. Since multiple bus structures

allow simultaneous operations on the buses, a higher throughput is possible,

compared to single-bus architectures. However, because of the multiple buses the

system complexity increases. Thus, a speed=cost tradeoff is required to decide on

the system structure.

It is important to note the following characteristics of the von Neumann model

that make it inefficient:

1. Programs and data are stored in a single sequential memory, which can create a

memory access ‘‘bottleneck.’’

2. There is no explicit distinction between data and instruction representations in the

memory. This distinction has to be brought about by the CPU during the execu-

tion of programs.

3. High-level language programming environments utilize several data structures

(such as single and multidimensional arrays, linked lists, etc.). The memory,

being one dimensional, requires that such data structures be linearized for repre-

sentation.

4. The data representation does not retain any information on the type of data. For

instance, there is nothing to distinguish a set of bits representing floating-point

data from that representing a character string. Such distinction has to be brought

about by the program logic.

Because of these characteristics, the von Neumann model is overly general and

requires excessive mapping by compilers to generate the code executable by the

hardware from the programs written in high-level languages. This problem is

Memory

Processor

Interface

Device 1

Interface

Device 2 

Interface

Device 3 

Control and status

Address

Data

System bus

Figure 1.5 General computer system.
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terme d as the seman tic gap. In spite of these defici encies, the vo n Neu mann model

has been the mos t practical structure for digital compute rs. Sever al efficient com-

pilers have been developed over the year s, which have n arrowed the sem antic gap

to the exte nt that it is almost invisible for a high- level language program ming

environment.

Note that the von Neu mann model of Figure 1.4 provides one path for addresse s

and a second path for data and instructions, between the CPU and the memory. An

early variation of this model is the Harvard architecture shown in Figure 1.6. This

architecture provides independent paths for data addresses, data, instruction

addresses, and instructions. This allows the CPU to access instruction and data

simultaneously. The name Harvard architecture is due to Howard Aiken’s work on

Mark-I through Mark-IV computers at Harvard University. These machines

had separate storage for data and instructions. Current Harvard architectures do

not use separate storage for data and instructions but have separate paths and buffers

to access data and instructions simultaneously.

Early enhancements to the von Neumann model were mainly concentrated on

increasing the speed of the basic hardware structure. As the hardware technology

progressed, efforts were made to incorporate as many high-level language features

as possible into hardware and firmware in an effort to reduce the semantic gap.

Note that the hardware enhancements alone may not be sufficient to attain the

desired performance. The architecture of the overall computing environment start-

ing from the algorithm development to execution of programs needs to be analyzed

to arrive at the appropriate hardware, software, and firmware structures. If possible,

these structures should exploit the parallelism in the algorithms themselves.
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Figure 1.6 Harvard architecture.
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Thus, performance enhancement is one reason for parallel processing. There are

also other reasons such as reliability, fault tolerance, expandability, modular devel-

opment, etc., that dictate parallel processing structures. We will introduce parallel

processing concepts further later in the book.

1.2.2 Generations of Computer Technology

Commercial computer system development has followed development of hardware

technology and is usually divided into four generations:

1. First generation (1945–1955)—vacuum tube technology.

2. Second generation (1955–1965)—transistor technology.

3. Third generation (1965–1980)—integrated circuit (IC) technology.

4. Fourth generation (1980–??)—Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuit tech-

nology.

We will not elaborate on the architectural details of the various machines

developed during the three generations, except for the following brief evolution

account.

First-generation machines such as UNIVAC 1 and IBM 701, built out of vacuum

tubes, were slow and bulky and accommodated a limited number of I=O devices.

Magnetic tape was the predominant I=O medium. Data access time was measured in

milliseconds.

Second-generation machines (IBM 1401, 7090; RCA 501; CDC 6600; Bur-

roughs 5500; DEC PDP-1) used random-access core memories, transistor technol-

ogy, multifunctional units, and multiple processing units. Data access time was

measured in microseconds. Assembler and high-level language were developed.

The integrated-circuit technology used in third-generation machines such as the

IBM 360, UNIVAC 1108; ILLIAC-IV, and CDC STAR-100 contributed to nano-

second data access and processing times. Multiprogramming, array, and pipeline

processing concepts came into being.

Computer systems were viewed as general-purpose data processors until the

introduction in 1965 of DEC PDP-8, a minicomputer. Minicomputers were regarded

as dedicated application machines with limited processing capability compared to

that of large-scale machines. Since then, several new minicomputers have been

introduced and this distinction between the mini and large-scale machines is

becoming blurred due to advances in hardware and software technology.

The development of microprocessors in the early 1970s allowed a significant

contribution to the third class of computer systems: microcomputers. Microproces-

sors are essentially computers on an integrated-circuit (IC) chip that can be used as

components to build a dedicated controller or processing system. Advances in IC

technology leading to the current VLSI era havemademicroprocessors as powerful as

minicomputers of the 1970s. VLSI-based systems are called fourth-generation sys-

tems since their performance is so much higher than that of third-generation systems.

Modern computer system architecture exploits the advances in hardware and

software technologies to the fullest extent. Due to advances in IC technology that
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make the hardware much less expensive, the architectural trend is to interconnect

several processors to form a high-throughput system.

Some claim that we are now witnessing the development of fifth-generation

systems. There is no accepted definition of what a fifth-generation computer is.

Fifth-generation development efforts in the United States involve building super-

computers with very high computational capability, large memory capacity, and

flexible multiple-processor architectures, employing extensive parallelism Japanese

fifth-generation activities aimed toward building artificial intelligence-based

machines with very high numeric and symbolic processing capabilities, large

memories, and user-friendly natural interfaces. Some attribute fifth generation to

biology-inspired (neural networks, DNA) computers and optical computer systems.

The current generation of computer systems exploits parallelism in algorithms

and computations to provide high performance. The simplest example of parallel

architecture is the Harvard architecture, which utilizes two buses operating simul-

taneously. Parallel processing architectures utilize a multiplicity of processors and

memories operating concurrently. We will describe various parallel and pipelined

architecture structures later in this book.

1.2.3 Moore’s Law

The progress in hardware technology resulting in the current VLSI era has given us

the capability to fabricate millions of transistors on an IC (chip). This has allowed

us to build chips with powerful processing structures with large memory systems.

The early supercomputers such as CDC 6600 had about 128 KB of memory and

could perform 10 million instructions per second. Today’s supercomputers contain

thousands of processors and terabytes of memory and perform trillion operations

per second. All this is possible because of the miniaturization of transistors. How far

can this miniaturization continue? In 1965, Gordon Moore (Founder of Intel

Corporation) stated that ‘‘the density of transistors in an IC will double every

year.’’ This so-called Moore’s law is now modified to state that ‘‘the density of

chips doubles every 18 months.’’ This law has held true for more than 40 years and

many believe that it will continue to hold for a few more decades. Arthur Rock

proposed a corollary to Moore’s Law that states that ‘‘the cost of capital equipment

to manufacture ICs will double every four years.’’ Indeed, the cost of building new

IC fabrication facilities has escalated from about $10,000 in 1960s to $10 million

in 1990s to about $3 billion today. Thus, the cost might get prohibitive even though

the technology allows building denser chips. Newer technologies and process-

ing paradigms are continually being invented to achieve this cost=technology
compromise.

1.3 ORGANIZATION VERSUS DESIGN VERSUS ARCHITECTURE

Computer organization addresses issues such as types and capacity of memory,

control signals, register structure, instruction set, etc. It answers the question ‘‘How

does a computer work?’’ basically from a programmer’s point of view. Architecture
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is the art or science of buildi ng, a method or style of buildi ng. Th us, a compute r

architect devel ops the performanc e specifica tions for various component s of the

compute r syst em and defines the interc onnecti ons betwee n them. A computer

designer , on the other hand, refine s thes e component specifica tions and imple ments

them using hardwar e, software , and firm ware elements . An arch itect’s capab ilities

are greatly enhanc ed if he is also expose d to the design aspects of the compute r

system.

A com puter syst em can be describ ed at the followin g leve ls of detail:

1. Processor-memory-switch (PMS) level, at which an architect views the system. It

is simply a description of system components and their interconnections. The

components are specified to the block-diagram level.

2. Instruction set level, at which level the function of each instruction is described.

The emphasis of this description level is on the behavior of the system rather than

the hardware structure of the system.

3. Register transfer level, at which level the hardware structure is more visible than

previous levels. The hardware elements at this level are registers that retain the

data that are processed until the current phase of processing is complete.

4. Logic gate level, at which level the hardware elements are logic gates and flip-

flops. The behavior is now less visible, while the hardware structure predominates.

5. Circuit level, at which level the hardware elements are resistors, transistors,

capacitors, and diodes.

6. Mask level, at which level the silicon structures and their layout that implements

the system as an IC are shown.

As one moves from the first leve l of descr iption towar d the last, it is evident that

the behavio r of the machin e is transf ormed into a hardware–s oftwa re struct ure.

A compute r architect conce ntrates on the first two levels describ ed earli er, whereas

the compute r desi gner takes the system desi gn to the remainin g levels.

1.4 PERFO RMANC E EVALU ATION

Several measur es of perf ormance have been used in the eval uation of compute r

systems. The most common ones are: million instru ctions per secon d (MIPS ),

million operations per second (MOPS), million floating-point operations

per second (MFLOPS or megaflops), billion floating-point operations per second

(GFLOPS or gigaflops), and million logical inferences per second (MLIPS).

Machines capable of trillion floating-point operations per second (Teraflops) are

now available . Table 1.1 lists the common prefixe s used for thes e measures. Po wer-

of-10 prefixes are typically used for power, frequency, voltage, and computer

performance measurements. Power-of-2 prefixes are typically used for memory,

file, and register sizes.

The measure used depends on the type of operations one is interested in, for the

particular application for which the machine is being evaluated. As such, these

measures have to be based on the mix of operations representative of their occur-

rence in the application.
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The performance rating could be either the peak rate (i.e., the MIPS rating the

CPU cannot exceed) or the more realistic average or sustained rate. In addition, a

comparative rating that compares the average rate of the machine to that of other

well-known machines is also used. In addition to the performance, other factors

considered in evaluating architectures are: generality (how wide is the range of

applications suited for this architecture), ease of use, and expandability or scalability.

One feature that is receiving considerable attention now is the openness of the

architecture. The architecture is said to be open if the designers publish the architec-

ture details such that others can easily integrate standard hardware and software

systems to it. The other guiding factor in the selection of architecture is the cost.

Several analytical techniques are used in estimating the performance. All these

techniques are approximations, and as the complexity of the system increases, most

of these techniques become unwieldy. A practical method for estimating the

performance in such cases is using benchmarks.

1.4.1 Benchmarks

Benchmarks are standardized batteries of programs run on a machine to estimate its

performance. The results of running a benchmark on a given machine can then be

compared with those on a known or standard machine, using criteria such as CPU

and memory utilization, throughput and device utilization, etc.

Benchmarks are useful in evaluating hardware as well as software and single

processor as well as multiprocessor systems. They are also useful in comparing the

performance of a system before and after certain changes are made.

As a high-level language host, a computer architecture should execute effi-

ciently those features of a programming language that are most frequently used

in actual programs. This ability is often measured by benchmarks. Benchmarks

are considered to be representative of classes of applications envisioned for the

architecture.

Table 1.1 Common Prefixes Used in Computer
Systems Measurements

Power-of-10 Power-of-2 Prefix Symbol

Thousand (103) 210¼ 1024 Kilo K
Million (106) 220¼ 2048 Mega M
Billion (109) 230 Giga G
Trillion (1012) 240 Tera T
Quadrillion (1015) 250 Peta P
Quintillion (1018) 260 Exa E
Sextillion (1021) 270 Zetta Z
Septillion (1024) 280 Yotta Y
Thousandth (10�3) 2�10 Milli M
Million (10�6) 2�20 Micro m
Billion (10�9) 2�30 Nano N
Trillion (10�12) 2�40 Pico P
Quadrillion (10�15) 2�50 Femto F
Quintillion (10�18) 2�60 Atto A
Sextillion (10�21) 2�70 Zepto Z
Septillion (10�24) 2�80 Yocto Y
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There are several benchmar k suites in use today and more are bein g developed .

It is important to note that the benchm arks provi de only a broad performanc e

guideline. It is the responsi bility of the user to select the benchm ark that com es

close to his appl ication and further evaluate the machin e based on scena rios

expected in the appl ication for which the machin e is bein g evaluat ed. Cha pter 15

provides further details on benchmarks and performance evaluation.

1.5 SUMMARY

This chapter has introduced the basic terminology associated with modern computer

systems. The five common levels of architecture abstractions were introduced along

with a trace of the evolution of computer generations. Performance issues and

measures were briefly introduced. Subsequent chapters of the book expand on the

concepts and issues highlighted in this chapter.
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PROBLEMS

1.1 What is the difference between hardware, software, and firmware?

1.2 Look up the definition of the following terms: parallel computing, computer

networks, distributed computing.

1.3 Does Moore’s law hold forever? What are the limitations?

1.4 Look up the characteristics that distinguish between the following:

Supercomputers

Mainframe (large-scale) computers

Minicomputers

Microcomputers

Desktops

Laptops

Tablet PCs
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1.5 What are the important factors that influence buying a laptop computer in today’s

technology? Scan the advertisements from vendors and vendor catalogs to list the

characteristics and their importance.

1.6 Compilers translate the program into machine language so that it can be executed

by hardware. Some systems use an ‘‘interpreter’’ rather than a compiler. How is

this environment different?

1.7 Assume that a transistor in current technology is 1 m in diameter. How large

would this transistor be 2 years from today, according to Moore’s law?

1.8 How many kilobytes are in a megabyte of memory? How many megabytes are in

a gigabyte memory? Express your answers as powers of 2.

1.9 Look up the details on the following popular benchmarks: Whetstone, Dhrystone,

PERFECT, SLALOM.

1.10 What is a ‘‘Virtual Machine’’ architecture?
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CHAPTER 2

Number Systems and Codes

As mentioned earlier, the elements in the discrete data representation correspond to

discrete voltage levels or current magnitudes in the digital system hardware. If the

digital system is required to manipulate only numeric data, for instance, it will be

best to use 10 voltage levels, with each level corresponding to a decimal digit. But

the noise introduced by multiple levels makes such representation impractical.

Therefore, digital systems typically use a two-level representation, with one voltage

level representing a 0 and the other representing a 1. To represent all 10 decimal

digits using this binary (two-valued) alphabet of 0 and 1, a unique pattern of 0s and

1s is assigned to each digit. For example, in an electronic calculator, each keystroke

should produce a pattern of 0s and 1s corresponding to the digit or the operation

represented by that key.

Because the data elements and operations are all represented in binary form in

all practical digital systems, a good understanding of the binary number system and

data representation is basic to the analysis and design of digital system hardware.

In this chapter, we will discuss the binary number system in detail. In addition, we

will discuss two other widely used systems: octal and hexadecimal. These two

number systems are useful in representing binary information in a compact form.

When the human user of the digital system works with data manipulated by the

system, either to verify it or to communicate it to another user, the compactness

provided by these systems is helpful. As we will see in this chapter, data conversion

from one number system to the other can be performed in a straightforward

manner.

The data to be processed by the digital system are made up of decimal digits,

alphabetic characters, and special characters, such as þ, �, *, etc. The digital

system uses a unique pattern of 0s and 1s to represent each of these digits and

characters in the binary form. The collection of these binary patterns is called the

binary code. Various binary codes have been devised by digital system designers

over the years. Some popular codes will be discussed in this chapter.
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2.1 NUMBER SYSTEMS

Let us review the decimal number system, the system with which we are most

familiar. There are 10 symbols (0 through 9), called digits, in the system along with

a set of relations defining the operations of addition (þ), subtraction (�), multipli-

cation (3), and division (=). The total number of digits in a number system is called

the radix or base of the system. The digits in the system range in value from 0

through r�1, where r is the radix. For the decimal system, r¼ 10 and the digits

range in value from 0 through (10�1)¼ 9.

In the so-called positional notation of a number, the radix point separates the

‘‘integer’’ portion of the number from the ‘‘fraction’’ portion. If there is no fraction

portion, the radix point is not explicitly shown in the positional notation. Further-

more, each position in the representation has a weight associated with it. The weight

of each position is equivalent to the radix raised to a power. The power starts with a 0

at the position immediately to the left of the radix point and increases by 1 as wemove

each position toward the left, and decreases by 1 as wemove each position toward the

right. A typical number in the decimal system is shown in the following example.

Example 2.1

1 2 5 6

Decimal point

Powers increase by 1 Powers decrease by 1

Integer Fraction

103 102 101 100 Weights10−1  10−2 10−3

�

�

9 3 2

This number can also be represented as a polynomial:

1� 103 þ 2� 102 þ 5� 101 þ 6� 100 þ 9� 10�1 þ 3� 10�2 þ 2� 10�3:

We can thus generalize these two representations to any number system. The

general positional notation of a number N is

N ¼ an . . . a3a2a1a0 � a�1a�2a�3 . . . a�mð Þr, (2:1)

where

r is the radix of the number system

a�1, a0, a1, a2, etc., are digits such that 0 � ai � (r�1) for all i
an is the most significant digit (MSD)

a�m is the least significant digit (LSD)
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The polynomial representation of the earlier number is

N ¼
Xn
i¼�m

air
i: (2:2)

There are n þ 1 integer digits and m fraction digits in the number shown earlier.

Consider an integer with n digits. A finite range of values can be represented

by this integer. The smallest value in this range is 0 and corresponds to each digit

of the n-digit integer being equal to 0. When each digit corresponds in value to

r� 1, the highest digit in the number system, the n-digit number attains the highest

value in the range. This value is equal to rn� 1. Table 2.1 lists the first few

numbers in various systems. We will discuss binary, octal, and hexadecimal

systems next.

2.1.1 Binary System

In this system, the radix is 2 and the two allowed digits are 0 and 1. BInary digiT is

abbreviated as BIT. A typical binary number is shown in the positional notation in

the following example.

Table 2.1 Number Systems

Decimal Binary Ternary Quaternary Octal Hexadecimal
r5 10 r5 2 r5 3 r 5 4 r 5 8 r 5 16

0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 10 2 2 2 2
3 11 10 3 3 3
4 100 11 10 4 4
5 101 12 11 5 5
6 110 20 12 6 6
7 111 21 13 7 7
8 1000 22 20 10 8
9 1001 100 21 11 9
10 1010 101 22 12 A
11 1011 102 23 13 B
12 1100 110 30 14 C
13 1101 111 31 15 D
14 1110 112 32 16 E
15 1111 120 33 17 F
16 10000 121 100 20 10
17 10001 122 101 21 11
18 10010 200 102 22 12
19 10011 201 103 23 13
20 10100 202 110 24 14
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Exam ple 2.2

N  = (11010        1101)2

Weights
Weights in decimal

Weights double for each move
to left from the binary point

Weights are halved for each move to
right from the binary point

24 23 22 21 20 2−12−22−32−4

8   4  2  1
.
.

. 1
2 4

1
8
1

16
116 

In polyno mial form, this numb er is

N ¼ 1� 24 þ 1� 23 þ 0� 22 þ 1� 21 þ 0� 20 þ 1� 2� 1 þ 1� 2� 2
þ 0� 2� 3 þ 1� 2� 4

¼ 16þ 8þ 0þ 2þ 0þ 1

2
þ 1

4
þ 0þ 1

16
(dec imal)

¼ 26þ 1

2
þ 1

4
þ 1

16
(decim al)

¼ 26
13

16

� �
10

As we can see from the polyn omial expans ion and summa tion show n here, the

posi tions cont aining a 0 do not contribu te to the sum . To conver t a binary number

into deci mal, we can simply accumul ate the weight s correspo nding to each nonzer o

bit of the number.

Each bit can take either of the two valu es: 0 or 1. With 2 bits, we can derive 2 2,

or 4, combina tions: 00, 01, 10, and 11. The decima l valu es of these combina tions

(bi nary numb ers) are 0, 1, 2, and 3, respective ly. Sim ilarly, with 3 bits we can

deriv e 23, o r 8, com binations ranging in value from 000 (0 in decima l) to 11 1 (7 in

deci mal). In gener al, wi th n bit s it is possi ble to generat e 2 n combina tions of 0s and

1s, and these combina tions whe n viewed as binary nu mbers range in value from 0 to

(2 n� 1 ). Table 2.2 shows som e bina ry numb ers for various valu es of n. The 2n

com binations possib le for any n are obta ined by start ing with n 0s and count ing in
bina ry u ntil the numb er with n 1s is reach ed. A more mechani cal method of

gener ating these com binations is describ ed herein.

Th e first com bination has n 0s and the last has n 1s. As we can see from Tab le

2.2, the valu e of the least significan t bit (LSB), that is, bit posi tion 0 alter nates in

valu e betwee n 0 and 1 every row, as we move from row to row. Similarly, the value

of the bit in posi tion 1 alternat es ever y two rows (i. e., two 0s followed by tw o 1s). In

gener al, the value of the bit in posi tion i alter nates every 2i rows start ing from 0s.

Th is observat ion can be utilize d in generat ing all the 2n combinatio ns.

2.1.2 Octal System

In this system , r¼ 8, and the allowed digits are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. A typical
numb er is show n in positional notation in Exam ple 2.3.
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Example 2.3

N = (4 5 2 6 . 2 3)8

(Weights)

(Polynomial form)

(Decimal)

83828180 . 8−18−2

= 4 � 83 + 5 � 82 + 2 � 81 + 6 � 80 + 2 � 8−1 + 3 � 8−2

= 2048 + 320 + 16 + 6 + 28
3+ 64

= (2390 )10
19
64

2.1.3 Hexadecimal System

In this system, r¼ 16, and the allowed digits are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D,

E, and F. Digits A through F correspond to decimal values 10 through 15, respect-

ively. A typical number is shown in the following example.

Example 2.4

N = (A 1 F . 1 C)16

(Weights)

(Polynomial form)

(Decimal)

162161160 . 16−116−2

= A � 162 + 1 � 161 + F � 160 + 1� 16−1 + C � 16−2

= 10 � 162 + 1 � 161 + 15 � 160 + 1� 16−1 + 12 � 16−2

= (2591 28
256)10

Table 2.2 Binary Numbers

n 5 2 n 5 3 n 5 4

1
��0 2

�� 1 ��0 3
�� 2 ��1 �� 0  Bit position

00 000 0000
01 001 0001
10 010 0010
11 011 0011

100 0100
101 0101
110 0110
111 0111

1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
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2.2 CON VERSIO N

To conver t numb ers from a nondecim al system to decima l, we simply expand the

give n numb er as a polyn omial and eval uate the polyn omial using deci mal arith-

meti c, as show n in Ex amples 2.1 through 2.4. When a decimal numb er is conver ted

to any other system, the integer and fraction portions of the number are handled

separately. The radix divide technique is used to convert the integer portion, and the

radix multiply technique is used for the fraction portion.

2.2.1 Radix Divide Technique

1. Divide the given integer successively by the required radix, noting the remainder

at each step. The quotient at each step becomes the new dividend for subsequent

division. Stop the division process when the quotient becomes zero.

2. Collect the remainders from each step (last to first) and place them left to right to

form the required number.

The following examples illustrate the procedure.

Example 2.5

(245)10 = (?)2 (i.e., convert (245)10 to binary)

245Required
base

Remainders

122

61

30

15

7

3

1

1

1

0

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

1

1

1

10 = (1111 0101)2

Here, 245 is first divided by 2, generating a quotient of 122 and a remainder of 1.

Next 122 is divided, generating 61 as the quotient and 0 as the remainder. The

division process is continued until the quotient is 0, with the remainders noted at

each step. The remainder bits from each step (last to first) are then placed left to

right to form the number in base 2.

To verify the validity of the radix divide technique, consider the polynomial

representation of a 4-bit integer A¼ (a3a2a1a0):

A ¼
X3
i¼0

a1 � 2i:
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This can be rewritten as

A ¼ ð2 2 2 a3ð Þ þ a2ð Þ þ a1ð Þ þ a0Þ:

From this form, it can be seen that the bits of the binary number correspond to the

remainder at each divide-by-two operation. The following examples show the

application of the techniques to other number systems:

Example 2.6

(245)10 = (?)8

= (365)8

245

3

3

6

58

8

8

30

0

Example 2.7

(245)10 = (?)16

= (F5)16

245

5 = 515

15 = F0

16

16

2.2.2 Radix Multiply Technique

As we move each position to the right of the radix point, the weight corresponding

to each bit in the binary fraction is halved. The radix multiply technique uses this

fact and multiplies the given decimal number by 2 (i.e., divides the given number by

half) to obtain each fraction bit. The technique consists of the following steps:

1. Successively multiply the given fraction by the required base, noting the integer

portion of the product at each step. Use the fractional part of the product as the

multiplicand for subsequent steps. Stop when the fraction either reaches 0 or

recurs.

2. Collect the integer digits at each step from first to last and arrange them left to

right.

If the radix multiplication process does not converge to 0, it is not possible to

represent a decimal fraction in binary exactly. Accuracy, then, depends on the

number of bits used to represent the fraction. Some examples follow.
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Example 2.8

(0.250)10 = (?)2

0.25

= (0.01)2

2
0.50

1.00

�

2�

Example 2.9

(0.345)10 = (?)2

Multiply fractions only

0.345
 � 2

 � 2

 � 2

 � 2

 � 2

 � 2

0.690

1.380

0.760

1.520

1.040

0.080
= (0.010110)2

The fraction may never reach 0; stop when the required number of fraction digits

is obtained; the fraction will not be accurate.

Example 2.10

(0.345)10 = (?)8

0.345
� 8

� 8

� 8

� 8

2.760

6.080

0.640

5.120 = (0.2605)8
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Example 2.11

(242.45)10 = (?)2

242 0.45
� 2

� 2

� 2

� 2

� 2

� 2

� 2

0.90

1.80

1.60

1.20

0.40

0.80

1.60

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

∗Repeats

1

1

1

1

1

121

60

30

15

7

3

1

0

= (1111 0010.01 1100)2

∗

The radix divide and multiply algorithms are applicable to the conversion of

numbers from any base to any other base. When a number is converted from base

p to base q, the number in base p is divided (or multiplied) by q in base p arithmetic.

Because of our familiarity with decimal arithmetic, these methods are convenient

when p ¼ 10. In general, it is easier to convert a base p number to base q ( p 6¼
10, q 6¼ 10) by first converting the number to decimal from base p and then

converting that decimal number to base q (i.e., (N)p ! (?)10 ! (?)q), as shown by

the following example.

Example 2.12

(25:34)8 ¼ (?)5

Convert to base 10:

(25:34)8 ¼ 2� 81 þ 5� 80 þ 3� 8�1 þ 4� 8�2 ðDecimalÞ

¼ 16þ 5þ 3

8
þ 4

64
ðDecimalÞ

¼ 21
28

64

� �
10

¼ 21:4375ð Þ10
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Convert to base 5:

5 21

4 1

0 4

5

0.4375
� 5

2.1875
� 5

0.9375
� 5

4.6875
� 5

3.4375

2.1875 ∗Repeats

= (41.2043)5

� 5

∗

2.2.3 Base 2k Conversion

Each of the eight octal digits can be represented by a 3-bit binary number. Similarly,

each of the 16 hexadecimal digits can be represented by a 4-bit binary number. In

general, each digit of the base p number system, where p is an integral power k of 2,
can be represented by a k-bit binary number.

In converting a base p number to base q, if p and q are both integral powers of

2, the base p number can first be converted to binary, and this can in turn be

converted to base q by inspection. This conversion procedure is called the base 2k

conversion.

Example 2.13

(4 2 A 5 6 • F 1)16 = (?)8

p = 16 = 24

k1 = 4

k1 = 4

k2 = 3

Zero
included

Zero
included

= (1025126.742)8

4

01000

1 0 2 5 1 2 6 7 4 2

0010 1010 0101 0110

2 A 5 6

Start

.

.

q = 8 = 23

k2 = 3

01111

F

0001

1
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Example 2.14

(AF5.2C)16 = (?)4

A

2 11 . 0 02 33 2 3

F 5 . 2 C

1010 1111 0101 .

= (223311.0230)4

Base 16 = 24 ∴ k1 = 4

Base 4 = 22 ∴ k2 = 20010 1100

Example 2.15

(567.23)8 = (?)16

Zeros
included 0 0 0

5

101 110

1

111 010 011

6 7

7 7 4 C

2

0 0

3.

.

.

Base 8 ∴ k1 = 3

Base 16 ∴ k2 = 4

= (177.4C )16

Base 2

It is thus possible to represent binary numbers in a very compact form by using

octal and hexadecimal systems. The conversion between these systems is also

straightforward. Because it is easier to work with fewer digits than with a large

number of bits, digital system users prefer to work with octal or hexadecimal

systems when understanding or verifying the results produced by the system or

communicating data between users or between users and the machine.

2.3 ARITHMETIC

Arithmetic in all other number systems follows the same general rules as in

decimal. Binary arithmetic is simpler than decimal arithmetic since only two digits

(0 and 1) are involved. Arithmetic in octal and hexadecimal systems requires some

practice because of the general unfamiliarity with those systems. In this section, we

will describe binary arithmetic in detail, followed by a brief discussion of octal and

hexadecimal arithmetic. For simplicity, integers will be used in all the examples in

this section. Nonetheless, the procedures are valid for fractions and numbers with

both integer and fraction portions.

In the so-called fixed-point representation of binary numbers in digital systems,

the radix point is assumed to be either at the right end or the left end of the field in

which the number is represented. In the first case, the number is an integer, and in

the second it is a fraction. Fixed-point representation is the most common type of
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repr esentatio n. In sci entific com puting applica tions, in which a large range of

numb ers mus t be repr esented, floating- point represe ntation is u sed. Floati ng-point

repr esentatio n o f numb ers is discusse d in Section 2 .6.

2.3.1 Binary Arithmetic

Table 2.3 illustrates the rules for binary addition, subtraction, and multiplication.

2.3.1.1 Addition

In Table 2.3(a), note that 0 þ 0¼ 0, 0 þ 1¼ 1, 1 þ 0¼ 1, and 1 þ 1¼ 10. Thus, the

addition of two 1s results in a SUM of 0 and a CARRY of 1.

When two binary numbers are added, the carry from any position is included in

the addition of bits in the next most significant position, as in decimal arithmetic.

Example 2.16 illustrates this.

Example 2.16

4  3  2  1  0

0
1
0
1

Bit position

CARRY
Augend
Addend
SUM

CARRY in the LSB position is 00
1
1
0

0
1
1

1
0
0
1

1
1
1
1

+

Here, bits in the LSB position (i.e., position 0) are first added, resulting in a sum

bit of 1 and a carry of 0. The carry is included in the addition of bits at position 1.

The 3 bits in position 1 are added using two steps (0 þ 1¼ 1, 1 þ 1¼ 10),

resulting in a sum bit of 0 and a carry bit of 1 to the next most significant

position (position 2). This process is continued through the most significant bit

(MSB).

Table 2.3 Binary Arithmetic

(a) Addition (b) Subtracion (c) Multiplication

A A
A � B

A

0 1

00
B

BorrowCarry Sum Difference

0

0 11

0 1

00

1 11 0
B

1

A − B
0

0 0 1

1 10
B

1

1
A + B
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In gener al, the addi tion of two n-bi t numbers resu lts in a nu mber that is n þ 1
bits long. If the numb er represe ntation is to be confined to n bits, the operands of the
addition shoul d be kept small enough so that their sum does not excee d n b its.

2.3.1.2 Subtraction

From Table 2.3(b), we can see that 0� 0¼ 0, 1�0¼ 1, 1� 1¼ 0, and 0� 1¼ 1 with a
BORROW of 1. That is, subtracting a 1 from a 0 results in a 1 with a borrow from

the next most significant position, as in decimal arithmetic. Subtraction of two

binary numbers is performed stage by stage as in decimal arithmetic, starting from

the LSB to the MSB. Some examples follow.

Example 2.17

5 4 3 2 1 0

0

0

1 1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

Bit position

�

Minuend

Subtrahend

DIFFERENCE

Bit position 1 requires a borrow from bit position 2. Because of this borrow,

minuend bit 2 becomes a 0. The subtraction continues through the MSB.

Example 2.18

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Bit position

Minuend

Subtrahend

DIFFERENCE

1  1  0   0  1  0  1  1

0  0           0  

1  1

−  0  1  1   0  1  1  1  0

0  1  0  1  1  1  0  1

Bit 2 requires a borrow from bit 3; after this borrow, minuend bit 3 is 0. Then, bit 3

requires a borrow. Because bits 4 and 5 of the minuend are zeros, borrowing is from

bit 6. In this process, the intermediate minuend bits 4 and 5 each attain a value of 1

(compare this with the decimal subtraction). The subtraction continues through

the MSB.

2.3.1.3 Multiplication

Binary multiplication is similar to decimal multiplication. From Table 2.3(c), we

can see that 03 0¼ 0, 03 1¼ 0, 13 0¼ 0, and 13 1¼ 1.

An example follows.
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Example 2.19

1011
� 1100

0000

0000

1011

1011

10000100 PRODUCT

Multiplier bits

(1011) � 0

(1011) � 0

(1011) � 1

(1011) � 1

Multiplicand
Multiplier

In general, the product of two n-bit numbers is 2n bits long. In Example 2.19,

there are two nonzero bits in the multiplier, one in position 2 corresponding to 22

and the other in position 3 corresponding to 23. These 2 bits yield partial products

whose values are simply that of the multiplicand shifted left 2 and 3 bits, respect-

ively. The 0 bits in the multiplier contribute partial products with 0 values. Thus, the

following shift-and-add algorithm can be adopted to multiply two n-bit numbers

A and B, where B¼ (bn�1 bn�2 . . . b1b0).

1. Start with a 2n-bit product with a value of 0.

2. For each bi (0� i� n�1) 6¼ 0, shift A i positions to the left and add to the product.

This procedure reduces the multiplication to repeated shift and addition of the

multiplicand.

2.3.1.4 Division

The longhand (trial-and-error) procedure of decimal division can also be used in

binary, as shown in Example 2.20.

Example 2.20

110101 � 111 = ?

0111 Quotient

 = 0 

1101 � 111 ∴ q2 = 1 

1100 � 111 ∴ q3 = 1 

1011 � 111 ∴ q4 = 1 

110,101

−000

1101

−111

1100

−111

1011

100 Remainder

−111

111                  ∴ q1110 � 111

In this procedure, the divisor is compared with the dividend at each step. If the

divisor is greater than the dividend, the corresponding quotient bit is 0; otherwise,
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the quotient bit is 1, and the divisor is subtracted from the dividend. The compare-

and-subtract process is continued until the LSB of the dividend. The procedure is

formalized in the following steps.

1. Align the divisor (Y) with the most significant end of the dividend. Let the portion

of the dividend from its MSB to its bit aligned with the LSB of the divisor be

denoted X. We will assume that there are n bits in the divisor and 2n bits in the

dividend. Let i¼ 0.

2. Compare X and Y. If X � Y, the quotient bit is 1: perform X�Y. If X < Y, the
quotient bit is 0.

3. Set i¼ i þ 1. If i � n, stop. Otherwise, shift Y 1 bit to the right and go to step 2.

For the purposes of illustration, this procedure assumed the division of integers. If

the divisor is greater than the dividend, the quotient is 0, and if the divisor is 0, the

procedure should be stopped since dividing by 0 results in an error.

As we can see from these examples, multiplication and division operations

can be reduced to repeated shift and addition (or subtraction). If the hardware can

perform shift, add, and subtract operations, it can be programmed to perform

multiplication and division as well. Older digital systems used such measures to

reduce hardware costs. With the advances in digital hardware technology, it is

now possible to implement these and more complex operations in an economical

manner.

2.3.1.5 Shifting

Generally, shifting a base r number left by one position (and inserting a 0 into the

vacant LSD position) is equivalent to multiplying the number by r. Shifting the

number right by one position (inserting a 0 into the vacant MSD position) generally

is equivalent to dividing the number by r.
In binary system, each left shift multiplies the number by 2, and each right shift

divides the number by 2, as shown in Example 2.21.

Example 2.21

N

2 • N

N ÷ 2 INSERT

INSERT

Binary Decimal

(inaccurate, since
only 2-bit accuracy
is retained.)

11¾

23½

5¾

01011.11

10111.1

0101.110

0

If the MSB of an n-bit number is not 0, shifting it left would result in a number

larger than the magnitude that can be accommodated in n bits and the 1 shifted out

of the MSB position cannot be discarded. If nonzero bits shifted out of the LSB

position during a right shift are discarded, the accuracy is lost. Later in this chapter,

we will discuss shifting in further detail.
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2.3. 2 Oct al Arithm etic

Table 2. 4 show s the octal addi tion and multipl ication tables. The exampl es that

follow illustrate the four arithmetic operations in octal and their similarity to

decimal arithmetic. (Table 2.4 can be used to look up the result at each stage in

the arithmetic.) An alternate method is used in the following examples. The

operation is first performed in decimal and then the result is converted into octal,

before proceeding to the next stage, as shown in the scratch pad.

Example 2.22 Addition

1  1  1 Carries Scratch pad
6

(10)10 = (12)8

(13)10 = (15)8

(10)10 = (12)8

�4

1

�7

�5

1

�4

�5

SUM

1  4  7  6

3  5  5  4

5  2  5  2

+

(5)10 = (5)8

1

�1

�3

Example 2.23 Subtraction

4  14 Digit position 2 required a

borrow from position 3.

∴ Octal

148

−78

58

5  4  7  5

− 3  7  6  4

1  5  1  1
Decimal

12
−7

510 = 58

Example 2.24 Subtraction

3 7 7

5 4 0 0 4 5

− 3 2 5 6 5 4

2 1 2 1 7 1

The intermediate 0s become r�1 or 7 when borrowed.
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Example 2.25 Multiplication

543

4665
1306
17745 Product

� 27
Scratch pad

3 � 7 = (21)10 = (25)8

4 � 7 = (28)10 = (34)8

5 � 7 = (35)10 = (43)8

3 � 2 = (6)10 = (6)8

4 � 2 = (8)10 = (10)8

5 � 2 = (10)10 = (12)8

6
10

12
1306

These can be
obtained directly
from Table 2.4

25
34

43
4665

Table 2.4 Octal Arithmetic

Addition

A

A 1 B 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11

B 3 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12
4 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 13
5 5 6 7 10 11 12 13 14
6 6 7 10 11 12 13 14 15
7 7 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Multiplication

A

A 3 B 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16

B 3 0 3 6 11 14 17 22 25
4 0 4 10 14 20 24 30 34
5 0 5 12 17 24 31 36 43
6 0 6 14 22 30 36 44 52
7 0 7 16 25 34 43 52 61
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Exam ple 2.26 Division

062

543 ÷ 7

5437

0

54
52

23

16
5

Use the multipl ication table in Table 2.4 to derive the quotient digit (by trial -and-

err or).

2.3. 3 Hexade cimal Arithme tic

Table 2.5 show s the addition and multiplic ation tables . The followi ng exam ples

illustrate hexadecimal arithmetic.

Example 2.27 Addition

Scratch pad

Decimal

1   1

1   5   F   C C = 12

D = 13

16 25

Decimal

1 = 1
F = 15
5 = 5

21 = (15)16

= (19)16 These can be obtained
directly from Table 2.5

16 1

0

9

1

+   2   4   5   D

3   A   5   9
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Example 2.28 Subtraction

Scratch pad

Decimal

(15)16 = 21
−(F)16 = −15

6  =  (6)16

1 13 15
3

2   4   5   D 
−   1   5   F   C

0   E   6   1

Minuend
Subtrahend

Difference
(13)16 = 19

−(5)16 = −5

14  =  (E)16

Table 2.5 Hexadecimal Arithmetic

Addition

1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 10
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 10 11
3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 10 11 12
4 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 10 11 12 13
5 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 10 11 12 13 14
6 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 10 11 12 13 14 15
7 7 8 9 A B C D E F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
8 8 9 A B C D E F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
9 9 A B C D E F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
A A B C D E F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
B B C D E F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1A
C C D E F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1A 1B
D D E F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1A 1B 1C
E E F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1A 1B 1C 1D
F F 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1A 1B 1C 1D 1E

Multiplication

3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F
2 0 2 4 6 8 A C E 10 12 14 16 18 1A 1C 1E
3 0 3 6 9 C F 12 15 18 1B 1E 21 24 27 2A 2D
4 0 4 8 C 10 14 18 1C 20 24 28 2C 30 34 38 3C
5 0 5 A F 14 19 1E 23 28 2D 32 37 3C 41 46 4B
6 0 6 C 12 18 1E 24 2A 30 36 3C 42 48 4E 54 5A
7 0 7 E 15 1C 23 2A 31 38 3F 46 4D 54 5B 62 69
8 0 8 10 18 20 28 30 38 40 48 50 58 60 68 70 78
9 0 9 12 1B 24 2D 36 3F 48 51 5A 63 6C 75 7E 87
A 0 A 14 1E 28 32 3C 46 50 5A 64 6E 78 82 8C 96
B 0 B 16 21 2C 37 42 4D 58 63 6E 79 84 8F 9A A5
C 0 C 18 24 30 3C 48 54 60 6C 78 84 90 9C A8 B4
D 0 D 1A 27 34 41 4E 5B 68 75 82 8F 9C A9 B6 C3
E 0 E 1C 2A 38 46 54 62 70 7E 8C 9A A8 B6 C4 D2
F 0 F 1E 2D 3C 4B 5A 69 78 87 96 A5 B4 C3 D2 E1
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Example 2.29 Multiplication

Scratch pad

Decimal

A � 2 = 20 =

4 � 2 =   8 =

E � 2 = 28 =
1 � 2 =   2 =

1 4

0 8

1 C
0 2
0 3 C 9 4 = P1

Hexadecimal1 E 4 A
x FA2

1 2

0 3 C 9 4
1 2 E E 4�

� 1 C 6 5 6

1 D 9 8 0 D 4

P1

P2

P3

A � A = 100 =

4 � A =   40 =

E � A = 140 =
1 � A =   10 =

6 4

2 8

8 C
A

1 2 E E 4 = P2

A � F = 150 =

4 � F =   60 =

E � F = 210 =
1 � F =   15 =

9 6

3 C

D 2
D

1 C 6 5 6 = P2

Example 2.30 Division

0 1 E C

1 A F 3
0
1 A

E
C F
C 4

B 3
A 8

Quotient

RemainderB

E

The examples shown so far have used only positive numbers. In practice, a digital

system must represent both positive and negative numbers. To accommodate the

sign of the number, an additional digit, called the sign digit, is included in the

representation, along with the magnitude digits. Thus, to represent an n-digit
number, we would need n þ 1 digits. Typically, the sign digit is the MSD. Two

popular representation schemes have been used: the sign-magnitude system and the

complement system.
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2.4 SIGN-MAGNITUDE SYSTEM

In this representation, nþ 1 digits are used to represent a number, where the MSD is

the sign digit and the remaining n digits are magnitude digits. The value of the sign

digit is 0 for positive numbers and r� 1 for negative numbers, where r is the radix
of the number system. Some sample representations follow.

Example 2.31

Here, we assume that five digits are available to represent each number. The sign

and magnitude portions of the number are separated by ‘‘,’’ for illustration purposes

only. The ‘‘,’’ is not used in the actual representation.

Number Representation

(�2)2 1,0010 All numbers are shown as five-digit numbers

(þ56)8 0,0056

(�56)8 7,0056

(�1F)16 0,001F

(�1F)16 F,001F

Sign Magnitude

The sign and magnitude portions are handled separately in arithmetic using

sign-magnitude numbers. The magnitude of the result is computed and then the

appropriate sign is attached to the result, just as in decimal arithmetic. The sign-

magnitude system has been used in such small digital systems as digital meters and

typically when the decimal mode of arithmetic is used in digital computers. The

decimal (or binary-coded decimal) arithmetic mode will be described later in this

chapter. Complement number representation is the most prevalent representation

mode in modern-day computer systems.

2.5 COMPLEMENT NUMBER SYSTEM

Consider the subtraction of a number A from a number B. This is equivalent to

adding (�A) to B. The complement number system provides a convenient way of

representing negative numbers (i.e., complements of positive numbers), thus reduc-

ing the subtraction to an addition. Because multiplication and division correspond

respectively to repeated addition and subtraction, it is possible to perform the four

basic arithmetic operations using only the hardware for addition when the negative

numbers are represented in complement form. The two popular complement num-

ber systems are radix complement and diminished radix complement.
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The radix complement of a number (N)r is defined as

N½ �r ¼ rn � Nð Þr if (N)r 6¼ 0

¼ 0 if (N)r ¼ 0,
(2:3)

where

[N]r is the radix complement

n is the number of digits in the integer portion of the number (N)r

This system is commonly called either 2s complement or 10s complement,

depending on which number system is used. This section will describe the 2s

complement system. Because the 10s complement system displays the same char-

acteristics as the 2s complement system, it will not be discussed here.

Example 2.32

(a) The 2s complement of (01010)2 is

25 � (01010) ¼ 100000� 01010 ¼ 10110:

Here, n¼ 5 and r¼ 2.

(b) The 2s complement of (0.0010)2 is

21 � (0:0010) ¼ 10:0000� 0:0010 ¼ 1:1110:

Here, n¼ 1 and r¼ 2.

(c) The 10s complement of (4887)10 is

102 � 4887 ¼ 5113:

Here, n¼ 4 and r¼ 10.

(d) The 10s complement of (48.87)10 is

102 � 48:87 ¼ 51:13:

Here, n¼ 2 and r¼ 10.

As can be verified by Example 2.32, there are two other methods for radix

complement of a number.

METHOD 1 (Complement and Add 1)

[01010]2¼ ?

10101 a. Complement each bit (i.e., change

each 0 to 1 and 1 to 0)

þ1 b. Add 1 to the LSB to get the 2s

complement.

10110
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METHOD 2 (Copy and Complement)

[010 10]2 = ?   

10

101  10 

101

a. Copy the bits from the LSB until and

including the first nonzero bit.

b. Complement the remaining bits

through the MSB to get the 2s

complement.

The diminished radix complement [N]r�1 of a number (N)r is defined as

[N]r�1 ¼ rn � r�m � (N)r, (2:4)

where n and m are, respectively, the number of digits in integer and fraction portion

of the number. Note that

[N]r ¼ [N]r�1 þ r�m: (2:5)

That is, the radix complement of a number is obtained by adding (r�1) to the LSB

of the diminished radix complement form of the number.

The diminished radix complement is commonly called the 1s complement or 9s

complement, depending on whether binary or decimal number system is used,

respectively.

Example 2.33

(N )r r n M [N]r�1
(a) 1001 2 4 0 ¼ 24�20�1001

¼ 1000�1�1001
¼ 1111�1001¼ 0110

(b) 100.1 2 3 1 ¼ 23�2�1�100.1
¼ 1000�0.1¼ 100.1

¼ 111.1�100.1¼ 011.0

(c) 486.7 10 3 1 ¼ 103�10�1�486.7
¼ 1000�0.1�486.7
¼ 999.9�486.7¼ 513.2

From Example 2.33, it can be seen that the 1s complement of a number is

obtained by subtracting each digit from the largest digit in the number system. In

the binary system, this is equivalent to complementing (i.e., changing 1 to 0 and

0 to 1) each bit of the given number.
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Exam ple 2.34

N¼ 10110.11 0
1s comple ment of N¼ 11111.11 1

�1011 0.110
01001.00 1

which can also be obta ined by compleme nting each bit of N .
As in sign-magni tude represe ntation, a sign bit is include d in the representa tion

of n umbers in comple ment system s as well . Becaus e the comp lement of a number

corr espond s to its negativ e, p ositive numb ers that are represe nted in comp lement

syst ems remai n in the sam e form as in the sign-m agnitude system . Only negativ e

numb ers are represe nted in the comple ment form as shown by the followi ng

exam ple.

Here, we assume that 5 bits are availa ble for repr esentatio n and that the MSB is

the sign bit.

Exam ple 2.35

Decimal Sign-Magnitude 2s Complement 1s Complement

þ5 0,0101 0,0101 0,0101
�5 1,0101 1,1011 1,1010
þ4 0,0100 0,0100 0,0100
�4 1,0100 1,1100 1,1011

To obtain the comp lement of a numb er, we can start with the sign -magnitud e

form of the correspo nding posi tive numb er and adopt the com plemen ting proced-

ures discussed here . In Example 2 .35, the sign bit is separ ated from the mag nitude

bits by a ‘‘,’ ’ for il lustration purposes only. Th is separ ation is not necessar y in

complement systems since the sign bit also participates in the arithmetic as though it

were a magnitude bit (as we will see later in this section).

Table 2.6 shows the range of numb ers that can be represente d in 5 bits, in the

sign-magnitude, 2s complement, and 1s complement systems. Note that the sign-

magnitude and 1s complement systems have two representations for 0 (þ0 and �0),
whereas the 2s complement system has a unique representation for 0. Note also the

use of the combination 10,000 to represent the largest negative number in the 2s

complement system. In general, the ranges of integers that can be represented in an

n-bit field (using 1 sign bit and n�1 magnitude bits) in the three systems are

1. Sign-magnitude: �(2n�1�1) to þ(2n�1�1)
2. 1s complement: �(2n�1�1) to þ(2n�1�1)
3. 2s complement: �(2n�1) to þ(2n�1�1)

We will now illustrate the arithmetic in these systems of number representation.
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2.5.1 2s Complement Addition

Example 2.36 illustrates the addition of numbers represented in 2s complement

form.

Example 2.36

(a) Decimal Sign-magnitude 2s Complement

5 0,0101 0,0101

4 0,0100 0,0100

0,1001¼ 9

Here the sign-magnitude and 2s complement representations are the same, since

both numbers are positive. In 2s complement addition, the sign bit is also treated as

Table 2.6 Three Representation Schemes

Decimal Sign-Magnitude 2s Complement 1s Complement

þ15 01111 01111 01111
þ14 01110 01110 01110
þ13 01101 01101 01101
þ12 01100 01100 01100
þ11 01011 01011 01011
þ10 01010 01010 01010
þ9 01001 01001 01001
þ8 01000 01000 01000
þ7 00111 00111 00111
þ6 00110 00110 00110
þ5 00101 00101 00101
þ4 00100 00100 00100
þ3 00011 00011 00011
þ2 00010 00010 00010
þ1 00001 00001 00001
þ0 00000 00000 00000
�0 10000 00000 11111
�1 10001 11111 11110
�2 10010 11110 11101
�3 10011 11101 11100
�4 10100 11100 11011
�5 10101 11011 11010
�6 10110 11010 11001
�7 10111 11001 11000
�8 11000 11000 10111
�9 11001 10111 10110
�10 11010 10110 10101
�11 11011 10101 10100
�12 11100 10100 10011
�13 11101 10011 10010
�14 11110 10010 10001
�15 11111 10001 10000
�16 10000a

a 2s complement uses 1000 to expand the range to (�16).
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a magnitude bit and participate s in the additi on proce ss. In this exam ple, the sign

and magn itude portion s are separated for illus tration purposes only.

(b) Decimal Sign- magnit ude 2s Complem ent

5 0,010 1 0,0101

� 4 1,010 0 1,1100

10,0001¼þ(0001)2
Ca rry from the sign

Po sition is ignored

Here the negativ e number is represen ted in the com plemen t form and the two

numb ers are added. The sign bits are also include d in the addition proce ss. There is

a carry from the sign bit position, which is ignored. The sign bit is 0, indicat ing that

the result is positive.

(c) Decimal Sign- magnitude 2s Complem ent

4 0,0100 0,0100

� 5 1,0101 1,1011

1,1111¼�(0001)2
Th e resu lt is n egative;

no carry

Here, no carry is generated from the MSB during the addition. The result is

negat ive sinc e the sign is 1; the resu lt is in the com plemen t form and must be

com plemen ted to obta in the sign-m agnitude repr esentatio n.

(d) Dec imal Sign-ma gnitude 2s Complem ent

� 5 1,0101 1,1011

� 4 1,0100 1,1100

11,0111¼�(1001)2
Ignor e the carry;

the resu lt is negative

When subtrac tion is perform ed in decima l arithmeti c (and in the sign -magnitud e

system), the number with the smaller magnitude is subtracted from the one

with the larger magnitude, and the sign of the result is that of the larger number.

Such comparison is not needed in the complement system as shown in

Ex ample 2.36.

In summary, in 2s complement addition, the carry generated from the MSB is

ignored. The sign bit of the result must be the same as that of the operands when

both operands have the same sign. If it is not, the result is too large to fit into the

magnitude field and hence an overflow occurs. When the signs of the operands are

different, a carry from the sign bit indicates a positive result; if no carry is

generated, the result is negative and must be complemented to obtain the sign-

magnitude form. The sign bit participates in the arithmetic.
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2.5.2 1s Complement Addition

Example 2.37 illustrates 1s complement addition. It is similar to that in 2s comple-

ment representation, except that the carry generated from the sign bit is added to the

LSB of the result to complete the addition.

Example 2.37

(a) Decimal Sign-magnitude 1s Complement

5

−4

0,0101

1,0100

0 0101

1 1011

1

1 0 0000 SUM

Add the CARRY end-around

0 0001

(b) Decimal Sign-magnitude 1s Complement

4

−5

0,0100

1,0100

0,0100

1,1010

1,1110 SUM

No carry, Complement and the result is �(0001)

2.5.3 Shifting Revisited

As we have seen earlier, shifting a binary number left 1 bit is equivalent to

multiplying it by 2. Shifting a binary number right 1 bit is equivalent to dividing

it by 2. Example 2.38 illustrates the effect of shifting an unsigned number.

Example 2.38

Consider the number N with six integer bits and four fraction bits:

0 0 1 0 1 1 . 1 0 1 0 N

Shifting N 1 bit left, with a 0 inserted into the LSB:

0 1 0 1 1 1 . 0 1 0 0 Inserted2N

Shifting left again:

1 0 1 1 1 0 . 1 0 0 0 4N Inserted
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If we shift this number left again, the 1 in the MSB would be lost, thereby

resu lting in an overflo w.

Sh ifting N right 1 bit:

0 0 0 1  0 1 . 1 1 0 1 N/2

Sh ifting right again:

Inserted

N /4                                0 0 0 0 1 0 . 1 1 1 0 1 

Th e 1 in the LSB is lost becau se of this shift, thereby resu lting in a less accur ate

fra ction. If there are enough bits to retai n all the n onzero bits in the fraction through

the shift operation, no loss of accuracy will result. In prac tice, there will be a finite

numb er of bits for number represe ntation. Hence, care mus t be taken to see that

shifti ng does not resu lt in either overflo w or inac curacy.

Sign- Magnit ude Shifting . When sign -magnitud e numb ers are shifted, the sign bit

is not include d in shift opera tions. Sh ifting follows the sam e p rocedure as in

Ex ample 2.38.

2s Complement Shifting. When 2s complement numbers are shifted right, the sign

bit value is copied into the vacant (MSB of the magnitude) bit position on the left,

and a 0 is inserted in the vacant LSB position during the left shift. Example 2.39

illustrates this.

Example 2.39

1   0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 Right shift (copy sign bit)

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 Right shift (copy sign bit)

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 Left shift (insert 0)

1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Left shift (insert 0)
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A change in the value of the sign bit during a left shift indicates that there is an

overflow (i.e., the result is too large).

1s Complement Shifting. When 1s complement numbers are shifted, a copy of the

sign bit is inserted in the vacant LSB position during the left shift, or in the MSB

position of the magnitude bits during the right shift. The sign bit receives the MSB

of the magnitude during the left shift.

Example 2.40

(a) (b) 

N 1 1001
2N 1 0011
4N 0 0111         

Overflow 

0 0001 
0 0010    Insert sign bit 
0 0100

0 0000    Copy sign bit N /2       1 1100

N /4 1 1110

2.5.4 Comparison of Complement Systems

Table 2.7 summarizes the operations in both the complement systems. The 2s

complement system is now used in almost all digital computer systems. The 1s

complement system has been used in older computer systems. The advantage of the

1s complement system is that the 1s complement can be obtained by inverting each

bit of the original number from 1 to 0 and 0 to 1, which can be done very easily by

Table 2.7 Comparison of Complement Number Systems

Operation 1s Complement 2s Complement

If the carry
from the
MSB is:

Then perform: Then perform: Sign bit of the
result

0 (Result is in complement form);
complement to convert to sign-
magnitude form

1

Add 1 (Result is in sign-
magnitude form);
add 1 to the LSB
of the result

(Result is in sign-
magnitude
form); neglect
the carry

0

Left shift Copy sign bit into
the LSB

Insert 0 into the
LSB

Sign bit ¼ MSB
of magnitude

Right shift Copy sign bit into the MSB of the
magnitude

Sign bit
unchanged
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the logic components of the digital system. The conversion of a number to 2s

complement system requires an addition operation after the 1s complement of the

number is obtained or a scheme to implement the copy=complement algorithm

described earlier in this chapter. 2s Complement is the most widely used system of

representation.

One other popular representation-biased or excess-radix representation is used

to represent floating-point numbers. This representation is described in Section 2.6.

2.6 FLOATING-POINT NUMBERS

Fixed-point representation is convenient for representing numbers with bounded

orders of magnitude. For instance, in a digital computer that uses 32 bits to

represent numbers, the range of integers that can be used is limited to ± (231�1),
which is approximately ±1012. In scientific computing environments, a wider range

of numbers may be needed, and floating-point representation may be used. The

general form of a floating-point representation number N is

N ¼ F� rE, (2:6)

where

F is the fraction (or mantissa)

r is the radix

E is the exponent

Consider the number

N¼ 3560000

¼ (0.356)3 107

¼ (0.0356)3 108

¼ (3.56)3 106

The last three forms are valid floating-point representations. Among them, the first

two forms are preferred; however, since with these forms there is no need to represent

the integer portion of themantissa, which is 0. The first form requires the fewest digits

to represent themantissa, since all the significant zeros have been eliminated from the

mantissa. This form is called the normalized form of floating-point representation.

Note from the example above that the radix point floats within the mantissa incre-

menting the exponent by 1 for eachmove to the left and decrementing the exponent by

1 for each move to the right. This shifting of the mantissa and scaling of the exponent

is frequently done in the manipulation of floating-point numbers.

Let us now concentrate on the representation of floating-point numbers. The

radix is implied by the number system used and hence is not shown explicitly in

the representation. The mantissa and the exponent can be either positive or

negative. Hence, the floating-point representation consists of the four components
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E, F, SE, and SF, where SE and SF are signs of the exponent and mantissa,

respectively.

The F is represented in the normalized form. True binary form is used in the

representation of F (rather than any of the complement forms), and 1 bit is used to

represent SF (0 for positive, 1 for negative). Since the MSB of the normalized

mantissa is always 1, the range of mantissa is

0:5 � F < 1: (2:7)

The floating-point representation of 0 is an exception and contains all 0s.

When two floating-point numbers are added, the exponentsmust be compared and

equalized before the addition. To simplify the comparison operation without involv-

ing the sign of the exponent, the exponents are usually converted to positive numbers

by adding a bias constant to the true exponent. The bias constant is usually the

magnitude of the largest negative number that can be represented in the exponent

field. Thus, in a floating-point representation with q bits for the exponent field, if a 2s
complement representation is used, the unbiased exponent En will be in the range

�2q�1 � En � 2q�1 � 1: (2:8)

If we add the bias constant of 2q�1, the biased exponent Eb will be in the range:

0 � Eb � 2q�1: (2:9)

The true (unbiased) exponent is obtained by subtracting the bias constant from the

biased exponent. That is,

En ¼ Eb � 2q�1: (2:10)

For example, if q¼ 9, then the bias constant is 256. Three values of the exponent are

shown below:

�256 0 þ256
En : 100000000 000000000 011111111

Eb : 000000000 1000000000 111111111

So long as the mantissa is 0, theoretically the exponent can be anything, thereby

making it possible to have several representations for floating-point representation

numbers. In fixed-point representation, we represented a 0 by a sequence of 0s. To

retain the uniqueness of 0 representation for both fixed- and floating-point repre-

sentations, the mantissa is set to all 0s and the exponent is set to the most negative

exponent in biased form (i.e., all 0s).

2.6.1 IEEE Standard

In 1985, the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) published a

standard for floating-point numbers. This standard, officially known as IEEE-754

(1985), specifies how single-precision (32 bits) and double-precision (64 bits)
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floating-point numbers are to be represented, as well as how arithmetic should be

carried out on them. Binary floating-point numbers are stored in a sign-magnitude

form shown below:

  

Sign 
bit 

(e bits) 
Exponent 

(f bits) 
Mantissa 

(Bit index) 
   . 
 e + f  e + f − 1 

 .   . 
   f  f − 1  

  .  . 
  0 

 

where the most significant bit is the sign bit, exponent is the biased exponent, and

mantissa is the significand minus the most significant bit.

Exponents are signed small and huge values. The 2s complement representation,

the usual representation for signed values, would make comparison of exponent

values harder. To solve this problem, the exponent is biased by 2e�1� 1 before

being stored. This makes its value to be in an unsigned range suitable for comparison.

The most significant bit of the mantissa is determined by the value of exponent.

If 0 < exponent < 2e� 1, the most significant bit of the mantissa is 1, and the

number is said to be normalized. If exponent is 0, the most significant bit of the

mantissa is 0 and the number is said to be denormalized. Three special cases arise:

1. If exponent is 0 and mantissa is 0, the number is ±0 (depending on the sign bit).

2. If exponent¼ 2e� 1 and mantissa is 0, the number is ±infinity (again depending

on the sign bit).

3. If exponent¼ 2e� 1 and mantissa is not 0, the number represented is not a

number (NaN).

This can be summarized as

Type Exponent Mantissa

Zeroes 0 0
Denormalized numbers 0 Nonzero
Normalized numbers 1 to 2e�2 Any
Infinities 2e�1 0
NaNs 2e�1 Nonzero

2.6.1.1 Single Precision

A single-precision binary floating-point number is stored in a 32-bit word:

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Sign 
bit 

(8 bits) 
Exponent 

(23 bits) 
Mantissa 

(Bit index) 
 . 
31 

 . 
  30 

  . 
 23 

  . 
   22 

 . 
  0 

= 0.15625 
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The exponent is biased by 28�1�1¼ 127 in this case. In an 8-bit exponent field

we can represent values in the range �126 to þ127. An exponent of �127 would be
biased to the value 0 but this is reserved to encode that the value is a denormalized

number or zero. An exponent of 128 would be biased to the value 255 but this is

reserved to encode an infinity or Not a Number. For normalized numbers, the most

common, Exponent field contains the biased exponent value and the Mantissa field

is the fractional part of the significand. The number has the value:

n ¼ s� 2e � m,

where

s¼þ1 (positive numbers) when the sign bit is 0

s¼�1 (negative numbers) when the sign bit is 1

e¼Exp�127
m¼ 1

Fraction in binary (i.e., the significand is the binary number 1 followed by the radix

point followed by the binary bits of fraction). Therefore, 1 � m < 2.

Note that

1. Demoralized numbers are the same except that e¼�126 and m is 0. Fraction.

(e is NOT �127: The significand has to be shifted to the right by one more bit, in

order to include the leading bit, which is not always 1 in this case. This is

balanced by incrementing the exponent to �126 for the calculation.)

2. �126 is the smallest exponent for a normalized number.

3. There are two zeroes, þ0 (S is 0) and �0 (S is 1).

4. There are two infinities, þ1 (S is 0) and �1 (S is 1).

5. NaNs may have a sign and a significand, but these have no meaning other than for

diagnostics; the first bit of the significand is often used to distinguish signaling

NaNs from quiet NaNs.

6. NaNs and infinities have all 1s in the Exp field.

7. The smallest nonzero positive and largest nonzero negative numbers (represented

by the denormalized value with all 0s in the Exp field and the binary value 1 in the

fraction field) are

�2�149 	 �1:4012985 � 10�45:

8. The smallest nonzero positive and largest nonzero negative normalized

numbers (represented with the binary value 1 in the Exp field and 0 in the fraction

field) are

�2�126 	 �1:175494351� 10�38:

9. The largest finite positive and smallest finite negative numbers (represented by

the value with 254 in the Exp field and all 1s in the fraction field) are

�(2128 � 2104) 	 �3:4028235� 1038:
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Example 2.41

To represent the decimal number �118.625 using the IEEE 754 system:

1. Since this is a negative number, the sign bit is ‘‘1.’’

2. The number (without the sign) in binary is 1110110.101.

3. Moving the radix point left, leaving only a 1 at its left: 1110110.101¼
1.1101101013 26. This is a normalized floating-point number. The mantissa is

the part at the right of the radix point, filled with 0s on the right to make it 23 bits.

That is 11011010100000000000000.

4. The exponent is 6, the bias is 127 and hence the exponent field will be 6 þ
127¼ 133. In binary, this is 10000101.

The representation is thus:

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0

Sign 
bit 

(8 bits) 
Exponent 

(23 bits) 
Mantissa 

(Bit index)
 . 
31

 . 
30

  . 
 23

  . 
   22

 . 
  0

= −118.625

Some additional representations are shown below.

Example 2.42

0 00000000 00000000000000000000000¼ 0

1 00000000 00000000000000000000000¼�0
0 11111111 00000000000000000000000¼ Infinity

1 11111111 00000000000000000000000¼�Infinity
0 11111111 00000100000000000000000¼NaN

1 11111111 00100010001001010101010¼NaN

0 10000000 00000000000000000000000¼þ1 * 2(128�127) * 1.0¼ 2

0 10000001 10100000000000000000000¼þ1 * 2(129�127) * 1.101¼ 6.5

1 10000001 10100000000000000000000¼�1 * 2(129�127) * 1.101¼�6.5
0 00000001 00000000000000000000000¼þ1 * 2(1�127) * 1.0¼ 2**(�126)
0 00000000 10000000000000000000000¼þ1 * 2(�126) * 0.1¼ 2**(�127)
0 00000000 00000000000000000000001¼þ1 * 2(�126)*
0.00000000000000000000001 ¼ 2(�149) (Smallest positive value)
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2.6.1.2 Double Precision

Double precision format is essentially the same except that the fields are wider:

Sign 
bit (11 bits) 

Exponent 
(52 bits) 
Mantissa 

(Bit index)
 . 

63
 . 

  62
  . 

  52
  . 

    51
 . 
  0

NaNs and infinities are represented with exponent being all 1s (2047). For normal-

ized numbers the exponent bias is þ1023 (so e is Exp �1023). For denormalized

numbers the exponent is �1022 (the minimum exponent for a normalized number is

not�1023 because normalized numbers have a leading 1 digit before the binary point

and denormalized numbers do not). As earlier, both infinity and zero are signed.

Note that

1. The smallest nonzero positive and largest nonzero negative numbers (represented

by the denormalized value with all 0s in the Exp field and the binary value 1 in the

fraction field) are

�2�1074 	 �5� 10�324:

2. The smallest nonzero positive and largest nonzero negative normalized numbers

(represented by the value with the binary value 1 in the Exp and 0 in the fraction

field) are

�2�1022 	 �2:2250738585072020� 10�308:

3. The largest finite positive and smallest finite negative numbers (represented by

the value with 1022 in the Exp field and all 1s in the fraction field) are

�(21024 � 2971) 	 �1:7976931348623157� 10308:

2.6.1.3 Comparison

This representation makes comparisons of some subsets of numbers possible on a

byte-by-byte basis, if they share the same byte order and the same sign, and NaNs

are excluded. For example, for two positive floating-point numbers a and b, a
comparison between a and b gives identical results as the comparison of two signed

(or unsigned) binary integers with the same bit patterns and same byte order as a
and b. In other words, two positive floating-point numbers (known not to be NaNs)

can be compared with a signed (or unsigned) binary integer comparison using the

same bits, provided the floating-point numbers use the same byte order.
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2.6.1.4 Rounding

The IEEE standard has four different rounding modes:

1. Unbiased, which rounds to the nearest value, if the number falls midway it is

rounded to the nearest value with an even (zero) least significant bit. This mode is

required to be default.

2. Toward zero.

3. Toward positive infinity.

4. Toward negative infinity.

The standard behavior of computer hardware is to round the ideal (infinitely precise)

result of an arithmetic operation to the nearest representable value, and give that

representation as the result. In practice, there are other options. IEEE-754-compliant

hardware allows one to set the rounding mode to any of the following:

1. Round to nearest (the default; by far the most common mode).

2. Round up (toward þ1 negative results round toward zero).

3. Round down (toward �1 negative results round away from zero).

4. Round toward zero (sometimes called ‘‘chop’’ mode; it is similar to the common

behavior of float-to-integer conversions, which convert �3.9 to �3).

In the default roundingmode the IEEE 754 standardmandates the round-to-nearest

behavior described earlier for all fundamental algebraic operations, including square

root. (‘‘Library’’ functions such as cosine and log are not mandated.) This means that

IEEE-compliant hardware’s behavior is completely determined in all 32 or 64 bits.

The mandated behavior for dealing with overflow and underflow is that the

appropriate result is computed, taking the roundingmode into consideration, as though

the exponent range were infinitely large. If that resulting exponent cannot be packed

into its field correctly, the overflow or underflow action described earlier is taken.

The arithmetical distance between two consecutive representable floating-point

numbers is called an ‘‘ULP,’’ for Unit in the Last Place. For example, the numbers

represented by 45670123 and 45670124 hexadecimal is one ULP. An ULP is about

10�7 in single precision, and 10�16 in double precision. The mandated behavior of

IEEE-compliant hardware is that the result be within one-half of an ULP.

2.6.1.5 Accuracy

Because floating-point numbers cannot faithfully mimic the real numbers, and

floating-point operations cannot faithfully mimic true arithmetic operations, there

are many problems that arise in writing mathematical software that uses floating

point. First, although addition and multiplication are both commutative (a þ b¼
b þ a and a3 b¼ b3 a), they are not associative (a þ b) þ c¼ a þ (b þ c).

Using 7-digit decimal arithmetic:

1234.567 þ 45.67844¼ 1280.245

1280.245 þ 0.0004¼ 1280.245
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But

45.67844 þ 0.0004¼ 45.67884

45.67884 þ 1234.567¼ 1280.246

They are also not distributive (a þ b)3 c¼ a3 c þ b3 c:

1234.5673 3.333333¼ 4115.223

1.2345673 3.333333¼ 4.115223

4115.223 þ 4.115223¼ 4119.338

But

1234.567 þ 1.234567¼ 1235.802

1235.8023 3.333333¼ 4119.340

Aside from that, the rounding actions that are performed after each arithmetic

operation lead to inaccuracies that can accumulate in unexpected ways. Consider

the 24-bit (single precision) representation of (decimal) 0.1 that was given previ-

ously:

e¼�4; s¼ 110011001100110011001101

which is .100000001490116119384765625 exactly; squaring this number gives

.010000000298023226097399174250313080847263336181640625 exactly, for

which .010000000707805156707763671875 or

e¼�7; s¼ 101000111101011100001011

is the nearest representable number but .009999999776482582092285156250 or

e¼�7; s¼ 101000111101011100001010

is the representable number closest to 0.01.

Thus, in binary floating-point, the expectation that 0.1 squared equals 0.01 is not

met. Similarly, division by 10 will not always give the same results as multiplica-

tion by 0.1 even though division by 4 and multiplication by 0.25 does, just as with

decimal arithmetic, division by 3 does not give the same results as multiplication by

0.33333 so long as only a finite number of digits are considered.

In addition to loss of significance, inability to represent numbers such as p and

0.1 exactly, and other slight inaccuracies, the following phenomena may occur:

1. Cancellation: Subtraction of nearly equal operands may cause extreme loss of

accuracy. This is perhaps the most common and serious accuracy problem.

2. Conversions to integer are unforgiving: Converting (63.0=9.0) to integer yields 7,
but converting (0.63=0.09) may yield 6. This is because conversions generally

truncate rather than rounding.

3. Limited exponent range: Results might overflow, yielding infinity.

4. Testing for safe division is problematical: Checking that the divisor is not zero

does not guarantee that a division will not overflow and yield infinity.

5. Equality is problematical: Two computational sequences that are mathematically

equalmaywell produce different floating-point values. Programmers often perform

comparisons within some tolerance (often a decimal constant, itself not accurately

represented), but that does not necessarily make the problem go away.
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2.6.1.6 Exceptions

In addition to the ‘‘infinity’’ value that is produced when an overflow occurs, there

is a special value NaN that is produced by such operations as taking the square

root of a negative number. NaN is encoded with the reserved exponent of 128

(or 1024), and a significand field that distinguishes it from infinity.

The intention of the INF and NaN values is that, under the most common

circumstances, they can just propagate from one operation to the next (any oper-

ation with NaN as an operand produces NaN as a result), and they only need to be

attended to at a point that the programmer chooses.

In addition to the creation of exceptional values, there are ‘‘events’’ that may

occur, though some of them are quite benign:

1. Overflow occurs as described previously, producing an infinity.

2. Underflow occurs as described previously, producing a denorm.

3. Zerodivide occurs whenever a divisor is zero, producing an infinity of the

appropriate sign. (The sign of zero is meaningful here.) Note that a very small

but nonzero divisor can still cause an overflow and produce an infinity.

4. ‘‘Operand error’’ occurs whenever a NaN has to be created. This occurs when-

ever any operand to an operation is a NaN, or some other obvious thing happens,

such as sqrt(�2.0) or log(�1.0).
5. ‘‘Inexact’’ event occurs whenever the rounding of a result changed that result

from the true mathematical value. This occurs almost all the time, and is usually

ignored. It is looked at only in the most exacting applications.

Computer hardware is typically able to raise exceptions (traps) when these

events occur. How these are presented to the software is very language and system

dependent. Usually all exceptions are masked (disabled). Sometimes overflow,

zerodivide, and operand error are enabled.

2.7 BINARY CODES

So far we have seen various ways of representing numeric data in binary form.

A digital system requires that all information be in binary form. The external

world, however, uses various other symbols such as alphabetic characters and special

characters (e.g., þ, ¼ , �) to represent information. In order to represent these

various symbols in binary form, a unique pattern of 0s and 1s is assigned

to represent each symbol. This pattern is the code word corresponding to that symbol.

As we have seen earlier, it is possible to represent 2n elements with a binary

string containing n bits. That is, if q symbols are to be represented in binary form,

the minimum number of bits n required in the code word is given by

2n�1 < q � 2n: (2:11)

The code word might possibly contain more than n bits to accommodate error

detection and correction. Once the number of bits in the code word is set, the

assignment of the code words to the symbols of information to be represented could
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be arbitrary (in which case a table associa ting each eleme nt with it s code word is

needed) or might follow some general rul e.

For exampl e, if the code word is requi red to repr esent four sym bols—say , dog,

cat, tiger, and cam el—we can use the four combina tions of 2 bits (00, 01, 10, and

11). Ass ignments of these combina tions to the four sym bols can be arbitrar y.

To represent the 26 letters of the alphabet, we would need a 5-bit code. With 5 bits,

it is possible to generate 32 combinations of 0s and 1s. Any of the 26 out of these 32

combinations can be used to represent the alphabet. Similarly, a 4-bit code is needed to

represent the 10 decimal digits. Any 10 of the 16 combinations possible can be used

to represent the decimal digits (we will examine some possibilities later in this section).

The codes designed to repr esent o nly numeri c data (i.e., decima l digits 0

through 9) can be classified into two categories: weight ed and nonw eighted. The

alphanum eric codes can repr esent both alphabetic and numeri c data. A third class of

codes is designed for error-detection and -correction purposes.

2.7.1 Weighted Codes

As stated, wewill need at least 4 bits to represent the 10 decimal digits. But with 4 bits

it is possible to represent 16 elements. Since only 10 of the 16 possible combinations

are used, numerous distinct codes are possible. Table 2.8 shows some of these

possibilities. Note that all of these codes are weighted codes, since each bit position

in the code has a weight associated with it. The sum of weights corresponding to each

nonzero bit in the code is the decimal digit represented by it.

Note that each word in the (8 4 2 1) code in the table is a binary number whose

decimal equivalent is the decimal digit it represents. This is a very commonly used

code and is known as the binary coded decimal (BCD) code. When a BCD-encoded

number is used in arithmetic operations, each decimal digit is represented by 4 bits.

For example, (567)10 is represented in BCD as

5 6 7

(0101 0110 0111)BCD

During the arithmetic, each 4-bit unit is treated as a digit and the arithmetic is

performed on a digit- by-digi t basis, as show n in Example 2.42 .

Table 2.8 Some Weighted Codes

Weights 8 4 2 1 2 4 2 1 6 4 2 �3
Digit Code Code Code

0 0000 0000 0000
1 0001 0001 0101
2 0010 0010 0010
3 0011 0011 1001
4 0100 0100 0100
5 0101 1011 1011
6 0110 1100 0110
7 0111 1101 1101
8 1000 1110 1010
9 1001 1111 1111

Note: The (8 4 2 1) code is the popular binary coded
decimal (BCD) code.
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Exam ple 2.43

Decimal BCD

532 0101 0011 0010

þ126 0001 0010 0110

658 0110 0101 1000 Binary arithmeti c on

each 4-bi t unit

When the sum patter n is of two digits grea ter than 9, the resu lting 4-bit pattern is not

a valid code word in BCD. In such case s, a correctio n factor of 6 is added to that

digit, to derive the valid code word.

Exam ple 2.44

Dec imal BCD

532 0101 0011 0010

þ 268 0010 0110 1000

0111 1001 1010

þ0110 Corre ction
0111 0101 0000

þ0110 Corre ction
1000 0000 0000

Here the LSD of the sum exceeds 9. The correctio n o f that digit result s in the

next significa nt d igit excee ding 9. The correctio n of that digit yields the final

corr ect sum.

It is important to under stand the differ ence between binary and BCD repr esen-

tati ons of numb ers. In BCD , each decima l digit is repr esented by the correspo nding

4-bi t code wor d. In binary, the comple te numb er is converte d into bina ry patter n

with the appropriat e number of bits. For exampl e, the bina ry represen tation of

(567)10 is (1000110 111), whe reas its BCD represe ntatio n is (0101 0110 0111).

In the 2 4 2 1 code show n in Table 2.8, decima l 6 is represe nted by 1100.

Anot her valid repr esentatio n of 6 in this code is 0110. We have chosen the

com binations in Table 2.8 to mak e this code self-com plemen ting. A code is said

to be self-com plemen ting if the code word of the 9s comple ment of N (i.e., 9– N) can
be obtaine d by com plemen ting each bit of the code word for N. This prope rty of the
code makes taking the com plemen t easy to imple ment in digita l hardwar e.

A neces sary condition for a code to be self-c omplement ing is that the sum of weight

of the code is 9. Thus, both the (2 4 2 1) and (6 4 2 �3) codes are self-complement-

ing, while BCD is not.

2.7.2 Nonweighted Codes

Table 2.9 shows two popular codes . Th ey do not have any weight associated with

each bit of the code word.
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Excess-3 is a 4-bit self-complementing code. The code for each decimal digit is

obtained by adding 3 to the corresponding BCD code word. Excess-3 code has been

used in some older computer systems. In addition to being self-complementing,

thereby making subtraction easier, this code enables simpler arithmetic hardware.

This code is included here for completeness and is no longer commonly used.

The gray code is a 4-bit code in which the 16 code words are selected such that

there is a change in only 1-bit position as we move from one code word to the

subsequent code word. Such codes are called cyclic codes. Because only 1-bit

changes from code word to code word, it is easier to detect an error if there is a

change inmore than 1 bit. For example, consider the case of a shaft position indicator.

Assume that the shaft position is divided into 16 sectors indicated by the gray code.

As the shaft rotates, the code words change. If at any time there is a change in 2 bits of

the code word compared with the previous one, there is an error. Several cyclic codes

have been devised and are commonly used.

2.7.3 Error-Detection Codes

Errors occur during digital data transmission as a result of the external noise

introduced by the medium of transmission. For example, if a digital system uses

BCD code for data representation and if an error occurs in the LSB position of the

data 0010, the resulting data will be 0011. Because 0011 is a valid code word, the

receiving device assumes that the data are not in error. To guard against such

erroneous interpretations of data, several error-detection and -correction schemes

have been devised. As the names imply, an error-detection scheme simply detects

that an error has occurred, whereas an error correction scheme corrects the errors.

We will describe a simple error-detection scheme using parity checking here. For

information on more elaborate schemes, such as cyclic redundancy check (CRC),

check sums, and XModem protocols, refer to the books by Kohavi (1970) and

Ercegovac and Lang (1985) listed in the reference section at the end of the chapter.

Table 2.9 Nonweighted Codes

Decimal Excess-3 Code Gray Code

0 0011 0000
1 0100 0001
2 0101 0011
3 0110 0010
4 0111 0110
5 1000 0111
6 1001 0101
7 1010 0100
8 1011 1100
9 1100 1101
10 Nd 1111
11 Nd 1110
12 Nd 1010
13 Nd 1011
14 Nd 1001
15 Nd 1000

Note : Nd, Not defined.
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In the simple parity check err or-detect ion scheme, an extra bit (know n as a

parity bit) is include d in the code word. The p arity bit is set to 1 or 0, depend ing on

the number of 1s in the ori ginal code word, to mak e the total numb er of 1s even (in

an even parity scheme) or odd (in an odd parity scheme). The sendi ng device sets

the parity bit. The receivi ng device checks the inco ming data for parity. If the

syst em is usin g an even parity scheme, an error is detected if the rece iver detects an

odd numb er of 1s in the incomi ng data (and vice vers a). A parity bit can be include d

in the code wor ds of each of the codes describ ed earli er.

Table 2.10 shows two erro r-detection codes. The first code is the even parity

BCD . The fifth bit is the parity bit, and it is set for even parity . The second code is

know n as the 2-out-of -5 code. In this code, 5 bits are used to represe nt each decimal

digit. Two and only 2 bits out o f 5 are 1s. Out of the 32 com binations possibl e u sing

5 bits, only 10 are utilize d to form this code. This is als o an even parity code. If an

err or occur s in transm ission, the even parity is lost and detect ed by the receive r.

In this simple parity scheme, if 2 bits are in err or, the even pari ty is maint ained

and we will not be able to detect that an error has occurred . If the occur rence of

mor e than one err or is anticipated, more elabora te parity -checki ng schemes usin g

mor e than one parity bit are used. In fact, it is possibl e to devise codes that no t only

dete ct erro rs but also corr ect them, by including enough parity b its. For exampl e, if

a block of words is being transm itted, each wor d might include a parity bit and the last

wor d in the b lock might be a parity wor d each bit of which checks for an err or in the

corr espond ing bit p osition of each wor d in the block (see Problem 2.20). This scheme

is usually ref erred to as cros s-parity check ing or vertic al and horizont al redun dancy

check and is a codi ng scheme that dete cts and corr ects single errors. Hamm ing (1950)

inve nted a single err or-detect ing=corr ecting schem e usin g a distanc e-3 code. That is,

any code word in this scheme differs from o ther code words in at lea st 3 bit po sitions.

2.7. 4 Alph anumeri c Codes

If alphabetic characters , numeric digits , and special charact ers are used to represent

inf ormation processe d b y the d igital syst em, an alph anumeric code is needed. Two

popu lar alph anumeric codes are extended BCD interc hange code (EB CDIC) and

Amer ican standard code for inform ation interchange (A SCII). Table 2.11 shows

thes e codes . ASCII is mor e com monly used, and EBCDIC is used primarily in large

Table 2.10 Error-Detection Codes

Decimal Even Parity BCD 2-Out-of-5

0 0000 0 Parity bit 11000
1 0001 1 00011 No specific parity bit
2 0010 1 00101
3 0011 0 00110
4 0100 1 01001
5 0101 0 01010
6 0110 0 01100
7 0111 1 10001
8 1000 1 10010
9 1001 0 10100
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IBM com puter system s. Both EBCD IC and ASC II are 8-bit codes and hence can

represe nt up to 256 elemen ts.

In a general com puter syst em, each and every component o f the system need not

use the sam e code for data represe ntatio n. Fo r exampl e, in the simpl e calcul ator system

shown in Figur e 2.1, the keyboa rd produces ASCII -coded characters correspo nding to

Table 2.11 Alphanumeric Codes

Character EBCDIC Code ASCII Code

blank 0100 0000 0010 0000
. 0100 1011 0010 1110
( 0100 1101 0010 1000
þ 0100 1110 0010 1011
$ 0101 1011 0010 0100
* 0101 1100 0010 1010
) 0101 1101 0010 1001
� 0110 0000 0010 1101
= 0110 0001 0010 1111
; 0110 1011 0010 0111
’ 0111 1101 0010 1100
¼ 0111 1110 0011 1101
A 1100 0001 0100 0001
B 1100 0010 0100 0010
C 1100 0011 0100 0011
D 1100 0100 0100 0100
E 1100 0101 0100 0101
F 1100 0110 0100 0110
G 1100 0111 0100 0111
H 1100 1000 0100 1000
I 1100 1001 0100 1001
J 1101 0001 0100 1010
K 1101 0010 0100 1011
L 1101 0011 0100 1100
M 1101 0100 0100 1101
N 1101 0101 0100 1110
O 1101 0110 0100 1111
P 1101 0111 0101 0000
Q 1101 1000 0101 0001
R 1101 1001 0101 0010
S 1110 0010 0101 0011
T 1110 0011 0101 0100
U 1110 0100 0101 0101
V 1110 0101 0101 0110
W 1110 0110 0101 0111
X 1110 0111 0101 1000
Y 1110 1000 0101 1001
Z 1110 1001 0101 1010
0 1111 0000 0011 0000
1 1111 0001 0011 0001
2 1111 0010 0011 0010
3 1111 0011 0011 0011
4 1111 0100 0011 0100
5 1111 0101 0011 0101
6 1111 0110 0011 0110
7 1111 0111 0011 0111
8 1111 1000 0011 1000
9 1111 1001 0011 1001
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each keystrok e. These ASCII-c oded n umeric data are then converte d by the processor

into BCD for processi ng. The proce ssed data is then reco nverted into ASCII for the

pri nter. Such code conversi on is com mon, partic ularly whe n devices from various

vendor s are integr ated to form a system .

2.8 DATA STO RAGE AND REGISTE R TRAN SFER

Let us now exam ine the operation of a digital compute r in more detail, to better

under stand the data represen tation and man ipulation schemes . The b inary informa-

tion is stor ed in digital systems, in devi ces such as flip- flops (discus sed in Cha pter

4). We call such storage devices as stor age cel ls. Each cell can store 1 bit of data.

Th e cont ent (or state) of the cell can be change d from 1 to 0 or 0 to 1 by the sign als

on its inputs, wherea s the content of the cell is determin ed by sensing it s outputs.

A collection of storage cells is calle d a register. An n-bit regist er can thus store n-bit
data . The number of bits in the most often manipulat ed data unit in the system

dete rmines the word size of the syst em. That is, a 16-bit com puter system man ipu-

lates 16-bit numb ers mos t often and its wor d size is 16 b its. Computer systems with

8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-bit words are common . An 8 -bit unit of data is common ly cal led

a byte , and a 4-bit unit is a nibble. Onc e the word size of the machin e is defined,

half-w ord and double-w ord designat ions are also used to designat e data with half or

twic e the number o f bits in the word.

A digital syst em manipulat es the data through a set of register transfer opera tions.

A regi ster transf er is the op eration of moving the cont ents of one regist er (i.e., the

sourc e) to another register (i.e., the destina tion). Th e source register content s remai n

unchan ged after the regi ster transf er, whereas the contents of the destination register

are replaced by thos e of the source register.

Let us now examin e the set of register transfer operations neede d to brin g about

the addition of two numbers in a digital compute r. Th e memor y unit of the digital

com puter is composed of several wor ds, each of which can be viewed as a register.

So me of the memor y words cont ain data , and othe rs cont ain instru ctions for

man ipulating the data. Each memor y word has an addre ss associa ted with it.

In Figur e 2.2, we have assum ed that the word size is 16 bits and the memory has

30 words. The program is stored in memory locations 0 through 10, and only two

data words at addre sses 20 and 30 are show n. Word 0 cont ains the instru ction ADD

A TO B, whe re A and B are the operand s stored in loca tions 20 and 30, resp ectively.

Th e instru ction is coded in binary, wi th the 6 MSBs represe nting the add opera tion

and the remai ning 10 bits used to addre ss the two operands, 5 bits for each opera nd

addre ss.

Keyboard Processor Printer

ASCIIASCIIASCIIASCII BCD

Figure 2.1 Coding in a simple calculator system.
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The control unit fetches the instruction ADD A TO B from the memory word 0.

This fetch operation is a register transfer. The instruction is analyzed by the control

unit to decode the operation called for and the operand address required. The

control unit then sends a series of control signals to the processing unit to bring

about the set of register transfers needed.

Wewill assume that the processing unit has two operand registers, R1 and R2, and

a results register, R3. The adder adds the contents of R1 and R2, and stores the result

in R3.

To carry out the ADD A TO B instruction, the control unit

1. transfers the contents of memory word 20 (operand A) to R1,

2. transfers the contents of memory word 30 (operand B) to R2,

3. commands the adder to add R1 and R2 and sends the result to R3,

4. transfers the contents of R3 to memory word 30 (operand B).

MemoryFetch
instruction

1
0

1

2

3

4

5

20 0000 0010 0000 0011 A

B

Adder
Sum

R3

R2

R1

Control
unit

Control

Data/instruction

:

0000 0001 0100 000130

Code for
ADD A TO B

101010 10100 11110

5

4

23

.

.

.

Figure 2.2 Register transfers for an ADD operation.
Note: Numbers in circles indicate the sequence of operations.
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This description is obviously very much simplified compared with the actual

operations that take place in a digital computer. Nevertheless, it illustrates the

data-flow capabilities needed in a digital system.

As seen from this example, the binary data stored in a register can be interpreted in

various ways. The context in which the register content is examined determines the

meaning of the bit pattern stored. For example, if the register is part of the control unit,

and if it is accessed during the instruction fetch phase, its contents are interpreted as

one or more instructions. However, if the contents of a register in the processing unit

are accessed during the data fetch phase of the instruction execution, they are inter-

preted as data. Figure 2.3 shows a 16-bit register and three interpretations of its

contents. Note that the contents of this register have no meaning if they are to be

considered as BCD digits, since 1010 is not a valid BCD digit.

The data transfer and manipulative capabilities of the digital system are brought

about bydigital logiccircuits. In later chapters,wewill discuss the analysis anddesignof

the logic circuits andmemory subsystems that form the components of a digital system.

2.9 REPRESENTATION OF NUMBERS, ARRAYS, AND RECORDS

Let us assume that a computer system uses 16-bit words. That is, the unit of data the

machine most often works with is 16 bits long. Further, let us assume that each byte

of a 16-bit word is accessible as an independent unit. This implies that we can

access 2 bytes of a word independently in the byte-access mode or the whole word

as one unit in the word-access mode.

Consider the representation of 5310. Since 53 is less than 28�1¼ 255, we can

represent 53 in 8 bit, as shown below:

16-bit word 

0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 0  0  1  1  0  1  0  1 

Byte 1 Byte 0

ASCII code

10100001 10100011

41379

? 1

A        1 A        3

CA

6 3

Hexadecimal number

Decimal value

No meaning as BCD

Figure 2.3 Data interpretations.
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The upper half of the word (Byte 1) contains all zeros. Now consider the

representation for 30010 which requires the 16-bit word as shown below:

16-bit word 

0  0  0  0  0  0  0  1 0  0  1  0  1  1  0  0 

Byte 1 Byte 0

This representation of the number where the least significant part of the number

occupies Byte 0 and the most significant part occupies Byte 1 is called little Endien.
If we swap the contents of the two bytes above, we get the big Endien representa-

tion. Both the representations are used in practice. When accessing the number, it is

important to remember which Endien representation is used, so that the interpret-

ation results in the appropriate value for the number represented.

2.9.1 BCD Numbers

Most financial applications represent data in BCD rather than binary, to retain the

accuracy of calculations. For instance, 53 is represented as two BCD digits (each

4-bit long):

5–0101

3–0011

In the 16-bit word, the representation is

16-bit word 

5 3 

0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 0  1  0  1  0  0  1  1 

We can pack up to four BCD digits in the 16-bit word.

2.9.2 Floating-Point Numbers

Using the IEEE standard, 53 is represented as

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 0

Sign 
bit 

(8 bits) 
Exponent 

(23 bits) 
Mantissa 

(Bit index)
 .  . 

 
  . 
 23

  . 
   22

 . 
  031 30

= 53

2.9.3 Representation of Strings

Strings are arrays of characters. Each character is represented as a byte in either

ASCII or EBCDIC format. Representation of the string COMPUTER is shown
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below using the 32-bit machine architecture. The end of the string is usually

denoted by a special character called null, which is represented as ‘‘\0.’’

C O M P 

U T E R 
\0    

   

Alternatively, an integer value indicating the number of characters in the string

can be made part of the string representation, instead of a Null terminating character.

2.9.4 Arrays

Consider the array of integers:

A¼ [10, 25, 4, 76, 8]

Here N¼ 5, number of elements in the array. In an 8-bit machine, it is repre-

sented as

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
1
1
0
1
1

1
0
0
1
1
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0

N
A[0]
A[1]
A[2]

A[4]

Consider the two-dimensional array:

A ¼ 4 6

8 9

� �
:

There are two representations for this array. In the row-wise representation, elem-

ents of consecutive rows of the array (each a one-dimensional array) are represented

in consecutive locations in the memory, as shown below:

For this matrix A,

4
6
8
9

In the column-wise representation, elements of consecutive columns of the array

(each a one-dimensional array) are represented in consecutive locations in the

memory, as shown below:

4
8
6
9
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2.9.5 Records

A reco rd typicall y contain s one or more fields. The data in these fields may be of

different types. The numb er of bits needed to represen t each fie ld may vary. Consid er

for instance, the records of stud ents in a universit y cont aining the fields : ID, Name,

Phone number, and GPA. The ID field coul d be treat ed as either nume ric or alph a-

numeric depend ing on the processi ng perform ed on it. The Name field is a string , and

might b e partit ioned into subfiel ds for first, las t, and middl e names. The Phone

number could be tre ated as numeri c or alphanumer ic, and the GPA is a flo ating-

point numb er. The deta iled characterist ic of the reco rd indicating the field lengths and

the type of data in each fie ld needs to be maintai ned to acce ss data appro priate ly.

2.10 SUMMA RY

The topics cover ed in this chapter form the basi s for all the data represe ntation

schemes that are used in digita l system s. We have pres ented the mos t com mon

number systems and conver sion procedure s. The most basi c arithmeti c schem es in

these numb er system s and popul ar represe ntation schemes have been examined.

Various bina ry codes encoun tered in digita l system s have been discusse d. We have

also include d a brief introdu ction to the operatio n o f a digital compute r based on the

register transfer concept. The floating-point representation and associated accuracy

problems have been introduced.
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PROBLEMS

2.1 Convert the following decimal numbers to base 3, base 5, base 8, and base

16: 245, 461, 76.5, 46.45, 232.78, 1023.25.

2.2 List the first 20 decimal numbers in base 7 and base 9.

2.3 Assume that your car’s odometer shows the mileage in Octal. If the current reading

of the odometer is 24,516, how many miles (in decimals) has the car been driven?

What will be the new reading if the car is driven 23 (decimal) miles?
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2.4 What will be the current odometer reading in the problem given earlier, if the

odometer uses a 5-digit Hexadecimal representation? What will be the new

reading after driving 23 (decimal) miles?

2.5 Find the 1s and 2s complements of the following binary numbers:

(a) 10010 (b) 110010 (c) 0010101

(d) 10110.0101 (e) 1102.1100 (f) 111010.0011

(g) 1002.0001 (h) 110100.0100 (i) 1010110.111

2.6 Find the 9s and 10s complement of the following decimal numbers:

(a) 465 (b) 09867 (c) 42678

(d) 8976 (e) 423.76 (f) 562.876

(g) 463.90 (h) 1786.967 (i) 12356.078

2.7 Determine X þ Y, X� Y, X3 Y, and X=Y in each of the following sets of binary

numbers:

(a) X¼ 1101010 (b) X¼ 101101 (c) X¼ 1001

Y¼ 10111 Y¼ 1111 Y¼ 1111

(d) X¼ 110.11 (e) X¼ 1110.101 (f) X¼ 1011.00

Y¼ 10.11 Y¼ 1011.10 Y¼ 1100

2.8 Determine Xþ Y, X� Y, X3 Y, and X=Y in each of the following sets of octal

numbers:

(a) X¼ 533 (b) X¼ 46537 (c) X¼ 26

Y¼ 234 Y¼ 234 Y¼ 533

(d) X¼ 123.2 (e) X¼ 234.6

Y¼ 234 Y¼ 156.7

2.9 Determine Xþ Y, X� Y, X3 Y, and X=Y in each of the following sets of hexa-

decimal numbers:

(a) X¼ 1CF (b) X¼ 1B59A (c) X¼B6

Y¼B6 Y¼C23 Y¼ 1CF

(d) X¼ 2ECD (e) X¼ 234F.16

Y¼ 4321 Y¼ 456E

2.10 Perform the following conversions:

(a) (234)10¼ (?)2 (b) (3345)6¼ (?)2 (c) (875)9¼ (?)11
(d) (0.3212)4¼ (?)10 (e) (87.35)9¼ (?)11

2.11 Perform the following conversions using base 2k conversion technique:

(a) (10110100.00101)2¼ (?)4
(b) (AB143)16¼ (?) 4

(c) (2347.45)8¼ (?)16
(d) (110111110.010000011)2¼ (?)16

2.12 Following the conversion technique of the preceding problem, convert (2574)9 to

base 3.

2.13 If (130)X¼ (28)10, find the value of X (X is a positive integer).

2.14 Perform the following operations:

(a) 11101 þ 1111 þ 1011

(b) 111000�10101
(c) 11001101=101
(d) 110103 11001

2.15 Use (a) 2s complement and (b) 1s complement arithmetic to perform the follow-

ing operations:

(a) 1011010–10101

(b) 10101–1011010
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2.16 Use (a) 9s complement and (b) 10s complement arithmetic to perform the

following operations:

(a) 1875�924
(b) 924�1875

2.17 Use an 8-bit 2s complement representation (with 1 sign bit and 7 magnitude

bits) to perform the following operations:

(a) 113�87 (b) 87�113 (c) 43þ 26 (d) 96�22 (e) 46�77
2.18 Perform the following operations:

(a) (7256)83 (23)8¼ (?)8
(b) (56)83 8 (AF)16¼ (?)4 (base 8 multiplication)

2.19 Represent the following numbers in the IEEE standard floating-point format:

(a) (1 1010.010)2 (b) (432.26)10 (c) �(10100112.1001)2 (d) �(236.77)10
2.20 The following four code words were transmitted. The LSB of each code word

(row) is a parity bit, and odd parity is used. The last word is a parity word

across all the earlier words so that even parity is adopted in each bit position

(column). Determine whether an error has occurred. If there is an error, correct

the bit in error:

1 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 1 

Parity bits 

Parity bits 

2.21 Determine the code words for each of the 10 decimal digits in the weighted

code (6 3�1 1). The code should be self-complementing.

2.22 Design a 4-bit code to represent each of the six digits of the base six number

system. Make the code self-complementing by selecting appropriate weights.

2.23 A 16-bit register contains the following:

0100100101010111

Interpret the contents as

(a) a BCD number (b) a binary number (c) an excess-3 number

(d) two ASCII characters

2.24 Represent the following in a 16-bit register:

(a) (356)10 (b) (356)BCD (c) (A1)ASCII
2.25 Express (746)10 in (a) BCD, (b) binary, and (c) ASCII, using the minimum

number of bits in each case.

2.26 Convert the following IEEE standard floating-point representation into binary:

(a) 0 10000010 10000010 . . . 000

(b) 1 01111000 01000110 . . . 000

2.27 Just as in BCD arithmetic, when two excess-3 digits are added, a correction is

needed. Determine the correction factor.
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CHAPTER 3

Combinational Logic

Each hardware compo nent of a comp uter syst em is built of several logic circui ts.

A logic circuit is an interc onnecti on o f several pri mitive logi c devi ces to perfo rm a

desired functi on. It has one or mor e inputs and one or more outputs. This chapt er

introdu ces some logic devices that are used in building one type of logic circui t

called a com binati onal circuit . Each outpu t of a combina tional circuit is a function

of all the input s to the circui t. Further, the outpu ts at any time are each a functi on of

inputs at that part icular time and so the circuit does not have a memor y. A circui t

with a memo ry is called a sequential cir cuit. Th e outpu t of a sequential circui t at
any time is a functi on of not only the inputs at the time but also the state of the

circuit at that time. The state of the circui t is depend ent on wha t has happen ed to the

circuit prior to that time and hence the state is also a function of the previous inputs

and states. This chapter is an introduction to the analysis and design of combi-

nationa l circuits . Details of seque ntial circui t analysi s and design are give n in

Chapter 4.

3.1 BASIC OPERATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

Example 3.1

Consider the addition of two bits:

0 plus 0¼ 0

0 plus 1¼ 1

1 plus 0¼ 1

1 plus 1¼ 10 (i.e., a SUM of 0 and a CARRY of 1)

The addition of two single-bit numbers produces a SUM bit and a CARRY bit. The

above operations can be arranged into the following table to separate the two

resulting bits SUM and CARRY:
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A plus B

A B SUM CARRY

0 0  0  0
0 1  1  0
1 0  1  0
1 1  0  1

A and B are the two operands. Each can take a valu e of either 0 or 1. Th e first two
colu mns show the four com binations of valu es possible for the two operan ds A and
B and the last two columns repr esent the sum of the two opera nds represe nted as a

SUM and a CARR Y bit.

Note that the CARR Y is 1 only whe n A is 1 and B is 1, wherea s the SUM bit is 1

whe n one of the follow ing tw o conditions is sat isfied: A is 0 and B is 1; A is 1 and B
is 0. That is, SUM is 1 if (A is 0 and B is 1) or (A is 1 and B is 0). Let us say A0

(pro nounce d ‘‘not A’’) represe nts the o pposite condi tion of A; that is, A is 0 if A0 is 1
and vice versa, similarly , B0 represe nts the opposite condi tion of B. Then we can say
SUM is 1 if ( A0 is 1 and B is 1) OR ( A is 1 AN D B0 is 1). A shorthan d notation for
this is as follows:

SUM ¼ ( A0 � B)þ ( A � B0 )
CARRY ¼ A � B (3: 1)

whe re

þ represents the OR operation (not arithmetic addition)

� represents the AND operation
0 represents the NOT operation (complement operation)

– is also used to represent the NOT operation, as in A,B, etc.

Th e definitio ns of AND, OR, NOT operations are shown in Figure 3.1. The right

side of Equation 3.1 are Boolean expressions. A and B are Boolean variables.

Possible values for the Boolean variables in the earlier examples are 0 and 1

(could also be true or false). An expression is formed by combining variables

with operations. The value of SUM depends on the values of A and B. That is,
SUM is a function of A and B and so is CARRY.

Example 3.2

Consider the following statement: Subtract if and only if an add instruction is given

and the signs are different or a subtract instruction is given and the signs are alike.

Let

S represent the ‘‘subtract’’ action

A represent ‘‘add instruction given’’ condition

B represent ‘‘signs are different’’ condition

C represent ‘‘subtract instruction given’’ condition.
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Then, the above statement can be expressed as

S ¼ (A � B)þ (C � B0): (3:2)

Usually, the ‘‘�’’ and ‘‘()’’ are removed from expressions when there is no ambi-

guity. Thus, the above function can be written as

S ¼ ABþ CB0: (3:3)

3.1.1 Evaluation of Expressions

Knowing the value of each of the component variables of an expression, we can find

the value of the expression itself. The hierarchy of operations is important in the

evaluation of expressions. We always perform NOT operations first, followed by

AND, and lastly OR, in the absence of parentheses. If there are parentheses, the

expressions within the parentheses are evaluated first, observing the above hie-

rarchy of operations, and then the remaining expression is evaluated. That is,

“0” if at least A or B is “ 0.”

“0” only if both A and B are “ 0.”

A

A

A A�

AND

OR

NOT

AB B

A + B

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

111

1

0

0

1

1

B

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

“1” only if both A and B are “1”.

“1” if at least A or B is “1.”

A�  is the COMPLEMENT of A.

Figure 3.1 Basic operations: AND, OR, and NOT.

Perform

Parenthesis grouping (if any). Then,

NOT operation first,

AND operation next,

OR operation last,

while evaluating an expression.
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Th e followi ng exam ples illustrate expressi on eval uation. The sequential order

in which the operations are performed is show n by the numb ers belo w each

opera tion.

Exam ple 3.3

Ev aluate AB0 þ BC0 D.
A � B0 þ B � C0 � D Inse rt ‘‘� ’’

1 2 ________ ________ __Scan 1 for NOT operations

3 4 5__ ________ ______Sc an 2 for AND operation s

6_______ ________ ___ _____Sca n 3 for OR operation s

Exam ple 3.4

Ev aluate A ( B þ C0 D ) þ AB0 þ C0 D0 .
A � (B þ C0 � D ) þ A � B0 þ C0 � D0

Insert ‘‘� ’’

1 NOT

2 AND Within parenthe ses

3 OR

4 5 6 NOT

7 8 9 AND

10 1 1 OR

Exam ple 3.5

Ev aluate the functi on Z¼ AB0 C þ ( A0 B) (B þ C0 ), give n A¼ 0, B¼ 1, C¼ 1.

Z ¼ ( A � B 0 � C ) þ (A0 � B) � (B þ C 0 ) Inse rt ‘‘� ’’
¼ (0 � 10 � 1) þ (00 � 1) � (1 þ 10 ) Subst itute values

¼ (0 � 0 � 1) þ (1 � 1) � (1 þ 0) Evaluate NOT

¼ (0) þ (1) � (1) Evaluate parenthetical expressions

¼ 0 þ 1 AND operation

¼ 1 OR operation (value of Z is 1)

3.1.2 Truth Tables

Figur e 3.1 shows truth tables for the three primitive operations AND , OR, and

NOT. A truth table indicates the value of a function for all possible combinations

of the values of the variables of which it is a function. There will be one column

in the truth table corresponding to each variable and one column for the value of

the function. Since each variable can take either of the two values (0 or 1), the

number of combinations of values multiplies as the number of component vari-

ables increases. For instances, if there are two variables, there will be 23 2¼ 4

combinations of values and hence four rows in a truth table. In general, there will

)
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be 2N rows in a truth table for a function with N component variables. If the

expression on the right-hand side of a function is complex, the truth table can be

developed in several steps. The following example illustrates the development of a

truth table.

Example 3.6

Draw a truth table for Z¼AB0 þ A0C þ A0B0C.
There are three component variables, A, B, and C. Hence there will be 23 or eight

combinations of values of A, B, and C. The eight combinations are shown on the

left-hand side of the truth table in Figure 3.2. These combinations are generated by

changing the value of C from 0 to 1 and from 1 to 0 as we move down from row to

row, while changing the value of B once every two (i.e., 21) rows and changing the

value for A once every four (i.e., 22) rows. These combinations are thus in a

numerically increasing order in the binary number system, starting with (000)2 or

(0)10 to (111)2 or (7)10, where the subscripts denote the base of the number system.

In general, if there are N component variables, there will be 2N combinations of

values ranging in their numerical value from 0 to 2N� 1.

To evaluate Z in the example function, knowing the values for A, B, and C at

each row of the truth table in Figure 3.2, values of A0 and B0 are first generated;

values for (AB0), (A0C), and (A0B0C) are then generated by ANDing the values in

appropriate columns at each row; and finally the value of Z is found by ORing the

values in the last three columns at each row. Note that evaluating A0B0C corresponds

to ANDing A0 and B0 values, followed by ANDing the value of C. Similarly, if more

than two values are to be ORed, they are ORed two at a time. The columns

corresponding to A0, B0, (AB0), (A0C), and (A0B0C0) are not usually shown in the

final truth table.

3.1.3 Functions and Their Representation

There are two constants in the logic alphabet: 0 and 1 (true or false). A variable such

as A, B, X, or Y can take the value of either 1 or 0 at any time. There are three basic

A A� AB� A�C A�B�C ZB B�C

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0

Figure 3.2 Truth table for Z¼AB0 þ A0C þ A0B0C.
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operations: AND, OR, and NOT. When several variables are ANDed together, we

get a product term (conjunction).

Example 3.7 AB0C, AB0 XY0Z0

When several variables are ORed together, we get a sum term (disjunction).

Example 3.8 (A þ B þ C0), (X þ Y0), (P þ Q þ R0)

Each occurrence of a variable either in true form or in complemented (inversed,

NOT) form is a literal. For example, the product term XY0Z has three literals; the

sum term (A0 þ B0 þ C þ D) has four literals.
A product term (sum term) X is included in another product term (sum term) Y if

Y has each literal that is in X.

Example 3.9

XY0 is included in XY0. XY0Z is included in XY0ZW. (X0 þ Y) is included in (X0 þ
Y þ W). X0Y is not included in XY. (Why?)

If the value of the variable Q is dependent on the value of several variables (say

A, B, C)—that is, Q is a function of A, B, C—then Q can be expressed as a sum of

several product terms in A, B, C.

Example 3.10

Q¼AB0 þ A0C þ B0C is the sum of products (SOP) form.

If none of the product terms is included in the other product terms, we get a

normal SOP form.

Example 3.11

Q¼AB þ AC, Q¼X þ Y, and P¼AB0C þ A0CD þ AC0D0 are in normal SOP form.

Similarly, we can define a normal product of sums (POS) form.

Example 3.12

P¼ (X þ Y0) � (X0 þ Y0 þ Z0) and Q¼ (A þ B0) � (A0 þ B þ C0) � (A þ B þ C) are in
normal POS form.

A truth table can be used to derive the function SOP or POS forms, as detailed

below.
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Examp le 3.13

Consid er the followi ng truth table for Q, a function of A, B, and C :

A B  C Q

0 0  0 0
0 0  1 1
0 1  0 0
0 1  1 1
1 0  0 1
1 0  1 1
1 1  0 0
1 1  1 0

Note: This is the same as
Figure 3.2.

From the truth table it can be seen that Q is 1 when A¼ 0, B¼ 0, and C¼ 1. That

is, Q is 1 when A0 ¼ 1 and B0 ¼ 1, C¼ 1, which means Q is 1 when (A0 � B0 � C) is 1.
Similarly, corresponding to the other three 1s in the Q column of the table, Q is 1

when (A0BC) is 1 or (AB0C0) is 1 or (AB0C) is 1. This argument leads to the following

representation for Q:

Q ¼ A0B0Cþ A0BCþ AB0C0 þ AB0C,

which is the normal SOP form.

In general, to derive an SOP form from the truth table, we can use the following

procedure:

1. Generate a product term corresponding to each row where the value of the

function is 1.

2. In each product term, consider the individual variables uncomplemented if the value

of the variable in that row is 1 and complemented if the value of the variable in that

row is 0.

The POS form for the function can be derived from the truth table by a similar

procedure:

1. Generate a sum term corresponding to each row where the value of the function is 0.

2. In each sum term, consider the individual variables complemented if the value of

the variable in that row is 1 and uncomplemented if the value of the variable in

that row is 0.

Q¼ (A þ B þ C) � (A þ B0 þ C) � (A0 þ B0 þ C) � (A0 þ B0 þ C0) is the POS form for

Q, in Example 3.13.

The SOP form is easy and natural toworkwith compared to the POS form. The POS

form tends to be confusing to the beginner since it does not correspond to the algebraic

notation that we are used to.
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Example 3.14

Derivation of SOP and POS forms of representation for another three-variable

function, P, is shown here:

A B C P

0 0 0 0 1  A 0B 0C 0
1 0 0 1 0  (A þ B þ C 0)
2 0 1 0 0  (A þ B 0 þ C)
3 0 1 1 0  (A þ B 0 þ C 0)
4 1 0 0 1  AB 0C 0
5 1 0 1 1  AB 0C
6 1 1 0 0  (A 0 þ B 0 þ C)
7 1 1 1 0  (A 0 þ B 0 þ C 0)

SOP form: P¼A0B0C0 þ AB0C0 þ AB0C
POS form: P¼ (A þ B þ C0) � (A þ B0 þ C) � (A þ B0 þ C0) � (A0 þ B0 þ C) �
(A0 þ B0 þ C0)

3.1.4 Canonical Forms

The SOP and POS forms of the functions derived from a truth table by the above

procedures are canonical forms. In a canonical SOP form each component variable

appears in either complemented or uncomplemented form in each product term.

Example 3.15

If Q is a function of A, B, and C, then Q¼A0B0C þ AB0C0 þ A0B0C0 is a canonical
SOP form, while Q¼A0B þ AB0C þ A0C0 is not, because in the first and last product
terms, all three variables are not present.

A canonical POS form is similarly defined.A canonical product term is also called a

minterm, while a canonical sum term is called a maxterm. Hence, functions can be

represented either in sum of minterm or in product of maxterm formats.

Example 3.16

From the truth table of Example 3.14:

P(A, B, C)¼A 0B 0C 0 þ AB 0C 0 þ AB 0C
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1  Input combinations

(0 for a complemented variable;

1 for an uncomplemented variable)

0 4 5  Decimal values

¼Sm (0, 4, 5)  Minterm list form
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The minterm list form is a compact representation for the canonical SOP form.

P (A, B, C) ¼ (A þ B þ C0) � (A þ B0 þ C) � (A þ B0 þ C0) � (A0 þ B0 þ C) �
(A0 þ B0 þ C0)

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 Input combinations

(1 for a complemented

variable and 0 for an

uncomplemented variable)

1 2 3 6

7 Decimal values

¼ PM(1, 2, 3, 6, 7) Maxterm list form

The maxterm list form is a compact representation for the canonical POS

form. Knowing one form, the other can be derived as shown by the following

example.

Example 3.17

Given Q (A, B, C, D)¼Sm (0, 1, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15).

Q is a four-variable function. Hence, there will be 24 or 16 combinations of input

values whose decimal values range from 0 to 15. There are eight minterms. Hence,

there should be 16–8¼ 8 maxterms: that is,

Q A, B, C, Dð Þ ¼
Y

M 2,3,4,5,6,9,13,14ð Þ:

Also, note that the complement of Q is represented as

Q0 A, B, C, Dð Þ ¼
X

m 2,3,4,5,6,9,13,14ð Þ
¼

Y
M 0,1,7,8,10,11,12,15ð Þ:

Note that for an n-variable function,
(Number of minterms) þ (number of maxterms)¼ 2n (3.4)

3.2 BOOLEAN ALGEBRA (SWITCHING ALGEBRA)

In 1854, George Boole introduced a symbolic notation to deal with symbolic

statements that take a binary value of either true or false. The symbolic notation

was adopted by Claude Shannon to analyze logic functions and has since come to be

known as Boolean algebra or switching algebra. The definitions, theorems, and

postulates of this algebra are described here.
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Definition. Boolean algebra is a closed algebraic system containing a set K of two or

more elements and two binary operators ‘‘þ’’ (OR) and ‘‘�’’ (AND); that is, for
every X and Y in set K, X � Y belongs to K, and X þ Y belongs to K. In addition, the

following postulates must be satisfied.

Postulates
P1 Existence of 1 and 0 (a) X þ 0¼X

(b) X � 1¼X
P2 Commutativity (a) X þ Y¼ Y þ X

(b) X � Y¼ Y � X
P3 Associativity (a) X þ (Y þ Z )¼ (X þ Y ) þ Z

(b) X � (Y � Z )¼ (X � Y ) � Z
P4 Distributivity (a) X þ (Y � Z )¼ (X þ Y ) � (X þ Z )

(b) X � (Y þ Z )¼X � Y þ X � Z
P5 Complement (a) X þ X 0 ¼ 1 (X 0 is the complement of X )

(b) X � X 0 ¼ 0

Definition. Two expressions are said to be equivalent if one can be replaced by the

other.

Definition. The ‘‘dual’’ of an expression is obtained by replacing each ‘‘þ’’ in the

expression by ‘‘�,’’ each ‘‘�’’ by ‘‘þ,’’ each 1 by 0, and each 0 by 1.

The principle of duality states that if an equation is valid in a Boolean algebra,

its dual is also valid. Note that part (b) of each of the postulates is the dual of the

corresponding part (a) and vice versa.

Example 3.18

Given X þ YZ¼ (X þ Y) � (X þ Z), its dual is X � (Y þ Z)¼ (X � Y) þ (X � Z).
Theorems. The following theorems are useful in manipulating Boolean functions.

They are traditionally used for converting Boolean functions from one form to

another, deriving canonical forms, and minimizing (reducing the complexity of)

Boolean functions. These theorems can be proven by drawing truth tables for both

sides to see if the left-hand side has the same values as the right-hand side, for each

possible combination of component variable values.

T1 Idempotency (a) X þ X¼X
(b) X � X¼X

T2 Properties of 1 and 0 (a) X þ 1¼ 1

(b) X � 0¼ 0

T3 Absorption (a) X þ (XY )¼X
(b) X � (X þ Y )¼X

T4 Absorption (a) X þ X 0Y¼X þ Y
(b) X � (X 0 þ Y )¼X0 � Y

T5 DeMorgan’s Law (a) (X þ Y )0 ¼X 0 � Y 0
(b) (X � Y )0 ¼X 0 þ Y 0
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T6 Consens us (a) XY þ X 0 Z þ YZ¼ XY þ X 0 Z
(b) ( X þ Y) � (X 0 þ Z) � ( Y þ Z) ¼

( X þ Y ) � ( X 0 þ Z )

We can summa rize som e import ant propert ies thus:

X þ 0 ¼ X X þ 1 ¼ 1
X � 0 ¼ 0 X � 1 ¼ X
00 ¼ 1, 10 ¼ 0, X00 ¼ (X0 )0 ¼ X :

Algebrai c proof s for the above theo rems can be found in any of the ref erences listed

at the end of this chapter .

3.3 MINIMIZ ATION OF BOO LEAN FUN CTIONS

Theorems and postu lates of Boolea n alge bra can be used to simpl ify (m inimize )

Boolean functi ons. A minimi zed functi on yields a less complex circui t than a

nonmini mized functi on. In general , the comple xity of a gate increases as the numb er

of inputs increases. Hen ce, a reduction in the n umber of literals in a Boolean function

reduces the com plexity of the complete circui t. In designi ng integr ated circuits (IC),

there are other consider ations, such as the area taken up by the circui t on the silicon

wafer used to fabric ate the IC and the regul arity of the structure of the circuit from a

fabrication point of view. For exampl e, a progr ammab le logic array (PLA ) imple -

mentati on (di scussed in Chapte r 4) of the circui t yields a more regular struct ure than

the rando m logi c (i. e., using gates) impleme ntation. Min imizing the numb er of

literals in the function may not yield a less comple x PLA imp lementati on. Howeve r,

if som e produc t terms in the SOP form can be com pletely eliminate d from the

function , the PLA size can be reduc ed.

Minimiz ation using theorem s and postu lates is tedious . Two other popular

minimi zation methods are (1) using Karnaug h map s (K-maps) and (2) the Quine–

McCluskey proced ure. These two methods are describ ed in this sectio n.

3.3.1 Venn Dia grams

Truth tables and canoni cal forms were used earli er in this chapter to represe nt

Boolean functi ons. Another method of represe nting a funct ion is by using Venn

diagrams. Th e variables are repr esented as circles in a universe that is a rectang le.

The unive rse correspo nds to 1 (everythin g), and 0 correspo nds to null (nothin g).

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show typical logic operations using Venn diagrams. In these

diagrams, the NOT opera tion is iden tified by the area NOT belo nging to the

particula r variable; the OR operation is the union of two area s (i.e., the area that

belongs to either or both) corresponding to the two operands; and the AND

operation is the intersection of the areas (i.e., the area that is common to both)

corresponding to the two operands. The unshaded area is the one in which the
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expre ssion is 0. Note that all the combina tions shown in the tru th tables can also be

show n in the Venn diagrams. Figure 3.5 show s all the combina tions correspo nding

to two- and three-vari able functions.

3.3. 2 Karnaug h Map s

Karn augh maps (K-maps) are modified Venn diagrams. Consid er the two-vari able

Ven n diag ram show n in Figur e 3.6a. All four combina tions of the two variables are

show n. Th e four areas are identified by the four minte rms in Figure 3.6 b, and Figure

3.6c shows the Venn diagram rearranged such that the four areas are equal . Also

note that the two rig ht-hand blocks of the diag ram correspo nd to A (m2 and m3), and

the two bloc ks at the bottom (m1 and m3) corr espond to B. Figure 3.6d marks the

area s A, A0 , B, and B0 expl icitly, and Figur e 3.6e is the usual from for a K-ma p of

two variabl es. The two variables A and B are distributed such that the valu es of
A are alon g the top and those of B are alon g the side.

A

A A

1
(Universe)

(Area that is in A, that is
in B, and that is in both)

A + B A B C�

(Area common to A and B)

(Area in A and B but not in C)

A A' A    B

A B

B B

C

Figure 3.3 Logic operations using Venn diagrams.

A

A

C C C

CC

C

C

B B B

BB

B

B

B

A A A

AA

A

AB9 + BC9

B   C9

=

=

=

A   B�

C�

B�

Figure 3.4 Representation of AB 0 þ BC 0 using Venn diagrams.
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Figure 3.7 show s a thr ee-variabl e K-ma p. Since there are 23 or eigh t combin-

ations of three variables, we need eight bloc ks. The blocks are arranged such that

the two right- hand columns corr espond to A, the tw o mi ddle columns correspo nd to

B, and the bottom row corr espond s to C. Each block correspo nds to a minterm . Fo r

exampl e, the block named m6 corr espond s to the area in A and B but not in C, that is
the area ABC0 , which is 110 in minterm code and is minterm m6. Th e first two

variables A and B are represen ted by the four combina tions along the top and

the third variabl e C alon g the side as in Figure 3.7b. Note that the area A consists
of the bloc ks where A has a value of 1 (bl ocks 4, 5, 6, and 7), irresp ective of B and
C; simi larly, B is 1 in blocks 2, 3, 6, and 7, and C is 1 in 1, 3, 5, and 7. Once the
variable values are liste d alon g the top and side, it is very easy to iden tify the

minterm corresponding to each block. For example, the left-hand, top-corner block

corresponds to A¼ 0, B¼ 0, and C¼ 0; that is, ABC¼ 000¼m0.

A

A B

C

B

ABAB� A�B

A�B�

A�B�C�

AB�C� ABC�

ABC

A�BC�

AB�C A�BC

A�B�C

Figure 3.5 Venn diagram designating all possible combinations of two and three variables.

AB� AB

A

(a) (b)

B

A�B A�B� m2 m3 m1

m0

11

(e)(d)(c)

1

10
AAA A�

A�B�
m2m0

m1 m3

A�B

AB�

AB

B�

BB

B

0
00 22

33

Figure 3.6 Two-variable Karnaugh map.
Note: m0, m1, m2, and m3 are minterms.
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A four-var iable Karnaug h map is show n in Figure 3.8. Th e area s and minte rms

are also iden tified.

Repres enta tion of Fu nctions on K-Map s. We represented functions on Venn diagrams

by s ha ding the ar eas . On K-maps, eac h b loc k is give n a value o f a 0 or 1 , d epending

o n th e v alue of th e fu nctio n . E ach blo ck c orr esp on din g to a m inte rm will ha ve a valu e

f or 1; all o t he r b loc ks w ill h ave 0 s as s ho w n i n E xa mple s 3. 19 a nd 3. 20 .

Example 3.19

f (X, Y, Z)¼Sm (0, 1, 4). Place a 1 corresponding to each minterm.

XY 
Z 01 11 1000 

0 
1 

0 
0 

2 
0 

6 
1 

4 

1 
1 

1 
0 

1 
0 

3 
0 

5 

57311

0

(a) (b)

B

A

C

0
2 6

110100
AB

ABC�
110

A�B�C
001

C 10

4

Figure 3.7 Three-variable Karnaugh map.

A

D

C

B

10

11

9

8

14

15

13

12

6

7

5

4

2

3

1

0

10

11

01

00

00
AB

CD 01 11 10

Figure 3.8 Four-variable Karnaugh map.
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Example 3.20

f(A, B, C, D)¼PM (1, 4, 9, 10, 14). Place a 0 corresponding to each maxterm.

AB 
CD 00 01 11 10

00 
1 

0 
0 

4 
1 

12 
1 

8 

01 
0 

1 
1 

5 
1 

13 
0 

9 

11 
1 

3 
1 

7 
1 

15 
1 

11 

10 
1 

2 
1 

6 
0 

14 
0 

10 

Usually 0s are not shown explicitly on the K-map. Only 1s are shown and a blank

block corresponds to a 0.

Plotting Sum of Products Form. When the function is given in the SOP form, the

equivalent minterm list can be derived by the method described earlier in this

chapter and the minterms can be plotted on the K-map. An alternative and faster

method is to intersect the areas on the K-map corresponding to each product term,

as illustrated in Example 3.21.

Example 3.21

F(X, Y, Z)¼XY0 þ Y0Z0.

XY 
Z 00 01 11 10

0 0 2 6 4 

1 1 3 7 5 

X corresponds to blocks 4, 5, 6, 7 (all the blocks where X is 1); Y0 corresponds to
blocks 0, 1, 4, 5 (all the blocks where Y is 0): XY0 corresponds to their intersection;

that is, XY0 ¼ 4, 5. Similarly,

Y0 ¼ 0, 1, 4, 5

Z0 ¼ 0, 2, 4, 6 ; Y0Z0 ¼ 0, 4:
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Therefore, the K-map will have 1 in the union of (4, 5) and (0, 4), which is

(0, 4, 5):

XY 
Z 00 01 11 10 

0 1 
0 2 6 

1 
4 

1 
1 3 7 

1 
5 

X ′Y ′ +Y ′Z ′

Alternatively, XY0 corresponds to the area where X¼ 1 and Y¼ 0, which is the

last column: Y0Z0 corresponds to the area where both Y¼ 0 and Z¼ 0, which is block

0 and 4. Hence the union of the two corresponds to blocks 0, 4, 5.

Note also that in this three-variable K-map, if a product term has two variables

missing (as in Y), we use four 1s corresponding to the four minterms that can be

generated out of a single-variable product term in the representation.

In general, a product term with n missing variables will be represented by 2n 1s

on the K-map. An example follows.

Example 3.22

P(A, B, C, D)¼AB0 þ A0BC þ C0D0

AB 
CD 00 01 11 10

00
01
11
10

C 

A

1
1
1
1

AB 
CD 00 01 11 10 

00 
01 
11 AB′

10 1
1 A′BC 

AB 
CD 00

1 1 1 1
01 11 10

01
00

11
10

01
00

11
10

C ′D ′

C �D �

AB 
CD 00 01 11 10

P(A, B, C, D) = AB ′ +
 A′BC +

1111
1
1
11

1

Plotting Product of Sums Form. The procedure for plotting a POS expression is

similar to that for the SOP form, except that 0s are used instead of 1s.
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Example 3.23

F(X, Y, Z)¼ (X þ Y 0)(Y 0 þ Z 0).

XY 
Z 00 01 11 10

0 0 

1 0 

(X þ Y0)¼ 0 only if X¼ 0 and Y0 ¼ 0; that is, X¼ 0 and Y¼ 1 or the area (X0Y).

XY 
Z 00 01 11 10

0 

1 0 0 

(Y0 þ Z0)¼ 0 only if Y0 ¼ 0 Z0 ¼ 0; that is, Y¼ 1 and Z¼ 1 or the area (YZ).

XY 
Z 00 01 11 10

0  0  

1  0 0 

F(X, Y, Z) is 0 when either (Xþ Y0) is 0 or (Y0 þ Z0)¼ 0 or the area (X0Y) þ (YZ).

00 01 11 10 
XY 

F(X, Y, Z ) 

1

1

11

11

0

Z

Minimization. Note that the combination of variable values represented by

any block on a K-map differs from that of its adjacent block only in one variable,

that variable being complemented in one block and true (or uncomplemented)

in the other. For example, consider blocks 2 and 3 (corresponding to minterms

m2 and m3) of a three-variable K-map: m2 corresponds to 010 or A0BC0 and m3

corresponds to 011 or A0BC0. The values for A and B remain the same while C is

different in these adjacent blocks. The property where the two terms differ by only

one variable is called logical adjacency. In a K-map then, physically adjacent

blocks are also logically adjacent. In the three-variable K-map, block 2 is physically

adjacent to blocks 0, 3, and 6. Note that m2 is also logically adjacent to m0, m3, and

m6. This adjacency property can be used in the simplification of Boolean functions.
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Example 3.24

Consider the following K-map for a four-variable function:

AB
CD 00 01 11 10

00 0 4
1

12
1

8

01
1

1
5

1
13

1
9

11
3 7 15 11

10
2 6 14 10

Blocks 8 and 12 are adjacent.

m8 ¼ 1000 ¼ AB0C0D0

m12 ¼ 1100 ¼ ABC0D0:

Also,

AB0C0D0 þ ABC0D0 ¼ AC0D0(B0 þ B) P4b

¼ AC0D0:(1) P5a

¼ AC0D0 P1b:

That is, we can combine m8 and m12. This combination is shown later by the

grouping of 1s on the K-map. Note that by this grouping, we eliminated the variable

B because it changes in value between these two blocks.

1 1 1

1

CD
AB

00

00

01

01

11

11

10

10

1

AC�D

AC�D�

BC�D
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Similarly, the grouping ofm9 andm13 yields AC
0D and groupingm5 andm13 yields BC

0D.
If we combine AC0D with AC0D0,

AC0Dþ AC0D0 ¼ AC0(Dþ D0) P4b

¼ AC0 � (1) P5a

¼ AC0 P1b:

This in effect is equivalent to grouping all four 1s in the top-right corner of the

K-map, as shown here:

1 1 1

1

CD
AB

00

00

01

01

11

11

10

10

1 AC�

BC�D

By forming a group of two adjacent 1s we eliminated 1 literal from the product

term; by grouping four adjacent 1s we eliminated 2 literals. In general, if we group

2n adjacent 1s, we can eliminate n literals. Hence, in simplifying functions it is

advantageous to form as large a group of 1s as possible. The number of 1s in any

group must be a power-of-2; that is, 1, 2, 4, 8, etc. Once the groups are formed, the

product term corresponding to each group can be derived by the following general

rules:

1. Eliminate the variable that changes in value within the group (move from block to

block within the group to observe this change) from a product term containing all

the variables of the function.

2. A variable that has a value of 0 in all blocks of the group should appear

complemented in the product term.

3. A variable that has a value of 1 in all blocks of the group should appear

uncomplemented in the product term.

For the group of four 1s in the above K-map,
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ABCD Start with all the variables.

ABCD A remains 1 in all four blocks.

AB=CD B changes in value.

AB=C0D C remains at 0.

AB=C0D= D changes in value.

Therefore, the product term corresponding to this grouping is AC0.
We can summarize all the earlier observations in the following procedure for

simplifying functions:

1. Form groups of adjacent 1s.

2. Form each group to be as large as possible. (The number of 1s in each group must

be a power of 2.)

3. Cover each 1 on the K-map at least once. Same 1 can be included in several

groups if necessary.

4. Select the least number of groups so as to cover all the 1s on the map.

5. Translate each group into a product term.

6. OR the product terms, to obtain the minimized function.

To recognize the adjacencies on a three-variable map, the right-hand edge is

considered to be the same as the left-hand edge, thus making block 0 adjacent to

block 4, and 1 adjacent to 5. Similarly, on a four-variable map, the top and

bottom edges can be brought together to form a cylinder. The two ends of the

cylinder are bought together to form a toroid (like a donut). The following

examples illustrate the grouping on the K-maps and corresponding simplified

functions.

Example 3.25

F(X, Y, Z)¼Sm(1, 2, 3, 6, 7).

00

0

1 1

Y

XY

Z

X�Z

= X�Z + Y

1

1

1

1

01 11 10
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Example 3.26

F(A, B, C, D)¼Sm(2, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15).

00

00

CD
AB

B�CD�

AB�

A�BC�D�

AD

01

0

1
1

1 1

11

1

11

1

3

2

4

5

7

6

12

13

15

14

8

9

11

10

01

11

11

10

10

F A,B,C,Dð Þ ¼ AB0 þ ADþ B0CD0 þ A0BC0D0:

Example 3.27

F(X, Y, Z, W)¼Sm(0, 4, 5, 8, 12, 13).

1 1

1 1 11

00

00

01

01

11

11

10

10

YZ �

Z�W�

ZW
XY

F X,Y,Z,Wð Þ ¼ Y Z0 þ Z0W0:
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Example 3.28

F(A, B, C, D)¼Sm(0, 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10).

1

1

00

00

CD
AB

A�BCD

B�D �

B�C �

01

01

11

11

10

10

1

1

1

1 1

F A,B,C,Dð Þ ¼ A0BCDþ B0D0 þ B0C0:

Example 3.29

F(A, B, C, D)¼ABC0 þ ABC þ BCD0 þ BCD þ AB0D0 þ A0B0D0 þ A0BC0D.

00

00

01

1 1

11

1 1

1 1 11

0

1

3

2

4

5

7

6

12

13

15

14

4

9

11

10

BCCD�

B�D�* AB*

BD*

1

101

11

11

10

10

CD
AB
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1. Groupings marked by an ‘‘*’’ are ‘‘essential.’’ m12 is covered only by (AB);
m0, m8 are covered only by (B0D0); m5 is covered only by (BD).

2. Once the above three groups are chosen, the only minterms left uncovered are

m6 and m14. To cover these, we can either choose (BC) or (CD0). Hence, there
are two simplified forms:

F A,B,C,Dð Þ ¼ ABþ B0D0 þ BDþ BC

¼ ABþ B0D0 þ BDþ CD0:

Either of the above is a satisfactory form, since each contains the same number of

literals.

Simplified Functions in POS Form. To obtain the simplified function in POS form,

1. Plot the function F on the K-map.

2. Derive the K-map for F0 (by changing 1 to 0 and 0 to 1).

3. Simplify the K-map for F0 to obtain F0 in SOP form.

4. Use DeMorgan’s laws to obtain F.

Example 3.30

F(P, Q, R, S)¼P0Q0R0 þ P0Q0 RS þ P0 RS0 þ PQ RS0 þ PQ0R0.

00
PQ

RS

F

00

01

1

1

1

1 1 1

1

101

11

11

10

10

00
PQ

RS

F �

00

01

01

11

11

11

1 1

1

111

10

10

F0 ¼ QR0 þ QSþ PQ0R
F ¼ F00 ¼ (QR0 þ QSþ PQ0R)0

¼ (QR0)0 � (QS)0 � (PQ0R)0 T5a

¼ (Q0 þ R)(Q0 þ S0)(P0 þ Qþ R0) T5b

Minimization Using Don’t Cares. In designing logic circuits, if we know that certain

input combinations do not occur, corresponding outputs from the circuit can be

ignored. It is also possible that we do not care what the circuit output would be even

when certain input combinations occur. Such conditions are termedDon’t Cares.
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Exam ple 3.31

Con sider a circui t that converts the BCD code input to it, int o corr esponding excess-3

code. Th is BCD to excess-3 decode r expects as inputs only the combina tions

corr espond ing to decima ls 0 through 9. The othe r six input s (10–15 ) will never

occur . Hence, the outpu t corr espond ing to each of these six inputs is a don’t care .

Don’ t cares are indicated by a ‘‘d’’ on the K-ma p. Each can be treat ed as either

a 1 or a 0. It is not necessar y to cover all the don’t cares while grouping: that is,

don’t care s not covered are treated as 0s.

Th e follow ing maps illustr ate the use of do n’t care s in simplifyin g the output

functions of the decoder.

K- maps are usef ul for functi ons wi th up to four or five variabl es. Figur e 3.9

shows a five-variable K-map. Since the number of blocks doubles for each addi-

tional variable, minimization using K-maps becomes complex for functions with

more than five variables. The Quine–McCluskey procedure described in the next

section is useful in such cases.

00

0

1
1

1 1

1

1

1

1

111 d

d

1 1 1

1

1

1

3

2

4

5

7

6

12

13

15

14

8

9
= A + BD + BC BC�D� + B�D

+ B�C

11

10

00

CD
AB

01

W

01

11

11

10

d

dd

d

d

10

00

00

CD
AB

01

X

01

11

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

1 1 d d

d d

= D�= C�D� + CD
d

11

10

10

00

00

CD
AB

01

Y

01

11

11

10

10

00

00

CD
AB

01

Z

01

11

11

10

10

1 d d

d d

1

3.3.3 Quine–McCluskey Procedure

The Quine–McCluskey procedure also uses the logical adjacency property to reduce

the Boolean function. Two minterms are logically adjacent if they differ in open
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position only; that is, if one of the variables is in uncomplemented form in one

minterm and complemented form in the other. Such a variable is eliminated by

combining the two minterms. The Quine–McCluskey procedure compares each

minterm with all the others and combines them if possible. The procedure uses

the following steps:

1. Classify the minterms (and don’t cares) of the function into groups such that each

term in a group contains the same number of 1s in the binary representation of the

term.

2. Arrange the groups formed in step 1 in the increasing order of number of 1s. Let

the number of groups be n.
3. Compare each minterm in group i (i¼ 1 to n� 1) with those in group (i þ 1); if

the two terms are adjacent, form a combined term. The variable thus eliminated is

represented as ‘‘�’’ in the combined term.

4. Repeat the matching operation of step 3 on the combined terms until no more

combinations can be done. Each combined term in the final list is called a prime
implicant (PI). A prime implicant is a product term that cannot be combined with

others to yield a term with fewer literals.

5. Construct a prime implicant chart in which there is one column for each minterm

(only minterms; don’t cares are not listed) and one row for each PI. An ‘‘X’’ in a

row–column intersection indicates that the prime implicant corresponding to the

row covers the minterm corresponding to the column.

6. Find all the essential prime implicants (i.e., the prime implicants that each cover

at least one minterm that is not covered by any other PI).

2

3

1

0

000 001 011 010

10

D

DE
ABC

B

C

A�

11

01

00

6

7

5

4

14

15

13

12

10

11

9

8

18

19

17

16

100 101 111 110

10

D

E

B

C

A

11

01

00

22

23

21

20

30

31

29

28

26

27

25

24

Figure 3.9 Five-variable Karnaugh map.
Note: The two parts of the map are treated as two planes, one superimposed
over the other. The blocks at the same position on each plane are also logically
adjacent.
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7. Select a minimum number of prime implicants from the remaining, to cover those

minterms not covered by the essential PIs.

8. The set of prime implicants thus selected form the minimum function.

This procedure is illustrated by Example 3.32.

Example 3.32

F(A,B,C,D) ¼
X

m (0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10)|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Minterms

þ
X

d (7, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15)|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Don’t cares

:

Steps 1 and 2

p
0 0000 Group 0: Terms with no 1sp
2 0010p
4 0100 Group 1: Terms with one 1p
5 0101p
6 0110p
9 1001 Group 2: Terms with two 1sp
10 1010p
12 1100p
7 0111p
11 1011p
13 1101 Group 3: Terms with three 1sp
14 1110p
15 1111 Group 4: Terms with four 1s

The ‘‘
p
’’ indicates that the term is used in forming a combined term at least once.

Step 3

p
(0, 2) 00–0 Obtained by matching groups 0 and 1p
(0, 4) 0–00p
(2, 6) 0–10p
(2, 10) �010p
(4, 5) 010� Obtained by matching groups 1 and 2p
(4, 6) 01–0p
(4, 12) �100p
(5, 7) 01–1p
(5, 13) �101p
(6, 7) 011� Obtained by matching groups 2 and 3p
(6, 14) �110p
(9, 11) 10–1p
(9, 13) 1–01p
(10, 11) 101�p
(10, 14) 1–10p
(12, 13) 110�p
(12, 14) 11–0p
(7, 15) �111p
(11, 15) 1–11 Obtained by matching groups 3 and 4p
(13, 15) 11–1p
(14, 15) 111–
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Step 4

(0, 2, 4, 6) 0– – 0 Same as (0, 4, 2, 6)

(2, 6, 10, 14) – – 10 Same as (2, 10, 6, 14)p
(4, 5, 6, 7) 01 – – Same as (4, 6, 5, 7)p
(4, 5, 12,13) – 10 – Same as (4, 12, 5, 13)p
(4, 6, 12, 14) – 1–0 Same as (4, 12, 6, 14)p
(5, 7, 13, 15) – 1–1 Same as (5, 13, 7, 15)p
(6, 7, 14, 15) – 11 – Same as (6, 14, 7, 15)
(9, 11, 13, 15) 1– –1 Same as (9, 13, 11, 15)
(10, 11, 14, 15) 1–1 – Same as (10, 14, 11, 15)p
(12, 13, 14, 15) 11– – Same as (12, 14, 11, 15)
(0, 2, 4, 6) 0 – – 0 PI1

(2, 6, 10, 14) – – 10 PI2
(4, 5, 6, 7, 12,
13, 14, 15)

– 1– – PI3 Prime
implicants

(9, 11, 13, 15) 1 – – 1 PI4
(10, 11, 14, 15) 1 – 1 – PI5

No further reduction possible.

Step 5 Prime implicant chart

√ √ √ √ √ √

0 2

3 3 3

3 3

3

33

3

PI1

PI2

PI3

PI4

PI5

4 5

Minterms

6 9 10

⊗

⊗

⊗

√

Step 6 PI1, PI3, and PI4 are ‘‘essential’’ since minterms 0, 5, and 9, respectively,

are covered by only these PIs. These PIs together also cover minterms 2, 4,

and 6.

Step 7 To cover the remaining minterm 10, we can select either PI2 or PI5.

Step 8 The reduced function is

F(A,B,C,D) ¼ PI1 þ PI3 þ PI4 þ PI2 or PI5

¼ 0��0þ�1��þ 1��1þ�� 10 or 1� 1�
¼ (A0D0 þ Bþ ADþ CD0) or (A0D0 þ Bþ ADþ AC):
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Th e Quine–M cClus key proce dure can be program med on a compute r and is effi-

cie nt for functions of any numb er of variabl es. Several other techniq ues to simpl ify

Boo lean functio n have been devi sed. The intere sted reader is ref erred to the books

liste d under refere nces. Th e auto mation of Boolea n function minimi zation was an

act ive rese arch area in the 1970s. Advances in IC technol ogy have cont ribute d to a

decl ine of intere st in the minim ization of Boo lean functions. The minimi zation of

the number o f ICs and the effici ent interconnec tions between them is of more

sign ificance than the saving of a few gates in the pres ent-day desi gn environment .

3.4 PRIMIT IVE HARDW ARE BLOC KS

A logic circui t is the physi cal imple mentati on of a Boolean function. Th e primitive

Boo lean opera tions AN D, OR, and NOT are implemente d by elect ronic compon-

ents know n as gates . Th e Boolea n const ants 0 and 1 are impleme nted as two uniqu e

voltage levels or current leve ls. A gate receive s thes e logic values on its inputs and

produc es a logic value that is a functi on of its inputs on its outpu t. Each gate has one

or more inputs and an output. The opera tion of a gate can be describ ed by a truth

table. The tru th tables and standard sym bols used to represe nt the three primitive

gate s are show n in Figure 3.10.

Th e NOT gate will always have one input and one outpu t. Only two inputs

are show n for the other gates in Figur e 3.10 for convenien ce. The maximum

numb er of inputs allowed on the gate is limited by the ele ctronic technol ogy used

to build the gate. The numb er of inputs on the gate is terme d its fan- in. We will

assum e that there is no restrictio n o n the fan-in. A four -input AND gate is show n

belo w.

Figur e 3.10 shows three othe r popul ar gates. The utilit y of these gates will be

disc ussed later in thi s chapter .

3.5 FUNCT IONAL ANAL YSIS OF COMBINA TIONAL CIRCU ITS

Th e func tional analysis of a combina tional circui t is the process of determin ing the

relat ions of its outputs to its inputs. Th ese rel ations are expre ssed as either a set of

Boo lean functi ons, on e for each outpu t, or as a truth table for the circuit. The

funct ional analy sis is usually perform ed to verify the sta ted function of a com bi-

nationa l cir cuit. If the funct ion of the circui t is not know n, the analysi s determ ines

it. Two othe r type s of anal ysis are common ly performed on logic circui ts. They are

loadi ng and timing anal yses. We wi ll discuss functi onal anal ysis in this sectio n and

descr ibe the other types of anal yses in Sect ion 3.9.

Con sider the com binational circui t with n input variabl es and m outputs show n
in Figure 3.11a. Since there are n input s, there are 2n combina tions of input values.

Fo r each of these input combina tion, there is a unique com bination of outpu t

valu es. A truth table for this circui t will have 2n rows and (n þ m) columns , as

shown in Figure 3.11b. We will need m Boolean functions to describe this circuit.

We will demonstrate the analysis procedure in the following example.
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Examp le 3.33

Consid er the circui t show n in Figur e 3.1 2. Th e thr ee input variabl es to the circui t

are X, Y, and Z ; the two outpu ts are P and Q .
In o rder to derive the outputs P and Q as functio ns of X, Y, and Z, we can trace

through the signals from inputs to the outputs. To facilitat e such a tracing, we have

labeled the ou tputs of all the gates in the circuit with the arbitr ary symbols R1, R2,

R3, and R4. Note that R 1 and R 2 are functions of only input variabl es; R3 and R4 are

A

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1

B

Truth table
Operation Symbol

AND 
F(A, B) = A

�
B

A

B

A

B

A

A

B

F(A, B) = A + B

F(A) = A� 

F(A, B) = (A
�
B)�

F(A, B) = (A ⊕ B)

F(A, B) = A ⊕ B = A�B + AB�

F(A, B) = (A + B)�

F(A,B)

A

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
1

B F(A,B)

A

A

0

0

0
1
1

0
1

1
1
0

0
1

1
1
1
0

B F(A,B)

F(A)

A

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

1
0
0
0

B F(A,B)

A

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

B F(A,B)

A

B

A

B

NOR

Exclusive
OR

NAND 

NOT 

OR

Figure 3.10 Gates and truth tables.
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functions of R1, R2, and the input variables. P is a function of R2 and R3, and Q is a

function of P and R4. Tracing through the circuit, we note that:

R1 ¼ Y0 and R2 ¼ Z0

R3 ¼ X � R1

¼ X � Y0 ¼ XY 0

R4 ¼ R2 � X
¼ Z0 � X ¼ XZ0

P ¼ R3 þ R2

¼ XY0 þ Z0

Q ¼ P� R4

¼ (XY 0 þ Z0)� XZ0

We can transform the function for Q into a SOP form using theorems and postulates

of Boolean algebra, as shown later. The theorems and postulates used are identified

with T and P, respectively, along with their numbers.

Combinational
circuit

(a)

(b)

I0 O0

O1

OutputsInputs

Om −1

I1

I2

In−1

0

In−1 Om−1 Om−2 O2 O1 O0In−2 I2 I1 I0

0
0

1
1
1

0
0
0

1
1
1

0

n Inputs m Outputs

Output values
2n

rows

0
0

1
1
1

0
0
1

0
1
1

0
1
0

1
0
1

Model

 Truth table

Figure 3.11 Combinational circuit.
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Q ¼ (XY 0 þ Z0 )0 � (XZ0 )þ ( XY0 þ Z0 ) � ( XZ0 )0
T5a T5 b

¼ (XY 0 )0 � ( Z0 )0 � ( XZ0 )þ ( XY0 þ Z0 ) � ( X0 þ Z00  )
T5b Invol ution Invol ution

¼ (X0 þ Y00  ) � Z � ( XZ0 )þ (XY 0 þ Z0 ) � (X0 þ Z )
Involution P4b

¼ (X0 þ Y ) � Z � Z0 X þ ( XY0 þ Z0 )X0 þ ( XY0 þ Z0Þ )Z
p4b p 4b

¼ 0 þ XY0 X0 þ Z0 X0 þ XY 0 Z þ ZZ0
0 0

¼ X0 Z0 þ XY0 Z

Thus,

P ¼ XY0 þ Z0
Q ¼ X0 Z0 þ XY0 Z :

Figure 3.13 shows the derivatio n of the truth table for the above circui t. Th e truth

table can be drawn from the above funct ions for P and Q or by tracing through the
circuit. Since there are three inputs, the truth table will have eight rows. The eigh t

combina tions of input values are show n in Figur e 3.13b. We can now impose each

combina tion o f values on the inputs of the circuit and not the outpu t valu es,

tracing through the circui t. Figur e 3.13a show s the condition of the circui t corres-

ponding to the input condi tion X¼ 0, Y¼ 0, and Z¼ 0. Tracing thr ough the circui t
we note that R1¼ 1, R 2¼ 1, R 3¼ 0, R 4¼ 0, P¼ 1, and Q¼ 1. We repeat this

process with the other seven input com binations to derive the com plete truth table

shown in Figure 3.13b.

We have shown the column corresponding to intermediate outputs R1, R2, R3,

and R4 in the truth table for convenience only. These columns are not usually

retained in the final truth table.

X
R1

R2

R3

R4

P

Q

Y

Z

Figure 3.12 Circuit with three input variables.
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We summa rize the functional anal ysis procedure s as follows.

To obta in the outpu t functi ons from a logic diag ram,

1. Label outputs of all gates in the circuit with arbitrary variable names.

2. Express the outputs of the first level of gates (i.e., the gates whose inputs are

circuit input variables) as functions of their inputs.

3. Express the outputs of the next level of gates as functions of their inputs (which

are circuit inputs and outputs from the previous level of gates).

4. Continue the process of step 3 until the circuit outputs are obtained.

5. Substitute the functions corresponding to each intermediate variable into the

output functions, to eliminate the intermediate variables from the functions.

6 . Simplify the output functions (if possible) us ing the m et h ods d es c ri b ed in Se ct ion 3 . 3 .

To obtain the truth table from the circuit diagram,

1. Determine the number of inputs n in the circuit. List the binary numbers from 0

through (2n� 1) forming the input portion of the truth table with 2n rows.

2. Label all the outputs of all the gates in the circuit with arbitrary symbols.

3. Determine the outputs of the first level of gates for each input combination. Each

first-level output forms a column in the truth table.

4. Using the combination of input values and the values of intermediate outputs

already determined, derive the values for the outputs of the next level of gates.

5. Continue the process in step 4 until the circuit outputs are reached.

X = 0

Y = 0
R1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Q

P

0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0

1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0

0

0

R2

R2 R3 R4 P QR1

R3

R4

Z = 0

X Y Z

(a) Circuit with 000 input condition

(b) Truth table

R1 = Y�
R2 = Z�
R3 = X  R1
R4 = X  R2

P = R2 
+ R3

Q = P +R4

Figure 3.13 Derivation of truth table.
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3.6 SYNTH ESIS OF CO MBINAT IONAL CIRCUITS

Synthesi s is the proce ss of transform ing the word statemen t of the function to be

performed int o a logic circui t. Th e word statemen t is first converte d into a truth

table. This ste p requires the identificat ion of the input v ariables and the outpu t

values correspo nding to each combinati on of input valu es. Each input can then be

expresse d as a Boo lean function of input variabl es. The functi ons are then trans-

formed into logic circuits . In addi tion to ‘‘s ynthesis,’’ several othe r terms are used

in the literature to denot e this transform ation. We say that we ‘‘realiz e’’ the

function by the circuit; we ‘‘imple ment’’ the functi on using the logic circui t; we

‘‘build’’ the circui t from the function; or simpl y ‘‘desi gn’’ the circuit. In this book

we use all these terms interc hangeably as neede d.

Four type s of circui t impleme ntations are popular. AND –OR and NAN D–

NAND imple mentation s can be gener ated direct ly from the SOP form of the

function : OR–A ND and NO R–NOR imp lementati ons evolve directly from the

POS form. We will il lustrate these impleme ntations using the fol lowing exampl e.

Examp le 3.34

Build a circuit to implemen t the functi on P show n in the followi ng truth table:

X Y  Z P

0 0  0 0  (X þ Y þ Z )
0 0  1 0  (X þ Y þ Z 0 )
0 1  0 1  X 0 YZ 0
0 1  1 1  X 0 YZ
1 0 0 0 (X 0 þ Y þ Z )
1 0 1 1 XY 0Z
1 1 0 0 (X 0 þ Y 0 þ Z )
1 1 1 1 XYZ

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Inputs

"
Output

3.6.1 AND–OR Circuits

From the above truth table, P in SOP form is:

P ¼ X0 � Y � Z0 þ X0 � Y � Z þ X � Y0 � Z þ X � Y � Z

P(X, Y, Z ) is the sum of four product terms, so we use an OR gate with four inputs to

generat e P (see Figure 3.1 4a). Each of the inputs to this OR gate is a product of
three variables. Hence we use four AND gates, each realizing a product term. The

outputs of these AND gates are connected to the four inputs of the OR gate, as

shown in Figure 3.14b.
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A complemented variable can be generated using a NOT gate. Figure 3.14c

shows the circuit needed to generate X0, Y0, and Z0. The final task in building the

circuit is to connect these complemented and uncomplemented signals to appropri-

ate inputs of AND gates. Often, the NOT gates are not specifically shown in the

circuit. It is then assumed that the true and complemented values of variables are

available. The logic circuit is usually shown as in Figure 3.14b. This type of circuit,

designed using the SOP form of Boolean function as the starting point, is called a

two-level AND–OR circuit because the first level consists of AND gates and the

second level consists of OR gates.

3.6.2 OR–AND Circuits

An OR–AND circuit can be designed starting with the POS form of the function:

P ¼ X þ Y þ Zð Þ � X þ Y þ Z0ð Þ � X0 þ Y þ Zð Þ � X0 þ Y0 þ Zð Þ

X�YZ�

X

Z

Y

X

X�

Z

Z�

Y

Y�

X�YZ
XY�Z P

XYZ

(a) OR

X�

Z�
Y

X�

Z
Y

X

Z
Y�

X

Z
Y

P

(b) AND−OR

(c) NOT

Figure 3.14 AND–OR circuit.
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The design is carried out in three steps. The first two are shown in Figure 3.15a.

The third step of including NOT gate s is identical to that requi red in AND–OR

circuit design.

In prac tice, the outpu t functions are simplifie d befor e drawi ng logic diagrams.

We have ignored the simplific ation problem in the earli er exam ple.

3.6.3 NAND–NA ND and NOR –NOR Circ uits

The NAN D and NOR operations show n in Figure 3.10 are un iversal opera tions:
each of the pri mitive operations AN D, OR, and NOT can be reali zed using only

NAND opera tors or only NOR operator s. Figure 3 .16 shows the reali zation of the

three opera tions using on ly NAN D gates. The theo rems used in arriving at

the simpl ified form of expressions are als o identified in the figure. The NOR gate

can be used in a simi lar way to realize all thr ee primiti ve opera tions.

The universa l char acter of NAND and NOR gate s permits building of logic

circuits usin g only one type of gate (i.e., NAN D only or NOR only).

Examp le 3.35

Figure 3.17 illus trates the transf ormation of an AND–OR circuit into a circuit

consisting of only NAN D gates. Each AND gate in the AND –OR circui t in Figur e

3.17a is replaced with two NAND gates (see Figure 3.1 6). Th e circuit now has only

NAND gates. There are some redundant gates in circuit (Figure 3.17c). Gates 5 and

X
Y
Z

X
Y
Z �

X�
Y
Z

P

P

(a) AND

(X + Y + Z )
(X + Y + Z�)
(X� + Y + Z )
(X� + Y� + Z )

(b) OR−AND

X�
Y�

Z

Figure 3.15 OR–AND circuit.
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8 can b e removed because these gates simpl y compleme nt the input signal (A B)0

twic e and hence are not neede d. Similar ly, gates 7 and 9 can be rem oved.

Th e circui t in Figure 3.17d is then a NAN D–NA ND circuit. Th e circui ts in

Figur e 3.17a and d are equi valent since both of them reali ze the same functi on

( AB þ A0 C).
A NAN D–NAND imple mentati on can thus be derived from an AND –OR circuit

by simpl y replacing each gate in the AND –OR circuit with a NA ND gate having the

sam e numb er of inputs as that of the gate it replace s. A NOR –NOR im plementati on

likew ise can be obtained by sta rting wi th an OR–AN D imp lementati on and

replaci ng each gate with a NOR gate.

Any input literal feeding the secon d level dir ectly must be inve rted. Con sider

the circuit in Figure 3.18a. Here, C is fed directly to the secon d level. Hence, it

mus t be inve rted to derive the corr ect NAN D–NAND imple mentati on shown in

Figur e 3.18b.

Th ese imple mentati ons are feasible becau se the gates are available comme r-

cia lly in the form of integra ted circuits (ICs) in p ackages contain ing sever al gates of
the same type. Using the same types of gates elimina tes the need for different types

of ICs; and using the same type of ICs usually allows more efficient use of the ICs

A

A

A

A

B

B

(AB)�

((AB)� � (AB)�)� = (AB)� = AB

(A� �B�)� = A� + B� = A + B

(A � A)� = A� 

(A � A)� = A� 

(B �B)� = B� 

T5b

T1b

InvolutionT1b

B

(a) AND

(b) OR

(c) NOT

Figure 3.16 Realization of primitive operations using NAND.
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and reduces the IC package count. Further, the NAND and NOR circuits are

primitive circuit configurations in major IC technologies, and the AND and OR

gates are realized by complementing the outputs of NAND and NOR, respectively.

Thus, NAND and NOR gates are less complex to fabricate and more cost efficient

than the corresponding AND and OR gates.

We now summarize the combinational circuit design procedure.

1. From the specification of the circuit function, derive the number of inputs and

outputs required.

2. Derive the truth table.

2

1

3

4 5

A

AB

AB

6 7

(a) AND–OR circuit

(b) Replace AND gates

(d) Remove redundant gates (NAND–NAND circuit)

(c) Replace OR gate

84

4

5

6

6

7 9

10

10

AB

(AB)�

((AB)� (A�C)�)� =

(A�C)�

AB + A�C

AB + A�C

AB + A9C

(AB)� + (A�C)�  = AB + A�C

A�C

A�C

A�C

B

A
B

A
B

A
B

A�
C

A�
C

A�
C

A�
C

Figure 3.17 NAND–NAND transformation.
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3. If either an AND–OR or NAND–NAND form of circuit is required:

a. Derive the SOP form of function for each output from the truth table.

b. Simplify the output functions.

c. Draw the logic diagram with the first level of AND (or NAND) gates and the

second level of an OR (or NAND) gate, with appropriate number of inputs.

4. If either an OR–AND or NOR–NOR form of circuit is required:

a. Derive the POS form of function for each output, from the truth table.

b. Simplify the output functions if possible.

c. Draw the logic diagram with the first level of OR (or NOR) gates and the

second level of a AND (or NOR) gate, with appropriate number of inputs.

3.7 SOME POPULAR COMBINATIONAL CIRCUITS

We describe several most commonly used combinational logic circuits in this

section. These are available as IC components from various manufacturers and

are used as components in designing logic systems.

3.7.1 Adders

Addition is the most common arithmetic operation performed by processors. If a

processor has hardware capable of addition of two numbers, the other three primi-

tive arithmetic operations can also be performed using the addition hardware.

Subtraction is performed by adding the subtrahend expressed in either 2s or 1s

complement form to the minuend; multiplication is repeated addition of multipli-

cand to itself by multiplier number of times; and division is the repeated subtraction

of divisor from dividend.

A

(a)

B�

B�

D�

C
AB� + C + B�D�

A

(b)

B�

B�

D�

C�

((AB�)� �  C��  (B�D�)�)�
= (AB�)� + C� + (B�D�)�
= AB� + C + B�D�

Figure 3.18 NAND–NAND transformation.
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Consid er the addi tion of two 4-bit numb ers A and B:

c2 c1 c0

A : a3 a2 a1 a 0

B : b3 b2 b1 b 0

SUM: c3 s3 s1 s1 s0

Bits a0 and b0 are least sign ificant bit s (LSB); a3 and b3 are most sign ificant bits

(MSB) . The addition is performed starting with the LSB position. Adding a0 and b0
will produc e a SUM bit s0 and a CARR Y c 0. This CARR Y c0 is now used in the
addition of next sign ificant bits a1 and b1, producing s 1 and c 1; this addition proce ss
is carried out thr ough the MSB position.

A half-ad der is a devi ce that can add 2 bit produc ing a SUM bit and a CARRY bit

as its outputs. A full adder adds 3 bit, produc ing a SUM bit and a CARR Y bit as its

outputs. To add two n-bit numb ers, we thus need one half-a dder and n–1 ful l adders.
Figure 3.19 show s the half-adder and full-adder arrangem ent to p erform 4-bi t add-

ition. This is cal led a ripp le-carry adder since the carry ripp les through the sta ges of
the adder starting at LSB to MSB . Th e time neede d for this carry propa gation is in

proportion to the number of bits. Since the sum is of correct value only after the carry

appears at MSB, the longe r the carry propagat ion time, the slower the adder will be.

There are sever al schemes to increas e the speed of this adder . Some of them are

discusse d in Chapte r 1 0.

Figure 3.20 show s the bloc k diag ram repr esentatio n and truth tables for full

adders and h alf-adders . From truth tables we can derive the SOP form functi ons for

the outpu ts of the adder s. Th ey are:

c

C S

Full
adder

b3

c3 s3

a3

c

C S

Full
adder

b2

s2

a2

c

C S

Full
adder

b1

s1

a1

c

C S

Half-
adder

b0

s0
c0c1c2

a0

Figure 3.19 Ripple-carry adder.
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Half-adder

S0 ¼ a00b0 þ a0b
0
0

C ¼ a0b0: (3:5)

Figure 3.21 shows the circuit diagram.

Half-
adder

SUM

CARRY

Truth table

1

1

0

0

a0

1

0

1

0

b0

0

1

1

0

S0

Cin

1 1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

a1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

b1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1

0

S1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

Cout

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

C

(b) Full adder

Truth table

SUM

CARRY

Full
adder

a0

b0

S0
Cin

a1

b1

C

S1

Cout

(a) Half-adder

Figure 3.20 Adders with truth tables.

a0�

b0

S0

C

a0

b0�

a0

b0

Figure 3.21 Half-adder circuits.
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Full adder

S1 ¼ C0ina
0
1b1 þ C0ina1b

0
1 þ Cina

0
1b
0
1 þ Cina1b1

Cout ¼ C0ina1b1 þ Cina
0
1b1 þ Cina1b

0
1 þ Cina1b1: (3:6)

Figure 3.22 shows the circuit diagram.

The equation for the Cout output of the full adder can be simplified:

Cout ¼ C0ina1b1 þ Cina
0
1b1 þ Cina1b

0
1 þ Cina1b1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
P4b

¼ C0ina1b1 þ Cina
0
1b1 þ Cina1 (b

0
1 þ b1)|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}

1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl} P5a

C �in
a �1
b1

C �in
a1
b �1

S1

C
 in

a �1
b �1

C in
a1
b1

C �in
a1
b1

C in
a �1
b1

Cout

C in
a1
b1

C in
a1
b �1

Figure 3.22 Full-adder circuits.
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¼ C0in a1 b1 þ Cin a
0
1 b1 þ C in a1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl} P1b

¼ C0in a1 b1 þ Cin (a
0
1 b1 þ a1 )|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
T4 a

P4b

¼ C0in a1 b1 þ Cin ( b1 þ a1 ) P4b

¼ C0in a1 b1 þ Cin � b1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}þ Cin � a1
¼ ( C0in a1 þ C in )|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

T4a

b1 þ C in a1 P4b

¼ ( a1 þ Cin ) b1 þ Cin a1 P4b

¼ a1 b1 þ Cin b1 þ C in a1 :

Th is equatio n has only 6 lite rals compared to the 12 lite rals of the original equatio n.

Th is simplifie d equatio n can be realized with thr ee two-i nput AND gates and one

thr ee-input OR gate.

3.7. 2 Decode rs

A code word is a string of a certai n numb er of bits, as descr ibed in Chap ter 2.

An n-bit binary string can take 2n comb inations of values. An n-to-2 n decoder
show n in Figur e 3.23 is a circui t that conver ts the n -bit input data into 2n outpu ts
(at the max imum ). At any time , only one outpu t lin e correspo nding to the com bin-

ation on the input lines will be 1; all the other outpu ts will be 0. The outpu ts are

usual ly numbere d from 0 to (2 n� 1). If, for exampl e, the combina tion on the input

of a 4-t o-24 decode r is 1001, only o utput 9 will be 1; all othe r outpu ts will be 0.

It is not usual ly necessar y to draw a truth table for a decode r. Th ere would be a

sing le 1 in each output column of the truth table and the produc t (or SUM ) term

corr espond ing to that 1 could be easily derived. Figur e 3.24 show s the circuit

diag ram of a 3-to-8 decode r. The thr ee inputs are designat ed A , B , and C, with C
as the LSB. Th e outpu ts are numb ered 0 through 7.

3.7. 3 Code Convert ers

A code converte r translat es an input code word into an output b it patter n corre-

spondi ng to a new code wor d. A decoder is a code conver ter that change s an n-bit

Decodern  Inputs 2n Outputs

(2n
 −  1)

2

1

0

Figure 3.23 n to 2n decoder.
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code word into a 2n-bit code word. The design of a code converter for BCD into

excess-3 code conversion was provided earlier in this chapter.

3.7.4 Encoders

An encoder generates an n-bit code word as a function of the combination of values

on its input. At the maximum, there can be 2n inputs (Figure 3.25).

A

A�B�C� 0 

A�B�C

A�BC�

A�BC

AB�C�

AB�C

ABC�

ABC 7

6

5

4

3

2

1

B

C

Figure 3.24 3-to-8 decoder circuit.

2n-to-n Encoder2n  Inputs n Outputs

Figure 3.25 2n to n encoder.
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Th e desi gn of an encode r is executed by first drawing a truth table that show s the

n-bi t outpu t neede d for each of the 2n com binations of inputs. The circuit d iagrams

are then derived for each outpu t bit.

Exam ple 3.36

A partial truth table for a 4-to-2 line encode r is show n in Figur e 3.26 a. Altho ugh

there are 16 combina tions of 4 inputs, only 4 are used becau se the 2-bit output

suppor ts only 4 com binations. Th e output combina tions identify which of the four

input lines is at 1 at a partic ular time.

Th ese functi ons may be simpl ified by observin g that it is suffic ient to

have W¼ 0 and X¼ 0 for D0 to be 1, no matter what the valu es of Y and Z are.
Sim ilarly, W¼ 0 and Y¼ 0 are suffic ient for D1 to be 1. Su ch obser vations, although

not always strai ghtforwar d, help in simplifyin g functi ons, thus reducing the amount

of hardwar e neede d. Alternati vely, the truth table in Figure 3.26a can be completed

by includi ng the remainin g 12 input combina tions and enteri ng d on’t care s for the

outpu ts correspo nding to those inputs. D0 and D 1 can then be derived from the truth

table and simplifie d.

Th e outpu t functi ons as can be seen from this truth table are

D0 ¼ W0 X0 , and
D1 ¼ W0Y0:

(3:7)

Figure 3.26b shows the circuit diagram for the 4-to-2 encoder.

3.7.5 Multiplexers

A multiplexer is a switch that connects one of its several inputs to the output. A set

of n control inputs is needed to select one of the 2n inputs that is to be connected to

the output (Fig ure 3.27).

Inputs

1

W

0
0
0

0

X

1
0
0

0

Y

0
1
0

0

Z
W

X

Z

0
0
1

0

D0 D1

Y D1

D0

0
1
1

0
1
0
1

Outputs

(a) Truth table (b) Circuit

Figure 3.26 4-to-2 encoder.
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Examp le 3.37

The operation of a multiplexer with four inputs ( D0�D 3) and hence two control
signals ( C0, C1) can be describ ed by the follow ing table:

C1 C0 Output

0 0  D0

0 1  D1

1 0  D2

1 1  D3

Althoug h there are six inputs, a com plete truth table with 2 6 rows is not require d for

designi ng the circui t, since the outpu t simply assumes the valu e of one of the four

inputs depending on the control signals C1 and C 0. That is,

Outpu t ¼ D0 � C01 C00 þ D1 � C01 C0 þ D2 � C 1 C00 þ D3 � C1 C 0 : (3 : 8)

The circuit for reali zing the above multipl exer is shown in Figur e 3.28.

Each of the inputs D0, D1, D2, and D3 and the o utput in this multipl exer

circuit are sing le lines. If the appl ication require s that the d ata lines to be mul ti-

plexed have mor e than 1 bit each, the above circui t has to be duplica ted once for

each bit of data .

3.7.6 Demult iplexers

A demultip lexer has on e input and several outpu ts. It switches (conn ects) the input

to one of its outpu ts based on the comb ination of values on a set of control (selec t)

inputs. If there are n cont rol sign als, ther e can be a max imum of 2 n outpu ts

(Figure 3.29).

n Control signals

Multiplexer Output2n  Inputs

(N  =  2n− 1)

D0

D1

D2

D3

DN

C1 C0Cn−1

Figure 3.27 Multiplexer.
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Example 3.38

The operation of a demultiplexer with four outputs (O0�O3) and hence two control

signals (C1, C0) can be described by the following table:

Output

D0

D1

D2

D3

C1 C0

Figure 3.28 4-to-1 multiplexer.

DemultiplexerInput I

C1 C0Cn−1

n Control signals

(N = 2n− 1)

2n Outputs

O0

O1

O2

ON

Figure 3.29 Demultiplexer.
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C1 C0 O3 O2 O1 O0

0 0 0 0 0 I
0 1 0 0 I 0
1 0 0 I 0 0
1 1 I 0 0 0

It is not necessary to draw a truth table with eight rows for this circuit, although

there are three inputs to it, since the input I is directed to only one of the four outputs
based on the four combinations of values on the control signals C1 and C0. Thus,

O0 ¼ IC01C
0
0 O1 ¼ IC01C0

O2 ¼ IC1C
0
0 O3 ¼ IC1C0:

A typical application for a multiplexer is to connect one of the several input devices

(as selected by a device number) to the input of a computer system. A demultiplexer

can be used to switch the output of the computer on to one of the several output

devices.

3.8 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

So far in this chapter we have concentrated only on the functional aspects of gates

and logic circuits in terms of manipulating binary signals. A gate is an electronic

circuit made up of transistors, diodes, resistors, capacitors, and other components

interconnected to realize a particular function. In this section, we will expand our

understanding of gates and circuits to the electronic level of detail.

At the current state of digital hardware technology, the logic designer combines

ICs that perform specific functions to realize functional logic units. An IC is a small

slice of silicon semiconductor crystal called a chip, on which the discrete electronic

components mentioned above are chemically fabricated and interconnected to from

gates and other circuits. These circuits are accessible only through the pins attached

to the chip. There will be one pin for each input signal and one for each output

signal of the circuit fabricated on the IC. The chip is mounted in either a metallic or

a plastic package. Various types of packages, such as dual-in-line package (DIP)

and flat package, are used DIP is the most widely used package. The number of pins

varies from 8 to 64. Each IC is given a numeric designation (printed on the

package), and the IC manufacturer’s catalog provides the functional and electronic

details on the IC.

Each IC contains one or more gates of the same type. The logic designer combines

ICs that perform specific functions to realize functional logic units. As such, the

electronic-level details of gates usually are not needed to build efficient logic circuits.

But as logic circuit complexity increases, the electronic characteristics become

important in solving the timing and loading problems in the circuit.
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Figure 3.30 shows the details of an IC that comes from the popular TTL

(transistor–transistor logic) family of ICs. It has the numeric designation of 7400

and contains four two-input NAND gates. There are 14 pins. Pin 7 (ground) and

pin 14 (supply voltage) are used to power the IC. Three pins are used by each gate

(two for the input and one for the output). On all ICs, a ‘‘notch’’ on the package is

used to reference pin numbers. Pins are numbered counterclockwise starting from

the notch.

Digital and linear are two common classifications of ICs. Digital ICs operate

with binary signals, whereas linear ICs operate with continuous signals. In this

book, we will be dealing only with digital ICs.

Because of the advances in IC technology, it is now possible to fabricate a large

number of gates on a single chip. According to the number of gates it contains, an

IC can be classified as a small-, medium-, large-, or very-large-scale circuit. An IC

containing a few gates (approximately 10) is called a small-scale integrated (SSI)

circuit. A medium-scale integrated (MSI) circuit has a complexity of around 100

gates and typically implements an entire function, such as an adder or a decoder, on

a chip. An IC with a complexity of more than 100 gates is a large-scale integrated

(LSI) circuit, while a VLSI circuit contains thousands of gates.

There are two broad categories of IC technology, one based on bipolar tran-

sistors (i.e., p-n-p or n-p-n junctions of semiconductors) and the other based on the

unipolar metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET). Within each

technology, several logic families of ICs are available. The popular bipolar

logic families are TTL and emitter-coupled logic (ECL). P-channel MOS

(PMOS), N-channel MOS (NMOS), and complementary MOS (CMOS) are all

popular MOS logic families. A new family of ICs based on gallium arsenide has

been introduced recently. This technology has the potential of providing ICs that are

faster than ICs in silicon technology.

In the following discussion, we will examine functional-level details of ICs.

These details are adequate to build circuits using ICs. Various performance char-

acteristics of ICs will be introduced, without electronic-level justification.

VCC

GND

1 14

13

12

11

10

9

8

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 3.30 Typical IC (TTL 7400).
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In addi tion to the details of the type provi ded in Figure 3.30, the IC manufac -

turer’s catalog contains such information as voltage ranges for each logic level,

fan-out, propagation delays, and so forth, for each IC. In this section, we will

introduce the major symbols and notation used in the IC catalogs and describe the

most common characteristics in selecting and using ICs.

3.8.1 Positive and Negative Logic

As mentioned earlier, two distinct voltage levels are used to designate logic values

1 and 0, and in practice these voltages levels are range of voltages, rather than fixed

values. Figure 3.31 shows the voltage levels used in the TTL technology: the high

level corresponds to the range of 2.4–5 V and the low level corresponds to 0–0.4 V.

These two levels are designated H and L.
In general, once the voltage levels are selected, the assignment of 1 and 0 to

those levels can be arbitrary. In the so-called positive logic system, the higher of the

two voltages denotes logic-1, and the lower value denotes logic-0. In the negative
logic system, the designations are the opposite. The following table shows the two

possible logic value assignments.

Positive Logic Negative Logic

Logic-1 H L
Logic-0 L H

Note that H and L can both be positive, as in TTL, or both negative, as in ECL

(H¼�0.7 to �0.95 V, L¼�1.9 to �1.5 V). It is the assignment of the relative

magnitudes of voltages to logic-1 and logic-0 that determines the type of logic,

rather than the polarity of the voltages.

Because of these ‘‘dual’’ assignments, a logic gate that implements an operation

in the positive logic system implements its dual operation in the negative logic

system. IC manufacturers describe the function for gates in terms of H and L, rather
than logic-1 and logic-0. As an example, consider the TTL 7408 IC, which contains

Typical

Volts

5.0

3.5

2.4

0.4

0.2

0.0

Range of H

Typical Range of L

Figure 3.31 TTL voltage levels.
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four two-input AND gates (Figure 3.32a). The function of this IC as described by

the manufacturer in terms of H and L is shown in the voltage table. Using positive

logic, the voltage table in Figure 3.32b can be converted into the truth table in

Figure 3.32c representing the positive logic AND, as shown by the gate in Figure

3.32d. Assuming negative logic, table in Figure 3.32b can be converted into truth

table in Figure 3.32e, which is the truth table for OR. The negative logic OR gate is

shown in Figure 3.32f. The half-arrows on the inputs and the output designate them

to be negative logic values. Note that the gates in Figure 3.32d and f both

correspond to the same physical gate but function either as positive logic AND or

as negative logic OR. Similarly, it can be shown that the following dual operations

are valid:

(e) Negative logic truth table

X

1

1

0

0

Y

1

0

1

0

Z

1

1

1

0

(c) Positive logic truth table

X

VCC

0

0

1

1

Y

0

1

0

1

Z

0

0

0

1

(b) Voltage table

GND

(a) TTL 7408

(d) Positive logic AND

(f) Negative logic OR

X

L

L

H

H

Y

L

H

L

H

Z

L

L

L

H

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

Figure 3.32 Positive and negative logic.
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Positive Logic Negative Logic

OR AND
NAND NOR
NOR NAND
EXCLUSIVE-OR EQUIVALENCE
EQUIVALENCE EXCLUSIVE-OR

We will assume the positive logic system throughout this book and as such will not

use negative logic symbolism. In practice, a designer may combine the two logic

notations in the same circuit (mixed logic), so long as the signal polarities are

interpreted consistently.

3.8.2 Signal Inversion

We have used a ‘‘bubble’’ in NOT, NOR, and NAND gate symbols to denote signal

inversion (complementation). This bubble notation can be extended to any logic

diagram. Some examples are shown in Figure 3.33. The NOT gate symbol in Figure

3.33a implies that when the input X is asserted (e.g., at H), the output is low (L). The
input is said to be active-high and the output is said to be active-low. An alternative

symbol for a NOT gate, with an active-low input, is shown in Figure 3.33b. An

AND gate with active-low inputs is shown in Figure 3.33c. The output of this gate is

high only when both inputs are low. Note that this is the INVERT–AND or a NOR

gate. A typical IC with four inputs and one output is shown in Figure 3.33d. Input A
and output E are active-low, and inputs B, C, and D are active-high. An L on input

A would appear as an H internal to the IC, and an H corresponding to E internal to

the IC would appear as an L external to the IC. That is, an active-low signal is active

when it carries a low logic value, whereas an active-high signal is active when it

carries a high logic value. A bubble in the logic diagram indicates an active-low

(a) NOT gate (b) NOT with active-low input

Output

Inputs

(d) A typical IC
(c) AND with active-low inputs

A

A
A� B�

B

B

C D

IC E

Figure 3.33 Bubble notation.
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input or output. For example, the BCD-to-decimal decoder IC (7442) shown in

Figure 3.34 has four active-low outputs. Only the output corresponding to the

decimal value of the input BCD number is active at any time. That is, the output

corresponding to the decimal value of the BCD input to the IC will be L and all

other outputs will be H.
When two or more ICs are used to the circuit, the active-low and active-high

designations of input and output signals must be observed for the proper operation

(1) (2)

( )      
VCC   =  Pin 16
GND =  Pin 8

LD02750S

Function table

H  = HIGH voltage levels
L  = LOW voltage levels

L

A3 A2 A1 A0

L
L
L
L
L
L
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

L
L
L
L
H
H
H
H
L
L
L
L
H
H
H
H

L
L
H
H
L
L
H
H
L
L
H
H
L
L
H
H

L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H

L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

H
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

H
H
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9) (10) (11)

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4 5 6 7 8 9

Logic diagram
A0

(15)
A1

(14)
A2

(13)
A3

(12)

H
H
H
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H
L
H
H
H
H
H
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H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H
H
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
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H
H

H
H
H
H
H
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L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
L
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
L
H
H
H
H
H
H

=  Pin number

Figure 3.34 TTL 7442 BCD-to-decimal decoder.
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of the circuit, although ICs of the same logic family generally have compatible

signal-active designations.

It is important to distinguish between the negative logic designation (half-

arrow) and the active-low designation (bubble) in a logic diagram. These desig-

nations are similar in effect, as shown by the gate symbols in Figure 3.35, and as

such can be replaced by each other. In fact, as shown in Figure 3.35c and d,

a half-arrow following the bubble cancels the effect of the bubble on the signal,

and hence both the half-arrow and the bubble can be removed. Then, the

inputs and outputs of the gate are of different polarity. For example, if the

half-arrow and the bubble are removed from the output of the negative logic

NOR gate in Figure 3.35c, the inputs represent negative logic and the outputs

represent positive logic polarities.

3.8.3 Other Characteristics

Other important characteristics to be noted while designing with ICs are the active-

low and active-high designations of signals, voltage polarities, and low and high

voltage values, especially when ICs of different logic families are used in the

circuit. ICs of the same family are usually compatible with respect to these

characteristics. Special ICs to interface circuits built out of different IC technologies

are also available.

Designers usually select a logic family on the basis of the following characteristics:

1. Speed

2. Power dissipation

3. Fan-out

(d) OR–INVERT (NOR) INVERT–AND

(a) Positive logic AND

(b) Positive logic OR

(c) AND–INVERT (NAND) INVERT–OR

Negative logic AND

Negative logic OR Equivalent

Equivalent

Equivalent

Equivalent

Figure 3.35 Equivalent symbols.
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4. Availability

5. Noise immunity (noise margin)

6. Temperature range

7. Cost

Power dissipation is proportional to the current that is drawn from the power

supply. The current is inversely proportional to the equivalent resistance of the

circuit, which depends on the values of individual resistors in the circuit, the load

resistance, and the operating point of the transistors in the circuit. To reduce the

power dissipation, the resistance should be increased. However, increasing the

resistance increases the rise times of the output signal. The longer the rise time,

the longer it takes for the circuit output to ‘‘switch’’ from one level to the other.

That is, the circuit is slower. Thus, a compromise between the speed (i.e., switching

time) and power dissipation is necessary. The availability of various versions of

TTL, for instance, is the result of such compromises.

A measure used to evaluate the performance of ICs is the speed–power product.
The smaller this product, the better the performance. The speed–power product of a

standard TTL with a power dissipation of 10 mW and a propagation delay of 10 ns

is 100 pJ.

The noise margin of a logic family is the deviation in the H and L ranges of the

signal that is tolerated by the gates in the logic family. The circuit function is not

affected so long as the noise margins are obeyed. Figure 3.36 shows the noise

margins of TTL. The output voltage level of the gate stays either below VLmax or

above VHmin. When this output is connected to the input of another gate, the input

treats any voltage above VIHmin (2.0 V) as high and any voltage below VILmin (0.8 V)

Output levels Input levels

5 5

4

3

2

1

0

VCC VCC

4

3

2
0.4 V

0.4 V

Guaranteed
noise

margins

Forbidden
region

1

0

VHmin = 2.4 V

VIHmin = 2.0 V

VILmax = 0.8 V

VLmax = 0.4 V

Figure 3.36 TTL noise margins.
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as low. Thus, TTL provides a guaranteed noise margin of 0.4 V. A supply voltage

VCC of 5 V is required. Depending on the IC technology, as the load on the gate is

increased (i.e., as the number of inputs connected to the output is increased), the

output voltage may enter the forbidden region, thereby contributing to the improper

operation. Care must be taken to ensure that the output levels are maintained by

obeying the fan-out constraint of the gate or by using gates with special outputs or

with higher fan-out capabilities.

The fan-out of a gate is the maximum number of inputs of other gates that can be

connected to its output without degrading the operation of the gate. The fan-out is a

function of the current sourcing and sinking capability of the gate. When a gate

provides the driving current to gate inputs connected to its output, the gate is a

current source, whereas it is a current sink when the current flows from the gates

connected to it into its output. It is customary to assume that the driving and driven

gates are of the same IC technology and can be determined according to the current

sourcing and sinking capabilities of the gates in both technologies.

When the output of a gate is high, it acts as a current source for the inputs it is

driving (see Figure 3.37). As the current increases, the output voltage decreases and

may enter the forbidden region. The driving capability is thus limited by the voltage

drop. When the output is low, the driving gate acts as a current sink for the inputs.

The maximum current that the output transistor can sink is limited by the heat
dissipation limit of the transistor. Thus, the fan-out is the minimum of these driving

capabilities.

A standard TTL gate has a fan-out of 10. A standard TTL buffer can drive up to

30 standard TTL gates. Various versions of TTL are available. Depending on the

version, the fan-out ranges between 10 and 20. Typical fan-out of ECL gates is

25, and that of CMOS is 50.

The popularity of the IC family helps the availability. The cost of ICs comes

down when they are produced in large quantities. Therefore, very popular ICs are

generally available. The other availability measure is the number of types of ICs in

the family. The availability of a large number of ICs in the family makes for more

design flexibility.

Temperature range of operation is an important consideration, especially in such

environments as military applications, automobiles, and so forth, where temperature

variations are severe. Commercial ICs operate in the temperature range of 08C to

708C, while ICs for military applications can operate in the temperature range of

�558C to þ1258C.

Current

(a) Output high, current source (b) Output low, current sink

Figure 3.37 Fan-out.
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The cost of an IC depends on the quantity produced. Popular off-the-shelf

ICs have become very inexpensive. As long as off-the-shelf ICs are used in a

circuit, the cost of the circuit’s other components (e.g., the circuit board, connectors,

and interconnections) currently is higher than that of the ICs themselves.

Circuits that are required in very large quantities can be custom designed
and fabricated as ICs. Small quantities do not justify the cost of custom design

and fabrication. There are several types of programmable ICs that allow a

semicustom design of ICs for special applications. Table 3.1 summarizes the

characteristics of the popular IC technologies.

3.8.4 Special Outputs

Several ICs with special characteristics are available and useful in building logic

circuits. We will briefly examine these special ICs in this section, at a functional

level of detail.

A gate in the logic circuit is said to be ‘‘loaded’’ when it is required to

drive more inputs than its fan-out. Either the loaded gate is replaced with a

gate of the same functionality but of a higher fan-out (if available in the

IC family) or a buffer is connected to its output. The ICs designated as buffers

(or ‘‘drivers’’) provide a higher fan-out than a regular IC in the logic family. For

example, the following are some of the TTL 7400 series of ICs that are designated

as buffers:

7406 Hex inverter buffer=driver.
7407 Hex buffer=driver (noninverting).
7433 Quad two-input NOR buffer.

7437 Quad two-input NAND buffer.

These buffers can drive approximately 30 standard TTL loads, compared to a

fan-out of 10 for nonbuffer ICs.

In general, the outputs of two gates cannot be connected without damaging those

gates. Gates with two special types of outputs are available that, under certain

conditions, allow their outputs to be connected to realize an AND or an OR function

of the output signals. The use of such gates thus results in reduced complexity of the

circui t. The need for such gates is illus trated by Example 3.39.

Table 3.1 Characteristics of Some Popular Logic Families

Characteristics TTL ECL CMOS

Supply voltage (V) 5 �5.2 3 to 18
High-level voltage (V) 2 to 5 �0.95 to �0.7 3 to 18
Low-level voltage (V) 0 to 0.4 �1.9 to �1.5 0 to 0.5
Propagation delay (ns) 5 to 10 1 to 2 25
Fan-out 10 to 20 25 50
Power dissipation (mW) per gate 2 to 20 25 0.1
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Example 3.39

We need to design a circuit that connects one of the four inputs A, B, C, and D to the

input Z. There are four control inputs (C1, C2, C3, and C4) that determine whether

A, B, C, or D is connected to Z, respectively. It is also known that only one of the

inputs is connected to the output at any given time. That is, only one of the control

inputs will be active at any time. The function of this circuit can thus be represented as

Z ¼ P � C1 þ Q � C2 þ R � C3 þ S � C4:

Figure 3.38a shows the AND–OR circuit implementation of the function.

If each of the AND gates in Figure 3.38a are such that their outputs can be

connected to form an OR function, the four-input OR gate can be eliminated from

the circuit. Furthermore, as the number of inputs increases (along with the corre-

sponding increase in control inputs), the circuit can be expanded, simply by connect-

ing the additional AND gate outputs to the common output connection. This way of

connecting outputs to realize the OR function is known as the wired-OR connection.

In fact, the circuit can be generalized to form a bus that transfers the selected source
signal to the selected destination. The bus shown in Figure 3.38b is simply a common
path that is shared by all the source-to-destination data transfers. W is an additional

destination. In the circuit, only one source and one destination can be activated at any

given time. For example, to transfer the data from R to Z, the control signals C3 andC5

are activated simultaneously; similarly, Q is connected to W when C2 and C6

are activated, and so on. All the sources are wired-OR to the bus, and only one of

them will be active at any given time. However, more than one destination can be

activated simultaneously if the same source signal must be transferred to several

destinations. To transferP to both Z andW, control signalsC1,C5, andC6 are activated

simultaneously. Buses are commonly used in digital systems when a large number of

source and destinations must be interconnected. Using gates whose outputs can be

connected to form the wired-OR reduces the complexity of the bus interconnection.

Two types of gates are available with special outputs that can be used in this

mode: (1) gates with open collector (or free collector) outputs and (2) gates with

tristate outputs.

P

Q

Z

(a) Data transfer circuit (b)  Bus

Bus

R

S

C1

P
C1

C2

C3

C4

Q
C2

R
C3

C5
Z

WC6S
C4

Figure 3.38 Data transfer circuits.
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Figure 3.39 shows two circuits. When the outputs of the TTL open collector

NAND gates are tied together, an AND is realized, as shown in Figure 3.39a. The

second level will not have a gate. This fact is illustrated with the dotted gate symbol.

Note that this wired-AND capability results in the realization of an AND–OR–

INVERT circuit (i.e., a circuit with a first level of AND gates and an OR–INVERT

or NOR gate in the second level) with only one level of gates. Similarly, when open

collector ECL NOR gates are used in the first level, we realize an OR when the

outputs are tied together, as shown in Figure 3.39b. This wired-OR capability results

in the realization of an OR–AND–INVERT circuit (i.e., a circuit with a first level of

OR gates and a second level consisting of one AND–INVERT or NAND gate) with

just one level of gates.

There is a limit to the number of outputs (typically about 10 in TTL) that can be

tied together. When this limit is exceeded, ICs with tristate outputs can be used in

place of open collector ICs.

In addition to providing two logic levels (0 and 1), the output of these ICs can be

made to stay at a high-impedance state. An enable input signal is used for this

purpose. The output of the IC is either at logic 1 or 0 when it is enabled (i.e., when

the enable signal is active). When it is not enabled, the output will be at the high-

impedance state and is equivalent in effect to the IC not being in the circuit.

It should be noted that the high-impedance state is not one of the logic levels,

but rather is a state in which the gate is not electrically connected to the rest

of the circuit.

Gates with open collectors

Gates with open collectors

(a) TTL NANDs, WIRED–AND, AND–OR–INVERT

(b) ECL NORs, WIRED-OR, OR–AND–INVERT

(AB)� • (CD)� = (AB + CD)�

(A + B)� + (C + D)� = ((A + B)(C + D))�

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

Figure 3.39 Open collector circuits.
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The outpu ts of tristate ICs can also be tied togethe r to form a wired -OR as long

as only one IC is enabled at any time. Note that in the case of a wired -OR (or Wired-

AND) formed using open collec tor gates, more than one outpu t can be act ive

simulta neously.

Figure 3.40 shows the bus circui t of Example 3.39 usin g tristat e gate s. The

control inputs now form the enable inputs of the tristate gate s. Trista te outpu ts allow

more outputs to be connec ted toge ther than the open collec tor ICs do.

Figure 3.41 shows a tristat e IC (TTL 74241) . Th is IC has eight trist ate bu ffers,

four of which are enabled by the sign al on pin 1 and the other four by the signal on

pin 19. Pin 1 is active -low enable, while pin 19 is act ive-high enable. Represent a-

tive op erating values are shown in Figur e 3.41b .

ICs some with several other special features. Some ICs provide both the truth

and comple ment outputs (e.g., ECL 10107); some have a STRO BE input signal that

needs to be active in order for the gate outpu t to be active (e.g., TTL 7425). Thus,

STROB E is an enabl e input. Figure 3.42 illus trates these ICs. For further details,

consult the IC man ufacturer man uals liste d at the end of this chapt er; they provide a

comple te listing of the ICs and their char acterist ics. Refer to Append ix A for detail s

on some popular ICs.

3.8.5 Designing with ICs

NAND–N AND or NOR –NOR imp lementati ons are exte nsively used in desi gning

with ICs. NAND and NOR functions are basic to IC fabric ation, and using a single

type of gate in the im plementati on is preferable becau se sever al identical gates are

Bus

Z

W

Enable
input

P

C1

C5

C6

C2

C3

C4

Q

R

S

Figure 3.40 Bus using tristate gates.
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available on one chip. Logic designers usually choose an available IC (decoder,

adder, etc.) to implement functions rather than implement at the gate level as

discussed earlier in this chapter.

Several nonconventional design approaches can be taken in designing with ICs.

For example, since decoders are available as MSI components, the outputs of a

decoder corresponding to the input combination where a circuit provides an output

of 1 can be ORed to realize a function.

1

2

4

6

8

18

16

14

12

19

11

13

15

17

Gnd 10

(a) Circuit

Control

Pin 1

L
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H
H

Input

2

L
H
L
H

Output
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L
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Z
Z

Control

Z = high impedance

(b) Representative opening values

Pin 19

L
L
H
H

Input

11

L
H
L
H

Output

9

Z
Z
L
H

VCC 20

9

7

5

3

74241 Tristate

Figure 3.41 TTL 74241 tristate buffer.
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Example 3.40

An implementation of a full adder using a 3-to-8 decoder (whose outputs are

assumed to be high active) is shown in Figure 3.43. (Can you implement the full

adder if the outputs of the decoder are low-active as in TTL 74166?)

Pin configuration

Logic diagram
(each gate)

Output
Y

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

D VCC

VCC2

VCC1
VEE

D
A

B

C

D
G

C

G

B

A

Y

C
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B

A

Y

GND

14

13

12

11

16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

15 14 13 12 11

Not
connected

10 9
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8

(b) ECL 10107 Triple EXCLUSIVE-OR/NOR

(a) TTL 7425 positive NOR gates with strobe (G)

Figure 3.42 Some special ICs.
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Figure 3.43 Full-adder implementation using a decoder.
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Exam ple 3.41

As another example, the BCD to exces s-3 code converte r can be realized using a

4-bi t parallel b inary adder IC (TTL 748 3), as show n in Figure 3.44.

Th e BCD code word is connec ted to one of the two 4-bi t inputs of the adder, and

a const ant o f 3 (i.e., 0011) is connec ted to the output input. The outpu t is the BCD

input plus 3, which is the exces s-3 code.

In practice, logic design ers select available MSI and LSI compo nents first

to impleme nt as muc h of the circui t as possible and use SSI com ponents as require d

to comple te the design.

3.9 LOAD ING AND TIM ING

Two main probl ems to be resolve d in designi ng with ICs are loading and timing .
A loading problem occurs in the event that the output of one gate cannot driv e the
subse quent gates connecte d to it. In prac tice, there is a limit to the number of gate

input s that can be connecte d to the outpu t of a gate . This limit is calle d the fan-out

of the gate. If the fan-out limit is excee ded, the sign als degra de, and hence the

circui t does not perform prope rly. This load ing probl em can be solved by providi ng

a buff er at the outpu t of the loaded gate, either by using a separ ate invert ing or

nonin vertin g buff er or by replaci ng the load ed gate with one that has a higher fan-

out. The number of inputs to the gate is referr ed to as its fan-in.

Tim ing problem s in general are not critical in a simple combina tional circuit.

How ever, a timin g analysis is usual ly neces sary in any complex circuit. Timing

diag rams are useful in such analysis. Figure 3.45 shows the timing char acteristic s of a

NOT gate . Th e X-axis indicates time. Logic valu es 1 and 0 are show n (as magnitudes

of a voltage ) on the Y-axis. Figure 3.46 show s the timing diagram for a simpl e

combinational circuit. At t0, all three inputs A, B, and C are at 0. Hence, Z1, Z2, and
Z are all 0. At t1, B changes to 1. Assuming gates with no delays (ideal gates), Z1
changes to 1 at t1 and hence Z also changes to 1. At t2, C changes to 1 resulting in no

0
Cin Cout

Parallel binary adder
7483

BCD Input

Excess-3

A1 B1 B2 B3 B4

0 0 1 1

A2 A3 A4

Σ1 Σ2 Σ3 Σ4

Figure 3.44 BCD to excess-3 converter.
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changes in Z1, Z2, or  Z. At  t3, A change s to 1, pulling A
0 to 0; Z1 to 0 and Z2 to 1; Z

remains at 1. This timing diagram can be expanded to indicate all the other combin-

ations of inputs. It will then be a graph ical way of represe nting the truth table.

We can also anal yze the effect s of gate delays u sing a timing diagram.

Figure 3.47 is such an analysi s for the above cir cuit, where the gate delays are

shown as T1, T2, T3, and T4. Assume that the circuit starts at t0 with all the inputs at
0. At t1, B change s to 1. This change results in a change in Z1 at ( t1þ T2), rat her than
at t1. This change in Z1 causes Z to change T4 later (i.e., at t 1 þ T2 þ T 4). Cha nging
of C to 1 at t2 does not change any other signal value. When A rai ses to 1 at t3,

(a) NOT gate

Time

(b) Ideal gate characteristics

Propagation delay

Propagation delay

x

x

1

1

0

0

x

x
1

0

1

0

x�

x�

x�

x�

Time

90%
10%

Fall
time

Rise
time

(c) Gate with delay

(d) Timing characteristics

Figure 3.45 Timing characteristics and models of an IC.
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A0 falls to 0 at (t3 þ T1), Z 1 falls to 0 at (t 3 þ T1 þ T2), and Z2 raises to 1 at (t 3 þ T3).
If T3 > ( T1 þ T2), ther e is a time period in which both Z1 and Z2 are 0, contri buting
a ‘‘gli tch’’ at Z. Z rises back to 1, T4 after Z2 rises to 1. This momentar y transition of

Z to 0 might cause some problem s in a com plex circuit. Such hazar ds are the results

of unequa l delays in the signal path s of a circuit. Th ey can be prevente d by addi ng

addi tional circui try. This anal ysis indicates the utilit y of a timi ng diagram.

Th e hazard in the earli er exampl e is ref erred to as static 1-haz ard, since that
outpu t momentar ily goes to 0 whe n it should remai n at 1. This hazard occur s whe n

the circui t is realized from the SOP form of the functi on. When the circuit is

reali zed from the POS form, a static 0-hazard may occur , whe rein the circuit

mom entarily give s an o utput of 1 whe n it should have remai ned at 0. A dynamic
hazard causes the output to change three or mor e time s when it should change from

1 to 0 or from 0 to 1. Figur e 3.48 demonst rates the various type s of hazards.

Time

0

1

(a) Circuit diagram (ideal gates)

010 011 111

A

A�

(Z1) A�B

(Z2) AC

Z

(b) Timing diagram

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

B

C

Z1

A

A
A�

B

C
Z2

Z

Figure 3.46 Timing analysis of a combinational circuit.
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Hazards can be eliminated by including additional gates into the circuit. In

general, the removal of static 1-hazards from a circuit implemented from the SOP

form, also removes the static 0- and dynamic hazards. The detailed discussion of

hazards is beyond the scope of this book. Refer to Shiva (1998) for further details on

hazards.

000
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Z2

Z

010 011
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Hazard

(b)  Timing diagram
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(a) Circuit diagram (gates with delays).
Assume T3 > (T1 + T2)

T2

T3
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Figure 3.47 Timing analysis showing gate delays.
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Figure 3.48 Hazards.
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3.10 SUM MARY

Th is chapter provi des an introdu ction to the analysi s and design of com bination al

logic circui ts. Logic minimi zation procedure s are discussed. Altho ugh the discus-

sion on IC technol ogy is brief, deta ils on designi ng with ICs give n here are

suffic ient to understa nd the inform ation in an IC vendor’s catalo g and start buildi ng

simpl e circui ts. A com plete under standin g of the timing and loading probl em helps,

but is not man datory, to understa nd the rest of the materia l in the book. Log ic

circui ts can also be impleme nted usin g progr ammab le logi c component s such as

progr ammab le logic array (PLA), program mable arr ay logi c (PA L), gate array

(G A), and field program mable (G A–FPGA ). Chapter 4 provides the details of

progr ammab le logic design.
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PROBLEM S

3.1 If A¼ 0, B¼ 1, C¼ 1, and D¼ 0, find the value of F in each of the following:
a. F¼ AC0 þ B0
b. F¼ A0  D þ B0  C0 þ BC0 þ D
c. F¼ BD0  (A0 þ B þ CD) þ C0  D
d. F¼ (AB (C þ D)0  )0  ( A0 þ B0  )(C0 þ BD0  )
e. F¼ (D þ ((A þ B) C)0  ) AB0 þ C0  D ( D þ A( A0  B þ CD0  ))

3.2 Draw a truth table for each of the following:

a. Q¼X0Z þ Y0Z0 þ XYZ
b. Q¼ (X þ Y0)(X þ Z)(X0 þ Y0 þ Z0)0

c. Q¼AC0D0 þ D0 (A þ C) (A0 þ B)
d. Q¼ABC0D þ A0 þ B0 þ D0 þ BCD
e. Q¼M(N þ P0)(N0 þ P)
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3.3 State if the following identities are TRUE of FALSE.

a. (X þ Y þ Z) (X þ Y þ Z0)¼X þ Y
b. A0BC0 þ ABC0 þ BC0D þ BC þ B0 ¼ 1

c. A0C þ ABC0 þ A0B þ AB0 ¼B0C þ A0BC
d. PR0 þ Q0R0 þ PR þ Q0R¼P þ Q þ R
e. ((P þ Q0)(P0 þ Q))0 ¼P � Q

3.4 State if the following statements are TRUE of FALSE.

a. P0 þ Q0 þ R0 is a sum term

b. AB þ AC þ AD is a canonical SOP form

c. XYZ is included in X þ Y þ Z
d. (XY)0 ¼X0 þ Y0 is DeMorgan’s law

e. NPQ0 is a product term
f. X0 þ Y0 is a conjunction

g. AB is not included in BD þ AC
3.5 State if the following functions are in normal POS form, normal SOP form,

canonical POS, or canonical SOP.

a. F(A, B, C)¼ABC þ A0B0C0

b. F(X, Y, Z)¼ Y(X0 þ Z0)(X þ Y0)
c. F(P, Q, R)¼ (PQR0)(P0QR)(PQR)
d. F(A, B, C)¼ABC þ A0B0C þ B
e. F(A, B, C)¼AB0C þ BC
f. F(W, X, Y, Z)¼ (X þ Y)(W þ Y þ Z0)(W þ X þ Y þ Z)
g. F(P, Q, R)¼PQ þ QR þ PR þ P0Q0 þ Q0R0 þ P0R0

h. F(X, Y)¼X0Y þ XY0

3.6 Express each of the following functions in (1) canonical SOP form and (2)

canonical POS form. (Hint: Draw the truth table for each function.)

a. F(P, Q, R)¼PQR0 þ P0R0 þ Q0R0

b. F(A, B, C, D)¼A0B0(C þ D) þ C0(A þ B0C0)
c. F(W, X, Y, Z)¼ (X0 þ Y þ Z)(W þ Z0) þ WX0

d. F(A, B, C)¼ (AB þ ABC0)(BD)0

3.7 Express F in minterm list form in each of the following:

a. F(X, Y, Z)¼X(Y0 þ Z0) þ YZ
b. F(A, B, C, D)¼ (B0 þ C)(A þ B þ D0)(B0 þ C0 þ D0)
c. F(A, B, C, D)¼Q

M(3, 5, 6, 12, 14, 15)

d. F(P, Q, R)¼PQ0 þ R0 þ P0R
e. F(X, Y, Z)¼Q

M(3, 5, 6)

3.8 Express F in maxterm list form in each of the following:

a. F(P, Q, R)¼P0R0 þ Q(P þ R)
b. F(A, B, C, D)¼AB(C þ D0) þ A0C0D þ B0CD0

c. F(W, X, Y, Z)¼P
m(0, 7, 8, 9,13)

d. F(P, Q, R)¼ (Q þ R0)(P þ Q0 þ R)
e. F(A, B, C, D)¼P

m(10, 12, 13, 14, 15)
3.9 Note that if two functions are equal, they will have the same minterms and the

same maxterms. Use this fact to solve Problem 3.3.

3.10 Transform the following AND–OR circuit into a circuit consisting of only three

NOR gates. Which circuit is more efficient? Why?
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A

B

C

D

Q

3.11 Determine the output expression for the following circuit and simplify it using

algebraic manipulations.

A
B

C 
Q

3.12 Given

F1 ( X , Y , Z ) ¼
P 

m (2,4,6, 7)þ d (1)
" "
Minterm s don0 t cares
# #

F2 (X , Y , Z ) ¼
P 

m (1,4,5, 6)þ d (3,7)

Find:

a. F01 in minterm list form

b. F01 in maxterm list form

c. F01 � F02
d. F01 þ F02

3.13 What is the output of the following XNOR gate?

A Q

3.14 Design a combinational circuit that checks a 4-digit binary number to determine if

it is an integer multiple of 3 and outputs 1 if it is and 0 otherwise.

3.15 Design a combinational circuit that outputs 1 if its 4-bit input contains an even

number of 1s and 0 otherwise. Consider 0 an even number.

3.16 One way to detect single-bit errors when transmitting data is to attach a parity bit

to the transferred data that indicates the number of 1s contained in the data. If the

number of 1s in the received data does not agree with the parity bit, then the data

was corrupted and an error output is produced. The circuit you designed in

Problem 1.15 could be used as a parity bit generator. Design the parity bit checker

circuit that receives the 4-bit data and the parity bit and detects single-bit errors
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by checking the total number of 1s in the data and the parity bit. Your circuit

output (ERROR) should be 1 if the number of 1s in its 5-bit input is an even

number and 0 if the number of 1s is an odd number.

3.17 Design a 4-to-7 decoder circuit that converts a 4-bit excess-3 into BCD on a seven

segment display. There are seven outputs, each of which drives one segment of

the seven segment display shown later to form the BCD digit corresponding to the

input code. Assume that the display device requires a 1 to turn a segment on and a

0 to turn it off.

Excess-3
input 

Seven segment
BCD output

1

Decoder

1

4

7
5

2

6

32
3
4
5
6
7

3.18 Design a 3-bit parallel adder using only half-adders and OR gates.

3.19 Show how you can use three full adders to design a 3-bit subtractor using the 2s

complement system.

3.20 Two or more IC adders like TTL7483 can be cascaded to add large binary

numbers. How many 7483 chips are needed to add two 12-bit numbers? Show

how to connect these chips.

3.21 Design a one digit BCD adder using two 4-bit adders (TTL7483). Remember that

the value of a BCD digit cannot exceed 9 (1001). If the sum of the two added

digits is greater than 9, a correction factor of 6 (0110) should be added to the sum

bits and a carry of 1 is generated. Your circuit should include the logic needed to

detect whenever the sum is greater than 9 so that the correction can be added in.

Use one of the 4-bit adders to add the two digits and the other one to add the

correction factor if needed.

3.22 Modify the 3-to-8 decoder circuit in Figure 3.15 so that all the eight outputs are

active-low and add an active-high ENABLE input. When the ENABLE input is

high, the decoder should function normally. When the ENABLE input is low, all

the outputs of the decoder should be high.

3.23 Q (A, B, C, D)¼ABC0 þ A0BD þ C0D0 þ AB0 þ B0C
a. Implement the previous function using logic gates.

b. Implement the same function using a 16 input multiplexer (74150) only. (Hint:

Draw the truth table for Q.)
3.24 What is the advantage of using multiplexers to implement logic functions?

3.25 Implement the following logic function using 3-to-8 decoder (74138) and any

necessary gates. (Hint: Express Q in minterms.)

Q ¼ AB0Cþ A0C0 þ BC0

3.26 Design a circuit that can divide two 2-bit numbers using a 4–16 decoder (74154)

and any other necessary logic gates. The circuit has two 2-bit inputs A1A2 and

B1B2 and generates two 2-bit outputs, the quotient Q1Q2, and the remainder R1R2.

Ignore the cases where B1B2¼ 00 (division by zero).
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3.27 Draw the truth table and design an octal to binary (8-to-3) encoder.

3.28 Determine the output of the encoder in the previous problem when two inputs are

simultaneously active. Can you think of a way to improve your encoder?

3.29 Design a 3-to-8 decoder using 2-to-4 decoders.

3.30 Apply the input waveforms below to the following circuit and draw the output

waveform (Q).

Q

C

B

A

C

B

A
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CHAPTER 4

Synchronous Sequential Circuits

The digita l circuits we have examin ed so far do not posse ss any memor y. That is,

the outpu t of the combinati onal circuit at any time is a functi on of the inputs at that

time. In practice, most digita l systems contain memor y eleme nts in addition to the

combina tional logi c portion , thus making them seque ntial circuits. The outpu t of a
sequenti al circuit at any time is a function of its externa l inputs and the intern al

state at that time. Th e sta te of the circui t is defin ed by the content s of the memory

elemen ts in the circui t and is a function of the previous sta tes and the inputs to

the circuit.

Figure 4.1 shows a block diagram of a seque ntial circuit with m inputs,
n outputs, and p intern al memor y ele ments. Th e outpu t of the p memory eleme nts

combine d constitut es the state of the circui t at time t (i.e., the present state). The
combina tional logic determ ines the outpu t of the circui t at time t and provi des
the next-stat e inform ation to the memor y elements based on the exte rnal inputs

and the present state. Based on the next -state informat ion at t , the cont ents of all the
memory eleme nts change to the next state, which is the state at time (tþ D t), whe re
Dt is a time increm ent sufficien t for the memor y elements to mak e the transition.

We will denot e ( tþ Dt ) as  (tþ 1) in this chapter.
There are tw o type s of seque ntial circuits : synch ronous and async hronous . The

behavior o f a synchr onous circui t depend s on the signal valu es at disc rete points of

time. The behavior of an asynchrono us circuit d epends on the order in which the

input signals change , and these change s can occur at any time.

The discrete time instants in a synchronous circuit are determined by a control-

ling signal, usually called a clock. A clock signal makes 0 to 1 and 1 to 0 transitions

at regular interv als. Figure 4.2 shows two cloc k sign als (one is the com plement of

the other), along with the various terms used to describe the clock. A pair of 0-to-1

and 1-to-0 transitions constitutes a pulse. That is, a pulse consists of a rising edge
and a falling edge. The time between these transitions (edges) is the pulse width.
The period (T) of the clock is the time between two corresponding edges of the

clock, and the clock frequency is the reciprocal of its period. Although the clock in

Figure 4.2 is shown with a regular period T, the intervals between two pulses do not
need to be equal.
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Sy nchronous sequential circuits use flip- flops as memor y eleme nts. A flip- flop is

an elect ronic device that can store either a 0 or a 1. That is, a flip-fl op can sta y in one

of the two logic states , and a change in the inputs to the flip-flop is neede d to bring

about a change of state. Ty pically, there will be two outpu ts from a flip-fl op: one

corr espond s to the norm al state ( Q) and the othe r correspo nds to the comple ment

sta te (Q0 ). We will examin e four po pular flip- flops in this chapter.

Asy nchron ous circui ts use time-delay elemen ts (delay lines) as memor y ele-

men ts. The delay li ne show n in Figur e 4.3a int roduces a propagat ion dela y (D t) into
its input signal. As shown in Figur e 4.3b, the output sign al is the same as the input

1
2

1
2

1 1
Present

state
Next
state

2 2

Inputs Outputs

Combinational
logic

Memory elements

m n

p p

Figure 4.1 Block diagram of a sequential circuit.

Pulse width

Negative edge
(Falling edge)

Period T Period T

Clock frequency = 1/T
Time

(Rising edge)

1

1

0

0

Positive edge

Figure 4.2 Clock.
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signal, excep t that it is delayed by Dt . Fo r instance, the 0-to-1 transi tion of the input at
t1 occurs on the outpu t at t2, Dt later . Thus, if dela y lines are u sed as memor y eleme nts,

the p resent-stat e informat ion at time t forms their input and the next state is achi eved

at ( tþ Dt ). In prac tice, the propagat ion dela ys introduced by the combinati onal

circuit’ s logic gates may be sufficien t to produc e the neede d d elay, thereby not

necessi tating a physi cal time -delay element. In such cases, the model of Figure 4.1

reduces to a combina tional circuit with feed back (i.e., a circui t whos e outpu ts are fed

back as inputs) . Thus, an asynchrono us circuit may be treat ed as a combina tional

circuit with feed back. Becaus e of the feedback, the change s occur ring in the outpu t as

a result of input change s may in turn contribute to further change s in inputs— and the

cycle of changes may cont inue to make the cir cuit unst able if the circuit is not prope rly

designed. In gener al, async hronous circui ts are difficul t to anal yze and design. If

properl y designed, however , they tend to be faster than synchr onous circui ts.

A synchr onous seque ntial circui t gener ally is cont rolled by pu lses from a master
clock . The flip- flops in the circuit mak e a transition to the new state only whe n a

clock pulse is present at their inputs. In the absen ce of a single maste r clock, the

operation of the circuit becom es unreliabl e, since two clock pulses arriving from

different sources at the input s of the flip- flops cannot be guarante ed to arrive at the

same time (because of un equal path dela ys). Th is phenom enon is calle d clock
skewing. Clock skewing can be avoided by analyzing the delay in each path from

the clock source and inserting additional gates in paths with shorter delays to make

the delays of all paths equal.

1

1

0

0

Input

t

t1 t2 t3 t4

Δ

Output

Time

(b)  I/O characteristics

tΔ

Input tΔ Output

(a)  Block diagram

Figure 4.3 Delay element.
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In this chapter, we describe the analysis and design procedures for synchronous

sequential circuits. Refer to the books listed in the references section of this chapter

for details on asynchronous circuits.

4.1 FLIP-FLOPS

As mentioned earlier, flip-flop is a device that can store either a 0 or a 1. When the

flip-flop contains a 1, it is said to be set (i.e., Q¼ 1, Q0 ¼ 0) and when it contains a

0 it is reset (i.e., Q¼ 0, Q0 ¼ 1). We will introduce the logic properties of four

popular types of flip-flops in this section.

4.1.1 Set–Reset Flip-Flop

A set–reset (SR) flip-flop has two inputs: S for setting and R for resetting the flip-

flop. An ideal SR flip-flop can be built using a cross-coupled NOR circuit, as shown

in Figure 4.4a. The operation of this circuit is illustrated in Figure 4.4b. When

inputs S¼ 1 and R¼ 0 are applied at any time t, Q0 assumes a value of 0 (one gate

delay later). Since Q0 and R are both at 0, Q assumes a value of 1 (another gate delay

later). Thus, in two gate delay times the circuit settles at the set state. We will

S

S(t)

1
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
1

−
1
1
0
−

−
0
0
1
−

1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0

R(t) Q(t) Q�(t) Q�(t + 1)Q(t + 1)

R

Q�

Q

(b)  Partial truth table(a)  Logic diagram

Q(t)

Q(t + 1)

S(t) R(t)Present
state

No
change

Reset Set Not
allowed

Inputs

00

0 0

1

0

0

1 −

−11

01 10 11

(c)  State table 

Figure 4.4 SR flip-flop.
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denote the two gate delay time s as D t. Hence, the state at time ( tþ Dt ) or  (tþ 1),
designat ed at Q( tþ 1) is 1. If S is change d to 0, as show n in the secon d row of
Figure 4.4b, an anal ysis of the circui t indicates that the Q and Q0 values do not
change. If R is then changed to 1, the output valu es change to Q¼ 0 and Q0 ¼ 1.
Changi ng R back to 0 does not alter the output values. When S¼ 1 and R¼ 1 are
applied , both outpu ts assume a valu e of 0, regardless of the previous state of the

circuit. Th is condi tion is not desi rable, since the flip-flop operation require s that one

output always be the comple ment o f the o ther. Further, if now the input condition

changes to S¼ 0 and R¼ 0, the sta te of the circuit depends on the order in which the
inputs change from 1 to 0. If S change s faster than R, the circuit attains the reset
state; otherwis e, it attains the set state.

Thus, the cross-coupl ed NOR gate circuit forms an SR flip- flop. The input
condition S¼ 1 and R¼ 0 set s the flip-flop; the condition S¼ 0 and R¼ 1 rese ts
the flip-flo p. S¼ 0 and R¼ 0 constitut e a ‘‘no change ’’ condi tion. (The input
condition S¼ 1 and R¼ 1 is not p ermitted to occur on the inputs.)

The tra nsitions of the flip-flo p from the present state Q ( t) to the next sta te
Q( tþ 1) for various input combina tions are sum marized in Figur e 4.4c. Th is table

is calle d the state table. It has four colu mns (one corr espond ing to each input

combina tion) and two rows (one corr esponding to each state the flip- flop can be in).

Recall that the outpu ts of the cross-c oupled NOR gate circuit in Figure 4.4 do

not change instant aneously on ce there is a change in the input conditio n. The

change occur s after a delay of D t, which is the equivalent of at least two gate
delays. Th is is an async hronou s circui t, sinc e the outputs change as the inputs

change. The circuit is also called the SR latch. As the name implies, such a device

is used to latch (i.e., store) the data for later use. In the circuit of Figure 4.5, the data

(1 or a 0) on the INPUT line are latched by the flip-flop.

A clock input can be added to the circuit of Figure 4.4 to construct a clocked SR

flip-flop , as shown in Figur e 4.6a. As long as the clock stays at 0 (i.e., in the absen ce

of the clock pulse), the outputs of the two AND gates (S1 and R1) are 0, and hence

the state of the flip-flop does not change. The S and R values are impressed on the

flip-flop inputs (S1 and R1) only during the clock pulse. Thus, the clock controls all

Q�

Q

Input

Figure 4.5 Latch.
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the transi tions of this synchronous circuit. The graphic sym bol for the clocked SR

flip- flop is shown in Figur e 4 .6b.

Given the pres ent state and the S and R input conditions, the next state o f the
flip- flop can be determ ined, as show n in the char acteristic table in Figur e 4.6c. Th is

table is obta ined by rearra nging the sta te table in Figur e 4.4c so that the next sta te

can be determ ined easily once the pres ent state and the input condi tion are know n.

Figur e 4.7 shows an SR flip- flop formed by cros s-coupling two NAN D gates

alon g with the truth table. As can be seen by the truth table, this circuit requires a 0

on its input to change the state, unlike the circuit of Figure 4.4, whi ch require d a 1.

As men tioned earlier, it takes at least two gate dela y times for the sta te transi tion

to occur after ther e has been a change in the input conditio n of the flip- flop. Thus the

puls e width of the cloc k controlling the flip-flop mus t be at lea st equal to this delay,

and the inputs shoul d not change until the transition is comple te. If the puls e width

is longe r than the delay, the state transi tions resu lting from the first input condi tion

change are overrid den by any subse quent change s in the inputs duri ng the clock

puls e. If it is necessar y to reco gnize all the change s in the input condi tions,

howe ver, the pulse width mus t be short enough. The pulse width and the clock

fre quency thus must be adju sted to accommodat e the flip-fl op circui t tra nsition ti me

and the rate of input change. (The timing charact eristics and requireme nts o f flip-

flo ps are further discussed later in this chapt er.)

Figur e 4.8 shows the graphic symbol for an SR flip- flop with b oth clocked ( S and
R ) and asynchrono us input s (prese nt and clear ). A clock is not require d to activa te
the flip-flop through the asynchronous inputs. Asynchronous (or direct) inputs are

Q�

Q�Q

Q

S

S

R

R

S1

R1

Clock

Clock

(b) Graphic symbol(a) Circuit

Q(t) Q( t + 1)SR

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

00
01
10
11
00
01
10
11

0
0
1
−
1
0
1
−

(c) Characteristic table

Note that the characteristic
table is the state table

rearranged into the form of
a truth table

Figure 4.6 Clocked SR flip-flop.
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not used during the regular operation of the flop-flop. They generally are used to

initialize the flip-flop to either the set or the reset state. For instance, when the

circuit power is turned on, the state of the flip-flops cannot be determined. The

direct inputs are used to initialize the state, either manually through a ‘‘master

R

S

(a)  Circuit

Q�

Q

S(t)

0
1
1
1
0

1
1
0
1
0

—
1
1
0
—

—
0
0
1
—

1
1
0
0
1

0
0
1
1
1

Set
No change
Reset
No change
Not allowed

R(t) Q�(t) Q�(t  + 1)Q(t  + 1)Q(t)

(b)  Truth table

Figure 4.7 SR flip-flop formed by cross-coupled NAND gates.

Q�
S

R

Clock

Clear (asynchronous-reset
or direct-reset)

Preset (asynchronous-set
or direct set)

Q

Q�

QS

R

Clock

Preset

Clear

Figure 4.8 Clocked SR flip-flop with preset=clear.
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clear’’ switch or through a power-up circuit that pulses the direct input of all the

flip-flops in the circuit.

We will now examine three other commonly used flip-flops. The preset, clear,

and clocked configurations discussed above apply to these flip-flops as well. In the

remaining sections of this chapter, if a reference to a signal does not show a time

associated with it, it is assumed to be the current time t.

4.1.2 D Flip-Flop

Figure 4.9 shows a D (delay or data) flip-flop and its state table. The D flip-flop

assumes the state of the D input; that is, Q(tþ 1)¼ 1 if D(t)¼ 1, and Q(tþ 1)¼ 0

if D(t)¼ 0. The function of this flip-flop is to introduce a unit delay (Dt) in the signal
input at D. Hence this flip-flop is known as a delay flip-flop. It is also called a data
flip-flop, since it stores the data on the D input line.

The D flip-flop is a modified SR flip-flop that is obtained by connecting D to an

S input and D0 to an R input, as shown in Figure 4.9c. A clocked D flip-flop is also

called a gated D-latch, in which the clock signal gates the data into the latch.

The next state of the D flip-flop is the same as the data input at any time,

regardless of the present state. This is illustrated by the characteristics table shown

in Figure 4.9d.

4.1.3 JK Flip-Flop

The JK flip-flop is a modified SR flip-flop in that the J¼ 1 and K¼ 1 input

combination is allowed to occur. When this combination occurs, the flip-flop

D

Clock

Clock

(a)  Graphic symbol

Q

Q
Q(t)

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
0
1

Q(t  + 1)D

Q(t)

Q(t  + 1)

D(t)

(b)  State table

(d)  Characteristic table

Q9

Q9

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

D S

R

(c)  D Flip-flop realized
      from an SR flip-flop 

Figure 4.9 D flip-flop.
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comple ments its sta te. The J input correspo nds to the S input, and the K input
correspo nds to the R input of an SR flip-fl op. Figure 4. 10 shows the graph ic sym bol,

the state table, the charact eristic table, and the realizatio n of a JK flip-flop usin g an
SR flip-flop. (See Problem 4.1 for a hint on how to convert one type of flip-fl op into

another. )

4.1.4 T Fli p-Flop

Figure 4.11 show s the graphic sym bol, state table, and the char acterist ic table for a

T (toggle ) flip-fl op. This flip-fl op compleme nts its state whe n T¼ 1 and remains in

the same sta te as it was when T¼ 0. A T flip-flop can be reali zed by connecting the
J and K inputs of a JK flip-flo p, as shown in Figur e 4.11d.

4.1.5 Characte ristic and Excitat ion Table s

The characteri stic table of a flip- flop is useful in the anal ysis of seque ntial cir cuits,

since it provides the next-stat e inf ormation as a function of the pres ent state and the

inputs. The characterist ic tables of all the flip- flops are give n in Figure 4.1 2 for

ready refere nce.

The excit ation tables (or the input tables ) shown in Figur e 4.13 for each flip-flop
are useful in designi ng seque ntial circuits , sinc e they describ e the excitation (or

input condition) require d to bring the sta te transition of the flip- flop from Q ( t) to

Clock

(d)  Realization of JK flip-flop
      using an SR flip-flop 

(c)  Characteristic table

Q(t  + 1)

QSJ

K R Q�

Q(t) Q(t  + 1)JK

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

00
01
10
11
00
01
10
11

0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0

No
change

Reset Set Complement

Clock 

Q 
Q(t)

JK(t)
00

00 0

00

01

1 1  

1

1

1

10 11

Q9

J

K

(a)  Graphic symbol (b)  State table

Figure 4.10 JK flip-flop.
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T

Clock

(a)  Graphic symbol

Q

Q(t )

0
0
1
1

0
1
1
0

0
1
0
1

Q (t + 1)T QJT

K

Clock

Q�

Q�

Q(t + 1)

Q(t )
T(t)

0

1

1

No
change

Complement

1

1

0

0

0

(d)  T Flip-flop realized
      from a JK flip-flop

(c)  Characteristic table

(b)  State table 

Figure 4.11 T flip-flop.

Q(t)

Q(t)

Q(t)

Q(t)

(a) SR flip-flop

(c) JK flip-flop

Q(t  + 1)

Q(t  + 1)

Q(t  + 1)

Q(t  + 1)

SR

JK

T

D

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

00
01
10
11
00
01
10
11

00
01
10
11
00
01
10
11

0
0
1
−
1
0
1
−

0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

(b) D flip-flop

(d) T flip-flop

0
1
0
1

Figure 4.12 Characteristic tables.
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Q(tþ 1). These tables are derived from the state tables of the corresponding flip-flops.

C o ns id er th e s ta te ta bl e f or t he SR flip-flop shown in Figure 4.4. For a transition of the
flip-flop from state 0 to 0 (as shown by the first row of the state table), the input can be

either SR¼ 00 or 01. That is, an SR flip-fl op makes a transi tion from 0 to 0 as long

as S is 0 and R is either 1 or 0. This excitation requi rement is shown as SR¼ 0d in
the first row of the excitatio n table. A tra nsition from 0 to 1 requi res an input of

SR¼ 10; a transition from 1 to 0 requires SR¼ 01 and that from 1 to 1 requires

SR¼ d0. Thus, the excitatio n table accounts for all four possibl e transi tions. The
excitati on tables for the other three flip- flops are similarly derived.

4.2 TIMING CH ARACTER ISTICS OF FLIP-FLO PS

Consid er the cros s-couple d NOR circui t forming an SR flip-flop. Figure 4 .14 shows
a timing diagram, assuming that the flip-flop is at state 0 to begin with. At t1, input

Q(t) SR D JK TQ(t + 1)

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0

0d
10
01
d0

0d
1d
d1
d0

Figure 4.13 Excitation tables.
Note: d¼don‘t-care (0 or 1).

S

R

Unclocked

Q

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

ΔtΔt

Figure 4.14 Timing diagram for an SR flip-flop (unclocked).
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S changes from 0 to 1. In response to this, Q changes to 1 at t2, a delay of Dt after t1.
Dt is the time required for the circuit to settle to the new state. At t3, S goes to 0,

with no change in Q. At t4, R changes to 1, and hence Q changes to 0, Dt time later

at t5. At t6, R changes to 0, with no effect on Q.
Note that the S and R inputs should each remain at their new data value at least for

time Dt for the flip-flop to recognize the change in the input condition (i.e., to make

the state transition). This time is called the hold time. Now consider the timing

diagram for the clocked SR flip-flop shown in Figure 4.15. The clock pulse width is

w¼ t8 � t1. S changes to 1 at t2, and in response to it Q changes to 1 at t3, Dt later.
Since the clock pulse is still at 1 when R changes to 1 at t5, Q changes to 0 at t6. If the
pulse width were to bew1¼ t4� t1, only the change in Swould have been recognized.
Thus, in the case of a clocked SR flip-flop, the clock pulse width should at least equal

Dt for the flip-flop to change its state in response to a change in the input. If the pulse
width is greater than Dt, and S and R values should change no more than once during

the clock pulse, since the flip-flop circuit will keep changing states as a result of each

input change and registers only the last input change. As such, the clock pulse width is

a critical parameter for the proper operation of the flip-flop.

Clock

S

R

Δt

Clocked

Q

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8

w

w1

Figure 4.15 Timing diagram for an SR flip-flop (clocked).
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Consid er the timing diag ram of Figure 4.16 for a T flip-flop. When T changes
to 1 at t1, the flip-fl op changes from its original state of 0 at t2, D t time later . Since the

T flip- flop circuit contain s a feed back path from its outputs to its input, if the

T input stay s at 1 longer (i.e., beyond t2), the outpu t woul d be fed back to the input
and the flip- flop changes state again. To avoid this oscillat ion, w must always be less

than D t.
In order to avoi d such p roblems resu lting from clock puls e width, flip- flops in

practice are desig ned either as mas ter� slave flip-flops or as edge- triggered flip-
flops , whi ch are descr ibed next.

4.2.1 Master� Slave Fli p-Flops

The mas ter� slave configur ation is shown in Figure 4.17a. Her e, two flip-flops are
used. Th e cloc k controls the separat ion and connec tion of the cir cuit inputs from the

inputs of the master, and the inve rted clock cont rols the separ ation and connection

of slave inputs from the maste r outpu ts. In prac tice, the clock sign al takes a certain

amount of time to mak e the transition from 0 to 1 and 1 to 0, as show n by tR and t F,
respective ly, in the timing diagram (Figure 4 .17b). As the clock changes from 0

to 1, at point A the slave stage is disconnec ted from the maste r sta ge; at p oint B, the
master is connec ted to the circuit input s and change s its state based on the inputs.

At point C, as the clock mak es it transi tion from 1 to 0, the mas ter stage is isolated

from the inputs; and at D , the sla ve inputs are connecte d to the outpu ts of the maste r

stage. Th e slave flip-flop change s its sta te based on its inputs, and the slave sta ge is

isolated from the master stage at A again. Thus, the master�slave configuration

results in at most one state change during each clock period, thereby avoiding the

race conditions resulting from clock pulse width.

Note that the inputs to the master stage can change after the clock pulse

while the slave stage is changing its state without affecting the operation of the

Q

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4

w

Δt

T

Δt

w

Figure 4.16 Timing diagram for a T flip-flop.
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master–slave flip-flop, since these changes are not recognized by the master until

the next clock pulse. Master–slave flip-flops are especially useful when the input of

a flip-flop is a function of its own output.

Consider the timing diagram of Figure 4.17c for a master–slave flip-flop. Here,

S and R initially are both 0. The flip-flop should not change its state during the clock

pulse. However, a glitch in the S line while clock is high sets the master stage,

which in turn is transferred to the slave stage, resulting in an erroneous state. This is

called one’s catching problem and can be avoided by ensuring that all the input

Clock

Master

(a)  Circuit

Slave

ClockClock

S S S
Y

Y�

Q Q

Q� Q�R R R

Clock

Master
changes

state

Old state

Slave
follows
master

New state

(b)  Timing diagram

Erroneous state

(c)  One’s catching problem  

Master
set

B C

D A

B

A

tR tF

Clock

S

R

Q

Figure 4.17 Master–slave flip-flop.
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changes are com plete and the inputs stable well before the leading edge of the

clock. This timing requireme nt is kno wn as the setup time ( tsetup ). That is, t setup > w,
the clock pulse width . Th is can be achieved either by a narr ow clock pulse

width (whic h is difficul t to guara ntee) or by a large set up time (whic h reduc es

the flip-fl op’s opera ting speed). Edge-trigge red flip-flops are preferr ed over

master� slave flip- flops becau se of the one’s catchi ng problem associa ted wi th

the latter.

4.2.2 Edge-Tri ggered Fli p-Flops

Edge-trigge red flip-flops are design ed so that they change their state based on input

conditions at either the rising or the falling edge of the clock. The rising edge of the

clock trigge rs a positive edge- trigge red flip- flop (as shown in Figur e 4.15), and the

falling edge of the cloc k trigge rs a negativ e edge-trigg ered flip- flop. Any change in

input values after the occur rence of the trigge ring edge will n ot bring about a state

transition in thes e flip- flops until the next trigge ring edge.

Figure 4.18a show s the most com mon trailing edge-tr iggered flip- flop circui t,

built out of three cross-coupled NOR flip-flops. Flip-flops 1 and 2 serve to set the

inputs to the third flip-flop at appropriate values based on the clock and D inputs.

Consider the clock and D input transitions shown in Figure 4.18b. Flip-flop 3 is

reset initially (i.e., Q¼ 0). When the clock goes to 1 at t0, point W goes to 0 (after

one gate delay). Since Z remains at 0, flip-flop 3 does not change its state. While

the clock pulse is at 1, X and Y follow D (i.e., X¼D0 and Y¼D), as at t1. When the

clock changes to 0 at t2, Z changes to 1 (after a delay) at t3, but W remains 0.

Consequently, flip-flop 3 changes its state to 1 (after a delay). Thus, the state change

is brought about by the trailing edge of the clock.

While the clock is at 0, change in the D input does not change either Z or W, as

shown at t4 and t5.
Z is 1 and W is 0 at t6 when the clock changes to 1 and Z goes to 0. At t7, the

D input changes to 0. Since the clock is at 1, X and Y change accordingly (after a

delay). These changes result in changing W to 1 at the trailing edge of the clock at

t8. Since Z¼ 0 and W¼ 1, flip-flop 3 changes to 0.

As can be seen by the timing diagram shown in Figure 4.18b, after the trailing

edge of the clock pulse, eitherW or Z becomes 1. When Z is 1, D is blocked at gate 1.

When W is 1, D is blocked at gates 2 and 4. This blocking requires one gate delay

after the trailing edge of the clock, and hence D should not change until this

blocking occurs. Thus, the hold time is one gate delay.

Note that the total time required for the flip-flop transition is three gate delays

after the trailing edge—one gate delay for W and Z to change and two gate

delays after that for Q and Q0 to change. Thus, if we add tsetup of two gate delays

to the transition time of three gate delays, the minimum clock period is five gate

delays if the output of the flip-flop is fed directly back to its input. If additional

circuitry is in the feedback path, as is usually the case with most sequential circuits,

the minimum clock period increases correspondingly.

A leading edge-triggered flip-flop can be designed using cross-coupled NAND

circuits along the lines of the circuit shown in Figure 4.18.
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4.3 FLIP -FLOP IC S

Appe ndix A provides the deta ils of several flip- flop ICs. TTL 7474 is a dual -

positive edge-triggered D flip-flop IC. The triangle at the clock input in the graphic

symbol indicates positive edge triggering. Negative edge triggering is indicated by a

triangle along with a bubble at the input as shown in the case of 74LS73. SD and RD

are active-low asynchronous set and reset inputs, respectively, and operate inde-

pendent of the clock. The data on the D input are transferred to the Q output at the

D

Clock

(a)  Circuit

(b)  Timing

Clock

D

X

Y

Z
W

Q

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8

1

1

2

3

4

2

3

5

6

X

Z

W Q

Q�

Y

Figure 4.18 Trailing edge-triggered flip-flop.
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positive clock edge. The D input must be stable one set up time (20 ns) pri or to the

positive edge of the clock. The po sitive transi tion time of the cloc k (i.e., from 0.8 to

2.0 V) shoul d be equal to or less than the clock-to-o utput delay time for the reliable

operation of the flip-flop.

The 7473 and 74LS73 are dual mas ter–slave JK flip- flop ICs. Th e 7473 is
positive puls e triggered (note the absen ce of the triang le on the clock input in the

graphic sym bol). JK info rmation is load ed into the mas ter while the clock is high

and transferred to the slave during the clock high-to -low transi tion. For the con-

ventiona l operation of thi s flip-flop, the JK inputs mus t be stable while the cloc k is

high. The flip-fl op als o has direct set and reset inputs.

The 74LS73 is a negative edge- triggered flip-fl op. The JK inputs must be stable

one setup time (20 ns) prior to the high-to -low transition of the clock. The flip-flop

has an active -low direct rese t input.

The 7475 has four bistabl e latche s. Each 2-bi t latch is controlle d by an active -

high enable input ( E). When enabled, the data enter the latch and appea r at the

Q outputs. Th e Q outpu ts fol low the data inputs as long as the enable is high. The
latched outputs remain sta ble as long as the enable input sta ys low. The data inputs

must be sta ble one set up time prior to the high- to-low transition of the enable, for

the data to be latched .

4.4 ANAL YSIS OF SYN CHRONO US SEQUENT IAL CIRCUITS

The analysi s of a synchro nous seque ntial circuit is the proce ss of dete rmining the

function al rel ation that exists betwee n its outputs, its inputs, and its intern al states.

The content s of all the flip- flops in the circuit combine d determin e the internal state

of the circuit. Thus, if the circuit contain s n flip- flops, it can be in one of the
2n states. Knowing the present state of the circuit and the input values at any time t,
we should be able to derive its next state (i.e., the state at time tþ 1) and the output

produced by the circuit at t.
A sequential circuit can be described completely by a state table that is very

similar to the ones show n for flip- flops in Figur es 4.4 through 4.11. Fo r a circui t

with n flip-flops, there will be 2n rows in the state table. If there are m inputs to

the circuit, there will be 2m columns in the stable table. At the intersection of each

row and column, the next state and the output information are recorded. A state

diagram is a graphical representation of the state table, in which each state is

represented by a circle and the state transitions are represented by arrows between

the circles. The input combination that brings about the transition and the corres-

ponding output information are shown on the arrow. Analyzing a sequential circuit

thus corresponds to generating the state table and the state diagram for the circuit.

The state table or state diagram can be used to determine the output sequence

generated by the circuit for a given input sequence if the initial state is known. It is
important to note that for proper operation, a sequential circuit must be in its initial

state before the inputs to it can be applied. Usually the power-up circuits are used to

initialize the circuit to the appropriate state when the power is turned on. The

following examples will illustrate the analysis procedure.
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Example 4.1

Consider the sequential circuit shown in Figure 4.19a. There is one circuit inputX and

one output Z, and the circuit contains oneD flip-flop. To analyze the operation of this

circuit, we can trace through the circuit for various input values and states of the flip-

flop to derive the corresponding output and the next-state values. Since the circuit has

one flip-flop, it has two states (corresponding toQ¼ 0 andQ¼ 1). The present state is

designated as Y (in this circuit, Y¼Q). The output Z is a function of the state of the

circuit Y and the input X at any time t. The next state of the circuit Y(tþ 1) is

determined by the value of the D input at time t. Since the memory element is a D
flip-flop, Y(tþ 1)¼D(t).

Assume that Y(t)¼ 0 and X(t)¼ 0. Tracing through the circuit, we can see that

Z¼ 0 and D¼ 0. Hence, Z(t)¼ 0 and Y(tþ 1)¼ 0. The above-state transition and

output are shown in the top left blocks of the next-state and output tables in Figure

4.19b. Similarly, when X(t)¼ 0 and Q(t)¼ 1, Z(t) and D(t)¼ 1, making Y(tþ 1)¼ 1,

as shown in the bottom left blocks of these tables. The other two entries in these tables

are similarly derived by tracing through the circuit. The two tables are merged into

one, entry by entry, as shown in Figure 4.19c to form the so-called transition table for

the circuit. Each block of this table corresponds to a present state and an input

combination. Corresponding next-state and output information is entered in each

D
Y

Y�

X

Z

Clock
   reset

Clock

Q

Q�

(a) Circuit 

X
0

(b) Next-state and output tables (c) Transition table

00 1
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Q

Q (t  + 1) Z

X
0

00 1

1 0

0/0 1/1
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011

Q
X

0

1

Q

Figure 4.19 Sequential circuit analysis.
(continued)
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(d)  State diagram

X

Y = Q

D

Z

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8

Clock

Delay
�t

(e)  Timing diagram for level input

(Z • Clock)

1/1
0 1

1/0

0/1

0/0

Figure 4.19 (continued)
Notes:
1. Arrows are shown on the rising edge of the clock to emphasize that the circuit uses a flop-flop

triggered by that edge.
2. The clock at t3 triggers Q to change from 1 to 0, since X is 1. But the state change is delayed by

Dt and occurs before the corresponding falling edge of the clock. For simplicity, we have
assumed that Dt¼ clock width. Hence the transition of Q is shown at t4. In practice, the clock
width will be slightly larger than Dt.

3. We will also ignore the data setup and hold times in timing diagrams in this chapter for
simplicity. We will simply use the value fof the flip-flop inputs at the triggering clock-edge to
determine the transition of the flip-flop.

block, separated by a slash mark. From the table in Figure 4.19c, we can see that

if the state of the circuit is 0, it produces an output of 0 and stays in the state 0 as long

as the input values are 0s. The first 1 input condition sends the circuit to a 1 state with

an output of 1. Once it is in the 1 state, the circuit remains in that state regardless of

what the input is, but the output is the complement of the inputX. The state diagram in

Figure 4.19d illustrates the operation of the circuit graphically. Here, each circle

represents a state, and an arrow represents the state transition. The input value

corresponding to that transition and the output of the circuit at that time are repre-

sented on each arrow, separated by a slash. We will generalize the state diagram and

state table representations in the next example.

Since the flip-flop is a positive edge-triggered flip-flop, the state transition takes

place only when the rising edge of the clock occurs. However, this fact cannot be

explicitly shown in the above tables. A timing diagram can be used to illustrate these

timing characteristics. The operation of the circuit for a four-clock pulse period is
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shown in Figure 4.19e. The input X is assumed to make the transition shown. The flip-

flop is positive edge triggered. The state change occurs as a result of the rising edge but

takes a certain amount of time after the edge occurs. It is assumed that the new state is

attained by the falling edge of the clock. Assuming an initial state of 0, at t1,D is 0 and

Z is 0, thus not affecting Y. At t2, X changes to 1 and hence D and Z change to 1,

neglecting the gate delays. At t3, the positive edge of the clock starts the state

transition, making Q reach 1 by t4. Z goes to 0, since Q goes to 1 at t4. X changes to

0 at t5, thereby bringing Z to 1 but not changing D. Hence Y remains 1 through t8,
as does D. Corresponding transitions of Z are also shown. The last part of the timing

diagram shows Z ANDed with the clock to illustrate the fact that output Z is valid

only during the clock pulse. If X is assumed to be valid only during clock pulses, the

timing diagram represents an input sequence of X¼ 0101 and the corresponding

output sequence of Z¼ 0110. Note that the output sequence is the 2s complement of

the input sequence with the LSB occurring first and the MSB last.

The circuit tracing procedure discussed here can be adopted for the analysis of

simple circuits. As the circuit becomes more complex, the tracing becomes cum-

bersome. We will now illustrate a more systematic procedure for the derivation of

the state table (and hence the state diagram).

From the analysis of the combinational circuit of Figure 4.19a, the flip-flop input
equation (or excitation equation) is

D ¼ X þ Y

and the circuit output equation is

Z ¼ XY0 þ X0Y:

These equations express the inputs of the flip-flops in the circuit and the circuit

output as functions of the circuit inputs and the state of the circuit at time t.
Figure 4.20a shows the truth table for D in the form of a table whose rows

correspond to the present state Y of the circuit and whose columns correspond to

the combination of values for the circuit input X. Knowing the value of D, at each
block in this table (i.e., at each present-state-input pair), we can determine the
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(c) Z = XY� + X�Y

Figure 4.20 Sequential circuit analysis.
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correspo nding next sta te Y( tþ 1) of the flip-flo p, usin g the D flip- flop excitation
table. In the case of the D flip- flop, the next state is the same as D; hence the next -
state table shown in Figure 4.20b is identical to Figur e 4.20a. Th e truth table for the

output Z is represente d by the table in Figure 4.20c. Tables in Figure 4.20b and
4.20c are merged to form Figure 4.20d, whi ch is usually calle d a tra nsition table,

since it show s the sta te and outpu t transitio ns in the bina ry form. In gener al, each

state in the circuit is designat ed by an alphabet ic char acter. The transi tion table is

converte d into the sta te table by the assignment of an alph abet to each sta te. The

state table obtaine d by assigni ng A to 0 and B to 1 is show n in Figure 4.20e.
Examp le 4.2 illus trates the analysi s proce dure for a more comple x circui t.

Example 4.2

Consid er the seque ntial circui t shown in Figur e 4.21a. Th ere are two clocked flip-

flops, one input line X, and one output line Z. The Q outputs of the flip-flops (Y1, Y2)
constitute the present state of the circuit at any time t. The signal values J and K
determine the next state Y1(tþ 1) of the JK flip-flop. The value of D determines the

next state Y2(tþ 1) of the D flip-flop. Since both flop-flops are triggered by the same

clock, their transitions occur simultaneously.

In practice, only one type of flip-flop is used in a circuit. Since an IC generally

contains more than one flip-flop, using a single type of flip-flop in the circuit reduces

the component count and hence the cost of the circuit. Different types of flip-flops

have been used in the examples in this chapter for illustration purposes only.

By analyzing the combination portion of the circuit, we can derive the flip-flop

input (or excitation) equations:

J ¼ XY2 and K ¼ X þ Y02

and

D ¼ Y01Y2 þ X0Y02:

The circuit output equation is

Z ¼ XY1Y
0
2:

Because there are two flip-flops, there will be four states, and hence the state table

shown in Figure 4.21b will have four rows. The rows are identified with the state

vectors Y1Y2¼ 00, 01, 10, and 11. Input X can be 0 or 1, and hence the state table will

have two columns.

The next-state transitions of the JK flip-flop are derived in Figure 4.21c. Note

again that the tables shown in Figure 4.21c for J and K are simply the rearranged

truth tables that reflect the combination of input values along the columns and the

combination of present-state values along the rows. Tables for J and K are then

merged, entry by entry, to derive the composite JK table which makes it easier to

derive the state transition of the JK flip-flop. Although both Y1(t) and Y2(t) values
are shown in this table, only the Y1(t) value is required to determine Y1(tþ 1) once

the J and K values are known. For example, in the boxed entry at the top left of the

table, J¼ 0 and K¼ 1; hence, from the characteristic table for the JK flip-flop
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(a)  Circuit diagram

(c)  JK flip-flop transitions
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(d) D flip-flop transitions    

Figure 4.21 Sequential circuit.
(continued)
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(Figure 4.13), the flip- flop will reset, and Y1(tþ 1) will equal 0. Similar ly, in the

boxed entry in the second row, J¼ 1 and K¼ 1. Hen ce, the flip- flop compleme nts

its sta te. Since the Y1( t ) value correspo nding to this entry is 0, Y 1 ( tþ 1)¼ 1. This
process is repeate d six mor e time s to complete the Y1( tþ 1 ) table.

The analysi s of D flip- flop transi tions is show n in Figure 4.21 d; Y2( tþ 1) is
derived from thes e transi tions.

The transi tion tables for the indivi dual flip-flops are then merged, column by

column, to form the transition table in Figur e 4.21e for the entire circuit. Instead of

denoting the states by pri mary state vectors , lett er designat ions can b e used for each

state, as shown in Figur e 4.21e, and the next-stat e table shown in Figur e 4.21f is

derived. The outpu t table in Figur e 4.21g is derived from the circui t outpu t equat ion

(e) Transition table
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show n above. The ou tput and next-stat e tables are then merged to form the state

table Figur e 4.21h for the circui t. The state table thor oughly depi cts the behavi or of

the sequential circuit. Th e sta te diagram for the circuit derived from the sta te table is

show n in Figure 4.21i .

Ass uming a starting (or initial) state of A, the input seque nce and the corres-

pond ing next-stat e and outpu t seque nces are shown in Figur e 4. 21j. Note that the

outpu t sequence indicates that the outpu t is 1 only whe n the circui t input seque nce is

0101 . Thu s, this is a 01 01 seque nce dete ctor.

Note that once a sequence is detected, the circui t goes into the starting state

A and another com plete 0101 sequence is requi red for the circui t to produc e an

outpu t of 1. Can the state diag ram in the above example be rearra nged to mak e the

circui t detect overlapping seque nces? That is, the circuit should produce an output
if a 01 occurs directly aft er the detect ion of a 0101 sequen ce. For example,

X¼ 00010101 0100 101
Z¼ 00000101 0100 001.

Th e state diagram shown in Figur e 4.22 accompl ishes this.

If the starting or the initial state of the circui t and the input seque nce are know n,
the sta te table and the sta te diagram for a seque ntial circuit permit a functional

anal ysis whe reby the circui t’s behavior can be dete rmined. Timing anal ysis is

requi red whe n a mor e detailed analysi s of the circuit parameter s is needed. Figure

4.23 show s the timi ng diag ram for the first five clock pulses in Exam ple 4.2.

Th is heuristic analysi s can be formali zed into the fol lowing step-by- step pro-

cedur e for the analysis of synchr onous sequential cir cuits:

1. Analyze the combinational part of the circuit to derive excitation equations for

each flip-flop and the circuit output equations.

2. Note the number of flip-flops ( p) and determine the number of states (2 p). Express

each flip-flop input equation as a function of circuit inputs and the present state

A B

1/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0

1/0

1/1

1/0

D C

Figure 4.22 0101 overlapped sequence detector.
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and derive the transition table for each flip-flop, using the characteristic table for

the flip-flop.

3. Derive the next-state table for each flip-flop and merge them into one, thus

forming the transition table for the entire circuit.

4. Assign names to state vectors in the transition table to derive the next-state table.

5. Using the output equations, draw a truth table for each output of the circuit, and

rearrange these tables into the state table form. If there is more than one output,

merge the output tables column by column to form the circuit output table.

6. Merge the next-state and output tables into one to form the state table for the

entire circuit.

7. Draw the state diagram.

It is not always neces sary to follow this analysi s procedure . So me circuits yield a

more direct analysi s, as shown in Exam ple 4.3.

Examp le 4.3

Figure 4.24a show s a sequential cir cuit mad e up of two T flip-flops. Recall that
the T flip-fl op comple ments its state when the T input is 1. Hence, if input X is held
at 1, FF0 com plements at each clock pulse, while FF1 complements only when

Clock

X
0 0 1

11 1

1 1

1

00

0

0

0

0

00

Y1

Y2

J

 K

D

Z

Figure 4.23 Timing diagram for Example 4.2.
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Q0 is 1 (i.e., every second cloc k pulse). The state diagram is show n in Figure

4.24b . Note that the output of the circuit is the state itself. As can be seen

in Figure 4.24b, this is a modulo- 4 counter. Refer to Exam ple 4.5 for another

modu lo-4 counter desi gn. (Wha t would be the count seque nce if FF0 and FF1 in

Figur e 4.2 3 were falling- edge trigge red?)

4.5 DESIGN OF SYNC HRONOU S SEQU ENTIAL CIRCU ITS

Th e design of a sequential circuit is the process of derivi ng a logic diag ram from the

speci fication of the circuit’ s require d behavior . The circui t’s behavior is oft en

expre ssed in wor ds. The first step in the design is then to drive an exact specifica tion

of the require d behavior in terms of either a state diag ram or a stable table. This is

proba bly the mos t difficul t step in the design, since no defini te rules can be

est ablished to derive the state diag ram or a stable table. Th e designer ’s intuiti on

and experien ce are the only guides. Once the descrip tion is converte d into the sta te

diag ram or a state table, the remainin g steps becom e mechanical . We will examin e

the classical design proced ure through the exampl es in this sectio n. It is not always

neces sary to follow thi s classical proced ure, as some desi gns lend themse lves to

mor e direct and intuiti ve desi gn methods .

Th e classi cal design procedure consists of the fol lowing steps:

1. Deriving the state diagram (and state table) for the circuit from the problem

statement.

2. Deriving the number of flip-flops (p) needed for the design from the number of

states in the state diagram by the formula 2p�1 < n � 2p, where n is the number

of states.

Output (count)

FF1 FF0 

X = 1
(Input)

T T

Clock

Clock

(a)  Circuit diagram (b)  State diagram

11

00

01

10

Clock

Q1 Q0

Q1� Q0�

Figure 4.24 Modulo-4 counter.
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3. Deciding on the types of flip-flops to be used. (This often simply depends on the

type of flip-flops available for the particular design.)

4. Assigning a unique p -bit pattern (state vector) to each state.
5. Deriving the state transition table into p tables, one for each flip-flop.
6. Separating the state transition table into p tables, one for each flip-flop.
7. Deriving an input table for each flip-flop input using the excitation tables (Figure

4.13).

8. Deriving input equations for each flip-flop input and the circuit output equations.

9. Drawing the circuit diagram.

This design proce dure is illus trated by the followi ng exam ples.

Examp le 4.4

Design a seque ntial circuit that dete cts an input seque nce of 1011. The seque nces

may overlap. A 1011 sequence detect or give s an o utput of 1 whe n the input

comple tes a seque nce of 1011. Becaus e overlap is allow ed, the las t 1 in the 1011

sequence coul d be the first bit of the next 1011 seque nce, and hence a further input

of 011 is enough to produc e an output of 1. That is, the input seque nce 1011011

consists of two overlapping sequences.

Figure 4.25a show s a state diag ram. Th e seque nce starts with a 1. Ass uming a

starting state of A, the circuit stays in A as long as the input is 0, producing an output

of 0 waiting for an input of 1 to occur. The first 1 input takes the circuit to a new

state B. So long as the inputs continue to be 1, the circuit has stay in B waiting for a

0 to occur to continue the sequence and hence to move to a new state C. While in C,
if a 0 is received, the sequence of inputs is 100, and the current sequence cannot

possibly lead to 1011. Hence, the circuit returns to state A. But if a 1 is received

while in C, the circuit moves to a new state D, continuing the sequence. While in D,
a 1 input completes the 1011 sequence. The circuit gives a 1 output and goes to B in

preparation for a 011 for a new sequence. A 0 input while at B creates the possibility

of an overlap, and hence the circuit returns to C so that it can detect the 11

subsequence required to complete the sequence.

Drawing a state diagram is purely a process of trial and error. In general, we start

with an initial state. At each state, we move either to a new state or to one of the

already-reached states, depending on the input values. The state diagram is com-

plete when all the input combinations are tested and accounted for at each state.

Note that the number of states in the diagram cannot be predetermined and various

diagrams typically are possible for a given problem statement. The amount of

hardware needed to synthesize the circuit increases with the number of states.

Thus, it is desirable to reduce the number of states if possible.

The state table for the example is shown in Figure 4.25b. Since there are four

states, we need two flip-flops. The four 2-bit patterns are arbitrarily assigned to the

states, and the transition table in Figure 4.25c and the output table in Figure 4.25d

are drawn. From the output table, we can see that

Z ¼ XY1Y2:
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Figure 4.25 1011 sequence detector.
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We wi ll use an SR flip- flop and a T flip-flop. It is common practice to use one kind

of flip-flop in a circuit. Differe nt kinds are used here for illustration purpos es only.

The tran sitions of flip-flop 1 ( SR ) extracted from Figure 4.25c are show n in the first

table Y1(tþ 1) of Figur e 4.25e. From these transitio ns and using the excita tion tables

for the SR flip-fl op (Fig ure 4.14), and S and R excitations are derived (e.g., the 0-t o-0
transition of the flip-flop require s that S¼ 0 and R¼ 3, and a 1-to-0 transition requires
that S¼ 0 and R¼ 1). The S and R exci tations (which are functi ons of X , Y1, and Y2)
are separated into indivi dual tables, and the excita tion equatio ns are derived.

These equation s are shown in Figure 4.25e. The input equat ion for the secon d flip-

flop (T ) is similarly derived and is show n in Figur e 4.25f. The circui t diagram is

shown in Figure 4.25g.

The com plexity of a seque ntial circui t can be reduc ed by simpl ifying the input

and outpu t equat ions. In addi tion, a judicious alloca tion of state vectors to the states

also reduces circuit com plexity.

Examp le 4.5

Modulo- 4 up� dow n count er. The modu lo-4 counter will have four states: 0, 1, 2,

and 3. The input X to the count er controls the dir ection of the count: up if X¼ 0 and
down if X¼ 1. Th e state of the circuit (i.e., the count) itself is the circuit outpu t. Th e
state diag ram is shown in Figur e 4.26.

Z

X

Q Q

Q� Q�

S T

R

X Combinational
logic for T

Clock

Clock

Clock

(g)  Circuit diagram

Y2

Y2

Y1

Y1

Figure 4.25 (continued)
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Derivation of a state diagram for this counter is straightforward, since the

number of states and the transitions are completely defined by the problem state-

ment. Note that only input values are shown on the arcs—the output of the circuit is

1
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Figure 4.26 (a),(b),(c) Modulo-4 up–down counter.
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the state of the circui t itself. We will need two flip- flops and the assignm ent o f 2-bit

vectors for states is als o defined to be 00, 01, 10, and 11 to correspo nd to 0, 1, 2, and

3, respect ively. The state table and transition table are shown in Figure 4.26b and c

respective ly. The cont rol sign al is X; X¼ 0 indicates ‘‘count up’’ ; X¼ 1 indicat es
‘‘count down .’’

We will use a JK flip- flop and a D flip- flop. The input equat ions are derived in
Figure 4.26d, and Figur e 4 .26e show s the circui t.

4.6 REG ISTERS

A regist er is a storage device capab le of holding binary data; it is a collection of flip-

flops. An n-bit register is built of n flip- flops. Figure 4.27 shows a 4-bi t register built
out of four D flip- flops. There are four input lines, IN1, IN2, IN3, and IN 4, each

connecte d to the D input of the correspo nding flip-fl op. When a clock pu lse occurs,

the data from input lines IN1 thr ough IN 4 ente r the register. The cloc k thus loads the

register. The loading is in parallel , since all four bits enter the regist er simulta n-

eously. Q outpu ts of flip-fl ops are connecte d to outpu t lines OUT4 and hence all four

bits of data (i.e., contents of the register) are available simul taneously (i.e., in

parallel ) on the output lines. Hence, this is a para llel-i nput (parallel-lo ad), parallel -

output register.

At each clock puls e, a 4-bit data input enters the register from input lines IN1

through IN4 and remains in the register until the next cloc k pulse. The clock

controls the load ing of the register, as shown in Figur e 4.28 . LOA D must be 1 for

data to ente r the register. The CLEAR signal shown in Figure 4 .28 leads zeros into

the register (i. e., clears the register). Clearing a register is a common operation

Y�2

Y2

Y1

Y1

Y2

Y2X

Clock Clock

Clock(e)

Outputs

J Q D Q

Q�Q�K

X�

Figure 4.26 (continued) (d),(e) Circuit for modulo-4 counter.
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and is normal ly done thro ugh the async hronou s clear input (RESET ) provi ded on

flip- flops. Thus, when async hronou s inputs are used, a cle aring operation can be

done inde penden t o f the clock. Th e CLEAR signal shown in Figure 4.2 9 clears the

regist er asynch ronously. In this scheme, the CLEAR input must be set to 1 for

cle aring the regi ster and should be brough t to 0 to deact ivate RESET and allow

resu mption of normal opera tion.

In the circuit of Figur e 4.29, the data on the input lines ente r the register at each

rising edge of the cloc k. Th erefore, we need to mak e sure that the data on input lines

are always valid. Figure 4.30 shows a 4-bit regist er built out of JK flip- flops in
which the data on input lines enter the regi ster at the rising edge of the clock only

whe n the LOAD is 1. When LOA D is 0, since both J and K will be 0, the content s of
the register remai n unchanged.

Note that we have used two AND gate s to gate the data in each flip- flop in

Figur e 4.30. If we try to elim inate one of these gates by gating the IN line rather

than J and K lines, we will be introducing unequal delays on J and K lines due to the

extra NOT gate on the K line. As long as the clock edge appears after both the inputs

IN1 OUT1D

Clock

Q

IN2 OUT2 D

Clock

Q

IN3 OUT3D

Clock

Q

IN4 OUT4D

Clock

Clock

Q

Figure 4.27 4-bit register.
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are settl ed, thi s un equal delay would not present a problem . If it does not appear, the

circuit will not operate properl y. (Can you replace the JK flip- flops in Figure 4.30
with D flip-flops? What change s are needed to retai n the content s o f the regist er

unaltered when LOAD is 0, in this case?)

Choice of the type of flip- flop used in the circuit depend s on the mode of

impleme ntation of the synchronous circui t. In design ing ICs, it is often more

efficient to use JK flip-fl ops with gated inputs. In impleme nting the circuit with

MSI parts, it is common to use D flip-flops with gate d cloc ks.
A com mon op eration on the data in a regist er is to shift it either rig ht or

left. Figur e 4.31 show s a 4-bit shif t register built out of D flip- flops. The Q
output of each flip- flop is connec ted to the D input of the flip- flop to its rig ht.
At each cloc k pulse, content of d1 move s to d2, content of d2 moves to d3, and that
of d3 move s into d4, simulta neously. Hence, this is a right- shift regist er. The

output of the shift register at any time is the content of d4. If the input is set to 1,
a 1 is ente red into d1 at each shift pulse. Similar ly a 0 can be loaded by setting the

input to 0.

An n-bit shif t register can be load ed serially in n cloc k puls es, and the content s
of the register can be outpu t serially usin g the outpu t l in n cloc k puls es. Note that in
loading an n-bit right-shift register serially, the least significant bit must be entered

D Q

Clock

D

IN1

IN2

IN3

IN4

Q

Clock

D Q

Clock

D Q

Clock

ClockCLEAR
LOAD

CLEAR = 0 for normal operation
 = 1 for clearing the
    register

Figure 4.28 4-bit register with CLEAR and LOAD.
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first , followed by more significa nt bit values. Also, if the outpu t lin e of the shift

regist er is connecte d to its input line, the cont ents of the regist er ‘‘circulate ’’ at each

shift pulse.

Figur e 4.32 shows a shift register with a serial-i nput, serial-ou tput, para llel-

outpu t, circulat e (left or rig ht), and shift (left or right) capab ilitie s. Each D input
rece ives data from the flip- flop to the right or left of it, depend ing on whe ther the

DI RECTION sign al is 0 or 1, respective ly. Since right and left signals are com ple-

men ts, the regist er can shift only in one direction at any time . The register performs

shift or circul ate based on the valu e of the MO DE signal. When in shift mode, the

data on left input ente r the regist er if DIRECTI ON is 1, and the data o n right input

ente r the regi ster if DI RECTION is 0. The cont ent of the regist er can be outpu t in

parallel through 01020304 or in a serial mode through 04.

D Q

Clock

OUT1IN1

RESET

D Q

Clock

OUT2IN2

RESET

D Q

Clock

OUT3IN3

RESET

D Q

Clock

Clock

OUT4IN4
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CLEAR

Figure 4.29 4-bit register with asynchronous CLEAR.
Note: Low-active reset.
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Figure 4.30 4-bit register using JK flip-flops.
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A 3-bit shift regist er using SR flip- flops with rig ht-shift and parallel or serial

input capabiliti es is show n in Figur e 4.33. Refer to Appe ndix A for deta ils of shift

regist er IC s. The followi ng exampl es illus trate the utility of shift regist ers in

seque ntial circui t design.

Exam ple 4.6 1011 se quence dete ctor using a shift regis ter

It is possibl e to design sequential circui ts without follow ing the cla ssical design

proce dure discusse d earlier in this chapter . We will illustrate this by desi gning the

1011 sequence detect or of Exam ple 4.4, usin g a 4-bit right-shift register. The circuit

is shown in Figure 4.34a. The input is Z1 when the shift regi ster cont ains the
seque nce 1011 (i.e., 1101 lef t to right, sinc e the input enters the shift register

from the left) . Z1 is gated by the clock to produc e Z. The sam e clock is used as

the shif t control for the shif t register. Not e that the shift regist er is activa ted by the

rising edge of the clock.

Th e operation of the cir cuit is il lustrated by the timing diag ram in Figur e 4.34b.

At t1, X is 1. Hen ce a 1 ente rs the shift regist er. We will assume that the shift register

cont ents are settled by t2. Simil arly, at t 3, a 0 ente rs the shift register, and at t5 and t 7,
1 enters, resulting in the seque nce 1011 bein g the content of the shift register.

Hen ce, Z1 goes to 1 by t 8. Since a 0 enters the shift register at t9, Z1 will be 0 by t 10 .
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Figure 4.32 4-bit universal shift register.
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Thus, Z is 1 duri ng t9 and t 10 . Note that Z wi ll be 1 again during t 15 and t16 , sinc e the
entry of 011 comple tes the seque nce.

It is require d that the shift register be cleare d to begin wi th. Also note that this

circuit require s four flip- flops com pared to two flip- flops needed by the circui t in

Figure 4.25, while the com binational portion of this circuit is less complex.

Examp le 4.7 Serial adder

The ripple adder circui t describ ed in Cha pter 3 uses ( n� 1) full adder s and one half-
adder to generate the SUM of two n-bit numb ers. Th e addi tion is done in para llel,

although the CARRY has to propagat e from the LSB position to the MSB position.

This CAR RY propagat ion delay dete rmines the speed of the adder . If a slower

speed of addi tion can be tolerated by the system , a serial adder can be utilize d. The

serial adder uses one full adder and two shift regist ers. The bits to be added are

brough t to ful l adder input s and the SUM output of the full adder is shifted into

S
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Figure 4.33 3-bit shift register.
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one of the operand regist ers while the CAR RY output is stored in a flip-flop and is

used in the addition of next most significa nt bits. The n-bit addition is thus
perf ormed in n cycles (i. e., n clock pulse times) through the full adder .

Figur e 4.35 shows the serial adder for 6-bit op erands stored in shift registers

A and B. The addi tion follow s the stage-b y-stage additi on process (as done on

X

X

Z1

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12 t13 t14 t15 t16

Z

Z1 Z

0
1
1

1 1 10

1
0
1

1
1
0

Clock

Clock

(a)

(b)

0
1
1

Figure 4.34 1011 sequence detector using a shift register (Example 4.6).
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b

Cin

a

Q S
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Cout
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Clock

RESET

Shift

Shift
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Two-state
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circuit
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Figure 4.35 Serial adder.
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paper) from LSB to MSB . The CARRY flip- flops is reset at the beginnin g o f

addition since the carry into the LSB position is 0. The ful l adder adds the LSBs

of A and B with Cin and gener ates SUM and C out . During the first shif t pulse, Cout

enters the CARRY flip-flop, SUM enters the MSB of A, and A and B regist ers are
shifted right, simultaneous ly. Now the circuit is ready for the addition of the next

state. Six pulses are needed to com plete the addition, at the end of which the least

significa nt n-bit of the SUM of A and B will be in A, and the ( nþ 1)t h bit will be in
the CARRY flip- flop. Ope rands A and B are lost at the end of the addi tion proce ss.

If the LSB output of B is connecte d to its MS B input, then B will become a

circulat ing shift register. The content of B is unaltered due to addition, since the bit
pattern in B after the sixth shift puls e will be the same as that befor e addi tion began.

If the valu e of A is als o require d to be pres erved, A shoul d be converted into
a circul ating shift regist er, and the SUM outpu t of the full adder mus t be fed into

a third shift regist er.

The cir cuit enclosed by dotted lines in Figur e 4.35 is a seque ntial circui t with

one flip-fl op and hence two states , two input lines (a and b) and one outpu t line
(SUM). Cin is the present -state vector and C out is the next-stat e vector.

Examp le 4.8 Serial 2s co mplement er

A serial 2s comple menter fol lows the COPY -COMP LEMEN T algori thm for 2s

comple menting the cont ents of a regist er (see Chapte r 2). Recall that the algorithm

examin es the bits of the regist er sta rting from the LSB. Al l conse cutive zero bits as

well as the first nonzer o bit are ‘‘c opied’’ as they are and the remai ning bits until

and includi ng MSB are ‘‘comp lemented’ ’ to conver t a numb er into its 2s comple -

ment. An exampl e is as follows:

1 0 1 1 0 1 0  1 0 0 0  An 11-bit numb er

COMPLEM ENT COPY

0 1 0 0 1 0 1  1 0 0 0  Its  2s complemen t

There are two disti nct operati ons in this algori thm: COPY and COMPLEM ENT.

Further, the transition from a copyi ng mode to com plemen ting mode is brough t

about by the first nonzero bit. Th e serial comple menter circuit mus t be a seque ntial

circuit because the mode of operation at any time depend s on whethe r the nonzero

bit has occur red or not. There will be two states and hence one flip-flop in the

circuit; one input lin e on which b its of the number to be com plemen ted are entering

starting with LSB; and one outpu t line that is either the copy o r the com plement of

the input . The circui t starts in the COPY sta te and changes to COMPLE MENT state

when the first non zero bit ente rs thr ough the input line. At the beginnin g of each 2 s

comple ment opera tion, the circuit must be set to the COPY state.

Figure 4.36 shows the design of this circuit. From the state diag ram in Figure

4.36a, the state table in Figure 4.36b is deri ved, fol lowed by the outpu t equatio n in

Figure 4.36c and the input equations for the SR flip-flop in Figure 4.36e. The circuit
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is shown in Figure 4.36f. The circuit is set to the COPY state by resetting the flip-

flop before each complementation.

4.7 REGISTER TRANSFER LOGIC

Manipulation of data in most digital systems involves the movement of data

between registers. The data movement can be accomplished either in serial or in

parallel. Transfer of an n-bit data from one register to the other (each of n-bit) takes
n shift pulses if done in serial mode, while it is done in one pulse time in parallel

mode. A data path that can transfer 1-bit between the registers is sufficient for

serial mode operation. This path is repeatedly used for transforming all n-bit one
at a time. For a parallel, transfer scheme, n such data paths are needed. Thus, a
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serial transfer scheme is les s expens ive in terms of hardware and slower than the

parallel schem e.

Figure 4. 37 shows the para llel transf er scheme from a 4-bit register A to a 4-bit
register B. Here, X is a cont rol signal. The data transf er occur s at the rising edge of
the clock puls e only when X is 1. When X is 0, the J and K input s of all the flip-flops
in register B are at 0, and hence the content s of regist er B remain unchanged even if

the rising edge of the clock pulse occurs. In a synchronous digita l circuit, control

signals such as X are also synchr onized with the cloc k. The timing require ments for

the proper operation of the para llel transfer circuit are show n in Figur e 4.37 b. At t1,
the control sign al X goes to 1, and at t2 the register transfer occur s. X can b e brough t
to 0 at t2.

We will represe nt the above transf er schem e by the diag ram in Figure 4.37c.

Each register is represe nted by a rectang le along with the clock input. Th e inputs

and the outpu ts of the regist ers are show n as requi red. The numb er 4 show n next to

the =indicat es the numb er of bits transf erred and hence the numb er of parallel lines

needed, each line cont rolled by X. This is a com mon conven tion used to represe nt

multipl e bits of any signal in a circui t diagram .

Figure 4.38 shows the serial transf er scheme. Here, A and B are two 4-bit shift
registers. They shift right in response to the shift clock. As seen by the timing

A

A

X

4 4
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B

Clock
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X

t1 t2
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Q
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Q
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Figure 4.37 Parallel transfer scheme.
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diag ram in Figur e 4.38b, we need four clock puls es to comple te the transfer, and the

cont rol signal X mus t stay at 1 during all the four clock pulses.

All data processi ng done in the processing unit of a com puter is accompl ished

by one or more regist er transfer opera tions. It is often requi red that data in one

regist er be transf erred into several other regi sters or a regist er receives its inputs

from one or mor e othe r regi sters. Figur e 4.39 show s tw o schem es for transf erring

the content s of either regist er A or regist er B into regist er C. When the cont rol sign al

‘‘ A to C ’’ is on, content s of A are move d into C. When ‘‘B to C’’ signal is on,
cont ents of B are move d into C. Only one cont rol signal can be active at any ti me.

Th is can be accompl ished by usin g the true and the com plemen t of the sam e cont rol

sign al to select one of the two tra nsfer path s.

Note that it take s at least two gate delay times after the act ivation of the cont rol

signal for the data from either A or B to reach the inputs of C. The control signal

3 2 1 0 3 12 0
Output

Input

Shift

Clock

Shift
X
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X

B

Hold
time

Hold
time
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Figure 4.38 Serial transfer scheme.
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must stay active during this time and until the occurrence of the rising edge of the

clock pulse that gates the data into C.
Figure 4.39b shows the use of a 4-line 2-to-1 multiplexer to accomplish the

register transfer required in Figure 4.39a.

4.8 REGISTER TRANSFER SCHEMES

When it is required to transfer data between several registers to complete a

processing sequence in a digital computer, one of two transfer schemes is generally

used: (1) point-to-point and (2) bus. In a point-to-point scheme, there will be one

transfer path between each of the two registers involved in the data transfer. In a bus

scheme, one common path is time shared for all register transfers.

C

D

Clock

Clock

Clock

Clock

Clock

D

D

D

A

B

B to C

A to C

B to C

CONTROL

A to C

(a)  Transfer by control signals  

Figure 4.39 Transfer from multiple-source registers.
(continued)
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4.8. 1 Point- to-Poin t Tran sfer

Th e hardwar e require d for a point-to- point transf er betwee n three 3-bit registers

A , B, and C is shown in Figur e 4.40. Only a few of the paths are shown. ‘‘A to C ’’
and ‘‘ B to C’’ are cont rol signals used to bri ng the data transf er. This scheme allows

more than one transfer to be made at the same time (in parallel) because independent

data paths are available. For example, the control signals ‘‘A to C’’ and ‘‘C to B’’ can
both be enabled at the same time . The disadvant age of the scheme is that the amount

of hardwar e require d for the transf er increas es rapidl y as addi tional registers are

include d, and each new register is connec ted to other regist ers thr ough new er data

path s. This growth makes the schem e too expensive ; hence , a point-to- point scheme

is used only whe n fast, para llel operation is desired .

4.8. 2 Bus Transfer

Figur e 4.41a shows a bus scheme for the transf er of data betwee n three 3-bit

regist ers. A bus is a common data path (hi ghway) that each regist er either feeds

data into (i.e., content s of the regist er ON the bus) or takes data from (i.e., register

OFF the bus). At any time, only one register can be putting data on the bus. This

requires that bits in the same position in each register be ORed and connected to the

corresponding bit (line) of the bus. Figure 4.41b shows typical timing for the transfer

A

B

C

Clock

CONTROL

(b) Transfer by multiplexer 

4

44-line,
2-to-1

multiplexer

4

Figure 4.39 (continued)
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from A to C. Contr ol signals ‘‘A to BUS’’ and ‘‘BU S to C ’’ have to be 1 simulta n-

eously for the transfer to take place. Several regist ers can receive data from the

bus simul taneously, but only one register can put data on the bus at any time . Thus

the bus transf er scheme is slower than the point-to- point scheme, b ut the hardware

requireme nts are consi derably less. Furt her, additional registers can be added to the

bus structu re just by adding two paths, one each from bus to register and regi ster to

bus. Fo r these reasons, bus transfer is the most com monly used data transf er scheme.

In prac tice, a large numb er of registers are connec ted to a bus. Th is requires the

use of OR gates with man y inputs to form the bus interc onnecti on. Two special

types of outpu ts avai lable o n certain gates perm it an easier realizatio n of the OR

function : gates with ‘‘open-c ollector’ ’ outpu t and ‘‘tristate’’ output. Figure 4.42a

shows 1 b it of a bus built using the open-col lector g ates. The outpu ts of these

special gate s can be tied together to provi de the OR function. One other common ly

used devi ce, a tristat e gate , is show n in Figur e 4.42b. When the gate is enabled

(enable¼ 1), the output is a function of the input; if disabled (enable¼ 0), the
output is nonexi stent ele ctrically. The scheme shown in Figure 4.42a realizes

the OR function using tristat e buff ers.

Figure 4.43 show s the comple te bus structure for transf er between four 4 -bit

registers A, B, C, and D. The SOURCE register is connected to the bus by enabling

A
Clock

C

C to A

B to CA to C

C to B

Clock

B Clock

Figure 4.40 Point-to-point transfer.
Note: Paths from A to B and B to A are not shown.
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the appropriate tristate, as selected by the outputs of the source control 2-to-4

decoder. The DESTINATION register is selected by the outputs of the destination

control 2-to-4 decoder. Note that a 4-line 4-to-1 multiplexer could also be used to

form the connections from the registers to the bus.

A to BUS

Clock

Clock

1

1

2

2

3

3

A

B

Clock

C

B to BUS

C to BUS

BUS to C(a) Bus structure

(b) Timing

Clock
A to BUS
BUS to C

Time

BUS

Figure 4.41 Bus transfer.
Note: BUS to A and BUS to B are not shown.
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4.9 REGISTER TRANSFER LANGUAGES

Since register transfer is the basic operation in a digital computer, several register

transfer notations have evolved over the past decade. These notations, complete

enough to describe any digital computer at the register transfer level, have come to

be known as register transfer languages. Since they are used to describe the hardware

structure and behavior of digital systems, they are more generally known as hardware

A to BUS

BUS

(a)  Open-collector gates  

(b)  Tristate buffer 

Enable

OutIn

WIRED-OR

A1

B to BUS

B1

C to BUS

A to BUS
BUS

A1

B1

C1 

B to BUS

C to BUS

(c)  OR using tristates 

C1

Figure 4.42 Special devices for bus interface.
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description languages (HDL). The two most widely used HDLs are VHDL (Very

High Speed IC—VHSIC-Hardware Design Language) and Verilog. References

listed at the end of this chapter provide details on these languages. For the purposes

of this book, a relatively simple HDL is used and the details are shown later.

Table s 4.1 and 4.2 show the basic opera tors and construc ts of our HDL. The

general format of a register transfer is

Destination Source,

Clock

A

D

Clock

B

D

Clock

C

D

Clock

D

D

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 4
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4

2 to 4
Decoder

Source
control

Enable1

2 to 4
Decoder

Destination
control

Enable2

Clock

Timing

BUS

Clock

Enable1

Enable2

Figure 4.43 Bus structure.
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where

‘‘Source’’ is a register or an expression consisting of registers and operators

‘‘Destination’’ is a register or a concatenation (linked series) of registers

The number of bits in source and destination must be equal. A period (‘‘.’’)

terminates a register transfer statement.

A transfer controlled by a control signal has the format

Control : transfer:

Multiple transfers controlled by a control signal are indicated by

Control : transfer1, transfer2, :::, transfern:

The transfers are simultaneous.

Table 4.1 HDL Operators

Operator Description Examples

Left arrow Transfer operator Y  X. Contents of register
X are transferred to register Y.

Plus þ Addition Z X þ Y.
Minus � Subtraction Z X � Y.
f Concatenation C A f B.
Prime0 Complement D A0.
^ Logical AND C A ^ B:
_ Logical OR C A _ B:
SHL Shift left 1 bit;

zero filled on right
A  SHL (A).

SHR Shift right 1 bit;
copy most significant
bit on left

A  SHR (A).=

Table 4.2 HDL Constructs

Construct Description Examples

Capital-letter strings Denote registers ACC, A, MBR
Subscripts Denote a bit or a range

of bits of a register
A0, A15 Single bit

A5–15 Bits are numbered left to
right, bits 5 through 15

A5�0
Bits are numbered right
to left, bits 0 through 5

Parentheses () Denote a portion of a
register (subregister)

IR (ADR) ADR portion of the
register IR; this is a
symbolic notation to
address a range of bits

Colon: Serves as control
function delimiter

ADD: Terminates the control
signal definition

Comma, Separates register
transfers; implies that
transfers are
simultaneous

Y  X, Q P.

Period Terminates register
transfer statement

Y  X.
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The general format of a conditional register transfer is

IF condition THEN transfer1

ELSE transfer2:

where

‘‘condition’’ is a Boolean expression

‘‘transfer1’’ occurs if condition is TRUE (or 1)

‘‘transfer2’’ occurs if condition is FALSE (or 0)

The ELSE clause is optional. Thus,

IF condition THEN transfer:

is valid.

A

A

B A, A B. A and B exchange. (A and B must be formed
using master–slave flip-flops to accomplish this
exchange.)

C

Carry

n-bit
adder

n

n
n

n

n

n bit n bit

B

B

1

→ →

A and B must have the same number of bits.

2s complement of B added to A, transferred
to C.

A B
n

n bitn bit

C      A + B�  + 1.

 B A.→

   →

Figure 4.44 HDL features.
(continued)
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A cont rol sign al can be assoc iated with a condi tional register transfer:

Contr ol : IF condition THEN transfer1

ELSE tran sfer2 :

Figure 4.44 illustrate s the featur es of the HDL.

The transfers in Figure 4.39 can be describ ed by the statemen t

If control THEN C  A

ELSE C  B :

4.10 DESIGN ING SEQU ENTIAL CIRCU ITS WITH
IN TEGRATED CIRCUITS

Appendix A shows some small- a nd m edium-s cale ICs fr om th e transistor–transistor

logic (TTL) family. T he reader is referred to IC manufacturer catalogs for further

details on these ICs. A sequential c ircuit ca n be designed b y following the classical

de sign proc edure d es cribed i n this chapte r. As a fi na l s tep in the de sign, the c ircuit

components (flip-flops, registers, etc.) are selected by referring to manufacturer catalogs.

It is often possible to design sequential circuits without following the classical

design procedure. The serial adder design (see Example 4.7) is one example. Where the

number of states in practical circuits becomes so large that the classical design

procedure becomes impractical, the circuit functions are usually partitioned, and

The total number of bits in C and D must be
equal to that in A.

Reverse operation of the above

n

n

n bit
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m bit

n bit

m bit
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→
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Figure 4.44 (continued)
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each partition is separately designed. Ad hoc methods of design based on familiarity

with available ICs may be used in designing a partition or the complete circuit.

Example 4.9 illustrates the design process using ICs.

Example 4.9 Parallel-to-serial data converter

The object of our design is a parallel-to-serial data converter that accepts 4-bit data

in parallel and produces as its output a serial-bit stream of the data input into it. The

input consists of the sign bit (a0) and three magnitude bits (a1a2a3). The serial

device expects to receive the sign bit a0 first, followed by the three magnitude bits in

the order a3a2a1, as shown in Figure 4.45a.

Note that the output bit pattern can be obtained by circulating the input data right

three times and then shifting right 1 bit at a time. To perform this, a 4-bit shift register

that can be loaded in parallel and can be right shifted if required. TTL 7495 is one such

circuit. From the 7495 circuit diagram, it can be deduced that the ‘‘mode’’ input must

be 1 for the parallel load operation and has to be 0 for serial input and right shift modes.

The D output must be connected to the ‘‘serial’’ input line for circulating the data.

Parallel-to-serial
data converter

Serial device
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0
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Figure 4.45 Parallel-to-serial data converter.
(continued)
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Figure 4.45b shows the details of the circuit operation. The complete operation

needs eight steps, designated 0 through 7. Two more idle steps 8 and 9 are shown,

since a decade counter (7490) is available that can count from 0 through 9. The

circuit is shown in Figure 4.45c. The 4-bit output of the decade counter 7490 is

decoded using a BCD-to-decimal decoder (7442). Since the outputs of 7442 are low

active, output 0 will have a value of 0 during the 0 time step and a value of 1 during

other times. Hence, it can be used as mode control signal for 7495. Inputs CP1 and

CP2 of 7495 must be tied together so that the circuit receives ‘‘clock’’ in both

modes. Output 3 of 7442 is used to alert the serial device for data acceptance,

starting at the next clock edge; output 8 indicates the idle state.

This example illustrates a simple design using ICs. In practice, the timing

problems will be more severe. The triggering of flip-flops, data setup times, clock

skews (i.e., arrival of clock on parallel lines at slightly different times due to

differences in path delays), and other timing elements must be considered in detail.

4.11 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC

The logic implementations discussed so far required the interconnection of selected

SSI, MSI, and LSI components on printed circuit boards (PCBs). With the current
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hardware technology, the cost of the PCB, connectors, and the wiring is about four

times that of the ICs in the circuit. Yet this implementation mode is cost effective for

circuits that are built in small quantities. With the progress in IC technology leading to

the current VLSI era, it is now possible to fabricate a very complex digital system on a

chip. But, for such implementation to be cost effective, large quantities of the circuit or

the system would be needed, since the IC fabrication is a costly process. To manage

costs while exploiting the capabilities of the technology, three implementation

approaches are currently employed, based on the quantities of the circuits needed:

custom, semicustom, and programmable logic. Custom implementations are for cir-

cuits needed in large quantities; semicustom for medium quantities, and the program-

mable logic mode is used for small quantities. In this section, we first provide a brief

description of the IC fabrication process and examine the relative merits of each of

these approaches. We will then provide details on programmable logic design.

Figur e 4.46 show s the ste ps in a typical IC man ufacturing proce ss. Th e process

starts off with a thin (10 mil thick, with 1 mil¼ 1=1000 of an inch) slice of p-type

semiconductor material, about 2–5 inches in diameter, called a wafer. Hundreds of

identical circuits are fabricated on the wafer using a multistep process. The wafer is

then cut into individual dies, each die corresponding to an IC.

The fabrication process consists of the following steps:

1. Wafer surface preparation

2. Epitaxial growth

3. Diffusion

4. Metallization

5. Probe test

6. Scribe and break

7. Packaging

8. Final test

The circuit designer first develops the circuit diagram. Before fabrication, the

circuit must be at the transistor, diode, and resistor level of detail. Today, however,

the circuit designer does not need to deal with this level of detail, since there are

computer-aided design (CAD) tools that translate a gate-level design to the circuit

level. Once the circuit is designed, it is usually simulated to verify its functional,

timing, and loading characteristics. If these characteristics are acceptable, the

circuit is brought to the placement and routing stage.

Placement is the process of placing the circuit components at the appropriate

positions so that the interconnections can be routed properly. Automatic placement

and routing tools are available. For a very complex circuit, this step is the most time

consuming one, even with CAD tools. At the end of this step, the circuit layout

reflects its structure on the silicon.

The wafer is made of a high-resistivity, single-crystal, p-type silicon material.

The wafer is first cleaned, and both sides of it are polished, with one side finished to

mirror smooth.

The epitaxial diffusion is the process of adding minute amounts of n- or p-type
impurities (dopants) to achieve the desired low resistivity. The epitaxial layer forms the
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collector of the transistors. This layer is then covered with a layer of silicon dioxide

formed by exposing the wafer to an oxygen atmosphere around 10008C.
The most critical part of the fabrication process is the preparation of masks to

transfer the circuit layout into silicon. The mask plates are first drawn according

to the circuit layout. These plates are then reduced by photographic techniques to

WaferCircuit design

Cleaning and polishing

Epitaxial diffusion

Isolation diffusion

Base diffusion

Emitter diffusion

Metallization

Probe test

Scribe and break

Package mount

Weld pins

Final test

Placement and routing

Masking

Masking

Masking

Masking

VCC

Figure 4.46 IC manufacturing process.
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the size of the final chip. The masks are then placed on the wafer, one mask for each

die, and a photoresist coating on the wafer is exposed to ultraviolet light. The

unexposed surface is etched chemically, leaving the desired pattern on the wafer.

The surface pattern is then subjected to diffusion.

Although the steps vary depending on the process and the technology used to

manufacture the IC, the diffusion can be classified into isolation, base, and emitter

diffusion stages. These are the stages in which the corresponding terminals of the

transistors are fabricated; each diffusion stage corresponds to one or more masks

and etch operation.

By now, the wafer contains several identical dies with all the circuit components

formed on each die. The wafer is then subjected to photo etching to open the

windows to provide the connections between the components. The interconnections

are made (i.e., through metallization) by vacuum deposition of a thin film of

aluminum over the entire wafer, followed by another mask and etch operation to

remove unnecessary interconnections.

Among the dies now on the wafer, some may be defective as a result of

imperfections in the wafer or in the fabrication process. Selected dies are now

tested to mark the failing ones. The percentage of good dies obtained is called the

‘‘yield’’ of the fabrication process.

The wafer is now scribed by a diamond-tipped tool along the boundaries of the

dice to separate them into individual chips. Each die is then tested and mounted on a

leader, and pins are attached and packaged.

Circuit layout and mask preparation are the most time-consuming and error-

prone stages in the fabrication process and hence contribute most to the design cost.

When the circuit is very complex, the circuit layout requires thousands of labor

hours, even with the use of CAD tools.

4.11.1 Circuit Implementation Modes and Devices

In the custom-design mode of circuit implementation, all the steps in the IC

fabrication process are unique to the application at hand. Although this mode offers

the smallest chip size and highest speed, the design costs do not justify this mode for

low-volume applications. Typically, the annual sales volume of the IC should be

around 5–10 times the nonrecurring engineering (NRE) costs of the design. This

makes the custom-design mode beyond the reach of most applications.

In the semicustom-design mode, the initial steps in the fabrication process

remain standard for all applications. Only the last step (metallization) is unique to

each application. This is accomplished using fixed arrays of gates predesigned on

the chip real estate. These gates are interconnected to form the application specific

IC (ASIC). The NRE cost for these ICs is an order of magnitude smaller than that

for the custom-design mode, thus making them cost effective for low-volume

applications. Because of the use of standard gate patterns on the IC and simpler

design rules employed, these ICs cannot use the chip area as efficiently and their

speeds are also lower compared to custom-designed ICs. The ICs used in semi-

custom-design mode are mask programmable. That means, to make these ICs

application specific, the user supplies the interconnection pattern (i.e., the program)
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to the IC manufacturer, who in turn prepares masks to program the IC. Obviously,

once programmed, the function of these ICs cannot be altered.

In the programmable-design mode, ICs known as programmable logic devices

(PLDs) are used. There are several types of PLDs each with their own pattern of

gates and interconnection paths prefabricated on the chip. These ICs are pro-

grammed by the user with special programming equipment (called PLD program-

mers). That is, they are field programmable. Some PLDs allow erasing the program

to reprogram them and some do not.

In the early development stages of the digital system, field-programmable devices

are typically used to allow the flexibility of design alterations. Once the design

is tested and the circuit’s performance is deemed acceptable, mask-programmable

ICs can be used to implement the system.

Because PLDs are available off-the-shelf, no fabrication expenses are involved.

The designers simply program the IC to create the ASIC. PLDs typically replace

several components from the typical SSI-=MSI-based design, thereby reducing the

cost through reduced number of external interconnections, PCBs, and connectors.

There are four popular PLDs in use today:

1. Read-only memory (ROM)

2. Programmable logic array (PLA)

3. Programmable array logic (PAL)

4. Gate arrays (GA)

The first three types are based on the two-level AND–OR circuit structure, while the

last uses a more general gate structure to implement circuits. All these devices are

available in both field- and mask-programmable versions. We will use the circuit in

Figure 4.47 to illustrate the difference between the ROM, PLA, and PAL structures.

AND Array OR Array

AB

A�B�

A�B

A B F1 F2

AB�

Figure 4.47 AND–OR array implementation of functions.
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Exam ple 4.10

Con sider the two-leve l impleme ntation of the functi ons F1¼ ABþ A0 B0 and
F 2¼ AB0 þ A0 B shown in Figure 4.47. The first level is impleme nted by an AND

arr ay. Each colu mn correspo nds to an input variable or it s comple ment, and each

row corr esponds to a minterm of the input variabl es. The secon d leve l is imple-

men ted by an OR array. Each colu mn correspo nds to the OR combinati on of

sel ected mi nterms generat ed by the AND arr ay. For the purpos es of thi s exampl e,

assum e that each row–colum n inters ection of these arrays can be program med. Th at

is, the electroni c devices at these inters ections can be used to either connect or

disc onnect the row line to the column line, and when connec ted, the intersectio n

reali zes either an AND or an OR operation (depe nding on the array in which the

inters ection is locate d). A dot at the inters ections indicat es that the two lines are

connec ted.

In a ROM, the AND array is fabricate d so that all the minterm s correspo nding to

the input variabl es are available , and hence it is not programma ble. Th e OR arr ay is

progr ammab le to reali ze the circui t. With PAL, the OR array is com pletely fabr i-

cat ed and is not progr ammable while the AND array is program mable. In a PLA,

both arr ays are progr ammab le. We will defe r the descr iption of ROMs to Chapters

5 and 9. We provide bri ef descrip tions of the othe r three PLDs in the followi ng

sectio ns.

4.11 .2 Pr ogramm able Logic Arrays

PLAs are LSI devices with several inputs, outputs, an AN D array, and an OR array.

An SOP form o f the functi on to be imple mented is used in designi ng with PLAs.

Con necting the appro priate inputs (and their comple ments) in the AND arr ay yields

the p roduct terms . The produc t terms are then combine d by the OR array to yield the

outpu ts. The AND and OR opera tions are realized usin g wired -logic rather than

disc rete gates. Since only the require d sum and produc t terms are generat ed, the

PLA impleme ntation is econom ical. Exam ple 4.11 illus trates the struct ure and

opera tion of PLAs.

Exam ple 4.11

It is requi red to imple ment the fol lowing functi on using a PLA:

F1( A,B,C ) ¼ �m (2,3,7)

F2(A,B,C) ¼ �m(1,3,7)

Th e K-maps of Figure 4.48a minim ize this functi on. Note that the minimi zation

procedure should reduce the number of product terms rather than just the number of

literals in order to simplify the PLA.
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Figure 4.48 Programmable logic array.
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Only three product terms are needed to implement this two-output function, since

BC is common to both. A modified truth table is shown in Figure 4.48b. The first

column lists the product terms. The second column lists the circuit inputs. For each

product term, the inputs are coded ‘‘0,’’ ‘‘1,’’ or ‘‘-.’’ A 0 indicates that the variable

appears complemented; a 1 indicates that the variable appears uncomplemented; and

a ‘‘-’’ indicates that the variable does not appear in the product term. This column

provides the programming information for the AND array of the PLA. There are six

inputs (A, A0, B, B0, C, C0) to each AND gate in the array, as shown in Figure 4.48c,

each input having a fusible link. Thus, a 0 implies that the link is retained

corresponding to the complemented variable, a 1 implies that the link is retained

corresponding to the truth variable, and ‘‘-’’ implies ‘‘blowing’’ the link. This

retaining=blowing operation on the links is the ‘‘programming’’ of the AND array.

The last column in Figure 4.48b shows the circuit outputs. A 1 in this column in

any row indicates that the product term corresponding to that row is a product term

for the output corresponding to the column; a ‘‘-’’ indicates no connection. Thus,

this column is useful in programming the OR array, as shown in Figure 4.48c.

In Figure 4.48c, the AND and OR gates are shown dotted, to indicate the wired

logic. Each AND gate has six inputs to receive the three circuit inputs and their

complements. But only the required connections, as indicated by the second column

of Figure 4.48b, are made. There is one AND gate for each required product term.

Similarly, the OR gates are shown with three inputs each, one for each product term

in the circuit. Again, only the required product terms, as indicated by the third

column of Figure 4.48b, are connected.

The actual PLA structure is shown in Figure 4.48d. Each dot in this figure

corresponds to a connection using a switching device (a diode or a transistor), and

the absence of a dot at a row–column intersection indicates no connection. The arrow

shown in the connection detail at the bottom of the figure can be considered the diode

positive direction to verify that this structure implements the AND and OR logic.

Two types of PLAs are available: mask and field programmable. A PLA pro-

gram is provided by the designer so that the IC manufacturer can fabricate a mask-

programmed PLA, which can never be altered once programmed. Special devices

are used to program the field-programmable PLA (FPLA). For this type of PLA,

switching devices are fabricated at each row–column intersection, and the connec-

tions are established by blowing the fusible links.

PLAs with 12–20 inputs, 20–50 product terms, and 6–12 outputs are available

off-the-shelf. In addition, programmable logic sequencers (PLSs) that are PLAs

with storage capabilities that are useful in sequential circuit implementations are

also available. In recent PLAs the AND–OR structure is augmented with additional

logic capabilities. Several CAD tools are available to enable designing with PLAs.

These tools generate PLA programs, optimize PLA layout for custom fabrication,

and simulate PLA designs.

4.11.3 Programmable Array Logic

In a PAL only the AND array is programmable and the OR array is fixed. PAL is thus

easier to program and is less expensive than a PLA. However, PAL is less flexible

than a PLA in terms of circuit design, since the OR-array configuration is fixed.
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Figure 4.49 shows PAL14H4, an early PAL IC. Monolithic Memories, Incor-

porated invented PAL devices. MMI was founded in 1969 and was eventually

acquired by Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) in 1987, though AMD later spun

off their programmable logic division as Vantis which was then acquired by Lattice

Semiconductor. This IC has 14 inputs (pin numbers 1 through 9, 11, 12, 13, 18, and

19) and 4 outputs (pin numbers 14 through 17). Each input is buffered, and the

buffer produces the true and complemented values of the input. The device layout
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Figure 4.49 PAL14H4. (Courtesy of Monolithic Memories, Inc.)
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consi sts of a 63 row, 32 colu mn array. Each colu mn corr espond s to an input or its

com plemen t. Since there are only 14 inputs, only 28 of the 32 colu mns are utilize d.

Each row correspo nds to a produc t term. Each outpu t in this IC is realized by ORi ng

four produc t terms . The produc t terms are realized b y wired logic. The AND gates

show n at the inputs o f OR gates thus are symbolic repr esentatio ns o nly. Only 16 of

the 64 row s are used by this devi ce.

Figur e 4.50 shows the symb ology used in PALs. In Figur e 4.50a, the product

term (ABC ) is reali zed by retai ning the fusibl e links at the row–colu mn intersectio ns

of the AND array, as show n by an X. Absence of an X at any inters ection indicat es a
blow n li nk and hence no connec tion. Realiza tion of the functi on AB0 þ A0 B is show n
in Figur e 4.50b. The unprog ramm ed PALs will have all the fuses intact. Fu ses are

blow n duri ng progr amming the PAL to reali ze the requi red functi on. A shorthan d

nota tion to indicate that all the fuses alon g a row are intact is shown in Figur e 4.50c.

Th is simply impli es that a particula r row is not uti lized. A sample imp lementati on

usin g this conven tion is shown in Figure 4.50d.

In realizi ng multiple-o utput circui ts using a PLA, common product terms can

be shared among the various outpu ts. With PAL, since the OR arr ay cannot be

progr ammed , such sharing is not possibl e. As such, each outpu t function must

be min imized separat ely befor e the imple mentati on. Further, since the number of

input s to the OR gates at the output of the PAL is fixed, altern ate ways of realizi ng

the circuit may need to be explored when the number of produc t terms in the

minim ized function excee ds the numb er of inputs available . Example 4.12 shows a

circuit implementation using PAL.

Example 4.12

Implement the following function using PAL:

F1(A, B, C, D) ¼ �m(0,1,5,7,10,11,13,15)

F2(A, B, C, D) ¼ �m(0,2,4,5,10,11,13,15)

F3(A, B, C, D) ¼ �m(0,2,3,7,10,11,12,13,14)

Figur e 4.51a show s the K-maps and the correspo nding simplifie d functi ons, and

Figure 4.51b shows the implementation using the PAL14H4. The implementation

of Fl and F2 does not present any problem, since the number of product terms in

these functions is less than or equal to four. Since F3 has five product terms, one of

the PAL outputs is used to realize the first four product terms (Z). Z is then fed into

the PAL as an input and combined with the remaining product term of F3, to realize
F3. Obviously, the implementation of this simple circuit using the PAL14H4 is not

economical, since we did not use mostly the inputs and the product terms possible.

Nevertheless, the example illustrates the design procedure.

Several PAL ICs are available with: 10–20 inputs, 1–10 outputs (in the various

configurations), and 2–16 inputs per output-OR gate. Typically, PALs are pro-

grammed with PROM programmers that use a PAL personality card. During

programming, half of the PAL outputs are selected for programming, while the

other inputs and outputs are used for addressing. The outputs are then switched to
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progr am the unprog ramm ed loca tions. One of the early PAL design aids available

was PALA SM softw are (from Monolith ic Mem ories Inc.). PALAS M acce pts the

PAL design specifica tion and v erifies the design against an optional functi on table

and gener ates the fuse plot requi red to progr am the PAL.

Alt era CPLDS . This section is extracted from Altera Max 7000 Series Data sheets at

http: == www .altera.com =literature =ds =m7000.pdf

Altera has developed three families of chips that fit within the CPLD category:

MAX 5000, MAX 7000, and MAX 9000. MAX 7000 series represents the widely used

technology that offers state-of-the-art logic capacity and speed performance. MAX

5000 represents an older technology that offers a cost-effective solution, and MAX

9000 is similar to MAX 7000, except that MAX 9000 offers higher logic capacity.

Th e gener al arch itecture o f the Altera MA X 7000 series is depi cted in Figur e

4.52. It consist s of an array of bloc ks calle d logic array blocks (LABs), and

interc onnect wires cal led a p rogramma ble interc onnect array (PIA). Th e PIA is

capab le of connectin g any LAB input or ou tput to any other LAB . Also, the

input s and outputs of the chip connec t directly to the PIA and to LABs. LAB is a
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Figure 4.51 Implementation of functions in PAL. (a) Simplications.
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comple x SPLD- like structure , and so the entire chip can be consider ed to be an array

of SPLDs. MAX 7000 devices are avai lable both based in EPROM and EEPROM

technol ogy. Until rece ntly, even with EEPRO M, MAX 7000 chip s could be pro-

grammabl e only ‘‘out-of- circuit’’ in a special -purpose progr amming unit; howe ver,

in 1996 Alte ra releas ed the 7000S series , which is repr ogrammabl e ‘‘in-c ircuit.’ ’
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B A

F1

F2

F3

Z

Not used

Not used

External connection(b)

C DD�B� C�A�

Figure 4.51 (continued) Implementation of functions in PAL. (b) Implementation.
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Figure 4.52 Altera MAX 7000 series. (From http:==www.altera.com=literature=ds =m7000.pdf.
With permission.)
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Th e structure of a LAB is shown in Figur e 4.53. Each LAB consist s of two sets

of eight macroc ells (show n in Figure 4.54), where a mac rocell com prises a set of

progr ammab le product terms (part of an AND -plane) that feed s an OR-g ate and a

flip- flop. The flip- flops can be configur ed as D type, JK , T, SR , or can be transpa rent.

Array of 16
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I/O
 c

on
tr
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 b
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ck

To I/O cells

Product-term sharing

To other LABs

LAB

From I/O pins
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Figure 4.53 Altera MAX 7000 logic array block (LAB). (From http:==www.altera.com=literature=
ds= m7000.pdf. With permission.)
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The number of inputs to the OR-gate in a macrocell is variable; the OR-gate can be

fed from any or all of the 5 product terms within the macrocell, and in addition can

have up to 15 extra product terms from macrocells in the same LAB. This product

term flexibility makes the MAX 7000 series LAB more efficient in terms of chip

area because typical logic functions do not need more than five product terms, and

the architecture supports wider functions when they are needed. It is interesting to

note that variable-sized OR-gates of this sort are not available in basic SPLDs.

Besides Altera, several other companies produce devices that can be categorized

as CPLDs. For example, AMD manufacturers the Mach family, Lattice has the (i)

pLSI series, Xilinx produces a CPLD series that they call XC7000 and has

announced a new family called XC9500.

4.11.4 Gate Arrays

Gate arrays are LSI devices consisting of an array of gates fabricated over the chip

area along with wire routing channels to facilitate their interconnection. GAs

originated in the late 1970s as replacements for SSI- and MSI-based circuits built

on PCBs. Figure 4.55 shows the structure of a typical GA. Each shaded rectangular

Interconnect channels

I/O pads

Logic blocks

Figure 4.55 Gate array structure.
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area on the chip is an array of gates. The channels between these are the wire

routing paths. The array of gates at the periphery of the chip are the IO pads. In

using this device, the designer specifies the interconnections within each rectangu-

lar area (i.e., cell) to form a function (equivalent to an SSI or MS1 function). The

intercell interconnections are generated using PCB routing software aids. The

disadvantage of this structure is the increased propagation delays as a result of

long path lengths and increased chip area to fabricate a given circuit, compared with

a custom design chip for the same circuit or system.

In order to overcome the slow speeds caused by long path lengths and decreased

density as a result of large areas dedicated for routing, devices evolved that allowed

the interconnection over the GA area, rather than through dedicated channels.

Figure 4.56 shows one such GA (Signetics 8A1260). This device uses Integrated

Schottky Logic (ISL) NAND gates, arranged in 2 arrays of 26 rows and

22 columns. There are 52 Schottky buffers driving multiload enable signals.

The 60 LSTTL IO buffers can be programmed as inputs or bidirectional paths or

as totem pole, tristate, or open collector outputs.
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Figure 4.56 Signetics 8A1260 ISL gate array � source computer design, 20 (August 1981).
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By using a combination of appropriately configured NAND gates, any function

can be realized. In fact, SSI and MSI functions from the TTL manuals can be

copied. Unnecessary functionalities (such as multiple chip enables) provided in

TTL ICs can be eliminated during the copying to make those circuits more efficient.

In designing with GAs, the designer (user) interacts with the IC manufacturer

(supplier) extensively through the CAD tools (see Figure 4.57). The user generates

the logic circuit description and verifies the design through logic and timing

simulation. A set of tests to uncover faults is also generated by the user and

provided to the supplier, along with the design specifications (e.g., wire lists,

schematics). The supplier performs the automatic placement and routing, mask

generation, and IC prototype fabrication. Once the performance of the prototype

is accepted by the user, the production run of the ICs is initiated.
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Auto place
and route

Interconnection
delay computation

Test vector
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Mask
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Figure 4.57 Semicustom logic design procedure. (Courtesy of Signetics Corporation.)
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It is no longe r necessar y to desi gn at gate level of detail, while designi ng with

GAs. The GA man ufacturers provide a set of standar d cells (fun ctions) as part of the

CAD environm ent. These standar d cells are utilize d in configur ing the GA very

muc h like using the SSI =MSI com ponents in the design of the syst em. The standar d

cel ls in each library correspo nd to gates of various type s and configur ations and

MSI- type cells such as multipl exers, count ers, adders, and ari thmetic =logi c units.
As can be seen from the discussion earlier, GAs offer much more design flexibility

compared to other three PLDs. But their disadvantage is that the turnaround time from

design to prototype is several weeks, although GA manufacturers have started offering

1–2 day turnaro unds. The disadvant age of the othe r three PLDs is their design

inflex ibilit y, sinc e only two-leve l AND –OR reali zations are possi ble.

Sever al devi ces that com bine the featur es of GA flexib ility and progr ammab ility

are now being offered . These devices are esse ntially PLDs with enhanc ed architec-

tur es, som e depar ting comple tely from the AND –OR structure and som e enhancing

the AN D–OR structure with additional progr ammab le logic bloc ks (macr o cells).

We will collectivel y call all such devi ces field progr ammab le GAs (FP GA).

Th ere are two basic cat egories of FPGAs on the market today: SRAM- based and

Antif use-base d FPGAs. Xilinx, Alte ra, and AT&T are the leading manufac turers in

terms of numb er of users of SRAM- based FPGA s. Actel , Quickl ogic, Cyp ress,

and Xilinx offer antifuse- based FPGA s. We now provi de a brief descr iption of

one FPGA .

Xil inx SR AM-Ba sed FPGAS . This sectio n is extracted from Xilinx SRAM-bas ed

FPGA Data Sheet s at http: == www .xilinx.com =appnotes =FPGA _NSREC98 .pdf
The basic structure of Xilinx FPGAs is array based, with each chip comprising of a

two-dimensional array of logic blocks that can be interconnected via horizontal and

vertical routing channels. Xilinx introduced the first FPGA family (XC2000 series), in

about 19 85 and now offers thr ee more generations : XC3000 , XC4000 , and XC5000 .

Xilin x has recently introdu ced an FPGA family based on antifu ses (XC8 100).

Th e Xilinx 4000 family devi ces range in capacity from about 2,000 to mor e than

15,00 0 equi valent gate s. The XC4000 featur es a configur able logic bloc k (CLB)

that is based on look-up tables (LUTs). An LUT is a small 1-bit wide memor y array,

whe re the address lines for the memor y are inputs of the logic block, and the 1-bit

outpu t from the memory is the LUT outpu t. An LUT with K inputs would then
corr espond to a 2K 3 1-bit memor y, and can realize any logi c functi on of its K
input s by program ming the logic functi on’s truth table directly into the memor y.

Th e XC4000 CLB contain s thr ee separat e LUTs, in the confi guration show n in

Figur e 4.58. There are two 4 input LUTS that are fed by CLB inputs, and the third

LUT can be used in combina tion with the other two. Th is arrangem ent allow s the

CLB to imp lement a wide range of logic functions of up to nine inputs, two separ ate

funct ions of four inputs or othe r possi bilities.

Each CLB also cont ains two flip-fl ops. To ward the goal of providi ng high-dens ity

devi ces that suppor t the integr ation of entire systems, the XC4000 chip s have

‘‘s ystem-orient ed’’ featur es. For instanc e, each CLB cont ains circui try that allows

it to efficiently perform arithmetic (i.e., a circuit that can implement a fast carry

operation for adder-like circuits) and also the LUTs in a CLB can be configured as
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read =wr ite RAM cells. A new vers ion of this family, the 4000E, has the addi tional

feature that the RAM can be config ured as a dual port RAM wi th a single wr ite and

two read ports. In the 4000E, RAM block s can be synchronous RAM. Also, each

XC4000 chip include s very wide AND-planes around the peri phery of the logi c block

array to facil itate imple menting circui t blocks such as wide decoders.

The XC4000 interconnec t is arranged in horizontal and v ertical channe ls. Each

channel contain s som e numb er of short wire segments that span a single CLB,

longer segment s that span tw o CLBs, and very long segment s that span the entire

length or width of the chip . Progr ammab le swit ches are avai lable to connec t the

inputs and outputs of the CLBs to the wire segment s, or to connec t one wire

segment to anot her. A small section of a rout ing channel repr esentativ e of an

XC4000 devi ce is shown in Figur e 4.59. The fig ure shows o nly the wire segments

in a h orizontal channe l, and does not show the vertical routing channels , the CLB

inputs and outpu ts, or the routing switches . The sign als must pass through swit ches

to reach one CLB from anot her, and the total number of swit ches traversed depends

on the particula r set of wire segm ents used. Thus, speed -performa nce of an imple -

mented circui t depend s in part on how the wire segment s are alloca ted to indivi dual

signals by CAD tools.

It should be noted that the cir cuits desig ned usin g PLDs are in gener al slower

than custom -designe d ICs. They also do not use the silicon area on the chip very

efficientl y and hence tend to be les s dense than their custom desi gned count erparts.

Neverthel ess, these designs are mor e cost-ef fective for low-vo lume applications.

As with any IC techno logy, new er PLDs are continua lly being introdu ced by IC

manufac turers. Their architect ure and char acterist ics also vary. Because of the rapid
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rate of introduction of new devi ces, any descrip tion of these devi ces becomes

obsol ete by the time it is publishe d in a book. As such, it is imperative that the

desi gner consult the manufac turer’s man uals for the mos t up-to-da te inf ormation.

Th e periodi cals listed in the refere nces section should also b e consult ed for new IC

announc eme nts.

4.12 SUM MARY

The analysis and design of synchronous sequential circuits described in this chapter are

given as an overview of the subject. The reader is referred to the logic design texts listed

at the end of this chapter for further details on these topics and also on asynchronous

circuit analysis and design. IC manufacturer catalogs are important sources of infor-

mation for logic designers, although the detailed electrical characteristics given in these

catalogs are not required for the purposes of this book. Register transfer logic concepts

described in this chapter will be used extensively in Chapters 5 and 6 in the logical

design of a simple computer. Chapter 13 on embedded systems expands on the

programmable logic design concepts introduced in this chapter.
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PROBLEMS

4.1 You are given a D flip-flop. Design the circuitry around it to convert it into a

a. T flip-flop

b. SR flip-flop

c. JK flip-flop

Hint: A flip-flop is a sequential circuit. Start the design with the state table of the

required flip-flop. Use a D flip-flop in the design.

4.2 A set-dominate flip-flop is similar to an SR flip-flops, except that an input

S¼R¼ 1 will result in setting the flip-flop. Draw the state table and excitation

table for the flip-flop.

4.3 Shown below is a 3-bit counter made up of negative edge-triggered JK flip-flops.

Draw the timing diagram for outputsQA,QB, andQC in respect with the clock input.

1

Clock

1 1

J J JQ

K K K

Q Q

Q� Q� Q�

QA QB QC
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4.4 For the following circuit, derive the state table. Use the assignments

Y1Y2: 00¼A, 01¼B, 10¼C, 11¼D.

Z

Y2
Y1

T
X

Clock

Q QD

Q�Q�

4.5 For the following circuit,

a. Complete the timing diagram starting with Y1Y2¼ 00 (at time¼ 0).

b. Derive excitation tables.

c. Derive the state table, using Y1Y2: 00¼D, 01¼C, 10¼B, and 11¼A.
Assume that the flip-flops are triggered by the raising edge of the clock.

Z

Y2

Y2

Y1

Y1

DTX

Clock

X

T

D

Z

QQ

Q�Q�
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4.6 The circuit shown below gave an output sequence of Z¼ 10011111 for an input

sequence X¼ 11101010. What was Q starting state?

Clock

J

K

Z X

Q

Q�

4.7 Construct state diagram for sequence detectors that can detect the following

sequences:

a. 10010 (sequences may overlap)

b. 10010 (overlap not allowed)

c. 1011 or 1001 (overlap allowed)

d. 1011 or 1001 (overlap not allowed)

4.8 Implement the state diagrams from Problem 4.7 using JK flip-flops.

4.9 Design the circuit for a newspaper vending machine. Each item costs 40 cents.

The machine accepts nickels, dimes, and quarters. Assume a coin sorter that

accepts coins and provides three signals, one for each of the three types of coins.

Assume that the signals on these three lines are separated far enough so that the

other circuits can make a state transition between pulses received on any two of

these lines. Correct change must be released. The sequential circuit must generate

signals to release correct change (one signal for each type of coin) and the news

paper. Use JK flip-flops in your design.

4.10 There are two 4-bit registers A and B, built out of JK flip-flops. There is a control

signal C. The following operations are needed:

If C¼ 0, set the content of B to 1.

If C¼ 1, send the content of A to B
Draw the circuit to perform these functions

a. in parallel mode

b. in serial mode

4.11 Design the circuit in Problem 4.10a to send Aþ 1 to B when C¼ 1.

4.12 There are three 2-bit registers A, B, and C. Design the logic to perform:

XOR: C  A � B

NAND: C  (AB)0

XOR and NAND are control signals. Each bit in the register is a D flip-flop.

4.13 In your design in Problem 4.12, what happens if both the control signals are at 0

and a clock pulse comes along? Redesign the circuit (if necessary) to prevent the

clearing of register C under the above conditions. (Hint: Feed the output of C to

its input). What type of flip-flop should C be made of?

4.14 Implement the circuit of Problem 4.13 using appropriate multiplexers.
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4.15 A 2-bit counter C controls the register transfers shown here:

C ¼ 0:B A ^ B C ¼ 2:B 1

C ¼ 1:B A _ B C ¼ 3:B A� B

A and B are 2-bit registers. Draw the circuit. Use 4-to-1 multiplexers in your

design. Show the details of register B.

4.16 Draw a bus structure to perform the operations in Problem 4.15.

4.17 Connect four 5-bit registers A, B, C, and D using a bus structure capable of

performing the following:

C0:B A0 C4:B A ^ C

C1:D A _ B C5:B C0 _ D

C2:A Bþ D C6:D B

C3:C Aþ C0 C7:A B0 ^ D

C0 through C7 are control signals. Use a 3-bit counter and a decoder to generate

those signals. Assume tristate output for each register.

4.18 Assume regular outputs for each register in Problem 4.17. How many OR gates

are needed to implement the bus structure?

4.19 Design a 4-bit serial in=parallel out shift register using TTL 7474 D flip-flops.

Include a RESET control input so that all bits are set to 0 when RESET is high.

4.20 TTL 74174 is a 6-bit parallel in=parallel out register that has six inputs D0–D5 and

six outputs Q0–Q5. Show how to connect TTL 74174 so that it operates as a serial

shift register where serial data enters D0 and outputs at Q5.

4.21 Use your design in Problem 4.20 to build an 18-bit shift register with three TTL

74174.

4.22 TTL 74194 is a 4-bit universal shift register. Show how to connect TTL 74194 to

left shift the input discarding the leftmost bit and setting the rightmost bit to 0.

4.23 Show how to connect TTL 74194 to right circulate the input.

4.24 Design a 4-bit serial binary adder using three 4-bit shift registers, one full adder,

and a D flip-flop. Two unsigned numbers are stored in two of the shift registers,

A and B. Bits are added one pair at a time sequentially starting with the least

significant bits. The carry out of the full adder is transferred to the D flip-flop

which output is used as an input carry for the next pair of bits. The sum bit from

the S output of the full adder is transferred into the third shift register C.
4.25 Repeat Problem 4.24 using only two 4-bit registers by shifting the sum into

A while the bits of A are shifted out.
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CHAPTER 5

A Simple Computer: Organization
and Programming

The purpos e of this chapter is to introdu ce the ter minology and basic functi ons of a

simple but complete com puter, mainl y from a program mer’s (user’s ) point of view.

We call the simple hypot hetical compu ter ASC (A Simple Computer ). Although

ASC appea rs very primitive in com parison with any com mercial ly availa ble

machin e, it s organ ization reflec ts the basi c stru cture of the mos t com plex mode rn

compute r. The instruction set is limit ed but complete enough to write powerf ul

program s. Assem bly language programmi ng and understand ing of assembly pro-

cess are a must for a system designer . We will not outline the trade-off s involved in

selecting the arch itectura l featur es of a machine in this chapter . Subsequ ent chapter s

of this book, however , deal with such trad eoffs. Th e deta iled hardwar e d esign of

ASC is provided in Chapter 6. Chapters 7 throu gh 15 examin e selected arch itectura l

attribut es of com mercial ly availa ble compute r system s.

5.1 A SIMPLE COMPU TER

Figure 5.1 show s the hardware com ponents of ASC. We will assum e that ASC is a

16-bit machin e; hence the unit of data manipulat ed by and transferred between

various registers of the machin e is 16 bits long. Re call that a regist er is a storage

device capable of holding certain number of bits. Each bit correspo nds to a flip-flop.

The data bits written (loaded) into the register remai n in the regist er until new data

are loaded, as long as the power is on. The data in a regi ster can be read and

transferr ed to other registers . The read operation does not change the content of the

register.

Figure 5.2 show s the model of a rando m-access memor y (R AM) used as the

main memor y of ASC. Other type s of memor y system s are describ ed in Chapter 9.

In a RAM, any addressable location in the memory can be accessed in a random

manner. That is, the process of reading from and writing into a location in a RAM is

the same and consumes an equal amount of time, no matter where the location is
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physical ly in the memor y. The two type s of RAM availa ble are read =write memory
(RWM ) and read-onl y memor y (ROM).

The mos t com mon type o f main memory is the RWM, whose mode l is show n in

Figure 5.2. In an RW M, each memor y register or memor y location has an

‘‘addre ss’’ associa ted with it. Data are input into (wri tten int o) and outpu t from

(read from) a memor y location by acce ssing the location using its ‘‘address.’ ’ The

memory address regist er (MAR) stores such an addre ss. With n bit in the MA R,

2n locations can be addressed, and they are numb ered from 0 through 2 n� 1.

Transfer of data in and out of memor y is usually in terms of a set of bits known

as a memory word. Each of the 2n words in the memory h as m bit. Thus, this is a
(2 n 3 m)-bit memor y. This is a com mon nota tion used to describ e RAMs . In

general , an ( N 3 M ) unit memor y contain s N wor ds of M units each. A ‘‘unit’’ is
either a bit, a byte (8 bit), or a word of certai n numb er of bits. A memor y buff er

register (MBR) is used to store the data to be writ ten into or read from a memory

word. To read the memor y, the addre ss of the memor y word to be read from is

provided in MAR and the read signal is set to 1. A copy of the cont ents of the

addresse d memor y wor d is then brough t by the memor y logi c into the MBR. The

content of the memory word is thus not altered by a read operation. To write a word

into the memor y, the data to be written are p laced in MBR by exte rnal logic; the

address of the location into which the data are to be writte n is placed in MA R; and

the write sign al is set to 1. The memory logic then transf ers the MBR content into

the addresse d memory location. The content of the memory word is thus altered

during a wr ite opera tion.

A memor y word is defined as the most often acce ssed unit of data. The typical

word sizes used in memor y organ izations of comme rcially avai lable machin es are

6, 16, 32, 36, and 64 bit. In addition to addre ssing a memor y word, it is possi ble to

address a portion of it (e.g., half-wor d, quarter -word) or a multiple of it (e.g., doubl e

word, quad word), depend ing on the memory organ ization. In a ‘‘byte-address-

able,’’ memory, for example, an address is associated with each byte (8 bit per byte)

in the memory, and a memory word consists of one or more bytes.

The literature routinely uses the acronym RAM to mean RWM. We follow this

popular practice and use RWM only when the context requires us to be more specific.

We have included MAR and MBR as components of the memory system in this

model. In practice, these registers may not be located in the memory subsystem, but

other registers in the system may serve the functions of these registers.

ROM is also a RAM, except that data can only be read from it. Data are usually

written into a ROM either by the memory manufacturer or by the user in an off-line

mode; that is, by special devices that can write (burn) the data pattern into the ROM.

A ROM is also used as main memory and contains data and programs that are not

usually altered in real time during the syst em opera tion. Cha pter 9 provi des further

description of ROM and other memory systems.

With a 16-bit address we can address 216 (i.e., 263 210¼ 643 1024) 64K
memory words, where K¼ 210 or 1024. For ASC we will assume a memory with

64K, 16-bit words. A 16-bit long MAR is thus required. The MBR is also 16-bit

long. MAR stores the address of a memory location to be accessed, and MBR

receives the data from the memory word during a memory-read operation and
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retai ns the data to be written into a memory word duri ng a memor y-wri te opera tion.

Th ese two registers are n ot normally accessib le by the programme r.

ASC is a stored-prog ram machin e. That is, progr ams are stored in the memor y.

Dur ing the execu tion of the program, each instruction from the stored progr am is

first fetche d from the memor y into the control unit and then the operations called for

by the instru ction are perf ormed (i.e., the instruction is execute d). Two special
regist ers are used for perform ing fetch–e xecute opera tions: a progra m count er (PC)
and an instruc tion register (IR). The PC cont ains the addre ss of the instru ction to be
fetched from the memory and is usually increment ed by the control unit to point to

the next instru ction addre ss at the end of an instru ction fetch. The instruction is

fetched into IR. Th e circuitry connec ted to IR decodes the instru ction and gener ates

appro priate control signals to p erform the operatio ns called for by the instru ction.

PC and IR are both 16-bit long in ASC.

Th ere is a 16 -bit accumul ator regist er (ACC) used in all arithmet ic and

logic operation s. As the name implies , it accumul ates the resu lt of arithmeti c

and logic operations.

Th ere are three inde x regist ers (INDE X 1, 2, and 3) in ASC that are used in
man ipulation of addre sses. We will disc uss the functi on of these registers later in

this chapter .

Th ere is a 5-bi t processor status regi ster (PSR ) whose b its represe nt carry (C),
negat ive (N ), zero (Z), overflo w (V), and interr upt enabl e (I) condi tions. If an

opera tion in the arithmet ic=logic unit resu lts in a carry from the mos t sign ificant

bit of the accumulator, then the carry bit is set. Negative and zero bits indicate the

status of the accumulator after each operation that involves the accumulator. The

interrupt-enable flag indicates that the processor can accept an interrupt. Interrupts

are discussed in Chapter 7. Th e overflo w b it is provi ded to comple te the PSR

illustration but is not used further in this chapter.

A console is needed to permit operator interaction with the machine. ASC

console permits the operator to examine and change the contents of memory

locations and initialize the program counter. Power ON=OFF and START=STOP
controls are also on the console. The console has a set of 16 switches through which

a 16-bit data word can be entered into ASC memory. There are 16 lights (monitors)

that can display 16-bit data from either a memory location or a specified register. To

execute a program, the operator first loads the programs and data into the memory,

then sets the PC contents to the address of the first instruction in the program and

STARTs the machine. The concept of a console is probably old-fashioned, since

most of the modern machines are designed to use one of the I=O devices (such as a

terminal) as the system console. A console is necessary during the debugging phase

of the computer design process. We have included a console to simplify the

discussion of program loading and execution concepts.

During the execution of the program, additional data input (or output) is done

through an input (or output) device. For simplicity, we assume that there is one

input device that can transfer a 16-bit data word into the ACC and one output device

that can transfer the 16-bit content of the ACC to an output medium. It could very

well be that the keyboard of a terminal is the input device and its display is the
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output device. Note that the data in the ACC are not altered due to the output, but an

input operation replaces the original ACC content with the new data.

5.1.1 Data Format

ASC memory is an array of up to 64K 16-bit words. Each of these 16-bit words will

be either an instruction or a 16-bit unit of data. The exact interpretation depends on

the context in which the machine accesses a particular memory word. The pro-

grammer should be aware (at least at the assembly and machine-language program-

ming levels) of the data and program segments in the memory and should make

certain that a data word is not accessed during a phase in which the processor is

accessing an instruction and vice versa.

Only fixed-point (integer) arithmetic is allowed on ASC. Figure 5.3a shows the

data format: the most significant bit is the sign bit followed by 15 magnitude bits.

Since ASC uses 2s complement representation, the sign and magnitude bits are

(a) Data format

0+20

−20

0

0 0 1 4 Hexadecimal
notation

Data wordDecimal

MagnitudeSign

Bit number015

Hexadecimal
notation

(2s complement of 20)

F F E C

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0

(b) Instruction format

Indirect
flag

Index
flag

Opcode
extension bit

0 Bit position

AddressOpcode

0

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7

Figure 5.3 ASC data and instruction formats.
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treat ed alike in all computa tions. Note als o the four-digit hexade cimal notation used

to repr esent the 16-bit data wor d. We use this notation to denot e a 16-bit quant ity,

irresp ective of whethe r it is data or an instru ction.

5.1. 2 Instr uction For mat

Each instru ction in an ASC program occupies a 16-bit word. An instru ction

wor d has four fields , as shown in Figur e 5.3b. Bits 15 through 11 of the instruc-

tion word are used for the opera tion code (opco de). The opcode is a uniqu e bit
patter n that encodes a primitive opera tion the compute r can perform . Thus, ASC

can have a total of 25¼ 32 instru ctions. We use an instruction set with only

16 instructions for simplic ity in this book. The opcode s for these 16 instru ctions

occupy bits 15 through 12, and bit 11 is set to 0. If the instru ction set were to be

expand ed beyond the current set of 16, the opcodes for the new instructions would

have a 1 in bit 11. Bit 10 of the instruction word is the indirect flag. This bit will be
set to 1 if indire ct addre ssing is used; othe rwise it is set to 0. Bits 9 and 8 of the

instru ction word select one of the three inde x registers whe n indexed addressi ng is

cal led for or if the instru ction manipulat es an index register:

Bit 9 Bit 8 Index Register Selected

0 0 None
0 1  1
1 0  2
1 1  3

Bits 7 through 0 are used to repr esent the memor y address in those instru ctions that

ref er to memory. If the instru ction does not ref er to memory, the indirect, inde x, and

memor y addre ss fields are not used; the opcode field repr esents the complete

instruction.

With only 8 bits in the address representation, ASC can directly address only

28¼ 256 memory locations. That means the program and data must always be in the

first 256 locations of the memory. Indexed and indirect addressing modes are used

to extend the addressing range to 64K. Thus ASC has direct, indirect, and indexed

addressing modes. When both indirect and indexed addressing mode fields are used,

the addressing mode can be interpreted either as indexed-indirect (preindexed

indirect) or as indirect-indexed (postindexed indirect). We assume that ASC allows

only the indexed-indirect mode. We will describe the addressing modes further after

the description of the instruction set that follows.

5.1.3 Instruction Set

Table 5.1 lists the com plete instruction set of ASC. Colum n 2 show s the most

significant four bits of the opcode in hexadecimal form. The fifth bit being 0 is not

shown. Each opcode is also identified by a symbolic name, or mnemonic, shown in

column 1.
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We add one more construc t to our HDL (hardware descrip tion lang uage)

describ ed in Cha pter 4. Th e memory is designed as M. A memor y read operation

is shown as

MBR M MAR½ �:
and a memory write operation is shown as

M MAR½ �  MBR:

The operand within the [ ] can be

1. A register; the content of the register is a memory address.
2. A symbolic address; the symbolic address will eventually be associated with an

absolute address.
3. An absolute address.

Thus,

ACC M 27½ �:
M 28½ �  ACC:

IR M Z1½ �: and
M Z1½ �  ACC: (Z1 is a symbolic address:)

Table 5.1 ASC Instruction Set

Mnemonic Opcodea (Hexadecimal) Description

HLT 0 Halt
LDA 1 ACC M[MEM]b

STA 2 M[MEM] ACC
ADD 3 ACC ACC þ M[MEM]
TCA 4 ACC ACC0 þ 1 (2s complement)
BRU 5 Branch unconditional
BIP 6 Branch if ACC > 0
BIN 7 Branch if ACC < 0
RWD 8 Read a word into ACC
WWD 9 Write a word from ACC
SHL A Shift left ACC once
SHR B Shift right ACC once
LDX C INDEX M[MEM]
STX D M[MEM] INDEX
TIX E Test index increment

INDEX INDEX þ 1
Branch if INDEX¼ 0

TDX F Test index decrement
INDEX INDEX � 1
Branch if INDEX 6¼ 0

a Most significant 4 bit of opcode only. Bit 11 is 0.
b MEM refers to a memory word; i.e., the symbolic address of a memory word.

M[MEM] refers to the contents of the memory word MEM when used as a source
and to the memory word when used as a destination. INDEX refers to one of the
three index registers.
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are all valid data transfers. Further,

ACC Z1:

implies that the absolute address value corresponding to Z1 is transferred to ACC.

Thus,

Z1 ACC:

is not valid.

The ASC instruction set consists of the following three classes of instructions:

1. Zero address (TCA, HLT, SHL, and SHR).

2. One address (LDA, STA, ADD, BRU, BIP, BIN LDX, STX, TIX, and TDX).

3. Input=output (RWD, WWD).

A description of instructions and their representation follows. In this description,

hexadecimal numbers are distinguished from decimal numbers with a preceding

‘‘#H.’’

Zero-Address Instructions. In this class of instructions, the opcode represents the

complete instruction. The operand (if needed) is implied to be in the ACC. The

address field, the index flag and the indirect flag are not used.

Opcode -  -- --------

A description of each instruction follows:

HLT Stop Halt

The HLT instruction indicates the logical end of a program and hence stops the

machine from fetching the next instruction (if any).

TCA ACC  ACC0 þ one 2s complement accumulator

TCA complements each bit of the ACC to produce the 1s complement and then a 1

is added to produce the 2s complement. The 2s complement of the ACC is stored

back into the ACC.

SHL ACC15�1 ACC14�0 Shift left

ACC0  0

The SHL instruction shifts the contents of the ACC 1 bit to the left and fills a 0 into

the least significant bit of the ACC.

SHR ACC14�0 ACC15�1 Shift right

ACC15  ACC15
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The SHR instruction shifts the contents of the ACC 1 bit to the right and the most

significant bit of the ACC remains unchanged. The contents of the last significant

bit position are lost.

One-Address Instructions. These instructions use all 16 bit of an instruction word.

In the following, MEM is a symbolic address of an arbitrary memory location. An

absolute address is the physical address of a memory location, expressed as a

numeric quantity. A symbolic address is mapped to an absolute address when an

assembly language problem is translated into machine language. The description

assumes a direct addressing mode in which MEM is the effective address (the

address of the operand). The 8-bit address is usually modified by the indirect and

index operations to generate the effective address of a memory operand for each of

these instructions.

XXXXXXXXOpcode X XX

The description of one-address instructions follows:

LDA MEM ACC  M[MEM]. Load accumulator

LDA loads the ACC with the contents of the memory location (MEM) specified.

Contents of MEM are not changed, but the contents of the ACC before the

execution of this instruction are replaced by the contents of MEM.

STA MEM M[MEM]  ACC. Store accumulator

STA stores the contents of the ACC into the specified memory location. ACC

contents are not altered.

ADD MEM ACC  M[MEM]. Add

ADD adds the contents of the memory location specified to the contents of the

ACC. Memory contents are not altered.

BRU MEM PC  MEM. Branch unconditional

BRU transfers the program control to the address MEM. That is, the next instruction

to be executed is at MEM.

BIP MEM IF ACC > 0 THEN
Branch if ACC is positive

PC  MEM

The BIP instruction tests the N and Z bits of PSR. If both of them are 0, then the

program execution resumes at the address (MEM) specified; if not, execution

continues with the next instruction in sequence. Since the PC must contain the
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address of the instruction to be executed next, the branching operation corresponds

to transferring the address into PC.

BIN MEM IF ACC<0 THEN PC MEM. Branch if accumulator negative

The BIN instruction tests the N bit of PSR; if it is 1, program execution resumes at

the address specified; if not, the execution continues with the next instruction in

sequence.

LDX MEM, INDEX INDEX  M[MEM]. Load index register

The LDX loads the index register (specified by INDEX) with the contents of

memory location specified. In the assembly language instruction format, INDEX

will be 1, 2, or 3.

STX MEM, INDEX M[MEM]  INDEX. Score index register

The STX stores a copy of the contents of the index register specified by the index

flag into the memory location specified by the address. The index register contents

remain unchanged.

TIX MEM, INDEX INDEX  INDEX þ 1 Test index

IF INDEX¼ 0 THEN PC  MEM. increment

TIX increments the index register content by 1. Next, it tests the index register

content; if it is 0, the program execution resumes at the address specified; otherwise,

execution continues with the next sequential instruction.

TDX MEM, INDEX INDEX  INDEX � 1 Test index

IF INDEX 6¼ 0 THEN PC  MEM. increment

TDX decrements the index register content by 1. Next it tests the index register

content; if it is not equal to 0, the program execution resumes at the address

specified; otherwise, execution continues with the next sequential instruction.

It is important to note that LDX, STX, TDX, and TIX instructions ‘‘refer’’ to an

index register as one of the operands. Indexed mode of addressing is thus not

possible with these instructions since the index field is used for the index

register reference. Only direct and indirect modes of addressing can be used. For

example:

LDA Z, 3 adds the contents of index register
3 to Z to compute the effective address EA.
Then the contents of memory location EA
are loaded into the ACC. Index register is
not altered

LDX Z, 3 loads the index register 3 from the
contents of memory location Z
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Input =Output Inst ructions. Since ASC has one input and one outpu t devi ce, the
address, inde x, and indire ct fields in the instruction word are not used. Thus, thes e

are also zero-add ress instru ctions.

RWD ACC   Input data . Read a word

RWD instru ction reads a 16-bit word from the input device into the ACC. The

content s of the ACC before RWD are thus lost.

WWD Out put   ACC. Write a word

WWD instru ction writes a 16-bi t wor d from the ACC onto the outpu t device. ACC

content s remai n u naltered.

5.1.4 Addressin g Modes

Address ing modes allow ed by a machine are influe nced by the progr amming

languages and corr espond ing data struct ures that the machin e uses. ASC instruction

format allow s the most common addressing mode s. Various othe r mode s are used in

machin es com mercially available . They are described in Cha pter 8.

ASC addressi ng modes are described here with reference to the load accumulator

(LDA) instruction. Here, Z is assumed to be the symbolic address of the memory

location 10. Fo r each mode , the asse mbly language format is shown first, followed by

the instru ction format encode d in binary (i.e., the machin e language) . The effec tive
address cal culation and the effect of the instru ction are als o illustrate d. Note that the
effective address is the addre ss of the memory wor d whe re the operand is located.

Direct Addres sing.
Instructi on format : LDA Z

00010
�
� 0

�
� 00

�
� 00001010

Effective address: Z o r #HA

Effect: ACC   M[Z].

The effect of this instru ction is illus trated in Figur e 5.4a. We will use hexade cimal

notation to represe nt all data and addre sses in the followi ng diagrams.

Note: content s of register and memor y are shown in hexade cimal.

Indexed Addres sing.
Instructi on format : LDA Z, 2

00010
�
� 0

�
� 10

�
� 00001010

Effective address: Z þ index regist er 2
Effect: ACC   M[Z þ index register 2].

The numb er in the opera nd field after the comma denot es the inde x regist er

used. Assuming that index register 2 contains 3, Figure 5.4b illustrates the effect
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of this instruction. The numbers in circles show the sequence of operations.

Contents of index register 2 are added to Z to derive the effective address Z þ 3.

Contents of location Z þ 3 are then loaded into the accumulator, as shown in

Figure 5.4b.

0011

0005LDA∗Z
Before

Z

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

10

11

Accumulator

After0011

0001

1

2

3

Index register 2 contains 3

0003

3

+Z

Z0011

0005

Accumulator

Before

After

0011

0005
4

3

2

1

Z + 1

Z + 2

Z + 3

Z + 3

9

A

B

C

D

(a) Direct 

(c) Indirect

(b) Indexed

Accumulator Memory

Absolute
address

(hex)

Symbolic
address

Z

9
Before

After

A 0011
0100

0011

B

C

D

Z + 1

Z + 2

Figure 5.4 Addressing modes.
Note: Contents of register and memory are shown in hexadecimal.

(continued)
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Note that the address field of the instruction refers to Z and the contents of the

index register specify an offset from Z. Contents of an index register can be varied

by using LDX, TIX, AND TDX instructions, thereby accessing various memory

consecutive memory locations dynamically, by changing the contents of the index

register. Further, since index registers are 16 bits wide, the effective address can be

16 bits long, thereby extending the memory addressing range to 64K from the range

of 256 locations possible with 8 address bits.

The most common use of indexed addressing mode is in referencing the

elements of an array. The address field in the instruction points to the first element.

Subsequent elements are referenced by incrementing the index register.

Indirect Addressing.
Instruction format: LDA*Z

00010 1 00 0000 1010

(d) Preindexed indirect 

Accumulator

0012

0056

00564

3

1

2

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D 0004

Z

Z + 1

Z + 2

Z + 3
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Index register 2 (contains 3)

3

INDEX
Z

+
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(e) Postindexed indirect

Index register 2 (contains 4)

Z

INDEX
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0056

00053

2

1
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0005
+ 4

0009
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7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

Accumulator

0004

0010

0056

Figure 5.4 (continued)
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Effe ctive addre ss: M[Z]

Effe ct: MA R   M[Z].

ACC   M[M AR].

i.e., ACC   M[M [Z]].

Th e asterisk next to the mne monic denotes the indire ct addressin g mode. In this

mode , the address field points to a locatio n whe re the addre ss of the opera nd can be

found (see Figure 5.4c) .

Since a memory word is 16 bits long, the indirect addressing mode can also be

used to extend the addressing range to 64K. Further, by simply changing the contents

of location Z in the above illustration, we can refer to variousmemory addresses using

the same instruction. This feature is useful, for example, in creating a multiple jump

instruction in which contents of Z are dynamically changed to refer to the appropriate

address to jump to. Themost common use of indirect addressing is in referencing data

elements through pointers. A pointer contains the address of the data to be accessed.
The data access takes place through indirect addressing, using the pointer as the

operand.When data are moved to other locations, it is sufficient to change the pointer

value accordingly, in order to access the data from the new location.

If both indirect and index flags are used, there are two possible modes of

effective address computation, depending on whether indirecting or indexing is

performed first. They are illustrated here.

Indexed-Indirect Addressing (Preindexed-Indirect).
Instruction format: LDA*Z, 2

00010 10 0000 10101

Effective address: M[Z þ index register 2]

Effect: ACC  M[M[Z þ index register 2]].

Indexing is done first, followed by indirect to compute the effective address

whose contents are loaded into the accumulator, as shown in Figure 5.4d.

Indirect-Indexed Addressing (Postindexed-Indirect).
Instruction format: LDA*Z, 2

1 1000010 00001010

Effective address: M[Z] þ index register 2

Effect: ACC  M[M[Z] þ index register 2].

Indirect is performed first, followed by indexing to compute the effective

address whose contents are loaded into the accumulator, as shown in Figure 5.4e.

Note that the instruction formats in the above two modes are identical. ASC

cannot distinguish between these two modes. The indirect flag must be expanded to

2 bits if both of these modes are to be allowed. Instead, we assume that ASC always

performs preindexed-indirect, and postindexed-indirect is not supported.

The above addressing modes are applicable to all single-address instructions.

The only exceptions are the index-reference instructions (LDX, STX, TIX, and

TDX) in which indexing is not permitted.
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Consid er an array of pointer s locate d in conse cutive location s in the memory.

The prei ndexed-i ndirect addressing mode is useful in acce ssing the data eleme nts

since we can first index to a partic ular p ointer in the array and indire ct on that

pointer to acce ss the data ele ment. On the other hand, the postinde xed-indire ct

mode is useful in setting up po inters to an array since we can access the first eleme nt

of the arr ay by indire cting on the pointer and access subse quent elements of the

array by indexing over the pointer value.

5.1.5 Other Addressing Modes

Chapter 8 descr ibes several other addressing modes that are emp loyed in prac tice.

For example, it is convenient sometimes in programming to include data as part of

the instruction. Immediate addressing mode is used in such cases. Immediate

addressing implies that the data are part of the instruction itself. This mode is not

allowed in ASC, but the instruction set can be extended to include instructions

such as load immediate (LDI), add immediate (ADI), etc. In such instructions, the

opcode field will contain a 5-bit opcode, and the remaining 11 bits will contain

the data. For instance,

LDI 10 would imply loading 10 into ACC, and

ADI 20 would imply adding 20 to the ACC.

Since ASC does not permit this addressing mode, the ASC assembler is

designed to accept the so-called literal addressing mode, which simulates the

immediate addressing mode on ASC. Refer to the following section for further

details.

5.1.6 Addressing Limitations

As discussed earlier, ASC instruction format restricts the direct-addressing range to

the first 256 locations in the memory. Thus, if the program and data can fit into

locations 0 through 255, no programming difficulties are encountered. If this is not

possible, the following programming alternatives can be used:

1. The program resides in the first 256 locations, and the data resides in higher-

addressed locations in the memory. In this case, all instruction addresses can be

represented by the 8-bit address field. Since data references require an address

field longer than 8 bit, all data references are handled using indexed and indirect

addressing modes. For example, the data location 300 can be loaded into the ACC

by either of the following instructions:

a. LDA 0,2 assuming that index register 2 contains 300.

b. LDA* 0 assuming that location 0 in the memory contains 300.

2. Data reside in the first 256 locations, and the program resides beyond location

255. In this case, all data reference instructions (such as LDA, STA, etc.) can use

direct, indirect, and=or indexed modes, but all other memory reference instruc-

tions (such as BRU, BIP, BIN) must use indexed and=or indirect modes.

3. If the program and data both reside beyond location 255, all memory reference

instructions must be indirect and=or indexed.
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Recall that the index reference instructions can use only the direct and indirect

modes of addressing.

5.1.7 Machine Language Programming

It is possible to write a program for ASC using absolute addresses (actual physical

memory addresses) and opcodes only, since the instruction set and instruction and

data formats are now known. Such programs are called machine language pro-
grams. They need not be further translated for the hardware to interpret them since

they are already in binary form. Programming at this level is tedious, however.

A program in ASC machine language to add two numbers and store the sum in a

third location is shown below:

0001 0000 0000 1000
0011 0000 0000 1001
0001 0000 0000 1000

Can you decode these instructions and determine what the program is doing?

Modern-day computers are seldom programmed at this level. All programs must

be at this level, however, before execution of the program can begin. Translators

(assemblers and compilers) are used in converting programs written in assembly

and high-level languages into this machine language. We will discuss a hypothetical

assembler for ASC assembly language in the next section.

5.2 ASC ASSEMBLER

An assembler that translates ASC assembly language program into machine lan-

guage programs is available. We will provide details of the language as accepted by

this assembler and outline the assembly process in this section.

An assembly language program consists of a sequence of statements (instructions)

coded in mnemonics and symbolic addresses. Each statement consists of four fields:

label, operation (mnemonic), operand, and comments, as shown in Figure 5.5.

Label

Consists of alphabetic
 and numeric
 characters

Comprises three-
 character standard
 symbolic opcodes

Consists of absolute
 and symbolic
 addresses

Starts with a “.”
Assembler ignores it

1Optional field

Mnemonic Operand Comments1

First character must be
 alphabetic

An “∗’’ as first charac-
 ter denotes that
 complete statement
 is a comment

An “∗’’ as fourth
 character signifies
 indirect addressing

Index register desig-
 nations following a
 “,’’

Figure 5.5 Assembly language statement format.
Note: A space (partition) is required between label and mnemonic fields and between
mnemonic and operand fields.
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The label is a symbolic name denoting the memory location where the instruction

itself is located. It is not necessary to provide a label for each statement. Only those

statements that are referenced from elsewhere in the program need labels. When

provided, the label is a set of alphabetic and numeric characters, the first of which

must be an alphabetic character. The mnemonic field contains the instructions

mnemonic. A ‘‘*’’ following the instruction mnemonic denotes indirect addressing.

The operand field consists of symbolic addresses, absolute addresses, and index

register designations. Typical operands are shown in Figure 5.6.

The comments fields start with a ‘‘.’’. This optional field consists only of

comments by the programmer. It does not affect the instruction in any way and is

ignored by the assembler. An ‘‘*’’ as the first character in the label field designates

that the complete statement is a comment.

Each instruction in an assembly language program can be classified as either

an executable instruction or an assembler directive (or a pseudoinstruction). Each of
the 16 instructions in ASC instruction set is an executable instruction. The assem-

bler generates a machine language instruction corresponding to each such instruc-

tion in the program. A pseudoinstruction is a directive to the assembler. This

instruction is used to control the assembly process, to reserve memory locations,

and to establish constants required by the program. The pseudo-instructions when

assembled do not generate machine language instructions and as such are not

executable. Care must be taken by the assembly language programmer to partition

the program such that an assembler directive is not in the execution sequence.

A description of ASC pseudo-instructions follows:

ORG Address Origin

The function of ORG directive is to provide the assembler the memory address

where the next instruction is to be located. ORG is usually the first instruction in the

Operand

25 Decimal 25 (by default)
#H25 Hexadecimal 25
#O25 Octal 25
#B1001 Binary 1001
Z Symbolic address Z
Z, 1 Z indexed with index register 1
Z + 4 Four locations after Z
Z + 4, 1 Address Z + 4 indexed with register 1
Z − 4 Address Z − 4 (four locations before Z)
Z − P Z and P are symbolic addresses;
 Z − P yields an absolute address;
 Z must be at a higher physical address
    than P for Z − P value to be positive.

Description

7 Z − 4
Z − 3
Z − 2
Z − 1

Z
Z + 1
Z + 2
Z + 3

8
9
A
B
C
D
E

Absolute
address

Symbolic
address

Memory

Figure 5.6 ASC operands.
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program. Then the operand field of ORG provides the starting address (i.e., the

address where the first instruction in the program is located). If the first instruction

in the program is not ORG, the assembler defaults to a starting address of 0. There

can be more than one ORG directive in a program.

END Address Physical end

END indicates the physical end of the program and is the last statement in a

program. The operand field of the END normally contains the label of the first

executable statement in the program.

EQU Equate

EQU provides a means of giving multiple symbolic names to memory locations, as

shown by the following example:

Example 5.1

A EQU B A is another name for B. (B must already be defined.)

A EQU B þ 5 A is the name of location B þ 5.

A EQU 10 A is the name of the absolute address 10.

BSS Block storage starting

BSS is used to reserve blocks of storage locations for intermediate or final results

Example 5.2

Z BSS Reserves five locations,
the first of which is
named Z.

5
Z
Z+1
Z+2
Z+3
Z+4

The operand field always designates the number of locations to be reserved.

Contents of these reserved locations are not defined.

BSS Block storage constants

BSC provides a means of storing constants in memory locations in addition to

reserving those locations. The operand field consists of one or more operands

(separate by a ‘‘,’’). Each operand requires one memory word.
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Example 5.3

Z BSC 5 Reserves one location named Z containing a 5.

P BSC 5, �6, 7 Reserves three locations: P containing 5, P þ 1

containing �6 and P þ 2 containing 7.

Literal Addressing Mode. It is convenient for the programmer to be able to define

constants (data) as a part of the instruction. This feature also makes an assembly

language program more readable. Literal addressing mode enables this. A literal is a

constant preceded by an ‘‘¼ ’’. For example,

LDA ¼ 2

implies loading a constant 2 (decimal) into the accumulator, and

ADD ¼ #H10

implies adding a #H10 to the accumulator. ASC assembler recognizes such literals,

reserves an available memory location for the constant in the address field, and

substitutes the address of the memory location into the instruction.

We will now provide some assembly language programs as examples.

Example 5.4

Figure 5.7 shows a program to add three numbers located at A, B, and C and save

the result at D. The program is ORiGined to location 10. Note how the HLT

Program to add three numbers

BEGIN

ORG

LDA

ADD

ADD

STA

HLT

BSC

BSC

BSC

BSS

END

10

A

B

C

D

5

7

−3
1

BEGIN

A

B

C

D

∗

Figure 5.7 Program to add three numbers.
Note: BEGIN points to the first executable instruction in the program, and the operand
of the END instruction is BEGIN.
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sta tement separates the program logic from the data block A, B, and C are defined

usin g BSC statemen ts, and one location is reserve d for D using a BSS.

Exam ple 5.5

Figur e 5.8 shows a program to accum ulate fiv e n umbers stored starting at location X

in memory and store the result at Z. Here, index regist er 1 is first set to 4 so as to

point to the last number in the bloc k (i.e., at X þ 4). The ACC is set to 0. TDX is
used to access numb ers one at a time from the last to first and to terminat e the loop

after all the n umbers are accum ulated.

Exam ple 5.6

Divis ion can be tre ated as the repe ated subtrac tion of the divisor from the divided

until a zero or negativ e resu lt is obta ined. Th e quotient is equal to the maximum

numb er of times the subtrac tion can be performed witho ut yieldi ng a negativ e

resu lt. Figure 5.9 show s the division routine .

Th e generation of the obje ct code from the assembly lang uage program s is

descr ibed in the fol lowing sectio n.

5.2. 1 Assem bly Proce ss

Th e major functi ons of the asse mbler program are (1) to gener ate an addre ss for

each sym bolic name in the program and (2) to generate the bina ry equival ent of

each assembly instru ction. Th e asse mbly proce ss is usual ly carried out in two scans

over the sourc e program . Each of thes e scans is called a pass and the assembl er is

cal led a two-p ass a ssembler . The first pass is used for alloca ting a memory location

for each sym bolic nam e used in the program ; during the secon d pass, references to

thes e sym bolic nam es are reso lved. If the restrictio n is mad e that each sym bol must

be defined before it can be referenced, one pass will suffice.

A program to accumulate the values of
five numbers located at x

 ORG 0

START LDX =4,1

 LDA =0 .Zero accumulator
LOOP ADD X,1 .ADD loop
 TDX LOOP,1

 ADD X .ADD the remaining value
 STA Z .Store the result in Z
 HLT

X BSC 5,35,26,−7,4
Z BSS 1

 END START

∗
∗

Figure 5.8 Program to accumulate a block of numbers.
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Details of the ASC two-pa ss assembler are given in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. The

assembler uses a counter known as location counter (LC) to keep track of the
memory locations used. If the first instru ction in the program is ORG , the operand

field of ORG defines the initial value of LC; otherwis e, LC is set to 0. LC is

increment ed appropri ately during the asse mbly proce ss. Con tent of LC at any time

is the addre ss of the next available memory location.

The assembler p erforms the followi ng tas ks duri ng the first pass:

1. Enters labels into a symbol table along with the LC value as the address of the

label

2. Validates mnemonics

3. Interprets pseudo-instructions completely

4. Manages the location counter

0001   ∗ SOURCE PROGRAM 
0002   ∗   . A DIVISION ALGORITHM FOR ASC
        
0003   ∗   . A AND B ARE NON-
        NEGATIVE INTEGERS
0004    ORG 0
0005 0000 8000 BEGIN RWD  . READ A
0006 0001 201E  STA A
0007 0002 6004  BIP NEXT
0008 0003 501B  BRU OUT . IF A=0, QUOTIENT=0
0009 0004 8000 NEXT RWD  . READ B
000A 0005 201F  STA B
000B 0006 6008  BIP INIT
000C 0007 501B  BRU OUT . IF B=0, THEN BY DEFN QUO=0
000D 0008 1021 INIT LDA ZERO . INITIALIZE QUOTIENT TO 0
000E 0009 2020  STA COUNT
000F 000A 101F  LDA B
0010 000B 4000  TCA
0011 000C 201F  STA B . STORE NEGATIVE B IN B
0012 000D 101F LOOP LDA B
0013 000E 301E  ADD A . A-(I∗B). I=NUMBER OF LOOPS
0014 000F 201E  STA A
0015 0010 7015  BIN FINISH . RESULT NEGATIVE, FINISHED
0016   ∗   . DO NOT INCREMENT COUNTER
0017 0011 6017  BIP OTHER
0018 0012 1020  LDA COUNT . REMAINDER IS ZERO
0019 0013 3022  ADD ONE
001A 0014 501C  BRU OUT1
001B 0015 1020 FINISH LDA COUNT . LOAD FINAL COUNT
001C 0016 501C  BRU OUT1
001D 0017 1020 OTHER LDA COUNT . INCREMENT QUOTIENT
001E 0018 3022  ADD ONE . RESULT IS 0 OR POSITIVE
001F 0019 2020  STA COUNT
0020 001A 500D  BRU LOOP
0021 001B 1021 OUT LDA ZERO
0022 001C 9000 OUT1 WWD  . WRITE RESULT
0023 001D 0000  HLT
0024 001E 0000 A BSS 1
0025 001F 0000 B BSS 1
0026 0020 0000 COUNT BSS 1
0027 0021 0000 ZERO BSC 0
0028 0022 0001 ONE BSC 1 . END
0029    END BEGIN

(A/B)

Figure 5.9 ASC division program.
Note: The assembler is assumed to assemble 0s for undefined bits in BSS and zero
address instructions.
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The major activities during the second pass are

1. Evaluation of the operand field

2. Insertion of opcode, address, and address modifiers into the instruction format

3. Resolution of literal addressing

Start

Get first
statement

ORG
?

No
N = 0

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Evaluate
operand ( = N )

Set location
counter LC  = N

Get next
statement

End
statement

?
LMAX = LC

To pass 2

Statement
has label?

Label
in symbol

table?

Add label to
symbol table

Flag label as
multiple defined

1

2

Figure 5.10 Assembler pass 1.
(continued)
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The asse mbler uses an opcode table to extract opcode inf ormation. The op code

table is a table storing each mnemon ic, the correspo nding opcode , and any othe r

attribut e of the instru ction useful for the asse mbly proce ss. The symbol table

created by the asse mbler consists of two entr ies for each sym bolic name: the sym bol

itself and the addre ss in whi ch the sym bol will be located. We wi ll illus trate the

assembly proce ss in Ex ample 5.7.

Examp le 5.7

Consid er the program shown in Figure 5.12a. The symbo l table is initial ly emp ty.

Location count er start s at the defa ult valu e of 0. The first instruction is ORG . Its

operand field is evaluat ed and the value (0) is entered int o LC. The label field of the

next instru ction is BEG IN. BEGIN is entered into sym bol table and assigned the

address of 0. Th e mnemon ic fie ld has LDX , which is a valid mnemon ic. Since thi s

instruction takes up one memor y word, LC is incremented by 1. The opera nd field

of LDX instruction is not eval uated duri ng the first pass. Th is proce ss of scann ing

the labe l and mnemon ic fie lds, enterin g labels (if any) into the sym bol table,

validati ng mnemon ic, and increm enting LC cont inues until END instru ction is

reached. Ps eudo-ins tructions are comple tely evaluat ed during this pass. Locat ion

counter valu es are shown in Figure 5.12a alon g with sym bol table entries at the end

of pass 1 in Figure 5.12b. By the end of the first pass, the location counter will have

advanced to E, since BSS 4 takes up four locations (A through D).

Mnemonic
valid?

Error message

1

2

L = 1
Evaluate

operand (= L)

Executable
instruction

Count number
of values in

operand
(= L)

Evaluate
operand

ORGEQUBSCBSS

Yes

No

Update
symbol table

L = 0

Evaluate
operand (L)

LC = L

LC = LC + L

2

Figure 5.10 (continued)
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During the second pass, machine instructions are generated using the source

program and the symbol table. The operand fields are evaluated during this pass and

instruction format fields are appropriately filled for each instruction. Starting with

LC¼ 0, the label field of instruction at 0 is ignored and the opcode (11000) is

substituted for the mnemonic LDX. Since this is a one-address instruction,

the operand field is evaluated. There is no ‘‘*’’ next to the mnemonic, and hence

Start

Instruction
word = 0

(16 zeros)

LC = N

Get next
statement

ORG
?

END
?

StopAssemble
literals

4

Look up opcode
from opcode

table

Indirect
?

Set indirect
bit

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Figure 5.11 Assembler pass 2.
(continued)
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the indirect flag is set to 0. The absolu te addre ss of C is obtaine d from the sym bol

table and entered into the addre ss field of the instruction, and the inde x flag is set to

01. Th is process cont inues for each instruction until END is reached. The ob ject

code is shown in Figur e 5. 9c in binary and hexade cimal format s. Th e symbol table

shown in Figure 5.9d has one mor e entr y correspo nding to the literal¼ 0. Not e that
the instru ction LDX¼ 0,2 has been assembl ed as LDX #HE, 2 with the location

#HE cont aining a 0. Conten ts of the word s reserve d in response to BSS are not

defined, and unused bits of HLT instruction words are assumed to be 0s.

5.3 PRO GRAM LOADIN G

The obje ct code must be load ed into the machine memory before it can be execu ted.

ASC console can be used to load program s and data into the memor y. Loading

Symbol
in symbol

table?
Error

3

Symbolic operand

No

Yes

No

Yes

Absolute
operand

Literal

Address = operand

Pick up address
from symbol

table

Index
?

Set index
flag

Insert opcode
and address

into instruction
word

4

Enter literal
into symbolic
table along
with LMAX

address = LMAX

LMAX = LMAX + 1

Figure 5.11 (continued)
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thr ough the console is tedious and time consumi ng, howe ver, especia lly when

progr ams are large. In such cases, a sma ll program that read s the object code

sta tements from the input device and stores them in appropriat e memor y locations

is first written, assembl ed, and loaded (using the console) into machine memor y.

Th is loader progr am is then used to load the obje ct code o r data into the memor y.

Figur e 5.13 shows a load er program for ASC . Instead of loading thi s program

each time through the console, it can be stored in a ROM that forms part of the 6 4K
memor y space of ASC. Then load ing can be initiated by set ting the PC to the

begi nning addre ss of the load er (using the console) and start ing the mac hine. Note

that the loader occupi es loca tions 224 through 255. Hence, care must be taken to

mak e sure that othe r progr ams do not overwr ite this space.

Note also that the asse mbler itself must be in the binary object code form and

load ed into ASC memor y before it can be used to asse mble othe r program s. That

mea ns the asse mbler mus t b e tra nslated from the source lang uage to ASC binary

code either man ually or by impleme nting the asse mbler on som e other machine. It

can then be loaded into ASC either by usin g the loader or by retai ning it in a ROM

port ion of the memory for further use.

LC Instruction

  ORG 0
0 BEGIN LDX C,1
1  LDX =0,2
2 LOOP LDA 0,2
3  ADD SUM
4  STA SUM
5  TIX TEMP,2
6 TEM LDX LOOP,1
7  HLT
8 SUM BSC 0
9 C BSC 4
A D BSS 4
  END BEGIN

Symbol

BEGIN
LOOP
TEMP
SUM
C
D

0
2
6
8
9
A

LMAX = #HE

(b) Symbol table after pass 1

(c) Object code

(a) Program  

Undefined

 

Address (H)

LC

0 1100 0 0 01 0000 1001 C109
1 1100 0 0 10 0000 1110 C20E
2 0001 0 0 10 0000 1010 120A
3 0011 0 0 00 0000 1000 3008
4 0001 0 0 00 0000 1000 2008
5 1110 0 0 10 0000 0110 E206
6 1100 0 0 01 0000 0010 C102
7 0000 0 - -- ---- ---- 0000

Opcode Indirect Index Address Object
code
(HEX)

Symbol

BEGIN
LOOP
TEMP
SUM
C
D
=0

0
2
6
8
9
A
E

Address (H)

LMAX = #HF8 0000 0000 0000 0000    0000
9 0000 0000 0000 0100    0004

A       dddd
B  4 locations reserved  dddd
C       dddd
D       dddd

E 0000 0000 0000 0000    0000

(d) Symbol table after
 pass 2

Figure 5.12 Assembly process.
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5.4 SUBROUTINES

A subroutine (function, method, procedure, or subprogram) is a portion of code

within a larger program, which performs a specific task and is independent of the

remaining code. The syntax of many programming languages includes support for

creating self-contained subroutines.

A subroutine consists of instructions for performing some task, chunked

together and given a name. ‘‘Chunking’’ allows us to deal with a potentially very

complicated task as a single concept. Instead of worrying about the many, many

steps that the computer might have to go through to perform that task, we just need

to remember the name of the subroutine. Whenever we want our program to

perform the task, we just ‘‘call’’ the subroutine. Subroutines are a major tool for

handling the complexity. They reduce the redundancy in a program, enable reuse of

code across multiple programs, allow us to decompose complex problems into

simpler pieces, and improve readability of a program.

Typical components of a subroutine are a body of code to be executed when the

subroutine is called, parameters that are passed to the subroutine from the point

where it is called, and one or more values that are returned to the point where the

call occurs.

Some programming languages, like Pascal and FORTRAN, distinguish between

functions, which return values, and subroutines or procedures, which do not. Other

languages, like C and LISP, do not make this distinction, and treat those terms as

synonymous. The name method is commonly used in connection with object-

oriented programming, specifically for subroutines that are part of objects.

Calling a subroutine means jumping to the first instruction in the subroutine,

using a JMP instruction. The execution of the subroutine will end with a jump back

to the same point in the program from which the subroutine was called, so that the

program can pick up where it left off before calling the subroutine. This is known as

returning from the subroutine. If the subroutine is to be reusable in a meaningful

Label Mnemonic

 ORG 244
START RWD  .Read starting address
 STA SAVE
 LDX SAVE,2 .Starting address in index register 2
 RWD  .Input number of statements N
 STA SAVE .SAVE contains N
 LDX SAVE,1 .Load (N) into index register 1
LOOP RWD  .Input an object code statement
 STA 0,2 .Store the object code statement
LL TIX LL,2 .Increment index register 2
 TDX LOOP,1 .Decrement N by 1 and loop
 HLT
SAVE BSS 1
 END START

Operand Comment

Figure 5.13 Loader for ASC.
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sense , it mus t be possibl e to cal l the subro utine from man y dif ferent places in a

progr am. If this is the case, how does the compute r know wha t point in the progr am to

return to whe n the subro utine ends? The answ er is that the return point has to be

reco rded somew here befor e the subroutine is calle d. The address in memor y to which

the compute r is suppos ed to return after the subro utine ends is called the return
addres s . Befor e jumpi ng to the start of the subro utine, the program mus t store the

return address in a place whe re the subro utine can find it. When the subro utine has

fin ished perform ing its assigned task, it ends with a jump back to the return address.

Let us expand ASC instruction set to include two instructions to handle subrout-

ines: jump to subroutine (JSR) and return from subroutine (RET). The following

progr am illustr ates the subroutine call and return operations.

ORG 0

BEGIN LDA X

JS R SUB1

A WWD

HLT

X BSC 23

SUB1 STA Z

AD D Z

RET

END BEGIN

Th e main program calls the subro utine SUB 1 through JSR. The program cont rol

transf ers to SUB1, and the two instru ctions in the subro utine are execu ted followed

by RET. The effect of executing RET is to return control to the return address A in

the main progr am. The main progr am execu tes WWD followed by HLT.

To enable this opera tion, the JSR instru ction has to stor e the return addre ss (i.e.,

the addre ss of the instru ction followi ng JSR ) somew here, befor e jumping to the

subro utine. When RET is execu ted, the return addre ss is retrieved and the program

transf ers to the instruction followi ng the call.

The return address can be stored in a dedicated register or a dedicated memory

location. If the subroutine calls another subroutine (i.e., nested call), the return

address corresponding to the first call will be lost and hence the program cannot

return properl y. We typicall y push the return addre ss on to a stack (see Appendi x B

for details on stack implementation) during the call and it is popped from the stack

during return. This allows subroutine calls to be nested.

The return address is not the only item of information that the program has to

send to the subroutine. If the task of the subroutine is to multiply a number by seven,

the main program has to tell the subroutine which number to multiply by seven.

This information is said to be a parameter of the subroutine. Similarly, the subrou-

tine has to get its answer, the result of multiplying the parameter value by seven

back to the main program. This answer is called the return value of the subroutine.

In the program above, the parameter value is in the accumulator before calling the

subroutine. The subroutine knows to look for it there. Before it jumps back to the

main program, the subroutine puts its return value in the accumulator. The main
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program knows to look for it there. Passing parameter values and return values back

and forth in a register, such as the accumulator, is a very simple and efficient method

of communication between a subroutine and the rest of a program. In ASC, the ACC

and the three index registers can be used for parameter passing. A more common way

of passing parameters is for the main program to push them onto the stack just prior to

calling the subroutine, and the subroutine to retrieve them from the stack, operate on

them, and return the results back on the stack, for the main program.

5.5 MACROS

A macro is a group of instructions which are codified only once and can be used as

many times as necessary in a program. Unlike subroutines, when a macro is called

from a program, the macro call is replaced by the group of instructions that constitute

the macro body. Thus, each call to the macro results in the substitution of the macro

body. We can also pass parameters to a macro. When a macro call is executed, each

parameter is substituted by the name or value specified at the time of the call.

An example of macro definition is shown here:

MACRO ADD2

BIP POS

ADD ¼ 1

POS ADD ¼ 1

ENDM

MACRO is an assembler directive indicating the macro definition. ADD2 is

the macro name. ENDM signifies the end of macro definition. The instructions

in the macro body add 1 to the accumulator if it is positive; otherwise, they add 2 to

the accumulator.

To call the macro we simply use ADD2 as an instruction in the program. The

assembler will replace ADD2 with the three instructions corresponding to the

macro body every time ADD2 is used in the program. Usually this substitution

(macro expansion) is done prior to the first pass of the assembler.

A macro to accumulate two values A and B and store the result in C is defined

below. A, B, C are parameters to the macro.

MACRO ABC (A, B, C)

LDA A

ADD B

STA C

ENDM

A call to this macro would be

ABC(X, Y, Z)
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This call would result in the replacement of A, B, and C with X, Y, and Z during the

macro expansion. Note that once the macro is expanded, A, B, and C are not visible

in the program. Also, X, Y, and Z must be defined.

Macros allow the programmer to define repetitive code blocks once and use the

macro call to expand them into the program. Thus, macros convert into the code

inline with the program they are called. The control overhead required by the

subroutines (to save and retrieve return address) is thus not needed. The advantage

of subroutines is that the subroutine body is not expanded into the calling program,

even with multiple calls. Subroutines save instruction memory at the cost of run

time overhead. Macros consume instruction memory, but eliminate subroutine

call=return overhead.

One of the facilities that the use of macros offers is the creation of libraries,

which are groups of macros which can be included in a program from a different

file. The creation of these libraries is very simple. We first create a file with all the

macro definitions and save it as a text file such as MACROS1. To call these macros

it is only necessary to use an instruction such as Include MACROS1 at the

beginning of the program.

5.6 LINKERS AND LOADERS

In practice, an executable program is composed of a main program and several

subroutines (modules). The modules can either come from a predefined library or

developed by the programmer for the particular application. Assemblers (and

compilers) allow independent translation of program modules into corresponding

machine code. A linker is a program that takes one or more modules generated by

assemblers and compilers and assembles them into a single executable program.

During the linking process, object files and static libraries are assembled into a new

library or an executable program.

The program modules contain machine code and information for the linker. This

information comes mainly in the form of two types of symbol definitions:

1. Defined or exported symbols are functions or variables that are present in the

module represented by the object, and which should be available for use by other

modules.

2. Undefined or imported symbols are functions or variables that are called or

referenced by this object, but not internally defined.

The linker’s job is to resolve references to undefined symbols by finding out which

other module defines a symbol in question, and replacing placeholders with the

symbol’s address.

The linker also takes care of arranging the modules in a program’s address

space. This may involve relocating code that assumes a specific base address to

another base. Since an assembler (compiler) seldom knows where a module will

reside, it often assumes a fixed base location. Relocating machine code may involve

retargeting of absolute jumps, loads, and stores. For instance, in case of ASC
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programs the ORG directive defines the beginning address of the program module.

If all the modules are assembled with their own origins, the linker has to make sure

that they do not overlap in memory when put together into a single executable

program. Even after the linking is done, there is no guarantee that the executable will

reside at its specified origin when loaded into the machine memory, since

other programs may be residing in the memory space at the time of loading. Thus,

the program may have to be relocated.

Linkers and loaders perform several related but conceptually separate actions:

Program Loading. Copying a program from secondary storage into main memory so

that it is ready to run. In some cases loading just involves copying the data from

disk to memory, in others it involves allocating storage, setting protection bits, or

arranging for virtual memory to map virtual addresses to disk pages.

Relocation. As mentioned earlier, relocation is the process of assigning load addresses

to the various parts of the program, adjusting the code and data in the program to

reflect the assigned addresses. In many systems, relocation happens more than

once. It is quite common for a linker to create a program from multiple subpro-

grams, and create one linked output program that starts at zero, with the various

subprograms relocated to locations within the big program. Then, when the

program is loaded, the system picks the actual load address, and the linked

program is relocated as a whole to the load address.

Symbol Resolution. When a program is built from multiple subprograms, the refer-

ences from one subprogram to another are made using symbols; a main program

might use a square root routine called sqrt, and the math library defines sqrt.

A linker resolves the symbol by noting the location assigned to sqrt in the

library, and patching the caller’s object code such that the call instruction refers

to that location.

Although there is considerable overlap between linking and loading, it is

reasonable to define a program that does program loading as a loader, and one

that does symbol resolution as a linker. Either can do relocation, and there have

been all-in-one linking loaders that do all three functions.

5.6.1 Dynamic Linking

Modern operating system environments allow dynamic linking, that is the postpon-
ing of the resolving of some undefined symbols until a program is run. That means

that the executable still contains undefined symbols, plus a list of modules or

libraries that will provide definitions for these. Loading the program will load

these modules=libraries as well, and perform a final linking. This approach offers

two advantages:

1. Often-used libraries (e.g., the standard system libraries) need to be stored in only

one location, not duplicated in every single binary.

2. If an error in a library function is corrected by replacing the library, all programs

using it dynamically will immediately benefit from the correction. Programs that

included this function by static linking would have to be relinked first.
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Dynamic linking means that the data in a library is not copied into a new

executable or library at compile time, but remains in a separate file on disk. Only

a minimal amount of work is done at compile time by the linker—it only records

what libraries the executable needs and the index names or numbers. The majority

of the work of linking is done at the time the application is loaded (load time) or

during the execution of the program (run time). At the appropriate time, the loader

finds the relevant libraries on disk and adds the relevant data from the libraries to

the program’s memory space.

Some operating systems can only link in a library at load time, before the

program starts executing; others may be able to wait until after the program has

started to execute and link in the library just when it is actually referenced (i.e.,

during run time). The latter is often called ‘‘delay loading.’’ In either case, such a

library is called a dynamically linked library.
Dynamic linking was originally developed in the Multics operating system,

starting in 1964. It was also a feature of MTS (the Michigan Terminal System),

built in the late 1960s. In Microsoft Windows, dynamically linked libraries are

called dynamic-link libraries or ‘‘DLLs.’’

One wrinkle that the loader must handle is that the location in memory of the

actual library data cannot be known until after the executable and all dynamically

linked libraries have been loaded into memory. This is because the memory

locations used depend on which specific dynamic libraries have been loaded. It is

not possible to store the absolute location of the data in the executable, not even in

the library, since conflicts between different libraries would result: if two of them

specified the same or overlapping addresses, it would be impossible to use both in

the same program. This might change with increased adoption of 64-bit architec-

tures, which offer enough virtual memory addresses to give every library ever

written its own unique address range.

It would theoretically be possible to examine the program at load time and

replace all references to data in the libraries with pointers to the appropriate

memory locations once all libraries have been loaded, but this method would

consume unacceptable amounts of either time or memory. Instead, most dynamic

library systems link a symbol table with blank addresses into the program at

compile time. All references to code or data in the library pass through this table,

the import directory. At load time, the table is modified with the location of the

library code=data by the loader=linker. This process is still slow enough to signifi-

cantly affect the speed of programs that call other programs at a very high rate, such

as certain shell scripts.

The library itself contains a table of all the methods within it, known as entry
points. Calls into the library ‘‘jump through’’ this table, looking up the location of

the code in memory, and then calling it. This introduces overhead in calling into the

library, but the delay is usually so small as to be negligible.

Dynamic linkers=loaders vary widely in functionality. Some depend on explicit

paths to the libraries being stored in the executable. Any change to the library naming

or layout of the file system will cause these systems to fail. More commonly, only the
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name of the library (and not the path) is stored in the executable, with the operating

system supplying a system to find the library on-disk based on some algorithm.

Most Unix-like systems have a ‘‘search path’’ specifying file system directories

in which to look for dynamic libraries. On some systems, the default path is

specified in a configuration file; in others, it is hard coded into the dynamic loader.

Some executable file formats can specify additional directories in which to search

for libraries for a particular program. This can usually be overridden with an

environment variable, although it is disabled for setuid and setgid programs, so

that a user cannot force such a program to run arbitrary code. Developers of libraries

are encouraged to place their dynamic libraries in places in the default search path.

On the downside, this can make installation of new libraries problematic, and these

‘‘known’’ locations quickly become home to an increasing number of library files,

making management more complex.

Microsoft Windows will check the registry to determine the proper place to find

an ActiveX DLL, but for other DLLs it will check the directory that the program

was loaded from; the current working directory (only on older versions of Win-

dows); any directories set by calling the SetDllDirectory( ) function; the System32,

System, and Windows directories; and finally the directories specified by the PATH

environment variable.

One of the biggest disadvantages of dynamic linking is that the executables

depend on the separately stored libraries in order to function properly. If the library

is deleted, moved, or renamed, or if an incompatible version of the DLL is copied to

a place that is earlier in the search, the executable could malfunction or even fail to

load; damaging vital library files used by almost any executable in the system will

usually render the system completely unusable.

Dynamic loading is a subset of dynamic linking where a dynamically linked

library loads and unloads at run time on request. The request to load such a

dynamically linked library may be made implicitly at compile time, or explicitly

by the application at run time. Implicit requests are made by adding library

references, which may include file paths or simply file names, to an object file at

compile time by a linker. Explicit requests are made by applications using a run

time linker application program interface (API).

Most operating systems that support dynamically linked libraries also support

dynamically loading such libraries via a run time linker API. For instance, Micro-

soft Windows uses the API functions LoadLibrary, LoadLibraryEx, FreeLibrary,

and GetProcAddress withMicrosoft Dynamic Link Libraries; POSIX-based systems,

including most UNIX and UNIX-like systems, use dlopen, dlclose, and dlsym.

5.7 SUMMARY

This chapter is a programmer’s introduction to ASC organization. Details of an

assembler for ASC, assembly language programming, and the assembly process

have been described. A brief introduction to program loaders and linkers has been
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given. Various components of ASC have been assumed to exist, and no justification

has been given as to why a component is needed. Architectural trade-offs used in

selecting the features of a machine are discussed in subsequent chapters of the book.

Cha pter 6 provides the detailed hardw are design of ASC. Further deta ils on these

topics can be found in the References.
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PROBLEMS

5.1 For each of the following memory systems, determine the number of bits needed

in MAR and MBR, assuming a word addressable memory:

a. 64K3 8

b. 64K3 32

c. 32K3 16

d. 32K3 32

e. 128K3 64

5.2 Answer Problem 5.1, assuming that the memory is byte addressable.

5.3 Determine the content of the MAR of a 16K, word-addressable memory for each

of the following:

a. Word 48

b. Word 341

c. Lower half of the memory (i.e., words 0 through 8K� 1)

d. Upper half of the memory (i.e., words 8K through 16K� 1)

e. Even memory words (0, 2, 4, etc.)

f. Any of the 8 words 48 through 55.

5.4 Calculate the effective address for each of the following instructions. (Remember:

An ‘‘*’’ as the fourth symbol denotes indirect addressing.)

STA Z

STA Z,3

STA* Z

STA* Z,3 (Preindex)

STA* Z,3 (Postindex)

Assume index register 3 contains 5: Z is memory location #H10 and is the first

location of a memory block containing 25, 7, 4, 86, 46, and 77.
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5.5 Determine the contents of the ACC after each of the following instructions,

assuming that the ACC is set to 25 before each instruction is executed:

SHL

ADD¼ 5

TCA

ADD¼ #H3

SHR

5.6 Determine the content of the ACC at the end of each instruction in Problem 5.5,

assuming that the ACC is set to 25 to begin with and the effect of each instruction

is cumulative; that is, the ACC is not reset to 25 at the beginning of second and

subsequent instructions.

5.7 What is the difference (if any) between

a. A location counter and a program counter

b. END and HLT

c. BSS and BSC

d. ORG and EQU

e. Executable and pseudo instructions.

5.8 Show the contents (in hexadecimal) of the memory locations reserved by the

following program:

ORG 200
BSS 3

Z BSC 3, �3, 5
BSS 24

M EQU Z þ 1
END

5.9 What is the effect of inserting ORG 300 instruction after the instruction at Z, in

the program of Problem 5.8?

5.10 There are two ways of loading the accumulator with a number:

LDA X LDI 5
X BSC 5

a. Which of the two executes faster? Why?

b. What is the range of the data value that can be loaded by each method?

5.11 NOP (No operation) is a common instruction found in almost all instruction sets.

How does the assembler handle this instruction? Why is it needed?

5.12 Another popular addressing mode is PC-relative addressing. An example of such

an instruction is BRU þ 5, meaning add 5 to the current PC value to determine

the target address. Similarly, the target address of BRU � 5 is determined by

subtracting 5 from the current PC value.

a. How does the assembler handle this instruction?

b. What is the range of relative jump addresses possible in ASC?

c. What are the advantages and disadvantages of this mode compared to other

jump addressing modes?
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5.13 Give the symbol table resulting from the assembly of the following program:

ORG 200
BEGIN RWD

STA A
BIP TEMP 1
BIN TEMP 1
BRU OUT

TEMP1 LDX B, 1
LDX ¼0, 2

LOOP LDA C, 2
ADD SUM
STA SUM
TIX TEMP2, 2

TEMP2 TDX OUT, 1
BRU LOOP

OUT HLT
ORG 500

SUM BSC 0
A BSS 1
B BSC 4
C BSS 4

END BEGIN

5.14 The dump of locations 64–77 of ASC memory is shown here. Decode the

program segment represented by this object code.

1000 0000 0000 0000
0010 0000 1000 0001
0110 0000 0100 0101
0111 0000 0100 0101
0101 0000 0100 1101
1100 0001 1000 0010
1100 0010 1000 0111
0001 0010 1000 0011
0011 0000 1000 0000
0010 0000 1000 0000
1110 0010 0100 1011
1111 0001 0100 1101
0101 0000 0100 0111
0000 0000 0000 0000

5.15 Write ASC assembly language programs for the following. Start programs at

locations #H0, using ORG 0 Statement.

a. Subtract an integer stored at memory location A from that at B and store the

result at C.

b. Read several integers from the input device one at a time and store them in a

memory location starting at Z. The input process should stop when the integer

read has a value of 0.

c. Change the program in (b) to store only positive integers at a location starting

at POS.

d. Modify the program in (b) to store the positive integers starting at POS and the

negative integers starting at NEG.
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e. Location #H50 contains an address pointing to the first entry in a table of

integers. The table is also in the memory and the first entry is the number of

entries in the table, excluding itself. Store the maximum and minimum valued

integers at memory locations MAX and MIN, respectively.

f. SORT the entries in a table of n entries in increasing order of magnitude.
g. Multiply integers stored at memory locations A and B and store the result in C.

Assume the product is small enough and can be represented in 16 bit. Note that

multiplication is the repeated addition of multiplicand to itself multiplier

times.

h. Compute the absolute value of each of the 50 integers located at the memory

block starting at A and store them at the block starting at B.

i. Read a sequence of numbers and compute their minimum, maximum, and

average values. Reading a value of 0 should terminate the reading process.

What problems arise in computing the average?

5.16 Assemble each program in Problem 5.15 and list the object code in binary and

hexadecimal forms.

5.17 What restrictions are to be imposed on the assembly language if a single-pass

assembler is needed?

5.18 Numbers larger than (215� 1) are required for certain applications. Two ASC

words can be used to store each such number. What changes to the ASC

instruction set are needed to enable addition of numbers that are each stored in

two consecutive memory words?

5.19 SHR instruction must be enhanced to allow multiple shifts. The address field can

be used to represent the shift count; for example,

SHR 5

implies a shift right by 5 bits. Discuss the assembler modifications needed to

accommodate multiple-shift SHR. The hardware is capable of performing only

one shift at a time.

5.20 Write a subroutine to subtract two numbers in ASC. Use this subroutine in a

program that inputs 10 pairs of numbers and outputs the difference of each pair.

5.21 Write a MACRO to perform the subtraction of two numbers. Use it in a program

that inputs 10 pairs of numbers and outputs the difference of each pair.

5.22 Compare the solutions in Problems 5.21 and 5.22 in terms of speed and memory

requirements.
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CHAPTER 6

A Simple Computer: Hardware Design

The organiza tion of a simpl e com puter (ASC) provi ded in Chapte r 5 is the pro-

grammer’s view of the machine. We illustrate the complete hardware design of

ASC in this chapter. Assume that the design follows the sequence of eight steps

listed here.

1. Selection of an instruction set

2. Word size selection

3. Selection of instruction and data formats

4. Register set and memory design

5. Data and instruction flow-path design

6. Arithmetic and logic unit design

7. I=O mechanism design

8. Generation of control signals and design of control unit

In practice, design of a digital computer is an iterative process. A decision made

early in the design process may have to be altered to suit some parameter at a later

step. For example, instruction and data formats may have to be changed to accom-

modate a better data or instruction flow-path design.

A computer architect selects the architecture for the machine based on cost and

performance tradeoffs, and a computer designer implements the architecture using

the hardware and software components available. The complete process of the

development of a computer system thus can also be viewed as consisting of two

phases, design and implementation. Once the architect derives an architecture

(design phase), each subsystem in the architecture can be implemented in several

ways depending on the available technology and requirements. We will not distin-

guish between these two phases in this chapter. We restrict this chapter to the design

of hardware components of ASC and use memory elements, registers, flip-flops, and

logic gates as components in the design.

Architectural issues of concern at each stage in the design are described in

subsequent chapters with reference to architectures of commercially available

machines. We first describe the program execution process in order to depict the

utilization of each of the registers in ASC.
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6.1 PRO GRAM EXEC UTION

Onc e the obje ct code is load ed into the memor y, it can be execu ted by initial izing

the progr am counter to the starting address and activa ting the START switch on the

consol e. Instruc tions are then fetched from the memor y and execu ted in seque nce

until an HLT instru ction is reac hed or an err or conditio n occur s. Th e execu tion of an

instru ction consists of two phase s:

1. Instruction fetch

2. Instruction execute

6.1. 1 Instr uction Fetc h

Dur ing instru ction fetch, the instru ction word is transferr ed from the memor y into

the instruc tion regist er (IR). To accompl ish this, the cont ents of the program

count er (PC) are first transf erred into the MA R, a memory read operation is

perf ormed to transf er the instru ction int o the MBR, and the instru ction is then

transf erred to the IR. Whi le memor y is being read, the cont rol unit uses its intern al

logic to add 1 to the content s of the program counter so that the program counter

point s to the memor y word followi ng the one from which the curr ent instru ction is

fetched . Th is seque nce of opera tions constitut es the fetch phase and is the sam e for

all instru ctions.

6.1. 2 Instr uction Execu tion

Onc e the instru ction is in the instru ction regist er, the opcode is decoded and a

seque nce of operations is brough t about to retri eve the opera nds (if neede d) from

the memor y and to perform the proce ssing cal led for by the opcode . Th is is the

execu tion phase and is uniqu e for each instru ction in the instru ction set. For

exam ple, for the LDA instru ction the effective addre ss is first calcul ated, and then

the content s of the memor y word at the effective addre ss are read and transf erred

into ACC. At the end of the execu te phase, the machin e returns to the fetch phase .

ASC uses an additional phase to compute the effect ive address if the instru ction

uses the indire ct addre ssing mode, sinc e such com putation involves reading an

address from the memory. This phase is termed defer phase.
The fetch, defer, and execute phases together form the so-called instruction

cycle. Note that an instruction cycle need not contain all the three phases. The fetch

and execute phases are required for all instructions, and the defer phase is required

only if the indirect addressing is called for.

Example 6.1

Figur e 6.1 give s a sample progr am and show s the contents of all the ASC registers

during the execution of the program.
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6.2 DATA, INSTRUCTION, AND ADDRESS FLOW

A detailed analysis of the flow of data, instructions, and addresses during instruction

fetch, defer, and execute phases for each instruction in the instruction set is required

to determine the signal flow paths needed between registers and memory. Such an

analysis for ASC, based on the execution process shown in Figure 6.1, is as follows.

Location
(hexadecimal) Instruction

(a)  Source program

Phase Operations Comments

  ORG 0
0000 BEGIN LDX TWO,1
0001  LDA ZERO
0002  ADD X
0003 LOOP ADD X,1
0004  TDX LOOP,1
0005  STA* Y
0006  HLT
0007 TWO BSC 2
0008 ZERO BSC 0
0009 X BSC 5
000A  BSC 7
000B  BSC 34
000C Y BSC 76
  END BEGIN

EXECUTE MAR         TWO Address of TWO to MAR
 READ MEMORY
 MBR         M[TWO]
 Index1         MBR Load 2 into Index
  Register 1

INITIALIZE PC         0
FETCH MAR         #H0000
 READ MEMORY
 MBR         Instruction LDX TWO, 1
 IR         MBR Instruction in IR
 PC         #H0001 Increment PC

FETCH MAR         #H0001
 READ MEMORY
 MBR         Instruction LDA ZERO
 IR         MBR Instruction in IR
 PC         #H0002 Increment PC

EXECUTE MAR         ZERO Address of ZERO to MAR
 READ MEMORY
 MBR         M[ZERO]
 ACC         MBR Load 0 into ACC

Figure 6.1 Execution process.
(continued)
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Phase Operations Comments

FETCH MAR        #H0002
 READ MEMORY
 MBR        Instruction ADD X
 IR        MBR Instruction in IR
 PC        #H0003 Increment PC

EXECUTE MAR        X Address of X to MAR
 READ MEMORY
 MBR        M[X]
 ACC        MBR + ACC Add 5 to ACC

FETCH MAR        #H0003
 READ MEMORY
 MBR        Instruction ADD X,1
 IR        MBR Instruction in IR
 PC        #H0004 Increment PC

EXECUTE MAR        X + (INDEX1) X + 2 to MAR
 READ MEMORY
 MBR        M[X + 2]
 ACC        MBR + ACC Add 34 to ACC 

FETCH MAR        #H0004
 READ MEMORY
 MBR        Instruction TDX LOOP,1
 IR        MBR Instruction in IR
 PC        #H0005 Increment PC

EXECUTE INDEX1        INDEX1 − 1 Decrement Index1
 PC        #H0003    Jump to LOOP since
      index1 is not 0

FETCH MAR        #H0003
 READ MEMORY
 MBR        Instruction ADD X,1
 IR        MBR Instruction in IR
 PC        #H0004 Increment PC

EXECUTE MAR        X + (INDEX1) Address X + 1 to MAR
 READ MEMORY
 MBR        M[X + 1]
 ACC        MBR + ACC Add 7 to ACC

FETCH MAR        #H0004
 READ MEMORY
 MBR        Instructioin TDX LOOP,1
 IR        MBR Instruction in IR
 PC        #H0005 Increment PC

Figure 6.1 (continued)
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6.2.1 Fetch Phase

Assuming that the PC is loaded with the address of the first instruction in the

program, the following set of register transfers and manipulations is needed during

the fetch phase of each instruction:

MAR PC.
Read memory. Instruction is transferred

to MBR; i.e., MBR 
M[MAR].

IR  MBR Transfer instruction to IR.
PC  PC þ 1 Increment PC by 1.

6.2.2 Address Calculations

For one-address instructions, the following address computation capabilities are

needed:

Direct: MAR IR7–0 MAR  IR(ADRS)
Indexed: MAR IR7–0 þ INDEX (INDEX refers to the

index register selected
by the index flag.)

Phase

EXECUTE INDEX1         INDEX1 − 1 Decrement Index1,
  Index1 is 0, Do not
  jump to Loop

FETCH MAR         #H0005
 READ MEMORY
 MBR         Instruction STA* Y
 IR         MBR Instruction in IR
 PC         #H0006 Increment PC

DEFER MAR         Y Indirect addressing
 READ MEMORY
 MBR         76 Effective address in MBR

EXECUTE MAR         MBR Address 76 to MAR
 MBR         ACC
 WRITE MEMORY
 M[76]         MBR ACC stored at 76

FETCH MAR         #H0006
 READ MEMORY
 MBR         Instruction HLT
 IR         MBR Instruction in IR
 PC         #H0007 Increment PC

EXECUTE Halt Stops execution

(b)  Execution trace

Operations Comments

Figure 6.1 (continued)
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Indirect: MAR  IR7–0 Get the new address.
READ Memory.
MAR  MBR. Address to MAR.

Preindexed-indirect MAR  IR7–0 þ INDEX. Get the new address.
READ Memory.
MAR  MBR.

In the above, effec tive addres s is assumed to be in MA R at the end of address

cal culation, just before the execu tion of the instru ction begi ns. Using the conca t-

enat ion operator ‘‘¢, ’’ the transf er MAR   IR7–0 should be further refine d as

MAR  00000000 ¢ IR7� 0 ,

which means that the mos t significant 8 bits of MAR receive 0s. Th e conca tenation

of 0s to the addre ss field of IR as give n earli er is assumed whe never the content s of

the IR addre ss field are transf erred to a 1 6-bit destina tion or the IR addre ss field is

added to an index register. The memory opera tions can also be desi gnated as

READ memor y MBR  M[MAR] , and

WRITE memory M[M AR]  MBR :

Note that if the content s of the index register are 0,

MA R  IR7� 0 þ INDEX

can be used for direct address computa tion also. This fact will be used later in this

chapt er.

Ass uming that all arithmeti c is perform ed by one arithmeti c unit, the instru ction

and address flow paths required for fetch cycl e and address com putation in ASC are

as shown in Figur e 6.2 (for a list of mne monic codes , see Table 6.1).

6.2. 3 Execut ion Phase

Th e detailed data flow duri ng the execution of each instru ction is determin ed by the

anal ysis shown in Table 6.1.

6.3 BUS STRU CTUR E

Th e data and address transfers show n in Figure 6.2 can be brough t about either by a

point-to-point interconnection of registers or by a bus structure connecting all the

registers in ASC. Bus structures are commonly used because a point-to-point

interconnection becomes complex as the number of registers to be connected

increases.

The most common bus structures are single bus and multibus. In a single-bus

structure, all data and address flow is through one bus. A multibus structure typically

consists of several buses, each dedicated to certain transfers; for example, one bus
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(A)

Indirect
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Direct (A)
Indirect (A)

Index(A)
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(A)

ALU
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(I)
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(A)

BRU, BIP, BIN
TIX, TDX (A)
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MBR
LDA (D) 

LDX (D)

STX (D)

ADD (D) TIX, TDX (A)
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Figure 6.2 Register transfer paths of a simple computer (ASC). (a) Instruction and address flow
during fetch phase and address computation phase, (b) address and data flow during
execution.
Note: A indicates address, I indicates instruction, and D indicates data.
All paths are 16 bits wide unless indicated otherwise.
Input 1 into the arithmetic unit is a constant input required to increment PC.
Constant inputs are required for incrementing and decrementing PC and index registers.
Refer to Table 4.1, ASC instruction set.
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coul d be a data bus and the othe r could be an address bus. Mul tibus struct ures provide

the advant age of tailori ng each bus to the set of transf ers it is dedicated to and permi ts

para llel operations. Singl e-bus struct ures have the advant age of uniformi ty of design.

Other char acteristic s to be consider ed in evaluating bus struct ures are the amount of

hardw are require d and the data transf er rates possibl e.

Figure 6.3 shows a bus structure for ASC. The bus structure is realized by recog-

nizing that two operands are required for arithmetic operations using the arithmetic unit

of ASC. Each operand will be on a bus (BUS1 and BUS2) feeding the arithmetic

unit. The output of the arithmetic unit will be on another bus (BUS3). For transfers that

do not involve any arithmetic operation, two direct paths are assumed through the

arithmetic unit. These paths either transfer BUS1 to BUS3 or transfer BUS2 to BUS3.

The contents of each bus during other typical operations are listed here:

Operation BUS1 BUS2 BUS3

Increment PC PC 1 (constant) PC þ 1
Indexing 00000000 ¢ IR7–0 INDEX Indexed address
ADD ACC MBR ACC þ MBR

Table 6.1 Analysis of Data Flow During Execution

Mnemonic Operations Comments

HLT RUN   0. Stop
LDA READ memory Data into MBR. (The effective address

of the operand is in MAR.)
ACC   MBR

STA MBR   ACC.
WRITE memory.

ADD READ memory. Data into MBR.
ACC   ACC þ MBR.

TCA ACC   ACC.0
ACC   ACC þ 1.

Two-step computation of the 2s
complement.

BRU PC   MAR. Address goes to PC.
BIP IF ACC15¼ 0 and ACC14–0 6¼ 0 THEN

PC   MAR.
BIN If ACC15 6¼ 0 THEN PC  MAR.
RWD ACC   Input. Input device data buffer contents

to ACC
WWD Output  ACC. ACC to output device.
SHL ACC   ACC14–0 ¢ 0. Zero fill.
SHR ACC14–0   ACC15–1 ACC15 not altered.
LDX READ memory

INDEX  MBR.
STX MBR   INDEX.

WRITE memory.
TIX INDEX  INDEX þ 1.

IF INDEX¼ 0 THEN PC  MAR.
TDX INDEX  INDEX – 1.

IF INDEX 6¼ 0 THEN PC   MAR.

Note: The data paths required for the operations given in this table are shown in Figure 6.2. All
paths are 16 bit wide unless indicated otherwise. Also note that indexing is not allowed in
index-register reference instructions LDX, STX, TIX, and TDX.
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The opera tion of the bus structure show n in Figure 6.3 is simi lar to that describ ed in

Section 4.8. The data enter a register at the rising edge of the clock. The clock and

all the other required cont rol signals to select source and destination regist ers during

a bus transfer are generat ed by the cont rol unit. Figur e 6.4a show s the detailed bus

transfer circuit for the ADD operation. The timing diagram is show n in Figur e 6.4b.

Control sign als ACC to BUS1 and MB R to BUS2 select ACC and MBR as sourc e

registers for BUS1 and BUS2, respect ively. Th e cont rol signal ADD enabl es the add

operation in the ALU. The sign al BUS 3 to ACC selects the ACC as the destination

for BUS3 . All thes e control sign als are active at the same time and stay active long

enough to com plete the bus transfer. The data enters the ACC at the rising edge of

the clock pulse, after which the cont rol signals become inactive.

The time required to tra nsfer a data un it from the source to the d estination

through the ALU is the regi ster transfe r time. Th e clock frequenc y mus t be such

that the slowes t register transfer is accomplis hed in a cloc k period. (In ASC, the

slowest transf er is the one that invol ves an ADD opera tion.) Thus, the regist er

transfer time dictates the speed of transfer on the bus and hence the processing

speed ( cycle time ) of the processor .
Note als o that the content s of the ACC and MBR cannot be alter ed unti l their

sum enters the ACC, since the ALU is a com binational circui t. To accomm odate

this feedback operation on the ACC it must be configur ed usin g the maste r� slave

BUS3
Monitor

(See Section 6.7)

Control
unit

DOL
Output
device

Input
device

DIL

16

16

16

16

Arithmetic and
logic
unit

ADD
COMP
SHL
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TRA2

BUS3
To control

unit

16

16

16

IR
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Index
registers

1
2
3

Switch
bank

MBR

1

1

−1

Memory

MAR

(See Section 6.7)

PSR

From
control

unit

Control
signals

PC

BUS1 BUS2

Figure 6.3 ASC bus structure.
Note: Each bit of PC and ACC is a master–slave flip-flop.
1 and �1 represent constant registers connected to the respective bus; they are 16-bit
constants represented in 2s complement form.
Only the control signals to ALU are shown; other control signals are not shown.
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flip-flops. Similarly, to accommodate the increment PC operation, the PC must also

be configured using master�slave flip-flops.

Input and output transfers are performed on two separate 16-bit paths: data input

lines (DIL) and data output lines (DOL) connected to and from the accumulator.

This I=O scheme was selected for simplicity. Alternatively, DIL and DOL could

have been connected to one of the three buses.

1
0 Clock

Transfer occurs here

ALU

ACC

ACC to BUS1

MBR

BUS3 MBR to BUS2 BUS1 BUS2

ADD

Clock

BUS3 to ACC Clock

(a)  Circuit

Time

(b)  Timing

Control signals

ACC to BUS1

MBR to BUS2

ADD

BUS3 to ACC

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

t

Figure 6.4 Timing of ADD operation on the bus structure.
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A sing le-bus structure is possibl e for ASC. In this structure , either one of the

operands of the two opera nd operations or the result mus t be stored in a buff er

register befor e it can be transmitt ed to the destination register. Thus, there will be

some additional transf ers in the sing le-bus struct ure and some operations will take

longer to comple te, thereby mak ing the structure slower than the multibus struct ure.

Transfer of data, instructions , and addresse s on the bus structure is cont rolled by

a set of control signals gener ated by the control unit of the machin e. Detailed design

of the cont rol unit is illustrate d later in this chapt er.

6.4 ARITH METIC AND LOGIC UNIT

The ALU of ASC is the hardwar e which performs all ari thmetic and logical

operations. Th e instruction set implies that the ALU of ASC must perform addition

of tw o numbers , compute the 2s comple ment of a numb er, and shift the content s of

the accumul ator either right or left by 1 bit. Addit ionally, the ASC ALU mus t

directly transfer either of its inputs to it s outpu t to suppor t data transf er operations

such as IR   MB R and MA R   IR.

We will assume that the cont rol unit of the machin e p rovides the appro priate

control signals to enable the ALU to perform one of these operatio ns. Since BUS1

and BUS2 are the inputs and BUS3 is the outpu t of ALU, the followi ng operations

must b e perform ed by the ALU :

ADD : BUS3  BUS1þ BUS2 :
COMP: BUS3  BUS10 :
SHR: BUS3  BUS115 ¢ BUS1 15� 1 :
SHL: BUS3  BUS14� 0 ¢ 0:

TRA1: BUS3 BUS1:

TRA2: BUS3 BUS2:

ADD, COMP, SHR, SHL, TRA1, and TRA2 are the control signals generated by

the control unit, and bit positions of the buses are numbered 15 through 0, left to

right. Each of the control signals activates a particular operation in ALU. Only one

of these control sign als may be active at any time. Figur e 6.5 shows a typical b it of

ALU and its connections to the bits of BUS1, BUS2, and BUS3. A function

description of the ALU follows corresponding to the above control signals.

Add. The addition circuitry consists of fifteen full adders and one half-adder for the

least significant bit (0). The sum output of each adder is gated through an AND

gate with the ADD control signal. The carry output of each adder is input to the

carry-in of the adder for the next most significant bit. The half-adder for bit 0 has

no carry-in and the carry-out from bit 15 is the CARRY flag bit in the PSR. The

accumulator contents on BUS1 are added to the contents of MBR on BUS2, and

the result is stored in the accumulator.
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Comp. The complement circuitry consists of 16 NOT gates, one for each bit on

BUS1. Thus, the circuitry produces the 1s complement of a number. The output of

each NOT gate is gated through an AND gate with the COMP control signal. The

operand for complement is the contents of the accumulator and the result is stored in

the accumulator. TCA (2s complement accumulator) command is accomplished by

taking the 1s complement of an operand first and then adding 1 to the result.

SHR. For shifting a bit pattern right, each bit of BUS1 is routed to the next least

significant bit of BUS3. This transfer is gated by SHR control signal. The

least significant bit of BUS1 (BUS10) is lost in the shifting process, while

the most significant bit (BUS315) and the next least significant bit (BUS314) of

BUS3. Thus, the left-most bit of the output is ‘‘sign’’ filled.

SHL. For shifting a bit pattern left, each bit of BUS1 is routed to the next most

significant bit of BUS3. SHL control signal is used to gate this transfer. The

SHR

BUS115
BUS315

(b) Typical bit

BUS314
SHR

SHL

Cin SUM

B

A Cout

Full
adder

ADD

BUS1i + 1

BUS1i − 1

BUS2i

BUS1i

TRA2

TRA1

COMP

Cout i − 1

Cin i + 1
BUS3i

(a) Sign-bit circuit

Figure 6.5 Logic diagram of ASC ALU.
Note: During SHL, all lines connected to BUS30 are 0, and hence the LSB is auto-
matically zero filled; no special circuitry is needed. During SHR, BUS10 is not
connected to any bit of BUS3 and hence is lost.
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most significant bit on BUS1 (BUS115) is lost in the shifting process, while the least

significant bit of BUS3 (BUS30) is zero filled.

TRA1. This operation transfers each bit from BUS1 to the corresponding bit on

BUS3, each bit gated by TRA1 signal.

TRA2. This operation transfers each bit of BUS2 to the corresponding bit of BUS3,

each bit gated by TRA2 control signal.

The carry, negative, zero, and overflow bits of the PSR are set or reset by the

ALU, based on the content of the ACC at the end of each operation involving the

ACC. Figure 6.6 shows the circuits needed. The carry bit is simply the Cout from bit

position 15. BUS315 forms the negative bit. Zero bit is set only if all the bits of

BUS3 are zero. Overflow occurs if the sum exceeds (215�1) during addition. This

can be detected by observing the sign bits of the operands and the result. Overflow

occurs if the sign bits of the operands are each 1 and the sign bit of the result is 0 or

vice versa. Also, during SHL if the sign bit changes, an overflow results. This is

detected by comparing BUS114 with BUS115. Note that the PSR bits are updated

simultaneously with the updating of the ACC contents with the results of the

BUS115 BUS1140
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1 1
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2 1
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S
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ACC15 … 0
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Cout 15
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From interrupt logic
(See chapter 7)
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Accumulator-positive

IOZNC

…

Figure 6.6 Status generation circuits.
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opera tion. Figur e 6.6 also show s the circui t to derive the accumulat or-posi tive

condi tion (i.e., ACC is neither negat ive nor zero) require d during the BIP instruc-

tion execution. The interr upt bit of the PSR is set and reset by the interr upt logic.

Interrupts are discusse d in Chapte r 7.

6.5 INP UT= OUTPUT

ASC is assumed to have one input device and on e outpu t device. Both these

funct ions could very well be performed by a termin al with a keyboard for input

and a display or printe r for the outpu t. We assum e that the input and outpu t devices

transf er a 16-bi t data wor d into or out of the ACC, resp ectively. We wi ll base our

desi gn on the simpl est I=O scheme, called progra mmed I=O .
Th e ALU and the control unit toge ther form the central processi ng un it (CP U),

which we will also ref er to as the proce ssor. In the progr ammed I =O scheme, during

the execu tion of the RWD instru ction, the CPU com mands the input device to send

a data word and then wait s. The input devi ce gath ers the data from the input

med ium and when the d ate is ready in its data buffer, informs the CPU that the

data are read y. The CPU then gates the data into the ACC over the DIL s. During the

WWD , the CPU gates the ACC content onto DO Ls, comma nds the output device to

acce pt the data, and wait s. When the data are gated into its data buff er, the output

device inform s the CPU of the data acceptance. The CPU then proceeds to execute

the next instruction in the sequence.

The sequence of operations described earlier is known as the data communica-

tion protocol (or ‘‘handshake’’) between the CPU and the peripheral device.

A DATA flip-flop in the control unit is used to facilitate the I=O handshake. The

RWD and WWD protocols are described here in detail:

1. RWD
a. CPU resets the DATA flip-flop.

b. CPU sends a 1 on the INPUT control line, thus commanding the input device

to send the data.

c. CPU waits for the DATA flip-flop to be set by the input device.

d. The input device gathers the data into its data buffer, gates it onto the DILs,

and sets the DATA flip-flop.

e. CPU now gates the DILs into the ACC, resets the INPUT control line, and

resumes instruction execution.

2. WWD
a. CPU resets the DATA flip-flop.

b. CPU gates the ACC onto DOLs and sends a 1 on the OUTPUT control line,

thus commanding the output device to accept the data.

c. CPU waits for the DATA flip-flop to be set by the output device.

d. The output device, when ready, gates DOL into its data buffer and sets the

DATA flip-flop.

e. CPU resets the OUTPUT control line, removes data from the DOLs, and

resumes instruction execution.
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As can be seen from the p receding protocol s, the CPU control s the com plete I =O
process and wait s for the input and o utput to occur. Since the I=O devices are much

slower than the CPU, and the CPU idles wait ing for the data, the program med I =O
scheme is the slowest of the I =O schemes used in practice. But it is simpl e to design

and general ly has a low overh ead in terms of the I =O protocol s needed, espec ially
when sma ll amounts of data are to be transf erred. Also note that this scheme is

adequate in the environment s in which the CPU cannot be alloca ted to any othe r

task while the data transfer is taking place. Chapter 7 provi des the details of

the other popular I=O schemes and generalizes the ASC I=O scheme described in

this chapter.

6.6 CONTROL UNIT

The control unit is the most complex block of computer hardware from a designer’s

point of view. Its function is to generate control signals needed by other blocks of

the machine in a predetermined sequence to bring about the sequence of actions

called for by each instruction.

Figure 6.7 shows a block diagram of the ASC control unit and lists all the

external and internal inputs and the outputs (i.e., control signals produced).

Inputs to the control unit are

1. The opcode, indirect bit, and index flag from IR

2. Contents of the PSR

3. Index register bits 0–15, to test for the zero or nonzero index register in TIX and

TDX instructions

In addition to these inputs, control signals generated by the control unit are

functions of the contents of the following:

Index
registers

 IR

PSR

Control unit

Clock

ACC to BUS1

COMP

BUS3 to ACC

Control signals

16

16

5

Start

RUN STATE DATA

(a) Block diagram

Figure 6.7 Control unit.
Note: CLOCK is connected to all the registers. SWITCH BANK, MONITOR, MASTER,
CLEAR, START are console facilities.

(continued)
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1. DATA flip-flop: Used to facilitate the handshake between the CPU and I=O
devices.

2. RUN flip-flop: Set by the START switch on the console (see Section 6.7), indicates

the RUN state of the machine. RUN flip-flop must be set for control signals to

activate a microoperation. RUN flip-flop is reset by the HLT instruction.

3. STATE register: A 2-bit register used to distinguish between the three phases

(states) of the instruction cycle. The control unit is thus viewed as a three-state

sequential circuit.

External inputs:

Internal inputs:

Signals generated for internal use:

State change signals

Fetch
Defer (indirect address)
Execute

Outputs:

To memory

To the bus  structure

ACC to BUS1
MAR to BUS1
IR7−0 to BUS1
PC to BUS1
1 to BUS1
−1 to BUS1

INDEX to BUS2
MBR to BUS2
1 to BUS2
SWITCHBANK to BUS2

BUS3 to ACC
BUS3 to INDEX
BUS3 to MAR
BUS3 to MBR
BUS3 to PC
BUS3 to MONITOR
BUS3 to IR

DIL to ACC
ACC to DOL

To ALU To I/O

READ
WRITE

TRA1
TRA2
ADD
COMP
SHR
SHL

INPUT
OUTPUT

From registers

From I/O devices

Set DATA flip-flop

Contents of RUN and DATA flip-flops and
STATE register
CLOCK

PSR contents
IR    contents
Index registers contents

From console

SWITCH BANK contents
START
MASTER CLEAR

Reset DATA flip-flop
Reset RUN flip-flop

(b) Signals

Figure 6.7 (continued)
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6.6.1 Types of Cont rol Units

As men tioned earlier, the function of the control unit is to gener ate the control

signals in the appro priate seque nce to bring about the instru ction cycle that corres-

ponds to each instru ction in the p rogram. In ASC an instruction cycle consist s of

three p hases. Each phase in the instru ction cycl e is com posed of a seque nce of

microo peratio ns. A mi croopera tion is one of the followi ng:

1. A simple register transfer operation, to transfer contents of one register to another
register

2. A complex register transfer involving ALU, such as the transfer of the comple-

ment of the contents of a register, the sum of the contents of two registers, etc. to

the destination register

3. A memory read or write operation

Thus, a mac hine instru ction is com posed of a sequen ce of microoper ations (i.e., a

register tran sfer seque nce ). We will use the terms regi ster transfe r and microo pera-
tion interchange ably.

There are two popul ar imple mentation methods for control unit s (CU):

1. HARDWIRED CONTROL UNIT (HCU): The output (i.e., control signals) of the

CU are generated by the logic circuitry built of gates and flip-flops.

2. MICROPROGRAMMED CONTROL UNIT (MCU): The sequence of micro-

operations corresponding to each machine instruction are stored in a read-only

memory called control ROM (CROM). The sequence of microoperations is called

the microprogram , and the microprogram consists of microinstructions .
A microinstruction corresponds to one or more microoperations, depending on

the CROM storage format. The control signals are generated by decoding the

microinstructions.

The MCU scheme is more flexib le than the HCU scheme becau se in it the mea ning

of an instru ction can b e changed by changi ng the micro instruction sequen ce corres-

ponding to that instru ction, and the instru ction set can be extended simply by

including a new ROM cont aining the corr espond ing micro operation sequences .

Hardware changes to the cont rol un it thus are min imal in this im plementati on. In

an HCU, any such change to the instru ction set requires subst antial change s to the

hardwired logic. HCUs, howe ver, are generally faster than MCUs and are u sed

where the cont rol unit must be fast. Most of the recent machines have micro pro-

grammed cont rol units.

Among the machines that have an MCU, the degre e to which the microprogram

can be changed by the user varies from machine to machine. Some do not allow

the user to change the microprogram, some allow partial changes and additions

(e.g., machines with writable control store), and some do not have an instruction set

of their own and allow the user to microprogram the complete instruction set

suitable for his application. This latter type of machine is called a soft machine.
We will design an HCU for ASC in this section. An MCU design is provi ded in

Section 6.8.
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6.6. 2 Hardwi red Cont rol Unit for ASC

An HCU can either be synchr onous or async hronous. In a synchronous CU, each

opera tion is cont rolled by a cloc k and the cont rol-unit sta te can be easily determin ed

know ing the sta te of the cloc k. In an asynchrono us CU, com pletion of one opera tion

trigge rs the next and hence no cloc k exists. Becaus e of its nature, the design of an

async hronou s CU is com plex, but if it is designed properl y it can be made faster

than a synchr onous CU. In a synchro nous CU, the clock frequenc y must be such

that the time betwee n two clock puls es is suffic ient to allow the com pletion of the

slowes t micro operation. This char acteristic mak es a synchronous CU relat ively

slow. We will desi gn a synchr onous CU for ASC.

6.6. 3 Memor y versu s Proces sor Speed

Th e memor y hardware is usually slower than the CPU hardwar e, although the speed

gap is narrow ing with the advanc es in hardwar e tec hnology. Some memor y organ-

iza tions that help reduce this speed gap are descr ibed in Chapte r 9. We will assume

a semic onductor RAM for ASC with an acce ss time equal to two register transfer

time s. Th us, during a memor y read, if the address is gate d into the MAR alon g with

the READ cont rol signal, the data will be available in the MB R by the end of the

next regist er transfer time . Similar ly, if the data and addre ss are provided in MB R

and MAR respective ly, alon g with the WRITE control sign al, the memor y com-

pletes writing the data by the end of the secon d register transf er time . These

char acterist ics are shown in Figure 6 .8. Note that the content s of MA R cannot be

alter ed un til the read or write opera tion is comple ted.

6.6. 4 Machi ne Cycl es

In a synchronous CU, the time betwee n two clock puls es ( regist er tran sfer time ) is
dete rmined by the slowest regist er transf er operation. In the case of ASC , the

slowes t regist er transf er is the one that involves the adder in the ALU. The register

transfer time of a proce ssor is know n as the proce ssor cycle time , or minor cycle .
A major cycle of a processor consi sts of several mino r cycles. Major cycles with

either fixed or variable number of minor cycles have been used in practical

mac hines. An instruction cycle typically consumes one or more major cycles.

To determine how long a major cycle needs to be, we will examine the fetch,

address calculation, and execute phases in detail. The microoperations required

during fetch phase can be allocated to minor cycles:

Minor Cycles Microoperations Comments

T1: MAR PC, READ memory
T2: PC PC þ 1 Memory read time
T3: IR MBR
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Once the READ memory signal is issued at T1, the instruction to be fetched will be

available at the end of T2, because the memory read operation requires two minor

cycles. MAR cannot be altered during T2, but the bus structure can be used during this

time to perform other operations. Thus, we can increment the PC during this time slot,

as required by the fetch phase. By the end of T3, the instruction is available in IR.

The opcode is decoded by two 4-to-16 decode rs (with active -high outpu ts)

connecte d to the IR, as show n in Figur e 6.9. We will mak e our HCU desi gn specific

to the 16 instru ctions in the instru ction set. Th erefore, only one of the two decode rs

is utilized in our design. The bottom decode r is for extended instru ction set (i.e.,

IR11¼ 1). When instru ction set is extended, change s will be neede d to more than

one part of the HCU.

If the instru ction in IR is a zero-add ress instru ction, we can proceed to the

execute cycle. If not, effective address must be compute d. To facilitate the addre ss

computa tion, a 2-to-4 decode r is connecte d to the index flag bits of the IR , as shown

Register transfer time

Valid address
in MAR

Valid data
in MBR

Valid data
in MBR

Valid data
in memory

Clock

Address

Read

Data

Write

Data

Data

Figure 6.8 ASC memory timing characteristics.
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in Figur e 6 .9. The outpu ts of the decode r are used to connec t the referenced inde x

regist er to BUS2. Note that when the index flag is 00 (correspo nding to no inde x

regist er refere ncing), none of the three index regist ers are connec ted to BUS2;

hence the b us lin es are all at zero. Figure 6.10 show s the circuits needed to direct the

data into the sel ected index register from BUS3 and the generat ion of ZERO-

IN DEX signal, which, if 0, indicates that the selected inde x register contain s zero ,

as require d duri ng TIX and TDX instru ctions. In the followi ng, INDEX refers to the

inde x register sel ected by the circui t of Figure 6.10.

Th us, inde xing can be perform ed duri ng T4:

T4: MAR   00000000 ç IR7–0þ INDEX
whe re ç is the conca tenation operator.

Index ing in T4 is not needed for zero -address instructions . If the assembler

inse rts 0s into the unused fields of zero-add ress instructions , the indexing opera tion

Instruction
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Figure 6.9 IR decoders.
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during T4 will not affect the execution of those instructions in any way. Also note

that indexing is not allowed in LDX, STX, TIX, and TDX instructions. Micro-

operations in T4 thus need to be altered for these instructions. From the opcode

assignment it is seen that indexing is not required for instructions with an opcode in

the range of 10000 through 11110. Hence, microoperations in T4 can use the MSB

of opcode (IR15) to inhibit indexing for index reference instructions. Thus,

T4: IF IR15 ¼ 0 THEN MAR IR7�0 þ INDEX

ELSE MAR IR7�0:

The fetch phase thus consists of four minor cycles and accomplishes direct and

indexed (if called for) address computations. Effective address is in the MAR at the

From IR decode (Figure 6.9)

IN
D

E
X

1

IN
D

E
X

2

IN
D

E
X

3

INDEX
to BUS2 BUS3 to

INDEX

Index Reg.
1

Index Reg.
2

Index Reg.
3

BUS2

16-Input
OR

ZERO-INDEX (to Figure 6.16)
(0 if selected index
register contains 0)

BUS3

Clock

16

16

16

16

16
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Figure 6.10 Index register selection circuit.
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end of the fetch phase. The first three machine cycles of the fetch phase are same for

all 16 instructions. The fourth minor cycle will differ since the zero-address

instructions do not need an address computation.

When indirect address is called for, the machine enters the defer phase, where a

memory read is initiated and the result of the read operation is transferred into MAR

as the effective address. We will thus redefine the functions of the three phases of

ASC instruction cycle as follows:

FETCH: Includes direct and indexed address calculation.

DEFER: Entered only when indirect addressing is called for.

EXECUTE: Unique to each instruction.

Since the address (indexed if needed) is in MAR at the end of fetch phase, the defer

phase can use the following time allocation:

T1: READ Memory

T2: Wait:

T3: MAR MBR:

T4: No operation:

Although only three minor cycles are needed for defer, we have made the defer phase

four minor cycles long for simplicity since the fetch phase was four minor cycles

long. This assumption results in some inefficiency. If T4 of defer phase can be used to

perform the microoperations needed during the execute phase of the instruction, the

control unit would be more efficient, but its complexity would increase.

The execute phase differs for each instruction. Assuming a major cycle with four

minor cycles again, the LDA instruction requires the following time allocation:

T1: READ Memory

T2: Wait:

T3: ACC MBR:

T4: No operation:

In ASC, if the execution of an instruction cannot be completed in one major cycle,

additional major cycles must be allocated for that instruction. This simplifies the

design of HCU, but results in some inefficiency if all the minor cycles of the

additional major cycle are not utilized by the instruction. (The alternative would

have been to make the major cycles of variable length, which would have compli-

cated the design.)

We will design the HCU as a synchronous circuit with three states correspond-

ing to the three phases of the instruction cycle.

We will now analyze the microoperations needed by each ASC instruction and

allocate them to whatever number of machine (major) cycles they require. We will

maintain the machine cycles of constant length of four minor cycles for simplicity.

For zero-address instructions where no address calculation is required, we will use
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the four minor cycles of the fetch state to perform execution phase microoperations,

if possible.

ASC instruction cycle thus consists of one machine cycle for those zero-address

instructions in which there is enough time left in the fetch machine cycle to

complete the execution of the instruction; two machine cycles for some zero-

address and single-address instructions with no indirect addressing; three cycles

for single-address instructions with indirect addressing; and multiple machine

cycles (depending on I=O wait time) for I=O instructions.

Table 6.2 lists the complete set of microoperations for LDA instruction and the

control signals needed to activate those microoperations. The set of control signals to

activate a microoperation must be generated simultaneously by the control unit. Note

that the microoperations (and control signals) that are simultaneous are separated by

a comma (,). A period (.) indicates the end of such a set of operations (signals). The

conditional microoperations (signals) are represented using the notation:

IF condition THEN operation(s) ELSE operation(s):

The ELSE clause is optional, if an alternate set of operations is not required when

the ‘‘condition’’ is not true (or 1).

The transitions between fetch (F), defer (D), and execute (E) states are allowed

only in minor cycle 4 (CP4) of each machine cycle, to retain the simplicity of

design. If a complete machine cycle is not needed for a particular set of operations,

these state transitions could occur earlier in the machine cycle, but the state

transition circuit would be more complex. The state transitions are represented by

the operations STATE E, STATE D, and STATE F. These are equivalent

Table 6.2 Microoperations for LDA

Machine Minor Cycle Microoperations Control Signals

Cycle (Clock
pulse)

FETCH CP1 MAR PC, PC to BUS1, TRA1, BUS3 to
MAR, READ.

READ MEMORY
CP2 PC  PC þ 1. PC to BUS1, 1 to BUS2,

ADD, BUS3 to PC.
CP3 IR MBR. MBR to BUS2, TRA2, BUS3 to IR.
CP4 IF IR15¼0 THEN IF IR15¼0, THEN IR7–0 to BUS1,

INDEX to
MAR IR7–0 þ INDEX BUS2, ADD, BUS3 TO MAR.
ELSE ELSE
MAR IR7–0 IR7–0 TO BUS1, TRA1, BUS3 to MAR,
IF IR10¼1 THEN
STATE D

IF IR10¼1, THEN D to STATE

ELSE STATE E. ELSE E to STATE.
DEFER CP1 READ MEMORY. READ.

CP2 WAIT. —
CP3 MAR MBR. MBR to BUS2, TRA2, BUS3 to MAR.
CP4 STATE E. E to STATE.

EXECUTE CP1 READ MEMORY. READ.
CP2 WAIT. —
CP3 ACC MBR. MBR to BUS2, TRA2, BUS3 to ACC.
CP4 STATE F. F to STATE.
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to transferr ing the codes correspo nding to each sta te into the STATE regist er. We

will use the followi ng codi ng:

Code State

00 F
01 D
10 E
11 Not used

Note that in CP2 of the fetch cycle, a constant register cont aining a 1 is neede d to

facil itate increment PC opera tion. Such a constant regist er is connecte d to BUS2 by

the signal 1 to BUS2. In CP4 of the fetch cycle, inde xing is cont rolled by IR 15 and

indire ct address com putation is control led by IR10 . The sta te transi tion is either to

defe r (D) or to execute (E), depend ing on whethe r IR10 is 1 o r 0, respective ly.

We now analyze the remainin g instru ctions to derive the com plete set of cont rol

sign als required for ASC.

6.6. 5 One- Address Instru ctions

Fetch and defer states are identical to the ones shown in Table 6.2 for all one-address

instructions. Table 6.3 lists the execute-phase microprograms for these instructions.

6.6. 6 Zero -Addres s Instr uctions

Th e micro operati ons duri ng the first three minor cycl es of fetch cycle will be simi lar

to that of LDA , for zero -address instru ctions also. Since three is no address compu-

tati on, som e of the execu tion-cycl e opera tions can be perf ormed duri ng the fourth

mino r cycle and no execution cycle is needed. Microop erati ons for all zero -address

instru ctions are listed in Table 6.4. TCA is performed in two steps and hence needs

the execution cycl e. SHR, SHL, and HLT are comple ted in the fetch cycle itself.

6.6. 7 Input =Outp ut Instr uctions

Dur ing RWD and WWD, the proce ssor wait s until the end of the execute cycle to

check to see if the incomin g data are ready (DATA¼ 1) o r if they have been
acce pted (DATA¼ 1). Th e transi tion to fetch state occur s only if these condi tions
are satisfied. If not, the p rocessor wait s (loops) in the execu te state until the

condi tions are met. Hen ce, the n umber of cycles needed for these instru ctions

depend s on the speeds of I =O devi ces.
Table 6.5 lists the cont rol signals as implied by the micro operations in Tables

6.3 and 6.4. Logic diagrams that implemen t an HCU can be derived from the

control-signal information in Tables 6.2 and 6.5.

Figur e 6.11 shows the impleme ntation of the four-pha se clock to generate CP1,

CP2, CP3, and CP4. A 4-bit shift register is used in the implementation. The master

clock is an oscillator that starts emitting clock pulses as soon as the power to the

machine is turned on. When the START button on the console (discussed in the next

section) is pushed, the RUN flip-flop and the MSB of the shift register are set to 1.

The master clock pulse is used to circulate the 1 in the MSB of the shift register
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Table 6.3 Microoperations for One-Address Instruction

Machine
Cycle

Minor
Cycle STA ADD BRU LDX STX

EXECUTE CP1 — READ. PC  MAR. READ. —
CP2 — — — — —
CP3 MBR ACC, ACC MBR — INDEX MBR. MBR INDEX,

WRITE. þACC. WRITE
CP4 STATE F. STATE F. STATE F. STATE F. STATE F.

Machine Cycle
Minor Cycle or
Clock Pulse TIX TDX BIP BIN

EXECUTE CP1 INDEX  INDEX þ 1. INDEX  INDEX – 1. — —
CP2 IF ZERO-INDEX¼0 IF ZERO-INDEX 6¼ 0 — —

THEN PC  MAR. THEN PC  MAR.
CP3 — — — —
CP4 STATE F. STATE F. IF ACCUMULATOR — IF N¼1

POSITIVE¼1 THEN THEN
PC MAR. PC 
STATE F. MAR.

STATE F.
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Table 6.4 Microoperations for Zero-Address Instructions

Cycle Minor Cycle RWD WWD TCA SHR SHL HLT

FETCH CP1

CP2 Same microoperations as those for LDA.
CP3

CP4 DATA  0,
DATA  0, OUTPUT 1,
INPUT  1, STATE E, STATE E. ACC ACC SHL RUN 0
STATE E. DOL ACC. SHR (ACC). (ACC).

EXECUTE CP1 — — AC ACC0.
CP2 — — ACC ACC þ 1. Execution cycle not needed; remains in F

State.
CP3 — — —
CP4 IF DATA¼1 IF DATA¼1 STATE  F.

THEN THEN
ACC DIL, OUTPUT 0,
INPUT  0,
STATE F.
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Table 6.5(a) Control Signals for One-Address Instructions

Machine Cycle Minor Cycle STA ADD BRU LDX STX

EXECUTE CP1 — READ. MAR to BUS1, READ. —
TRA1,
BUS3 to PC.

CP2 — — — — —
CP3 ACC to BUS1, ACC to BUS1, — MAR to BUS2, INDEX to BUS2,

TRA1, MBR to BUS2, TRA2, TRA2,
BUS3 to MBR, ADD, BUS3 to INDEX. BUS3 to MBR,
WRITE. BUS3 to ACC. WRITE.

CP4 F to STATE. F to STATE. F to STATE. F to STATE. F to STATE.

Machine Cycle Clock Pulse TIX TDX BIP BIN

EXECUTE CP1 1 to BUS1, �1 TO BUS1, — —
INDEX to BUS 2, INDEX to BUS2,
ADD, ADD,
BUS3 to INDEX. BUS3 to INDEX.

CP2 IF ZERO-INDEX¼ 0 IF ZERO-INDEX 6¼ 0 — —
THEN MAR to BUS1, THEN MAR to BUS1,
TRA1, TRA1,
BUS3 to PC. BUS3 to PC.

CP3 — — — —
CP4 F to STATE. F to STATE. IF ACCUMULATOR — IF N¼ 1

POSITIVE¼ 1 THEN THEN
MAR to BUS1, TRA1, MAR to BUS1
BUS3 to PC, TRA1, BUS3
F to STATE. to PC,

F to STATE.
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Table 6.5(b) Control Signals for Zero-Address Instructions

Machine Clock
Cycle Pulse RWD WWD TCA SHR SHL HLT

FETCH CP1

CP2 Same as those for LDA in Table 6.2
CP3

CP4 0 to DATA, 0 to DATA E to STATE. ACC to BUS1, ACC to BUS1,
1 to INPUT, 1 to OUTPUT, SHR, SHL, 0 to RUN.
E to STATE. E to STATE. BUS3 to ACC. BUS3 to ACC.

ACC to DOL.
EXECUTE CP1 — — ACC to BUS1,

COMP,
BUS3 to ACC.

CP2 — — ACC to BUS1. Execution cycle not needed; remains in F state.
1 to BUS2,
ADD,
BUS3 to ACC.

CP3 — — —
CP4 IF DATA¼1 IF DATA¼1 F to STATE.

THEN DIL THEN 0 to
to ACC, OUTPUT
0 to INPUT, F to STATE.
F to STATE.
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through the other bits on the righ t, to generat e the four cloc k pulses. The seque nce

of thes e pu lses continues as long as RUN flip- flop is set. Th e HLT instru ction resets

the RUN flip-fl op, thus stop ping the four-pha se cloc k. A ‘‘Master Clear ’’ button on

the console clears all the flip-fl ops whe n the RUN is not on.

A 2-to-4 decoder is used to generate F, D, and E sign als correspo nding to the fetch

(00), defe r (01) , and execu te (10) states. Figure 6.12 show s the state change circuitry

and its derivat ion, assumi ng D flip-fl ops. Th e CP4 is used as the clock for the state for

the state register, which along with the transitio n cir cuits is shown in Figure 6.12.

Figure 6.13 show s the circui t neede d to imple ment the first thr ee minor cycl es

of the fetch. The fourth mi nor cycle of fetch is impleme nted by the circuit in

Figure 6.14. Her e, the RUN flip-fl op is reset if the IR contain s the HLT instruction.

Indexing is performed only when IR15 is a 0 and the instru ction is not a TCA and

not a HLT. Since the reset RUN flip- flop overrid es any othe r opera tion, it is

sufficien t to imple ment the remai ning condition (IR15¼ 0 AN D NOT TCA ) for

CPI CP2 CP3

PRESET

CLEAR

Clock

S

R

PRESET

CLEAR

Clock

S

R

PRESET

CLEAR

Clock

S

R

PRESET

CLEAR
Master

START
(switch)

Reset RUN
flip-flop
(From
Figure 6.14)

Clear

Clock

S

R Q�

Q

Q�

Q

Q�

Q

Q�

Q

PRESET

RUN
flip-flop

Master
clock

Time

Master
clock

CP1

CP2

CP3

CP4

CLEAR

Clock

S

R Q�

Q

CP4

(a) Clock circuit

(b) Timing diagram

Figure 6.11 Four-phase clock using SR flip-flops.
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inde xing. This condi tion is handled by the NOR gate . Corre spondin g to the four

inde x register refere nce instructions , only the addre ss portion of IR is transf erred

(w ithout indexing ) to MAR. The control signals correspo nding to the other four

instru ctions are similarly implemente d.

Figur e 6.15 shows the control circuits for the defe r cycle and Figure 6.16 for

the execu te cycle. Th e state transi tion sign als of Figure 6 .12 are not repe ated in

thes e circuit diag rams, nor has the logi c minimizat ion been attempt ed in derivi ng

thes e circui ts.

I2

I�3 E

D1 D2

Fetch
Defer
Execute

All transitions during CP4

2-to-4
decoder

Q
D1 clock

Q
D2 clock

State
register

D

WWD

RWD

Q
Data

Q�

E

I3

CP4

F (Fetch)
D (Defer)
E (Execute)
   Not used

(IR)10 = I2
F

F SHR
SHL
HLT

0
0
1

0
1
0

I�1 I�2

I3

Always

I1: SHL + SHR + HLT
I2: IR10 is 1
I3: (Data = 0 and RWD) or
     (Data = 0 and WWD)

I1

F

Go to F: I1 • F + I�3 • E
Go to D: I2 • F
Go to E: D + I�1 • I�2 • F + I3 • E

D1 = D + I�1 • I�2 • F + I3 • E; D2 = I2 • F

D

∴

I�1

(a) State register and transitions

•

(b) Transition circuits

Figure 6.12 State register and transition circuits.
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F

CP1

CP2

CP3

PC to BUS1

TAR1

BUS3 to MAR

READ

PC to BUS1

1 to BUS2

ADD

BUS3 to PC

MBR to BUS2

TRA2

BUS3 to IR

Figure 6.13 Fetch cycle (CP1� CP3).

CP4 F

Reset RUN flip-flop

IR7−0 to BUS1
INDEX to BUS2

ADD
BUS3 to MAR
IR7−0 to BUS1

INPUT

(from Figure 6.16(d))

OUTPUT

(to output
device)

(from Figure 6.16(d))

(from Figure 6.16(d))

ACC to DOL

Set
OUTPUT

FF
Reset

Set
DOL
FF

Reset

Q

Q

(to
input
device)

Set
INPUT

FF
Reset

TRA1

BUS3 to MAR

Set DOL flip-flop

SHR for ALU

ACC to BUS1
BUS3 to ACC
TRA1

SHL for ALU

SHR

RWD

WWD

TDX
TIX

STX
LDX

TCA
IR15

HLT

SHL

Reset DATA flip-flop
Set INPUT flip-flop

Reset DATA flip-flop
Set OUTPUT flip-flop

Figure 6.14 Fetch cycle (CP4).
Note: State change signals are shown in Figure 6.12. INPUT, OUTPUT, and ACC to
DOL signals are set and remain set until reset in CP4.
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READ

D

MBR to BUS2

TRA2

CP1

CP3

BUS3 to MAR

Figure 6.15 Defer cycle.

ACC to BUS1

COMP

BUS3 to ACC

READ

1 to BUS1

INDEX to BUS2

ADD

BUS3 to INDEX

MAR to BUS1

BRU

TDX

TIX

ADD
LDX
LDA

TCA

CP1

E

TRA1

BUS3 to PC

−1 to BUS1

(a) CP1

Figure 6.16 Execute cycle.
(continued)
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6.7 CONSOLE

We have included the design of the console here for completeness. This section can

be skipped without a loss of continuity. We will not consider console operation,

however, in the MCU design in the next section.

CP2

TCA

TIX

TDX

ZERO-INDEX

CP3

LDA

ADD

LDX

STA

STX

WRITE

BUS3 to MBR

TRA2

INDEX to BUS2

WRITE

BUS3 to MBR

TRA1

ACC to BUS1

BUS3 ro INDEX

TRA2

MBR to BUS2

BUS3 to ACC

ADD

MBR to BUS2

ACC to BUS1

BUS3 to ACC

TRA2

MBR to BUS2

BUS3 to PC
TRA1
MAR TO BUS1

BUS 3 to ACC
ADD
1 to BUS2
ACC to BUS1

E

E

(b) CP2

(c) CP3

Figure 6.16 (continued)
(continued)
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Figure 6.17 shows the ASC console. The console (control panel) enables the

operator to control the machine. It can be used for loading programs and data into

memory, observing the contents of registers and memory locations, and starting and

stopping the machine. There are 16 lights (monitors) on the console that can display

CP4 E

RWD
DIL to ACC

Reset INPUT flip-flop

Reset OUTPUT flip-flop
Reset DOL flip-flop

MAR to BUS1
TRA 1

BUS3 to PC

MAR to BUS1
TRA1

BUS3 to PC

WWD

BIP

BIN

(N is from PSR)

Accumulator
positive

N

DATA

DATA

(d) CP4

Figure 6.16 (continued)

PC MEM

LOAD

ACC PC IR INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 MEM

DISPLAYPSR

MASTER
CLEAR

START/STOP POWER
ON/OFF

Console key:

Lights

Single-pole switches Momentary switches

Ganged push to make switches

C

A

Figure 6.17 ASC console.
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the contents of a selected register or memory location. There is a switch bank
consisting of 16 two-position switches that can be used for loading a 16-bit pattern

into either PC or a selected memory location. There are two LOAD switches:

LOAD PC and LOAD MEM. When LOAD PC is pushed, the bit pattern set on

the switch bank is transferred to PC. When LOAD MEM is pushed, the contents of

the switch bank are transferred to the memory location addressed by PC. There is a

set of DISPLAY switches to enable the display of contents of ACC, PC, IR, index

registers, PSR, or the memory location addressed by PC. The DISPLAY and LOAD

switches are push-button switches and are mechanically ganged together so that only

one of these switches is pushed (operative) at any time. The switch that was previously

pushed pops out when a new switch is pushed. TheMASTERCLEAR switch clears all

ASC registers. The START switch sets the RUN flip-flop, which in turn starts the

four-phase clock. There is also a POWER ON=OFF switch on the console.

Each switch on the console invokes a sequence of microoperations. Typical

operations possible using the console along with the sequences of microoperations

invoked are listed here:

Loading PC. Set the switch bank to the required 16-bit pattern.

LOAD PC PC Switch bank:

Loading Memory. Load PC with the memory address. Set switch bank to the data to

be loaded into the memory location.

LOAD MEM MAR PC:

MBR Switch Bank

WRITE:

Display Registers. Each of the register contents can be displayed on monitors

(lights) by pushing the corresponding display switch.

MONITOR Selected register

Display Memory. Set PC to the memory address.

DISPLAY MEM MAR PC, READ:

PC PCþ 1:

MONITOR MBR:

While loading and displaying memory, the PC value is incremented by 1 at the end

of a load or a display. This enables easier loading and monitoring of the consecutive

memory locations. To execute a program, the program and data are first loaded into

the memory, PC is set to the address of the first executable instruction, and the

execution is started by pushing the START switch. Since the content of any register

or memory location can be placed on BUS3, a 16-bit monitor register is connected
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to BUS3. The lights on the console display the contents of this register. The switch

bank is connected to BUS2.

Figure 6.18 shows the control circuitry needed to display memory. The console

is active only when the RUN flip-flop is RESET. When one of the LOAD or

DISPLAY switches is depressed, the console active flip-flop is set for a time period

equal to three clock pulses (all the console functions can be completed in three-

clock-pulse time).

The RUN flip-flop is also set during this period, thus enabling the clock. The

clock circuitry is active long enough to give three pulses and deactivated by

resetting the RUN flip-flop. The START=STOP switch complements the RUN

flip-flop each time it is depressed, thus starting or stopping the clock. Note that

except for the START=STOP switch, the console is inactive when the machine is

Running. Circuits to generate control signals corresponding to each LOAD and

DISPLAY switch must be included to complete the design. The console designed

here is very simple compared to the consoles of machines available commercially.

6.8 MICROPROGRAMMED CONTROL UNIT

A hardwired control unit requires extensive redesign of the hardware if the instruc-

tion set has to be expanded or if the function of an instruction has to be changed. In

practice, a flexible control unit is desired to enable tailoring the instruction set to the

application environment. A microprogrammed control unit (MCU) offers such flexi-

bility. In an MCU, microprograms corresponding to each instruction in the instruction

set are stored in a ROM called control ROM (CROM). A microcontrol unit (mCU)
executes the appropriate microprogram based on the instruction in IR. The execu-

tion of a microinstruction is equivalent to the generation of control signals to bring

out that microoperation. The mCU is usually hardwired and is comparatively simple

to design since its function is only to execute microprograms in the CROM.

Switch depressed

RUN (Q)

To set MSB of clock (ORed at PRESET)

To set RUN flip-flop
(ORed at PRESET)

DISPLAY 
MEMORY

PC to BUS1
TRA1
BUS3 to MAR
READ

PC to BUS1
1 to BUS2
ADD
BUS3 to PC

MBR to BUS2

TRA2

BUS3 to MONITOR

CP3

CP2

CP1Console
active

flip-flop

To clear
RUN flip-flop

(ORed at CLEAR)

3 CP
DELAY

SET

CLEAR

Q

R
S

Figure 6.18 Console circuits for DISPLAY MEMORY.
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Figure 6.19 shows a block diagram of an MC U. Micropr ograms correspo nding

to fet ch, defer, and execute cycles of each instruction are stored in the CROM. The

beginnin g addre ss of the fetch seque nce is load ed into mMA R whe n the power is

turned on. Then the CRO M transfer the first micro instru ction of fetch into m MBR.

The mCU decode s this micro instru ction to gener ate control sign als require d to bring

about that micro operation. The m MAR is normally increment ed by 1 at each clock

pulse to execu te the next microins truction in seque nce. This seque ntial executio n is

altered at the end of the fetch microprogr am, since the execu tion of the micro pro-

gram corr espond ing to the execu te cycle of the instruction now residing in IR mus t

be started. Hence the m MAR mus t be set to the CROM address where the appro -

priate execute micro program begi ns. At the end of execution of each execu te

microprogr am, control is transferr ed to the fetch seque nce. The function of the

mCU is thus to set the mMA R to the proper value; i.e., the current valu e incr emented

by 1 or a jum p address depend ing on the opcode and the status signals such as

ZERO-I NDEX, N, Z, etc .

For illus tration purpos es, a typical micro instruction might be PC   PC þ 1.
When this microinstruction is brought into mMBR, the decoder circuits generate the

following control signals: PC to BUS1, 1 to BUS2, ADD, BUS3 to PC, and

the mMAR is incremented by 1. We describe the design of an MCU for ASC in the

following section.

6.8.1 MCU for ASC

Table 6.6 show s the comple te micro program for ASC. The micro program resem-

bles any high-level language program and consists of ‘‘executable microinstruc-

tions’’ (which produce control signals as the result of execution) and ‘‘control

microinstructions’’ (which change the sequence of execution of the microprogram

Status signals
ACCUMULATOR-POSITIVE,
ZERO-INDEX, etc.

OPCODE

Clock

MCU

Microcontrol unit
(μCU)

Decoder

Control ROM

Fetch

Execute LDA

Execute STA

Execute TDX

Control signals

μMBR

μMAR

Figure 6.19 Microprogrammed control unit (MCU) model.
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Table 6.6 ASC Microprogram

Address Microinstruction Comments

0 GO to 0 Halt loop
1 GO TO LDA
2 GP TO STA
3 GO TO ADD
4 GO TO TCA
5 GO TO BRU Jump to
6 GO TO BIP appropriate
7 GO TO BIN execute
8 GO TO RWD routine
9 GO TO WWD
10 GO TO SHL
11 GO TO SHR
12 GO TO LDX
13 GO TO STX
14 GO TO TIX
15 GO TO TDX
16 —
17 Reserved for other opcodes
18 —
— —
— —
31 —
32 FETCH MAR PC, READ. Fetch begins
33 PC PC þ 1.
34 IR MBR. Fetch ends
35 GO TO* OPCODE. Jump to 0 thru 31

based on OPCODE in
IR15–11

36 LDA MAR IR7�0 þ INDEX. Index
37 IF IR10¼ 0 THEN GO TO M. No indirect
38 READ. Indirect
39 WAIT. No operation, waiting for memory

read
40 MAR MBR. Execute
41 M READ.
42 WAIT.
43 ACC MBR.
44 GO TO FETCH. End of LDA
45 STA MAR IR7�0 þ INDEX. Begin STA
46 L1 IF IR10¼ 0 THEN GO TO M1. No indirect
47 READ. Indirect
48 WAIT.
49 MAR MBR.
50 M1 MBR ACC, WRITE.
51 WAIT.
52 GO TO FETCH. End of STA
53 ADD MAR IR7�0 þ INDEX.
54 L2 IF IR10¼ 0 THEN GO TO M2. No indirect
55 READ. Indirect
56 WAIT.
57 MAR MBR.
58 M2 READ.
59 WAIT.
60 ACC ACC þ MBR.
61 GO TO FETCH. End of ADD
62 TCA ACC NOT (ACC).
63 ACC ACC þ 1.
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Table 6.6 (continued)

Address Microinstruction Comments

64 GO TO FETCH. End of TCA
65 BRU MAR  IR7�0 þ INDEX.
66 IF IR10¼ 0 THEN GO TO M3. No indirect
67 READ. Indirect
68 WAIT.
69 MAR  MBR.
70 M3 PC  MAR. Execute BRU
71 GO TO FETCH. End BRU
72 BIP IF ACC <¼0 If ACC is not positive,

THEN GO TO FETCH. go to fetch
73 BIN IF ACC >¼0 If ACC is not

THEN GO TO FETCH. negative, go to fetch
75 GO TO BRU.
76 RWD DATA  0, INPUT 1. Begin RWD
77 LL1 WAIT. Wait until data are ready
78 IF DATA¼0 THEN GO TO LL1.
79 ACC  DIL, INPUT 0. Data to ACC
80 GO TO FETCH. End RWD
81 WWD DATA  0, OUTPUT 1, Begin WWD

DOL ACC.
82 LL2 WAIT. Wait until data are accepted
83 IF DATA¼0 THEN GO TO LL2.
84 OUTPUT 0.
85 GO TO FETCH. End WWD
86 SHL ACC  SHL (ACC) Shift left
87 GO TO FETCH.
88 SHR ACC  SHR (ACC) Shift right
89 GO TO FETCH.
90 LDX MAR  IR7�0. Begin LDX
91 IF IR10¼ 0 THEN GO TO M6. No indirect
92 READ. Indirect
93 WAIT.
94 MAR  MBR.
95 M6 READ. Execute
96 WAIT.
97 INDEX MBR.
98 GO TO FETCH. End LDX
99 STX MAR  IR7�0. Begin STX
100 IF IR10¼ 0 THEN GO TO M7. No indirect
101 READ. Indirect
102 WAIT.
103 MAR  MBR.
104 M7 MBR  INDEX, WRITE. Execute
105 WAIT.
106 GO TO FETCH. End STX
107 TIX INDEX INDEX þ 1. Increment
108 IF ZERO-INDEX¼ 1 THEN ZERO-INDEX
109 LL3 GO TO FETCH. is non-zero
110 MAR  IR7�0.
111 IF IR10¼ 0 THEN GO TO M8. No indirect
112 READ. Indirect
113 WAIT.
114 M8 MAR MBR.
115 PC  MAR Jump
116 TDX GO TO FETCH.
117 INDEX INDEX � 1. Decrement

IF ZERO-INDEX¼ 0 THEN
118 GO TO FETCH.

GO TO LL3.
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based on some condi tions). The first 32 microins tructions are merely jum ps to the

micro instru ction sequences correspo nding to the 32 possibl e instructions in ASC.

Lo cation 0 cont ains an infini te loop corr espond ing to the execution of HLT instruc-

tion. The STAR T swit ch on the console take s ASC off this loop. That is, when the

STAR T switch is depre ssed, the microprogr am begi ns execution at 32 where the

fetch seque nce begi ns. As soon as the instru ction is fetched into IR, the micropro-

gram jumps to one of the 32 locations (based on the opcode in IR) and in turn to the

appro priate execu tion sequence.

Th e inde xing and indirect address com putation are each now part of the

execu tion sequence of instru ctions that use those addressi ng mode s. As in HCU ,

the index regist er is selected by the IR decode r circui t and if the index flag

corr espond s to 00, no index regist er will be selected. The micro instru ction seque nce

corr espond ing to indire ct address com putation (i.e., locations 38–40) is repe ated for

each instruction that needs it, for simplic ity. (Alt ernatively, this seque nce coul d

have been writte n as a subpr ogram that could be calle d by each instru ction

seque nce as neede d.) At the end of each instruction execution, the micro program

returns to the fet ch seque nce.

To represe nt the micro program in a ROM, the microprogr am shoul d be con-

verted into binary. This proce ss is very simi lar to an assembler produc ing the obje ct

code. There are two type s of instructions in the micro program , as men tioned earlier.

To distingui sh betwee n the two type s we wi ll use a micro instruction format with a

1-bi t micro opcode . A micro opcode of 0 indicates type 0 instru ctions that produc e

the control signals whi le microopcode 1 indicates type 1 instructions (jumps ) that

cont rol the micro program flo w. The formats of the two type s of microins tructions

are shown later:

0
Branch addressCondition

Control signals
1

Each bit of the type 0 instruction can be used to represe nt a cont rol signal. Thus,

whe n this microins truction is brough t to mMB R, each nonzero bit in the micro in-

struct ion would produc e the correspo nding cont rol signal. Th is organ ization would

not need any decoding of the microinstruction. The disadvantage is that the micro-

instruction word will be very long, thereby requiring a large CROM. One way to

reduce the microinstruction word length is by encoding signals into several fields in

the microinstruction, wherein a field represents control signals that are not required

to be generated simultaneously. Each field is then decoded to generate the control

signals.

An obvio us sign al encodi ng scheme for ASC is show n in Figur e 6.20. Here,

control signals are partitioned based on the busses they are associated with (i.e., on

BUS1, ON BUS2, and OFF BUS3) and the ALU. The control signals to all these

four facilities need to be generated simultaneously. This listing shows that each of

the fields require three bits to represent the signals in that field. Figure 6.20b

classifies the remaining control signals into four fields of 2 bits each. Thus, the

ASC type 0 instruction would be 21 bits long.
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An analysi s of the micro program in Table 6.6 show s that there are eight dif ferent

branchin g condi tions. These conditions are shown in Figure 6.21. A 3-bi t field is

required to represe nt these condi tions. Th e codi ng of this 3-bit field is als o show n in

Figure 6.21. Since there are a total of 119 microins tructions , a 7-bi t address is

needed to com pletely addre ss the CROM words. Th us, type 1 micro instru ctions can

be represe nted in 11 bits. But to retain the uniformi ty, we will use a 21-bit format

for type 1 instru ctions also. The formats are shown in Figur e 6.21b.

The micro program of Table 6.6 must be encoded usin g the instru ction

formats shown in Figur es 6.20 and 6.21. Figur e 6.22 show s som e exam ples of

encoding.

The h ardware structure to execu te the micro program is show n in Figur e 6.23.

The mMA R is first set to point to the begi nning of the fetch seque nce (i.e., addre ss

32). At each clock pulse, the CROM transfers the micro instru ction at the addre ss

pointed to by the mMA R into mMB R. If the first bit of mMBR is 0, the control

decoders are activa ted to generat e cont rol signals and mMA R is increment ed b y 1.

Code

Code

μOPCODE
ON

BUS1
ON

BUS2
OFF

BUS3 ALU FIELD1 FIELD2 FIELD3 MEMORY

222233331

0

FIELD1 FIELD2 FIELD3 MEMORY

0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
0 1 1
1 0 0

1 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1

0 0
0 1
1 0
1 1

None
Not used
1 to INPUT
1 to OUTPUT

None
DIL to ACC
ACC to DOL
INHIBIT CLOCK

None
0 to INPUT
0 to OUTPUT
0 to DATA

None
READ
WRITE
Not used

None
ACC
MAR
(IR)ADRS
PC

1
−1

None
INDEX
MBR
1
SWITCH
BANK

None
ACC
INDEX
IR
MAR

MBR
PC
MONITOR

None
TRA1
TRA2
ADD
COMP

SHL
SHR

ON
BUS1

ON
BUS2

OFF
BUS3 ALU

(b) 2-bit fields

(a) 3-bit fields

(c) Type 0 format

Figure 6.20 Signal partitioning and encoding for microinstruction type 0.
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If the first bit of mMBR is a 1, the condition code decoders are activated. Based on

the condition code, the mMAR is updated as follows:

Condition mMAR Receives

START 32
000 Address field of mMBR
001 Opcode from IR
010 thru 111 Address field of mMBR if the corresponding condition is satisfied; otherwise,

increment mMAR by 1.

Refer to Figure 6.21a for details on condition codes.

The console operations are also facilitated by the microcode. The console

hardware should gate a 32 into mMAR and start the clock every time the START

Branching condition

Unconditional branch 000
GO TO* OPCODE 001  Branch based on opcode
Branch if IR10 = 0 010  Indirect
Branch if ACC < = 0 011  i.e., ACCUMULATOR-POSITIVE = 0
Branch if ACC > = 0 100  i.e., N = 0
Branch if DATA = 0 101  DATA flip-flop is reset.
Branch if ZERO-INDEX = 1 110  Index register content non-zero.
Branch if ZERO-INDEX = 0 111  Index register content is zero.

Condition code

1
Condition

code
Not

used

1 3 7 10

m Address

Comment

(a) Type 1 microinstruction condition code field encoding

(b) Type 1 format

Figure 6.21 Type 1 microinstruction encoding.

0

mOPCODE

001

ACC
to

BUS1

BUS3
to

MBRNONE NONE NONE NONE WRITETRA1

MBR       ACC, WRITE.

Condition
code

GO TO FETCH

mOPCODE

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 –

mAddress Not used

000 101 001 00 00 00 10

(a) Type 0

(b) Type 1

Figure 6.22 Typical encoded microinstructions.
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LET
 E1 = (mopcode)�
 E2 = CC1
 E3 = START • RUN�

 E4 = CCf + Unconditional
  CC2  •  IR�10 + Indirect
  CC3  •  (N + Z) + ACC < = 0
  CC4  •  (N� + Z) + ACC > = 0
  CC5  •  DATA� + DATA flip-flop reset
  CC6  •  ZERO-INDEX + INDEX � 0
  CC7  •  (ZERO-INDEX)� INDEX = 0.

where, CCf–CC7 are decoded condition codes.
Then

E1: �MAR μMAR + 1
E2: �MAR 00c OPCODE       (from IR)
E3: �MAR 32
E4: �MAR Address portion of μMBR.

→
→
→
→

1

Adder

Clock
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0100000
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CROM

μMBR�Opcode
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ENABLE

Control
decoder

Control
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Circuit
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Figure 6.23 Microcontrol unit hardware.
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switch is activated and the RUN flip-flop is reset. Similarly, corresponding to the

LOAD PC switch, the following microprogram is required:

120 LOAD PC PC SWITCH BANK:

121 GO TO 0:

Again, at each activation of LOAD PC switch, the address 120 should be gated into

mMAR and clock started. At the end of LOAD PC the machine goes into halt state.

The detailed design of console circuits is let as an exercise.

In an MCU, the time required to execute an instruction is a function of the

number of microinstructions in the corresponding sequence. The MCU returns to

fetch the new instruction once the sequence is executed (the hardwired HCU waited

until CP4 for a state change.) The overall operation is, however, slower than that of

an HCU since each microinstruction is to be retrieved from the CROM and the time

required between two clock pulses is thus equal to (Slowest register transfer time þ
CROM access time).

The function of an instruction is easily altered by changing the microprogram.

This requires a new CROM. Other than this, no hardware changes are needed. This

attribute of an MCU is used in the ‘‘emulation’’ of computers where an available

machine (host) is made to execute another (target) machine’s instructions by

changing the control store of the host.

In practice, CROM size is a design factor. The length of the microprogram

must be minimized to reduce CROM size, thereby reducing the cost of MCU. This

requires that each microinstruction contain as many microoperations as possible,

thereby increasing the CROM word size, which in turn increases the cost of MCU.

A compromise is thus needed. As in ASC-MCU, each microinstruction has to be

encoded and the number of each encoded field in an instruction has to be kept low

to reduce the CROM width. A microoperation then will span more than one

CROM word. Facilities are then needed to buffer the CROM words corresponding

to a microoperation so that all required control signals are generated simultan-

eously. In a horizontally microprogrammed machine, each bit of the CROM word

corresponds to a control signal. That is, there is no encoding of bits. Hence, the

execution of the microprogram is fast since no decoding is necessary. But the

CROM words are wide. In a vertically microprogrammed machine, the bits in the

CROM word are encoded to represent control signals. This results in shorter

words, but the execution of the microprograms becomes slow owing to decoding

requirements.

We conclude this section with the following procedure for designing an MCU,

once the bus structure of the machine is established:

1. Arrange the microinstruction sequences into one complete program (micropro-

gram).

2. Determine the microinstruction format(s) needed. The generalized format is as

shown below:
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CONDITION
CONTROL
SIGNALS

BRANCH
ADDRESS

This format might result in less efficient usage of the microword since BRANCH

ADDRESS field is not used in those microinstructions that generate control

signals and increment mMAR by 1 to point to the next microinstruction.

3. Count the total number of control signals to be generated. If this number is large,

thus making the microinstruction wordlength too large, partition the control

signals into distinct groups. Only one of the control signals from each partition

is generated at a given time. Control signals that need to be generated simultane-

ously should be in separate groups. Assign fields in the control signal portion of

the microinstruction format and encode them.

4. After the encoding in step 3, determine the mMAR size from the total number of

microinstructions needed.

5. Load the microprogram into the CROM.

6. Design the circuit to initialize and update the contents of the mMAR.

6.9 SUMMARY

The detailed design of ASC provided here illustrates the sequence of steps in the

design of a digital computer. In practice, the chronological order shown here cannot

be strictly followed. Several iterations between the steps are needed in the design

cycle before a complete design is obtained. Several architectural and performance

issues arise at each step in the design process. We have ignored those issues in this

chapter but address them in subsequent chapters of this book. This chapter intro-

duced the design of microprogrammed control units. Almost all modern-day com-

puters use MCUs, because of the flexibility needed to update processors quickly, to

meet the market needs.
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PROBLEMS

6.1 Rewrite the control sequence for conditional branch instructions of ASC so that

the instruction cycle terminates in one major cycle if the condition is not satisfied.

Discuss the effect of this modification on the hardware of the control unit.
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6.2 In a practical computer the shift instructions accommodate multiple shifts. Use

the address field of SHR and SHL to specify the number of shifts. How can you

accommodate this modification by

a. changes to hardwired control unit

b. changes to microprogram

c. changes to assembler.

6.3 Write register transfer sequences for the following new instructions on ASC.

Subtract:

SUB MEM ACC ACC�M[MEM]:

Load immediate:

LD1 data ACC data

Assume data are in bits 0 through 7 of the instruction.

6.4 Write register transfer sequences for the following new instructions:

JSR: Subroutine jump; use memory location 0 for storing the return address.

RET: Return from subroutine.

6.5 Write the register transfer sequence needed to implement a multiply instruction

on ASC. That is:

MPY MEM ACC ACC*M[MEM]:

Use the repeated addition of ACC to itself M[MEM] times. Assume that the

product fits in one word. List the hardware changes needed (if any).

6.6 Write microprogram to implement the solutions for Problems 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5.

6.7 Write the microprogram to implement the following Move multiple words

instruction:

MOV A,B

which moves N words from memory locations starting at A to those at B. The

value of N is specified in the Accumulator. Assume that A and B are represented

as 4-bit fields in the 8-bit operand field of the instruction, and indexing and

indirecting are not allowed. What is the limitation of this instruction?

6.8 Implement the Move instruction of the problem above, by changes to the hard-

wired control unit.

6.9 Use two words to represent the Move instruction of Problem 6.7. The first word

contains the opcode, address modifiers and the address of A and the second

word contains the address modifiers and the address of B (the opcode field in

this word is not used). Write the microprogram.

6.10 Discuss how you can accommodate more than one I=O device on ASC. Specify

the hardware modification needed.

6.11 Rewrite the microprogram sequence for HLT instruction, if the JSR and RET

instructions of Problem 6.4 are implemented by extending the HLT opcode. That

is, use the unused bits of the HLT instruction to signify JSR and RET.

6.12 Design a single-bus structure for ASC.
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6.13 Code the microprogram segments or LDA and TIX instructions in Table 6.6 in

binary and hexadecimal.

6.14 We have assumed single level of indirect addressing for ASC. What changes are

needed to extend this to multiple levels whereby the indirection is performed until

the most significant bit of the memory word, addressed at the current level, is

nonzero.

6.15 Change the ASC instruction format to accommodate both preindexed and post-

indexed indirect addressing. Rewrite the microcode to accommodate those oper-

ations.

6.16 Use a 16-bit up-counter as the PC for ASC. What changes are needed for the

control unit hardware? Does it alter the operation of any of the instructions?

6.17 Extend the JSR and RET instructions of Problems 6.4 to allow nested subroutine

calls. That is, a subroutine can call another subroutine. Then the returns from the

subroutines will be in a last-in-first-out order. Use a stack in your design. (Refer

to Appendix B for details of stack implementation.)

6.18 Design a paged-addressing mechanism for ASC. Assume that the two most

significant bits of the 8-bit direct address are used to select one of the four

10-bit segment registers. The contents of a segment register concatenated with

the least significant 6 bits of the address field forms the 16-bit address. Show the

hardware details. What is the effect of this addressing scheme on indirect and

index address computations?

6.19 Do we still need the index and indirect addressing modes, after implementing the

paged-addressing scheme of the problem above? Justify your answer.

6.20 Assume that the ASC memory is organized as 8 bit per word. That means each

single-address instruction now occupies two words and zero-address instructions

occupy one word each. The ASC bus structure remains the same. MBR is now 8

bits long and is connected to the least significant 8 bit of the bus structure.

Rewrite the fetch microprogram.

6.21 Include four general-purpose registers into ASC structure to replace the accumu-

lator and index registers. Each register can be used either as an accumulator or as

an index register. Expand ASC instruction set to utilize these registers. Assume

the same set of operations as are now available on ASC. Is there any merit in

including register-to-register operations in the instruction set? Design the new

instruction format.

6.22 If you are restricted to using only eight instructions to build a new machine,

which of the 16 instructions would you discard? Why?

6.23 How would you handle an invalid opcode in the microprogrammed control unit?

6.24 Study the architectures of Intel, Motorola and MIPS processors along the features

of ASC described in Chapters 5 and 6.

6.25 What are the differences in the operating characteristics of machines with fixed-

length and variable-length instructions?
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CHAPTER 7

Input=Output

In the design of a simple computer (ASC), we assumed one input device and one

output device transferring data in and out of the accumulator using a programmed

I=O mode. An actual computer system, however, consists of several input and output

devices or peripherals. Although the programmed I=O mode can be used in such an

environment, it is slow and may not be suitable, especially when the machine is

used as a real-time processor responding to irregular changes in the external

environment. Consider the example of a processor used to monitor the condition

of a patient in a hospital. Although the majority of its patient data gathering

operations can be performed in a programmed I=O mode, alarming conditions

such as abnormal blood pressure or temperature occur irregularly, and detection

of such events requires that the processor be interrupted by the event from its regular

activity. We discuss the general concept of interrupt processing and interrupt-driven

I=O in this chapter.

The transfer of information between the processor and a peripheral consists of

the following steps:

1. Selection of the device and checking the device for readiness

2. Transfer initiation, when the device is ready

3. Information transfer

4. Conclusion

These steps can be controlled by the processor or the peripheral or both.

Contingent upon where the transfer control is located, three modes of I=O are

possible. They are

1. Programmed I=O
2. Interrupt mode I=O
3. Direct memory access (DMA)

We will discuss each of these modes in detail following a discussion of the

general I=O model. Pertinent details of I=O structures of some popular computer

systems are provided as examples.
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7.1 GEN ERAL I= O MODEL

Th e I =O str ucture of ASC with one input device and one outpu t device is show n in
Figur e 7.1. ASC com munica tes with its peripher als thro ugh data-input lines (DIL)

and data-out put lines (DOL). There are two cont rol lines : input and output. The
data flip-flop in the cont rol unit is used to coord inate the I=O activities .

Figur e 7.2 shows the gener alization of ASC I =O struct ure to include multipl e

I =O devi ces. To addre ss multipl e devices a device numb er (or address) is neede d.

Th is devi ce address can be repr esented in the 8-bi t opera nd field of RWD and

WWD instructions . In fact, sinc e the index and indirect fields of these instru ctions

are not used, device addre sses as large as 11 bit can be used. In Figur e 7.2 it is

assum ed that only 4 bits are used to represe nt the device address. Thus, it is possib le

to connect 16 input and 16 ou tput devi ces to ASC. A 4-to-16 decode r attac hed

to devi ce address bits is activate d during RWD and WWD instru ction cycles to

sel ect 1 of the 16 input or outpu t devi ces, resp ectively. If the INPUT control line is

act ive, the selected input device sends the data to the proce ssor. If the OUTPU T

cont rol line is active , the select ed outpu t device receives the data from the proces-

sor. The DIL and DOL of Chapter 6 are replaced by the bidire ctional data bus.

Figur e 7.3 shows the gener alized I=O struct ure used in practice. Here, the device
addre ss is carrie d on the addres s bus and is decode d by each device. Only the device
whos e address matches that on the address bus wi ll part icipate in either input or

outpu t opera tion. Th e data bus is bidirectiona l. Th e cont rol bus carrie s control
sign als (such as INPUT, OUTPU T, etc.). In addition, sever al status sign als (such as
DEV ICE BUSY and ERROR S) origina ting in the device interf ace also form part of

the control bus.

Control
unit

Set DATA F-F

Set DATA F-F

OUTPUT

INPUT
ACC to DOL

DOL

16
16

ACC

DIL

16

DIL to ACC

Output
device

Input
device

Figure 7.1 ASC I=O structure.
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In the structure shown in Figure 7.3, the memory is interfaced to the central

processing unit (CPU) through a memory bus (consisting of address, data, and

control=status lines), and the peripherals communicate with the CPU over the I=O
bus. Thus there is a memory address space and a separate I=O address space. The

ACC to DATA
ACC

16

16

OUTPUT

INPUT

DATA to ACC

I/O devices 0

IR

4-to-16
Decoder

4

Device select lines

1

16 16 16

16

16

2 15

Data bus

RWD + WWD

(Enable)

0
1
2

15

Figure 7.2 Interfacing multiple devices to ASC.

Memory

CPU

Data bus
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Control & status

Device
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Interface Interface

Device 1 Device 2

Interface

I/O bus

Device n

Figure 7.3 General I=O structure.
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system is said to use the isolated I=O mode. This mode of I=O requires a set of

instructions dedicated for I=O operations. In some systems, both the memory and

I=O devices are connected to the CPU through the same bus, as shown in Figure 7.4.

In this structure, the device addresses are a part of the memory address space.

Hence, the load and store instructions used with memory operands can be used as

the read and write instructions with respect to those addresses configured for I=O
devices. This mode of I=O is known as memory-mapped I=O. The advantages of

memory-mapped I=O is that separate I=O instructions are not needed; the disad-

vantages are that some of the memory address space is used up by the I=O, and it

can be difficult to distinguish between the memory and I=O-oriented operations in a
program.

Although the earlier description implies two buses in the system structure for the

isolated I=O mode, it need not be so in practice. It is possible to multiplex memory

and I=O addresses on the same bus, while using control lines to distinguish between

the two operations.

Figure 7.5 shows the functional details of a device interface. A device interface

is unique to a particular device since each device is unique with respect to its data

representation and read–write operational characteristics. The device interface

consists of a controller that receives commands (i.e., control signals) from the

CPU and reports the status of the device to the CPU. If the device is, for example,

a tape reader, typical control signals are as follows: IS DEVICE BUSY?,

ADVANCE TAPE, REWIND, and the like. Typical status signals are DEVICE

Memory

CPU Device
1

Device
N

Common
system

bus

Figure 7.4 Common bus (for both memory and I=O).

Device
selection

Control
(from CPU)

Status
(to CPU)

Device
controller

Data
lines

Buffer

Transducer

Binary
data

Status

Data
Device

Commands

StatusControlDecoder

Figure 7.5 Device interface.
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BUSY, DATA READY, DEVICE NOT OPERATIONAL, etc. Device selection

(address decoding) is also shown as a part of the controller. The transducer converts
the data represented on the I=O medium (tape, disk, etc.) into the binary format and

stores it in the data buffer, if the device is an input device. In the case of an output

device, the CPU sends data into the buffer and the transducer converts this binary

data into a format suitable for output onto the external medium (e.g., 0=1 bit write

format onto a magnetic tape or disk, ASCII patterns for a printer, etc.).

Figure 7.6 shows the functional details of an interface between the CPU and a

magnetic tape unit. The interface is very much simplified and illustrates only the

major functions. When the device address on the ADDRESS bus corresponds to that

of the tape device, the SELECT DEVICE signal becomes active. The CPU outputs

the ADDRESS VALID control signal a little after the decoder outputs are settled,

which is used to clock the DEVICE READY flip-flop. The DEVICE READY flip-

flop is cleared since the output of the decoder is zero. The Q0 output of the DEVICE
READY flip-flop then becomes the DEVICE BUSY status signal while the tape is

being advanced to the next character position. Once the position is attained, the tape

mechanism generates the TAPE POSITION SIGNAL, which sets the DEVICE

READY flip-flop (through its asynchronous set input) and in turn generates the

Address valid

Address bus

INPUT

OUTPUT

Address decoder

SELECT
DEVICE

DEVICE
BUSY

Advance
tape

Tape
position

D Q

Device-
ready

flip-flop

Q�SetDATA
READY

C
P
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e
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Tape advance
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Figure 7.6 Tape interface.
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DAT A READY signal for the CPU. Dur ing the data read operation, the INPUT

sign al being active, the device reads the data from the tape, load s it into its buffer,

and gates it onto the data bus. In response to the DAT A READY, the CPU gates the

data bus into its accum ulator.

Dur ing the data write, the CPU sends the data over the data bus into the device

buff er, set s the OUTPU T cont rol signal, sets the addre ss bus wi th the device

addre ss, and outputs the ADD RESS VALID signal. The operation of the DEV ICE

REA DY flip- flop is simi lar to that during the data read o peration. The data is writte n

onto the tape when the DATA READY signal becomes active . Th e DATA READY

als o serves as the data acce pted sign al for the CPU, in resp onse to which the

CPU rem oves the data and address from respective buses. We will describ e

the CPU–I =O- device handshake further in the next section.

7.2 I=O FUNC TION

Th e major functions of a device interface are

1. Timing

2. Control

3. Data conversion

4. Error detection and correction

Th e timing and control aspects corr espond to the manipulat ion of cont rol and

sta tus signals to bring about the data transfer. In addi tion, the opera ting speed

dif ference betwee n the CPU and the device must be com pensated for by the interface .

In gener al, data conver sion from one code to the other is neede d, sinc e each device

(or the medium on whi ch data are repr esented) may use a differ ent code to represent

data. Errors occur during transmission and must be detected and if possible corrected

by the interf ace. A discu ssion of each of these I=O functions follows.

7.2. 1 Timing

So far in this chapter , we have assumed that the CPU controls the bus (i. e., it is bus
mas ter ). In gener al, whe n several devices are connec ted to the bus, it is possibl e that
a device other than the CPU can become bus master. Thus, among the two devices

involved in the data transfer on the bus, one will be the bus master and the other will
be the slave. The sequence of operations needed for a device to become the bus

master is described later in this chapter.

The data transfer on a bus between two devices can be either synchronous or
async hronous . Figur e 7. 7 shows the timing diagram for a typical synchr onous bus

transfer. The clock serves as the timing reference for all the signals. Either the rising

or falling edge can be used. During the read operation shown in Figure 7.7a, the bus

master activates the READ signal and places the ADDRESS of the slave device

(the device from which it is trying to read data) on the bus. All the devices on the

bus decode the address, and the device whose address matches the address on
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the bus responds by placing the data on the bus several clock cycles later. The slave

may also provide STATUS information (such as error, no error, etc.) to the master.

The number of clock cycles (wait cycles) required for this response depends on the

relative speeds of master and slave devices. If the waiting period is known, the

master can gate the data from the data bus at the appropriate time. In general, to

provide a flexible device interface, the slave device is required to provide a control

signal—ACKNOWLEDGE (abbreviated ACK) or DATA READY—to indicate the

validity of data on the bus. Upon sensing the ACK, the master gates the data into its

internal registers.

Clock

Control Read

AddressAddress

Data

Status

Status

Clock

Control

Address

Data

Address

Data

Acknowledge
(Data ready)

Wait cycles

Write

Data

Acknowledge
(Data accepted)

(a) Read 

(b) Write  

Figure 7.7 Synchronous transfer.
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Figur e 7.7b show s the timing for a synchronous WR ITE operation. Her e, the bus

master activates the WRITE control signal and places the address of the slave

device on the address lines of the bus. While the devices are decoding the address,

the master also places the data on the DATA bus. After a wait period, the slave

gates the data into its buffer and places the ACK (DATA ACCEPTED) on the bus,

in response to which the master removes the data and WRITE control signal from

the bus.

Note that all the operations described earlier are synchronized with the clock.

In an asynchronous transfer mode, the sequence of operations is the same as above,

except that there will be no clock.

Figure 7.8 shows the timing diagrams for an asynchronous transfer between the

source and destination devices. In Figure 7.8a, the source initiates the transfer by

placing data on the bus and setting DATA READY. The destination ACKs, in

response to which the DATA READY signal is removed, after which the ACK is

removed. Note that the data are removed from the bus only after the ACK

is received. In Figure 7.8b the destination device initiates (i.e., requests) the

transfer, in response to which the source puts the data on the bus. The acknowledge

sequence is the same as in Figure 7.8a.

Peripheral devices usually operate in an asynchronous mode with respect to the

CPU because they are not usually controlled by the same clock that controls
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Figure 7.8 Asynchronous transfer.
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the CPU. The seque nce o f event s required to brin g about the data transf er between

two devices is cal led the protocol or the handsha ke .

7.2.2 Control

During the data-tran sfer handsh ake, some events are brough t about by the bus

master and som e are brought about by the slave devi ce. The data transf er is

comple tely controlle d by the CPU in the program med I =O mode . A typical protocol

for this mode of I =O is show n in Table 7.1. We have combine d the protocols for

both input and output operations. A devi ce will be either in the input o r the outpu t

mode at any given time.

This sequen ce repeats for each transfer. The speed difference betwee n the CPU

and the device rende rs this mode of I=O inefficient .
An alternat ive is to distribut e part of the cont rol act ivities to the devi ce control -

ler. Now, the CPU sends a comma nd to the device controlle r to input or ou tput data

and cont inues its processi ng activit y. Th e control ler collec ts the data from (or sends

data to) the device and ‘‘int errupts’’ the CPU. The CPU disconnec ts the devi ce after

the data transfer is complete (i.e., the CPU services the interrupt) and returns to the

mainline processing from which it was interrupted. A typical sequence of events

during an int errupt-mod e I=O is shown in Table 7.2 .
The protocol assumes that the CPU always initiates the data transfer. In practice,

a peripheral device may first interrupt the CPU, and the type of transfer (input or

output) is determined during the CPU–peripheral handshake. The data input need

not be initiated only by the CPU. Interrupt mode I=O reduces the CPU wait time

(for the slow device) but requires a more complex device controller than that in the

programmed I=O mode. The causes of interrupt and the popular interrupt structures

are discussed in the next section.

Table 7.1 Programmed I=O Protocol

Processor Device Controller

1. Selects the device and checks the status
of the device

2. Signals the processor that it is ready or not
ready

3. If device not ready, go to step 1; if ready, go
to step 4

4. Signals the device to initiate data transfer
(send data or accept data); if OUTPUT,
gates data onto data lines and sets output
control line

5. If OUTPUT, signals the processor that the
data are accepted; if INPUT, gathers data
and signals CPU that the data are ready on
data lines

6. If INPUT, accepts the data; if OUTPUT,
removes data from data lines

7. Disconnects the device (i.e., removes the
device address from address lines)
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In additio n to the earli er protocol s, other control and timing issues are intro-

duced by the char acterist ics of the link (i.e., the data line or lines that connec t the
devi ce and the CPU). Th e data link can be simpl ex (unidir ectional) , h alf duplex
(eithe r dir ection, one way at a time), full duple x (both direct ions simulta neously) ,

seria l, or  paral lel. Serial tra nsmission require s that a constant clock rate be main-

tained thr oughout data transmis sion to avoid synchr onization probl ems; in parallel

transm ission, care must be taken to avoid data ‘‘skew ing’’ (i.e., data arriving at

dif ferent time s on the bus lines due to different ele ctrical characterist ics of indi vi-

dual bit lines) .

Data transf er between peri pheral devices located in the vicinity of the CPU is

usual ly perform ed in parallel mode, while the remot e devi ces com munica te with the

CPU in serial mode. We will assume parallel mode transfer in the following

sectio ns. Serial transf er mode is descr ibed further in Sect ion 7.7.

7.2.3 Data Conversion

The data representation on the I=O medium is unique to each medium. For example,

a magnetic tape uses either ASCII or EBCDIC code to represent data. Internally, the

CPU might use a binary or BCD (decimal) representation. In addition, the interface

link might be organized as serial-by-bit, serial-by-character (quasi-parallel), or

serial-by-word (fully parallel). Thus, two levels of data conversion are to be

accomplished by the interface: conversion from peripheral to link format and

from link to CPU format.

7.2.4 Error Detection and Correction

Errors may occur whenever data are transmitted between two devices. One or more

extra bits known as parity bits are used as part of the data representation to facilitate

Table 7.2 Interrupt Mode I=O Protocol

Processor Device Controller

1. Selects the device: if OUTPUT, puts the
data on data lines and sets output control
line; if INPUT, sets input control line

2. Continues the processing activity
3. If OUTPUT, collects data from data lines

and transmits to the medium; if INPUT,
collects data from the medium into the
data buffer

4. Interrupts the processor
5. Processor recognizes the interrupt and

saves its processing status; if OUTPUT,
removes data from data lines; if INPUT,
gates data into accumulator

6. Disconnects the device
7. Restores the processing status and

returns to processing activity
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error detection and correction. Such parity bits, if not already present in the data,

are included into the data stream by the interface before transmission and checked at

the destination. Depending on the number of parity bits, various levels of error

detection and correction are possible. Error detection and correction are particularly

important in I=O because the peripheral devices exposed to the external environment

are error prone. Errors may be due to mechanical wear, temperature and humidity

variations, mismounted storage media, circuit drift, incorrect data-transfer sequences

(protocols), and the like.

Figure 7.9a shows a parity bit included into a data stream of 8 bits. The parity

bit P is 1 if odd parity is used (the total number of 1s is odd) and 0 if even parity is
used (the total number of 1s is even). When this 9-bit data word is transmitted,

the receiver of the data computes the parity bit. If P matches the computed

parity, there is no error in transmission; if an error is detected, the data can be

retransmitted.

0 1 0

Parity track (1 parity bit for each character)

1 1 0 1 0 P

Parity bit

Data bits

Data
tracks

8 P

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Record

21 bit for each track; parity check for the complete record.

1P = 1 for odd parity (total number of 1s is odd); P = 0 for even parity
 (total number of 1s is even).

1 Character Longitudinal
parity character 

2

(a) Parity checking1 

(b) Magnetic tape data representation  

Figure 7.9 Parity bits for error detection on a magnetic tape.
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Figur e 7.9b show s a parity scheme for a magnet ic tape . An extra track (track 8)

is added to the tape format. The parity track stores the parity bit for each character

represented on the eight tracks of the tape. At the end of a record, a longitudinal

parity character consisting of a parity bit for each track is added. More elaborate

error detection and correction schemes are often used; references listed at the end of

this chapter provide details of those schemes.

7.3 INTERRUPTS

In a number of conditions the processor may be interrupted from its normal

processing activity. Some of the conditions are

1. Power failure as detected by a sensor

2. Arithmetic conditions such as overflow and underflow

3. Illegal data or illegal instruction code

4. Errors in data transmission and storage

5. Software-generated interrupts (as intended by the user)

6. Normal completion of an asynchronous transfer

In each of these conditions, the processor must discontinue its processing

activity, attend to the interrupting condition, and (if possible) resume the proces-

sing activity from where it had been when the interrupt occurred. In order for the

processor to be able to resume normal processing after servicing the interrupt, it is

essential to at least save the address of the instruction to be executed just before

entering the interrupt service mode. In addition, contents of the accumulator and all

other registers must be saved. Typically, when an interrupt is received, the processor

completes the current instruction and jumps to an interrupt service routine. An
interrupt service routine is a program preloaded into the machine memory that

performs the following functions:

1. Disables further interrupts (temporarily)

2. Saves the processor status (all registers)

3. Enables further interrupts

4. Determines the cause of interrupt

5. Services the interrupt

6. Disables interrupts

7. Restores processor status

8. Enables further interrupts

9. Returns from interrupt

The processor disables further interrupts just long enough to save the status,

since a proper return from interrupt service routine is not possible if the status is not

completely saved. The processor status usually comprises the contents of all the

registers, including the program counter and the program status word. ‘‘Servicing’’

the interrupt simply means taking care of the interrupt condition: in the case of an

I=O interrupt, it corresponds to data transfer; in case of power failure, it is the
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saving o f registers and status for normal resumpti on of proce ssing when the powe r

is back; during an arithmet ic condi tion, it is checking the previous operation or

simply setting a flag to indicate the arithmeti c error.

Once the interr upt service is com plete, the processor status is restor ed. That is,

all the registers are load ed with the values saved during step 2. Interrupt s are

disabled during this restor e period. This comple tes the interrupt serv ice, and the

processor ret urns to the norm al processing mode .

7.3.1 Interrupt Mechani sm for ASC

An interrupt may occur at any time. Th e processor recogniz es interrupts only at the

end of the executi on of the current instru ction. If the int errupt needs to be reco g-

nized earlier (say , at the end of a fetch, befor e execu tion), a more comple x design is

needed becau se the p rocessor status has to be rol led back to the end of the execution

of the previous instruction. Assum ing the simpler case for ASC, the fet ch micro -

sequence mus t be altered to reco gnize the int errupt. Let us assume that there is an

interrupt input (INT) into the control unit.

In the followi ng interrupt scheme for ASC, we assume that there will be only

one interr upt at a time , that is, no interrup ts wi ll occur until the curr ent interrupt is

completely serviced. (We will remove this restriction later.) We will reserve

memory locations 0 through 5 for saving registers (PC, ACC, index registers, and

PSR) before entering the interrupt service routine located in memory locations 6

and onwards (see Figur e 7.10). We also assume that the following new instru ctions

are available:

1. SPS (store PSR in a memory location)

2. LPS (load PSR from a memory location)

3. ENABLE interrupt, and

4. DISABLE interrupt

Recall that ASC has used only 16 of the 32 possible opcodes. Any of the

remaining 16 opcodes can be used for these new instructions.

The fetch sequence now looks like the following:

T1:IF INT ¼ 1 THEN MAR 0 ELSE MAR PC, READ:

T2:IF INT ¼ 1 THEN MBR PC, WRITE ELSE PC PCþ 1:

T3:IF INT ¼ 1 THEN PC 6 ELSE IR MBR:

T4:IF INT ¼ 1 THEN STATE F ELSE (as before):

If INT is high, one machine cycle is used for entering the interrupt service routine

(i.e., stores PC in location 0; sets PC¼ 6). The first part of the service routine (in

Figure 7.10) stores all the registers. The devices are then polled, as discussed later in
this section, to find the interrupting device. The interrupt is serviced and the

registers are restored before returning from the interrupt.
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Th is interr upt handl ing scheme require s that the INT line be at 1 during the fetch

cycl e. That is, although the INT line can go to 1 any time, it has to stay at 1 until the

end of the next fetch cycl e in order to be reco gnized by the CPU. Fu rther, it mus t go

to 0 at the end of T4. Other wise, another fetch cycle in the interrupt mode is

invok ed. This timing requireme nt o n the IN T line can be simplifie d by includi ng

an interrupt-enab le flip- flop and an interr upt flip-flop (INTF) into the control unit
and gating the INT li ne into INT F at T1, as show n in Figur e 7.11. Th e fetch

seque nce to accomm odate these change s is shown here:

T1 : IF INTF ¼ 1THEN MA R  0 ELSE MAR  PC, REA D:

T2 : IF INTF ¼ 1THEN MBR  PC, WRITE ELSE PC  PCþ 1:
T3 : IF INTF ¼ 1THEN PC  7 ELSE IR  MBR :

T4 : IF INTF ¼ 1THEN STATE  F, DISABL E IN TE, RESET

INTF, ACK NOWLED GE ELSE (as befor e):

Note that the interrupt sequence now disables interr upts in T4, thereby not requi ring

the DISABL E interrupt instru ction at location 6 in Figure 7.10. The interrupt

Address Contents

Reserved for return addres0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

(PC)

(PSR)

(ACC)
(INDEX 1)
(INDEX 2)
(INDEX 3)

Disable interrupt
STA 1
STX 2, 1
STX 3, 2
STX 4, 3
SPS 5

Poll for interrupting
device

Interrupt service
routines

LPS 5
LDX 2, 1
LDX 3, 2
LDX 4, 3
LDA 1
Enable interrupt
BRU*0

Reserved locations

Save registers

Resave registers

Return from interrupt

Figure 7.10 Interrupt software (Memory Map).
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service routine execu tion then start s at location 7. An ENAB LE interr upt instruction

is requi red. Th is instru ction sets the interrupt -enable flip- flop and allow s further

interrupt . Note also that an interr upt acknowl edge sign al is gener ated by the CPU

during T4 to indicate to the externa l devices that the interrupt has been recognized.

In this schem e, the interrupt line mus t be held high until the next fetch cycle (i.e.,

one instruction cycl e at the worst case) for the interr upt to be reco gnized. Onc e an

interrupt is reco gnized, no further interr upts are allowed u nless interr upts are

enabled.

7.3.2 Multiple Interrup ts

In the previous interrupt scheme, if another interrupt occurs during the interr upt

service, it is com pletely ignored by the processor . In practice, othe r interr upts

do occur during the interrupt serv ice and shoul d be serv iced based on their

priorities relat ive to the pri ority of the interrupt being serv iced. The interr upt

service routine of Figur e 7.10 can be alter ed to accommodat e this by insert ing an

ENABL E interrupt instruction in location 12 right after saving regi sters and

a DISABLE interrupt instruction just befor e the bloc k of instructions that resave

the regi sters. Although this change recogniz es interrupt s during interr upt service,

note that if an interr upt occur s during the serv ice, memor y locati ons 0–5 will be

overwr itten, thus corrupt ing the processor sta tus informat ion require d for a normal

return from the first interru pt.

If the processor status is saved on a stack rather than in dedicat ed memory

locations, as done in the previous scheme, multipl e interrupt s can b e serv iced. At

the first interrupt , sta tus 1 is pushed onto the sta ck; at the secon d interr upt, status 2 is

pushed onto the top of the stack. When the second interru pt service is comp lete,

status 2 is popped from the stack, thus leaving status 1 on the stack intact for the

return from the first interrupt. A stack thus allows the ‘‘nesting’’ of interrupts.

INTF

INTE

Interrupt
flip-flop

Interrupt-
enable flip-flop
(part of PSR)

Q

Q

Q9

S

Set

R

Reset

RESET INTF

CPU
T1

FETCH
INTERRUPT

INTERRUPT
ACKNOWLEDGE (ACK)

ENABLE INTE

DISABLE INTE

Figure 7.11 Interrupt hardware.
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7.3. 3 Polling

Onc e an interr upt is recognized, the CPU mus t invoke the appro priate interrupt

serv ice routine for each interrup t condition. In an interrupt -mode I =O scheme, CPU

polls each device to identify the interrupt ing device. Polling can be implemente d in

either softw are or hardware. In the softw are impleme ntation, the pollin g routine

addre sses each I =O devi ce in turn and read s its status . If the status indicates an
interr upting condi tion, the service routine correspo nding to that devi ce is executed .

Po lling thus incorporat es a prio rity amo ng devices since the highest priority device

is addre ssed first fol lowed by lower -priority devi ces.

Figur e 7. 12 show s a hardwar e pollin g scheme. The bina ry count er contain s the

addre ss of the first device initially and count s up at each clock pulse if the CPU is in

the pollin g mode . When the count reaches the addre ss of the interrupt ing device, the

interr upt request (IRQ ) flip-fl op is set, thereby preventing the clock from increm ent-

ing the bina ry counter. The address of the interrupt ing device is then in the binary

counter.

In practice, a priority encoder is used to connect device interrupt lines to the

CPU, thereby requiring only one clock pulse to detect the interrupting device.

Ex amples of thi s scheme are given in Se ction 7.10.

Binary counter
(BC)1

3-to-8 decoder

Interrupt signal

Address of the
interrupting

device (to CPU)2

From device 0

From device 1

From device i

From device 7

Clock
POLL

(from CPU)

To
CPU

D

Interrupt request
flip–flop

Clear

Q

Q�

ENABLE INTERRUPT
(from CPU)

Figure 7.12 Polling hardware (eight devices).
Notes: 1BC starts counting when POLL ¼ 1 and the interrupt is enabled. 2Interrupting
device (D1) sets INT request flip-flop, and BC is stopped at i (i ¼ 0 through 7). CPU
receives i as an address.
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7.3.4 Vectored Inter rupts

An alter native to pollin g as a means of recogniz ing the interr upting device is to use

a vectore d interrupt struct ure like the one show n in Figure 7.13. Her e, the CPU

generat es an acknow ledge (ACK) signal in response to an interr upt. If a device is

interrupt ing (i.e., if its interrupt flip-fl op is set), the ACK flip- flop in the devi ce

interface is set by the ACK signal and the devi ce sends a vector onto the data bus.

The CPU read s this vector to identify the int errupting device. Th e vecto r is either

the device addre ss or the addre ss of the memor y location where the interr upt service

routine for that device begins. Once the device is identified, the CPU sends a second

ACK addre ssed to that device, at which time the device resets its ACK and int errupt

flip-flop s (circu itry for the secon d ACK is not show n in Figure 7.13). In the

structure of Figur e 7.13, all the interrupt ing devices send their vectors onto the

data bus simultaneous ly in response to the first ACK . Thu s the CPU cannot

distingui sh betwee n the devices. To prevent this and to isolate the vect or of a single

interrupt ing devi ce, the I =O devices are connec ted in a daisy-c hain structure in
which the highest priority device receives the ACK first, followed by the lower-

priority devices. The first interrupting device in the chain inhibits the further

propagat ion of the ACK signal. Figure 7.14 shows a typical daisy-c hain interf ace.

INT

ACK

CPU

From other devices

Data bus

Address
(vector)

D

Q S

R

Q

ACK
flip-flop

Clear

Address

Device
controller

Interrupt
flip-flop

Figure 7.13 Vectored interrupt structure.
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Since the daisy chain is in the ACK path , this structure is calle d the backwar d daisy
chai n. In this scheme, the interrupt sign als of all the I =O devices are ORed toge ther
and input to the CPU. Thus, any device can int errupt the CPU at any time . Th e CPU

has to process the interrupt in order to determin e the pri ority of the interr upting

devi ce com pared to the interr upt it is proce ssing at that time (if any). If it is

proce ssing a highe r-prio rity interrupt , the CPU will not generat e the ACK .

To eliminate the overhead of comparing the priorities of interrupts, when the CPU

is processing an interrupt, a forward daisy chain can  be used in which  the higher-

priority device prevents the interrupt signals of the lower-priority device from reaching

the CPU. Figure 7.15 shows a forward daisy chain. Here, each device interface is

assumed to have an interrupt status flip-flop in addition to the usual interrupt and ACK

flip-flops. The interrupt status flip-flop will be set when the interrupt service for that

device begins, and it is reset at the end of the interrupt service. Therefore, as long as the

interr upt flip- flop of the device is set (i.e., as long as the device is interrupt ing) or

the interr upt status flip-flop is set (i. e., the device is bein g serv iced), the interrupt

sign al from the lower-pr iority device is prevente d from reach ing the CPU.

7.3. 5 Types of Inter rupt Structur es

In the interrupt struct ure shown in Figur e 7.13, interrupt lines of all the devices

are ORed together and hence any device can interrupt the CPU. This is called a

single-priority structure because all devices are equal (in importance) as far as

Send vector
to DSL

ACKACK

INTi
Device i

to device (i + 1)From
device (i − 1)

Figure 7.14 Daisy-chain interface.
Note: Device (i � 1) has a higher priority than device (i), etc.
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interrupting the CPU is concerned. Single-priority structures can adopt either poll-

ing or vectoring to identify the interrupting device. A single-priority polled struc-

ture is the least complex interrupt structure, since polling is usually done by

software, and the slowest because of polling. In a single-priority vectored structure,

the CPU sends out an ACK signal in response to an interrupt, and the interrupting

device returns a vector that is used by the CPU to execute the appropriate service

routine. This structure operates faster than the polled structure but requires a more

complex device controller.

The forward daisy-chain structure of Figure 7.15 is a multipriority structure,

since interrupting the CPU depends on the priority of the device. The highest

priority device can always interrupt the CPU in this structure. A higher-priority

device can interrupt the CPU while the CPU is servicing an interrupt from a

lower-priority device. An interrupt from a lower-priority device is prohibited

from reaching the CPU when it is servicing a higher-priority device. Once an

interrupt is recognized by the CPU, the recognition of the interrupting device is

done either by polling or by using vectors. The multipriority vectored structure is

the fastest and most complex of the interrupt structures. Table 7.3 summarizes the

characteristics of these interrupt structures.

In actual systems more than one interrupt input line will be provided at the CPU

so that a hardware multilevel structure is possible. Within each level, devices can

CPU
INT

Interrupt
from other
low-priority
devices

Interrupt
flip-flop

Interrupt
status
flip-flop

Q

Device controller 2

Q�

Interrupt
flip-flop

Q

Q�

Q

Q�

Interrupt
status
flip-flop

Q

Q�

Device 1 Device 2

Device controller 1

Figure 7.15 Forward daisy chain.

Table 7.3 Characteristics of Interrupt Structures

Structure Response Time Complexity

Single-priority
Polled Slowest Lowest
Vectored Fast Medium

Multipriority
Polled Slow Low
Vectored Fastest Highest
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be daisy chained and each level assigned a priority. The priorities may also be

dynamically changed (changed during the system operation). Figure 7.16 shows a

masking scheme for such dynamic priority operations. The MASK register is set by

the CPU to represent the levels that are permitted to interrupt (levels 2 and 3 are

masked out and levels 1 and 4 are enabled). An INT signal is generated only if the

enabled levels interrupt; that is, the levels that are masked out cannot interrupt the

CPU. Note that in this scheme a device can be connected to more than one level (D1

is connected to levels 1 and 2). Each level in Figure 7.16 receives its own ACK

signal from the CPU. The ACK circuitry is not shown.

7.4 DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS

The programmed and interrupt mode I=O structures transfer data from the device

into or out of a CPU register (accumulator in ASC). If the amount of data to be

transferred is large, these schemes would overload the CPU. Data are normally

required to be in the memory, especially when voluminous, and some complex

computations are to be performed on them. A DMA scheme enables a device

controller to transfer data directly into or from main memory. The majority of

data-transfer control operations are now performed by a device controller. CPU

initiates the transfer by commanding the DMA device to transfer the data and then

continues with its processing activities. The DMA device performs the data transfer

and interrupts the CPU only when it is completed.

1 1

1

0

0

0

0

1

Mask
register

From
CPU

INT   (to CPU)

Interrupt
register

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

D1

D3 D4

D5

D7 D8

D6

D2

Figure 7.16 Masking interrupts.
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Figure 7.17 shows a DMA transfer structure. The DMA device (either a DMA

controller or a DMA channel) is a limited-capability processor. It will have a word-

count register (WCR), an address register, and a data buffer. To start a transfer, the

CPU initializes the address register (AR) of the DMA channel with the memory

address from (or to) which the data must be transferred and the WCR with the

number of units of data (words or bytes) to be transferred. Note that the data bus is

connected to these two registers. Usually, these registers are addressed by the CPU

as output devices using the address bus; the initial values are transferred into them

via the data bus. The DMA controller can decrement WCR and increment AR for

each word transferred. Assuming an input transfer, the DMA controller starts the

Device

Control

Word-count
register
(WCR)

Address
register

(AR)

+1

−1

Select
WCRZero

Select AR
Decoder

Data

Memory address

CPU Control

I/O address

MAR

MBR

Memory

Memory
system

System
bus

DMA
controller

Data
buffer

Data

Figure 7.17 DMA transfer structure.
Note: Memory and I=O ADDRESS buses are shown separately for clarity; a
single-address bus with a control line indicating memory or I=O operation is an
alternative.
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input device and acquires the data in its buffer register. This word is then transferred

into the memory location addressed by AR; that is,

MAR AR:

MBR Data buffer, WRITE MEMORY:

These transfers are done using the address and data buses.

In this scheme, the CPU and the DMA device controller both try to access the

memory through MAR and MBR. Since the memory cannot be simultaneously

accessed both by the DMA and the CPU, a priority scheme is used to prohibit CPU

from accessing the memory during a DMA operation. That is, a memory cycle is

assigned to theDMAdevice for the transfer of data duringwhich theCPU is prevented

from accessingmemory. This is called cycle stealing, since theDMAdevice ‘‘steals’’

a memory cycle from the CPU when it is required to access the memory. Once the

transfer is complete, the CPU can access the memory. The DMA controller decre-

ments the WCR and increments AR in preparation for the next transfer. When WCR

reaches 0, a transfer-complete interrupt is sent to the CPU by the DMA controller.

Figure 7.18 shows the sequence of events during a DMA transfer.

DMA devices always have higher priority than the CPU for memory access

because the data available in the device buffer may be lost if not transferred

immediately. Hence, if an I=O device connected via DMA is fast enough, it can

steal several consecutive memory cycles, thus ‘‘holding’’ back the CPU from

accessing the memory for several cycles. If not, the CPU will access the memory

in between each DMA transfer cycle.

CPU DMA controller

Initializers AR, WCR; com-
mands DMA controller to start
data transmisson; continues
processing

1.

CPU continues with any 
processing that does not need 
a memory access; if memory 
access is needed, tries to 
acquire a memory cycle if 
DMA is not accessing the 
memory 

3.

If WCR ≠ 0, gathers data; 
holds CPU (i.e., “steals ” a 
memory cycle); if WCR = 0, 
sends transfer-complete 
interrupt to CPU

2.

DMA transfers data; releases 
the memory; decrements WCR; 
increments AR; goes to step 2

4.

Figure 7.18 DMA transfer.
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DMA cont rollers can be either dedi cated to one devi ce or shar ed among several

I= O devi ces. Figure 7.19 shows a bus struct ure that enables such a shar ing. This bu s
structure is calle d com patibl e I =O bus struct ure becau se an I =O device is configured
to perform both program med and DMA transfers . DMA channe ls are shar ed by all

the I =O devices. The I =O devi ce may be transf erring data at any time thr ough either

program med or DMA path s. Some com puter system s use a multi ple-bus structure in

which som e I =O devi ces are connecte d to the DMA bus whi le othe rs commun icate

with the CPU in a programmed I=O mode.

Refer to Section 7.10 for a com plete descrip tion of the I=O structure of a modern

processor (Motorola 68000).

7.5 BUS ARCHITECTURE

The importance of the bus architecture is as great as that of the processor, for few

systems can operate without frequent data transfers along the buses in the system.

As described earlier in this chapter, the system bus is responsible for interfacing the

processor with the memory and disk systems, as well as other I=O devices. In

addition, the bus system provides the system clock and handles arbitration for

attached devices, allowing configuration of more advanced I=O transfer mecha-

nisms. Several standard bus architectures have evolved over the years. We will now

generalize the bus control and arbitration concepts and provide relevant details of

three standard bus architectures.

7.5.1 Bus Control (Arbitration)

When two or more devices capable of becoming bus masters share a bus, a bus

controller is needed to resolve the contention for the bus. Typically, in a CPU and

Memory

CPU

Device Device Device

DMA1 DMA2

Memory
bus

I/O bus

Figure 7.19 Compatible I=O bus structure.
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I=O device structure, the CPU handles the bus control function. In modern com-

puter system structures, it is common to see more than one processor connected to

the bus. (A DMA structure is one such example.) One of these processors can

handle the bus control function, or a separate bus controller may be included in the

system structure.

Figure 7.20 shows three common bus arbitration techniques. Here, the bus busy

signal indicates that the bus has already been assigned to one of the devices as amaster.

The bus controller assigns the bus to a new requesting device, if the bus is not busy and

Bus
controller

Bus
controller

Bus
controller

Bus busy

Bus request

Bus grant

Device1 Device2 DeviceN

Device1 Device2 DeviceN

Device1 Device2 DeviceN

Bus busy
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Address
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Figure 7.20 Bus arbitration techniques.
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if the priority of the requesting device is higher than that of the current bus master or

other requesting devices. Bus request and bus grant control lines are used for this

purpose. These signals are analogous to interrupt and ACK signals, respectively.

In Figur e 7.20 a, the devi ces are dais y chai ned alon g the bus grant path , with the

highest priority device being Device 1 and the lowest priority device being Device

N. Any of the devices can send a bus request to the controller. When the bus is not

busy, the controller sends a grant along the daisy chain. The highest priority device

among the requesting devices sets the bus busy, stops the bus grant signal from

going further in the daisy chain, and becomes the bus master. In Figure 7.20b, in

response to the bus request from one or more devices, the controller polls them (in a

predesigned priority order) and selects the highest priority device among them and

grants the bus to it. Only one bus grant line is shown. But, only the selected device

will be activated as bus master (i.e., accepts the bus grant). All the other devices will

ignore it. Alternatively, we could have independent bus grant lines as in Figure

7.20c. In Figure 7.20c, there are independent bus request and grant lines. The

controller resolves the priorities among the requesting devices and sends a grant

to the highest priority device among them.

7.5.2 Bus Standards

This section provides the details of three bus standards: Multibus I, Multibus II, and

VMEbus. The description here is focused on data and control signals, arbitration

mechanisms, and interrupt generation and handling. The references listed at the end

of the chapter provide further details on electrical and timing issues.

When examining and comparing bus architectures, one must look at several

attributes, such as the transfer mechanism, interrupt servicing, and bus arbitration.

VMEbus and Multibus I and II are excellent buses to demonstrate capabilities and

responsibilities, because between them they implement a variety of different mech-

anisms. Interrupt servicing could take place via direct or vectored techniques. Bus

transfers can be synchronous or asynchronous. Bus masters can implement a serial

(daisy chained) or parallel method to compete for control of the bus. By using

techniques such as asynchronous arbitration and DMA, modern buses are able to

reduce the bottleneck the processor faces when accessing memory and I=O devices.

In general, processor performance advances more quickly than the bus perform-

ance, necessitating faster bus standards. As faster standardized buses become

prevalent, this gap may eventually disappear, or at least be reduced to a level

where zero wait state execution becomes a reality.

Multibus I. Although an older standard (IEEE Standard 796), Multibus I has proved

that a well-designed architecture can provide a viable system for many years.

Systems utilizing this bus have existed since about 1976, but some implementations

have been used in more modern systems. The lengthy existence of the Multibus

architecture was a direct result of the design goals: simplicity, processor and system

flexibility, ease of upgrading, and suitability for harsh environments.

A Multibus I system comprises one or more boards connected via a passive

backplane. The architecture is processor agnostic, so much so that systems utilizing
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the bus have been designed around processors ranging from the Intel 8080 to the

80386, and other families such as the Z80 and Motorola 68030. Multibus I supports

both single- and multiprocessor architectures. The IEEE Standard 796 provides for

a wide variation in implementations, and this section attempts to describe the bus in

terms of its overall capability, while noting relevant allowed variations.

Multibus I control signals are active low, and terminated by pull-up resistors.

Two clock signals are present. The bus clock (BCLK) runs at 10 MHz, and is used

to synchronize bus contention operations. The constant clock (CCLK) is also

10 MHz, but is routed to the masters and slaves to use as the master can use to

initiate a read or write to memory or I=O space. During a write operation, an active

signal denotes that the address carried on the address lines is valid. During a read

operation, the transfer from active to inactive indicates that the master has received

the requested data from the slave. Slaves raise the transfer acknowledge (XACK)

signal to indicate to a master that it has completed a requested operation. The

initialize signal (INIT) can be generated to reset the system to its initial state.

The lock (LOCK) signal may be used to lock the bus. This is explained further later,

during the discussion of multiprocessing features.

Multibus I supports up to 24 address lines (ADR0–ADR23). Memory sizes

greater than 16 MB (the maximum allowed with 24 address lines) could be handled

by a memory management unit. Both 8- and 16-bit processors are supported, and in

the case of an 8-bit system, both even and odd bytes are accessible via a swapping

mechanism. In I=O access, either 8 or 16 address lines are used, giving an I=O
address space of up to 64K separate from the data space.

There are 16 data lines (DAT0–DAT15), although for 8-bit systems only the first

8 are valid. DAT0 is the least significant bit. The data lines are shared between

memory and I=O devices. The use of both 8- and 16-bit systems is permitted by

the byte high enable signal (BHEN), which is used on 16-bit systems to signify the

validity of the other eight lines. Two inhibit lines (INH1 and INH2) can be asserted

by a slave to inhibit another slave’s bus activity during a memory read or write.

Eight interrupt lines (INT0–INT7) are available, and can be configured to work

in either a direct or bus-vectored interrupt scheme. The interrupt acknowledge

signal (INTA) is used in the bus-vectored mechanism by a master to freeze the

interrupt status and request the interrupting device to place its vector address onto

the bus data lines.

Bus arbitration is handled via five bus exchange lines. The bus busy (BUSY)

line is driven by the master currently in ownership of the bus to signify the state of

the bus. It is a bidirectional signal driven by an open-collector gate, and synchron-

ized by BCLK. In either serial or parallel priority schemes, other bus masters use

the bus priority in (BPRN) to indicate a request for bus control along the chain or

parallel circuitry. In serial mechanism, the bus priority out signal (BPRO) is passed

on to the next higher bus master to propagate a request for bus control. In the

parallel-priority scheme, each bus master requesting access to the bus raises the bus

request signal (BREQ). The parallel circuitry resolves the priorities, and enables

BPRN for the highest priority master requesting control. An optional signal, the

common bus request (CBREQ) can be used by any master to signal a request for bus

control. This allows a master of lower priority to request bus control.
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Multibus I data transfer is asynchronous, and supports DMA transfer. Devices in

the system may be either masters or slaves, with slaves such as memory unable to

initiate a transfer. Multibus I supports up to 16 bus masters, using either serial or

parallel priority schemes. Data transfer takes place in the following steps:

1. Bus master places the memory or I=O address on the address lines.

2. Bus master generates the appropriate command signal.

3. Slave either accepts the data in a write, or places the data on the data lines for a

read.

4. Slave sends the transfer acknowledge signal back to the master.

5. Bus master removes the signal on the command lines, and then clears the address

and data lines.

Since Multibus I data transfers are asynchronous, it is possible that due to error a

transfer could extend indefinitely. To prevent this, a bus timeout can be implemented

to terminate the cycle after a preset interval of at least 1ms. For anymemory transfer, a

slave can assert the inhibit lines to inhibit the transfer of another slave. This operation

has been implemented for use in diagnostic applications and devices, and is notwidely

used in normal operation. When transferring between 8- and 16-bit devices, the byte

high enable signal (BHEN) and the least significant address line (ADR0) are used to

define whether the even or odd byte will be transferred. In an even-byte transfer, both

are inactive. For the odd-byte transfer, BHEN is inactive and ADR0 is active. When

transferring between two 16-bit devices, both signals are active.

Multibus I supports two methods of interrupts: direct (nonbus vectored) and bus

vectored. Direct interrupts are handled by the master without the need for the device

address being placed on the address lines. Bus-vectored interrupts are handled by

the master interrogating the interrupting slave instead of determining the vector

address. When the IRQ occurs, the bus master interrupts its processor, which

generates the INT command and freezes the state of the interrupt logic so that the

priority of the request can be analyzed. After the INT command, the bus master

determines the address of the highest priority request, and places the address on the

bus address lines. Depending on the size of the address of the interrupt vector, either

one or two more INTA commands must be generated. The second one causes the

slave to transmit the low-order (or only) byte of its interrupt vector on the data lines.

If necessary (for 16-bit addresses), the third INTA causes the high-order byte to be

placed on the data lines. The bus master then uses the high-order byte to be placed

on the data lines. The bus master then uses this address to service the interrupt.

Since Multibus I can accommodate several bus masters, there must be a mech-

anism for the masters to negotiate for control of the bus. This can take place through

either a serial or a parallel priority negotiation. In the serial negotiation, a daisy-

chain technique is used. The priority in and out of each master are connected to each

other in order of their priority. When a bus master requests control of the bus, it

generates its BPRO signal, and blocks its BPRN signal, thus locking out the

requests of all the lower-priority masters. In the parallel mechanism, a bus arbiter

receives the BPRN and BREQ signals of each master. The bus arbiter then deter-

mines the priority of the request and performs the request. Bus arbiters are usually

not designed into the backplane.
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When the I=O of the processor is bottlenecked by the bus, Multibus I allows

the use of bus extensions, which take over high-throughput transfers such as

DMA. In a standard Multibus I system, the maximum throughput is limited to

10 MB per second. Processors later in the life of the Multibus I architecture were

capable of a much higher rate; the 20 MHz Intel 80386 chip can transfer at

40 MB per second. Multibus I may implement both the iLBX and iSBX exten-

sions. ILBX provides a fast memory-mapped interface in an expansion board

with the same form factor as the Multibus I standard. A maximum of two masters

can share the bus, which limits the need for complex bus arbitration. The

arbitration that does take place has been modified to be asynchronous to data

transfers. ILBX slaves are available to the system as byte-addressable memory

resources controlled directly from the iLBX bus lines. For 16-bit transfers, these

improvements allow a maximum throughput of 19 MB per second. The iSBX

expansion board implements its own I=O and DMA transfers, taking over much

of the function of the Multibus I architecture. The implementation of the iSBX bus

extension marked the beginning of an evolution toward Multibus II.

Multibus II. Multibus I was introduced in 1974 and it is fundamentally CPU and

memory bus. Then it evolved to a multiple-master shared memory bus capable of

solving most real-time applications of that time. But in the late 1980s the users

demanded a new standard bus. Therefore, Intel set up a consortium with 18 industry

leaders to define the next generation of bus—Multibus II.

The consortium decide that no single bus can be used to satisfy all user needs;

therefore, a multiple-bus structure consisting of four subsystems was defined. The

four subsystems are: the iSBX bus for incremental I=O expansions, a local CPU and

memory expansion bus, and two system buses—one serial and one parallel.

Consider a local area network or LAN. This system is functionally partitioned—

each node of the LAN is independent of others and optimized for a part of overall

problem. This solution gives the system architect freedom to choose the hardware

and software for each node that best fits the subtask. Moreover, each of the systems

can be upgraded individually. The Multibus II allows creating a ‘‘very local’’

network within a single chassis. Dividing a multi-CPU application into a set of

networked subsystems allows optimization of each subsystem for the subtask it

works on. If a subsystem is complex the resources may be spread over multiple

boards and communicate via local expansion bus.

A double Eurocard format, the IEEE 1101 standard, with dual 96 pin DIN

connectors was chosen for Multibus II standard. A U-shaped front panel, licensed

from Siemens, Germany, was chosen for its enhanced electromagnetic interference

(EMI) and radio-frequency interference (RFI) shielding properties.

The popularity of Multibus I products encouraged adoption of iSBX (IEEE 894)

for incremental I=O bus. The IEEE=ANSI 1296 specification does not define the

exact bus for local expansion. The bus varies depending on performance required in

subsystem design. Intel initiated iLBX II standard optimized for 12 MHz Intel

80286 processor. For high-performance local expansion buses (Futurebus) can

be used.

Because the CPU-memory bus on most buses is not adequate for system-level

requirements, system space was defined in Multibus II specification. It consists of
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two parts: interconnect space and message space. Interconnect space is used for

initialization, self-diagnostics, and configuration requirements. In order to maintain

compatibility with existing buses the traditional CPU-memory space is retained.

Intel implemented the Multibus II parallel system bus in a single VLSI chip

called the message-passing coprocessor (MPC). This chip consists of 70,000 tran-

sistors and contains almost all logic needed to interface processor to the system bus.

The parallel system bus is defined as a 32-bit bus clocking at 10 MHz, thus allowing

data transfers up to 40 Mbit per second.

The serial system bus (SSB) is defined as a 2 Mbit per s serial bus, but not imple-

mented. The software interface to an SSBmust be identical to that for a parallel bus.

Being a major part of IEEE=ANSI 1296 Multibus II specification, interconnect

address space addresses board identification, initialization, configuration, and diag-

nostics requirements. Interconnect space is implemented as an ordered set of 8-bit

registers on long-word (32-bit) boundaries—in this way a small Endian micropro-

cessor such as the 8086 family and a big Endian microprocessor such as 68,000

family access the information in an identical manner. The software can use the

interconnect address space to get information about the environment it operates in,

the functionality of board, and the slot in which the board operates.

The identification registers contain information about board type, its manufac-

turer, and installed components. They are read-only registers. Configuration regis-

ters are read=write locations that can be set and changed by system software.

Diagnostics registers are used for self-diagnosis of the board.

Interconnect space is based on the idea that it is possible to locate boards within

the backplane by their physical slot positions. This principle, called geographical

addressing, is used for system-wide initialization. Each board has firmware with a

standardized 32-byte header format containing a 2-byte vendor ID, a 10-byte board

name, and other vendor-defined information. At boot time, the system software

scans each board to locate its resources and then loads appropriate drivers. This

method eliminates the need for reconfiguration each time a new board is added to

the system. Each board in the system performs its own initialization and testing

using the firmware and passes all information needed to the operating system,

which, in turn, generates a resource-location map to be used as a basis for mes-

sage-passing addresses, thus achieving slot independence. In general, a board

manufacturer also supplies other function records to make additional functionality

of the board accessible through interconnect space. Types of function record for

common functions such as memory configuration and serial I=O are defined.

Each Multibus II board should be capable of self-testing and reporting the status

in interconnection space. The self-testing can be invoked during power-on initial-

ization or explicitly from the console. If a hardware failure is detected a yellow

LED on the font panel will illuminate, helping the operating easily define and

replace the board.

The high performance of Multibus II is achieved by decoupling activities

between the CPU-memory local bus and the system bus. This approach gives two

advantages: parallelism of operations is increased and one bus bandwidth does not

limit transfer rate of another. The local bus and the system bus work independently

and in parallel. This is achieved by using nine 32-byte first-in-first-out (FIFO)
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buffers integrated into the MPC. Five of them are used for interrupts (one sends and

four receive) and four for data transfer (two to send, two to receive).

The multibus II specification introduces a hardware-recognized data type called

a packet. The packets are moved on subsequent clock edges of the 10 MHz

synchronous bus, thus a single packet can occupy the bus for no longer than 1 ms.
An address is assigned to each board in the system. This address is used in source

and destination fields. Seven different types are defined by the standard. The

packets are divided into two groups: unsolicited and solicited. Unsolicited packets

are used for interrupts while solicited packets are used for data transfers. The data

fields are user defined and may be from 0 to 32 (28 for unsolicited packets) bytes

long in 4 byte increments.

Unsolicited packets are always a ‘‘surprise’’ for the destination-bus MPC. These

packets are similar to interrupts in shared-memory systems with additional feature

to carry up to 28 bytes of information. General interrupt packets can be sent

between any two boards. Broadcast interrupts are sent to all boards in the system.

Three other types (buffer request, reject, and grant) are used to initiate large data

transfers. Unlike unsolicited packets, solicited packets are not unpredictable to the

destination MPC. These packets are used for large data transfers between boards.

Up to 16 MB of data can be transferred by solicited packets. All operations on

packets such as creation, bus arbitration, error checking, and correction are done by

MPC and transparent to the local processor.

The multibus II system bus utilizes a distributed arbitration scheme. Each board

has daisy-chain circuitry. The system bus is continually monitored by each of

MPCs. The scheme supports two arbitration algorithms: fairness and high priority.

In the fairness mode, if the bus is being used, the MPC waits before requesting the

bus; when the bus is not busy, the MPC makes the request and waits for a bus grant;

once the MPC uses the bus, it does not request the bus until all other requesters have

used it. If no bus requests have arrived since the last usage of the bus, the MPC

accesses the bus without performing an arbitration cycle. This mechanism prevents

the bus from being monopolized by a single board. Since each MPC uses the bus for

a maximum of 1 ms and arbitration is resolved in parallel, no clock cycles are

wasted and all transfers operate back-to-back.

The high-priority mode is used for interrupts. The requesting MPC bus control-

ler is guaranteed the next access to the bus. Usually interrupt packets are sent in

high-priority mode, and this means that most interrupt packets have a maximum

latency of 1 ms, although in very rare instances, when N boards initiate interrupt

packets within the same 1 ms window, packets may have up to N�1 ms latency.
The parallel system bus is implemented on a single 96 pin connector. The

signals are divided into five groups: central control, address=data, system control,

arbitration, and power. The parallel system bus is synchronous and great care is

taken to maintain a clear 10 MHz system clock. The IEEE=ANSI 1296 specification
details precisely what happens upon each of the synchronous clock edges so there is

no ambiguity. Numerous state machines that track bus activity are defined to

guarantee compatibility.

The board in slot 0, called the central services module (CSM), generates all of

the central control signals. It can be implemented on a CPU board, a dedicated
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board, or on the backpl ane itself. The module drives reset (RST*)— active low signals

are denot ed by a *—to initial ize the system; com binations of DCLO W* and PROT*

are used to disti nguish between cold start, warm start , and power fai lure reco very.

Two system clocks (BCKL* at 10 MHz and CCLK* at 20 MHz) are gener ated.

The IEEE = ANSI 1296 specifica tion defines the para llel syst em bus as a full

32 bit (AD0* –AD31*) with parity cont rol (PA R0*–P AR3*). Becaus e it is defined

as a mul tiplexed address =data bus, the system cont rol lines are used to disti nguish

between data and addre sses. Since all transf ers are check ed for parity error, in case

of parity failur e the MPC bus control ler retri es the operation. If the error is not

recovere d withi n 16 tries , MPC interr upts its host processor and asks for assist ance.

There are 10 system control lines (SC0*–SC 9*), and their functions are also

multipl exed. SC0* defines the current state of the bus cycl e (request or reply)

and how SC1–SC7 lines should be interp reted. SC8 provides even parity over

SC4–S C7, and SC9 provi des even parity over SC0– SC3. Table 7.4 taken from the

handboo k by DiGiac omo (1990) sum marizes functi ons of the syst em control lines.

There is a common bus reque st line BREQ*. The specifica tion defines that the

distribut ed arbitrat ion scheme grants the bus to the nume rically highe r request ing

board, as identified on lines ARB0–ARB5. As mentioned earlier, the scheme

supports two arbitration modes: fairness and high priority.

The parallel system bus is particularly easy to interface to. An I=O replier need

impleme nt only a single repl ying agent sta te mac hine shown in Figur e 7.21. In the

following example, the assumption is made that the requestor makes only valid

requests.

The replying agent is a bus monitor. State transitions occur on the falling clock

edge. The replier remains in the ‘‘wait for request’’ state until the start of request cycle

is detected (SC0* is low). If the request is addressed to the replier (ADDR is high), then

there is a state transition to a new state controlled by a local ready signal (REPRDY). If

REPRDY is low, then it waits until the device is ready. When ready, it waits for

requestor to be ready (SC3* is low) and performs the data transfer. Then it checks if it is

a multibus transfer (SC2 is high), if it is, the state machine decides to accept or ignore

the data in the remainder of the cycle. If additional data cannot be handled, then the

replier sends the continuation error and waits for the requestor to terminate the cycle.

If the additional data can be handled, the replier oscillates between the replier wait state

and replier handshake state until the last packet (SC2* is low) is received. If it is not

a multibus transfer, the replier returns to the wait state.

Table 7.4 System Control Lines

Signal Function during Request Phase Function during Reply Phase

SC0* Request phase Reply phase
SC1* Lock Lock
SC2* Data width End-of-transfer
SC3* Data width Bus owner read
SC4* Address space Replier ready
SC5* Address space Agent status
SC6* Read or write Agent status
SC7* Reserved Agent status
SC8* Even parity on SC (7�4)* Even parity on SC (7�4)*
SC9* Even parity on SC (3�0)* Even parity on SC (3�0)*
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Because of the simple standardized interface and processor independence, the

Multibus II became very popular on the market. Many vendors produced Multibus

II-compatible boards with many different functions. Later the IEEE=ANSI 1296.2
Standard was adopted expanding the Multibus II with ‘‘live insertion’’ capabilities.

VMEbus. The VMEbus is a standard backplane interface that simplifies integration

of data processing, data storage, and peripheral control devices in a tightly coupled

hardware configuration. The VMEbus interfacing system is defined by the VMEbus

specification. This system has been designed to do the following:

1. Allow communication between devices without disturbing the internal activities

of other devices interfaced to the VMEbus.

2. Specify the electrical and mechanical system characteristics required to design

devices that will reliably and unambiguously communicate with other devices

interfaced to the VMEbus.

3. Specify protocols that precisely define the interaction between devices.

Clear
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Figure 7.21 Multibus II state diagram. (Courtesy of Intel Corporation.)
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4. Provide terminology and definitions that describe system protocol.

5. Allow a broad range of design latitude so that the designer can optimize cost

and=or performance without affecting system compatibility.

6. Provide a system where performance is primarily device limited, rather than

system interface limited.

The VMEbus functional structure consists of backplane interface logic, four

groups of signal lines called buses, and a collection of functional modules. The lowest

layer, called the backplane assess layer, is composed of the backplane interface logic,

the utility bus modules, and the arbitration bus modules. The VMEbus data transfer

layer is composed of the data transfer bus and priority interrupt bus modules.

The data transfer bus allows bus masters to direct the transfer of binary data

between themselves and slaves. The data transfer bus consists of 32 data lines, 32

address lines, 6 address modifier lines, and 5 control lines. There are nine basic

types of data transfer bus cycles: read, write, unaligned write, block read, block

write, read–modify–write, address-only, and interrupt acknowledge cycle.

The slave detects data transfer bus cycle initiated by a master, and when those

cycles specify its participation, transfers data between itself and the master.

The priority interrupt bus allows interrupter modules to request interrupts from

interrupt handler modules. The priority interrupt bus consists of seven IRQ lines,

one interrupt acknowledge line, and an interrupt acknowledge daisy chain.

The interrupter generates an IRQ by driving one of the seven IRQ lines. The

interrupt handler detects IRQs generated by interrupters and responds by asking for

status or identification information. When its request is acknowledged by an

interrupt handler, the interrupter provides 1, 2, or 4 byte of status or identification

to the interrupt handler. This allows the interrupt handler to service the interrupt.

The interrupt acknowledge daisy-chain driver’s function is to activate the interrupt

acknowledge daisy chain whenever an interrupt handler acknowledges an IRQ. This

daisy chain ensures that only one interrupter responds with its status or identifica-

tion when more than one has generated an IRQ.

The VMEbus is designed to support multiprocessor systems where several

masters and interrupt handlers may need to use the data transfer bus at the same

time. It consists of four bus request lines, four daisy-chained bus grant lines, and

two other lines called bus clear and bus busy.

The requester resides on the same board as a master on interrupt handler. It

requests use of the data transfer bus whenever its master or interrupt handler needs

it. The arbiter accepts bus requests from requester modules and grants control of the

data transfer bus to only one requester at a time. Some arbiters have a built-in time-

out feature that causes them to withdraw a bus grant if the requesting board does not

start using the bus within a prescribed time. This ensures that the bus is not locked

up as a result of transient edge on a request line. Other arbiters drive the bus clear

line when they detect a request for the bus from a requester whose priority is higher

than the one that is currently using the bus. This ensures that the response time to

urgent events is bounded.

The utility bus includes signals that provide periodic timing and coordinate the

power-up and power-down sequences of the VMEbus system. Three modules are
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defined by the utility bus: the system clock driver, the serial clock driver, and the

power monitor. It consists of a two-clock line, a system-reset line, a power fail line,

a system fail line, and a serial data line.

The system clock driver provides a fixed-frequency 16 MHz signal. The serial

clock driver provides a periodic timing signal that synchronizes operation of the

VMEbus. The VMEbus is part of the VMEsystem architecture and provides an

interprocessor serial communication path.

The power monitor module monitors the status of the primary power source to

the VMEbus system. When power strays outside the limits required for reliable

system operation, it uses the power fail lines to broadcast a warning to all boards on

the VMEbus system in time to effect graceful shutdown.

The system controller board resides in slot 1 of the VMEbus backplane and

includes all the one-of-a-kind functions that have been defined by the VMEbus.

These functions include the system clock driver, the arbiter, the interrupt acknow-

ledge daisy-chain driver, and the bus timer.

Two signaling protocols are used on the VMEbus: closed-loop protocols and

open-loop protocols. Closed-loop protocols are interlocked bus signals while open-

loop protocols use broadcast bus signals. The address strobe and data strobes are

interlocked signals that are especially important. They are interlocked with the data

acknowledge or bus error signals and coordinate the transfer of addresses and data.

There is no protocol for acknowledging a broadcast signal; instead, the broadcast is

maintained long enough to ensure that all appropriate modules detect the signal.

Broadcast signals may be activated at any time.

The smallest addressable unit of storage on the VMEbus is the byte. Masters

broadcast the address over the data transfer bus at the beginning of each cycle.

These addresses may consist of 16, 24, or 32 bits. The 16-bit addresses are called

short addresses, the 24-bit addresses are called standard addresses, and the 32-bit

addresses are called extended addresses. The master broadcasts a 6-bit address

modifier (AM) code along with each address to tell slaves whether the address is

short, standard, or extended.

There are four basic data-transfer capabilities associated with the data-transfer

bus: D08 (EO) (even and odd byte), D08 (O) (odd-byte only), D16, and D32.

Five basic types of data-transfer cycles are defined by the VMEbus specification.

These cycle types include the read cycle, the write cycle, the block read cycle,

the block write cycle, and the read–modify–write cycle. Two more types of cycles

are defined: the address-only cycle and the interrupt acknowledge cycle. With the

exception of the address-only cycle, which does not transfer data, all these cycles

can be used to transfer 8, 16, or 32 bits of data.

Read and write cycle can be used to read or write 1, 2, 3, or 4 bytes of data. The

cycle begins when the master broadcasts an address and an address modifier

mode. Block transfer cycles are used to read or write a block of 1–256 bytes of

data. The VMEbus specification limits the maximum length of block transfers to

256 bytes. Read–modify–write cycles are used both to read from and write to a

slave location in an indivisible manner, without permitting another master to access

that location. The VMEbus protocol allows a master to broadcast the address

for the next cycle, while the data transfer for the previous cycle is still in progress.
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The VM Ebus provides two ways that proce ssors in a multi processing system can

commun icate with each other: by usin g IRQ lines and by using location monit ors.

The loca tion monit or functi onal modu le is intende d for use in multipl e-proces -

sor system s. It monitors all data -transfer cycl es over the VMEbus and activate s an

on-board sign al whenever an access is done to any of the locations that it is assigned

to watch. In multiple-p rocessor syst ems, events that have globa l importanc e need to

be broad cast to some or all of the proce ssors. This can be accom plished if each

processor bo ard include s a location monit or.

The VME bus provides both the performanc e and vers atility neede d to appeal to

a wide range of users. Its rapid rise in popu larity has made it the most popul ar 32-bit

bus. VM Ebus system s accomm odate the inev itable change s easi ly and withou t

making existing equipme nt obsolet e.

Section 7.10 provi des som e details on peripheral com ponent interface (PCI)

standar d. Th e unive rsal serial bu s (US B) is mor e rece nt standar d int erface bus.

7.6 CHA NNEL S

A channel is a mor e sophist icated I =O controlle r than a DMA devi ce but performs

I= O transf ers in a DM A mode. It is a limit ed-capabi lity p rocessor that can perform all

operations a DMA syst em can. In additi on, a channe l is configur ed to interface

several I =O devices to the memor y, while a DM A control ler is usually connec ted

to one devi ce. A channe l perfo rms exten sive err or detect ion and corr ection, data

formatt ing, and code conversi on. Unlik e DMA, the channel can interru pt CPU under

any error condition. There are two type s of channe ls: multiplexe r and sel ector .
A multipl exer channe l is connec ted to several low- and medium-s peed devi ces

(card read ers, paper tape readers , etc.). Th e channel scans these devices in turn and

collects data into a b uffer. Each unit of data may be tagg ed by the channe l to

indicate the devi ce it cam e from (in an input mode). When these data are transferred

into the memor y, the tags are used to identify the memor y buffer areas reserved for

each device. A multipl exer channe l handles all the opera tions needed for such

transfers from mul tiple devices after it has been initial ized by the CPU. It interrupt s

the CPU whe n the tra nsfer is com plete. Two type s of multiplexer channe ls are

common : (1) char acter multipl exers, which transfer one character (usua lly one byte )

from each device, and (2) bloc k multipl exers, which transfer a block of data from

each devi ce connec ted to them.

A selector channe l int erfaces high-spe ed devi ces such as mag netic tapes and

disks to the memory. These devi ces can keep a channe l busy because of their

high data transfer rates. Altho ugh several devices are connec ted to each select or

channel, the channel stays with one devi ce until the data transf er from that devi ce is

complete.

Figure 7.22 show s a typical com puter system struct ure with several channe ls.

Each device is assigned to one channel. It is possible to connect a device to more

than one channel through a multichannel switching interface. Channels are nor-

mally treated as a part of the CPU in conventional computer architecture; that is,

channels are CPU-resident I=O processors.
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7.7 I=O PROCES SORS

Cha nnels and interrupt structure s perform the major ity o f I= O operations and cont rol,
thus freein g the central processor for intern al data proce ssing. This enhances the

thr oughput of the computer system. A further step in this dir ection of distributin g

the I =O proce ssing functi ons to peripher als is to mak e channels more vers atile, like

ful l-fledged processor s. Such I=O proce ssors are calle d peripher al or fron t-end
proce ssors (FEP). With the advent o f mi croproce ssors and the availa bility of less-

expens ive hardw are devices, it is now possibl e to make the fron t-end processor

vers atile enough while keeping the cost low. A large- scale compute r syst em uses

sever al minico mputers as FEPs while a minic omputer mi ght use another mini or a

micro comp uter for the FEP. Since FEPs are progr ammab le, they serve as flexib le I=O
devi ces to the CPU . They also perform as muc h processi ng on the data as possibl e

(sour ce processing ) before data are transf erred into the memory. If the FEP has a

wr itable control store (i.e., the control ROM is field progr ammab le), the micropro-

gram can be change d to reflec t the devi ce interface neede d.

Th e coupling betwee n the FEP and the cent ral proce ssor is either thro ugh a

disk syst em or through the shar ed memor y (Fig ure 7.23). In a disk -coupled syst em,

the FEP stores data on the disk unit, which in turn are processed by the central
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Figure 7.22 Typical computer system.
Note: H: high-speed device: L: low-speed device.
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processor. During the output, the central processor stores data on the disk and

provides the required control information to the FEP to enable data output. This

system is easier than the shared-memory system to implement even when the two

processors (FEP and CPU) are not identical because timing and control aspects of

the processor–disk interface are essentially independent.

In the shared-memory system, each processor acts as a DMA device with respect

to the shared memory. Hence, a complex handshake is needed, especially when the

two processors are not identical. This system will generally be faster, however,

since an intermediate direct-access device is not used. Figure 7.23 shows the

FEP�CPU coupling schemes.

Control

Disk
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processor

Front-end
processor

Central
processor

Central
processor

Channel

Channel

I/O devices

I/O devices

Shared
memory

(a) Disk-coupled system 

(b) Shared-memory system 

Figure 7.23 CPU=IOP interconnection.
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7.7.1 IOP Organization

Figure 7.24 shows the organization of a typical shared-memory CPU–IOP interface.

The shared main memory stores the CPU and IOP programs and contains a

CPU=IOP communication area. This communication area is used for passing

information between the two processors in the form of messages. The CPU places

I=O-oriented information in the communication area. This information consists of

the device addresses, the memory buffer addresses for data transfers, types and

modes of transfer, address of the IOP program, etc. This information is placed into

the communication area by the CPU using a set of command words (CW).

In addition to these CW, the communication area contains the space for IOP

STATUS.

While initiating an I=O transfer, the CPU first checks the status of the IOP to

make sure that the IOP is available. It then places the CW into the communication

CPU
programs

IOP
programs

CPU–IOP
communication area

Memory

Memory
bus

CPU IOP

Attention

I/O done

Bus request

Bus grant

I/O
devices
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Figure 7.24 Typical CPU�IOP interface.
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area and commands the IOP to start through the START I=O signal. The IOP

gathers the I=O parameters, executes the appropriate IOP program, and transfers

the data between the devices. If the data transfer involves the memory, a DMA

mode of transfer is used by acquiring the memory bus using the bus arbitration

protocol. Once the transfer is complete, the IOP sends a transfer-complete interrupt

to the CPU through the I=O DONE line.

The CPU typically has three I=O-oriented instructions to handle the IOP: TEST

I=O, START I=O, and STOP I=O, each of which will be a command word. The

instruction set of an IOP consists of data-transfer instructions of the type: READ (or

WRITE) n units from (or to) device X to (or from) memory buffer starting at

location Z. In addition, the IOP instruction set may contain address manipulation

instructions and a limited set of IOP program control instructions. Depending on the

devices handled, there may be device-specific instructions such as rewind tape, print

line, seek disk address, etc.

7.8 SERIAL I=O

We assumed parallel buses transferring data (word or byte) between the CPU,

memory, and I=O devices in the earlier sections of this chapter. Devices such as

low-data-rate terminals use serial buses (i.e., serial mode of data transfer containing

a single line in either direction of transfer). The transmission usually is in the form

of an asynchronous stream of characters. That is, there is no fixed time interval

between the two adjacent characters. Figure 7.25 shows the format of an 8-bit

character for asynchronous serial transmission. The transmission line is assumed to

stay at 1 during the idle state, in which there is no character being transmitted.

A transition from 1 to 0 indicates the beginning of transmission (start bit). The start
bit is followed by 8 data bits, and at least 2 stop bits terminate the character. Each

bit is allotted a fixed time interval, and hence the receiver can decode the character

pattern into the proper 8-bit character code.

Stop
bits

Idle
level Start bit At least 2 stop bits

8 data bits

Character 2

Next character8 bit

Character 1

Figure 7.25 Serial data format.
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Figure 7.26 shows a serial transmission controller. The CPU transfers data to be

output into the interface buffer. The interface controller generates the start bit, shifts

the data in the buffer 1 bit at a time onto output lines, and terminates with 2 stop

bits. During an input, the start and stop bits are removed from the input stream and

the data bits are shifted into the buffer and in turn transferred into the CPU. The

electrical characteristics of this asynchronous serial interface have been standard-

ized by the Electronic Industries Association, and it is called EIA RS232C.

The data-transfer rate is measured in bits per second. For a 10 character per

second transmission (i.e., 10 character per second3 11 bits per character, assuming

2 stop bits per character), the time interval for each bit in the character is 9.09 ms.

Digital pulses or signal levels are used in the communication of data between

local devices and the CPU. As the distance between the communicating devices

increases, digital pulses get distorted due to the line capacitance, noise, and other

phenomena, and after a certain distance cannot be recognized as 0s and 1s.

Telephone lines are usually used for transmission of data over long distances.

In this transmission, a signal of appropriate frequency is chosen as the carrier.
The carrier is modulated to produce two distinct signals corresponding to the binary

values 0 and 1. Figure 7.27 shows a typical communication structure. Here

the digital signals produced by the source computer are frequency modulated
by the modulator–demodulator (modern) into analog signals consisting of two
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Figure 7.26 Serial data controller.
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Figure 7.27 Long-distance transmission of digital signals.
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frequenc ies. These analog sign als are conver ted into their digi tal count erpart s of the

modem at the destina tion. If an ordinar y ‘‘vo ice-grade’ ’ telepho ne line is used as

the tran smission medium , the two frequenc ies are 1170 and 2125 Hz (as used by the

Bell 108 mode m). More sophistica ted modu lation schem es are available today that

allow data rates of over 20,000 bits per secon d.

Figure 7.28 show s the interf ace between a typi cal termi nal and the CPU.

The video display (screen ) and the keyboa rd are cont rolled b y the cont roller. The

controlle r can be a simpl e interface that can perform basic data -transfer functions

(in which case the terminal is called a dumb terminal ) or a microcom puter system

capable of performi ng loca l processing (in which case the terminal is an intel ligent

terminal). Th e terminal commun icate s with the CPU usual ly in a serial mode.

A univ ersal asynch ronous rece iver transm itter (UART) facilitie s the serial com -

munica tion u sing the RS-232 interface .

If the CPU is locate d at a remot e site, a modem is used to interface the UAR T to

the telepho ne lines, as show n in Figur e 7.29. Another modem at the CPU conver ts

the analog telepho ne li ne sign als to the correspo nding digi tal sign als for the CPU.

Since the terminal s are slow devi ces, a multiplexer is typi cally u sed to connec t

the set of termin als at the remote site to the CPU, as show n in Figure 7.30.

Figure 7.31 show s the structu re of a system with several remote terminal sties.

The terminal multiplexer o f Figure 7.30 at each site is now replace d by a cluste r

controlle r. Th e clus ter cont roller is capab le of performi ng some processin g and

other cont rol tasks, such as priority alloca tion, etc. The cluste r controlle rs in tur n are

interfaced to the CPU through a front-end processor.

The communication between the terminals and the CPU in networks of the type

shown in Figure 7.31 follows one of the several standard protocols such as binary
synchronous control (BSC), synchronous data-link control (SDLC), and high-level
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Figure 7.28 Typical terminal–CPU interface.
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Figure 7.29 Remote terminal interface to CPU.
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data-link control (HDLC). These protocols provide the rules for initiating and

terminating transmission, handling error conditions, and data framing (rules for

identifying serial bit patterns into characters, character streams into messages, etc).

7.9 COMMON I=O DEVICES

A variety of I=O devices are used to communicate with computers. They can be

broadly classified into the following categories:

1. Online devices such as terminals that communicate with the processor in an

interactive mode

2. Off-line devices such as printers that communicate with the processor in a

noninteractive mode

3. Devices that help in real-time data acquisition and transmission (analog-to-digital

and digital-to-analog converters)

4. Storage devices such as tapes and disks that can also be classified as I=O devices

We will provide very brief descriptions of selected devices in this section. This

area of computer systems technology also changes very rapidly and newer and more
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TN T = Terminal

Multiplexer M Telephone lines
M CPU

M = Modem

Figure 7.30 Multiplexed transmission.
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Figure 7.31 Terminal-based computer network.
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versatil e devices are announc ed on a daily basis. As such, the most up-to-da te

informat ion on their char acterist ics is only avai lable from vendor’s lite rature and

magazi nes, such as the ones listed in the refere nces sectio n of this chapter.

7.9.1 Termina ls

A typical terminal consist s of a monitor, a keyboa rd, and a mous e. A wide variety of

terminals are now avai lable.

The mos t common cat hode ray tube (CRT )-based monit ors are being rapidly

replace d by flat panel displays. These display s use liquid crys tal disp lay (LCD)

technol ogy. Displays can be either character mapped or bit map ped. Charac ter-

mapped moni tors typicall y treat the disp lay as a matrix of characters (bytes) , while

the bit-mappe d monit ors treat the display as an array of picture eleme nts (pixel s)

that can be on or off, with each pixe l depicting 1 bit of informat ion. Display

technol ogy is exper iencing rapid change wi th newer capab ilities added to displays

almost daily. So phisticated alphanum eric and graph ic display s are now common ly

availab le. To uch screen capability as an input mechanism is now com mon. This

allows select ion from a men u display ed on the scre en, just by touching an item on

the menu.

A variet y of keyboa rds are now avai lable. A typical keyboa rd used with p ersonal

compute rs consist s of 102 keys. Vario us ergon omic keyboa rds are now appea ring.

The mouse allows pointi ng to any area on the screen by its moveme nt on

the mous epad. The buttons are used to perform vari ous operations based on the

informat ion at the select ed spot on the scre en.

In addi tion to thes e three com ponents of a typi cal terminal , vari ous devices such

as light pen, joys tick, micro phones (for direct audio input ), speakers (for audio

output) , and camera s (for vide o input ) are common ly used I =O devices.

7.9.2 Mouse

The mouse is the most com mon input device today. It typicall y h as two buttons and

a scroll wheel. The scroll whe el allows the scro lling of the image on the scre en and

the buttons allow select ion of a partic ular posi tion on the scre en, as the mous e is

moved on the mouse pad. The left button sel ects the cursor p osition and the rig ht

button typicall y provides the men u o f possibl e operations at the selected curs or

position. Earlier mouses used the position of a ball u nderneath the mous e to track its

motion mech anically. It is now common to see optical mous es.

Apple Comput er’s wireles s Mig hty Mouse ’s trackin g engine is based on las er

technology that delivers 20 times the performance of standard optical tracking,

giving more accuracy and responsiveness on more surfaces. It offers 3608 scrolling
capability, perfectly positioned to roll smoothly under just one finger. Touch-

sensitive technology employed under its seamless top shell detects where we

are clicking. The force-sensing buttons on either side of Mighty Mouse let us

squeeze the mouse to activate a whole host of customizable features instantly.

It is availa ble in wired and wireles s vers ions. Ta ble 7.5 provides additional details.
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7.9. 3 Print ers

Printers have come a long way from t he nois y da isy-w he el and dot-m atr ix

p ri nte rs of t he 19 8 0s . T o da y w e ca n pr int a ny document with crisp, realistic

colors and s harp text in essentially any f ont we can imagine. W hether w e want to

pri nt p hotos, family projects, o r d oc uments on the go, there is a speciall y

designed p rinter for the job. The most common type o f p rinter foun d in h omes

today is the inkjet printer. This print er works by spraying ionized ink onto the
paper with magnet ized plat es directin g the ink to the desired s hape. Inkjet

printers are capable of producing high-qualit y text and images in black a nd

white or color, a pproaching the quality that is produced by more costly laser

printers. M any inkjet printers today are capable of printing photo-quality images.

Laser printers pr ov ide the hi gh est quality text and images. They operate by using

a l aser beam to produce an e lectrically charged image on a drum, which is t he n

rolled through a reservoir of toner. The toner is picked up by the e lectrically

charged portions of t he drum, a nd transferred to the paper through a combination

of heat and pressure. While full -color laser p rinters a re available, they tend to be

much more expensive than black and w hite versions and require a great deal of

printer memory to produce high-resolution images. A portable printer is a
compact mobi le inkjet p ri nter that can fit in a briefcase, weigh very li ttle, and

r un o n ba tte ry powe r. Infra re d- compati ble (wireless) printers, available in both

inkjet and laserjet models, allow us printing from a handheld device, laptop

computer, or digital c am era. The w ireless short-range radio technology that

allows thi s to happen is called b luetooth. All-in-one devices (inkj et or laser
based ) that combine the functi ons of pri nter, scann er, copi er, and fax into one

mac hine are now avai lable.

As an example, the HP Color LaserJet 1600 family is a basic color laser printer

designed for light printing needs. It has a 264 MHz processor and 16 MB of

memor y. Table 7.6 provides its specifi cations.

Table 7.5 Apple Mighty Mouse Specifications

Wireless (MA272LL=A) Wired (MA086LL=A)

Power source AA Battery USB
Cables None USB 1.1 (compatible with either

USB 1.1 or USB 2.0 ports)
Scroll ball 3608 Scroll ball with adjustable scrolling
Buttons Up to four programmable buttons:

full-body button with touch-sensitive
technology beneath for left,
right, and Scroll Ball clicking.
Force-sensing side buttons

Tracking Laser Optical
System
requirements

Mac OS X v10.4.6 or later Mac OS X (programmability
requires Mac OS X v10.4.2
Tiger or later), or Windows 2000
or Windows XP.
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7.9.4 Scanners

Scanners are used to transfer the content of a hard copy document to the machine

memory. The image can be retained as is and transmitted as needed. It can also be

processed (reduced, enlarge, rotate, etc.). If the image is to be treated as a word-

processable document, optical character recognition is first performed after scan-

ning it. Scanners of various capabilities and price ranges are now available.

The Microtek ScanMaker i900 is a flatbed scanner that can handle legal-size

originals and features a dual-scanning bed that produces the best film scans. It is

connected to the processor via USB or FireWire. It employs Digital ICE Photo Print

technology to correct dust and scratches and ColorRescue for color-balance correc-

tions to film and reflective scans. In addition to the typical flatbed glass plate, i900

has glassless film scanner with the glass scan surface underneath. By eliminating the

glass, the way a standalone film scanner does, the i900 can capture more tonal

information from film—from light shades to deep shadows. The scanner’s optical

resolution is 3200 by 6400 dots per inch (dpi).

7.9.5 A=D and D=A Converters

Figure 7.32 shows a digital processor controlling an analog device. Real-time and

process-control environments, monitoring laboratory instruments, fall into the

Table 7.6 HP LaserJet 1600 Specifications

Property Specification

Technology Laser
Printer type Personal printer laser
Max media size A4(8.25311.7 in), Legal(8.534 in)
Printer output type Color
Max resolution (black and white) 6003600 dpi
Printer speed 8 pages per min
Printer output Black draft A4 (8.25311.7 in), 8 pages per min

Black normal A4 (8.25311.7 in), 8 pages per
min Color best A4 (8.25311.7 in), 8 pages
per min Color draft A4 (8.253 11.7 in), 8 pages
per min Color normal A4 (8.25311.7 in)

Printer output quality Black best, black draft, black normal, color best,
color draft, color normal

Connectivity technology Wired technology
Ports required 1 Hi-speed USB 4 pin USB Type B
Operational power consumption 190 W
Operational power consumption(stand by) 13 W

CPU

A/D

D/A

Analog
device

Digital input

Digital output

Analog signal

Analog signal

Figure 7.32 Interfacing an analog device.
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appl ication mode shown in the fig ure. Here the analog signal produc ed by the

devi ce is converte d into a digita l bit patter n by the A=D conver ter. Th e processor
outpu ts the data in digita l form, whi ch is conver ted into anal og form by the D=A
conver ter. D=A conver ters are resist or–ladde r networ ks that convert the input n-bit
digita l inform ation into the corr esponding analog voltage leve l.

A =D converte rs norm ally use a counter alon g with a D=A conver ter. The cont ents
of the count er are increment ed, converte d into analog signals, and com pared to the

inco ming anal og sign al. When the count er value correspo nds to a voltage equivalent

to the input analog voltage , the counter is stop ped from increm enting further . The

cont ents of the count er, then, corr espond to the equi valent digital signal.

7.9. 6 Tapes and Disk s

Stor age devices such as mag netic tapes (re el-to-re el, cass ette, and streami ng cart-

rid ge) and disks (hard and floppy, mag netic and optical ) descr ibed in Cha pter 9 are

als o used as I =O devi ces.
Table 7.7 lists typical d ata-transfer rates offered by som e I =O devi ces, mainly to

show the relat ive speed s of these devices. The speed and capab ilities of these devices

change so rapidly that such tables b ecome outdated even before they are publishe d.

Th e descripti on provided in this sectio n is intent ionally very brief. The read er shoul d

ref er to vendors’ literature for current informat ion on these and othe r devi ces.

7.10 EXAMPL ES

Comput er systems are general ly configured aroun d a sing le- or multipl e-bus struc-

tur e. There is no gener al baseli ne struct ure for com mercial system s; each syst em is

uniqu e. But mos t of the modern system s utilize one or more standar d bus archit ec-

tur es to allow easier interf ace of devi ces from disp arate vendors. This sectio n

provi des brief descrip tions of three I =O struct ures:

1. Motorola 68000 (a complete I =O structure example)

2. Intel 21285 (a versatile interconnect processor)

3. Control Data 6600 (an I =O structure of historical interest)

All of these systems have now been replace d by higher performanc e, more

vers atile vers ions. Neverthel ess, these structure s depi ct the pertin ent char acterist ics

more simply. Refer to manufacturers’ manuals for details on the latest versions.

Table 7.7 Data-Transfer Rates of I=O Devices

Device Transfer rate

Display terminals 10–240 characters per s
Impact printers 100–3000 lines per min
Nonimpact printers 100–40,000 lines per min
A=D and D=A converters 15–3003106 samples per s
Magnetic tape 15,000–30,000 characters per s
Cassette tape 10–400 characters per s
Hard disk 10–253106 bit per s
Floppy disk 25,000 characters per s
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7.10.1 Motorola 68000

Although MC68000 has been replaced by higher performance counterparts, it is

included here to provide a complete view of the I=O structure of a commercially

available processor system The MC68000 is a popular microprocessor with a 32-bit

internal architecture that is capable of interfacing with both 8- and 16-bit-oriented

peripherals. Figure 7.33 shows the functional grouping of signals available on the

processor. A brief description of these signals follows.

The MC68000 memory space is byte addressed. Address bus lines (A1–A23)

always carry an even address corresponding to a 16-bit (2-byte) word. The upper

data strobe (UDS) and lower data strobe (LDS), if active, refer to the upper or lower

byte respectively of the memory word selected by A1–A23. D0–D15 constitutes

the 16-bit bidirectional data bus. The direction of the data transfer is indicated by the

READ=WRITE (R=W)control signal. TheADDRESSSTROBE (AS) signal, if active,

indicates that the address (as determined by the address bus, UDS, and LDS) is valid.

DATA ACKNOWLEDGE (DTACK) is used to indicate that the data have been

accepted (during a write operation) or that the data are ready on the data bus (during

a read). The processor waits for the DTACK during the I=O operations with variable

speed peripherals. There are three bus arbitration signals: BUS REQUEST (BR), BUS

GRANT (BG), and BUS GRANT ACKNOWLEDGE (BGAC). There are three

interrupt lines (IPL0–IPL2) that allow an interrupting device to indicate one of

the seven levels of interrupts possible: level 1 being the lowest priority, level

VCC(2)

GND(2)

CLK

FC0

FC1

FC2

E

VMA

VPA

BERR

RESET

HALT

Processor
status

M6800
peripheral

control

System
control

MC68000
Microprocessor

Address
bus A1–A23

D0–D15Data bus

AS

R/W

UDS

LDS

DTACK

BR

BG

BGACK
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IPL1

IPL2

Interrupt
control

Bus
arbitration

control

Asynchronous
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control

Figure 7.33 Motorola 68000 processor. (Courtesy of Motorola Inc.)
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7 the highe st, and level 0 meanin g no interr upt. Th e processor commun icate s

with 8-bi t-oriented peripheral s of MC6800 through the ENAB LE (E), VALID

MEMO RY ADD RESS (VMA), and VALID PERIPHER AL AD DRESS (VP A)

cont rol signals. The commun ication through these lines is synchronous . The FUNC-

TIO N CODE (FC0 –FC2) ou tput sign als indi cate the type of bus activit y currently

under taken (suc h as interr upt acknow ledge, supervis or =user program =data memor y

acce ss, etc.) by the proce ssor. There are thr ee system cont rol sign als: BUS ERRO R

(BE RR), RESET, and HA LT.

Prog rammed I =O on MC68000 . The MC 68000 uses memor y-mappe d I=O, sinc e no
dedi cated I=O instructions are availa ble. The I=O devices can be interfaced either to
the async hronous I =O lines or to the MC68000- oriented synchr onous I =O lines. We

will now illustrate interfacing an input and an output port to MC68000 to opera te in

the programmed I=O mode through the asynchronous control lines, using the

parallel interface=timer chip MC68230.

Th e MC 68230 (see Figur e 7.34 ) is a peripher al interface =timer (PI =T) consist-
ing of two independent sections: the ports and the timer. In the port section there are

two 8-bit ports (PA0-7 and PB0-7), four handshake signals (H1–H4), two general

I=O pins (I=O), and six dual-function pins. The dual-function pins can individually

work either as a third port (C) or an alternate function related to either port A or B

the timer. Pins H1–H4 are used in various modes: to control data transfer to and

from ports, as general-purpose I=O pins, or as interrupt-generating inputs with

corresponding vectors.

The timer consists of a 24-bit counter and a prescaler. The timer I=O pins (TIN,

TOUT, TIACK) also serve as port C pins.

The system data bus is connected to pins D0–D7. Asynchronous transfer

between the MC68000 and PI=T is facilitated by data-transfer acknowledge

(DTACK), register selects (RS1–RS5), timer interrupt acknowledge (TIACK),

read=write (R=W), and port interrupt acknowledge (PIACK).

We will restrict this example to the port section. The PI=T has 23 internal

registers, each of which can be addressed using RS1–RS5. Associated with each

of the three ports are a data register, a control register, and a data-direction register

(DDR). Register 0 is the port general control register (PGCR) that controls all the

ports. Bits 6 and 7 of this register are used to configure the ports in one of the four

possible modes, as shown in the following table. The other bits of the PGCR are

used for I=O handshaking operations.

Bit 7 Bit 6 Mode

0 0 Unidirectional (8 bit)
0 1 Unidirectional (16 bit)
1 0 Bidirectional (8 bit)
1 1 Bidirectional (16 bit)

When the ports are configured in unidirectionalmode, corresponding control registers

are used to further define the submode of operation. For example, in the unidirectional

8-bit mode, bit 7 of a control register being 1 signifies a bit-oriented I=O in the

sense that each bit of the corresponding port can be programmed independently.

To configure a bit as an output or an input bit, the corresponding DDR bit is set to

1 or 0, respectively. DDR settings are ignored in the bidirectional transfer mode.
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Figure 7.35 show s the MC68000 interface with MC 68230 in which the fol low-

ing addre sses are used:

Register Address (Hex)

PGCR 100001
PADDR 100003
PBDDR 100007
PACR 10000D
PBCR 10000F
PADR 100011
PBDR 100013

Figure 7.36 shows an asse mbly language progr am that read s an 8-bit input from port

A and writes the data to port B.

PA0
PA1
PA2
PA3
PA4
PA5
PA6
PA7

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
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14
15
16

H1
H2
H3
H4

PA0
PA1
PA2
PA3
PA4
PA5
PA6
PA7

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

VCC 12

38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 1 2 3

GND RESET CLK CS DTACK R/W D0 D1 D2 D3 D5 D6 D7D4

Data bus interface and
interrupt vector registers

Internal
data bus

Handshake
controllers

and
mode logic

Timer

Port
interrupt/

DMA
control
logic

Port
A

Handshake
interface

logic

Port
B

Port C and pin function multiplexer

PC7/ PC6/ PC5/ PC4/ PC3/ PC2/ PC1 PC0 RS1 RS2 RS3 RS4 RS5

TIACK PIACK PIRQ DMAREQTOUT TIN 31 30 29 28 27 26 25

37 36 35 34 33 32

Figure 7.34 MC68230 functional diagram. (Courtesy of Motorola Inc.)
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A23
A22
A21
A20
A19
A18
A17
A16
A15
A14
A13
A12
A11
A10
A9
A8
A7
A6

A1–A5

LDS

DTACK
R/W

D0–D7

R/W
D0–D7

MC68000 MC68230

5

8

CS
PA0–7

PB0–7

RS1–RS5

DTACK

8

8

3K

+5V

+5V

LED

Figure 7.35 Interfacing I=O ports to MC68000.

; ASSIGN ADDRESSES

PGCR
PADDR
PBDDR
PACR
PBCR
PADR
PBDR

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

$100001
$100003
$100007
$10000D
$10000F
$100011
$100013

;  $ indicates hex

; INITIALIZE ALL REGISTERS
; MOVE.B  Source, Destination  Moves bytes
; # indicates immediate address mode

MOVE.B

MOVE.B
MOVE.B
MOVE.B
MOVE.B

#$00,PGCR ; Select unidirectional
; 8-bit mode

#$FF,PACR ; Bit input/output mode for port A
#$FF,PBCR ; Bit input/output mode for port B
#$00,PADDR; All bits of A are input
#$FF,PBDDR; All bits of B are output

;READ AND WRITE

START: MOVE.B

MOVE.B
JMP

PADR.Dl

Dl.PBDR
START

; Input from A into processor
; register Di

; Output to B
; Repeat

Figure 7.36 MC68000 assembly language program for input=output.
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MC68000 Interru pt System . The MC68000 interrupt syst em is divided int o two

types: interna l and external . The internal interrupt s are calle d exceptions and
correspo nd to conditi ons such as divide by zero , illegal instru ction, and user -defined

interrupt s by the use of trap instructions . Th e externa l int errupts correspo nd to the

seven levels of int errupts b rought through the IPL0�IPL2 lines, as mentioned

earlier, level 0 indicates no interr upt, leve l 7 is the highe st priori ty interr upt and

is nonm askable by the proce ssor, and the othe r levels are recognized by the

processor if the processor is in a lower -priority proce ssing mode.

A 4-byte field is reserve d for each possible int errupt (ext ernal and internal) . This

field contain s the begi nning address of the interrupt service routine correspo nding to

that interrupt . The beginnin g addre ss of the fie ld is the vector correspo nding to that

interrupt . When the proce ssor is ready to service an interr upt, it pushes the progr am

counter and the status regist er (SR) onto the sta ck, updat es the priority mas k bits in

SR, puts out the priority leve l of the current interrupt on A1–A 3, and sets FC0–F C2 to

111 to indicate the interrupt acknowl edge (IACK) . In response to the IACK, the

externa l devi ce either can send an 8-bit vect or numb er (nona utovect or) or can be

configur ed to request the processor to gener ate the vector auto matical ly (aut ovector).

Once the vector (v) is known , the proce ssor jumps to the loca tion pointed to by the

memory addre ss (4v) . Th e last instruction in the service routine has to be return from

interrupt (RT E), which pops the progr am counter (PC ) and SR from the stack, thus

returning to the former sta te.

Figure 7.37 show s the vect or map. Memory addresse s 00H (i.e., hexade cimal

00) thro ugh 2F H contain vect ors for conditi ons such as reset, bus error, trace, divide

the zero, etc. There are seven auto vectors . Th e opera nd of the TRAP instruction

indicates 1 of the possibl e 15 trap conditions, thus gener ating 1 of the 15 trap

vectors . Vec tor addre sses 40H through FFH are rese rve for user nonautovec tors.

Spurious interrupt vector handl es the interr upt due to noisy condi tions.

In resp onse to the IA CK, if the externa l devi ce assert s VPA, the proce ssor

generat es one of the seven vectors (19H through 1FH) auto matical ly. Thus, no

externa l hardwar e is neede d to provide the interrupt vector.

For nonautovec tor mode, the interrupt ing devi ce places a vector number (40H

through FFH) on the data bus lines D0–D7 and assert s DTAC K. The proce ssor

reads the vector and jumps to the appro priate serv ice routine.

Due to syst em noise, it is possi ble for the proce ssor to be interrup ted. In that

case, on the receipt of IACK, an external timer can activate the BERR (after a

certain time). When the processor receives the BERR in response to IACK, it

generates the spurious interrupt vector (18H).

Figure 7.38 shows the hardware n eeded to interface two exte rnal devices to the

MC68000. The priority encoder (74LS148) generates the 3-bit interrupt signal for

the processor based on the relative priorities of the devices connected to it.

When the processor recognizes the interrupt, it puts the priority level on A1–A3,

sets F0–F2 to 111, and activates AS. The 3-to-8 decoder (74LS138) thus generates

the appropriate IACK. When device 1 is interrupting, the VPA line is activated in

response to IACK1, thus activating an autovector mode. For device 2, IACK2 is

used to gate its vector onto data lines D0–D7 and to generate DTACK.
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Vector address Vector number

00H to 2FH

30H to 5CH

60H, 62H

64H, 66H

68H, 6AH

6CH, 6EH

70H, 72H

74H, 76H

78H, 7AH

7CH, 7EH

80H to BCH

COH

FCH

100H

⋅⋅
⋅⋅

⋅⋅
⋅

⋅⋅
⋅

3FCH

00H to 16H

0CH to 17H

18H

19H

1AH

1BH

1CH

1DH

1EH

1FH

30H

20H to 2FH

3FH

40H

FFH

Reset, bus
error, etc.

Unassigned

Spurious interrupt

Autovector 1

Autovector 2

Autovector 3

Autovector 4

Autovector 5

Autovector 6

Autovector 7

TRAP instructions

Unassigned

User interrupts
(nonautovector)

Figure 7.37 MC68000 vector map.
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Figure 7.38 Vectored interrupts on MC68000.
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MC68000 DMA . To perform a DMA, the external device reque sts the bus by

activati ng BR. One clock period after rece iving BR, MC68 000 enabl es the bus

grant line BG and relinq uishes (trista tes) the bus after comple ting the curr ent

instruction cycl e (as indi cated b y the AS going high). The externa l device then

enables BGA CK, indicati ng that the bus is in use. The processor waits for the

BGAC K to go high in order to use the b us.

7.10.2 Intel 21285

This section is extracted from Int el Corpor ation’ s 21285 Core Lo gic for the SA -110
Micropr ocessor Datashe et, Septemb er 1998.

Figure 7.39 shows a bloc k diagram of a system wi th an Int el 21285 I=O
Processor connec ted to Intel SA-110 (Strong ARM) micro processor . SA-110 is

optimize d for embedded applications such as intelligent adapt er card s, swit ches,

routers, printe rs, scanners , RAID controlle rs, process control applications, set-top

boxes, etc .

The Intel 21285 I =O Proce ssor consist s of the follow ing component s: synchr on-

ous dynam ic rando m access memor y (SDRAM ) interf ace, read -only memor y

(ROM) interface , peripher al component interconnec t (PCI) int erface, DMA con-

trollers, interrupt cont rollers, programma ble timers X- Bus interf ace, serial port, bus

arbiter, joint test architecture group (JTA G) interface , du al address cycles (D AC)

support, power management support.

The SDRAM controller controls from 1–4 arrays of synchronous DRAMs

(SDRAMs) consisting of 8, 16, and 64 MB parts. All SDRAMs share command

and address bits, but have separate block and chip select bits, as shown in

Figure 7.40.

SDRAM operations performed by the 21285 are refresh, read, write, and mode

register set. Reads and writes are generated by either the SA-110, PCI bus masters

(including intelligent I=O (I2O) accesses), or DMA channels. The SA-110 is stalled

while the selected SDRAM bank is addressed. It is unstalled after the data have

been latched into the SDRAM from D bus or when the first SDRAM data have been

driven to the D bus. PCI memory write to SDRAM occurs if the PCI address

ROM SDRAM

SA110 21285

A[31:0]

D[31:0]

Control

Address 
control

PCI bus

Figure 7.39 System diagram.
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matche s the SDRA M base address regi ster or the configur ation space register (CSR)

base address register, and the PCI comma nd is either a memor y write or a memor y

wr ite and invalidat e. PCI memor y read from SDR AM occurs if the PCI address

matche s the SDRA M base address register or the CSR base address register, and the

com mand is either a memor y read , memory read line, or memor y read multipl e.

Th ere are four registers controlli ng arrays 0 thr ough 3. These four registers

defin e each of the four SDRAM arrays’ sta rt addre ss, size, and addre ss multiplex-

ing. Software must ensur e that the arrays of SDRAM are mapped so there is no

overl ap of addre sses. The arr ays do not need to all be the same size; however ,

the start addre ss of each arr ay must be naturally aligned to the size of the array.

Th e arrays do not need to form a contiguo us address space , but to do so with

dif ferent size arrays, place the largest array at the lowest addre ss, next largest

arr ay above, etc.

Figur e 7.41 shows the ROM configur ation. The ROM output enabl e and write

enabl e are connec ted to address bits [30: 31], respective ly. The ROM addre ss is

connec ted to addre ss bits [24:2].

Th e ROM can always be addre ssed by the SA- 110 at 41000000 h throug h

41F FFFFFh . After rese t, the ROM is also aliased at every 16 MB throughout

memor y space , blocking acce ss to SDRA M. This allows the SA-110 to boot from

ROM at address 0. After any SA- 110 write, the alias address range is disa bled.

Th e SA- 110 is stalled whi le the ROM is read . Each data wor d may require one,

two, or four ROM read s, depend ing on the ROM width. Th e data are collec ted and

packe d into data words to be driven onto D[ 31:0]. When the ROM read comple tes,

the 21285 unstalls the SA-110. Th e SA- 110 is stalled while the ROM is writte n.

The ROM write data must be placed on the proper byte lanes by software running

on the SA-110, that is, the data are not aligned in hardware by the 21285. Only one

write is done, regardless of the ROM width. When the ROM write completes, the

D[31:0] OE

Optional
transceiver

SDRAM

A

B

21285

Sdclk[3:0]
cs_I[3:0]
cmd[2:0]

ma[12:0]
ba[1:0]

D_wren_i

SA-110

Figure 7.40 SDRAM configuration.
Note: When SA-110 reads or writes SDRAM, the data does not pass through 21285.
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21285 unst alls the SA-110. PCI memor y write to ROM occurs whe n the PCI

address matche s the expansion ROM base address regist er, bit [0] o f the expans ion

ROM base addre ss regist er is a 1, and the PCI comma nd is either a memory write or

a memory write and invalidat e. The PCI memor y write addre ss and data are

collecte d in the inbound first-in, first -out (FIFO) to be wr itten to ROM at a later

time. The 2128 5 target disconnec ts after one data phase . PCI memor y read to ROM

occurs whe n the PCI addre ss matches the expans ion ROM base address register, bit

[0] of the expansion ROM base address regist er is a 1, and the PCI comma nd is

either a memory read , memor y read line, or memory read multipl e. Timing during

ROM accesses can be controlled by values in the SA-110 control register. The ROM

access time , burst time , and tristat e time can be speci fied.

The 21285 is a programma ble, two-way DM A channe l that can move bloc ks of

data from SDRA M to PCI or PCI to SDRA M. The DMA channe ls read parameters

from a list of descr iptors in memory, perfo rm the data move ment, and stop when the

list is exhauste d. For DMA operati ons, the SA-1 10 sets up the d escriptor s in

SDRAM. Figure 7.42 show s DMA descrip tors in local memor y. Each descrip tor

occupies four data words and must be natu rally aligned . Th e channe ls read the

descrip tors from local memory into workin g registers.

There are sever al regist ers for each channe l: byte count regist er, PCI addre ss

register, SDRAM addre ss regist er, descr iptor pointer register, control regi ster, and

DAC address register. The four data words provide the followi ng inf ormation:

1. Number of bytes to be transferred and the direction of transfer

2. PCI bus address of the transfer

3. SDRAM address of the transfer

4. Address of the next descriptor in SDRAM or the DAC address

The SA-110 writes the address of the first descriptor into the DMA channel n
descriptor pointer register, writes the DMA channel n control register with other

SA-110

D(Data)

A(Address)

A[30]

A[31]
A[24:2]

OE_L
ROMWE_

LA
CE_L

Rome_ce_i

21285

D

Figure 7.41 ROM configuration.
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miscellaneous parameters, and sets the channel enable bit. If the channel initial

descriptor in register bit [4] is clear, the channel reads the descriptor block into the

channel control, channel PCI address, channel SDRAM address, and channel

descriptor point register. The channel transfers the data until the byte count is

exhausted, and then sets the channel transfer done bit [2] in the DMA channel n
control register. If the end of chain bit [31] in the DMA channel n byte count

register (which is in bit [31] of the first word of the descriptor) is clear, the channel

reads the next descriptor and transfers the data. If it is set, the channel sets the chain

done bit [7] in the DMA channel n control register and then stops.

The PCI arbiter receives requests from five potential bus masters (four external

and the 21285) and a grant is made to the device with the highest priority. The main

register for the Bus Arbiter is X-Bus Cycle=Arbiter Register. Its offset is 148 h and its
function is used either to control the parallel port (X-Bus) or the internal PCI Arbiter.

There are two levels of priority groups with the low-priority groups as one entry

in the high-priority group. Priority rotates evenly among the low-priority groups.

Each device, including the 21285, can appear either in the low-priority group or in

the high-priority group, according to the value of the corresponding priority bit in

the arbiter control register. The master is in the high-priority group if the bit is 1 and

low-priority group if the bit is a 0. Priorities are reevaluated every time frame_1 is

asserted, at the start of each new transaction on the PCI bus. The arbiter grants the

bus to the higher-priority device in the next clock style if it interrupts when a lower-

priority device is using the bus. The master that initiated the last transaction has the

lowest priority in the group.

PCI is a local bus standard (a data bus that connects directly to the micropro-

cessor) developed by Intel Corporation. Most modern PCs include a PCI bus in

addition to a more general Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) expansion bus.

Many analysts believe that PCI will eventually supplant ISA entirely. PCI is a 64-bit

bus, though it is usually implemented as a 32-bit bus. It can run at clock speeds of

33 or 66 MHz. At 32 bit and 33 MHz, it yields a throughput rate of 133 Mbps. PCI is

not tied to any particular family of microprocessors. It acts like a tiny ‘‘local-area

network’’ inside the computer, in which multiple devices can each talk to each

Local memory

4

1

3

2

Descriptors

Byte count, direction, end of chain
PCI bus address
Local memory address
Next description

Offset 0 h
Offset 4 h
Offset 8 h
Offset Ch

Channel control registers

Figure 7.42 Local memory descriptors.
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other, sharing a communication channel that is managed by the chipset. The PCI

target transactions include the following:

1. Memory write to SDRAM

2. Memory read, memory read line, memory read multiple to SDRAM

3. Type 0 configuration write

4. Type 0 configuration read

5. Write to CSR

6. Read to CSR

7. Write to I2O address

8. Read to I2O address

9. Memory read to ROM

The PCI master transactions include the following:

1. DAC support from SA-110 or DMA

2. Memory write, memory write, and invalidate from SA-110 or DMA

3. Selecting PCI command for writes

4. Memory write, memory write, and invalidate from SA-110

5. Selecting PCI command for writes

6. Memory read, memory read line, memory read multiple from SA-110 or DMA

7. I=O write

8. I=O read

9. Configuration write

10. Special cycle

11. Interrupt acknowledge (IAC) read

12. PCI request operation

13. Master latency timer

The message unit provides a standardized message-passing mechanism between

a host and a local processor. It provides a way for the host to read and write lists

over the PCI bus at offsets of 40 and 44 h from the first base address. The function

of the FIFOs is to hold message frame addresses, which are offsets to the message

frames. The I2O message units support four logical FIFOs:

Name Function

Inbound free_list Manage I=O requests from the host processor to
SA-110

Inbound post_list
Outbound free_list
Outbound post_list

Manages messages that are replies from SA-110
to the host processor

The I2O inbound FIFOs are initiated by the SA-110. The host sends messages to the

local processor. The local processor operates on the messages. The SA-110 allocates

memory space for both the inbound free_list and post_list FIFOs and initializes the

inbound pointers. The SA-110 initializes the inbound free_list by writing valid

memory frame address (MFA) values to all entries and increment the number of

entries in the inbound free_list count register. The I2O outbound FIFOs are initialized
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by the SA-110. Th e SA- 110 alloca tes memory space for both outbound fre e_list and

outbo und post _list FIFOs. Th e host proce ssor initializes the free_l ist FIFO by writing

valid MFA s to all entrie s (see Figures 7.43 and 7.44).

Th e 21 285 contains four 24-bit ti mers. Th ere are cont rol and status registers for

each time r. A timer has two modes of opera tion: free run and periodic. Th e timers

and their interrupt can be indivi dually enabled =disa bled. Th e interrupt s can be
enabl ed =disabled by setting the appro priate bits in the IRQ enable set =fast interrupt
reque st (FIQ) enabl e set registers . Timer 4 can be u sed as a watchd og time r, but

requi res that the watchd og enable bit be set in the SA- 110 cont rol regist er. Figure

7.45 show s a bloc k diag ram of a typical timer. The cont rol, status, and data regist ers

for this capability are accessi ble only from the SA-110 interface (all offset s are from

4200 0000H ).

Th ere are three regist ers that govern the opera tions of a time r. In the periodi c

mode , the load register cont ains a value that is load ed onto a do wn count er and

decr emente d to zero . The load register is not used in the free-run mode . The cont rol

regist er allows the user to select a cloc k rate that will be used to decrement the

count er, the mode of operation, and whethe r the time r is enabled. The clear register

rese ts the timer interrupt .

Th e 21285 has only one regist er that might be considered a status regist er and that

is the value register. It can be read to obtain the 24-bit value in the down counter.

Inbound
free list

Inbound
post list

Outbound
free list

Outbound
post list

Inbound message frame Outbound message frame

SA110 21285 PCI Bus Host
processor

Figure 7.43 I2O message units.

Inbound
free list

Inbound
post list

Host

Host

SA110

SA110

Outbound
post list

Outbound
free list

Figure 7.44 Configuration of MFAs.
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In terms of the software interface, the user needs to determine

1. Clock speed that will be used to decrement the down counter

2. Whether free-run or periodic mode will be used

3. Whether to generate the IRQ or FIQ interrupt or both

Once determined, the clock speed, mode, and enable bit for the timer must be

written into the timer’s control register. The interrupt type must be enabled by

setting the appropriate bits in the IRQ enable set=FIQ enable set registers.

In the free-run mode, a down counter is loaded with the maximum 24-bit value

and decremented until it reaches zero (0), at which time an interrupt is generated.

The periodic mode loads the down counter with the value in the load register and

decrements until it reaches zero (0), at which time an interrupt is generated. Upon

reaching zero (0), timers in the free-run mode are reloaded with the maximum

24-bit value and periodic mode timers are reloaded from the load register. In both

cases, once reloaded, the counters decrement to zero (0) to repeat the cycle.

The 21285 has a UART that can support bit rates from approximately 225 bps to

approximately 200 kbps. The UART contains separate transmit and receive FIFOs

which can hold 16 data entries each. The UART generates receive and transmit

interrupts that can be enabled=disabled by setting the appropriate bits in the IRQ

enable set=FIQ enable set registers. The control, status, and data registers for this

capability are accessible only from the SA-110 interface (all offsets are from 4200

0000H).

There are four registers that govern the operations of the UART. The

H_UBRLCR register allows the user to set the data length, enable parity, select

odd or even parity, select the number of stop bits, enable=disable the FIFOs, and

generate a break signal (the tx pin is held low). The M_UBRLCR and L_UBRLCR

registers, together, contain the 12-bit baud rate divisor (BRD) value. The UART-

CON register contains the UART enable bit along with bits for using the SIREN HP

SIR protocol and the infrared data (IrDa) encoding method.

The UART contains a single data register. It allows the transmit and receive

FIFOs to be accessed. Data to and from the UART can be accessed either via FIFOs

Divide
by 16

Divide
by 16 Load register Control register

Interrupt
Down counter

Value

Fclk_in

External clock

Figure 7.45 Timer block diagram.
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or as a single data word. The access method is determined by the enable FIFO bit in

the H_UBRLCR control register.

The 21285 has two status registers: RXSTAT indicates any framing, parity, or

overrun errors associated with the received data. A read of RXSTAT must follow a

read of UARTDR because RXSTAT provides the status associated with the last

piece of data read from UARTDR. This order cannot be reversed. UARTFLG

contains transmit and receiver FIFO status and an indication whether the transmitter

is busy.

When the UART receives a frame of data (start bit, data bits, stop bits, and

parity), the data bits are stripped from the frame and put in the receive FIFO.

When the FIFO is more than half full, a receive interrupt is generated. If the FIFO

is full, an overrun error will be generated. The framing data are examined and if

incorrect, a framing error is generated. Parity is checked and the parity error bit is

set accordingly. The data words are accessed by reading UARTDR and any errors

associated can be read from RXSTAT.

When the UART transmits data, a data word is taken from the transmit FIFO and

the framing data are added (start bit, stop bits, and parity). The frame of data is

loaded into a shift register and clocked out. When the FIFO is more than half-

empty, a transmit interrupt is generated.

The 21285 is compliant with the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engin-

eers (IEEE) 1149.1 ‘‘IEEE Standard Test Access Port and Boundary-Scan Archi-

tecture.’’ It provides five pins to allow external hardware and software to control the

test access port (TAP).

The 21285 provides an nIRQ and nFIQ interrupt to the SA110 processor. These

interrupts are the logical NOR of the bits in the IRQ status and FIQ status,

respectively. These registers collect the interrupt status for 27 interrupt sources.

All the interrupts have the equal priority. The control, status, and data registers for

this capability are accessible only from the SA-110 interface. Figure 7.46 is a block

diagram of a typical interrupt.

IRQ
enable

FIQ
enable

Raw
status

FIQ
status

nFIQ

IRQ
status

nIRQ

Interrupt source

Figure 7.46 Interrupt block diagram.
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The following control registers deal with interrupts. The IRQ enable set register

allows individual interrupts to be enabled. The IRQ enable clear register disables an

individual interrupt. The IRQ soft register allows the software to generate

an interrupt. The following status registers too deal with interrupts. The IRQ enable

register indicates which interrupts are being used by the system. The IRQ raw status

register indicates which interrupts are active. The IRQ status register is the logical

AND of the IRQ enable register and the IRQ raw status register.

When an interrupting device activates its interrupt, the information is loaded

into the IRQ raw status register. These data are ANDed with the IRQ enable register

to set bits in the IRQ status register. The bits in the IRQ status register are NORed

together to generate the nIRQ interrupt to the SA110. The SA110 determines what

caused the interrupt by reading the IRQ status register. An interrupt is cleared by

resetting the appropriate bit in the IRQ enable clear register.

The 21285 provides 8-, 16-, and 32-bit parallel interfaces with the SA110. The

duration and timing relationship between the address, data, and control signals is

accomplished via control register settings. This provides the 21285 a great deal of

flexibility to accommodate a wide variety of I=O devices. The control, status, and

data registers for this capability are accessible only from the SA-110 interface (all

offsets are from 4200 0000H). Figure 7.47 shows a block diagram of the X-bus

interface.

The 21285 provides the following control and status registers to deal with the

X-bus: The X-bus cycle register allows the user to: set the length of a read=write
cycle; apply a divisor to the clock used during read and write cycles; choose a chip

select; determine if the X-bus or PCI bus is being used; the X-bus and PCI interrupt

levels. The X-bus I=O strobe register allows the user to control when the xior and

xiow signals go low and how long they stay low within the programmed read=write
cycle length.

7.10.3 Control Data 6600

The CDC 6600 first announced in 1964 was designed for two types of use: large-scale

scientific processing and time sharing of smaller problems. To accommodate large-

scale scientific processing, a high-speed, floating-point, multifunctional CPU

SA110 X-bus
device

21285

A[31:0]

D[31:0]

xior
xiow

xcs

Figure 7.47 Bus configuration block diagram.
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was used. The peripheral act ivity was separated from CPU activi ty by provi ding

12 I =O channe ls cont rolled by 10 peripheral proce ssors. This architecture with
multiple functional units and separate I=O structure with multiple peripheral processors

operating in parallel has been adopted by the Cray series of super computers

(described in Chapter 10). Figure 7.48 shows the CDC 6600 system structure.

The 10 peripher al proce ssors h ave access to central memor y. One of these

processor s acts as a cont rol proce ssor for the system while the othe rs are perform ing

I= O tasks. Each of these processor s has its own memor y, used for storin g programs

and for d ata bufferin g. The peripher al proce ssors access the cent ral memory in a

time-sha red manner through the barrel mech anism. The barrel mechani sm has a

100 ns cycl e. Each peripher al proce ssor is connec ted to the cent ral memor y for

100 ns in each cycl e of the barrel . The peripher al proce ssor provid es the memor y-

accessin g informat ion to the barrel during it s 100 ns time slot. Actual memory

access takes place during the remaining 900 ns of the barrel cycle, and the peripheral

processor can start a new acce ss d uring its next time slot. Th us, the barr el mec h-

anism handles 10 peripher al proce ssor reque sts in an overlapp ed manner. I =O
channels are 12-bit bidire ctional paths. Thus, one 12-bit word can be transferred

into or out of the memory ever y 1000 ns by each channe l.

7.11 SUMMA RY

Various mode s of data transfer between I=O devices and the CPU were discusse d in
this chapter . Th e advanc es in hardwar e technol ogy and dropping pri ces of hardwar e

have mad e it possi ble to implement cost-effective and vers atile I =O struct ures.
Details of the I =O structure s of represe ntati ve comme rcially availa ble machines

were provi ded. Int erfacing I =O devices to the CPU is generally consider ed a major

task. Howeve r, the recent efforts in standardizing I=O transfer protocols and the

emergence of standard buses have reduced the tedium of this task. It is now possible

to easily interface an I=O device or a CPU made by one manufacturer with

compatible devices from another manufacturer. The trend in delegating the I=O
tasks to I=O processors has continued. In fact, modern computer structures typically

contain more than one general-purpose processor, some of which can be dedicated

to I=O tasks, as the need arises. This chapter has provided details of representative

I=O devices. Newer and more versatile devices are being introduced daily. Any list

of speed and performance characteristics of these devices provided in a book would

quickly become obsolete. Refer to the magazines listed in the References section for

up-to-date details.

Several techniques are used in practical architectures to enhance the I=O system

performance. Each system is unique in its architectural features. The concepts

introduced in this chapter form the baseline features that help to evaluate practical

architectures. In practice, the system structure of a family of machines evolves

over several years. Tracing the family of machines to gather the changing architec-

tural characteristics and to distinguish the influence of advances in hardware

and software technologies on the system structure would be an interesting and

instructive project.
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PROBLEMS

7.1 What is the maximum number of I=O devices that can be interfaced to ASC,

given its current instruction format?

7.2 It is required to interface five input devices (device address 0 through 4) and

seven output devices (device address 5 through 11) to ASC. Show the complete

hardware needed.

7.3 A computer system has a 16-bit address bus. The first 4K of the memory must be

configured with ROM and the remaining as RAM. Show the circuit that will

generate an error if an attempt is made to write into the ROM area.

7.4 Design a priority encoder with eight inputs. The 3-bit output of the encoder

indicates the number of the highest priority input that is active. Assume that

input 0 has the lowest priority and 7 has the highest priority.

7.5 What is the maximum number of I=O ports that can be implemented using

MC68230s on a system bus with 16 address lines?

7.6 Design an 8-bit input port and an output port using MC68230 for the MC68000.

The input port receives a 4-bit BCD value on its low-order bits, and the output
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port drives a seven-segment display from its bits. Show the assembly language

program needed.

7.7 Rewrite the fetch microinstruction sequence for ASC, assuming that the processor

status is saved on a stack before entering interrupt service. Include a stack pointer

register.

7.8 Rewrite the sequence in Problem 7.7, assuming a vectored interrupt mode.

Assume that the device sends its address as the vector.

7.9 Write microprograms to describe the handshake between the peripheral and CPU

during (a) interrupt mode I =O and (b) DMA. Use the HDL structure common to

ASC microprograms to describe these asynchronous operations.

7.10 Develop a complete hardware block diagram of a multiplexer channel. List the

microoperations of each block in the diagram.

7.11 Repeat Problem 7.10 for a selector channel.

7.12 Develop a schematic for a printer controller. Assume that one character (8 bit) is

transferred to the printer at a time, in a programmed I =O mode.

7.13 Repeat Problem 7.12, assuming that the printer has a buffer that can hold 80

characters. Printing is activated only when the buffer is full.

7.14 Design a bus controller to resolve the memory-access requests by the CPU and a

DMA device.

7.15 The structure of Figure 7.12 polls the peripheral devices in the order of the device

numbers. Design a structure in which the order of polling (i.e., priorities) can be

specified. (Hint: Use a buffer to store the priorities.)

7.16 Design a set of instructions to program the DMA controller. Specify the instruc-

tion formats, assuming ASC as the CPU.

7.17 A cassette recorder-player needs to be interfaced to ASC. Assume that the

cassette unit has a buffer to store 1 character and the cassette logic can read or

record a character into or out of this buffer. What other control lines are needed

for the interface? Generate the interface protocol.

7.18 Compare the timing characteristics of programmed input mode with that of the

vector-mode, interrupt-driven input scheme, on ASC. Use the major cycles

needed to perform the input as the unit of time.

7.19 Assume that there is a serial output line connected to the LSB of the accumulator.

The contents of the accumulator are to be output on this line. It is required that a

start bit of 0 and 2 stop bits (1) delimit the data bits. Write an assembly language

program on ASC to accomplish the data output. What changes in hardware are

needed to perform this transfer?

7.20 Look up the details of the power-failure detection circuitry of a computer system

you have access to, to determine how a power-failure interrupt is generated and

handled.

7.21 There are memory-port controllers that allow interfacing multiple memories to

computer systems. What is the difference between a memory-port controller and a

bus controller?

7.22 Suppose a processor receives multiple IRQs at about the same time, it should service

all of them before returning control to the interrupted program. What mechanism

is ideal for holding these multiple requests: stack, queue or something else? Why?

7.23 A processor executes 1000K instructions per second. The bus system allows a

bandwidth of 5 MB per second. Assume that each installation requires on average

8 byte of information for the instruction itself and the operands. What bandwidth

is available for the DMA controller?
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7.24 If the processor of Problem 7.23 performs programmed I =O and each byte of I=O
requires two instructions, what bandwidth is available for the I=O?

7.25 In this chapter, we assumed that the interrupt service always starts at the begin-

ning of the instruction cycle. It may not be desirable to wait until the end of

current instruction cycle during complex instructions (such as multiple move,

etc.). What are the implications of interrupting an instruction cycle in progress?

How would you restart the interrupted instruction?

7.26 Look up the details of the following:

a. Small computer system interface (SCSI)

b. Fire wire (IEEE 1394)

c. USB 1.0 and 2.0

d. High-performance peripheral interface (HiPPI)

7.27 Which mode of I=O is most suitable for interfacing the following devices:

a. Keyboard

b. Mouse

c. Serial printer

d. Modem

e. Flash drive (memory stick)

7.28 Amdahl’s law for the overall speedup of a computer system states that

S ¼ 1

(1� f )þ f=k

where

S is the overall system speedup

f is the fraction of the work performed by the faster component

k is the speedup of the new component

Discuss the significance of this law. How is it useful in determining system

(processor, I=O) upgrades?
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CHAPTER 8

Processor and Instruction Set Architectures

The main objective of Cha pter 6 was to illustr ate the design of a simpl e but

comple te compu ter (A SC). Simplici ty was our main consider ation, and so arch itec-

tural altern atives possibl e at each sta ge in the desi gn were not present ed. Cha pter 7

extended the I =O subsyste m of ASC in light of I =O struct ures found in practical
machin es. This chapter descr ibes selected architectu ral featur es of some popul ar

processor s as enhanc ements of ASC architect ure. We will concentr ate on the details

of instru ction set, addressi ng modes, and register and proce ssor struct ures. Archi -

tectural enhanc ements to the memory, control unit, and ALU are pres ented in

subsequ ent chapter s. For the sake of com pleteness, we will als o provide in this

chapter a bri ef descriptio n of a fam ily of micro processor s from Int el Cor poration.

Advanced instruction set arch itecture s are discusse d in Chapte r 10. We will first

distingui sh b etween the four popul ar type s of compute r system now available .

8.1 TYPES OF COMPU TER SYS TEMS

A modern- day compu ter system can be classified as a super compute r, a larg e-scale
machine (or a main frame ), a minicom puter , or amicroc ompu ter . Other com binations

of these four major cat egories (mini-mi crosyst em, micro -minisys tem, etc.) have also

been used in prac tice. It is diffi cult to produc e sets of characterist ics that would

definitiv ely place a system in o ne of these categor ies today; original distinct ions are

becomi ng blurred with advances in hardw are and software technologie s. A desktop

microcom puter system of toda y, for exam ple, can provide roughly the same proce ss-

ing capab ility as that of a large- scale compute r system of the 1990s. Neverthel ess,

Table 8. 1 lists som e of the char acteristic s of the four classes of com puter system s. As

can be noted, there is a considerable amount of overlap in their characteristics.

A supercomputer is defined as the most powerful computer system available to date.

The physical size of a ‘‘minimum configuration’’ system is probably still

a distinguishing feature: A supercomputer or a large-scale system would require a
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whe elbarro w to move it from one place to another, while a minicom puter can be

carrie d witho ut any mec hanical help, a micro compute r can fit easi ly on an 8 by 12

inch board (or even on one IC) and can be carrie d in one hand.

With the advanc es in hardw are and softw are technol ogies, architect ural featur es

found in supercom puters and large- scale machin es event ually appea r in mini- and

micro comp uter system s; hence , the featur es, discussed in this and subse quent chap-

ters of this book are assumed to apply equally well to all classes of compute r syst ems.

8.2 OPER AND (D ATA) TYPE S AND FORMA TS

Th e selection of processor wor d size is influenced by the types and mag nitudes of

data (or o perands) that are expec ted in the appl ication for the proce ssor. The

instru ction set is also influenced by the types of operands allowed. Data represe nta-

tion dif fers from machine to machin e. Th e data format depend s on the word size, code

used (ASCII or EBCDIC) , and the arithmet ic (1s or 2s comple ment) mode employe d

by the machin e. Th e mos t com mon opera nd or data type s are: fixed-point (or integer)

bina ry-coded decima l (BCD) , flo ating-poin t (or real) binary and char acter string s.

Cha pter 2 provided the deta ils of thes e data types and their representa tions. Typic al

repr esentatio n formats for each of thes e type s are sum marized below.

8.2. 1 Fixed Point

Th e fix ed-point bina ry numb er represe ntation consi sts of a sign bit (0 for positive, 1

for negativ e) and ( n�1 ) magnitude bits for an n-bi t machine. Negative numb ers are

repr esented either in 2s com plemen t or in 1s com plemen t from, the 2s com plement

form being the most common. The binary point is assumed to be at the right end of

the representation, since the number is an integer.

Table 8.1 Characteristics of Contemporary Computers

Characteristic Supercomputer
Large-Scale
Computer Minicomputer Microcomputer

CPU size Not easily
portable

Not easily
portable

2 ft32 ft (60
cm360 cm)
rack

Small circuit card
(or one IC)

Relative cost of
minimum
system

1000s 100s 10s 1

Typical Word
size (bits)

64 32�64 16�64 4�64

Typical
processor cycle
time (ms)

0.01 0.5�0.75 0.2�1 1

Typical
application

High-volume
scientific

General purpose Dedicated or
general
purpose

Dedicated or
general
purpose
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8.2.2 Decimal Data

Machines that allow decimal (BCD) arithmetic mode use 4 bits (nibble) per decimal

digit and pack as many digits as possible into the machine word. In some machines,

a separate set of instructions is used to operate on such data. In others, the arithmetic

mode is changed from BCD to binary (and vice versa) by an instruction provided for

that purpose. Thus, the same arithmetic instructions can be used to operate on either

type of data. A BCD digit occupies 4 bits and hence two BCD digits can be packed

into a byte.

For instance, IBM 370 allows the decimal numbers to be of variable length

(from 1 to 16 digits). The length is specified (or implied) as part of the instruction.

Two digits are packed into each byte. Zeros are padded on the most significant end

if needed. A typical data format is shown in Figure 8.1. In the packed format shown

in Figure 8.1a, the least significant nibble represents the sign and each magnitude

digit is represented by a nibble. In the unpacked form shown in Figure 8.1b, IBM

370 uses 1 byte for each decimal digit: the upper nibble is the zone field and

contains 1111 and the lower nibble has the decimal digit. All the arithmetic

operations are on packed numbers; the unpacked format is useful for I=O since

the IBM 370 uses EBCDIC code (1 byte per character).

d d d d

Byte

d d d S
Packed
format

Sign digit

for positive

Magnitude digits

1101
or 1111

(a)

F d d d dF

Byte Sign
digit

Unpacked
format

d: digit
F: zone field

F S

(b)

Assumed radix point

0 1 7 8 31

FractionSign Exponent
(radix 16;

excess 64)
(c)

Figure 8.1 IBM 370 data representation (a) Packed format (b) Unpacked format (c) Floating-point.
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8.2. 3 Charact er String s

Th ese are repr esented typical ly 1 byte per character, usin g either ASCII or EBCD IC

code. Th e maximum length of the char acter string is a design parameter of the

partic ular machin e.

8.2. 4 Floatin g-Point Num bers

As discusse d in Chapte r 2 , the repr esentatio n consist s of the sign of the number, an

expone nt field, and a fraction field. In the most com monly used IEEE standar d

repr esentatio n, the fra ction is represe nted using either 24 bits (singl e prec ision) or

56 bits (double precision) .

Figur e 8.1c show s the IBM 370 representa tion where, the expone nt is a radix-1 6

exponent and is expressed as an excess-64 number (i.e., a 64 is added to the true

exponent so that the exponent representation ranges from 0 through 127 rather than

�64 to 63).

Example 8.1

The number (23.5)10 is shown below in the IBM representation:

(23:5)10 ¼ (10111:1)2 ¼ (0:101111)� (2)5

¼ (00010111:1)2

¼ 0:(000101111)2 � (16)2

0

Sign

IBM

Exponent Fraction

0001 0111 1000 0000 0000 00001000010

Note that the exponent is 2þ 64¼ 66; the normalization is done with 4-bit shifts

(base-16 exponent) rather than single bit shifts used in IEEE standard.

8.2.5 Endien

As mentioned earlier in the book, there are two ways of representing a multiple-byte

data element is a byte-addressable architecture. In the little Endien mode, the least

significant byte of the data is stored in the low addressed byte followed by remain-

ing bytes in higher addressed locations. The big Endienmode does the opposite. For

example, the hexadecimal number 56789ABC requires 4 byte for storage. The two

Endien formats of storage are shown below:
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Byte Address Little Endien Big Endien

0 BC 56
1 9A 78
2 78 9A
3 56 BC

It is important to keep the Endien notation intact while accessing data. For instance,

if we want to add two 4-byte numbers, the order of addition will be bytes 0, 1, 2, and

3 in the little Endien, and bytes 3, 2, 1, 0 in the big Endien. Thus, little Endien

representation is more convenient for addition compared with that of big Endien.

On the other hand, since the most significant byte of data (where the sign bit is

normally located) is in the first byte in the big Endien representation, it will be

convenient to check if the number is positive or negative.

The Intel series of processors use little Endien, while the Motorola processor

family uses big Endien. Some Intel processors have instructions that reverse the

order of data bytes within a register.

In general, byte ordering is very important when reading data from or writing

data to a file. If an application writes data files in little Endien format, a big Endien

machine has to reverse the byte order appropriately when utilizing that data, and

vice versa. Some popular applications (Adobe Photoshop, JPEG, Mac Paint, etc.)

use big Endien and others (Windows BMP, GIF, etc.) use little Endien. Applications

such as Microsoft WAV and TIF support both formats.

8.2.6 Register versus Memory Storage

ASC is an accumulator architecture since the arithmetic and logic instructions

implied that one of the operands is in the accumulator. This resulted in shorter

instructions and also reduced the complexity of the instruction cycle. But, since the

accumulator is the only temporary storage of operands within the processor, memory

traffic becomes heavy. Accessing operands from the memory is more time consuming

than accessing them from the accumulator. As the hardware technology progressed to

VLSI-era it became cost effective to include multiple registers into the processor. In

addition, these registers were designated general purpose, allowing them to be used in

all operations of the processor as needed, rather than dedicating them as accumulator,

index register, etc. Thus, the general-purpose register (GPR) architectures allowed
faster access to data stored within the CPU. Also, the register addressing requires

much fewer bits compared with memory addresses, making the instructions shorter.

With the availability of a large number of registers, some processors have arranged

these register into a stack. As we see later in this section, stack architectures allow
accessing the data with instructions that contain only an opcode—the operands are

implied to be on the top two levels of the stack. Some architectures use register-based

stacks, some use memory-based stacks and some use a combination of the two. In

general, it is best to retain as much of the data as possible in CPU registers to allow

easy and fast access, since accessing data from the memory is slower.
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8.3 REGISTE RS

Each of the registers in ASC is desi gned to be a special -purpose regist er (acc umu-

lator, inde x register, program counter, etc.). The assignm ent of functi ons limit s the

utilit y of these registers, but such machines are simpler to desi gn. As the hardwar e

tec hnology has advanced, yieldin g lower cost hardware, the numb er of registers in

the CPU has increas ed. Th e major ity of registers are now designat ed as GPR s and

hence can be used as accumulat ors, inde x registers , or pointer regi sters (i. e.,

regist ers whose cont ent is an addre ss pointi ng to a memory location) . The processor
status regist er is variousl y ref erred to as the status regist er, condi tion code register,
progr am status wor d, and so on.

Figur e 8.2 shows the register struct ures of MC6800 and MC 68000 series

proce ssors. The MC680 00 series of processor s opera te in either user or super visory
mode . Only user-m ode registers com mon to all the membe rs in the processor series

are show n. In addition, these processor s have several super visor mode registers . The

type and numb er of supervis or mode regist ers vary amo ng the individual proce ssors

in the series . For exampl e, the MC68000 has a system stack pointer and uses 5 bits

in the most sign ificant byte of the status register while the MC 68020 has seven

addi tional regist ers.

Figur e 8.3 shows the register str uctures of INT EL 8080, 808 6, and 80386

proce ssors. Note that the same set of GPRs (A, B, C, and D) is maint ained, except

that their width has increas ed from 8 bits in the 8080 to 32 bits in the 80386. These

regist ers also handl e special funct ions for certain instru ctions. Fo r instanc e, C is

used as a counter for loop cont rol and to maintai n the numb er of shifts during shift

opera tions, and B is used as a base register. The sourc e (SI) and dest ination (DI)
inde x registers are used in string man ipulation .

IN TEL 8086 series views the memor y as consisting of several segment s . There
are four segment registers. The code segment (CS) register points to the beginning of

code (i.e., program) segment: the data segment (DS) register points to the beginning
of data segment; the stack segment (SS) points to the beginning of stack segment, and

the extra segment (ES) register points to that of the extra (data) segment. The

instruction pointer (IP) is the program counter, and its value is a displacement from

the address p ointed to by CS. We will discuss the base =displacem ent addre ssing

mode later in thi s chapter . Sim ilarly, the stac k pointer (SP ) contain s a disp lacem ent

valu e from the SS content s and points to the top level of the sta ck. The base pointer

(BP ) is used to access stack frame s that are nontop sta ck leve ls. Refer to Section. 8.6

for d etails on the Int el Pentium series o f processor s.

DEC PDP- 11 can operate in three modes: user, supervis ory, and kerne l. All

instru ctions are valid in kernel mode , bu t certain instru ctions (suc h as HALT) are

not allowed in the other two modes. There are two sets of six regist ers each

(R0– R5): set 0 is for the user mode and set 1 is for the other modes. There are

thr ee stack pointer s, on e for each mode (R6) and one progr am counter. All regist ers

can be used in opera nd (contai n data), pointer (contai n addre ss), and inde xed

mode s. Th e proce ssor status wor d format is show n in Figure 8.4.

DEC VAX-11 maintains the general register structure of PDP-11 and contains

sixteen 32-bit GPRs, a 32-bit processor status register, four 32-bit registers used
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Figure 8.2 Motorola register structure: (a) MC 6800.
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Data
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Address
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Stack
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Program
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Figure 8.2 (continued) (b) MC 68000.
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            Register pairs B, C, and D, E—each register 8 bits long; 8-bit operands
 utilize individual registers and 16-bit operands utilize register pairs.
            Register pair H, L—usually used for address storage.

 

(a) 8080 (Also, see Figure 8.15)

8-BIT DATA REGISTERS (AH, AL; BH, BL; CH, CL; DH, DL), Each pair can
be used as a 16-bit register. The pairs are designated AX, BX, CX, and DX.

16-BIT REGISTERS
SP: Stack pointer BP: Base pointer IP: Instruction pointer (PC)
SI: Source index DI: Destination index
Segment registers: Code (CS), Data (DS), Stack (SS), Extra (ES)
Status register: Containing Overflow, Direction, Interrupt, Trap, Sign, Zero,
Auxiliary carry, Parity, Carry flags.

(b) 8086 (Also, see Figure 8.18)

32-BIT REGISTERS
General data and address registers: EAX, EBX, ECX, EDX, ESI, EDI, EBP ESP
Instruction pointer: EIP
Flag register: EFLAGS

(All are extended versions of corresponding 8086 registers)

16-BIT REGISTERS
Segment registers: CS, SS, DS, ES, FS, and GS (The last four are used in data
addressing)

 Buffer registers to store ALU operands—two, 8 bits long.
 Status flag register—5 bits: Z is zero, C is carry, S is sign, P is parity,
 and AC is auxiliary carry (for decimal arithmetic).

Program counter—16 bits.
            Stack pointer—16 bits

Accumulator—8 bits.

(c) 80386

Figure 8.3 Register structures of INTEL microprocessors.

Current
mode

Previous
mode

Not
used

Priority T N Z V C

01234567891112131415 10

Register
set 0 or set 1

CPU (can
operate
on eight
priority
levels;
refer to
Chapter 6)

Condition codes:
T: trap
N: negative
Z: zero
V: overflow
C: carry

Figure 8.4 PDP-11 processor status word.
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with system console operations, four 32-bit clock function and timing registers, and

a 32-bit floating-point accelerator control register.

IBM 370 is a 32-bit machine. There are 16 GPRs, each 32 bits long. They can be

used as base registers, index registers, or operand registers. There are four 64-bit

floating-point registers. The program status word is shown in Figure 8.5.

8.4 INSTRUCTION SET

The selection of a set of instructions for a machine is influenced heavily by the

application for which the machine is intended. If the machine is for general-purpose

data processing, then the basic arithmetic and logic operations must be included

in the instruction set. Some machines have separate instructions for binary

and decimal (BCD) arithmetic, making them suitable for both scientific and

business-oriented processing, respectively. Some processors can operate in either

binary or decimal mode; that is, the same instruction operates on either type of data.

The logical operations AND, OR, NOT, and EXCLUSIVE-OR and the SHIFT and

CIRCULATE operations are needed to access the data at bit and byte levels and to

implement other arithmetic operations such as multiply and divide and floating-

point arithmetic. Control instructions for branching (conditional and unconditional),

halt, and subroutine call and return are also required. I=O can be performed using

dedicated instructions for I=O or in a memory-mapped I=O mode (where the I=O
devices are treated as memory locations and hence all the operations using memory

are also applicable to I=O).
In general, the processors can be classified according to the type of operand used

by each instruction. The operand is located either in a register or in a memory

location. The typical architectures are

1. Memory-to-Memory: All the operands are in the memory. The operation is

performed on these operands and results left as memory operands, without the

need for a register.

System mask
0 7 8 11 12 13 1415 16 31

6340

Instruction
length code
(number of
half-words)

Condition
codes

Program
mask

O: stopped/operating
M: masked/interruptable
W: running/waiting
P: problem/supervisor mode

3936353432 33

Key O M W P Interruption code

Program counter

Figure 8.5 IBM 370 processor status word.
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2. Register-to-Memory: At least one of the operands is in a register and the rest in

the memory.

3. Load=Store: The operand has to be loaded into a register before an operation can

be performed on it. The result in the register is stored in memory as needed.

8.4.1 Instruction Types

Instruction sets typically contain arithmetic, logic, shift=rotate, data movement, I=O,
and program control instructions. In addition, there may be some special-purpose

instructions depending on the application envisioned for the processor.

Arithmetic Instructions. ASC instruction set contained only two arithmetic instruc-

tions (ADD and TCA). Typical instructions of this type are ADD, SUBTRACT,

MULTIPLY, DIVIDE, NEGATE, INCREMENT, and DECREMENT. They apply

to various data types allowed by the architecture, access data from CPU registers and

memory, and utilize various addressing modes. These instructions affect the proces-

sor status register based on the result of the operation being zero, carry, overflow, etc.

Logic Instructions. These instructions are similar to arithmetic instructions,

except that they perform Boolean logic operations such as AND, OR, NOT,

EXCLUSIVE-OR, COMPARE, and TEST. They affect processor status register

bits. These instructions are used in bit manipulation (i.e., set, clear, complement bits).

Shift=Rotate Instructions. ASC instruction set had two shift instructions (SHR and

SHL). These are arithmetic shift instructions since they conformed to the rules of 2s

complement system. Typical instruction sets will have instructions that allow logical

shift, rotate with carry bit, rotate without carry bit, and so on (see Figure 8.6).

Rotate left
(without CARRY)

Rotate right
(without CARRY)

CARRY

Rotate right
(with CARRY)

Rotate left
(with CARRY)

Figure 8.6 Rotate operations.
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Data Moveme nt Instruc tions. ASC instru ction set contain ed four data move ment

instru ctions (LDA, STA, LDX, and STX) that move d data betwee n memor y and

regist ers (Accum ulator and Index). Instruc tion sets contain instru ctions for moving

vario us types and sizes of data between Memory location s, registers to memor y, and

betwee n regist ers. Some mac hines have block move instru ctions that move a whole

bloc k of data from one memory buff er to the other. These instru ctions are equiva-

lent to a move instru ction set in a loop. Su ch high-le vel instru ctions are calle d

mac ro instruc tions.

Input =Output Instruc tions . ASC provided two I =O instru ctions (RWD , WWD ). In

general, an input instruction transfers data from a device (or a port) to a register or

memory, and an output instruction transfers data from a register or memory to a device

(or a port). The memory mapped I=O scheme allows the use of all data movement,

arithmetic and logic instructions operating with memory operands as I=O instructions.

Machines using the isolated I=O s ch em e h a v e a rc hi te ct ur e- sp e c ifi c I =O instruc-

tions. Block I=O instructions are common to handle array and string type of data.

Con trol Instruc tions . ASC progr am control instructions are: BRU, BIP, BIN, HLT,

TDX , and TIX . Contro l instru ctions alter the seque nce of progr am execu tion through

branc hes (condition al and uncondit ional) , subroutine calls and ret urns, and halts.

Other Instruc tions . So me instructions do not fit well int o the above types. For

instanc e, a No Operatio n (NOP) instru ction allow s the program mer to hold the

plac e in the progr am. It can be replace d with anot her instru ction later . Although a

NOP does not perform any usef ul functi on, it consumes time. NOPs are used to

adju st the execu tion time of the program to accommodat e timing require ments.

Th ere might be instru ctions specific to the applicatio n at hand—s tring or image

proce ssing, high-le vel language (HLL) support, and so on.

8.4. 2 Instr uction Lengt h

Th e leng th of an instru ction is a function of the numb er of opera nds in the instru ction.

Ty pically, a certai n numb er of bits are neede d for the opcode ; regist er ref erences do

not require a large numb er of bits, while memor y refere nces consume the major

port ion of an instru ction. Hen ce, memor y-refer ence and memory-t o-memory instruc-

tions wi ll be longer than the othe r types of instru ctions. A vari able-length format can

be used with these to conse rve the amount of memor y occupi ed by the progr am, but

this increases the complexity of the control unit.

The number of memory addresses in an instruction dictates the speed of execution

of instruction, in addition to increasing the instruction length. One memory access is

needed to fetch the instruction from the memory if the complete instruction is in one

memoryword. If the instruction is longer than oneword, multiplememory accesses are

needed to fetch it unless the memory architecture provides for the access of multiple

words simultaneously (as described in Chapter 9). Index and indirect address compu-

tations are needed for each memory operand in the instruction, thereby adding to the

instruction processing time. During the instruction execution phase, corresponding to

each memory operand a memory read or write access is needed. Since the memory

access is slower than a register transfer, the instruction processing time is considerably

reduced if the number of memory operands in the instruction are kept to a minimum.
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Based on the number of addresses (operands), the following instruction organ-

izations can be envisioned:

1. Three-address

2. Two-address

3. One-address

4. Zero-address

We now compare the above organizations using the typical instruction set

required to accomplish the four basic arithmetic operations. In this comparison,

we assume that the instruction fetch requires one memory access in all cases and all

the addresses are direct addresses (i.e., no indexing or indirecting needed). Hence

the address computation does not require any memory accesses. Therefore, we will

compare only the memory accesses needed during the execution phase of the

instruction.

Three-Address Machine.

ADD A, B, C M[C] M[A] þ M[B]
SUB A, B, C M[C] M[A]�M[B]
MPY A, B, C M[C] M[A] � M[B]
DIV A, B, C M[C] M[A]=M[B]

A, B, and C are memory locations. Each of the instructions requires three memory

accesses during execution. In practice, the majority of operations are based on two

operands with the result occupying the position of one of the operands. Thus, the

instruction length and address computation time can be reduced by using a

two-address format, although three memory accesses are still needed during the

execution.

Two-Address Machine.

ADD A, B M[A] M[A] þ M[B]
SUB A, B M[A] M[A]�M[B]
MPY A, B M[A] M[A] � M[B]
DIV A, B M[A] M[A]=M[B]

The first operand is lost after the operation. If one of the operands can be retained in

a register, the execution speeds of the instructions can be increased. Further, if the

operand register is implied by the opcode, a second operand field is not required in

the instruction, thus reducing the instruction length:

One-Address Machine.

ADD A ACC  ACC þ M[A]
SUB A ACC  ACC�M[A]
MPY A ACC  ACC � M[A]
DIV A ACC  ACC=M[A]
LOAD A ACC  M[A]
STORE A M[A]  ACC
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Here, ACC is an accum ulator or any other regi ster implied by the instruction. Load

and store instru ctions are neede d. If both the operands can b e held in registers , the

execu tion time is decr eased. Furt her, if the opcode implies the two registers ,

instru ctions can be of zero -address type :

Zero- Addres s Mach ine .

ADD SL  SL þ TL, POP
SUB SL  SL�TL, POP
MPY SL  SL � TL, POP
DIV SL  SL=TL, POP
LOAD A PUSH, TL  M[A]
STORE A M[A]  TL, POP

Here, SL and TL are resp ective ly the secon d and top levels of a last-in, first -out

sta ck. In a zero-add ress machin e, all the arithmeti c operation s are perf ormed on the

top tw o levels of a stack, so no explicit addre sses are needed as part of the

instru ction. Howeve r, some memory ref erence (one-addr ess) instru ctions such as

LOA D and STORE (or MO VE) to move the data betwee n the sta ck and the memor y

are required.

Appe ndix B describ es the two mos t popul ar impleme ntations of stack. If the

zero -address machin e uses a hardwired stack, then the above-m entione d arithmet ic

instru ctions do not require any memory acce ss during execu tion; if a RAM-bas ed

sta ck is used, each arithmet ic instru ction require s thr ee memor y accesses .

Ass uming n bits for an addre ss represen tation and m bits for the opcode, the
instru ction lengths in the above four organ izations are

1. Three-address: mþ 3n bits
2. Two-address: mþ 2n bits
3. One-address: mþ n bits
4. Zero-address: m bits

Figur e 8.7 offers program s to com pute the function F¼ A � Bþ C � D using each
of the above-m entione d instru ction set s. Here A, B, C, D, and F are memor y

loca tions. Con tents of A, B, C, and D are assumed to be integer values, and the

resu lts are assumed to fit in one memor y wor d. Progr am sizes can be easily

com puted from benchm ark programs of this type , using the typical set of o perations

perf ormed in an applica tion environm ent. Th e number of memor y acce sses neede d

for each p rogram are also show n in the figure. Although thes e numbers provide a

measure of relat ive execu tion times, the time required for other (nonm emory

acce ss) opera tions shoul d be added to these time to com plete the execution time

anal ysis. Re sults of such benchmar k stud ies are used in the selection of instruction

set s and instruction format s and comparison of processor architectures.

For example, in IBM 370, the instructions are 2, 4, or 6 bytes long: DEC PDP-11

employs an innovative addressing scheme to represent both single and double

operand instructions in 2 bytes. An instruction in INTEL 8080 is 1, 2, or 3 bytes

long. The instruction formats are discussed later in this section.
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8.4.3 Opcode Selection

Assignment of opcode for instructions in an instruction set can significantly influ-

ence the efficiency of the decoding process at the execute phase of the instruction

cycle. (ASC opcodes have been arbitrarily assigned.) Two opcode assignments are

generally followed:

1. Reserved opcode method

2. Class code method

In the reserved opcode method, each instruction would have its own opcode.

This method is suitable for instruction sets with fewer instructions. In the class code

method, the opcode consists of two parts: a class code part and an operation part.

The class code identifies the type or class of instruction and the remaining bits in the

Program

Three-address

MPY A, B, A
MPY C, D, C 3(m  +  3n) 3
ADD A, C, F

Two-address

One-address

Zero-address

MPY A, B
MPY C, D 5(m  +  2n) 5
ADD A, C
SUB F, F
ADD F, A

LOAD A
MPY B
STORE F
LOAD C 7(m  +  n) 7
MPY D
ADD F
STORE F

LOAD B
MPY
LOAD C 3m + 5(m  +  n) 8
LOAD D
MPY
ADD
STORE F

Program
length (bits)

Number of memory accesses

FETCH EXECUTE

LOAD A

3 • 3 = 9

5 • 3 = 15

7 • 1 = 7

5 • 1 = 5
(Assuming hardware stack)

Figure 8.7 Programs to compute F¼A � B þ C � D.
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opcode (operat ion part) iden tify a particula r operation in that class. This method is

suitabl e for lar ger instru ction set s and for instru ction set s with variable instru ction

leng ths. Class codes provide a conven ient mea ns of distingui shing betwee n various

cla sses of instructions in the instruction set . Th e two opcode assignm ent mode s are

illus trated here:

Reser ved Opcode Instructi on .

Opcode Address(es)

Class Code Instruc tion .

Address(es)Class code Operation

In prac tice, it may not be possibl e to identify a class code pattern in an instru ction

set . When the instru ctions are of fix ed length and the bits o f the opcode are always

com pletely decode d, there may not be any advantage to assigni ng opcode s in a

cla ss code form. For exam ple, the INTEL 8080 instruction set does not exhi bit

a class code form; in IBM 370, the first 2 bits of the opcode distingui sh b etween 2-,

4-, and 6-byt e instru ctions. Mostek 650 2, an 8-bit microproc essor, used a class code

in the sense that part of the opcode disti nguishes between the allowed addre ssing

mode s of the same instruction. Fo r exampl e, the ‘‘add memor y to accum ulator with

carry (ACC) ’’ instru ction has the followi ng opcode variat ions:

Addressing Mode Opcode (H)

Immediate mode 69
Zero page 65
Zero page, index X 75
Nonzero page 6D
Nonzero page, index X 7D
Nonzero page, index Y 79
Preindexed-indirect 61
Postindexed-indirect 71

We will describ e the paged addressi ng mode later in this chapter.

8.4. 4 Instr uction For mats

The majority of machines use a fixed-field format within the instruction while

varying the length of the instruction to accommodate varying number of addresses.

Some machines vary even the field format within an instruction. In such cases, a

specific field of the instruction defines the instruction format.

Figur e 8.8 show s the instru ction format s of the Motorol a 6800 and 68 000 series

of machines. The MC6800 is an 8-bit machine and can directly address 64 KB of

memory. Instructions are 1, 2, or 3 bytes long. Members of the MC68000 series of

processors have an internal 32-bit (data- and address-) architecture. The MC68000
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provides a 16-bit data bus and a 24-bit address bus, while the top-of-the-line

MC68020 provides 32-bit data and 32-bit address buses. The instruction format

varies from register-mode instructions that are one (16 bit) word long to memory

reference instructions that can be two to five words long.

Opcode1 byte:

2 bytes:

Implied addressing

Immediate addressing

Memory reference
(16-bit address)

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

15

D/A W/L Scale 0 Displacement

Extension word, brief format

Index
register

D/A W/L Scale 1 BS

Base displacement (0, 1 or 2 words)

Outer displacement (0, 1 or 2 words)

Extension word(s), full format (68020 only)

IS BD size 0 I/IS
Index

register

14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

RegisterModeInstruction opcode

Single effective address format

3 bytes:

Opcode

Opcode High address Low address

Data

(a) MC6800 

I/IS Index/Indirect select (68020 only) register Data or address register

BD size Base displacement size (68020 only) Mode Addressing mode
 00 Reserved
 01 Null displacement opcode Instruction and possible mode/register
 10 Word displacement  information for second operand
 11 Long displacement displacement Signed 8-bit value

IS Index suppress (68020 only) scale Index scaling factor (68020 only)
     00 = 1X
BS Base suppress (68020 only)   01 = 2X
 0 Evaluate and add base register   10 = 4X
 1 Suppress base register   11 = 8X

W/L Index register size
 0 Sign-extended word
 1 Signed long word

Index
register Data or address register

D/A Index register type
 0 Data register
 1 Address register

(b) MC68000

Figure 8.8 Motorola instruction formats.
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Figure 8.9 shows the instruction formats for DEC PDP-11 and VAX-11 series.

PDP-11 was a 16-bit processor series. In its instruction format, R indicates one of

the eight GPRs, I is the direct=indirect flag, and M indicates the mode in which the

register is used. The registers can be used in operand, autoincrement pointer,

autodecrement pointer, or index modes. We will describe these modes later in this

chapter. The VAX-11 series of 32-bit processors have a very generalized instruction

Single-operand instruction

Double-operand instruction

Branch instruction

Opcode

Opcode

Opcode Displacement (offset)

Opcode
(1 or 2 bytes)

Operand
specifier 1

Operand
specifier 2

Operand
specifier n.

•

•

•

15 8 7 0

(a) PDP-11

(b) VAX-11

Mode

M

M I R M I R

I R

615 5 4 3

Address

Source Destination

2 1 0

Indirect Register

16 bits

Bit numbers

Figure 8.9 DEC Instruction formats.
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format. An instru ction consist s of the opcode (1 or 2 byte s long) fol lowed by from 0

to 6 opera nd specifier s. An operand speci fier is between 1 to 8 bytes long. Th us a

VAX-11 instru ction can be from 1 to 50 bytes long.

Figure 8.10 show s the instru ction formats of IBM 370, a 32-bit proce ssor whose

instructions can be from 2 to 6 bytes long. Here, R1, R2, and R3 refer to one of the

16 GPRs, B1 and B2 are b ase regist er designatio ns (one of the GPRs), DA TA

indicates im mediate data , D1 and D2 refer to a 12-bit disp lacement , and L1 and L2

indicate the length of data in bytes. The base-displ acement addre ssing mode is

describ ed later in this chapt er.

8.5 ADD RESSING MODES

The direct , indire ct, and inde xed addre ssing mode s are the mos t com mon. Some

machines allow preindexed-indirect, some allow postindexed-indirect, and some

allow both modes. These modes were descr ibed in Chapter 5. The o ther popul ar

addressing modes are described below. In practice, processors adopt whatever

combination of these popular addressing modes that suits the architecture.

Opcode

Source

8 4 4

Destination

Register to
register

Register to
memory
indexed

Multiple register
to memory

Memory to
immediate

Memory to
memory

Number
of bits

Register Index

Memory

Memory

Opcode

Opcode

Opcode

Opcode L1 L2 B1 D1 B2 D2

Data B1 D1

8 4 4 4

4448

12

12

12

1212 44448

488

R1

R1 R3

X2 B2

B2

D2

D2

R1 R2

Figure 8.10 IBM 370 instruction formats.
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8.5.1 Immediate Addressing

In this mode, the operand is a part of the instruction. The address field is used to

represent the operand itself rather than the address of the operand. From a program-

mer’s point of view, this mode is equivalent to the literal addressing used in ASC.

The literal addressing was converted into a direct address by the ASC assembler. In

practice, to accommodate an immediate addressing mode, the instruction contains a

data field and an opcode. This addressing mode makes operations with constant

operands faster since the operand can be accessed without additional memory fetch.

8.5.2 Paged Addressing

When this mode of addressing is allowed, the memory is assumed to consist of

several equal-sized blocks, or pages. The memory address can then be treated as

having a page number and a location address (offset) within the page. Figure 8.11

shows a paged memory containing 256 pages, with each page 256 bytes long. The

instruction format in such an environment will have two fields to represent a memory

256
bytes

0000

00FF
0100

00FF
0200

02FF

FF00

FFFF

Hexadecimal
address

Page FF

Page 2

Page 1

Page 0
Address

Page
number
(8 bits)

Offset
(8 bits)

•

•

•

•

•

Figure 8.11 Paged memory.
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address: a page field (8 bits long in this case) and an offset (with enough bits to addre ss
all the loca tions within a page— 8 bits in this case). Address modifier s (to indicate

indexing , indirect, etc.) are also include d in the instru ction format.

If the p ages are lar ge enough, the major ity of the memor y references by the

program will be within the same page, and thos e locations can be addre ssed with

just the offset field, thus saving the numb er of bits in the addre ss field of the

instruction, com pared to the case of the direct addressing schem e. If the refere nced

location is beyond the page, page numb er is neede d to access it.

Note that the p age numb er can be maint ained in a register; thus the instruction

contain s only the offset part of the address and a ref erence to the regist er contain ing

the p age number. The segm ent regist ers of IN TEL 8086 essenti ally serve this

purpose. Th e base- register addressing mode describ ed next is a variation of p aged

addressi ng mode .

Usually the ‘‘z ero page’’ of the memor y is used for the storage of the mos t often

used data and pointer s. A page bit in the instru ction can be u sed to specify whethe r

the address correspo nds to the zero page or the ‘‘current page’’ (i. e., the page in

which the instruction is loca ted). Alternati vely, the opcode mi ght imply a zero -page

operand. Mostek 6502 uses such an addre ssing schem e. The 16-bit addre ss is

divided into an 8-bi t page addre ss and an 8-bit offset wi thin the page (of 256

bytes). Further, the proce ssor has uniqu e opcode s for zero -page mode instru ctions.

These instructions are assembled into 2 bytes (implying that the higher byte of the

address is zero), while the nonzero page instructions need 3 bytes to represent the

opcode and a 16-bit address.

Paged memory schemes are useful in organizing virtual memory systems, as

describ ed in Chapter 9.

8.5.3 Base-Register Addressing

In some machines, one of the CPU registers is used as a base register. The

beginning address of the program is loaded into this register as a first step in

program execution. Each address referenced in the program is an offset (displace-

ment) with respect to the contents of the base register. Only the base register

identification and the displacement are represented in the instruction format, thus

conserving bits. Since the set of instructions to load the base register is part of the

program, relocation of the programs is automatic. IBM 370 series machines use this

scheme; any of the GPRs can be designated as a base register by the programmer.

The segment mode of addressing used by INTEL 8086 series is another example of

base-register addressing.

8.5.4 Relative Addressing

In this mode of addressing, an offset (or displacement) is provided as part of the

instruction. This offset is added to the current value of PC during execution to find

an effective address. The offset can be either positive or negative. Such addressing

is usually used for branch instructions. Since the jumps are usually within a few

locations of the current address, the offset can be a small number compared with
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those of the actual jump address, thus reducing the bits in the instruction. DEC

PDP-11 and Mostek 6502 use such an addressing scheme.

8.5.5 Implied (Implicit) Addressing

In this mode of addressing, the opcode implies the operand(s). For instance, in

zero-address instructions, the opcode implies that the operands are on the top two

levels of the stack; in one-address instructions, one of the operands is implied to be

in a register similar to the accumulator.

Implementation of the addressing modes varies from processor to processor.

Addressing modes of some practical machines are listed below.

M6502. M6502 allows direct, preindexed-indirect, and postindexed-indirect

addressing. Zero-page addressing is employed to reduce the instruction length by

1 byte. The addresses are 2 bytes long. A typical absolute address instruction uses

3 bytes. A zero-page address instruction uses only 2 bytes.

MC6800. The addressing modes on MC6800 are similar to those of M6502 except

that the indirect addressing mode is not allowed.

MC68000. This processor allows 14 fundamental addressing modes that can be

generalized into the six categories shown in Figure 8.12.

INTEL 8080. The majority of the memory references for INTEL 8080 are based on

the contents of register pair H, L. These registers are loaded, incremented, and

decremented under program control. The instructions are thus only 1 byte long and

imply indirect addressing through the H, L register pair. Some instructions have the

Mode Effective address

EA: Effective address
{ }: Contents of
Dn: Data register
An: Address register
dn: n-bit offset
Rn: Data or address register

Register direct addressing
 Address register direct EA = An
 Data register direct EA = Dn

Absolute data addressing
 Absolute short EA = {Next word}
 Absolute long EA = {Long words}

Program counter relative addressing 
 Relative with offset EA = {PC}  +  d16
 Relative with index and offset EA = {PC}  + {Rn} + d8

Immediate data addressing
 Immediate Data = Next word(s)
 Quick immediate Inherent data

Implicit addressing
 Implicit register EA = SR, USP, SP, PC

Register indirect addressing
 Register indirect EA = {An}
 Postincrement register indirect EA – {An}, An     An  +  N
 Predecrement register indirect An     An – N, EA = {An}
 Register indirect with offset EA = {An}  +  d16
 Indexed register indirect with offset EA = {An}  + {Rn}  + d8

→
→

Figure 8.12 MC68000 addressing modes.
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2-byte address as part of them (direct addressing). There are also single-byte

instructions operating in an implied addressing mode.

INTEL 8086. The segment-register-based addressing scheme of this series of

processors is a major architectural change from the 8080 series. This addressing

scheme makes the architecture flexible, especially for the development of compilers

and operating systems.

DEC PDP-11. The two instruction formats of PDP-11 shown earlier in this chapter

provide a versatile addressing capability. Mode (M) bits allow the contents of the

referenced register to be (1) an operand, (2) a pointer to a memory location that is

incremented (auto increment) or decremented (auto decrement) automatically after

accessing that memory location, or (3) an index. In the index mode, the instructions

are two words long. The content of the second word is an address and is indexed by

the referenced register. The indirect bit (I) allows direct and indirect addressing in all

the four register modes. In addition, PDP-11 allows PC-relative addressing, in which

an offset is provided as part of the instruction and added to the current PC value to find

the effective address of the operand. Some examples are shown in Figure 8.13.

DEC VAX-11. The basic addressing philosophy of VAX-11 follows that of PDP-11

except that the addressing modes are much more generalized, as implied by the

instruction format shown earlier in this chapter.

IBM 370. Any of the 16 GPRs can be used as an index register, an operand register,

or a base register. The 12-bit displacement field allows 4 KB of displacement from

the contents of the base register. A new base register is needed if the reference

exceeds the 4 KB range. Immediate addressing is allowed. In decimal arithmetic

where the memory-to-memory operations are used (6-byte instructions), the lengths

of the operands are also specified, thus allowing variable-length operands. Indirect

addressing is not allowed.

Mnemonic                 Octal opcode 

CLR 0050 nn Clear word, nn is the register reference.
CLRB 1050 nn Clear byte.
ADD 06 nn mm Add, nn = source, mm = destination.
ADD R2, R4 06 02 04 R4 ← R2 + R4.
CLR (R5)   0050 25 Auto increment pointer, clear R5 ← 0,
  R5 ← R5 + 1.
ADD @X(R2), R1 06 72 01
      
 

 

]

]
]

 @ indicates indirect; X indicates indexing

Address R1 ← M[M[Address + R2]] + R1 immediate.

INC Offset 005267 

ADD #10, R0 062700
 000010 
  

Offset

R0 ← 10.].

M[PC + Offset] ← M[PC + Offset] + 1

Comments

Figure 8.13 PDP-11 instruction examples.
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8.6 INSTRUCTION SET ORTHOGONALITY

Instruction set orthogonality is defined by two characteristics: independence and

consistency. An independent instruction set does not contain any redundant instruc-

tions. That is, each instruction performs a unique function, and does not duplicate

the function of another instruction. Also, the opcode=operand relationship is inde-

pendent and consistent in the sense that any operand can be used with any opcode.

Ideally, all operands can equally well be utilized with all the opcodes, and all

addressing modes can be consistently used will all operands. Basically, the uni-

formity offered by an orthogonal instruction set makes the task of compiler devel-

opment easier. The instruction set should be complete while maintaining a high

degree of orthogonality.

8.7 RISC VERSUS CISC

The advent of VLSI provided the capability to fabricate a complete processor on an

IC chip. In such ICs, the control unit typically occupied a large portion (of the order

of 50%�60%) of the chip area, thereby restricting the number of processor func-

tions that could be implemented in hardware. A solution to this problem was the

design of processors with simpler control units. Reduced instruction set computers

(RISC) enable the use of a simple control unit since their instruction sets tend to be

small. Simplification of the control unit was the main aim of the RISC designs first

initiated at IBM in 1975 and later, in 1980, at the University of California, Berkeley.

The characteristics and the definition of RISC have changed considerably since

those early designs. There is currently no single accepted definition of RISC.

One of the motivations for the creation of RISC was the criticism of certain

problems inherent in the design of the established complex instruction set computers

(CISCs). A CISC has a relatively large number of complicated, time-consuming

instructions. It also has a relatively large number of addressing modes and different

instruction formats. These in turn result in the necessity of having a complex control

unit to decode and execute these instructions. Some of the instructions may be so

complex that they are not necessarily faster than a sequence of several RISC

instructions that could replace them and perform the same function.

The complexity of the CISC control unit hardware implies a longer design time.

It also increases the probability of a larger number of design errors. And those errors

are subsequently difficult, time consuming, and costly to locate and correct.

To provide a perspective, let us look at an example of a CISC. One such system

is the DEC VAX-11=780 with its 304 instructions and 16 addressing modes. It has

sixteen 32-bit registers. The VAX supports a considerable number of data types,

among which are six types of integers, four types of floating points, packed decimal

strings, character strings, variable-length bit fields, numeric strings, and more. An

instruction can be as short as 2 bytes an as long as 14 bytes. There may be up to six

operand specifiers. As another example, Motorola MC68020 a 32-bit microproces-

sor is a CISC. It also has 16 general-purpose CPU registers, recognizes seven data

types and implements 18 addressing modes. The MC68020 instructions can be
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from one word (16 bits) to 11 words in length. These and many other CISCs have a

great variety of data and instruction formats, addressing modes, and instructions.

A direct consequence of this variety is the highly complex control unit. For

instance, even in the less sophisticated MC68000, the control unit takes up over

60% of the chip area.

Naturally, a RISC-type system is expected to have fewer than 304 instruc-

tions. There is no exact consensus about the number of instructions that an RISC

system should have. The Berkeley RISC I had 31, the Stanford MIPS had over

60, and the IBM 801 had over 100. Although the RISC design is supposed to

minimize the instruction count, that in itself is not the definitive characteristic of

an RISC. The instruction environment is also simplified, by reducing the number

of addressing modes, by reducing the number of instruction formats, and sim-

plifying the design of the control unit. On the basis of the RISC designs reported

so far, we can look at the following list of RISC attributes as an informal

definition of an RISC.

1. A relatively low number of instructions

2. A low number of addressing modes

3. A low number of instruction formats

4. Single-cycle execution of all instructions

5. Memory access performed by load=store instructions only

6. The CPU has a relatively large register set. Ideally, most operations can be done

register-to-register. Memory access operations are minimized

7. A hardwired control unit (may be changed to microprogrammed as the techno-

logy develops)

8. An effort is made to support HLL operations inherently in the machine design by

using a judicious choice of instructions and optimized (with respect to the large

CPU register set) compilers

It should be stressed that these attributes are to be considered as a flexible

framework for a definition of an RISC machine, rather than a list of design attributes

common to most of the RISC systems. The boundaries between RISC and CISC

have not been rigidly fixed. Still, these attributes give at least an idea of what to

expect in an RISC system.

RISC machines are used for many high-performance applications. Embedded

controllers are a good example. They can also be used as building blocks for more

complex multiprocessing systems. It is precisely its speed and simplicity that make

a RISC appropriate for such applications.

A large instruction set presents too large a selection of choices for the compiler

of any HLL. This in turn makes it more difficult to design the optimizing stage of a

CISC compiler. Furthermore, the results of this ‘‘optimization’’ may not always

yield the most efficient and fastest machine language code.

Some CISC instruction sets contain a number of instructions that are particularly

specialized to fit certain HLL instructions. However, a machine language instruc-

tion that fits one HLL may be redundant for another and would require excessive

effort on the part of the designer. Such a machine may have a relatively low

cost-benefit factor.
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Since a RISC has relatively few instructions, few addressing modes, and a few

instruction formats, a relatively small and simple (compared with CISC) decode and

execute hardware subsystem of the control unit is required. The chip area of the

control unit is considerably reduced. For example: The control area of RISC

I constitutes 6% of the chip area; on RISC II, 10%; and the Motorola MC68020,

68%. In general, the control area for CISCs takes over 50% of the chip area.

Therefore, on an RISC VLSI chip, there is more area available for other features.

As a result of the considerable reduction of the control area, the RISC designer can

fit a large number of CPU registers on the chip. This in turn enhances the throughput

and the HLL support.

The control unit of an RISC is simpler, occupies a smaller chip area, and

provides faster execution of instructions. A small instruction set and a small number

of addressing modes and instruction formats imply a faster decoding process.

A large number of CPU registers permit programming that reduce memory

accesses. Since CPU register-to-register operations are much faster than memory

accesses, the overall speed is increased. Since all instructions have the same length,

and all execute in one cycle, we obtain a streamlined instruction handling that is

particularly well-suited to pipelined implementation.

Since the total number of instructions in an RISC system is small, a compiler

(for any HLL), while attempting to realize a certain operation in machine language,

usually has only a single choice, as opposed to a possibility of several choices in a

CISC. This makes that part of the complier shorter and simpler for an RISC.

The availability of a relatively large number of CPU registers in an RISC

permits a more efficient code optimization stage in a compiler by maximizing the

number of faster register-to-register operations and minimizing the number of

slower memory accesses.

All in all, an RISC instruction set presents a reduced burden on the compiler

writer. This tends to reduce the time of design of RISC compilers and their costs.

Since an RISC has a small number of instructions, a number of functions performed

by some instructions of a CISC may need two, three, or more instructions of an

RISC. This causes the RISC code to be longer and constitutes an extra burden on the

machine and assembly language programmer. The longer RISC programs conse-

quently require more memory locations for their storage.

It is argued that RISC performance is due primarily to extensive register sets and

not to the RISC principle in general. Again, from the VLSI standpoint, it is precisely

due to the RISC principles, which permitted a significant reduction of the control

area, that the RISC designers were able to fit so many CPU registers on a chip in the

first place.

It has been argued that RISCs may not be efficient with respect to operating

systems and other auxiliary operations. The efficiency of RISCs with respect to

certain compilers and benchmarks has already been established. There is no sub-

stantiated reason to doubt that efficient operating systems and utility routines can be

generated for an RISC.

A number of RISC processors have been introduced with various performance

rating, register and bus structures, and instruction-set characteristics. The reader is

referred to the magazines listed in the References section for further details.
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8.8 EXA MPLE SYSTE MS

Practical CPUs are organ ized around either a single-bus or multiple-b us struct ure.

As disc ussed earlier, the sing le-bus struct ure offe rs simpl icity of hardware and

uniform interconnec tions at the expens e of speed , while the multipl e-bus stru ctures

allow simulta neous opera tions on the stru cture but requi re comple x h ardware.

Selection of the bus structure is thus a compromi se betwee n hardware com plexity

and speed . The major ity of mode rn-day microproc essors are organize d aroun d

single-bus structure s sinc e imple mentati on of a bus consumes a great deal of the

silicon availa ble on an IC.

The major ity of CPUs use parallel buses. If faster operating speeds are not

required , serial buses can be employe d, as is usual ly the case with the processor IC s

used to build calculat ors. The desi gn goal in fabr icating a calculat or IC is to pack as

many functi ons as possibl e into one IC. By using serial buses , silic on area on the IC

is conse rved and used for imple menting other comple x funct ions.

Figure 8.14 show s a com parison of three- , two-, and single-bus schemes for

ASC. Note that the ADD opera tion can be perform ed in one cycle usin g the

three-bu s structure . In the two-bu s struct ure, the cont ents of the ACC are first

brough t into the BUFF ER regist er in the ALU in one cycl e, and the resu lts are

gated into ACC in the secon d cycle, thus requiring two cycles for addition. In the

single-bus stru cture, the opera nds are transf erred into ALU buffer regist ers

BUFFER 1 and BUFFER 2 one at a time and the result is then transf erred into the

ACC during the third cycle.

We will now provide bri ef descr iptions of b asic architect ural featur es of repr e-

sentative processors from the Intel family (8080, 8086, and Pentium ). We have not

yet describ ed the advanced archit ectural features used by these machin es. As such,

this section needs a revisi t after learni ng those conce pts from subse quent chapters.

We will also descr ibe more recent proce ssors of Int el and other fam ilies in subse -

quent chapter s of this book. This sectio n is extracted from Intel hardwar e and

software developer man uals.

The 4004 micro proce ssor was the first d esigned by Intel in 1969, fol lowed by

the 8080 and the 8085. The Pe ntium II arch itecture is based on 8086 int roduced in

1978. The 8086 had a 20-bi t addre ss and coul d refere nce 1 MB of memory, 16-bit

registers , and a 16-bi t exte rnal data bus. The sister processor , the 8088, had an

8-bit bus. Memory was divided into 64 KB segments and four 16-bit segment

registers were used as pointers to addresses of the active segments in the so-called

real-mode.

8.8.1 Intel 8080

The 8080 uses an 8-bit internal data bus for all register transfers (refer to Figure

8.15). The arithmeti c unit operate s on two 8-bit operands residi ng in the tempor ary

register (TEMP REG) and the accumulator latch. The CPU provides an 8-bit

bidirectional data bus, a 16-bit address bus, and a set of control signals. These are

used in building a complete microcomputer system. This is a single-bus architecture

from the point of view of its ALU. The temporary register and the accumulator latch
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(internal to the ALU) are used for storing the second operand during operations

requiring two operands. These internal buffers are transparent to programmers.

The 8080 has a synchronous hardwired control unit operating with a major cycle

(or machine cycle in Intel terminology) consisting of three, four, or five minor cycles

ACC

MBR

BUS1

ALU

BUS3

BUS1

BUFFER     ACC
ACC    MBR + BUFFER

BUFFER

ALU

ACC

MBR

BUS2

BUS

ACC

MBR

BUS
BUFFER1 BUFFER2

ALU
Add

BUFFER 1     ACC
BUFFER2     ACC
ACC     BUFFER1 + BUFFER2

BUS2

ACC     ACC + MBR

Add

Add

←

←
←

←
←

←

(b) Two-bus 

(c) Single-bus 

(a) Three-bus

Figure 8.14 Comparison of ASC bus architectures.
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(or state in Intel terminol ogy). An instruction cycle consist s on one to five major

cycles, depend ing on the type of instruction. Th e machine cycl es are cont rolled by a

two-ph ase nonover lapping clock. ‘‘SYNC ’’ identi fies the begi nning of a machine

cycle. There are ten types of mac hine cycl es: fetch, memor y read , memor y write,

stack read, stack wr ite, input, outpu t, int errupt acknow ledge, halt acknowl edge, and

interrupt acknow ledge while halt.

Instruc tions in the 8080 contain 1–3 bytes. Each instru ction require s from one to

five machin e or memory cycl es for fetchi ng and execution . Machine cycles are

called M1, M2, M3, M4, and M5. Each mach ine cycl e require s from three to five

states, T1, T2 , T3, T4, and T5, for its comple tion. Ea ch state has the durati on of one

clock period (0.5 ms). There are thr ee other states (WAIT, HOLD , and HALT ),

which last from one to an indefinit e numb er of clock periods, as cont rolled by

externa l sign als. Machine cycle M1 is always operation code fetch cycle and lasts

four or five clock periods. Mach ine cycles M2, M3, M4, and M5 normally las t thr ee

clock periods each.

To further understa nd the basic timing operation of the IN TEL 8080 refer to the

instruction cycle show n in Figur e 8.16. Dur ing T1, the cont ent o f the progr am

counter is sent to the addre ss bus, SYNC is true, and the data bus cont ains the status

informat ion pert aining to the cycle that is current ly bein g initiat ed. T1 is always

followed by anot her state, T2, during which the condi tion of the READ, HOLD , and

HALT acknowl edge signals are tested . If READ Y is true, T3 can be entered;

otherwis e, the CPU will go into the WAIT state (Tw ) and stays there for as long

as READ Y is false. READY thus allows the CPU speed to be synchroni zed to a

memory with any access time or to any input device. The user , by prope rly

controlli ng the REA DY line, can single-step through a program .

During T3, the data coming from memor y are availa ble on the data bus and are

transferr ed into the instru ction register (dur ing M1 only). The instru ction decode r

and control sectio n then gener ate the basic signals to control the intern al data

transfer, the timing, and the machine cycle require ments of the instruction.

At the end of T4 (if the cycl e is complete) or at the end of T5 (if it is not), the

8080 goes back to T1 and enters machin e cycl e M2, unle ss the instruction requires

only one machine cycle for its execu tion. In such cases, a new M1 cycle is ente red.

The loop is repeate d for as many cycles and sta tes as may be required by the

instruction.

Instruc tion-state requi rements range from a minimum o f four states for non-

memory refere ncing instructions (such as register and accumul ator arithmet ic

instructions ) and up to 18 sta tes for the most complex instru ctions (suc h as instru c-

tions to exchange the contents of registers H and L with the contents of the two top

locations of the stack). At the maximum clock frequency of 2 MHz, this means that

all instructions will be executed in intervals from 2 to 9 ms. If a HALT instruction is

executed, the processor enters a WAIT state and remains there until an interrupt is

received.

Figure 8.17 show s the micro operation seque nce of two instru ctions (one colu mn

for each instruction). The first three states (T1, T2, and T3) of the fetch machine

cycle (M1) are the same for all instructions.
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8.8. 2 Intel 8086

Th e 8086 proce ssor struct ure show n in Figure 8.18 consist s of two parts: the

execution unit (EU) and the bus interface unit (BIU). The EU is configured around
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Figure 8.16 INTEL 8080. (reprinted by permission of Intel Corporation. Copyright 1981. All
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a 16-bit ALU data bus. The BIU interface s the processor with the externa l memory

and peripher al devices via a 20-bit addre ss bus and a 16-bit data bus. The EU and the

BIU are connec ted via the 16-bit intern al data bus and a 6-bit control bus (Q bus).

EU and BIU are two independe nt units that work concurre ntly, thus increasing the

instruction-processing speed. The BIU generates the instruction address and transfers

instructions from the memory into an instruction buffer (instruction queue). This buffer

can hold up to six instructions. The EU fetches instructions from the buffer and

executes them. As long as the instructions are fetched from sequential locations, the

instruction queue remains filled and the EU and BIU operations remain smooth.

When the EU refers to an instruction address beyond the range of the instruction

queue (as may h appen during a jump instru ction), the instru ction queue needs to be

refilled from the new addre ss. The EU has to wait until the instru ction is brough t

into the queue. Instruc tion buffers are further descr ibed in Cha pter 9.
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The Intel 80286 introduced the protected mode, using the segment register as a

pointer into address tables. The address table provided 24-bit addresses so that

16 MB of physical memory could be addressed and also provided support for virtual

memory.

The Intel 80386 included 32-bit registers to be used for operands and for

addressing. The lower 16 bits of the new registers were used for compatibility

with software written for earlier versions of the processor. The 32-bit addressing and

32-bit address bus allowed each segment to be as large as 4 GB. 32-bit operand and

addressing instructions, bit manipulation instructions and paging were introduced in

the 80386. The 80386 had six parallel stages for the bus interface, code pre-

fetching, instruction decoding, execution, segment addressing and memory paging.

The 80486 processor added more parallel execution capability by expanding the
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Figure 8.17 INTEL 8080 microinstructions. (Reprinted by permission of Intel Corporation, copy-
right 1981. All mnemonics copyright Intel Corporation 1981.)
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80386 processor ’s instru ction decode and executi on unit s into five pipeli ned sta ges.

Chapter 10 int roduces pipe lining. Each sta ge could do its wor k on one instru ction in

one clock execu ting one instru ction per CPU clock. An 8 KB on-ch ip L1 cache was

added to the 80486 proce ssor to increase the propor tion of instructions that could

execute at the rate o f one per clock cycle. Chapte r 9 int roduces cache memor y

concepts . The 80486 include d an on-chip floating- point unit (FPU) to incr ease the

performanc e.

8.8.3 Intel Pent ium

The Intel Pentium proce ssor (or the P6), introdu ced in 1993, added a secon d

executi on pipeline to achieve perform ance of executing two instru ctions per clock

cycle. The L1 cache was increased to 8 KB devot ed to instru ctions and anot her

8 KB for data. Write -back and write-thr ough mode s were include d for efficienc y.
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Branch p rediction with an on-ch ip branc h table was added to increase pipe line

perf ormance for loopi ng const ructs.

Th e Intel Pentium Pro proce ssor, introdu ced in 1995, include d an additional

pipe line so that the processor could execute thr ee instructions per CPU clock. The

Penti um Pro proce ssor provides microarc hitecture for flow analysis, out-of- order

execu tion, branc h predictio n, and speculati ve execu tion to enhance pipe line per-

forman ce. A 256 KB L2 cache that supports up to four concur rent acce sses was

include d. The Pentium pro processor also has a 36-bit address bu s, giving a

max imum physi cal address space of 64 GB.

Th e Intel Pe ntium II processor is an enhanc ement of the Pentium Pro architec-

tur e that combine s funct ions of the P6 micro arch itecture and include d support for

the Intel MMM sing le instru ction multiple data (SIMD) proce ssing techniq ue and

eigh t 46-bi t integer MMX instru ction regist ers for use in multim edia and com mu-

nica tion processing. Th e Pentiu m II was avai lable with clock speed s from 233 to

450 MH z. Cha pters 10 through 12 introdu ce these advanc ed conce pts.

Th e Pentium II processor can d irectly address 2 32� 1 or 4 GB of memor y on its

addre ss bus. Mem ory is organ ized into 8-bit byte s. Each b yte is assigned a physi cal

memor y locati on, called a physi cal addre ss. To provide acce ss into memory, the

Penti um II provid es three modes of addressing: flat, segm ented and real-addre ssing

mode s. Th e flat addres sing mode provides a linear addre ss space. Progr am instruc-

tions, data and stack content s are pres ent in sequenti al byte o rder. Only 4 GB of

byte -ordere d memor y is suppor ted in flat addressi ng. The segm ented memor y model

provi des inde pendent memory address spaces that are typically used for instruc-

tions, data and sta ck imple mentations. The program issues a logical addre ss, which

is a combina tion of the segment selector and address offset , which identifies a

partic ular byte in the segment of intere st. 216� 1 o r 16, 232 segments o f a maximum

of 232� 1 or 4 GB are addre ssable by the Pentium II, provi ding a total of appro xi-

matel y 248 or 64 terabytes (TB) addre ssable memor y. The real -addressing mode is

provi ded to maint ain the Intel 8086 based memo ry organ ization. Th is is provided

for backwar d compat ibility for program s d eveloped for the earlier architecture s.

Mem ory is divided into segment s of 64 KB. The max imum size of the linear address

space in real-addre ss mode is 220 byte s.

Th e Pentium II has three separat e processing mode s: prot ected, real-a ddress, and

syst em man agement. In prot ected mode, the processor can use any of the precedi ng

memor y mode ls, flat, segm ented, or real. In real-add ress mode the proce ssor can

only suppor t the real-a ddressi ng mode . In the syst em mana gement mode the pro-

cess or uses an addre ss space from the system man agement RAM (SMRA M). The

memor y model used in the SM RAM is simi lar to the real-addre ssing mode.

Th e Pentium II provi des 16 regi sters for system proce ssing and applica tion

progr amming. The first eigh t regist ers are the GPRs and are used for logi cal and

arithmetic operands, address calculations and for memory pointers. The registers

are shown in Figure 8.19. The EAX regist er is used as an accum ulator for o perands

and the results of calculations. EBX is used as a pointer into the DS segment

memory, ECX for loop and string operations, EDX for an I=O pointer, ESI for a

pointer to data in the segment pointed to by the DS register; source pointer for string
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operations; EDI for a pointer to data (or destination) in the segment pointed to by

the ES register; destination pointer for string operations.

ESP is used for a stack pointer (in the SS segment) and the EBP register is used as

a pointer to data on the stack (in the SS segment). The lower 16 bits of the registers

correspond to those in the 8086 architecture and 80286 and can be referenced by

programs written for those processors. Six segment registers hold a 16-bit address for

segment addresses. The CS register handles code segment selectors, where instruc-

tions are loaded frommemory for execution. The CS register is used together with the

EIP register that contains the linear address of the next instruction to be executed. The

DS, ES, FS, and GS registers are data segment selectors that point to four separate

data segments that the applications program can access. The SS register is the stack

segment selector for all stack operations. The processor contains a 32-bit EFLAGS

register that contains processor status, control and system flags that may be set by the

programmer using special-purpose instructions.

The instruction pointer (EIP) register contains the address in the current code

segment for the next instruction to be executed. It is incremented to the next

instruction or it is altered to move ahead or backwards by a number of instructions

when executing jumps, call interrupts, and return instructions. The EIP register

cannot be accessed directly by programs; it is controlled implicitly by control-

transfer instructions, interrupts, and exceptions. The EIP register controls program

flow and is compatible with all Intel microprocessors, regardless of pre-fetching

operations.

There are many different data types that the Pentium II processor supports. The

basic data types are of 8-bit bytes, 2 byte or 16-bit words, double words of 4 bytes

(32 bits) and quad words that are 8 bytes or 64 bits in length. Additional data types

are provided for direct manipulation of signed and unsigned integers, BCD,
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General-purpose
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Instruction
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Figure 8.19 Pentium Pro processor basic execution environment.
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pointers, bit fields, strings, floating-point data types (to be used with the FPU and

special 64-bit MMX data types.

A number of operands (zero or more) are allowed by the Intel architecture. The

addressing modes fall into four categories: immediate, register, memory pointer,

and I=O pointer.

Immediate operands are allowed for all arithmetic instructions except division,

and must be smaller than the maximum value of an unsigned double word, 232.

In register addressing mode, the source and destination operands can be given as

any one of the 32-bit GPRs (and their 16-bit subsets), the 8-bit GPRs, the EFLAGS

register and some system registers. The system registers are usually manipulated by

implied means from the system instruction.

Source and destination operands in memory locations are given as a combin-

ation of the segment selector and the address offset within that segment. Most

applications of this process are to load the segment register with the proper segment

and then include that register as part of the instruction. The offset value is the

effective address of the memory location that is to be referenced. This value may be

direct or combinations of a base address, displacement, index and scale into a

memory segment.

The processor supports an I=O address space that contains up to 65,536 8-bit

I=O ports. Ports that are 16 bit and 32 bit may also be defined in the I=O address

space. An I=O port can be addressed with either an immediate operand or a value in

the DX register.

Instruction Set. The Intel architectures can be classified as CISCs. The Pentium II

has several types of powerful instructions for the system and application program-

mer. These instructions are divided into three groups: integer instructions (to

include MMX), floating-point instructions, and system instructions.

Intel processors include instructions for integer arithmetic, program control and

logic functions. The subcategories of these types of instructions are data transfer,

binary arithmetic, decimal arithmetic, logic, shift and rotate, bit and byte, control

transfer, string, flag control, segment register, and miscellaneous. The following

paragraphs will cover the mostly used instructions.

The Move instructions allow the processor to move data to and from registers

and memory locations provided as operands to the instruction. Conditional moves

based on the value, comparison, or of status bits are provided. Exchange, compare,

push and pop stack operations, port transfers, and data type conversions are

included in this class.

The binary arithmetic instruction class includes integer add, add with carry,

subtract, subtract with borrow, signed and unsigned multiply, signed and unsigned

divide as well as instructions to increment, decrement, negate and compare integers

are provided decimal arithmetic instructions. This class of instructions deals with

the manipulation of decimal and ASCII values and adjusting the values after an add,

subtract, multiply, or divide functions. Logical AND, OR, XOR (Exclusive or) and

NOT instructions are available for integer values. Shift arithmetic left and right

include logical shift and rotate left and right, with and without carry manipulate

integer operands of single and double word length.
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The Pentium allows the testing and setting of bits in registers and other oper-

ands. The bit and byte functions are as follows: bit test, bit test and set, bit test and

reset, bit test and complement, bit scan forward, bit scan reverse, set byte if

equal=set byte if zero, and set byte if not equal=set byte if not zero.

The control instructions allow the programmer to define jump, loop, call, return,

and interrupt, check for out-of-range conditions and enter and leave high-level

procedure calls. The jump functions include instructions for testing zero, not zero,

carry, parity, less or greater than conditions. Loop instructions use the ECX register

to test conditions for loop constructs.

The string instructions allow the programmer to manipulate strings by providing

move, compare, scan, load, store, repeat, input, and output for string operands.

A separate instruction is included for byte, word, and double word data types.

The MMX instructions execute on packed-byte, packed-word, packed-

double-word, and quad word operands. MMX instructions are divided into

subgroups of data transfer, conversion, packed arithmetic, comparison, logical

shift and rotate, and state management. The data transfer instructions are MOVD

and MOVQ for movement of double and quad words. Figure 8.20 shows the

mapping from the special MMX registers to the mantissa of the FPU. The Pentium

II correlates the MMX registers and the FPU registers so that either the MMX

instructions or the FPU instructions can manipulate values. Conversion instructions

deal mainly with packing and unpacking of word and double word operands.
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Figure 8.20 Mapping of MMX registers to FPU.
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The MMX arithmetic instructions add, subtract, and multiply packed bytes, words,

and double words.

The floating-point instructions are executed by the processor’s FPU. These

instructions operate on floating-point (real), extended integer, and binary-coded

decimal (BCD) operands. Floating-point instructions are divided into categories

similar to the arithmetic instructions: data transfer, basic arithmetic, comparison,

transcendental (trigonometry functions), load constants, and FPU control.

System instructions are used to control the processor to support for operating

systems and executive. These instructions include loading and storing of the global

descriptor table (GDT) and the local descriptor table (LDT), task, machine status,

cache, table look-aside buffer manipulation, bus lock, halt, and for providing

performance information. The EFLAGS instructions allow the state of selected

flags in the EFLAGS register to be read or modified. Figure 8.21 shows the

EFLAGS register.

Hardware Architecture. The Pentium II is manufactured using Intel’s 0.25 mm
manufacturing process and contains over 7.5 million transistors and runs at clock

speeds from 233 to 450 MHz. It contains a 32 KB L1 cache that is separated into a

16 KB instruction cache and a 16 KB data cache, and a 512 KB L2 cache that

operates on a dedicated 64-bit cache bus. It supports memory cacheability for up to

4 GB of addressable memory space. It uses a dual-independent bus (DIB) architec-

ture for increased bandwidth and performance. The system bus speed is increased

from 66 to 100 MHz. It contains the MMX media enhancement technology for

improved multimedia performance. It uses a pipelined FPU that supports IEEE
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standar d 754, 32- and 64-bi t format s and an 80-bit format. It is packaged in the new

single edge contact (SEC ) cartridg e to allow higher frequenc ies and mor e handl ing

protectio n.

The Pentium II is a three- way superscal ar arch itecture , mea ning it can fetch,

decode, and execu te up to thr ee instructions per clock cycle. Progr am execution

in the Pentium II is carrie d out b y a twelve stage (fine grain) pipe line consist ing
of the fol lowing stages: instru ction prefetch, length decode, instru ction decode,

rename =resource allocati on, mOP sched uling =dispatc h, execu tion, write back, and
retirem ent. The pipe line can be broke n down into three major sta ges with each of

the twel ve sta ges either supportin g o r cont ributing to thes e thr ee sta ges. Th e thr ee

stages are: fetch =decode , dispatch =execute, and retire. Figur e 8.22 show s each of
these stages, their interf ace through the instru ction pool, connections to the L1

cache, and the bus int erface.

The fetch =decode unit fet ches the instru ctions in their ori ginal program order

from the instruction cache . It then decode s these instru ctions into a series of micro -

operations (m op) that repr esent the datafl ow of that instru ction. It also performs a

speculati ve prefetch by also fetching the next instru ction after the curr ent one from

the instru ction cache . Figure 8.23 show s the fetch =decode unit.
The L1 instru ction cache is a loca l instru ction cache. The Nex t_IP unit provi des

the L1 instruction cache inde x, based on inputs from the branch target buffer (BTB ).

The L1 instru ction cache fetches the cache line corr espond ing to the inde x from the

Next_IP , and the next line (prefetch) , and passes them to the decoder. There are

three parallel decode rs that accept this stream from the instru ction cache . The thr ee

decoders are two simple instruction decode rs and one com plex instruction decode r.

The decoder converts the instruction into triadic mops (two logical sources, one

logical destination per mop). Most instructions are converted directly into single

mops, some instructions are decoded into one-to-four mops and the complex

System bus L2 cache

Bus interface unit

L1 ICache
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decode

unit

Dispatch/
execute

unit

Instruction pool

Retire
unit

L1 DCache

StoreLoadFetch

Figure 8.22 Instruction execution stages (from Intel’s P6 Family of Processors Hardware Devel-
oper’s Manual).
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instru ctions require microcode which is stor ed in the mi crocode instru ction sequen-

cer. This microcode is just a set of preprogr ammed seque nces o f norm al m ops. After
decodi ng, the m ops are sent to the register alias table (RAT) unit, whi ch adds sta tus
inf ormation to the mops and enters them int o the instruction pool. The instru ction

pool is im plemented as an array of cont ent addre ssable memory called the reorder

buff er (ROB) .

Th rough the use of the instruction pool the dispatc h=execute unit can perf orm
instru ctions out of their origina l program order. The mops are execu ted based on
their data depend enci es and reso urce avai lability. Th e results are then stored back

into the instru ction pool to await retirem ent based on progr am flo w. Th is is consid-

ered specu lative execu tion sinc e the results may or may not be used based on the flow

of the progr am. This is d one to keep the processor as busy as possibl e at all times. The

proce ssor can sched ule at most five mops per clock cycle (3 mops is typical), one for
each resource port. Figure 8.24 show s the dispatc h=execute unit.

Th e disp atch unit selects mops from the instruction pool depend ing on their

sta tus. If the status indicates that a m op has all of its operands then the dispatch unit
checks to see if the execution resource needed by that mop is also available. If both are
true, the reservation station removes that mop and sends it to the resource where it is
executed. The results of the mop are later returned to the pool. If there are more mops
avai lable than can be execu ted then the mops are execu ted in a first-in =first -out
(FIFO ) order . Th e core is always looking ahead for o ther instructions that could be

specu lativel y executed , and is typicall y looking 20–30 instru ctions in front of the

instru ction pointer.

Th e retire unit is resp onsible for ensuring that the instru ctions are comple ted in

their original program order. Completed means that the temporary results of the

dispatch=execute stage are permanently committed to memory. The combination of
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Figure 8.23 Fetch=decode unit (from Intel’s P6 Family of Processors Hardware Developer’s
Manual).
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the retire unit and the instruction pool allows instructions to be started in any order but

always be completed in the original program order. Figure 8.25 shows the retire unit.

Every clock cycle, the retire unit checks the status of mops in the instruction

pool. It is looking for mops that have executed and can be removed from the pool.

Once removed, the original target of the mops is written based on the original

instruction. The retire unit must not only notice which mops are complete, it must
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Load
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Figure 8.24 Dispatch=execute unit (from Intel’s P6 Family of Processors Hardware Developer’s
Manual).
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Figure 8.25 Retire unit (from Intel’s P6 Family of Processors Hardware Developer’s Manual).
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also re-impose the original program order on them. After determining which mops
can be retired the retire unit writes the results of this cycle’s retirements to the

retirement register file (RRF). The retire unit is capable of retiring 3 mops per clock.
As shown previously the instruction pool removes the constraint of linear

instruction sequencing between the traditional fetch and execute phases.

The BIU is responsible for connecting the three internal units (fetch=decode,
dispatch=execute, and retire) to the rest of the system. The bus interface communi-

cates directly with the L2 cache bus and the system bus. Figure 8.26 shows the BIU.

The memory order buffer (MOB) allows to pass loads and stores by acting like

a reservation station and re-order buffer. It holds suspended loads and stores and

re-dispatches them when a blocking condition (dependency or resource) disappears.

Loads are encoded into a single mop since they only need to specify the memory

address to be accessed, the width of the data being retrieved, and the destination

register. Stores need to provide a memory address, a data width, and the data to be

written. Stores therefore require two mops, one to generate the address and one to

generate the data. These mops must later recombine for the store to complete. Stores

are also never reordered among themselves. A store is dispatched only when both the

address and the data are available and there are no older stores awaiting dispatch.

A combination of three processing techniques enables the processor to be more

efficient by manipulating data rather than processing instructions sequentially. The

three techniques are multiple branch prediction, data flow analysis, and speculative

execution.

Multiple branch prediction uses algorithms to predict the flow of the program

through several branches. While the processor is fetching instructions, it is also

looking at instructions further ahead in the program.

Data flow analysis is the process performed by the dispatch=execute unit. By

analyzing data dependencies between instructions it schedules instructions to be

executed in an optimal sequence, independent of the original program order.

Speculative execution is the process of looking ahead of the program counter

and executing instructions that are likely to be needed. The results are stored in a

special register and only used if needed by the actual program path. This enables the

processor to stay busy at all times, thus increasing the performance.
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Figure 8.26 Bus interface unit (from Intel’s P6 Family of Processors Hardware Developer’s
Manual).
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The bus structure of the Pentium II is referr ed to as a DI B arch itecture . The DIB

is used to aid processor bus bandwid th. By havi ng two inde pendent buses , the

processor can acce ss data from either b us simul taneously and in parallel. The two

buses are the L2 cache bus and the system bu s.

The cache bus refers to the interface betwee n the processor and the L2 cache,

which for the Pentium II is mounted on the substrate with the core. The L2 cache bus

is 64 bits wide and runs at half the proce ssor core frequenc y.

The syst em bus refers to the interf ace between the processor , system core logic,

and other bus agents. The system bus does not connec t to the cache bus. The system

bus is also 64 bits wi de and runs at about 66 MH z, and is pipelined to allow

simulta neous tran sactions. Figur e 8.27 show s a bloc k diagram of the Pentium II

processor .

The Pentium II contains two integer and two FPUs that can all operate in

parallel , with all shar ing the sam e instru ction d ecoder, sequencer , and system bus.

The FPU suppor ts real, integer, and BCD-int eger data type s and the flo ating-

point processing algorithms defined in the IEEE 754 and 854 Standards for

floating-point arithmetic. The FPU uses eight 80-bit data registers for storage of

values. Figure 8.28 shows the relations hip betwee n the integer and FPUs.

The Pentium II uses I=O ports to transfer data. I=O ports are created in system

hardware by circuitry that decodes the control, data, and address pins on the

processor. The I=O port can be an input port, an output port, or a bidirectional

port. The Pentium II allows I=O ports to be accessed in two ways: as a separate I=O
address space, or memory-mapped I=O. I=O addressing is handled through the
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Figure 8.27 Bus structure (from Intel’s The Intel Architecture Software Developer’s Manual).
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proce ssor’s address lines. The Pentium II uses a special memor y-I=O transac tion on
the syst em bus to indicate whethe r the address lines are being driven with a memor y

addre ss or an I =O addre ss.
Acc essing I =O port s thr ough the I =O address space is handled thr ough a set of

I =O instru ctions and a special I =O protect ion mechani sm. This guara ntees that

wr ites to I=O port s will be comple ted befor e the next instruction in the instru ction

stream is executed . Acc essing I=O ports through memory-m apped I =O is h andled
with the processor ’s general -purpose move and string instru ctions, with protectio n

provi ded thr ough segm entation or pagi ng.

Th e Pentium II has two levels of cache , the L1 cache and the L2 cache . Memory

is cache able for up to 4 GB of addressa ble memor y space.

Th e L1 cache is 32 KB that is divided into two 16 KB units to form the

instru ction cache and the data cache . Th e instru ction cache is four-way set assoc ia-

tive and the data cache is two-way set associati ve each with a 32-byte cache line

siz e. The L1 cache opera tes at the same frequenc y as the processor and provi des the

fastes t access to the most frequent ly used inf ormation. If there is a L1 cache miss

then the L2 cache is searched for the data.

Th e Pentium II supports betwee n 256 KB and 1 MB of L2 cache with 5 21 KB

mos t common . The L2 cache is a four -way set assoc iative with a 32-byt e cache line

siz e. Th e L2 cache uses a dedi cated 64-bit bus to tra nsfer data between the

proce ssor and the cache. Cache coherency is maint ained thr ough the MES I (m odi-

fied, exclusive, shar ed, invalid) snoopi ng protocol . The L2 cache can suppor t up to

four concur rent cache acce sses as long as they are two dif ferent banks. Figure 8.29

show s the cache architect ure of the Penti um II.

MM X Technol ogy . Consid ered the mos t sign ificant enhanc ement to the Int el arch i-

tec ture in the last 10 years, this technolog y provides the improv ed vide o com pres-

sion=decompression, image manipulation, encryption and I=O processing needed

for multimedia applications. These improvements are achieved through the use of

the following: single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) technique, 57 new instruc-

tions, eight 64-bit wide MMX registers, and four new data types.

Instruction
decoder and
sequencer

FPU
Integer

unit

Data bus

Figure 8.28 Integer and floating-point units (from Intel’s The Intel Architecture Software Devel-
oper’s Manual).
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The SIMD techniq ue allows for the parallel proce ssing of multiple data ele ments

by a sing le instru ction. This is accompl ished by performi ng an MMX instruction on

one of the MMX packed data types. For examp le an add instru ction performed on

two packed bytes would add eight dif ferent values with the sing le add instru ction.

The 57 new instructions cover the follow ing areas: basi c arithmet ic comparison

operations, conversio n instru ctions, logical opera tions, shift operati ons, and data

transfer instru ctions. These are general-pur pose instru ctions that fit easily into the

parallel pipe lines of the processor and are desi gned to support the MMX packed

data types.

MMX contain s eight 64-bi t registers (MM 0–MM7 ) that are acce ssed directly by

the MMX instructions . Th ese regi sters are used to perform cal culations only on the

MMX data type s. The registers have two data access mode s: 64 bit and 32 bit. The

64-bit mode is used for tra nsfers between MMX regist ers and the 32-bit mode is for

transfers between integer regist ers and MMX registers .

The four new data type s included in MMX are packed byte, packe d word,

packed doubl eword, and quadword (see Figure 8.30). Each of these data type s are

a grouping of sign ed and unsigned fix ed-point integers, byte s, words, doubl e-words,

and quadw ords into a single 64-bit quant ity. Th ese are then stored in the 64-bit MMX

registers . Th en the MMX instru ction executes on all of the values in the regist er

at once.

The sing le edge connec t cartridg e (SEC) is a metal and plastic cartridge that

comple tely encloses the processor core and the L2 cache . To enable high-fr equency

Physical
memory

1For the Intel486 processor, the L1 cache is a unified
 instruction and data cache.
2For the Pentium⊕ and Intel486 processors, the L2 Cache
 is external to the processor package and there is
 no cache bus (that is, the L2 cache interface with
 the system bus).

System bus
(external)

L2 cache2 Data cache
unit (L11)

Inst. TLBs

Data TLBs

Write buffer

Cache bus

Bus interface unit

Instruction fetch unit Instruction cache (L11)

Figure 8.29 Cache architecture (from Intel’s The Intel Architecture Software Developer’s Manual).
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opera tions, the core and L2 cache are surface moun ted direct ly to a substra te inside

the cartridge . The cartridge then connects to the mother board via a single edge

connec tor. The SEC allows the use of high perf ormance BSRA Ms (widely availab le

and cheap er) for the L2 cache. The SEC also provides better handling protectio n for

the processor.

8.9 SUMMA RY

Th is chapt er provided the detail s of instru ction set architecture thr ough exam ples of

com mercial ly avai lable machin es. Proce ssor structure s including the memor y and

regist er architecture s were also discusse d. Advanced instru ction proce ssing struc-

tur es such as pipe lining and parallel (super scalar) execu tion wi ll be cover ed in

subse quent chapter s of the boo k. The reader needs to revi sit the details in this chapter

after learning these advanc ed conce pts. We have traced the devel opment of a family

of Intel micro proce ssors in this chapter . We will cont inue this trace in subsequent

chapt ers with the newer membe rs of the family. The proce ssor arch itectures change

rapid ly. Th e only way to keep up with them is to refer to the trade mag azines listed in

the Reference section of this chapter and the manufac turer’s man uals.
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PROBLEMS

8.1 Study the processor and system characteristics of a large-scale computer, a

minicomputer, and a microprocessor system you have access to, with reference

to the features described in this chapter.

8.2 Assume that the processor status register of an 8-bit machine contains the

following flags: CARRY, ZERO, OVERFLOW, EVEN PARITY, and NEGA-

TIVE. Determine the value of each of these flags after an ADD operation on two

operands A and B for the various values of A and B shown below:

A B

þ1 �1
12 �6
31 31
12 �13

127 �127
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8.3 Represent the following numbers in IBM and IEEE standard floating-point

notation:

(a) 46.24 3 10�3 (b) 2.46 3 102

8.4 A 16-bit machine has a byte-addressable memory. Bytes 0 and 1 of the memory

contain decimal values 31 and 241, respectively. If the machine uses 2s comple-

ment system, what is the value in the 16-bit word made up of the two bytes 0 and

1, if the memory is (a) big Endien (b) little Endien?

8.5 Determine the microoperations for the ADD instruction, for the machine of

Problem 8.4 assuming the memory is (a) big Endien (b) little Endien?

8.6 Design a 4-bit-per-level, eight-level stack using shift registers. In addition to

allowing PUSH and POP operations, the stack must generate an ‘‘overflow’’

signal when an attempt to PUSH into a full stack is made and an ‘‘underflow’’

signal when an empty stack is popped.

8.7 Design the stack of Problem 8.4 using a RAM.

8.8 Assume that ASC has a stack pointer register (SP) that is initiated to 0 when

power is turned on. Assume also two instructions LSP and SSP for loading and

storing the SP from and into a memory location, respectively. The following

operations are required:

a. PUSH: TL ACC
b. POP: ACC TL
c. ADD: SL TL þ SL; POP

Write subroutines for these operations using the ASC instruction set including the

two new instructions LSP and SSP.

8.9 Write the ASC microinstruction sequences for PUSH, POP, and ADD instruction

in Problem 8.6.

8.10 In a machine such as IBM 370 that does not allow indirect addressing mode, how

can an operand whose address is in a memory location be accessed?

8.11 Assume that a branch instruction with a PC-relative mode of addressing is located

at X1. If the branch is made to location X2, what is the value of the address field

of the instruction? If the address field is 10 bits long, what is the range of branches

possible?

8.12 Using the notation of Chapter 5, express the effective address of the operand for

each of the addressing modes described in this chapter.

8.13 Write programs for zero-, one-, two- and three-address machines to evaluate

ax2þ bxþ c, given the values for x, a, b, and c.
8.14 Given that

F ¼ Mþ Nþ P� (Q� R� S)=Tþ V),

where F, M, . . . . , V each represent a memory location, generate code for

a. A stack machine.

b. A one-address machine.

c. A two-address machine.

d. Assume 8 bits of opcode and 16 bits for an address and compute the length of

the program in each of the above cases.

e. How many memory cycles are needed to execute the above programs?

f. Assume that the stack is ten levels deep. What is the effect on the program in

(a) if the stack is restricted to four levels?
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8.15 Answer Problem 8.14(e) assuming that the memory of each of the machines is

organized as eight bits=word and only one memory word can be accessed per

memory cycle.

8.16 An example of macroinstruction is a TRANSLATE instruction. The instruction

replaces an operand with a translated version of itself, the translated version being

derived from a table stored in a specified memory location. Assume that in ASC

the operand is located in the accumulator and the beginning address of the table is

located in the second word of the instruction (i.e., the instruction is two words

long). The accumulator content thus provides the offset into the table. Write a

microprogram for TRANSLATE.

8.17 Assuming that a machine using base-displacement addressing mode has N-bit
base registers, investigate how the compilers for that machine access data and

instructions in blocks hat are larger than 2N words.

8.18 A machine to compute the roots of the quadratic: ax2þ bxþ c¼ 0 is needed.

Develop the instruction set needed for zero-, one-, two-, and three-address

architectures.

8.19 The instruction set of a machine has the following number and types of instruc-

tions:

Ten 3-address instructions

Thirty-six 2-address instructions (including 10 memory reference instructions)

Fifty 1-address instructions

Thirty 0-address instructions.

The machine has eight 16-bit registers. All the instructions are 16-bit

register-to-register, except for the memory reference, load, store and branch

instructions. Develop an instruction format and an appropriate opcode structure.

8.20 Develop the subroutine call and return instructions for all the three types of

machines. Assume that a stack is available.

8.21 Discuss the relative merits and effects on the instruction cycle implementation of

the following parameter-passing techniques:

a. Pass the parameters in registers.

b. Pass the parameters on stack.

c. Pass the parameter addresses in registers.

d. Pass the parameter addresses on stack.

8.22 In a four-address machine, the fourth address in the instruction corresponds to the

address of the next instruction to be fetched. This means that the PC is not needed.

What types of instructions would not utilize the fourth address?

8.23 A 32-bit machine needs 250 instructions, each 32 bits long. All instructions are

two-address instructions. Show the instruction format assuming all addresses are

direct addresses. What is the range of memory that can be addressed? How would

you change the instruction format to accommodate addressing a 64K word

memory?

8.24 There are three classes of instructions in an instruction set (two-address, one-

address, and zero-address). All instructions must be 32 bits long. The machine

should be able to address 64K, 32-bit words of memory. Use a class code method

for assigning opcodes and design the instruction formats. What is the maximum

number of each class of instructions the machine can have?

8.25 Select two contemporary machines (one RISC and one CISC) and compare their

instruction sets with respect to various features discussed in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 9

Memory and Storage

We have dem onstrated the use o f flip-flops in storing binary inf ormation. Sever al

flip-flop s put toge ther form a regist er. A regist er is used either to store data

temporari ly or to man ipulate data stored in it using the logic circui try aroun d it.

The memor y subsys tem o f a digital com puter is functi onally a set of such regi sters

where data and progr ams are stored. The instru ctions from the program s stored in

memory are retrieved by the cont rol unit of the machin e (digital com puter system )

and are decoded to perf orm the appropri ate operation on the data stored either in

memory or in a set o f registers in the processi ng u nit.

For optimum operation of the machin e, it is required that program s and data be

accessib le by control and processi ng units as quic kly as possibl e. The main memory
(primary memory ) allow s such a fast access. This fast-a ccess require ment adds a

consider able amo unt of hardwar e to the main memor y and thus mak es it expens ive.

Chapter 5 provi ded the detail s of the RAM used with ASC. To reduce memory cost,

data and programs not im mediately neede d by the machine are norm ally stored in a

less-exp ensive secondary memor y subsys tem (ASC does no t have a second ary

memory ). They are brough t into the main memory as the processi ng unit needs

them. The larger the main memor y, the more inform ation it can stor e and hence the

faster the processing, since mos t of the informat ion required is immediate ly avail-

able. But becau se main- memory hardwar e is expens ive, a speed -cost tradeof f is

needed to d ecide on the amo unts of main and secondary storage neede d.

This chapter provides models of opera tion for the mos t com monly used type s of

memorie s and a brief descr iption of memory devices and organization , fol lowed by

the descr iption of virtual and cache memor y schemes . We will provide the mode ls

of operation for the four mos t com monly used types of memor ies in the next

section. Sect ion 9.2 lists the para meters used in evaluating memory system s and

describ es the memory hier archy in computer system s. Se ction 9.3 descr ibes the

popular semic onductor memor y devices and the desi gn of pri mary memor y system

using these devi ces in deta il, followed b y a brief descrip tion of p opular secon dary

memory devi ces. Represent ative memor y ICs are briefly describ ed in Appe ndix A

and the desi gn of primary memor y using these ICs is descr ibed in Section 9.4.

Memory speed enhanc ement conce pts are introdu ced in Section 9.5 and size
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enhanc ement is discusse d in Sect ion 9.6. Cod ing, data com pression and integr ity,

and fault tolerance are covered in Section 9.7. The chapter ends wi th exampl e

memor y system s in Sect ion 9.8.

9.1 TYPES OF MEMOR Y

Dep ending on the mec hanism used to store and retrieve data, a memory system can

be classifi ed as one of the followi ng four types:

1. Random-access memory (RAM)

a. Read = write memory (RWM)

b. Read-only memory (ROM)

2. Content-addressable memory (CAM) or associative memory (AM)

3. Sequential-access memory (SAM)

4. Direct-access memory (DAM)

Primar y memor y is o f the RAM type. CAMs are used in special appl ications in

which rapi d data search and retrieval are neede d. SAM and DAM are used as

secon dary memor y devices.

9.1. 1 Random -A ccess Memor y

As show n in Cha pter 5, in a RAM, any addre ssable loca tion in the memor y can be

acce ssed in a rando m manner. That is, the process of read ing from and writing into a

loca tion in a RAM is the same and consumes an equal amount of time no matter

whe re the locati on is physi cally in the memory. The two types of RAM available are

read =write and ROMs .

Read /Write Memory . The mos t common type of main memor y is the RWM, whose

mode l is shown in Figur e 9.1. In an RWM, each memory regist er or memor y

loca tion has an ‘‘addre ss’’ associa ted with it. Data are input into (w ritten into)

and outpu t from (read from) a memor y location by acce ssing the location usin g its

‘‘a ddress.’ ’ The memory address register (MA R) of Figur e 9.1 stores such an

addre ss. With n bits in the MA R, 2 n locations can be addre ssed, and they are

numb ered from 0 through 2n� 1.
Trans fer of data in and out of memor y is usually in terms of a set of bits know n

as a memor y wor d. Each of the 2n words in the memor y of Figure 9. 1 has m bits. Thus,
this is a (2n3m)-bit memory. This is a common notation used to describe RAMs.

In general, an (N3M)-unit memory contains Nwords ofM units each. A ‘‘unit’’ is a

bit, a byte (8 bits), or a word of certain number of bits. A memory buffer register

(MBR) is used to store the data to be written into or read from a memory word. To

read the memory, the address of the memory word to be read from is provided in

MAR and the Read signal is set to 1. A copy of the contents of the addressed

memory word is then brought by the memory logic into the MBR. The content of

the memory word is thus not altered by a read operation. To write a word into the

memory, the data to be written are placed in MBR by external logic; the address of
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the location into which the data are to be writte n is placed in MA R; and the Write

signal is set to 1. The memor y logic then transfers the MBR cont ent int o the

addresse d memor y loca tion. The cont ent of the memor y wor d is thus alter ed during

a wr ite opera tion.

A memor y word is defined as the most often acce ssed unit of data. The typical

word sizes used in memor y organ izations of comme rcially avai lable machin es are

6, 16, 32, 36, and 64 bits. In addi tion to addressi ng a memor y wor d, it is possi ble to

address a portion of it (e.g., half-wor d, quarter -word) or a multipl e of it (e.g., doubl e

word, quad word), depending on the memory organization. In a ‘‘byte-addressable,’’

memory , for exampl e, an address is assoc iated with each byte (usually 8 bits per

byte) in the memor y, and a memory word consi sts of one or more bytes.

Read-Onl y Memo ry. The literature routinely uses the acro nym RAM to mean

RWM. We will fol low this popular prac tice and u se RWM only when the cont ext

requires us to b e more specific. We have include d MAR and MBR as component s of

the memor y syst em in this mode l. In practice, thes e registers may not be located

in the memory subsys tem, but othe r registers in the system may serv e the functions

of thes e regist ers.

ROM is also a RAM, excep t that data can only be read from it. Data are u sually

written into a ROM either by the memor y manufac turer or by the user in an off-lin e

mode; i.e., by special devi ces that can write (burn) the data pattern into the ROM.

A model of ROM is shown in Figure 9.2. A ROM is als o used as main memor y and
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Figure 9.1 Read=write memory.
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cont ains data and program s that are not usually altered in real time during the

syst em opera tion. The MBR is not show n in Figur e 9.2. In general, we assume that

the data on outpu t lines are available as long as the memor y enable signal is on and

it is latched into an externa l buffer regist er. A buffer is provided as part of the

memor y system , in some technologie s.

9.1. 2 Cont ent-Add ressable Memor y

In this type of memor y, the concept of addre ss is not usual ly present : rather , the

memor y logic searches for the loca tions containing a specific pattern, and hence

the descr iptor ‘‘content addre ssable’ ’ or ‘‘assoc iative’’ is used. In the typical oper-

ation of this memory, the data to be searched for are first provi ded to the memor y.

Th e memor y hardwar e then searches for a match and either identifies the loca tion or

loca tions contain ing that data or returns with a ‘‘no match’’ if none of the locations

cont ain the data.

A mode l for an assoc iative memor y is shown in Figur e 9.3. Th e data to be
sear ched for are first placed in the data regi ster . The data need not occupy the
com plete data register. The mask regi ster is used to identify the region of the data
regist er that is of int erest for the partic ular search. Typically, correspo nding mask

regist er bits are set to 1. The word-s elect register bits are set to indicat e only those
wor ds that are to be invol ved in the search. Th e memor y hardwar e then searches

thr ough thos e words in only those bit posi tions in which the mask regi ster bits are

set. If the data thus selected match the content of the data register, the corresponding

results register bit is set to 1. Depending on the application, all words responding to

READ (or ENABLE)

m bits/word

m
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Word 0
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Figure 9.2 Read-only memory.
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the search may be involved in further proce ssing or a subse t of the resp ondents may

be sel ected. Th e multipl e-mat ch resolve r (MMR) circuit implemen ts this select ion

process.

Note that the data matching opera tion is perform ed in parallel . Hence, extensive

hardwar e is needed to impleme nt this memor y. Figure 9.3b shows the sequence of

search opera tion. A ‘‘s elect first’’ MMR circuit is used here to select the first

respondent amo ng all the resp ondent words for further proce ssing.

Associ ative memor ies are usef ul whe n an iden tical operation mus t be performed

on several pieces of data simulta neously or whe n a partic ular data patter n mus t be

searched for in para llel. For exampl e, if each memor y wor d is a reco rd in a pers onnel

file, the records correspo nding to the set of femal e emp loyees 25 years old can be

searched for by setting the data and mask register bits appropriat ely. If suffic ient logic

is provided, all records resp onding to the sear ch can also be updat ed simul taneously.

In practice, CAMs are built out of RAM component s and as such have the same

addressi ng capability. In fact, the MMR returns the address of the respondi ng word

or wor ds in resp onse to a search. The major appl ication of CAM is for stor ing data

on whi ch rapid search and updat e operati ons are perform ed. The virtual memory

scheme describ ed later in this chapter shows an applica tion for CAMs . We will

return to the descrip tion of CAMs in Section 9.3.2, whe re the detailed desig n of a

CAM system is given.

Data register

Mask register

W
Memory
words

Results
register
(W bits)

W

W

Word select
register
(W bits)

Multiple
match

resolver
(MMR)

(a) Model

Figure 9.3 Associative memory.
(continued)
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9.1. 3 Sequen tial-Acces s Memor y

A serial-input =serial-ou tput shift register is the simplest mode l of seque ntial mem-

ory. In the right shift register of Figure 9.4a, data enter from the left input and leave

the shift register from the right output. Becaus e these are the o nly input and output

avai lable on the device, the data mus t be wr itten into and read from the device in the

seque nce in which they are stored in the regi ster. That is, every data item in

seque nce (from the first data item until the desired item ) mus t be accessed

in order to retrieve the require d data. Thus, it is a SAM. In particula r, this model

corr espond s to a first-in =first -out (FIFO) SAM , since the data items are retrieved in
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Word selectResults
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0

0

0

0
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(b) Operation

1. The data being searched for is 0011.
2. The most significant two bits of mask register are 1s. Hence, only the corresponding
    two bits of data are compared with those of memory words 0 through 5.                         
3. The word select register bit setting indicates that only words 1, 3, and 4 are to be 
    involved in the search process.
4. The results register indicates that words 1 and 4 have the needed data.
5. The select-first (MMR) circuit resets the results register bit, corresponding to word 4.
6. Word 1 is the final respondent.
    This information can be used for updating word 1 contents.

Figure 9.3 (continued)
Note: Comparison of the data register with memory words is done in parallel. The
addresses shown (0 through 5) are for reference only.
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the order in which they wer e entered . This organizatio n of a SAM is also called a

queue . Note that in addi tion to the right-shift shift register, mechani sms for input

and output of data (similar to MA R and MBR in the RAM mode l) are neede d to

build a FIFO memory.

Figure 9.4b show s the model for a last-in =first -out (LIFO ) SAM . Here, a shift

register that can shift both right and left is used. Data always enter thr ough the left

input and leave the register through the left outpu t. To write, the d ata are plac ed on

the input and the register is shifted right. While reading, the data on the output are

read and the register is shifted left, thereby moving each item in the regist er lef t and

present ing the next data item at the ou tput. Note that the data are acce ssed from thi s

device in a LIFO manner. This o rganization of a SAM is also calle d a stack . The
data input operati on is describ ed as PUSH ing the data into the sta ck and data are

retrieved by POPi ng the stack.

Figure 9.5 shows FIFO and LIFO organiza tions for 4-bi t data words usin g 8-bit

shift regist ers. Each o f these SAM devi ces thus can store eigh t 4-bit wor ds.

Figure 9.6 show s the generalize d model of a seque ntial-access storage system.

Here, the read =write transduc ers read data from or write data onto the d ata stor age

medium at its current position. The medium is then move d to the next position.

Thus, each data item must be examin ed in seque nce to retri eve the desired data.

This mode l is applica ble to secon dary storage devices as magnet ic tape.

9.1.4 Direct-A ccess Memory

Figure 9.7 show s the mode l of a DAM devi ce (a mag netic disk) in which d ata are

accessed in two steps:

1. The transducers move to a particular position determined by the addressing

mechanism (cylinder, track).

2. The data on the selected track are accessed sequentially until the desired data are

found.

This type of memory is used for secondary storage. It is also called semi-RAM,

since the positioning of read=write transducers to the selected cylinder is random,

and only the accessing of data within the selected track is sequential.

Shift right

Shift register

Shift inputs

Shift register

(b) LIFO(a) FIFO 

Input

Input
Output

Output

Right Left

Figure 9.4 Sequential-access device.
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9.2 MEMORY SYSTEM PARAMETERS

The most important characteristics of any memory system are its capacity,

data-access time, the data-transfer rate, the frequency at which memory can be

accessed (the cycle time), and cost.

The capacity of the storage system is the maximum number of units (bits, bytes,

or words) of data it can store. The capacity of a RAM, for instance, is the product of

the number of memory words and the word size. A 2K3 4 memory, for example,

OUT0

OUT1

OUT2

OUT3

IN0

Shift right

0 1 2 3 4

Eight words

Inputs

Outputs

(a) FIFO

(b) LIFO

Shift

Shift registers

Left Right

5 6 7

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

IN1

IN2

IN3

Figure 9.5 Eight 4-bit word sequential-access device using shift registers.
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can store 2K (K¼ 1024¼ 210) words each containing 4 bits, or a total of

23 10243 4 bits.

The access time is the time taken by the memory module to access the data after

an address is provided to the module. The data appear in the MBR at the end of this

time in a RAM. The access time in a non-RAM is a function of the location of the

data on the medium with reference to the position of read=write transducers.

The cycle time is a measure of how often the memory can be accessed. The cycle

time is equal to the access time in nondestructive readout memories in which the

data can be read without being destroyed. In some storage systems, data are

destroyed during a read operation (destructive read-out). A rewrite operation is

necessary to restore the data. The cycle time in such devices is defined as the time it

takes to read and restore data, since a new read operation cannot be performed until

the rewrite has been completed.

The data-transfer rate is the number of bps at which the data can be read out of

the memory. This rate is the product of the reciprocal of access time and the number

of bits in the unit of data (data word) being read. This parameter is of more

significance in non-RAM systems than in RAMs.

The cost is the product of capacity and the price of memory device per bit.

RAMs are usually more costly than other memory devices.

Some of the other parameters of interest are fault tolerance, radiation hardness,

weight, and data compression and integrity depending on the application the

memory is used.

9.3 MEMORY HIERARCHY

The primary memory of a computer system is always built out of RAM devices,

thereby allowing the processing unit to access data and instructions in the memory

as quickly as possible. It is necessary that the program or data be in the primary

memory when the processing unit needs them. This would call for a large

primary memory when programs and data blocks are large, thereby increasing the

memory cost. In practice, it is not really necessary to store the complete program or

Data register

Read/write
transducers

Read
Write

Medium

Figure 9.6 Sequential-access storage.
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data in the primary memory as long as the portion of the program or data needed by

the processing unit is in the primary memory.

A secondary memory built out of direct- or serial-access devices is then used to

store programs and data not immediately needed by the processing unit. Since

random-access devices are more expensive than secondary memory devices, a

cost-effective memory system results when the primary memory capacity is

Data register

Read/write transducers
Rotation

Disks
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Motion
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number
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number
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2
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Figure 9.7 Direct-access storage.
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minimized. But this organization introduces an overhead into the memory oper-

ation, since mechanisms to bring the required portion of the programs and data into

primary memory as needed will have to be devised. These mechanisms form what is

called a virtual memory scheme.

In a virtual memory scheme, the user assumes that the total memory capacity

(primary plus secondary) is available for programming. The operating system

manages the moving in and out of portions (segments or pages) of program and

data into and out of the primary memory.

Even with current technologies, the primary memory hardware is slow com-

pared with the processing unit hardware. To reduce this speed gap, a small but faster

memory is usually introduced between the main memory and the processing unit.

This memory block is called cache memory and is usually 10–100 times faster than

the primary memory. A virtual memory mechanism similar to that between primary

and secondary memories is then needed to manage operations between main

memory and cache. The set of instructions and data that are immediately needed

by the processing unit are brought from the primary memory into cache and retained

there. A parallel fetch operation is possible in that while the cache unit is being

filled from the main memory, the processing unit can fetch from the cache, thus

narrowing the memory-to-processor speed gap.

Note that the registers in the processing unit are temporary storage devices.

They are the fastest components of the computer system memory.

Thus, in a general-purpose computer system there is a memory hierarchy in

which the highest speed memory is closest to the processing unit and is most

expensive. The least-expensive and slowest memory devices are farthest from the

processing unit. Figure 9.8 shows the memory hierarchy.

Primary
memory
(main)

Cache
memory RAM

Fast Most expensive

Least expensive
Slow

Secondary
memory

(mass memory)

RAM

DAM

Processing
unit

registers

Figure 9.8 Memory hierarchy.
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Thus, the memory system hierarchy common to most modern-day computer

systems consists of the following levels:

1. CPU registers

2. Cache memory, a small, fast, RAM block

3. Primary (main) memory, the RAM from which the processor accesses all pro-

grams and data (via the cache memory)

4. Secondary (mass) memory consisting of semi-random-access and SAM elements

such as magnetic disks and tapes

The fastest memory is at level 1, and the speed decreases as we move toward higher

levels. The cost per bit is highest at level 1 and lowest at level 4. The major aim of

the hierarchical memory design is to enable a speed-cost tradeoff that will provide

a memory system of the desired capacity with the highest speed possible at the

lowest cost.

Let us consider a memory system with an n-level hierarchy. Let Ci (i¼ 1

through n) be the cost per bit of the ith level in the above hierarchy, while Si is
the capacity (i.e., total number of bits) at the ith level. Then the average cost per bit

(Ca) of the memory system is given by

Ca ¼
Pn

i¼1
CiSi

Pn

i¼1
Si

: (9:1)

Typically, we would like to have Ca as close to Cn as possible. Since Ci >>> Ciþ1, in
order to minimize the cost it requires that Si <<< Siþ1.

As seen by the example systems described in earlier chapters, additional levels

have been added to the above hierarchy in recent computer systems. In particular, it

is common to see two levels of cache (between the processor and the main

memory), typically called level-1 and level-2 or on- and off-chip cache, depending

on the system structure. In addition, a disk cache could be present (between the

primary and secondary memory), to enable faster disk access.

9.4 MEMORY DEVICES AND ORGANIZATIONS

The basic property that a memory device should possess is that it must have two

well-defined states that can be used for the storage of binary information. In

addition, the ability to switch from one state to another (i.e., reading and writing

a 0 or 1) is required, and the switching time must be small in order to make the

memory system fast. Further, the cost per bit of storage should be as low as

possible.

The address decoding mechanism and its implementation distinguish RAM from

non-RAM. Since RAM needs to be fast, the address decoding is done all electron-

ically, thus involving no physical movement of the storage media. In a non-RAM,
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either the storage medium or the read =write mech anism (transducer s) is usual ly

moved until the appro priate address (or data ) is found. This sharing of the addre ss-

ing mechani sm makes non-R AM less expens ive than RAM, while the mec hanical

moveme nt mak es it slower than RAM in terms of data-acces s times. In addi tion to

the memor y devi ce char acterist ics, decoding of the externa l addre ss and read =write
circuitr y affect the speed and cost of the storage system.

Semicon ductor and mag netic tec hnologie s have been the popul ar prima ry mem-

ory device technolo gies. Magne tic core memor ies were used exten sively as prima ry

memorie s during the 1970s. They are now ob solete, sinc e the sem iconduct or mem-

ories have the advant ages of lower cost and h igher speed . One advant age of mag netic

core memor ies is that they are nonvol atile . Th at is, the data are retai ned by the
memory even after the power is tur ned off. Semicon ductor memor ies, on the othe r

hand, are vola tile . Either a backup powe r source must be used to ret ain the memory

content s whe n power is turn ed off, or the memory cont ents are dump ed to a secon dary

memory and restor ed when neede d to circum vent the volatilit y of thes e memor ies.

The mos t popul ar secondary storage devi ces have been magnet ic tape and disk.

Optical disks are now becom ing cost-effe ctive with the introdu ction of compact

disk ROMs (CDRO M), write-o nce- read-many- times (or read-most ly) (WOR M)

disks and eras able disks.

In each technol ogy, memory devices can be organize d in various configur ations

with varying cost and speed charact eristics. We will now exam ine represe ntative

devices and organ izations of sem iconductor memor y tec hnology.

9.4.1 Random -Acce ss Memor y Devices

Two types of semicon ductor RAMs are now available : stati c and dynamic . In a

static RAM, each memory cel l is built out of a flip-flop. Th us, the cont ent of the

memory cell (either 1 or 0) remai ns intact as long as the powe r is on. Hen ce,

the memor y device is stati c . A dynam ic memor y cell, howe ver, is built out of a

capacitor. The char ge leve l of the capac itor determin es the 1 or 0 state of the cel l.

Becaus e the char ge decay s with time , thes e memor y cells must be refresh ed (i.e.,
recharge d) ever y so often to retai n the memory cont ent. Dynamic memor ies require

comple x refres h circuits , and becau se of the refresh time neede d, they are slower

than static memor ies. But mor e dynamic memor y cells can be fabr icated on the

same area of silicon than sta tic memory cells can. Thus, when large memor ies are

needed and speed is not a critical design parameter, dynamic memories are used;

static memories are used in speed-critical applications.

9.4.1.1 Static RAM

The major components of RAM are the address-decoding circuit, the read=write
circuit, and the set of memory devices organized into several words. The memory

device that can store a bit and has the appropriate hardware to support decoding and

read=write operations is called a memory cell.
Flip-flops are used in forming static RAM cel ls. Figure 9.9a show s a memor y cell

built out of a JK flip-flop. The flip-flop is not clocked. When the enable signal is 1,
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either the input sign al enters the flip- flop or the cont ents of the flip- flop are seen on the

outpu t based on the value of the read =write signal. If the enabl e is 0, the cell outputs 0
and also mak es J¼ K¼ 0, lea ving the contents of the flip- flop unchan ged. The
read =write signal is 1 for read ing (i.e., outpu t   Q ) and 0 for wr iting (i.e., Q  
input ). A symbol for this memor y cel l (MC) is show n in Figure 9.9b.

A (43 3)-b it RAM, built out of such memor y cells, is shown in Figure 9.10. The

2-bi t address in the MAR is decode d by a 2-to-4 decoder, to select one of the four

memor y words. Fo r the memor y to b e active , the memor y enable line must be 1. If

not, none of the words is sel ected (i. e., all outputs of the decoder are 0). When

the memor y enable line is 1 and the R =W line is 1, the outpu ts of MCs enabled by

the sel ected wor d line will be input into the set of OR gates whose outputs are

connec ted to the o utput lines. Output lines rece ive sign als from MCs that are in

the enabl ed word only, since all othe r MC outputs in each bit position are 0. If the

memor y is enabled and the R=W line is 0, only the selected wor d will rece ive the
IN PUT inf ormation.

If the numb er of words is large, as in any prac tical semico nductor RAM, the

OR gate s shown in Figur e 9.10 become impra ctical. To elim inate these gates, the

MC s are fabr icated with either open collec tor or tristat e outpu ts. If open collec tor

outpu ts are provided, ou tputs of MCs in each bit posi tion are tied togethe r to form a

wired -OR, thus eliminati ng an OR gate. Howeve r, the pull-up resistors requi red and

the current dissipa tion by the gates limit the numb er of the outpu ts of gates that can

be wire-ORe d. MCs with tristat e outpu ts can be used in such limit ing cases. Outpu ts

of MCs in each bit posi tion are then tied toge ther to form an outpu t line.

When the numb er of words in the memor y is large, the linear decodi ng

tec hnique of Figure 9.10 results in complex decoding circui try. To reduc e the

com plexity, coin cident decoding schemes are used. Figur e 9.11 shows such a

scheme. Here, the address is divided into two parts: X and Y. The low-order bits

of the address (Y) select a column in the MC matrix and the high-order bits of the

address (X) select a row. The MC selected is the one at the intersection of the

selected row and column. When the data word consists of more than one bit, several
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Figure 9.9 A semiconductor memory cell.
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colu mns of the select ed row are selected by this coincid ent decoding techniq ue. The

enabl e input of the MC is now obta ined by ANDing the X and Y select ion lines.
So me comme rcial memor y ICs provide more than one enable signal input on

each chip . These multipl e enable input are useful in buildi ng large memor y syst ems

emp loying coincid ent memory decodi ng schem es. The outpu ts of these ICs will also

be either open collec tor or tristate, to enabl e easier interconnec tion.

9.4. 1.2 Dynam ic Memor y

Sever al dynamic MC (D MC) configur ations have been used. Figure 9.12 shows the

mos t com mon DM C, built from a single MOS transi stor and a capacitor. Read and

Write control is achieved by using two MOS transi stors.
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Consid er the n-cha nnel MO S (NMO S) transist or Q1 in Figur e 9.12a. The

transist or has three terminals: drain, source, and gate. When the voltage on the

gate is positive (and excee ds certain threshold value), the tra nsistor conduc ts, thus

connecti ng the drain to the sourc e. If the gate voltage is negativ e, the transist or is

off, thus isolatin g the drain and the source.

When the Write control is high, Q1 is on and Din is transferr ed to the gate of Q2,

across the capac itor. If Din is high, the capacitor is charged; otherw ise, the capac itor

is discharg ed through the gate-to-s ource resistanc e of Q2, while the Write is active.

A dischar ged capac itor correspo nds to storing a low in the MC and thus a stored low

can be maintai ned indefinitel y. A char ged capacitor correspo nds to storin g a high.

The high v alue can b e maint ained only as long as the capac itor remai ns charged. To

fabricate denser memor ies, the capacitor is mad e very sma ll and hence the capaci-

tance will be quite small (on the order of a fraction of a picofarad) . Th e capac itor

thus dischar ges in several hundre d milli secon ds, requiring that the char ge be

restored or ‘‘refresh ed,’’ approximat ely every two milli seconds.

When the Read cont rol goes high, Q3 is on and the drain of Q 2 is connec ted to
Dout . Since the stored data are impre ssed on the gate of Q 2 and the outpu t is from the

drain of Q2, D out wi ll be the comple ment of the data stored in the cell. Th e outpu t

data are usually inverted by the exte rnal circuitr y. Note that the read opera tion is

destruc tive since the capacitor is d ischarged whe n the data are read. Thus, the data

must b e refres hed.

Figure 9.13 show s a (16 3 1)-bit dy namic memor y usin g the DM C of Figure

9.12. The DM Cs are intern ally organize d in a 4 3 4 matrix. The high- order two bits

of the address select one of the rows. When the read is on, data from the selected

row are transf erred to sense amplifi ers. Since the capac itance of outpu t lines is much

higher than the capac itor in the DMC, o utput voltage is very low; consequent ly,

sense amplifiers are required to detect the data value in the presence of noise.

These amplifiers are also used to refresh the memory. The low-order two bits of

the address are used to select one of the four sense amplifiers for the 1-bit data

output. The data in the sense amplifiers are rewritten into the row of DMCs.
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Figure 9.12 Dynamic memory cell.
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To write a 1-bit data, the selected row is first read, and the data in the selected sense

amplifier are changed to the new data value just before the rewrite operation.

The need for the refresh results in the requirement of complex refresh circuitry

and also reduces the speed of dynamic memory devices. But because of the small

size of DMCs, it is possible to fabricate very dense memories on a chip. Usually the

refresh operation is made transparent by performing a refresh when the memory is

not being otherwise used by the system, thereby gaining some speed. When the

memory capacity required is small, the refresh circuitry can be built on the memory
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chip itself. Such memory ICs are called integrated dynamic RAMs (iRAMs).

Dynamic memory controller ICs that handle refresh and generate all the control

signals for dynamic memory are available. These are used in building large

dynamic memory systems.

9.4.1.3 Read-Only Memory

ROM is a RAM with data permanently stored in it. When the n-bit address is input
to the ROM, the data stored at the addressed location are output on its output lines.

ROM is basically a combinational logic device. Figure 9.14 shows a four-word

ROM with 3 bits per word. The links at junctions of word lines and bit lines are

either open or closed depending on whether a 0 or a 1 is stored at the junction,

respectively. When a word is selected by the address decoder, each output line (i.e.,

bit line) with a closed link at its junction with the selected word line will contain a 1

while the other lines contain a 0. In Figure 9.14, contents of locations 0 through 3

are 101, 010, 111, and 001, respectively.

Two types of ROMs are commercially available, mask-programmed ROMs and

user-programmed ROMs. Mask-programmed ROMs are used when a large number

of ROM units containing a particular program and=or data are required. The IC

manufacturer can be asked to ‘‘burn’’ the program and data into the ROM unit. The

program is given by the user and the IC manufacturer prepares a mask and uses it to

fabricate the program and data into the ROM as the last step in the fabrication. The

ROM is thus custom fabricated to suit the particular application. Since custom

manufacturing of an IC is expensive, mask-programmed ROMs are not cost-effective

unless the application requires a large number of units, thus spreading the cost

among the units. Further, since the contents of these ROMs are unalterable, any

change requires new fabrication.

A user-programmable ROM (programmable ROM or PROM) is fabricated with

either all 1s or all 0s stored in it. A special device called a PROM programmer is
used by the user to ‘‘burn’’ the required program, by sending the proper current

through each link. Contents of this type of ROM cannot be altered after initial

programming. Erasable PROMs (EPROM) are available. An ultraviolet light is used

to restore the content of an EPROM to its initial value of either all 0s or all 1s. It can

then be reprogrammed using a PROM programmer. Electrically alterable ROMs
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Figure 9.14 A 4-word, 3-bit-per-word ROM.
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(EA ROMs ) are anot her kind of ROM that uses a special ly desig ned elect rical sign al

to alter its cont ents.

ROMs are used for storin g program s and data that are not expected to change

duri ng program execu tion (i.e., in real time ). They are also used in impleme nting

com plex Boo lean functi ons, code converte rs, and the like. An exam ple of

ROM- based imple mentati on fol lows.

Exam ple 9.1

Im plement a bina ry-coded decimal (BCD)-t o-Excess- 3 decode r using a ROM.

Figur e 9.15 show s the BCD -to-Exce ss-3 conver sion. Since there are ten input

(BC D) combina tions, a ROM with 16 words (2 3 < 10 < 24) mus t be used. The first

10 words of the ROM will contain the 10 Excess -3 code words. Each word is 4-bi ts

long. The BCD input appea rs on the four-add ress input lines of the ROM.

Th e content of the addresse d wor d is output on the o utput lines. This outpu t is the

requi red Excess -3 code.

9.4. 2 Associ ative Memory

A typical assoc iative memor y cell (AMC) built from a JK flip-flop is shown in

Figur e 9.16. The response is 1 when either the data bit ( D) and the memor y bit ( Q)
match while the mas k bit ( M) is 1, or whe n the mas k bit is 0 (cor respondi ng to a ‘‘do

not compare ’’). A tru th table and a block diag ram for the simpl ified cel l are also

show n in the fig ure. In addi tion to the response circui try, an AM C will have read ,

wr ite, and enable circuits simi lar to the RAM cell show n in Figure 9.9.

A four -word, 3-bi ts-per-w ord AM built out of the above cel ls is shown in Figure

9.17. Th e data and mask regist ers are each 3-bits long. The word select regist er of

Figur e 9. 3 is negl ected here. Hence, all memory words are select ed for com parison

BCD ROM
address

ROM content
(Excess-3)

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100

Code
converter

(ROM)

Excess-3

(b) Code converter(a) Code conversion table

BCD

Figure 9.15 ROM-based implementation of code converter.
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Data (D)

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

Mask (M)

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

Q
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0
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0
1
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Response D M

Response

Response = M� + D�Q� + DQ
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1
1
1
0
1
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0
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R
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Figure 9.16 A simplified AMC.
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Figure 9.17 A 3-bit, 4-word AM.
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with the data register. Respons e outpu ts of all cells in a wor d are ANDed together to

form the word response sign al. Th us, a word is a respon dent if the resp onse output

of each and every cell in the word is a 1. Th e MMR circuit shown selects the first

resp ondent. The first respon dent then driv es to 0 the response outputs of othe r words

fol lowing it.

Input (or write) and outpu t (or read) circuitry is als o neede d. It is simi lar to that

of the RWM syst em show n in Figure 9.10, and hence is not shown in Figur e 9.17.

Smal l AMs are availa ble as IC chip s. Th eir capac ity is on the order of

8-bi ts-per-w ord by eigh t words. Large r AM systems are desi gned using RAM

chip s. As such, these memor ies can be used in both RAM and CAM mode s.

Be cause of their increas ed logic complex ity, CAM syst ems cost much mor e than

RW Ms of equal capacity.

9.4. 3 Sequen tial-Acces s Memor y Devi ces

Magne tic tape is the mos t com mon SAM devi ce. A magnet ic tape is a Mylar tape

coat ed with mag netic materia l (simil ar to that used in home mus ic syst ems) on

which data are recorded as magnetic patterns. The tape moves past a read=write
head to read or write data.

Figur e 9.18 show s the two popul ar tape formats: the reel-to- reel tape used for

storing large volumes of data (usually with large-scale and minicomputer systems)

and the cassette tape used for small data volumes (usually with microcomputer

systems). Data are recorded on tracks. A track on a magnetic tape runs along the

length of the tape and occupies a width just sufficient to store a bit. On a nine-track

tape, for example, the width of the tape is divided into nine tracks and each

character of data is represented with 9 bits (1 bit on each track). One or more of

these bits is usually a parity bit, which facilitates error detection and correction.

Several characters grouped together form a record. The records are separated by
an inter-record gap (about 3=4 inch) and an end-of-record mark (which is a special

character). A set of records forms a file. The files are separated by an end-of-file

mark and a gap (about 3 inch). On cassette tapes, the data are recorded in a serial

mode on one track as shown in Figure 9.18b.

Recording, or writing, on magnetic devices is the process of creating magnetic

flux patterns on the device; the sensing of the flux pattern when the medium moves

past the read=write head constitutes the reading of the data. In reel-to-reel tapes, the
data are recorded along the tracks digitally. In a cassette tape, each bit is converted

into an audio frequency and is recorded. Digital cassette recording techniques are

also becoming popular. Note that the information on a magnetic tape is nonvolatile.

Magnetic tapes permit recording of vast amounts of data at a very low cost.

However, the access time, being a function of the position of the data on the tape

with respect to the read=write head position along the length of the tape, can be very
long. Sequential-access devices thus form low-cost secondary memory devices,

which are primarily used for storing the data that does not have to be used

frequently, such as system backup, archival storage, transporting data to other

sites, etc.
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9.4.4 Direct-A ccess Storage Devic es

Magneti c and optical disks are the most popular dir ect- or semi-ran dom-acc ess

storage devices. Acc essing data in thes e devices require s two steps: rando m or

direct move ment of read =wr ite heads to the vicinity of data, fol lowed by a seque n-
tial access. These mas s-memory devices are used as secondary storage devi ces in a

compute r system for storing data and program s.

9.4.4.1 Magn etic Disk

A magnet ic disk (see Figure 9.7) is a flat circul ar surface coat ed with a magnet ic

materia l, muc h like a phonogr aph record. Sever al such disk s are moun ted on a

End-of-file
mark

G
a
p

End-of-record
mark

Character

0 0
1 1
0 0
0 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 1

Record Record

Parity bit

Data Character

(a) Nine-track reel to reel

(b) Cassette tape

Gap

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

Gap

CharacterCharacter
Gap

Gap

EOF
mark

0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Record

Figure 9.18 Magnetic tape formats.
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rotating spindle. Each surface will have a read=write head. Each surface is divided

into several concentric circles (tracks), with track 0 being the outermost. By first

positioning read=write heads to the proper track, the data on the track can be

accessed sequentially. A track is normally divided into several sectors, each of

which corresponds to a data word. The address of a data word on the disk thus cor-

responds to a track number and a sector number. All the tracks under the read=write
heads at a given time form a cylinder. The time taken by the read=write heads to

position themselves on a cylinder is called seek time. Once the read=write heads are
positioned, the time taken for the data to appear below them is the rotational delay.
The access time is the sum of seek time and rotational delay. Latency is a function
of the disk rotation speed. It is the average time taken for the desired sector to

appear under the read=write head once the disk arm is positioned at the track.

The disk directory, maintained on the disk drive, maps logical file information to

physical address consisting of a cylinder number, surface number, and sector

number. At the beginning of each read and write operation, the disk directory is

read. As such, the track on which the directory is placed plays an important role in

improving the access time.

Earlier disk drives came with removable disks called disc packs. All the disk

drives today come as sealed units (Winchester drives).

Magnetic disks are available as either hard disks or floppy disks. The data

storage and access formats for both types of disks are the same. Floppy disks

have a flexible disk surface and were very popular storage devices, especially

for microcomputer systems, although their data-transfer rate is slower than that of

hard-disk devices. Hard disks have remained the main media for data storage and

back up. Floppy disks have almost become obsolete, yielding to flash memory
devices and thumb drives.

9.4.4.2 RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks)

Even the smallest of the computer system nowadays uses a disk drive for storing

data and programs. A disk head crash at the end of a data gathering session or a

business day results in expensive data regathering and loss of productivity. One

solution to this problem is to duplicate data on several disks. This redundancy

provides the fault tolerance when one of the disks fails. Further, if each disk has its

own controller and cache, more than one of these disks can be accessed simultan-

eously, thereby increasing the throughput of the system. Traditionally, large com-

puter systems used single large expensive disk (SLED) drives.

In the late 1980s small disk drives were available for microcomputer systems.

RAID systems were formed by utilizing an array of inexpensive disk units. The

word ‘‘inexpensive’’ is now replaced by ‘‘independent.’’ RAID provides the

advantages of both fault tolerance and high performance and hence is used in

critical applications employing large file servers, transaction application servers,

and desktop systems for applications such as CAD (computer-aided design),

multimedia editing, and playback, where high-transfer rates are needed.

A RAID system consists of a set of matched hard drives and a RAID controller.

The array management software provides the logical to physical mapping of data
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and is part of the RAID control ler. Des criptions of sever al popular confi gura-

tions (level s) of RAID are give n later . Th e followi ng material is extr acted from

http:== www.acnc .com =raid. html.

RAID Level 0: Disk Striping Without Fault Tolerance. In this mode, the data are

divided into blocks and these blocks are placed on drives in the array in an

interleaved fashion. Figure 9.19 shows the data representation of a data file with

blocks K, L, M, N, O, etc. RAID Level 0 requires at least two drives. If independent

controllers are used, one drive can be writing or reading a block while the other is

seeking the next block.

This mode does not offer any redundancy and does not use parity overhead. It

utilizes the array capacity fully. For example, if there are two 120 GB drives in the

array, the total capacity of the system would be 240 GB. It is not a true RAID

because it is not redundant and it is not fault-tolerant. If one of the drives fails, then

all the contents of that drive are not accessible, making the data in the system not

usable.

RAID Level 1: Mirroring and Duplexing. RAID Level 1 requires at least two drives.

As shown in Figure 9.20, each block of data is stored at least in two drives
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Figure 9.19 RAID Level 0: Striped disk array without fault tolerance.
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Figure 9.20 RAID Level 1: Mirroring and duplexing.
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(Mirroring) so as to provide fault tolerance. Even when one drive fails, the system

can continue to operate by using the data from the mirrored drive.

This mode does not offer any improvement in data-access speed. The capacity

of the disk system is half the sum of individual drive capacities. It is used in

applications such as accounting, payroll, and other financial environments that

require very high availability.

RAID Level 0 þ 1: High Data-Transfer Performance. RAID Level 0 þ 1 requires a

minimum of four drives and is the combination of RAID 0 and RAID 1. It is created

by first creating two RAID-0 sets and mirroring them, as shown in Figure 9.21.

Although this mode offers high fault tolerance and I=O rates, it is very expensive

due to its 100% overhead. It is used in applications such as Imaging and general

fileservers, where high performance is needed.

RAID Level 2: Hamming Code. Instead of writing data blocks of arbitrary size,

RAID-2 writes data 1 bit per strip, as shown in Figure 9.22. Thus, to accommodate

one ASCII character, we will need eight drives. Additional drives are used to hold

the Hamming code used to detect 2-bit errors and correct 1-bit errors. When any of

the data drives fails, the Hamming code can be used to reconstruct the data on the

failed drive. Since 1 bit of the data is written on each drive along with the

corresponding hamming code, all drives have to be synchronized to retrieve data

properly. Also, generation of Hamming code is slow making this mode of RAID

operation not suitable for applications requiring high-speed data throughput.
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Figure 9.21 RAID Level 0 þ 1: High data transfer performance.
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RAID Level 3: Parallel Transfer with Parity. In this RAID level shown in Figure

9.23, parity is used instead of mirroring to protect against disk failure. It requires a

minimum of three drives to implement. One drive is designated as parity drive and

it contains the parity information computed from the other drives. A simple parity

bit is calculated by exclusive-oring the corresponding bits in each stripe. This

provides the error detection capability. Additional parity bits are needed to provide

the error correction.

This mode offers reduced costs, since fewer drives are needed to implement

redundant storage. However, performance is degraded by the parity computation

and bottlenecks are caused because of single dedicated parity drive.

RAID Level 4: Independent Data Disks with Shared Parity. RAID-4 shown in

Figure 9.24 is RAID-0 with parity. The data are written as blocks (strips) of equal

size on each drive creating a stripe across all the drives followed by a parity drive

that contains the corresponding parity strip. The parity drive becomes the bottleneck

since all data read=write operations require access to it. In practice, not all appli-

cations provide for uniform data block sizes. Storing varying size data blocks

becomes impractical in this mode of RAID.
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Figure 9.23 RAID Level 3: Parallel transfer with parity.
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Figure 9.24 RAID Level 4: Independent data disks with shared parity disk.
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RAID Level 5: Independent Data Disks with Distributed Parity Blocks. RAID 5 may

be the most popular and powerful RAID configuration. As shown in Figure 9.25, it

provides striping of data as well as striping of parity information for error recovery.

The parity block is distributed among the drives of array. It requires a minimum of

three drives to implement. Bottlenecks induced by the parity drive are eliminated as

well as cost is reduced.

This mode offers high read data-transaction rates and medium write data-

transaction rates. Disk failure has a medium impact on throughput. If a disk failure

occurs, it is very difficult to rebuild RAID 5 compared with RAID level 1. Typical

applications have been in file and application servers, database servers, web, e-mail,

and News servers.

RAID Level 6: Independent Data Disks with Two Independent Distributed Parity
Schemes. RAID 6 shown in Figure 9.26 is essentially an extension of RAID 5 which
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Figure 9.25 RAID Level 5: Independent data disks with distributed parity blocks.
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allows for additional fault tolerance by using a second independent distributed

parity scheme (dual parity). Data are striped on a block level across a set of drives,

just like in RAID 5, and a second set of parity is calculated and written across all the

drives. Two independent parity computations are used in order to provide protection

against double disk failure. Two different algorithms are employed to achieve this.

RAID 6 provides for an extremely high data fault tolerance and can sustain multiple

simultaneous drive failures. It requires a minimum of four drives to implement and

is the perfect solution for mission critical applications.

RAID Level 10: High Reliability and High Performance. RAID 10 shown in Figure

9.27 is implemented as a striped array whose segments are RAID 1 arrays. It

requires a minimum of four drives to implement and has the same fault tolerance

as RAID level 1. It has the same overhead for fault-tolerance as mirroring alone and

provides high I=O rates through striping RAID 1 segments. Under certain circum-

stances, RAID 10 array can sustain multiple simultaneous drive failures. However,

it is very expensive and results in high overhead while offering very limited

scalability. It is suitable for applications such as database servers that would have

otherwise gone with RAID 1 but need additional performance boost.

As can be expected, a large system might use more than one level of RAID

depending on the cost, speed, and fault tolerance requirements.

9.4.4.3 Optical Disks

Four types of optical disks are available. CD-ROMs are similar to

mask-programmed ROMs in which the data are stored on the disk during the last

stage of disk fabrication. The data, once stored, cannot be altered. CD-recordable

(CD-R) and WORM optical disks allow writing the data once. The portions of the

disk that are written once cannot be altered. CD-rewritable (CD-RW) or Erasable
optical disks are similar to magnetic disks that allow repeated erasing and storing of

data. Digital Video Disks (DVD) allow much higher density storage and offer

higher speeds than CDs.
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Figure 9.27 RAID Level 10: Reliability combined with high performance.
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Manufacturing of CD-ROMs is similar to that of phonograph records except that

digital data are recorded by burning pit and no-pit patterns on the plastic substrate

on the disk with a laser beam. The substrate is then metallized and sealed. While

reading the recorded data, 1s and 0s are distinguished by the differing reflectivity of

an incident laser beam. Since the data once recorded cannot be altered, the applica-

tion for CD-ROMs has been in storing the data that do not change. The advantage of

CD-ROMs over magnetic disks is their low cost, high density, and non-erasability.

Erasable optical disks use a coating of a magneto-optic material on the disk

surface. To record data on these disks, a laser beam is used to heat the magneto-

optic material in the presence of a bias field applied by a bias coil. The bit positions

that are heated take on the magnetic polarization of the bias field. This polarization

is retained when the surface is cooled. If the bias field is reversed and the surface is

heated, the data at the corresponding bit position are erased. Thus, changing the

data on the disk requires a two-step operation. All the bits in a track are first erased

and new data are then written onto the track. During reading, the polarization of

the read laser beam is rotated by the magnetic field. Thus the polarization of the

laser beam striking the written bit positions is different from that of the rest of

the media.

WORM devices are similar to erasable disks except that the portions of the disk

that are written once cannot be erased and rewritten.

Optical disk technology offers densities of about 50,000 bits and 20,000 tracks

per inch, resulting in a capacity of about 600 MB per 3.5 inch disk. Corresponding

numbers for the magnetic disk technology are 150,000 bits and 2000 tracks per

inch, or 200 MB per 3.5 inch disk. Thus optical storage offers a 3-to-1 advantage

over magnetic storage in terms of capacity. It also offers a better per-unit storage

cost. The storage densities of magnetic disks are also rapidly increasing, especially

since the advent of vertical recording formats.

The data-transfer rates of optical disks are much lower than magnetic disks

owing to the following factors: It takes two revolutions to alter the data on the track;

the rotation speed needs to be about half that of magnetic disks to allow time for

heating and changing of bit positions; and, since the optical read=write heads are

bulkier than their magnetic counterparts, the seek times are higher.

DVD also come in recordable and nonrecordable forms. Digital versatile disks,

as they are called now, are essentially quad-density CDs that rotate about three times

faster than CDs, and use about twice the pit density. DVDs are configured in single-

and double-sided, and single- and double-layer versions and offer storage of about

20 GB of data, music, and video. The progress in laser technology has resulted in the

use of blue-violet lasers utilizing a 450 nm wavelength. Two competing DVD

formats are now on the market. The Blue-Ray format developed by a consortium of

nine consumer electronics manufacturers (such as Sony, Pioneer, Samsung, etc.)

offers 25 GB DVDs. The HD-DVD format developed by NEC and Toshiba offers

about 15 GB DVDs. There are other DVD formats in the horizon offering 30 to

35 GB DVDs.

The storage density and the speed of access of disks improve so rapidly that a

listing of such characteristics soon becomes outdated. Refer to the magazines listed

in the reference section of this chapter for such details.
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9.5 MEMOR Y SYSTE M DESIGN USING IC S

Refer to Appendi x A for the deta il of representa tive memory ICs. Memory system

designer s use such comme rcially availa ble memor y ICs to desi gn memor y systems of

required size and other char acteristic s. The major steps in such memor y desi gns are

the followi ng:

1. Based on speed and cost parameters, determining the type of memory ICs (static

or dynamic) to be used in the design.

2. Selecting an available IC of the type selected above, based on access time

requirements and other physical parameters, such as the restriction on the number

of chips that can be used and the power requirements. It is generally better to

select an IC with the largest capacity in order to reduce the number of ICs in the

system.

3. Determining the number of ICs needed N¼ (total memory capacity)=(chip capacity).
4. Arranging the above N ICs in a P 3 Q matrix, where Q¼ (number of

bits-per-word in memory system) =(number of bits-per-word in the IC) and

P¼ N=Q.
5. Designing the decoding circuitry to select a unique word corresponding to each

address.

We have not addre ssed the issue of memor y control in this design procedure . The

control unit of the com puter system, of which the memor y is a part , shoul d produc e

control signals to strobe the addre ss int o the MAR, enable read = write, and gate the
data in and out of MB R at appro priate times.

The followi ng exam ple illustrate s the desi gn.

Examp le 9.2

Design a 4K 3 8 memory, usin g Int el 2114 RAM chip s.

1. Number of chips needed¼ total memory capacity

chip capacity
¼ 4K� 8

1K� 4 ¼ 8:
2. The memory system MAR will have 12 bits, since 4K¼ 4 3 1024¼ 212 ; the MBR

will have 8 bits.

3. Since 2114s are organized with 4-bits-per-word, two chips are used in forming a

memory word of 8 bits. Thus, the eight 2114s are arranged in four rows, with two

chips per row.

4. The 2114 has 10 address lines. The least significant 10 bits of the memory system

MAR are connected to the 10 address lines of each 2114. A 2-to-4 decoder is used

to decode the most significant 2 bits of the MAR and to select one of the four rows

of 2114 chips through the CS signal on each 2114 chip.

5. I =O lines of chips in each row are connected to the MBR. Note that these I =O
lines are configured as tristate. The WE lines of all the 2114 chips are tied

together to form the system WE.

The memor y syst em is shown in Figure 9.28 . Note that the numb er of bits in the

memory word can be increased in multiples of 4 simply by including additional
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columns of chips. If the number of words needs to be extended beyond 4K,

additional decoding circuitry will be needed.

9.6 SPEED ENHANCEMENT

Traditionally, memory cycle times have been much longer than processor cycle

times; this speed gap between the memory and the processor means that the

CS CS

CSCS

CS CS

CS CS

A0-9 I /O

WE

WE WE

WE WE

WE WE

WE WE

A0-9 I /O

10

2

2-to-4
decoder
(74155)

Ea

Ea

2

1

10

MAR (12 bits)
Enable

A0-9 I /O

A0-9 I /O

A0-9 I /O

A0-9 I /O

A0-9 I /O

A0-9 I /O

4

44

MBR

4

Figure 9.28 A 4K38 memory.
Note: Power and ground not shown.
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processor must wait for memory to respond to an access request. With the advances

to hardware technology, faster semiconductor memories are now available and have

replaced core memories as primary memory devices. But the processor-memory

speed gap still exists, since the processor hardware speeds have also increased.

Several techniques have been used to reduce this speed gap and optimize the cost of

the memory system.

The obvious method of increasing the speed of the memory system is by using a

higher speed memory technology. Once the technology is selected, the access speeds

can be increased further by judicious use of address decoding and access techniques.

Six such techniques are described in the following sections.

9.6.1 Banking

Typically, the main memory is built out of several physical-memory modules. Each

module is a memory bank of a certain capacity and consists of a MAR and aMBR. In

semiconductor memories, each module corresponds to either a memory IC or a

memory board consisting of several memory ICs, as described earlier in this Chapter.

Figure 9.29 shows the memory banking addressing scheme. Here, the consecu-

tive addresses lie in the same bank. If each bank contains 2n¼N words and if there

Bank select

0

1

2

3

4

Data

(a) A bank

(b) Banking scheme

Banks

Address

n

•

• • •

• • •

•
•

•
•
•

2n −1

0 1

0

1
2

N − 1

N

N + 1

2N − 1 MN − 1

(M − 1) N
M  − 1

Address

Bank Word

nm

Figure 9.29 Memory banking.
Note: 2m¼M, 2n¼N.
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are 2m¼ M banks in the memor y, then the system MA R would contain n þ m bits.
Figur e 9.2 9a show s the functi onal mode l of a bank. The ba nk select sign al (BS) is
equi valent to the chip select (CS). In Figur e 9.1b, the mos t significa nt m bits of the
MA R are decoded to select one of the b anks, and the least sign ificant n bits are used
to select a wor d in the selected bank.

Since the subsequent addresse s are in the same bank, d uring the sequential

progr am execu tion proce ss, acce sses will h ave to be made from the sam e progr am

bank. Thus, this scheme limit s the instruction fetch to one instruction per memor y

cycl e. Howeve r, if the data and progr am are stored in different banks, the next

instru ction can be fetched from the program bank, while the d ata require d for the

execu tion of the curr ent instru ction are being fetched from the data bank, thereby

increas ing the speed of memor y access.

Anot her advantage of this scheme is that even if one bank fails, the othe r banks

provi de cont inuous memory space , and the operation of the machin e is unaff ected

(exc ept for reduc ed memor y capacity).

9.6. 2 Inter leaving

Int erleaving the memor y banks is a tech nique to spread the subse quent addre sses to

separ ate physical banks in the memory system . This is don e by using the low-order

bits of the address to select the bank, as show n in Figure 9.30.

Th e advant age of the interlea ved memor y organiza tion is that the access reque st

for the next word in the memory can be initiated while the current word is bein g

acce ssed, in an overlapp ing manner. This mode of access increas es the overa ll

speed of memory access. The disadvantage of this scheme is that if one of the

memory banks fails, the complete memory system becomes inoperative.

An alternative organization is to implement the memory as several subsystems,

each subsyste m consisting of several interlea ved banks. Figur e 9.31 shows such an

organization.

Bank 0

0

M

•
•
•

MN − M

Bank 1

Banks

1

M + 1

•
•
•

MN − (M − 1)

Location Bank Address

n m

Bank 2

2

M  + 2

•
•
•

MN − (M − 2)

2M − 1

MN − 1

M − 1

• • •

•
•
•

Bank M − 1

Figure 9.30 Interleaving.
Note: 2m¼M, 2n¼N.
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There is no general g uideline to select one addressing scheme over the othe r

among the three described earlier. Each com puter syst em uses its own scheme. Th e

basic aim of these schemes is to spread subse quent memor y references over several

physical banks so that faster acce ssing is possibl e.

9.6.3 Multipo rt Memor ies

Multiple -port (m ultiport ) memor ies are available in which each port correspo nds to

an MA R and an MBR . Indep endent access to the memor y can be mad e from each

port. The memor y system resolve s the confli cts betwee n the ports on a prio rity

basis. Mul tiport memorie s are usef ul in an environm ent where more than one devi ce

accesses the memor y. Example s of such system s are a sing le-proc essor syst em with

a direct-m emory acce ss (DMA), I =O controlle r (see Cha pter 7), and a multipr oces-

sor system with more than one CPU (see Cha pter 1 2).

9.6.4 Wider-W ord Fetch

Consid er the interleaved memory in Figure 9.30. If M MB Rs are emp loyed one for

each block, and if all the banks are activate d (i.e., Bank select portion of the addre ss

is n ot used) , then we can fetch M words in o ne cycle into the MB Rs. This is the

concept of wider-w ord fetch. Fo r instanc e, the IBM 370 fetches 64 bits (two wor ds)

in each memor y acce ss. This enhanc es execu tion speed , because the secon d word

fetched most likely contains the next instruction to be execu ted, thus saving a

‘‘wait’’ for the fet ch. If the secon d word does not contain the required instruction

(e.g., during a jump) a new fetch is require d.

9.6.5 Instructi on Buffer

The M MBR s in the above scheme can be considered as an instru ction buffer.

Providing a first-in, first-out (FIFO) buffer (or queue) between the CPU and the

Bank 0 Bank 1

Subsystem 0

Subsystem
s n m

Location Bank Address

Bank (M − 1)

•••

•••

••• •••

••• Bank 0 Bank 1

Subsystem S − 1

Bank (M − 1)

•••

•••

Figure 9.31 Interleaved subsystems.
Note: 2m¼ M, 2n¼ N , 2s¼ S.
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pri mary memory enhances the instru ction fetch speed . Instructi ons from the pri-

mary memor y are fed into the b uffer at on e end and the CPU fetches the instru ctions

from the other end, as shown in Figur e 9.32. As long as the instru ction execu tion is

seque ntial, the two operations of filling the buffer (prefetchi ng) and fetching from

the buff er into CPU can go on simultaneous ly. But whe n a jump (cond itional or

uncondi tional) instruction is execu ted, the next instruction to be execu ted may or

may not be in the buffer. If the require d instruction is n ot in the buffer, the fetch

opera tion must be directed to the primary memor y and the buff er is refilled from the

new memor y address. If the buffer is large enough, the com plete range of the jump

(or loop) may be accomm odated in the buffer. In such cases, the CPU can signal the

buff er to FREEZE, thereby stop ping the prefetch opera tion. Once the loop or jump

is sat isfied, both FETCH operations can cont inue normal ly.

Th e buff er management requi res hardware component s to man age the queue

(e.g., check for queue ful l or queue emp ty) and mechani sms to identify the address

range in the buffer and to freeze and unfreeze the buffer.

IN TEL 8086 processor uses a 6 -byte long instruction buff er organ ized as a

queue. CDC 6600 uses an instru ction buffer that can store eight 60-bi t words, that

is, 16–32 instru ctions, sinc e the instru ctions are either 15- or 30-bits long. Figur e

9.33 shows the instru ction buffer organ ization. Instruc tions from main memory are

brough t into the buffer through a bu ffer regist er. The lowest leve l of the buffer is

transf erred to the instru ction register for executi on while the cont ents of the buffer

move up one posi tion. A new set of instructions (60 bits) enters the buff er through

the buffer regist er. When a branch instru ction is encoun tered, if the addre ss of the

branch is within the range of the buffer, the next instruction is retrieved from it.

If not, instructions are fetched from the new memory address.

9.6.6 Cache Memory

Analyses of memory reference characteristics of programs have shown that typical

programs spend most of their execution times in a few main modules (or routines)

FREEZE
FETCH

CPU

Yes

Buffer

Prefetch

Primary
memory

No

Instruction
in

buffer
?

Figure 9.32 Instruction buffer.
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and tight loops. Therefor e, the addresse s generat ed by the processor (dur ing

instruction and data acce ssing) over short time periods tend to cluste r around

small regions in the main memor y. This prope rty, know n as the progra m loca lity
princip le, is utilized in the desig n of cache memory scheme. Th e cache memor y is a

small (of the o rder of 1=2K to 2K words) but fast (of the order of 5 to 10 times

the speed of main memor y) memor y modu le inserted betwee n the proce ssor and the

main memor y. It contain s the informat ion most fre quently neede d by the proce ssor,

and the processor accesses the cache rather than the main memory, thereby increas -

ing the acce ss speed .

Figure 9.34 show s a cache memory organ ization. Here, the prima ry memor y and

cache are each d ivided into bloc ks of 2n¼ N words. The block size depend s on the
reference characteri stics implied by the program localit y and the main- memory

organiza tion. Fo r instanc e, if the main memor y is organized is an N -way interleaved
memory , it is conven ient to mak e each block N words long, since all N words can be
retrieved from the main memor y in one cycle. We will assume that the cache

capacity is 2b¼ B block s. In the followi ng discussion, we will ref er to the block
in the main memory as a main- memory frame and a bloc k in the cache memor y as a

block or a cache line .
In addi tion to the data area (w ith a total capacity of B 3 N words), the cache also

has a tag area consist ing of B tags . Each tag in the tag area identifies the addre ss range
of the N word s in the corr esponding bloc k in the cache. If the prima ry memory

address A cont ains p bits, and the least sign ificant n bits are used to repr esent the N
words in each frame , the remainin g ( p�n) bits of the address form the tag for the

block, whereby the tag is the beginning address of the block of N words.

When the processor references a primary memory address A, the cache mech-

anism compares the tag portion of A to each tag in the tag area. If there is a

matching tag (i.e., a cache hit), the corresponding cache block is retrieved from

Instruction
register

Buffer register

Instruction
stack

(eight 60-bit
words)

From memory

Figure 9.33 CDC 6600 instruction buffer.
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the cache and the least significan t n bits of A are used to select the appro priate word
from the block, to be transmitt ed to the p rocessor. If there is no matchi ng tag (i. e., a

cache miss ), first the frame corr espond ing to A is brough t into the cache and then the
requi red word is transf erred to the processor .

Exam ple 9.3

Figur e 9.35 shows the cache mec hanism for a system with 64 KB of pri mary

memor y and a 1 KB cache . There are 8 bytes per bloc k.

In general , a cache mec hanism consist s of the followi ng three functi ons:

1. Address translation function: determines if the referenced block is in the cache or not

and handles the movement of blocks between the primary memory and the cache.

2. Address mapping function : determines where the blocks are to be located in the

cache.

Frame

Block

N words/block

Cache

Data area

Main memory

N words 0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

5
•
•
•

•
•
•

B − 1

2 (p − n) − 1

(p − n) bits

(p − n)

Tag
area

Comparator

Tag Word

Address (A)n

Hit /Miss

Figure 9.34 Cache mechanism.
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3. Replacement algorithm: determines which of the blocks in the cache can be

replaced, when space is needed for new blocks during a cache miss. These

functions are described next.

9.6.6.1 Address Tra nslation

The addre ss translat ion funct ion of Figure 9.34 is simpl e to impleme nt but enfor ces

an N-word boundar y to each frame. Th us, even if the refere nced addre ss A corres-
ponds to the last word in the fra me, all the words of the fra me are transf erred to the

cache. If the translation functi on were to be general , in the sense that an N-w ord
frame starting from an arbitrar y addre ss A is transf erred to the cache , then each tag
would have to be p bits long, rat her than ( p�n) bits. In addi tion to this overh ead, in
this gener al scheme it will not always be possibl e to retrieve N words from A in on e
memory cycl e, even if the primary memor y is N-way interlea ved. Becaus e of these
disadvant ages of the general addre ssing schem e, the scheme show n in Figure 9.34 is

the most popular one.

Frame
64 Kbytes

8 bytes/frame

Main memory

0

1

2

8191

Block

13 bits

•
•
•
•
•
•

0

1

2

127

Data area

Comparator Hit /Miss

Address (A)Tag (13 bits) Byte (3)

16

Tag
area
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Cache
•
•
•
•
•
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Figure 9.35 An example of a cache mechanism (Example 9.3).
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9.6. 6.2 Address Mappi ng Funct ion

In the addre ss mapp ing scheme of Figur e 9.34, a main- memory frame can occupy

any of the cache bloc ks. There fore, this scheme is called a fully assoc iative mapping

schem e. Th e disa dvantage with this scheme is that all the B tags must be sear ched in

order to d etermine a hit or miss. If B is large, this search can be time consumi ng.

If the tag area is im plemented usin g a RAM, an aver age of B=2 RAM cycles are

neede d to com plete the search. An alternative is to implemen t the tag area of the

cache usin g an assoc iative memory. Then the sear ch through B tags require s just
one assoc iative memory (compar e) cycle.

One way of increas ing the tag search speed is to use the least significan t b bits of
the tag to indicat e the cache bloc ks in which a frame can reside. Then, the tags

woul d be only ( p� n� b) bits long, as shown below:

Address
A ( p bits)

Tag

p–n–b

Block
number

Word
number

b n

Th is map ping is calle d direct mapp ing sinc e each primary memor y addre ss A
map s to a uniqu e cache block. The tag search is now very fast since it is reduced to

just one compari son. Howeve r, this mechanism divides the 2p addre sses in the main

memor y int o B¼ 2b partition s. Thus, 2p� b addre sses map to each cache bloc k.

Note that the addresse s that map to the same cache blocks are B 3 N words apart
in the prima ry memor y. If the conse cutive references are to the addresse s that map

to the sam e bloc k, the cache mech anism becomes inefficient since it requi res a large

numb er of block replace ments.

Exam ple 9.4

Figur e 9.36 shows the direct-m apping scheme for the memor y system of Example

9.1. Note that now the data area of the cache cont ains only 32 bloc ks of 8 bytes

each.

A compromi se betwee n the above two type s of mapping is called the

set -associa tive map ping, in which the B cache b locks are divided into 2 k¼ K
partit ions, each contain ing B=K blocks. The addre ss partiti oning for this K -way
set -associat ive mapping is shown below:

Address
A ( p bits)

(b–k) n( p–n–b+k)

Set
number

Word
number

Tag

Note that this scheme is similar to the direct mapping in that it divides the

main-memory addresses into 2(b�k) partitions. However, each frame can now reside

in one of the K corresponding cache blocks, known as a set. The tag search is now
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limited to K tags in the set. Figur e 9.37 show s the deta ils of a set-as sociative cache
scheme. Also note the following relat ions:

K¼ 0 implies direct mapping.

k¼ b implies fully associative mapping.

Examp le 9.5

Figure 9.38 show s the four -way set-as sociative scheme for the memor y system of

Example 9.1 Note that now the data area o f the cache cont ains a total of 128 block s,

or 1 KB.

9.6.6.3 Repl acemen t Algo rithm

When there is a cache miss, the frame correspo nding to the referenced address is

brough t into the cache . The placem ent of this new block in the cache depend s on the

64 KB
main memory

Frame 0

Frame 1 (Note: tag area is not shown)

256-byte
cache Block

0

1

31

Tag Block Byte

Address
8 5 3

Frame 31

Frame 32

Frame 63

Frame 64

Frame 8191

•
•
•

Figure 9.36 Direct mapping (Example 9.4).
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mapping scheme used by the cache mechanism. If the direct mapping is used, there

is only one possible cache block the frame can occupy. If that cache block is already

occupied by another frame, it is replaced by the new frame. In fully associative

mapping, the new frame may occupy any vacant block in the cache. If there are no

vacant blocks, it will be necessary to replace one of the blocks in the cache with the

new frame. In case of a K-way set-associative mapping, if all the K elements of the

•••
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Tag areaSet

number
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N − 1

•••

0
1

N  − 1
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Figure 9.37 The structure of a four-way set-associative cache with N sets.
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set into which the new frame maps are occupied, one of the eleme nts needs to be

replace d by the new fra me.

The mos t popul ar replaceme nt algorithm used replaces the least recently u sed
(LRU) block in the cache. From the progr am localit y principle , it follow s that the

immedia te ref erences will be to thos e addresse s that have been refere nced recently.

In this case , an LRU replace ment policy wor ks well . To identify the LRU block, a

counter can be associa ted with each cache block. When a block is refere nced, its

counter is set to zero while the counters of all the other blocks are incr emented by 1.

At any time , the LRU bloc k is the one whose counter has the highe st value. These

counters are usual ly cal led aging counters since they indicate the age of the cache
blocks.

The FIFO replace ment policy has also been used. Here, the block that is in

the cache longest is replace d. To determ ine the b lock to be replace d, each time a

frame is brough t into the cache , its iden tification numb er is loaded into a queue. Th e

output of the queue thus always contains the identificat ion of the frame that entered

the cache first . Although this mechani sm is easy to imple ment, it has the disa dvan-

tage that un der certain condition s, bloc ks are replace d too frequent ly.

64 KB
main memory

Frame 0

Frame 1 (Note: tag area is not shown)

4-way set-
associative cache

4 slots

Set

0

1

•
•
•
•
•
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Tag Set Byte
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Figure 9.38 Set-associative mapping (Example 9.5).
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Other possible policies are (i) the least frequently used (LFU) policy, in which

the block that has experienced the least number of references in a given time period

is replaced and (ii) the random policy, in which a block among the candidate blocks

is randomly picked for replacement. Simulation has shown that the performance of

the random policy (which is not based on the usage characteristics of the cache

blocks) is only slightly inferior to that of the policies based on usage characteristics.

9.6.6.4 Write Operations

The description mentioned above assumed only read operations from the cache and

primary memory. The processor can also access data from the cache and update it.

Consequently, the data in the primary memory must also be correspondingly

updated. Two mechanisms are used to maintain this data consistency: write back
and write through. In the write back mechanism, when the processor writes some-

thing into a cache block, that cache block is tagged as a dirty block, using a 1-bit

tag. Before a dirty block is replaced by a new frame, the dirty block is copied into

the primary memory. In the write-through scheme, when the processor writes into a

cache block, the corresponding frame in the primary memory is also written with

the new data.

Obviously, the write-through mechanism has higher overhead on memory oper-

ations than the write-back mechanism. But it easily guarantees the data consistency,

an important feature in computer systems in which more than one processor

accesses the primary memory. Consider, for instance, a system with an I=O
processor. Since the I=O processor accesses the memory in a DMA mode (not

using the cache), and the central processor accesses the memory through the cache,

it is necessary that the data values be consistent.

In multiple processor systems with a common memory bus, a write-once
mechanism is used. Here, the first time a processor writes to its cache block

the corresponding frame in the primary memory is also written, thus updating the

primary memory. All the other cache controllers invalidate the corresponding block

in their cache. Subsequent updates to the cache affect only (local) cache blocks. The

dirty blocks are copied to the main memory when they are replaced.

The write-through policy is the more common since typically the write requests

are of the order of 15–20% of the total memory requests and hence the overhead due

to write-through is not significant.

The tag portion of the cache usually contains a valid bit corresponding to each

tag. These bits are reset to zero when the system power is turned on, indicating the

invalidity of the data in all the cache blocks. As and when a frame is brought into

the cache, the corresponding valid bit is set to 1.

9.6.6.5 Performance

The average access time, Ta, of memory system with cache is given by

Ta ¼ hTc þ (1� h)Tm, (9:2)
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where Tc and Tm are average access times of cache and primary memory respect-

ively, h is the hit ratio, and (1–h) is the miss ratio.
We would like Ta to be as close to Tc as possible. Since Tm >>> Tc, h should be

as close to 1 as possible. From (9.2), it follows that

Tc
Ta
¼ 1

hþ (1� h)Tm=Tc
: (9:3)

Typically, Tm is about 5–10 times Tc. Thus, we would need a hit ratio of 0.75 or

better to achieve reasonable speedup. A hit ratio of 0.9 is not uncommon in

contemporary computer systems.

Progress in hardware technology has enabled very cost-effective configuration

of large-capacity cache memories. In addition, as seen with the Intel Pentium

architecture described earlier, the processor chip itself contains the first-level

cache, and the second-level cache is configured externally to the processor chip.

Some processor architectures contain separate data and instruction caches. Brief

descriptions of representative cache structures are provided later in this chapter.

9.7 SIZE ENHANCEMENT

The main memory of a machine is not usually large enough to serve as the sole

storage medium for all programs and data. Secondary storage devices such as disks

are used to increase capacity. However, the program and data must be in the main

memory during the program execution. Mechanisms to transfer programs and data

to the main memory from the secondary storage as needed during the execution of

the program are thus required. Typically, the capacity of the secondary storage is

much higher than that of the main memory. But the user assumes that the complete

secondary storage space (i.e., virtual address space) is available for programs and

data, although the processor can access only the main-memory space (i.e., real or
physical address space). Hence the name virtual storage.

In early days, when programmers developed large programs that did not fit into

main-memory space, they would divide the programs into independent partitions

known as overlays. These overlays were then brought into the main memory as and

when needed for execution. Although this process appears simple to implement, it

increases the program development and execution complexity and is visible to the

user. Virtual memory mechanisms handle overlays in an automatic manner trans-

parent to the user.

Virtual memory mechanisms can be configured in one of the following ways:

1. Paging systems

2. Segmentation systems

3. Paged-segmentation systems

In paging systems, both real and virtual address spaces are divided into small,

equal-sized partitions called pages. Segmentation systems use memory segments,
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which are unequal-sized blocks. A segment is typically equivalent to an overlay

described earlier. In paged-segmentation systems, segments are divided into pages,

each segment usually containing a different number of pages. We will now describe

paging systems that are simpler to implement than the other two systems. Refer to

the books on operating systems listed in the references section of this chapter for

further details.

Consider the memory system shown in Figure 9.39. The main memory is 2p

pages long. That is, there are 2p real pages and we will denote each page slot in

the main memory as a frame. The secondary storage consists of 2q pages (i.e., there

are 2q virtual pages). Both real and virtual pages are 2d words long. Also

q� p. Since the user assumes that he has the complete virtual space to program

in, the virtual address Av (i.e., the address produced by the program in referencing

Primary memory
Secondary memory ( 2q pages)

2p pages, 2d words/page
(frames)

Page table

Frame Virtual
page

Page

Address
translation

Displacement

q

q > p

d

Av

Avp

Page

Page in
memory

Page not in memory

Page replace-
ment and
mapping
function

Displacement

Table 2 (directory)

address Physical
address

p d

Ap Av

Drive Head number Track Displacement

Figure 9.39 Virtual memory system.
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the memory system) consists of (q þ d) bits. However, the main memory or

physical address Ap consists of ( p þ d) bits.
When a page is brought from the secondary storage into a main-memory frame,

the page table is updated to reflect the location of the page in the main memory.

Thus, when the processor refers to a memory address, the (q þ d)-bit address is

transformed into the ( p þ d)-bit primary address, using the page-table information.

If the referenced virtual page is not in the main memory, Table 2 (disk directory) is

searched to locate the page on the disk. That is, Table 2 transforms Av into the

physical address Avp on the disk, which will be in the form of drive number, head

number, track number, and displacement within the track. The page at Avp is then

transferred to an available real page location from which the processor accesses

the data.

The operation of virtual memory is similar to that of a cache. As such, the

following mechanisms are required:

1. Address translation: determines whether the referenced page is in the main

memory or not and keeps track of the page movements in both memories.

2. Mapping function: determines where the pages are to be located in the main

memory. The direct, fully associative and set-associative mapping schemes are

used.

3. Page replacement policy: decides which of the real pages are to be replaced. The

LRU and FIFO policies are commonly used.

Although functionally similar, the cache and virtual memory systems differ in

several characteristics. These differences are described below:

9.7.1 Page Size

The page size in virtual memory schemes is of the order of 512 to 4 kB when

compared with 8–16 byte block sizes in cache mechanisms. The page size is

determined by monitoring the address reference patterns of application program, as

exhibited by the program locality principle. In addition, the access parameters (such

as block size) of the secondary storage devices influence the page size selection.

9.7.2 Speed

When a cache miss occurs, the processor waits for the corresponding block from

the main memory to arrive in the cache. To minimize the wait time, the cache

mechanisms are implemented totally in hardware and operate at the maximum

speed possible. A miss in virtual memory mechanism is termed a page fault.
A page fault is usually treated as an operating system call in the virtual memory

mechanisms. Thus, the processor is switched to perform some other task, while

the memory mechanism brings the corresponding page into the main memory. The

processor is then switched back to that task. Since the speed is not the main

criterion, virtual memory mechanisms are not completely implemented using hard-

ware. With the popularity of microprocessors, special hardware units called memory
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mana gement units (MMU) that handl e all the virtual memory funct ions are now

avai lable. One such device is describ ed later in this chapt er.

9.7. 3 Address Tra nslation

Th e number of entries in the tag area of the cache mechanism is very sma ll

com pared with the entrie s in the p age table of a virtual memory mec hanism because

of the sizes of the main memor y and secondary storage . As a result, maint enance of

the page table and minim izing the page stable sear ch time are im portant consi der-

ations. We will descr ibe the popular address translat ion schemes n ext.

Figur e 9.40 shows a page-ta ble structure for the v irtual memory scheme of

Figur e 9 .39. Th e page table cont ains 2q slots. The page field of the virtual address

forms the inde x to the page table. When a secon dary page is moved into the main

memor y, the main- memor y frame numb er is entered int o the correspo nding slot in

the page table. The residenc e bit is set to 1 to indicate that the main-me mory fra me

cont ains a valid page. The residence bit bein g 0 indicates that the correspo nding

main- memor y frame is emp ty. The page- table search require s only one access to the

main memor y, in whi ch the page table is usually maint ained. But in this scheme,

sinc e ther e are only 2p fra mes in the main memory, 2q� 2p slots in the page table
are always empty. Since q is large, the page table wastes the main- memory space .

Example 9.6

Consider a memory system with 64K of secondary memory and 8K of main

memory and 1K pages. Then

d¼ 10 bits

(q þ d)¼ 16 bits

( p þ d)¼ 13 bits

Page no. Displacement Virtual address

Frame number

Page table

Residence bit

0

1

•
•
•

2q
 − 1

q d

Figure 9.40 Page-table structure with 2q entries.
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(i.e., q¼ 6 and p¼ 3). Th ere are eight frame s in the main memory. The secon dary

storage cont ains 64 pages. The page table consist s of 64 entries. Each entry is 4-bits

long (one 3 -bit frame numb er and 1 residen ce bit).

Note that in o rder to retrieve data from the main memor y, two accesses are

required (the first to acce ss the page table and the secon d to retrieve the data) when

there is no page fault. If there is a page fault, then the time require d to move the

page into the main memor y needs to be added to the access time.

Figure 9.41 shows a page- table structure cont aining 2p slots. Each slot contains

the vir tual page number and the correspo nding main- memory fra me numb er in

which the vir tual page is loca ted. In this struct ure, the page table is first searched to

locate the page numb er in the v irtual address refere nce. If a matching number is

found, the correspo nding frame numb er replaces the q bit vir tual page numb er. This

process requires, on average, 2p=2 searches throug h the page table.

Examp le 9.7

For the memory system of Exam ple 9.6, a page table with only eight entrie s is

needed in this scheme. Each entry consists of 10 bits (a residen ce bit, 3-bit

main-me mory frame numb er and a 6-bi t secon dary storage page numb er).

Figure 9.42 show s a scheme to enhanc e the speed of page- table search. Here, the

most recently ref erenced entries in the page table are maint ained in a fast memory

(usually an associative memory) called the translation lookaside buffer (TLB). The

Page no.

q d

p d

Displacement Virtual address

Page
no.

(Search)

Real address

0

1

•
•
•

2p
 − 1

Frame
no.

Residence
bit

Page table

Figure 9.41 Page-table structure with 2 p entries.
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sear ch is initiat ed in both TLB and the page table simulta neously. If a match is

found in the TLB, the sear ch in the page table is termi nated. If not, the page table

sear ch cont inues.

Con sider a 64 KB main memor y with 1 KB page siz e. That is, d¼ 10 and p¼ 6,
sinc e the main- memory addre ss is 16-bits long. Th e page table contain s only

26¼ 64 entries and can easily be maintained in the main memory. If the main-memory

capacity is increased to 1 MB, then the page table would contain 1K entries, which is a

significant portion of the main memory. Thus, as the main-memory size grows, the size

of the page table poses a problem. In such cases, the page table could be maintained in

the secondary storage . The page table is then divided into several p ages. It is

brough t int o the main memor y one page at a time to perform the com parison.

Figur e 9.4 3 show s the paged segment ation scheme of virtual memory manage-

men t. In this scheme, the virtual addre ss is divided into a segment numb er, a

page nu mber, and a disp lacement . The segment number is an index into a segm ent

table whose entries point to the base addre ss of the correspo nding page tables. Thus

there is a page table for each segm ent. Th e page table is searched in the usual

man ner to arr ive at the main- memory frame number.

9.8 ADD RESS EXTE NSION

In our descr iption of the virtual memory schemes , we have assumed that the

capac ity of the secon dary storage is muc h higher than that of the main memor y.

In addition , we assumed that all memor y references by the CPU are in terms of

vir tual addresse s. In practice, the addressing range of the CPU is limited, and the

direct representation of the virtual address as part of the instruction is not possible.

Page no.

q d
Displacement

page
no.

Frame
no.

Residence
bit

Page table

Virtual address

FrameReal address

HIT in TLB

MISS in TLB

Slow search

Fast search
path

Translation
lookaside

buffer (TLB)

path

p d
Displacement

Figure 9.42 Translation lookaside buffer.
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Consider the instruction format of ASC for instance. Here, the direct addressing

range is only the first 256 words of the memory. This range was extended to

64 Kwords by indexing and indirect addressing. Suppose the secondary storage is

256 Kwords long, thus requiring 18 bits in the virtual address. Since ASC can only

represent a 16-bit address, the remaining 2 address bits must be generated by some

other mechanism. One possibility is to output the two most significant address bits

into an external register using the WWD command and the lower 16 bits of the

address on the address bus, thus enabling the secondary storage mechanism to

reconstruct the required 18-bit address, as shown in Figure 9.44. To make this

scheme work, the assembler should be modified to assemble all programs in an

18-bit address space where the lower 16 bits are treated as displacement addresses

from a 2-bit page (or bank) address maintained as a constant with respect to each

program segment. During execution, the CPU executes a WWD to output the page

address into the external register as the first instruction in the program segment.

Segment
number

Segment
table

Page table

Read address

Base
address of

page
table

0
1

•
•
•
•

2s
 − 1

Page number

s q d

Displacement

d
Displacement

p
Frame

+

Figure 9.43 Paged segmentation scheme.
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Figure 9.44 Bank switching.
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Th e addre ss extension conce pt illustrate d in Figur e 9.4 4 usually terme d bank
sw itching . In fact, this scheme can be generalize d to extend the addre ss further. As

show n in Figure 9.45, the most significa nt m bits of the addre ss can be used to sel ect
one of the 2m n-bi t registers . If the address bus is p-bits wide, then the virtual
addre ss will be ( n þ p) bits long. In this descr iption, we have assumed that the data

bus is u sed to output the m -bit addre ss port ion. In practice, it need not be so, and the
addre ss bus can be time-multi plexed to transf er the two addre ss portion s. The DEC

PDP- 11 =23 system uses thi s addre ss extensi on schem e. As can be seen in Figure

9.46, proce ssors that use either paged or base- displacem ent addressi ng mode s

accom modate the addre ss exten sion naturally .

9.9 EXAMPLE SYSTEMS

A v ariety of structure s have been used in the implementa tion of memor y hierar chies

in modern compute r syst ems. In early syst ems, it was com mon to see the cache

mec hanism imple mented com pletely using hardwar e, while the virtua l memor y

mec hanism was software -intensiv e. With advanc es in hardwar e technol ogy,

MMU became com mon. Some MMU man age only the cache leve l of the hierar chy,

while the othe rs manage both the cache and virtua l levels. It is now common to see

mos t of the memor y man agement hardware implemen ted on the proce ssor chip

itself. In this section we will provide a brief description of three memory systems.

We first expand on the description of the Intel Pentium processor structure of

Processor

Data bus

Address bus

(n + p)-bit
address

m to 2m

decoder

2m

n-bit
registersm

p

n

Figure 9.45 Address extension.

Base reg.

Processor

(n + p)-bit
address

p

n

Figure 9.46 Address extension with base register.
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Chapter 8, to show its memory managem ent details. This is followed by the

hardwar e stru cture d etails of the Motorol a 680 20 processor . The final exam ple

describ es the memor y management aspects of the Sun Micros ystems’ System-3.

9.9.1 Memory Mana gement in Intel Pro cessors

This sect ion is extracted from the Intel Architec ture Softwa re Dev eloper’s Manua ls

listed in the Reference s sect ion of this chapt er. An operating system designed to

work with a processor uses the proce ssor’s memory man agement facilitie s to acce ss

memory . Th ese facilitie s provide features such as segment ation and pagin g, which

allow memor y to be managed efficient ly and relia bly. Program s usually do not

address physical memor y directly when they emp loy the proce ssor’s memory

managem ent facilitie s. The processor ’s addre ssable memor y space is calle d li near
address space . Seg mentation provid es a mec hanism for divi ding the linear addre ss

space into smaller protected address spaces called segm ents . Segment s in Intel

processor s are used to hold the code, data, and stack for a program or to hold

system data struct ures. Each program has its own set of segment s if mor e than one

program (or task) is running on a proce ssor. The proce ssor enfor ces the boun daries

between these segment s and ensures that one program d oes not interf ere with the

executi on of another program by writing into the other program ’s segment s. The

segment ation also allows typing of segments so that the operations that are per-

formed on a partic ular type of segment can be restricted. All of the segment s within

a syst em are contained in proce ssor’s linear addre ss space. The Intel architect ure

supports either direct physi cal addressing of memory or v irtual memor y through

paging. A linear address is treated as a physi cal addre ss when physical addressi ng is

used. All the code, data , stack, and syst em segm ents are paged with only the mos t

recently accessed pages bein g held in physical memor y when paging is used.

Any progr am running on an Intel proce ssor is give n a set of resource s for

executi ng instru ctions and for storin g code, data and sta te informat ion. Th ey include

an address space of up to 232 byte s, a set of general data registers , a set of segment

registers (see Chapte r 8 for details) , and a set of status and control registers . Only

the resource s that are assoc iated with the memor y management will be described in

this sect ion.

Intel arch itecture uses thr ee memor y modes: flat, segm ented , and real-add ress
mode . The linear address space appears as a sing le and cont inuous address space to
a progr am with the flat memor y model as show n in Figure 9.47. Th e code, d ata, and

the procedure stacks are all contain ed in this addre ss space. The linear addre ss space

for this model is byte addressa ble. The size of the linear addre ss space is 4 GB.

With the segmented memor y mode l, the linear address space appea rs to be a

group of independe nt segment s, as shown Figur e 9.48. Th e code, data, and sta cks

are stored in separate segments when this model is used. The program also needs to

issue a logical address to address a byte in a segment when this model is used. The

segment selector is used here to identify the segment to be accessed and the offset is

used to identify a byte in the address space of the segment. A processor can address

up to 16,383 segments of different sizes and types. Each segment can be as large as

232 bytes.
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Th e real-a ddress mode (Fig ure 9.49) uses a specific impleme ntation of segmen-

ted memory in which the linear address space for the progr am and the opera ting

syst em consists of an array of segment s of up to 64 KB each. The maximum siz e of

the linear address space in real-a ddress mode is 220 bytes.

A proce ssor can opera te in three operating modes: protected , real -address , and
system managem ent . The processor can use any of the memor y mode ls when in the

prot ected mode . The use of memor y mode ls depend s on the design of the opera ting

syst em. Differe nt memor y models are used when multit asking is im plemented . The

proce ssor only suppor ts the real-a ddress mode memory model whe n the real-

addre ss mode is used. The processor swit ches to a separ ate address space calle d

the system managem ent RAM (SMR AM) when the syst em man agement mode is

used. The memory mode l used to addre ss byte s in thi s addre ss space is simi lar to the

real-a ddress mode mode l.

Th e Intel processor provides four memory-m anageme nt registers: the global

descr iptor table register (G DTR), the loca l descriptor table regist er (LD TR), the

interr upt descr iptor table register (IDTR), and the task regist er (TR ). These registers

speci fy the locations of the data structure s that control segm ented memor y man-

agem ent. Figure 9.50 shows the details.

Th e GDT R is 48 bits long and is divided into two parts: a 16-bit table limit and a

32-bi t linear base address. Th e 16-bit table limi t speci fies the numb er of bytes in the

table and the 32-bit base addre ss speci fies the linear addre ss of byte 0 of GDT.

There are two instructions that are used to load (LGDT) and store (SGDT) the

GDTR. The IDTR is also 48 bits long and is divided into two parts: 16-bit table

limit and 32-bit linear base address. The 16-bit table limit specifies the number of

Flat model

Linear address

Linear
address
space

Figure 9.47 Flat model.

Segmented model

Segments

Linear
address
space

Offset

Logical
address Segment selector

Figure 9.48 Segmented model.
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bytes in the table and the 32-bit base addre ss specifies the linear address of byte 0 of

IDT. LIDT and SID T are used to load and store this register. The LDTR h as system

segment regist ers and segment descriptor regi sters. Th e syst em segment regist ers

are 16-bit long, and they are used to select segment s. The segment limit of TR is

automa tically load ed alon g with the task register when a task switch occurs.

There are five cont rol registers : CR0, CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4, which deter-

mine the opera ting mode of the processor and the charact eristics of the current ly

executi ng tas ks.

The Int el Pen tium architecture suppor ts caches, TLBs, and write buffers for

temporary on-ch ip storage of instructions and data (See Figur e 9.51). There are two

levels of cache: level 1 (L1) and leve l 2 (L2). Th e L1 cache is closely coupl ed to the

instruction fetch unit of the processor , and the L2 cache is closely coupled to the L1

cache through the processor’s syst em bus. For the Int el 48 6 proce ssor, ther e is only

one cache for both instru ction and data. The Pentium and its subse quent proce ssor

series have two separat e caches, one for instru ction and the other for data . The Intel

Pentium proce ssor’s L2 cache is external to the processor packa ge, and it is

optional. The L2 cache is a unified cache for storage of both instru ction and data.

A linear address contain s two items: a segm ent selector and an offs et. A segment

selector is a 16-bit identifi er for a segment. It usually points to the segm ent

descrip tor that defines the segm ent. A segm ent sel ector contain s three item s:

index, T1 (table indicator) flag, and requested privilege level (RPL). The index is

used to select one of 8192 (232) descriptors in the GDT or LDT. The T1 flag is used

Real-address mode model

Offset

Logical
address Segment selector

Linear address
space divided

into equal
sized segments

Figure 9.49 Real-address model.
Note: The linear address space can be paged when using the flat or segmentedmodel.

System table registers
47

15

System segment
registers

System description registers (automatically loaded)

0

GDTR 32-bit linear base address

32-bit linear base address

32-bit linear base address

32-bit linear base address Segment limit
Attributes

Segment limit

Seg. sel.

Seg. sel.

Task
register

LDTR

16-bit table limit

16-bit table limitIDTR

16 15 0

Figure 9.50 Memory management registers.
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to select which descr iptor table to use. The RPL is used to specify the privilege level

of the sel ector. Figur e 9.52 shows how thes e item s are arranged in a segment

sel ector.

Fo r the proce ssor to access a segm ent, the segment mus t be loaded into the

appro priate segment regi ster. The processor provides six regi sters for holding up to

six segment select ors. Ea ch of these segment regist ers suppor ts a specific kind of

memor y refere nce (code, sta ck, or data ). The code-segm ent (CS), data-se gment

(D S), and sta ck-segment (SS) regi sters must be load ed with valid segment selectors

for any kind of progr am execu tion to take place. Howeve r, the processor also

provi des three addi tional data-se gment regist ers: ES, FS, and GS. These registers

can be used to mak e addi tional data segment s avai lable to the progr ams.

A segment regist er has two parts: a visibl e part and a hidden part. The processor

load s the base addre ss, segment limi t, and acce ss informat ion into the hidde n part

and, segment sel ector into the visibl e part , as shown in Figur e 9.53.

A segm ent descrip tor is an entry in a GDT or LDT. It provides the processor

with the siz e and location of a segment as well as access cont rol and status

inf ormation. In the Intel system, compiler s, linkers, loaders, or the opera ting system

typical ly create the segment descrip tors. Figure 9.54 shows the gener al descrip tor

format for all type s of Intel segment descr iptors.

A segm ent descr iptor table is a data structure in the linear address space and

cont ains an array of segment descrip tors. It can cont ain up to 8192 (2 32 ) 8-byte

descriptors. There are two kinds of descriptor tables: the global descriptor table

(GDT) and the local descriptor tables (LDT). Each Intel system must have one GDT

Physical
memory

Inst. fetch unit Inst. cache (L1)

Bus interface unit

L2 cache

Cache bus
Data cache
unit (L1)

Inst. TLBs

Data TLBs

Write buffer

System bus

Figure 9.51 Intel cache architecture.
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Figure 9.52 Segment selector.
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defined and one or more LDT defined. The base linear addre ss and limi t of the GDT

must b e load ed into the GDTR . The format is shown in Figur e 9.55.

On the basis of the segm entation mechanism u sed, a wi de variet y of system

designs are possi ble. Th e Intel system design varies from flat mode ls that make only

minimal use o f segm entation to protect program s to multi segmented mode ls that

use segment ation to create a powerfu l opera ting envi ronment. A few exampl es of

how segment ation is used in the Intel system s to improv e memor y man agement

performanc e are provided in the follow ing paragrap hs.

The basic flat model is the simpl est memory mode l for a syst em. The detail of

this mode l is show n in Figure 9.56. It gives the opera ting syst em and programs

access to a continuo us unsegmen ted address space . The Int el system impleme nts

this mode l in a way that hides the segm entation mechanism of the architecture from

both system designer and the application programmer in order to give the greatest

extensibility.

Visible part

Segment selector Base address, limit, access information CS

SS

DS

ES

FS

GS

Hidden part

Figure 9.53 Segment register.
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Figure 9.54 Segment descriptor.
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To implement this model, the system must create at least two segment descrip-

tors. One is for referencing a code segment and the other is for referencing a data

segment. Both of these segments are mapped to the entire linear space. Both

56
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24
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8
First descriptor in 
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GDTR register
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Figure 9.55 Global and local descriptor tables.
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segment descrip tors point to the sam e base addre ss value of 0 and have the same

segment limit of 4 GB.

The protected flat model is simi lar to the basic fla t model. Th e only dif ference is

in the segment limits. In this mode l, the segment limit s are set to include only the

range of addresse s for which physical memor y actually exists. Th is model is shown

in Figure 9.57. This model can provide better protectio n by addi ng a simple paging

structure .

The multise gmente d mode l uses the full capabiliti es of the segm entation mec h-

anism to provide the protectio n of the code, data struct ures, and tasks. Th e mode l

is show n in Figure 9.58. In thi s model, each program is give n its own table of

segment descriptor s and its own segment s. The segment s are comple tely private

to their assigned program s or shared amo ng progr ams. As show n in the fig ure,

each segment register has a separate segment descriptor associated with it, and each

segment descrip tor points to a separat e segment . Acc ess to all segm ents and to the

executi on environm ents of indivi dual program s running on the Intel system is

controlle d by hardw are.

Four cont rol regist ers facilitate paging options. CR0 cont ains syst em control

flags that control flats that cont rol the opera ting mode and states of the proce ssor.

Bit 31 of CR0 is the pagi ng (PG ) flag. The PG flag enables the page- translat ion

mechani sm. This flag must be set if the processor is imple menting a dem and-p aged

virtual memory system or if the operatin g syst em is designed to run mor e than one

program (or task) in vir tual 808 6 mode . CR2 contain s the linear addre ss that cause s

a page fault. CR3 cont ains the physical addre ss of the base o f the page dir ectory. It

is referred to as the page directory base register (PD BR). Only the 2 0 mos t

significa nt bits of the PDBR are specified— the lower 12 bits are assumed to be 0.

Bit 4 of CR4 is the page size exte nsions (PSE) flag. The PSE flag enabl es a larger

page size of 4 MB. When the PSE flag is not set, the more com mon page length of

4 KB is used. Figure 9.59 shows the various confi gurations that can be achieved by

setting the PG and PSE Flags as well as the PS (page size) flag.
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When paging is enabled, the processor uses the information contained in three

data structures to translate linear address into physical addresses. The first data

structure is a page directory. This is an array of 32-bit page-directory entries (PDEs)

contained in a 4 KB page. Up to 1024 PDEs can be held in a page directory. The

second data structure is the page table. This is an array of 32-bit page-table entries

(PTEs) contained in a 4 KB page. Up to 1024 PTEs can be held in a page table. The

third data structure is the page. This is either a 4 KB or 4 MB flat address space
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Figure 9.58 Multi-segment model.
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depend ing on the settin g of the PS flag. Figur es 9.60 and 9.61 show the format s of

page-dir ectory and PTEs whe n 4 KB pages and 4 MB p ages are used.

The only dif ference in these formats is that the 4 MB format does no t u tilize

page tables . As a result, there are no page table entrie s. Th e functi ons of the flags

and fie lds in the above entries are as follow s:

. Page base address (bits 12–31 =22–31): for 4 KB pages, this specifies the
physical address of the first byte of a 4 KB page in the page table entry, and

the physical address of the first byte of a page table in the PDE. For 4 MB pages,

this specifies the physical address of the first byte of a 4 MB page in the page

directory. Only bits 22–31 are used. The rest of the bits are reserved and must be

set to 0.

0123456789111231

Page-directory entry (4 KB page table)

Page table base address

Available for system programmer ’s use
Global page (lgnored)
Page size (0 indicates 4 KB)
Reserved (set to 0)
Accessed
Cache disabled
Write through
User/supervisor
Read/write
Present

Avail. G
P
S

D A
P
C
D

P
W
T

U
/
S

R
/

W
P

0123456789 111231

Page-table entry (4 KB page)

Page table base address

Available for system programmer ’s use
Global page 
Reserved (set to 0)
Dirty
Accessed
Cache disabled
Write-through
User/supervisor
Read/write
Present

Avail. G O D A
P
C
D

P
W
T

U
/
S

R
/

W
P

Figure 9.60 Format of page-directory and page-table entries for 4 KB pages.
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. Present (P) flag (bit 0): This indicates whether the page or the page table being

pointed to by the entry is currently loaded in physical memory. When this flag is

clear, the page is not in memory. If the processor attempts to access the page, it

generates a page-fault exception.
. Read=write (R=W) flat (bit 1): This specifies the read=write privileges for a page

or group of pages (in the case of a PDE that points to a page table). When the flag

is clear, the page is read only, and when the flag is set, the page can be read or

written to.
. User=supervisor (U=S flat (bit 2): This specifies the user=supervisor privileges for

a page or a group of pages. When this flag is clear, the page is assigned the

supervisor privilege level, and when the flag is set, the page is assigned the user

privilege level.
. Page-level write-through (PWT) flat (bit 3): This controls the write-through or

write-back caching policy of individual pages or page tables.
. Page-level cache disable (PCD) flat (bit 4): This controls whether or not indivi-

dual pages or page tables can be cached.
. Accessed (A) flat (bit 5): This indicates whether or not a page or page table has

been accessed.
. Dirty (D) flag (bit 6): This indicates whether or not a page has been written to.
. Page size (PS) flag (bit 7): This determines the page size. When this flag is clear,

the page size is 4 KB and the PDE points to a page table. When the flag is set, the

page size is 4 MB for normal 32-bit addressing and the PDE points to a page. If

the PDE points to a page table, all the pages associated with that page table will

be 4 KB long.
. Global (G) flag (bit 8): This indicates a global page when set.
. Available-to-software bits (bit 9–11): These bits are available for use by software.

TLBs are on-chip caches that the processor utilizes to store the most recently used

page-directory and PTEs. The Pentium processor has separate TLBs for data and

instruction caches as well as for 4 KB and 4 MB page sizes. Paging is most

0123456789 111222 2131

Page-directory entry (4 MB page)

Page base address Reserved

Available for system programmer ’s use
Global page 
Page size (1 indicates 4 MB)
Dirty
Accessed
Cache disabled
Write-through
User/supervisor
Read/write
Present

Avail. G
P
S D A

P
C
D

P
W
T

U
/
S

R
/

W
P

Figure 9.61 Format of page-directory entry for 4 MB pages.
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performed using the contents of the TLBs . If the TLBs do not contain the translat ion

informat ion for a reque sted p age, then bus cycl es to the page direct ory and p age

tables in memor y are perform ed.

Figure 9.62 show s the page directory and page-ta ble hierar chy whe n map ping

linear addresse s to 4 KB pages . The entr ies in the page dir ectory point to p age

tables, and the entries in a page table point to pages in physi cal memor y. This

paging method can be used to address up to 220 pages , whi ch spans a linear addre ss

space of 232 bytes (4 GB). To select the various table entrie s, the linear addre ss is

divided into three sect ions. Bits 22–3 1 provide an offset to an entry in the page

directory. The sel ected entry provides the b ase physical address of a page table. Bits

12–21 provide an offset to an entry in the selected page table. This entry provi des

the base physical addre ss of a page in physical memor y. Bits 0–11 provide an offset

to a physical addre ss in the page.

Figure 9.63 shows the use of a page direct ory to map linear addresse s to 4 MB

pages. The entries in the page directo ry point to 4 MB pages in physi cal memory.

Page tables are not used for 4 MB pages . These page sizes are map ped dir ectly from

one or more PDEs.

The PDBR points to the base of the page dir ectory. Bits 22–31 provide an offs et to

an entry in the page directo ry. The selected entry provides the base physical addre ss

of a 4 MB page. Bits 0–21 provi de an offs et to a physi cal address in the page.

As expl ained previous ly, whe n the PSE flag in CR4 is set b oth 4 MB pages and

page tables for 4 KB pages can be acce ssed from the same page directory. Mix ing

4 KB and 4 MB p ages can be u seful. Fo r exam ple, the opera ting system or

executi ve’s kernel can be placed in a large page to reduc e TLB misse s and thus

improve overall system performance. The processor to maintain 4 MB page entries

and 4 KB page entries uses separate TLB. Because of this, placing often used code

10

32*

Page directory

10

12

Page table

Linear address

Directory Table Offset

01112212231

4 KB page

Physical address

Page-table entry

1024 PDE  +  1024 PTE  =  220 Pages

* 32 bits aligned onto a 4 KB boundary

Directory entry

CR3 (PDBR)

Figure 9.62 Linear address translation (4 KB pages).
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such as the kernel in a large page frees up 4 KB page TLB entries for application

programs and tasks.

The Intel architecture supports a wide variety of approaches to memory man-

agement using the paging and segmentation mechanisms. There is no forced

correspondence between the boundaries of pages and segments. A page can contain

the end of one segment and the beginning of another. Likewise, a segment can

contain the end of one page and the beginning of another.

Segments can be mapped to pages in several ways. One such implementation is

demonstrated in Figure 9.64. This approach gives each segment its own page table,

by giving each segment a single entry in the page directory which provides the

access control information for paging the entire segment.

0

Directory Offset

Page directory

Directory entry

CR3 (PDBR)

4-MByte page

Physical address

31 2122
Linear address

1024 PDE = 1024 Pages

10

22

32*

*32 bits aligned onto a 4-KByte boundary.

Figure 9.63 Linear address translation (4 MB pages).

LDT

Seg-descript.
Seg-descript.

PDE

Page directory Page tables

Page frames

PTE
PTE
PTE

PTE
PTE

PDE

Figure 9.64 Memory management convention that assigns a page table to each segment.
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9.9.2 Motorola 68020 Memory Management

Figure 9.65 shows a block diagram of MC68020 instruction cache. Data are not

cached in this system. The cache contains 64 entries. Each entry consists of a 26-bit

tag field and a 32-bit data (instruction) field. The tag field contains the most

significant 24 bits (A8–A31) of the memory address, a valid bit and the function

code bit FC2. FC2¼ 1 indicates a supervisory mode, and FC2¼ 0 indicates a user

mode of operation. Address bits A2 through A7 are used to select one of the 64

entries in the cache. Thus the cache is direct-mapped. The data field can hold two

16-bit instruction words.

During the cache access, the tag field from the selected entry is first matched

with A8–A31. If there is a match and the valid hit is 1, A1 selects the upper or lower

16-bit word from the data area of the selected entry. If there is no match or if the

valid bit is 0, a miss occurs. Then, the 32-bit instruction from the referenced address

is brought into the cache and the valid bit is set to 1.

In this system, the on-chip cache access requires two cycles, while the off-chip

memory access requires three cycles. Thus, during hits, the memory-access time is

reduced considerably. In addition, the data can be accessed simultaneously during

the instruction fetch.

1625

Hit To the processor

A0 – A31: Address bits

Word select

Cache

24-bit
address

•
•
•

FC
2

Valid
bit

26-bit tag

6

24

FC
2

FC
1

FC
0 A31 A8 A7 A2 A1 A0 Address• • • • • • •

1

32-bit data

MatchComparator

6 to 64
decoder

16

16

1

Figure 9.65 MC68020 cache organization.
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9.9.3 Sun-3 System Memory Management

Figure 9.66 shows the structure of the Sun-3 workstation, a microcomputer system

based on MC68020. In addition to the processor, the system uses a floating point

coprocessor (MC68881), an MMU, a cache unit, 4 or 8 MB of memory, an Ethernet

interface for networking, a high-resolution monitor with a 1 MB display memory,

keyboard and mouse ports, two serial ports, bootstrap EPROM, ID PROM, confi-

guration EEROM, time-of-day clock, and memory bus interface. External devices

are interfaced to 3=100 and 3=200 systems through a VME bus interface. We will

restrict this description to the memory management aspects of the system.

Although MC68020 has a memory management coprocessor (MC68851), Sun

Microsystems chose to use an MMU of their own design. This MMU supports

Coprocessor
bus

Floating-
point 

coprocessor
MC 68881

Onboard I/O bus

CPU
MC 68020

Ethernet

Memory bus

Memory Memory

Cache

MMU

Grayscale 
color video
frame buffer

SCSI bus
controller

VME bus

Graphics
processor

Z-buffer

Other VME
devices

SMD disk
controller

9-track tape
controller

DVMA pipeline

Monochrome
video

memory &
controller

Other
onboard

peripherals

Figure 9.66 Sun-3 system block diagram (Courtesy of Sun Microsystems Inc.).
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mapping of up to 32 MB of physical memory at a time out of a total virtual address

space of 4 GB (Figure 9.67).

The virtual address space is divided into four physical (i.e., real) address spaces:

one physical memory and three I=O device space. The physical address space is

further divided into 2048 segments, with each segment containing up to 16 pages.

The page size is 8 KB. The segment and page tables are stored in a high-speed

memory attached to the MMU rather than in the main memory; this speeds up the

address translation since page faults do not occur during the segment and page-table

accesses.

The MMU contains a 3-bit context register. The address translation mechanism

is shown in Figure 9.67. The contents of the context register are concatenated with

the 11-bit segment number. These 14 bits are used as an index to the segment table

to fetch a page-table pointer. The page-table pointer is then concatenated to the 4-bit

virtual page number and used to access a page descriptor from the page table. The

Context register
(3 bits) Virtual address

Segment map (16K entries � 8 bits)

14

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Page #(8)

Page map (4K entries� 26 bits)
Prot
(3)

Type
(2)

Physical page #
(19)

Byte (page disp.
(13)

Physical address

Stat
(2)

Type
(2)

Physical page #
(19)

Segment #
(11)

Page #
(4)

Byte (page disp.)
(13)

Context
(3)

4

8

12

Figure 9.67 Sun-3 MMU address translation (Courtesy of Sun Microsystems Inc.).
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page table yields a 19-bit physical page numb er. Th is is conca tenated to the 13-bit

disp lacement from the v irtual addre ss to drive the 32-bit physi cal address that

allow s an addre ssing range of 4 GB in each of the four address spaces.

In addi tion to the page numb er, the PTEs cont ain protect ion, sta tistics, and page-

type fields. The protectio n field contain s the fol lowing bits:

Va lid bit : Th is b it indicates that the page is valid. If it is not set , any access to the
corr espond ing page resu lts in a page fault.

Write enable bit : When set, this bit indicates that a write opera tion is allowed on the

page.

Superv isor bit : When set, this bit indicates that the page may be acce ssed only whe n

the processor is in supervisory mode; user mode accesses are not allow ed.

Statis tics field : These bits iden tify the mos t recently used pages . When a page is

succe ssfully acce ssed, the MMU sets the ‘‘a ccessed’’ bit for that page. If the access

is a write, the ‘‘modi fied’’ bit for that page is also set. Th ese bits are used during

page replace ment. Only the ‘‘modi fied’’ pages are transferr ed to the backing store

duri ng page replace ment.

Type bits: These bits indi cate which of the four physi cal space s the page resides in.
On the basis of thes e bits, the memor y-access request is routed to main memor y, the

onbo ard I =O bus, or the VME bus. The memor y may reside on the onboard I=O bus
or VM E bus, and such memor y can be map ped into user program s but cannot be

used as the main memor y.

Th e MMU overl aps the addre ss transl ation with physi cal memory acce ss. When

the address transl ation is sta rted, the 1 3-bit disp lacem ent valu e is sent to the

memor y as a row address. Th is act ivates all the memor y cel l in ever y page that

corr espond s to that row and set s them to fetch their cont ents. When the translation is

com pleted, the translat ed part of the addre ss is sent as a column address to the

memor y. By this time , the memor y cycle is almost complete, and the transl ated

addre ss selects the memor y wor d at the appro priate row. Because of this overlapp ed

opera tion, the translat ion time is eff ectively zero .

Th e MMU control s all acce sses to the memor y includi ng DMA by devices. In

the so-c alled direct vir tual memor y-access (D VMA) mode, the devices are give n

vir tual addresse s by their drivers . The MMU interp oses itself betwee n d evices and

the memory and translates the virtual addresses to real addresses. This is transparent

to devices. The process places a high load on the address translation logic. To avoid

the saturation of translation logic in the MMU due to this load, a separate translation

pipeline is provided for DMA operations.

Sun-3 systems use two different cache systems. The 3=100 series has no external
cache but uses the on-chip cache of the MC68020. The 3=200 series uses an

exte rnal 64 KB cache (Fig ure 9.68) that wor ks clos ely with the MMU . The cache

is organized into 4096 lines of 16 bytes each and is direct mapped. The tag area is in

a RAM, and a comparator is used for tag matching. The cache uses the write-back

mechanism. Since the cache is maintained in a two-port RAM, the write-back

operations can be performed in parallel with the cache access by the processor.

The cache works with virtual rather than real addresses. The address translation is
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started on each memory reference in parallel with the cache search. If there is a

cache hit, the translation is aborted. The reader is referred to the manufacturer’s

manual for further details.

9.10 SUMMARY

The four basic types of memories (RAM, CAM, SAM, and DAM) were introduced

in this chapter. Design of typical memory cells and large memory systems with

representative ICs was described. The main memory of any computer system is now

built out of semiconductor RAM devices, since advances in semiconductor tech-

nology have made them cost-effective. Magnetic and optical disks are the current

popular secondary memory devices.

Speed-versus-cost tradeoff is the basic parameter in designing memory systems.

Although large-capacity semiconductor RAMs are now available and used in

system design, memory hierarchies consisting of a combination of random- and

direct-access devices are still seen even on smaller computer systems.

The memory subsystem of all modern-day computer systems consists of a

memory hierarchy ranging from the fast and most expensive processor registers to

the slow and least expensive secondary storage devices. The purpose of the hierarchy

is the capacity, speed, and cost tradeoff to achieve the desired capacity and speed at

the lowest possible cost. This chapter described the popular schemes for enhancing

the speed and capacity of the memory system. The virtual memory schemes are now

common even in microcomputer system. The modern-day microprocessors offer

Context
(3)

Cache tag
(15)

Line number
(12)

Byte
(5)

Byte
select

Data
area

18-bit cache tag
Tag
area (4096 � 18 bits)

Comparator

Hit

Miss
=

(4096 lines � 16 bytes)

Figure 9.68 Sun-3 cache (Courtesy of Sun Microsystems Inc.).
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on-ch ip cache s and memor y-manag ement hardwar e to enable b uilding of large and

fast memor y syst ems. As the memory capac ity increas es, the addressing range of the

proce ssor becomes a li mitation. The popular schemes to extend the addressi ng range

were als o d escribed in this chapter.

Th e speed and cost charact eristics of memor y devices keep improv ing almost

daily. As a resu lt, we have avoi ded listing those characterist ics of the devices

curr ently availa ble. Refer to the manufac turers’ manual s and mag azines liste d in

the references section of this chapter for such info rmation.
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PRO BLEM S

9.1 Complete the following table:

Memory-System
Capacity

Number of
Bits in MAR

Number of
Bits in MBR

Number of Chips Needed
if Chip Capacity is

1K 3 4 2K3 1 1K3 8
64K 3 4
64K 3 8
32K 3 4
32K 3 16
32K 3 32
10K 3 8
10K 3 10

9.2 What is the storage capacity and maximum data transfer rate of

a. A magnetic tape, 800 bits per inch, 2400 feet long, 10 inch per second?

b. A magnetic disk with 50 tracks and 4K bits per track, rotating at 3600 rpm?

a. What is themaximum access time assuming a track-to-trackmove time of 1ms?

9.3 Redesign the memory cell of Figure 9.9 to make it suitable for coincident

decoding (i.e., two enable signals).

9.4 Design the decoding circuitry for a 2K3 4 memory IC, using linear and coinci-

dent decoding schemes. Make the memory cell array as square as possible in the

latter case. Compare the complexities of these designs.

9.5 Design a 16K3 8 memory using the following ICs:

a. 10243 1

b. 2K3 4

c. 1K3 8

Each IC has on-chip decoding, tristate outputs, and an enable pin.

9.6 Arrange the 16 chips needed in the design of Problem 9.5 (b) as a 43 4 array and

design the decoding circuitry.

9.7 You are given a 16K3 32 RAM unit. Convert it into a 64K3 8 RAM. Treat the

16K3 32 RAM as one unit that you cannot alter. Only include logic external to

the RAM unit.

9.8 A processor has a memory addressing range of 64K with 8 bits per word. The

lower and upper 4K of the memory must be ROM, and the rest of the memory must

be RAM. Use 1K3 8 ROM and 4K3 4 RAM chips and design the memory

system. Design a circuit to generate an error signal if an attempt is made to write

into a ROM area.

9.9 An 8K memory is divided into 32 equal-size blocks (or pages) of 256 words each.

The address bits are then grouped into two fields: the page number and the

number of the memory word within a page. Draw the memory, MAR, and

MBR configurations.
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9.10 Four of the 32 pages of the memory of Problem 9.9 must be accessible at any

time. Four auxiliary 5-bit registers, each containing a page address, are used for

this purpose. The processor outputs a 10-bit address, the most significant two bits

of which select one of the auxiliary registers and the least significant eight bits

select a word within a page, the page number obtained from the selected auxiliary

register. Design the circuit to convert the 10-bit address output by the processor

into the 13-bit address required.

9.11 Assume that a dynamic RAM controller is available for an 8K RAM with

multiplexed addresses. Draw the schematic diagram of the controller showing

the address (multiplexed) and the data and control signals. Describe its operation.

9.12 The computations in a particular computer system with an associative memory

require that the contents of any field in the associative memory would be

incremented by 1.

a. Design a circuit to perform this increment operation on a selected field in all

memory words that respond to a search.

b. Extend the circuit to accommodate the simultaneous addition of a constant

value greater than 1 to the selected field of all respondents.

9.13 Using appropriate shift registers, draw the schematic for a FIFO memory (queue)

with eight words and four bits per word. It is required that the memory provides

the queue full and queue empty conditions as the status signals. Derive the

conditions under which these status signals are valid. Design the circuit.

9.14 Develop a circuit similar to the one in the above problem for an 83 4 LIFO

(stack) memory.

9.15 In practice, a RAM is used to simulate the operation of a stack by manipulating

the address value in the MAR. Here, the data values in the stack do not actually

shift during PUSH and POP operations. Rather, the address of the RAM location

corresponding to the data input and output is changed appropriately. Determine

the sequence of operations needed for PUSH and POP.

9.16 Develop the schematic for a two-port memory. Each port in the memory corres-

ponds to an MAR and an MBR. Data can be simultaneously accessed by these

ports. In other words:

a. Data can be read from both ports simultaneously.

b. Data can be written into two different locations simultaneously.

c. If both ports address the same location during a write operation, the data from

PORT 1 should be written. That is, PORT 1 has higher priority.

9.17 Study the memory system characteristics of computer systems you have access to

with reference to the features described in this chapter.

9.18 Show the schematic diagram of a 64 KB memory system, using 8 KB memory

blocks, assuming (a) interleaving (b) blocking, and (c) memory system to consist

of four subsystems, with interleaving in the subsystem and blocking across the

subsystems.

9.19 In each of the designs in Problem 9.18, show the physical location of the

following addresses: 0, 48, 356, and 8192.

9.20 Assume that ASC memory is built by (two-way) interleaving two 32 Kwords

blocks. What is the effect of this memory organization on the microinstruction

sequences for LDA and TCA instruction? Rewrite these sequences to efficiently

utilize the interleaved memory.

9.21 Assume that ASC memory is built using eight interleaved blocks of 8 Kwords

each. Include an instruction buffer eight words long into the ASC control unit.

Develop the microoperations needed to manage the buffer. Assume that the buffer
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will be refilled (as a block) when the last instruction is fetched or when a jump is

to an address beyond the address range in the buffer.

9.22 Rework Problem 9.21 assuming that the eight memory blocks are banked rather

than interleaved.

9.23 Generalize Equations 9.2 and 9.3 to n-level memory hierarchies.

9.24 The characteristics of a four-level memory hierarchy are shown below:

Level Memory Type Access Time Hit Ratio

1 Cache 100 ns 0.8
2 Main 1000 ns 0.85
3 Disk 1 ms 0.9
4 Tape 50 ms 1.0

What is the average access time?

9.25 Given that, in a virtual memory system, if the probability of a page fault is p, the
main-memory access time is tm and the time required to move a secondary page

into the main memory is ts , derive an expression for the average access time ta .
9.26 A computer system has a 64 KB main memory and a 4 KB (data area only) cache.

There are 8 bytes =cache line. Determine (1) the number of comparators needed

and (2) the size of the tag field, for each of the following mapping schemes:

a. Fully associative

b. Direct

c. Four-way set-associative.

9.27 Show the schematic diagrams of the cache memory in Problem 9.26 assuming

that the data and tag areas of the cache are built out of 128-byte RAM ICs.

9.28 In Problem 9.26, assume that the access time of the main memory is 10 times that

of the cache, and the cache hit ratio is 0.85. If the across efficiency is defined as

the ratio of the average access time with a cache to that without a cache,

determine the access efficiency.

9.29 In Problems 9.28, if the cache access time is 100 ns, what hit ratio would be

required to achieve an average access time of 500 ns?

9.30 A computer system has 128 KB of secondary storage and an 8 KB main memory.

The page size is 512 bytes. Design a virtual memory scheme using (a) direct and

(b) fully associative mapping.

9.31 Determine the minimum and maximum page-table sizes and the correspon-

ding number of accesses needed to search the page table, for each scheme in

Problem 9.30.

9.32 A memory system has the following characteristics access times: cache, 100 ns;

main memory, 1000 ns; TLB, 40 ns; secondary storage, 3000 ns. The page table is

in main memory, and the page-table search requires only one access to the main

memory. Determine the minimum and maximum access times for the memory

system.

9.33 A processor has a direct addressing range of 64 KB. Show two schematics to

extend the address range to 512 KB.

9.34 In a machine with both cache and virtual memories, is the cache tag compared

with the virtual address or the physical address? Justify your answer.

9.35 Assume that a system has both main-memory and disk caches. Discuss how

write-through and write-back mechanisms work on this machine. What are the

advantages and disadvantages of each mechanism?
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CHAPTER 10

Arithmetic= Logic Unit Enhancement

The ASC arithmeti c =logic unit (ALU) was desi gned to perform addition, comple -

mentati on, and single-bi t shift opera tions on 16-bit bina ry data, in parallel . The four

basic arithmet ic opera tions (addit ion, subt raction, multiplic ation, and divisi on) can

be perform ed using this ALU and appro priate softw are rout ines, as described in

Chapter 5. Advances in IC technol ogy have made it practical to impleme nt most of

the ALU functio ns required in hardwar e, thereby minimi zing the softw are imple -

mentati on and incr easing the speed . In this chapter , we will describ e a nu mber of

enhancem ents that make the ASC ALU resemble a prac tical ALU.

The majority of modern-day processors use bit-parallel ALUs. It is possible to use a
bit-serial ALU where slow operations are acceptable. For example, in a calculator IC,

serial arithmetic may be adequate due to the slow nature of human interaction with the

calculator. In building processors on single ICs, a considerable amount of silicon ‘‘real

estate’’ can be conserved by using a serial ALU. The silicon area thus saved can be used

in implementing other complex operations that may be required.

As discusse d in Chapter 8, the mos t com mon opera nds an ALU deals with are:

binary (fixed- and floating- point), decima l, and charact er string s. We will describe

the ALU enhancem ents that facil itate fixed-p oint bina ry and logical data manipu-

lation in the next section. Section 10.2 deals wi th decima l arithmeti c. Se ction 10.3

describ es the pipelinin g concept as applied to ALUs. It is now common to see either

multipl e functi onal units within an ALU o r multipl e ALU s within the CPU . Sect ion

10.4 outlin es the use of multipl e units to enable the para llelism o f operations,

thereby achi eving higher speed s. Sect ion 10.5 provi des some details of sever al

commercially available systems.

10.1 LOGICAL AND FIXED-POINT BINARY OPERATIONS

ASC ALU is designed to perform a single-bit right or left shift. Other types of shift

operations are useful in practice. The parallel binary adder used in ASCALU is slow,

since the carry has to ripple from the least significant bit to the most significant bit

before the addition is complete. Several algorithms for fast addition have been
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devised. We will describe one such algorithm in this section. Various multiplication

and division schemes have been devised; we will describe the popular ones.

10.1.1 Logical Operations

The single-bit shifts performed by the ASC ALU are called arithmetic shift oper-
ations since the results of shift conformed to the 2s complement arithmetic used by

the ALU.

ASC ALU is designed for 1 bit shift at a time. It is desirable to have the

capability of performing multiple shifts using one instruction. Since the address

field in the ASC instruction format for shift instructions is not used, it may represent

the number of shifts, as in

SHR n and SHL n,

where the operand n specifies the number of shifts. The ALU hardware is designed

to perform arbitrary number of shifts in one cycle or in multiple cycles by using the

single-shift operation repeatedly. The control unit must be changed to recognize the

shift count in the address field and perform the appropriate number of shifts.

In practical ALUs, it is common to see rotate operations (rotate right=left,
with =witho ut carry, etc.) as describ ed earli er (see Figur e 8.6).

Logic operations such as AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR, and NOT are also useful

ALU functions. The operands for these operations could be the contents of registers

and=or memory locations. For instance, in ASC,

AND Z

might imply bit-by-bit ANDing of the accumulator with the contents of memory

location Z, and

NOT

might imply the bit-by-bit complementation of the accumulator.

The logical shift operations are useful inmanipulating logical data (and characters

strings). During a logical shift, the bits are shifted left or right, and zeros are typically

inserted into vacant positions. Sign copying is not performed as in arithmetic shifting.

10.1.2 Addition and Subtraction

The pseudoparallel adder used in the ASC ALU is slow; the addition is complete

only after the CARRY has rippled through the most significant bit. There are several

techniques to increase the speed of addition. We will discuss one such technique

(CARRY LOOK-AHEAD) below.

Consider the ith stage of the pseudoparallel adder with inputs ai, bi, and Ci�1
(CARRY IN) and the outputs Si and Ci (CARRY OUT). We define two functions:

Generate: Gi ¼ ai � bi (10:1)

Propagate: Pi ¼ ai � bi: (10:2)
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These funct ions imply that the state i gener ates a CARRY if ( ai � bi)¼ 1 and the
CARRY Ci� 1 is propa gated to C i if ( ai � bi)¼ 1. Subst ituting G i and Pi into the

equatio ns for the SUM and CARRY functions of the ful l adder, we get

SUM: Si ¼ ai � bi � Ci� 1 ,
¼ Pi � Ci� 1 : (10 : 3)

CARR Y: Ci ¼ ai � bi � C0i� 1 þ a0i � bi � Ci� 1 þ ai � b0i � Ci� 1 þ ai � bi � C i� 1 ,
¼ ai bi þ ( a0i b i þ ai b0i )C i� 1 ,
¼ ai bi þ ( ai � bi )C i� 1 ;
¼ Gi þ P i Ci� 1 : (10 : 4)

Gi and Pi can b e gener ated simulta neously since ai and bi are availa ble. Equat ion
10.3 implies that Si can be simul taneousl y generat ed if all CAR RY IN ( Ci� 1) signals
are availa ble. From Equat ion 10.4,

C0 ¼ G 0 þ P0 C� 1 ( C� 1 is CAR RY IN to the right- most bit)

C1 ¼ G 1 þ C 0 P1

¼ G1 þ G 0 P1 þ C� 1 P 0 P1

�
�
�

Ci ¼ G i þ G i� 1 Pi þ G i� 2 Pi� 1 Pi þ � � �
þ G0 P1 P 2 � � �Pi þ C� 1 P 0 P1 � � �Pi (10 : 5)

From Eq uation 10.5 it is seen that Ci is a function of only Gs and Ps of the i th and
earlier stages. All Cis can be simul taneously gener ated because G s and Ps are
availab le. Figure 10. 1 shows a 4-bit carry look-ahe ad adder (CLA) schem atic and

the detailed circui try. This adder is faster than the rip ple-carry adder since the delay

is inde penden t of the numb er of stages in the adder and equal to the delay of

the three stages of circuitry in Figure 10.1 (i.e., about six gate dela ys). 4- and 8-bit

off-the-shelf CLA units are available. It is possible to connect several such units to

form larger adders.

Refer to Sect ion 10.5 for details of an off-th e-shelf ALU.

10.1.3 Multip lication

Multiplica tion can be performed by repeated addition of the multiplicand to itself

multiplier number of times. In the binary system, multiplication by a power of 2

corresponds to shifting the multiplicand left by one position and hence multiplica-

tion can be performed by a series of shift and add operations.
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ai aibi

Pi

Pi

Si

(b) SUM

Ci −1

(a) Propagate, CARRY generate

Gi

bi

P3 P1 P0G3 P2

C3 C2

(c) CLA circuitry (4 bit)

4 4

(See Figure 10.1a)

SUM unit

CARRY LOOK-AHEAD unit

CARRY generate, propagate

(See Figure 10.1b)

(d) CLA schematic

a0–3

Cout

P0–3

C0−2
4 3

S0–3

G0–3

C−1

b0–3

C1 C0

G1G2 G0

C−1

Figure 10.1 CARRY LOOK-AHEAD adder (CLA).
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Examp le 10.1

Consid er the multipl ication of two 4-bit numbers :

Multiplica nd 1011

(D ) 31 101 Mul tiplier D¼ dn� 1, . .  . ,d1d0
( R)

1011

0000 R¼ rn�1,  . . .  ,r 1r 0
1011 Partia l

1011 products

10001111 Produc t

Note that each nonzero partial produc t above is the multipl icand shif ted left an

appropri ate number of bits. Since the p roduct of two n-bi t numbers is 2 n bits long,
we can start off with a 2n-bit accumul ator cont aining all 0s and obtain the produc t

by the followi ng algo rithm:

1. Perform the following step n times (i¼ 0 through n� 1):
2. Test the multiplier bit ri .

If ri¼ 0, shift accumulator right 1 bit;

If ri¼ 1, add multiplicand (D ) to the most significant end of the accumulator and

shift the accumulator right 1 bit.

Figure 10.2a show s a set of regist ers that can be used for multipl ying two 4-bit

numbers . In gener al, for multipl ying two n-bi t numb ers, R and D regist ers are
each n bits long, and the accum ulator (A ) is (n þ 1) bits long. The conca tenation
of regi sters A and R (i.e., A =c R) will be used to store the produc t. The extra bit in
A can be used for represen ting the sign of the produc t. We will see from the

multipl ication exam ple show n in Figure 10.2c that the extra bit is neede d to store

the carry during partia l produc t computa tion. The multipl ication algo rithm is shown

in Figur e 10.2b.

Variou s multip lication algo rithms that perform mul tiplication faster than that

in the above exam ple are avai lable. Hardw are multi pliers are also available as

off-the-s helf units. One such multiplie r is describ ed in Sect ion 10.5. The book by

Hwang (1979) listed as a reference at the end of this chapter provides details of

multiplication algorithms and hardware.

10.1.4 Division

Division can be performed by repeated subtraction. We will describe two division

algorithms that utilize shift and add operations in this section. We will assume that
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an n-bit integer X (divide nd) is divided by anot her n-bit int eger Y (di visor) to
obta in an n-bit quotient Q and a remain der R, where

X

Y
¼ Qþ R

Y 
(10: 6)

and

0 � R < Y :

Th e first algorithm corr espond s to the usual trial-and-e rror procedure for divisi on

and is illus trated with Exam ple 10.2.

Algorithm

Count = N?

Count = Count + 1

Shift A ¢ R right

Add D to A

Count = 0

No

No

1 1 1

1 1  1

0

0

Multiplicand register (D)

Accumulator (A)

Multiplier
register (R)

Registers

1 1 1

1
1

1
1
1
1
11111

0

0 0 0 0

00

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
1
0

0
1
0
1
0
1
0

0
1
1
0
1
0
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
1
1
1

Initialize.

R = 1 ∴ add and shift.
Four shifts ∴  stop; product in A ¢ R.

(c) Example

R0 = 1 ∴ add D to A and
Shift A ¢ R right 1 bit.
R0 = 0 ∴ Shift.
R0 = 1 ∴ add and shift.

D

A R

R0

Yes

Yes
Stop

R0 = 1?

→

(b)(a)

Figure 10.2 Multiplication.
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Examp le 10.2

Let

X¼ 1011 (i.e., n¼ 4)
and Y¼ 0011,
Q¼ q3q2q1q0.

0011 ||000 1011 Expand X with (n� 1) zeros.
�001 1 Subtr act 2n–1 y .
– 000 1101 Re sult is negat ive ; qn�1¼ 0.
þ001 1 Resto re by adding 2n� 1 y back.
000 1011

� 00 11 Subtr act 2n–2 y .
– 000 0001 Re sult is negat ive ; qn�2¼ 0.
þ 00 11 Restore by addi ng 2 n� 2 y .
000 1011

� 0 011 Subtract 2n� 3 y.
000 0101 Resul t is posi tive ; qn� 3¼ 1.
� 0011 Subtractin g 2n�4 y .

000 0010 Resul t is posi tive ; qn� 4¼ 1.
Stop, after n steps.

; Re mainder¼ (0010) , Quotient¼ (0011) .

Note that in the subt ractions perform ed in this exampl e, the two numb ers are

first com pared, the smaller numb er is subt racted from the larger , and the result has

the sign of the larger number. For exam ple, in the first step, 0001011 is smaller than

0011000; hence , 0011000 � 0001011¼ 0001101, and the resu lt is negativ e.
This is calle d a restori ng division algo rithm, sinc e the dividend is restor ed to it s

previous valu e if the result of the subt raction at any step is negativ e. If numbers are

expresse d in comp lement form, subt raction can be replace d by addition. The

algorithm s for an n-bit divi sion are general ized below:

1. Assume the initial value of dividend D is ( n � 1) zeros concatenated with X.
2. Perform the following for i¼ ( n � 1) through 0: Subtract 2i � y from D . If the

result is negative, qi¼ 0 and restore D by adding 2i � y; if the result is positive,

qi¼ 1.

3. Collect qi to form the quotient Q; the value of D after the last step is the

remainder.

The second divi sion algori thm is the nonres toring division method. Exam ple 10.3

illustrate s this method.
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Exam ple 10.3

Let X¼ 1011, Y¼ 0110.
0011 ||000 1011 Trial dividend .

�001 0 Subtract 2n� 1 � Y.
– 010 0101 Negative result ; q3¼ 0.
þ 0 1 10 Add 2n� 2 y � Y.
– 000 1101 Negative result ; q2¼ 0.
þ 0 110 Add 2n� 3 � Y.
– 000 0001 Negative result ; q1¼ 0.
þ 0110 Add 2n�4 � Y .
– 000 1101 Subtract 2n� 3 y .
� 0011

þ 000 01 01 Positive result ; q0¼ 1.
; Quotient¼ 0001, Rema inder¼ 0101.

Th is method can be generalize d int o the fol lowing steps:

1. Assume initial value of dividend D is (n� 1) 0s concatenated with X; set i¼ n� 1.
2. Subtract 2i Y from D .
3. If the result is negative, qi¼ 0; if the result is positive, qi¼ 1, i ¼ i� 1; go to step 4.
4. If the result is negative, add 2 i � Y to the result; otherwise, subtract 2i � Y from the

result to form new D ; if i¼ 0, go to step 5; otherwise, go to step 3.
5. If the final result is negative, q0¼ 0; otherwise q0¼ 1. If the final result is

negative, correct the remainder by adding 28 � Y to it.

Th e multiplic ation and divisi on algo rithms discusse d above assum e the o perands

are po sitive, and no provisi on is mad e for a sign bit, although the most sign ificant

bit of the result in divisi on algo rithms can be tre ated as a sign bit. Direct methods

for multiplic ation and divisi on of numbers represe nted in 1s and 2s comple ment

forms are availa ble.

Th e hardwar e impleme ntation of mul tiply and divide is usually an optional

featur e on sma ller machin es. Mul tiply and d ivide algo rithms can be im plemented

either in hardwar e or in firm ware by developi ng micro program s to impleme nt these

algo rithms or by usin g soft ware routine s, as in Cha pter 5. Figure 10.3 shows the

regist er usage for binary multiply� divide operations on the IBM 3 70.

10.1 .5 Sta ck-Bas ed ALU

As d escribed in Chap ter 8, a zero-add ress machin e uses the top two levels of the

stack as operands for the majority of its operations. The two operands are discarded

after the operation, and the result of the operation is pushed onto the stack. Stack-

based ALU architectures have the following advantages:

1. Themajority of operations are on the top two levels of the stack; hence, faster execu-

tion times are possible because address decoding and data fetch are not excessive.
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2. Intermediate results in a computation usually can be left on the stack, thereby

reducing the memory access needed and increasing the throughput.

3. Program lengths are reduced, since zero-address instructions are shorter com-

pared to one-, two-, and three-address instructions.

Figure 10.4 shows the model of a stack. The data from the input register is p ushed

onto the stack when the PUSH cont rol signal is activa ted. Conten ts of the top level

of the stack are always availa ble at the top-level output. POP when act ivated pops

the sta ck, thereby moving the second leve l to the top level. The under flow error is

generat ed when an attempt is made to pop the emp ty stack, and the overflo w err or

condition occurs if an attempt is made to push the data into a full stack.

Appendi x B provides the deta ils of the two popul ar im plementati ons of sta cks.

The hardware (i.e., shift register-based) implementation is used in ALU designs

rather than the RAM-based implementation since fast stack operations are desired.

Operand from memory or register

  : multiplier

Even-numbered
register R

Odd-numbered
register R + 1

Before
multiply

Before
divide

Ignored Multiplicand

Product

Dividend

Remainder Quotient
After
divide

After
multiply

0

00

31

3131

S

S S

  : divisor
Multiplication
Division

Figure 10.3 Register usage for fixed-point multiply and divide on IBM 370.

Input

Data

Control
PUSH

POP

Stack
Top level

Overflow
Underflow

Figure 10.4 Stack model.
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Some machines use a combination of the shift register- and RAM-based implemen-

tations in implementing stacks for the ALU. Here, a set of ALU registers are

organized as the top few levels of the stack, and the subsequent levels are imple-

mented in the RAM area. Thus, the levels needed most often can be accessed fast.

Figure 10.5 shows the details of a stack-based ALU. The functional unit is a

combinational circuit that can perform operations such as addition, subtraction, etc.

on its input operands X and Y and produce the result Z. The function of this module

depends on the control signals from the control unit. In order to add two numbers on

the top two levels of the stack, the following sequence of microoperations is needed:

Microoperation Comments

*1 POP OUTPUT Top level (i.e., operand X is now available at the
functional unit); Second and subsequent levels of the stack
move up. The second operand is available on Y input

*2 ADD Activate ADD control signal; the functional unit produces the sum
of X and Y at its output Z

*3 POP Pop the second operand from the stack and at the same time
gate Z into the input register

*4 PUSH Push the result from the input register onto the stack

The control unit should produce such microoperation sequences for each of the

operations allowed in the ALU. Note in the above sequence that we assumed that

the data is on the top two levels of the stack as a result of previous ALU operations.

10.2 DECIMAL ARITHMETIC

Some ALUs allow decimal arithmetic. In this mode, 4 bits are used to represent a

decimal (BCD) digit and the arithmetic can be performed in two modes, bit serial
and digit serial.

3

3

2

Control
signals

External
input FU

4

4

1

2

1

POP

PUSH

Control

Input

Top level

Overflow

Output

FU = Function
             unit

X

Y

Z = f (X,Y)

Z

Underflow

Stack

Data

Figure 10.5 Stack ALU.
Note: Numbers (*1 , *2 , . . . ) indicate the sequence of operations.
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Examp le 10.4

Figure 10.6 shows the addition of two decima l digits . In case 1, the sum resu lts in a

valid digit. In cases 2 and 3 the sum exceeds the highest v alid digi t 9, and hence a 6

is added to the sum to bri ng it to the prope r deci mal value. Thus the ‘‘ADD 6’’

correctio n is needed whe n the sum of the digits is between ( A)16 and ( F)16 .
Figure 10.7a show s a digit serial (bit parallel ) decima l adder . A bit serial adder is

shown in Figur e 10.7b. Th e bit serial adder is similar to the serial adder discussed in

Chapter 3, excep t for the ADD 6 correct ion circui t. The sum bits enter the B regist er
from the left-hand input. At BIT 4, the decima l correct ion circuit examin es sum bit s

S0, S1, S2, and S3 and returns the correct ed sum to the B register while generat ing an
appropri ate carry for the next digit.

Some processor s use separ ate instru ctions for deci mal arithmeti c, while othe rs

use speci al instru ctions to switch the ALU between deci mal and bina ry arithm etic

modes. In the latter case , the same set of instru ctions operate s both on deci mal and

binary data. Th e Most ek 6502 uses a set deci mal instru ction to ente r decima l mode

and clear deci mal instru ction to return to binary mode . Th e arithmeti c is performed

in digit serial mode . Hewl ett-Pa ckard 35 system uses a serial arithmet ic on 13-digi t

(52 bit) floating- point decimal nu mbers.

10.3 PIPE LINING

Examp le 10.5

Consid er the addi tion of two floating- point numb ers show n belo w:

(0.5 3 10� 3) þ (0.75 3 10� 2)
¼ 0.05 3 10�2 þ 0.75 3 10� 2 Equalize expone nts.

¼ 0.80 3 10�2 Add man tissa.

If the mantissa of the sum is grea ter than 1, the expone nt needs to be adju sted to

make the mantissa less than 1 as in the fol lowing:

0.5 3 10� 3 þ 0.75 3 10�3

¼ 0.53 10�3 þ 0.753 10�3 Equalize exponents.

¼ 1.253 10�3 Add mantissa.

¼ 0.1253 10�2 Normalize mantissa.

Case 1

Correction

Decimal

Hexadecimal
Decimal

Decimal

Case 2 Case 3

5

8
0 6 6

10 12

A C

8

+ 

+ +

3
6
4

7
5

→
→
→

Figure 10.6 BCD addition.
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Th e three ste ps above invol ved in the floating- point addi tion can be used to

desi gn a three- stage adder shown in Figure 10.8. The first stage perform s equaliza-

tion o f expone nts and passe s the two modifi ed operands to the secon d stage. The

secon d stage perform s addition and passes the result to the third stage. The third

sta ge perform s normal ization. Each stage receives its own cont rol sign als. R1 and R2

are holding regist ers to hold the data betwee n stages. This imple mentati on is calle d

a pipeline .
Note that the thr ee stages work inde penden tly on the data provided to them.

Th us, when the opera nds move to the secon d stage from the first stage, a new set of

opera nds can be inse rted in to the first stage. Similar ly, whe n the secon d stage

A0

Digit 1 Digit 2

4-bit parallel adder

ADD 6 correction

Digit serial (bit parallel)

CARRY

CARRY C S�3 S�2 S�1 S�0

A1 A2 A3

S3 S2 S1 S0

B0 B1 B2 B3

(a)

(b)

BIT 4

Bit serial

BIT 4

BIT 4

TO CARRY

CARRY

FA

Decimal
correction

S

S2 S1 S0

C

A

B

S3

Figure 10.7 Decimal adder.
Note: S¼ SUM and C¼CARRY.
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passes the results to the third, it receives the next set of opera nds from the second

stage. This opera tion cont inues and rese mbles that of a factor y asse mbly line.

If we assume that each stag e takes 1 time unit to com plete its operation, the total

time to compute the sum is 3 units. Howeve r, due to the pipeli ne mode of operation,

we see one resu lt emerging from stage three ever y time unit, after the first 3 time

units (i.e., pipeline is full) from the beginnin g (when pipeline is emp ty). Thus, to

add N sets of operands, the pipe line will need 3 þ (N�1) time u nits, rather than the

3N time units neede d with a nonpi peline impleme ntation. The speed -up o ffered by
this pipe line is

3N =(3þ N � 1):

For large values of N, the speed -up tend s to 3. In gener al, an M -stage pipeline offers
a speed -up of M . One require ment is that the operands need to be aligned to keep the

pipeline busy. Also, since each stage of the pipeline is required to operate inde-

pendently, a complex multistage control unit design is needed. We will provide

further details on pipelines in Chapte r 11.

Example 10.6

Figure 10.9 shows a pipeline scheme to add two 4-bit binary numbers. Here the

carries propagate along the pipeline while the data bits to be added are input through

A

Control signals

Equalize
exponents

Add
mantissa

Normalize
mantissa SUM

B

R1 R2

Figure 10.8 Floating-point add pipeline.

a0

s0

C0 C1 C2 CARRY OUTCARRY IN

(Operands i + 3) (Operands i + 2) (Operands i + 1) (Operands i )

(SUM i )

s1 s2 s3

b0 a1 b1 a2 b2 a3 b3

Figure 10.9 Floating-point binary adder.
Note: SUM i complete at i, but the SUM bits were generated during i, i�1, i�2,
and i�3.
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the lateral inputs of the stages. Note that once the pipeline is full, each stage will be

performing an addition. At any time, four sets of operands are being processed. The

addition of the operands entering the pipeline at time t will be complete at time (t þ
4D), where D is the processing time of each stage. It is necessary to store the sum

bits produced during four time slots to get the sum of a set of operands.

10.4 ALU WITH MULTIPLE FUNCTIONAL UNITS

An obvious method of increasing the throughput of the ALU is to employ multiple

functional units in the design. Each functional unit can be either a general-purpose

unit capable of performing all the ALU operations or a dedicated unit that can

perform only certain operations. As many of these functional units as needed are

activated by the control unit simultaneously, thereby achieving a high throughput.

The control unit design becomes very complex since it is required to maintain the

status of all the functional units and schedule the processing functions in an

optimum manner, to take advantage of the possible parallelism.

Consider the computation: Z¼A*B þ C*D þ E=F. A program to perform this

on a two-address machine would be

MPY A, B
MPY C, D
ADD A, C
DIV E, F
ADD A, E
MOVE Z, A

If the machine has one functional unit for each of the operations ADD, SUB, MPY,

DIV, and MOVE, we can perform one of the MPYs and a DIV simultaneously. The

first ADD operation can only be performed after the two MPYs. The second ADD

has to wait until the first ADD and the DIV are completed. The MOVE can be

performed only after the second ADD. It is thus possible to invoke more than one

operation simultaneously as long as we obey the precedence constraints imposed by

the computation desired. If the machine has two MPY units, both the MPYs can be

done simultaneously.

To make the above operation efficient, we will need a complex instruction

processing mechanism that retrieves the instructions from the program and issues

them to the appropriate functional unit, based on the availability of functional units.

Processors with such mechanisms that can invoke more than one instruction

simultaneously are known as Superscalar architectures. In this description, we

have assumed that each functional unit is capable of performing one function.

This need not be the case. In practice, these units could be full-fledged processors

that can handle integer, floating-point, and other operations and there may also be

multiples of each type. These units are often pipelined to offer better performance.

These architectures also use sophisticated compilers that can schedule operations

appropriately to make best use of the computing resources. Compilers generate
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approxim ate sched ules for instructions and the instru ction proce ssing hardw are

resolve s the depend enci es among the instru ctions.

The Intel Penti um describ ed in Chapte r 8 is a super scalar arch itecture with

multipl e integer , floating- point, and MMX units (see Figures 8.22 through 8.29 ). It

had three instru ction proce ssing stag es (Fetch =decode, Dispatch =execu te, and
Retire) retrievi ng instructions from the instru ction po ol and reordering and reserv-

ing them to run as many of the functional units as possibl e simul taneously.

In very long instruction word ( VLIW ) architect ures, each instru ction wor d is

capable of holdi ng multipl e instructions. Once the instruction word is fetched , all

the com ponent instructions can be invoked assum ing that the functional units are

available to handle them. This require s com pilers and assembler s that can p ack

multipl e instructions into the instru ction word . If we assume that a VLIW has five

slots, one for each type of functional unit to perform the opera tions ADD, SUB,

MPY, DIV, and MOVE, we can rewrite the above program as

MPY A, B DIV E, F
MPY C, D
ADD A, C
ADD A, E
MOVE Z, A

If the machin e had two MPY units, we could have packe d two MPYs into the first

instruction word.

In prac tice, VLIW architectu res p ack 4–8 instru ctions p er instruction word.

They use sophi sticated com pilers that handle the depend ency among the instru c-

tions and packa ge them appropriately. Since the instructions are scheduled at

compile time, if there is any change in hardware environment during run time

that makes it impractical to obey that schedule, a recompilation of the code would

be necessary.

The Int el Itanium (IA-6 4) descr ibed in Chapter 11 is an exam ple of VLIW

architecture.

10.5 EXAMPLE SYSTEMS

In this section, we provide brief descriptions of the following commercially avail-

able systems, ranging in complexity from an ALU IC to a supercomputer system:

1. SN74181 an ALU IC capable of performing 16 common arithmetic=logic func-

tions.

2. Texas Instruments’ MSP 430 a hardware multiplier.

3. Motorola 68881 floating-point coprocessor that supports an integer processor.

4. Control data Corporation’s CDC 6600, an early system with multiple functional

units, included here for its historical interest. The system formed the basis for the

architecture of the Cray series of supercomputers.

5. Cray X-MP, an early supercomputer system, with multiple pipelined functional

units.
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10.5.1 Multifunction ALU IC (74181)

An ALU can be built using off-the-shelf ICs. For example, the SN 74181 shown in

Figure 10.10 is a multifunction ALU. It can perform 16 binary arithmetic operations

on two 4-bit operands A and B. The function to be performed is selected by pins S0,

S1, S2, and S3 and includes addition, subtraction, decrement, and straight transfer,

as shown in Figure 10.10b. Cn is the CARRY INPUT AND Cnþ4 is the CARRY

OUTPUT if the IC is used as a 4-bit ripple-carry adder. The IC can also be used with
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Figure 10.10 ALU. (Courtesy of Texas Instruments Incorporated.)
(continued)
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a look-ahe ad carr y generator (74,18 2) to build high-spe ed adders of multipl e sta ges

forming 8-, 12-, and 16-bit adder s.

10.5.2 Texas Instr uments’ MSP 430 Hardw are Multiplie r

This sect ion is extracted from The MSP430 Har dware Multipl ier: Funct ions and
Applicat ions , SLAA042, April 1999, Texas Instrumen ts Inc.

The MS C 430 hardwar e multip lier allows three differ ent multiply operations

(modes) :

1. Multiplication of unsigned 8- and 16-bit operands (MPY).

2. Multiplication of signed 8- and 16-bit operands (MPYS).

3. Multiply-and-accumulate function (MAC) using unsigned 8- and 16-bit operands.

Any mixtu re of operand lengths (8 and 16 b its) is possibl e. Addi tional operations

are possible when suppl ementa l softw are is used, such as signed multipl y-and -

accumul ate.

Figure 10.11 show s the hardw are modules that comprise the MSP430 multiplie r.

The acce ssible regist ers are explain ed in the follow ing paragrap hs. Figur e 10.11 is

not intende d to depi ct the ph ysical reality; it illus trates the hardwar e multiplie r from

the program mer’s point of view. Figur e 10.12 shows the system struct ure whe re the

MSP430 is a peripheral .

The hardwar e multiplie r is not part of the MS P430 CPU—i t is a peripher al that

does not interfer e with the CPU activities . The multip lier uses norm al peripher al

registers that are loaded and read using CPU instructions. The programmer-accessible

registers are explained next.

Inputs Outputs

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9

1 2 3 4 5 6

GND

OutputsInputs

(c) Look-ahead carry generator (74182)

7 8
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Figure 10.10 (continued)
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Operand 1 Registers. The operational mode of the MSP430 hardware multiplier is

determined by the address where Operand 1 is written:

1. Address 130h: executes unsigned multiplication (MPY).

2. Address 132h: executes signed multiplication (MPYS).

3. Address 134h: executes unsigned multiply-and-accumulate (MAC).

The address of Operand 1 alone determines the operation to be performed by the

multiplier (after modification of Operand 2). No operation is started by modification

of Operand 1 alone.

Example 10.7

A multiply unsigned (MPY) operation is defined and started. The two operands

reside in R14 and R15.

MOV R15, &130h ; Define MPY operation

MOV R14, &138h ; Start MPY with operand 2

. . . ; Product in SumHi j SumLo

Operand 2 Register. The Operand 2 Register (at address 138h) is common to

all three multiplier modes. Modification of this register (normally with a MOV

Operand 1
(Address determines operation)

Accessible register

Operand 1 Operand 2 138h

16 � 16 multiplier

031
Product reglster

32-bit adder

MPY,MPYS

MPY

MPY

SumExt 13 Eh

Multiplexer

MPYS

MPYS

MAC

MAC

S = 0
S = 1
C = 0
C = 1

000
0000h

000

Mode

0000h
FFFFh
0000h
0001h

rwrw 151515 r

SC

MAC

Mode
32-bit multiplexer

SumLo 013 AhSumHi 13 Ch

Mode

15

15 15

rw

rw rwMPY 130h

MPYS 132h

MAC 134h

0

0 0

Figure 10.11 Hardware multiplier block diagram.
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instruction) starts the selected multiplication of the two operands contained in

Operand 1 and Operand 2 registers. The result is written immediately into the three

hardware registers SumExt, SumHi, and SumLo. The result can be accessed with the

next instruction, unless indirect addressing modes are used for source addressing.

SumLo Register. This 16-bit register contains the lower 16 bit of the calculated

product or sum. All instructions may be used to access or modify the SumLo

register. The high byte cannot be accessed with byte instructions.

SumHi Register. The contents of this 16-bit register, which depend on the previously
executed operation, are as follows:

1. MPY: the most significant word of the calculated product.

2. MPYS: the most significant word, including the sign of the calculated product.

2s complement notation is used for the product.

3. MAC: the most significant word of the calculated sum.

All instructions may be used with the SumHi register. The high byte cannot be

accessed using byte instructions.

Data bus
16 bit

MSP430
CPU

Including
16 registers

Test

JTAG

Address
bus 16 bit

ROM RAM

Hardware
MPYer

Other
16-bit

peripherals

Figure 10.12 Hardware multiplier internal connections.
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SumExt Register. The sum extension register SumExt allows calculations with

results exceeding the 32 bit range. This read-only register holds the most significant

part of the result (bits 32 and higher). The content of SumExt is different for each

multiplication mode:

1. MPY: SumExt always contains zero, with no carry possible. The largest possible

result is: 0FFFFh3 0FFFFh¼ 0FFFE0001h.

2. MPYS: SumExt contains the extended sign of the 32 bit result (bit 31). If the result

of the multiplication is negative (MSB¼ 1) SumExt contains 0FFFFh. If the

result is positive (MSB¼ 0) SumExt contains 0000h.

3. MAC: SumExt contains the carry of the accumulate operation. SumExt contains

0001 if a carry occurred during the accumulation of the new product to the old

one, and zero otherwise.

SumExt register simplifies multiple word operations—straightforward additions are

performed without conditional jumps, saving time, and ROM space.

Example 10.8

The new product of an MPYS operation (operands in R14 and R15) is added to a

signed 64 bit result located in RAM word RESULT through RESULT þ 6:

MOV R15, &MPYS ; First operand

MOV R14, &OP2 ; Start MPYS with operand 2

ADD SumLo, RESULT ; Lower 16 bits of result

ADDC SumHi, RESULTþ2 ; Upper 16 bits

ADDC SumExt, RESULTþ4 ; Result bits 32 to 47

ADDC SumExt, RESULTþ6 ; Result bits 48 to 63

Hardware Multiplier Rules. The hardware multiplier is essentially a word module.

The hardware registers can be addressed in word mode or in byte mode, but the byte

mode can only address the lower bytes. The upper byte cannot be addressed.

The operand registers of the hardware multiplier (addresses 0130h, 0132h,

0134h, and 0138h) behave like the CPU’s working registers R0–R15 when modified

in byte mode: the upper byte is cleared in this case. This allows for any combination

of 8- and 16-bit multiplications.

Multiplication Modes. The three different multiplication modes available are

explained in the following sections.

Unsigned Multiply. The two operands written to operand registers 1 and 2 are

treated as unsigned numbers with

00000h being the smallest number

0FFFFFh being the largest number

The maximum possible result is obtained with input operands 0FFFFh and

0FFFFh:

0FFFFh� 0FFFFh ¼ 0FFFE0001h
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No carry is possibl e, the SumExt regist er always contain s zero. Table 10.1 gives the

products for some selected operands.

Signed Multipl y . The two o perands wr itten to operand registers 1 and 2 are treated
as sign ed 2s comple ment n umbers with:

08000h bein g the most negat ive number (� 32768)
07FFF h being the most positive number (þ 32767)

The SumExt register contain s the exte nded sign of the calcul ated result:

SumExt¼ 00000h: the result is positi ve

SumExt¼ 0FFFF h: the resu lt is negative

Table 10.2 gives the signed-m ultiply products for som e sel ected operands.

Multipl y-and-Acc umulat e (MAC) . Th e two operands writ ten to operand regist ers 1
and 2 are treated as unsigned numb ers (0h to 0FF FFh). The maximum possible

results are obtaine d with input operands 0FFF Fh and 0FF FFh:

0FFFFh� 0F FFFh ¼ 0FFFE0001 h
This resu lt is added to the previous cont ent of the two sum registers (SumLo and

SumHi ). If a carry occur s during this operation, the Su mExt register contain s 1 and

is cleare d othe rwise.

SumExt¼ 00000h: n o carry occur red during the accumul ation

SumExt¼ 00001h: a carry occurred during the accumul ation

The results of Table 10.3 assume that SumHi and SumLo contain the accum u-

lated content C000,0000 before the execution of each example. See Table 10.1 for

the results of an unsigned multiplication without accumulation.

Table 10.1 Results with Unsigned Multiply Mode

Operands SumExt SumHi SumLo

00003 0000 0000 0000 0000
00013 0001 0000 0000 0001
7FFF37FFF 0000 3FFF 0001
FFFF3FFFF 0000 FFFF 0001
7FFF3FFFF 0000 7FFF 8001
80003 7FFF 0000 3FFF 8000
80003FFFF 0000 7FFF 8000
80003 8000 0000 4000 0000

Table 10.2 Results with Signed Multiply Mode

Operands SumExt SumHi SumLo

000030000 0000 0000 0000
000130001 0000 0000 0001
7FFF37FFF 0000 3FFF 0001
FFFF3FFFF 0000 0000 0001
7FFF3FFFF FFFF FFFF 8001
800037FFF FFFF C000 8000
80003FFFF 0000 0000 8000
800038000 0000 4000 0000
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Multiplication Word Lengths. The MSP430 hardware multiplier allows all possible

combinations of 8- and 16-bit operands. Notice that input registers Operand 1 and

Operand 2 behave like CPU registers, where the high-register byte is cleared if the

register is modified by a byte instruction. This simplifies the use of 8-bit operands.

The following are examples of 8-bit operand use for all three modes of the hardware

multiplier.

; Use the 8-bit operand in R5 for an unsigned multiply.

; MOV.B R5, &MPY ; The high byte is cleared

;

; Use an 8-bit operand for a signed multiply.

MOV.B R5, &MPYS ; The high byte is cleared

SXT &MPYs ; Extend sign to high byte

;

; Use an 8-bit operand for a multiply-and-accumulate.

; MOV.B R5, &MAC ; The high byte is cleared

Operand 2 is loaded in a similar fashion. This allows all four possible combin-

ations of input operands:

163 16 83 16 163 8 83 8

Speed Comparison with Software Multiplication. Table 10.4 shows the speed

increase for the four different 163 16 bit multiplication modes. The software loop

cycles include the subroutine call (CALL #MULxx), the multiplication subroutine

itself, and the RET instruction. Only CPU registers are used for the multiplication. See

the Metering Application Report for details on the four multiplication subroutines.

The cycles given for the hardware multiplier include the loading of the multi-

plier operands Operand 1 and Operand 2 from CPU registers and—in the case of the

Table 10.3 Results with Unsigned Multiply
and Accumulate Mode

Operands SumExt SumHi SumLo

000030000 0000 C000 0000
000130001 0000 C000 0001
7FFF37FFF 0000 FFFF 0001
FFFF3FFFF 0001 BFFE 0001
7FFF3FFFF 0001 3FFE 8001
800037FFF 0000 FFFF 8000
80003FFFF 0001 3FFF 8000
800038000 0001 0000 0000

Table 10.4 CPU Cycles Needed with Different Multiplication Modes

Operation Software Loop Hardware MPYer Speed Increase

Unsigned multiply MPY 139 . . . 171 8 17.4 . . . 21.4
Unsigned MAC 137 . . . 169 8 17.1 . . . 21.1
Signed multiply MPYS 145 . . . 179 8 18.1 . . . 22.4
Signed MAC 143 . . . 177 17 8.4 . . . 10.4
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signed MAC opera tion—the accumul ation of the 48 bit result into thr ee CPU

registers .

Refer to the applica tion report cited above for further details on progr amming

the MSP430 and other application details.

10.5.3 Motoro la 68881 Coprocess or

The MC68881 floating- point coprocess or provi des IEEE sta ndard 754 floating-

point opera tions capab ility as a logical extension to the integer data p rocessing

capabil ities of MC68000 series of microproc essors (MPU s). The major featur es of

the MC68881 are:

1. Eight general-purpose floating-point data registers

2. 67-bit arithmetic unit

3. 67-bit barrel shifter

4. 46 instructions

5. Full conformance to ANSI-IEEE 754-1985 standard

6. Supports additional functions not on IEEE standard

7. Seven data formats

8. 22 constants available in on-chip ROM ( p, e , etc.)
9. Virtual memory =machine operations

10. Efficient mechanisms for exception processing

11. Variable size data bus compatibility.

The coprocess or interface mec hanism attem pts to provide the programme r with an

executi on mode l based on sequential instru ction execu tion in the MPU and the

coprocess or. Floati ng-point instructions are executed concur rently with MPU integer

instructions . The coprocess or and the MPU com municate via standard bus protocols.

Figure 10.13 show s the MC 68881 simpl ified block diag ram. The MC68881 is

logicall y divi ded into two parts:

1. Bus interface unit (BIU)

2. Arithmetic processing unit (APU).

The task of the BIU is to commun icate with the MPU. It monitors the sta te of the APU

even though it operate s independe ntly of the APU. The BIU cont ains the coprocess or

interface registers , com munica tion status fla gs, and the timing control logic.

The task o f the APU is to execute the com mand wor ds and operands sent from the

BIU. It must report its internal status to the BIU. The eight floating- point data

registers , control, sta tus, and instruction addre ss regi sters are located in the APU.

The high-speed arithmetic unit and the barrel shifter are also located in the

APU. Figur e 10.14 pres ents the progr amming mode l for the copro cessor.

The MC68881 floating-point coprocessor supports seven data formats:

1. Byte integer

2. Word integer

3. Long word integer
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4. Single-precision real

5. Double-precision real

6. Extended-precision real

7. Packed decimal string real.

The int eger data format s consi st of standar d 2s comple ment format . Both single-

precision and doubl e-precisi on floating- point formats are impleme nted as specified

in the IEEE standar d. Mixed mode arithm etic is accom plished by conver ting integers

to exte nded p recision floating- point numbers before being used in the computa tion.

The MC68881 floating- point coprocess or provides six classes of instru ctions:

1. Moves between coprocessor and memory

2. Move multiple registers

3. Monadic operations

4. Dyadic operations

5. Branch, set, or trap conditionally

6. Miscellaneous.

These cla sses provide 46 instru ctions, which include 35 arithmeti c o perations.

10.5.4 Control Data 6600

The CDC 6600 first introdu ced in 1964 was designed for two type s of use: large-scale

scientific proce ssing and time shar ing of smaller problem s. To accomm odat e large-

scale scient ific proce ssing, a high- speed, flo ating-poin t CPU employi ng multiple

function al units was used. Figure 10 .15 shows the struct ure of the system . The
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Figure 10.14 MC68881 programming model. (Courtesy of Motorola Inc.)
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peripher al activit y was separ ated from the CPU activity by usin g 12 I =O channe ls
controlle d by 1 0 peripher al proce ssors. Here, we will conce ntrate on the opera tion of

the CPU.

As seen in Figur e 10.15, the CPU com prises 10 functional unit s: 1 add, 1 doubl e-

precision add, 2 multiply, 1 divide, 2 increment, 1 shift, 1 Boolean, and 1 branch

units. The CPU obtains its programs and data from the central memory. It can be

interrupted by a peripheral processor. The 10 functional units in the central processor

can operate in parallel on one or two 60 bit operands to produce a 60 bit result. The

operands and results are provided in the operating registers shown in Figure 10.16.

A functional unit is activated by the control unit as soon as the operands are available

in the operating registers. Since the functional units work concurrently, a number of

arithmetic operations can be performed in parallel.

As an example, the computation of Z¼A � B þ C � D, where Z, A, B, C, and D
are memory operands, progresses as follows: first the contents of A, B, C, and D are
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Figure 10.16 Central processor operating registers of CDC 6600. (Courtesy of Control Data
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load ed into a set of CPU registers (says, R1, R2, R 3, and R4 respective ly). Th en, R1

and R2 are assig ned as inputs to a multipl y unit with anoth er register, R5, alloca ted

to receive its outpu t. Sim ultaneousl y, R3 and R4 are assigned as input s to another

multi ply unit with R6 as its output. R5 and R6 are assigned as inputs to the add unit

with R7 as its output. As soon as the multipl y units provide their resu lts into R5 and

R6, they are added by the add unit and the resu lt from R7 is stored into Z. There is a
queue assoc iated with each functi onal unit. The CPU simply loads these queues

with the opera nd and results regist er inform ation. As and when a functi onal un it is

fre e, it retri eves this informat ion from its queue and operate s on it, thus providi ng a

very high para llelism.

Th ere are 24 opera ting registers : eight 18-bit index regi sters, eight 18-bit

addre ss registers, and eigh t 60-bit floating- point registers . Figure 10.14 show s the

data and addre ss paths. Instructions are either 15 or 30 bits long. An instru ction

sta ck capab le of ho lding 32 instru ctions enhanc es instru ction execu tion speed .

Th e cont rol unit maintain s a scoreboard , which is a running file of the status of
all registers and functi onal units and their allocati on. As new instru ctions are

fetched , resource s are allocate d to execu te them by referring to the scoreboar d.

Instruc tions are queued for later processi ng if reso urces cannot be alloca ted.

Ce ntral memor y is organ ized in 32 banks of 4 K words. Each conse cutive address
cal ls for a different bank. Five memor y trunks are provided betwee n memor y and

fiv e floating- point regi sters. An instru ction calling for an addre ss register implici tly

initiat es a memory refere nce on it s trunk. An overlapp ed memory access and

arithm etic operation in thus possibl e. The concurre nt operation of funct ional

units, high tra nsfer rates betwee n registers and memor y, and separ ation of periph-

eral activi ty from the proce ssing activit y make CDC 6600 a fast machin e. It shoul d

be noted that the CRA Y supercom puter family desi gned by Seym our Cray, the

desi gner of CDC 6600 series , retains the basic arch itectural features of the

CDC 6600 .

10.5 .5 Archi tectur e of the Cray Ser ies

Th e Cray-1, a secon d-genera tion vector proce ssor from Cray Resear ch Incorpor ated

(now Cr ay Corpor ation) has been describ ed as the most powerf ul compu ter of the late

1970 s. Benchmar k stud ies show that it is capab le of sustaining com putational rates of

138 MFL OPS over long periods of time and attaini ng speeds of up to 2 50 MFL OPS in

short bursts. This performance is about 5 times that of the CDC 7600 or 15 times that

of an IBM System=370 Model 168. Thus Cray-1 is uniquely suited to the solution of

computationally intensive problems encountered in fields such as weather forecast-

ing, aircraft design, nuclear research, geophysical research, and seismic analysis.

Figur e 10.17 shows the structure of the Cray X-MP (successor to Cray-1). A four-

processor system (X-MP=4) is shown. The Cray X-MP consists of four sections:

multiple Cray-1-like CPUs, the memory system, the I=O system, and the processor

interconnection. The following paragraphs provide a brief description of each section.

Memory. The memory system is built out of several sections, each divided into

banks. Addressing is interleaved across the sections and within sections across the
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banks. The total memory capacity can be up to 16 megawords with 64 bits per word.

Associated with each memory word, there is an 8-bit field dedicated to single error

correction=double error detection (SECDED). The memory system offers a band-

width of 25–100 gigabits per second. It is multiported, with each CPU connected to

four ports (two for reading, one for writing, and one for independent I=O). Access-
ing a port ties it up for one clock cycle, and a bank access takes four clock cycles.

Memory contention can occur several ways: a bank conflict occurs when a bank

is accessed while it is still processing a previous access, a simultaneous conflict

occurs if a bank is referenced simultaneously on independent lines from different

CPUs, and a line conflict occurs when two or more of the data paths make a memory

request to the same memory section during the same clock cycle. Memory conflict

resolution may require wait states to be inserted. Because memory conflict reso-

lution occurs element by element during vector references, it is possible that the

arithmetic pipelines being fed by these vector references may experience clock

cycles with no input. This can produce a degradation in the arithmetic performance

attained by the pipelined functional units. Memory performance is typically

degraded by 3%–7% on average due to memory contention, and in particularly

bad cases by 20%–33%.
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CPU 4
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I/O

I/O
system
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Figure 10.17 Cray X-MP=4 structure.
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Th e secon dary memor y, known as the solid state devi ce (SSD ), is used as an

excep tional ly fast-a ccess disk device although it is built out of MOS rando m access

memor y ICs. The access time of SSD is 40 ms, com pared to the 16 ms access time

of the fastes t disk drive from Cray Re search Inc. The SSD is used for the storage of

large- scale sci entific program s that would otherw ise excee d main memor y capac ity

and to reduc e bo ttlenecks in I =O-bound applications. Th e central memor y is con-

nect ed to the SSD through either one or two 1000 MB per secon d channels . The I=O
subsys tem is directly connec ted to the SSD, thereby allow ing prefet ching of large

data sets from the disk syst em to the faster SSD.

Proces sor Interco nnectio n. Th e interconnec tion o f the CPUs assumes a coarse-

grain ed multipr ocessing environment . Th at is, each processor (ideal ly) executes a

tas k almost independe ntly, requiri ng commun ication with other proce ssors once

ever y few mill ion or billion instru ctions.

Proce ssor intercon nection compri ses the clus tered shar e registers . Th e processor

may acce ss any cluste r that has been allocate d to it in either user or syst em monitor

mode . A processor in monito r mode has the processor abili ty to int errupt any other

processor and cause it to go into monitor mode.

Central Processor. Each CPU is composed of low-density ECL logic with 16 gates

per chip. Wire lengths are minimized to cut the propagation delay of signals to

about 650 ps. Each CPU is a register- oriented vector p rocessor (Fig ure 10.18) with

various sets of registers that supply arguments to and receive results from several

pipelined, independent functional units. There are eight 24-bit address registers

(A0–A70), eight 64-bit scalar registers (S0–S7), and eight vector registers (V0–V7).

Each vector register can hold up to sixty-four 64-bit elements. The number of

elements present in a vector register for a given operation can be contained in a

7-bit vector length register (VL). A 64-bit vector mask register (VM) allows masking

of the elements of a vector register prior to an operation. Sixty-four 24-bit address

save registers (B0–B63) and 64 scalar save registers (T0–T63) are used as buffer

storage areas for the address and scalar registers, respectively.

The address registers support an integer add and an integer multiply functional

unit. The scalar and vector registers each supports integer add, shift, logical, and

population count functional units. Three floating-point arithmetic functional units

(add, multiply, and reciprocal approximation) take their arguments from either the

vector or the scalar registers.

The result of the vector operation is either returned to another vector register or

may replace one of the operands to the same functional unit (i.e., ‘‘written back’’)

provided there is no recursion.

An 8-bit status register contains such flags as processor number, program status,

cluster number, interrupt, and error detection enables. This register can be accessed

through an S register.

The exchange address register is an 8-bit register maintained by the operating

system. This register is used to point to the current position of the exchange routine

in memory. In addition, there is program clock used for accurately measuring

duration intervals.
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As mentioned earlier, each CPU is provided with four ports to the memory, with

one port reserved for the input=output subsystem (IOS) and the other three, labeled

A, B, and C, supporting data paths to the registers. All the data paths can be active

simultaneously, as long as there are no memory access conflicts.

Data transfer between scalar and address registers and thememory occurs directly

(i.e., as individual elements in to and out of referenced registers). Alternatively, block

transfers can occur between the buffer registers and the memory. The transfer
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between scalar and address registers and the corresponding buffers is done directly.

Transfers between the memory and the vector registers are done only directly.

Block transfer instructions are available for loading to and storing from B (using

port A) and T (using port B) buffer registers. Block stores from the B and T registers

to memory use port C. Loads and stores directly to the address and scalar registers

use port C at a maximum data rate of 1 word every 2 clock cycles.

Transfers between the B and T registers and address and scalar registers occur at

the rate of 1 word per clock cycle, and data can be moved between memory and the

B and T registers at the same rate of 1 word per clock cycle. Using the three separate

memory ports data can be moved between common memory and the buffer registers

at a combined rate of 3 words per clock cycle, 1 word into B and T and 1 word from

one of them.

The functional units are fully segmented (i.e., pipelined), which means that a

new set of arguments may enter a unit every clock period (8.5 ns). The segmenta-

tion is performed by holding the operands entering the unit and the partial results at

the end of every segment until a flag allowing them to proceed is set. The number of

segments in a unit determines the start-up time for that unit. Table 10.5 shows the

functional unit characteristics.

Example 10.9

Consider again the vector addition:

C[i] ¼ A[i]þ B[i] 1 � i � N:

Assume that N is 64, A and B are loaded into two vector registers, and the result

vector is stored in another vector register. The unit time for floating-point addition

Table 10.5 Functional Unit Characteristics (Cray X-MP)

Type Operation
Registers

Used
Number
of Bits

Unit Time
(Clock Periods)

Address Integer add A 24 2
Integer multiply A 24 4

Scalar Integer add S 64 3
Shift S 64 2 or 3
Logical S 64 1
Population S 64 3 or 4
Parity, and leading zero S & A 64 3 or 4

Vector Integer add V
Shift V & A 64 3
Logical V 64 3 or 4
Second logical V 64 2
Population, and parity V 64 3

Floating point Add S or V 64 6
Multiply S or V 64
Reciprocal S or V 64

Memory transfer Scalar load S 64
Vector load (64 element) V 64
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in six clock periods including one clock period for transferring data from vector

registers to the add unit and one clock to store the result into another vector register,

it would take (643 8¼ 512) clock periods to execute this addition in scalar mode.

This vector operation performed in the pipeline mode is shown in Figure 10.19.

Here, the first element of the result will be stored into the vector register after

8 clock periods. Afterwards there will be one result every clock period. Therefore

the total execution time is (8 þ 63¼ 71) clock periods.

If N < 64, the above execution times are reduced correspondingly. If N > 64,

the computation is performed on units of 64 elements at a time. For example, if N is

300, the computation is performed on 4 sets of 64 elements each, followed by the

final set with the remaining 44 elements.

The vector length register contains the number of elements (n) to be operated

upon at each computation. If M is the length of vector registers in the machine, the

following program can be used to execute the above vector operation for an

arbitrary value of N.

begin¼ 1

n¼ (N mod M)

for i¼ 0, (N=M)

for j¼ begin, begin þ n � 1

C[ j]¼A[ j] þ B[ j]

endfor

begin¼ begin þ n

n¼M.

endfor
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Figure 10.19 Vector pipelining on Cray X-MP.
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Here, first the (N mod M ) ele ments are o perated upon, fol lowed by N =M set s of
M elemen ts.

In practice, the vector leng th will not be known at compile time. The compiler

gener ates the code similar to above, such that the vector op eration is perform ed in

set s of length less than or equal to M . Th is is know n as strip minin g. Strip minin g

overh ead must also be include d in start-up time computa tions of the pipelin e.

In order for multiple functi onal units to be active simul taneously, intermed iate

resu lts mus t b e stored in the CPU regi sters. When prope rly progr ammed , the Cray

arch itecture can arrange CPU registers such that the resu lts o f one function al unit

can be input to anot her inde penden t funct ional unit. Thus, in addition to the

pipe lining within the functi onal units, it is possibl e to pipeline arithmeti c op erations

betwee n the functi onal units. Th is is calle d chai ning.
Chaining of vector functional units and their overlapped, concurrent operation

are important characteristics of this architecture, which being about a vast speed-up

in the execution times. Example 10.10 shows a loop where overlapping would occur.

Exam ple 10.10

Con sider the loop:

Fo r J¼ 1,64
C(J)¼ A( J) þ B(J)
D( J)¼ E(J) *F(J)
En dfor

Here, the addi tion and multipl ication can be done in parallel because the

funct ional units are totally independe nt.

Ex ample 10.11 illus trates chaining.

Exam ple 10.11

Fo r J¼ 1,64
C(J)¼ A( J) þ B(J)
D( J)¼ C( J)*E(J)
En dfor

Here, the output of the add funct ional unit is an input opera nd to the multipl i-

cation functional unit. With chaining, we do not have to wait for the entire array

C to be computed before beginning the multiplication. As soon as C(1) is computed,

it can be used by the multiply functional unit concurrently with the computation of

C(2). That is, the two functi onal units form the stages of a pipe line, as show n in

Figur e 10 .20.

Assuming that all the operands are in vector registers, this computation is done

without vectorization (i.e., no pipelining or chaining) requires (add: 64 3 8¼ 512

plus multiply: 643 9¼ 576) 1088 clock periods. It can be completed in (chain start-

up time of 17þ 63 more computations) 80 clock periods if vectorization (pipelining

and chaining) is employed.
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Note that the effect of chaining is to increase the depth of the pipeline and hence

the start-up overheads. If the operands are not already in vector registers, they need to

be loaded first and the result stored in the memory. The two load paths and the path

that stores data to memory can be considered as functional units in chaining. The

start-up time for a load vector instruction is 17 cycles, and thereafter 1 value per cycle

may be fetched, then any operation using this data may access 1 value per cycle after

18 cycles. Figure 10.21 shows an example of this. Here, Port A is used to read in V0

and port B to read in V1. This occurs in parallel. As soon as each vector register has its

first operand, the floating-point add may begin processing, and as soon as the first

operand is placed in V2, port C may be used to store it back to memory.

In a chain, a functional unit can only appear once. Two fetches and one store are

possible in each chain. This is because Cray systems supply only one of each of the

above types of functional units. This demands that if two floating-point adds are to

be executed, they must occur sequentially. Because there are two ports for fetching

vectors and one port for storing vectors, the user may view the system as having two
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load functi onal units and a store functi onal unit on Cray X-MP . On Cray- 1, there is

only one memor y functio nal unit.

An operan d can only serve as input to one arithmeti c functio nal unit in a chain.

An operand can, howe ver, be input to b oth inputs of a functi onal unit requiring two

opera nds. Th is is because a vect or register is tied to a functi onal unit duri ng a vector

instru ction. When a v ector instru ction is issu ed, the functi onal unit and registers

used in the instru ction are reserve d for the duration of the vector instru ction.

Cray has coin ed the term ‘‘chim e’’ (chaine d vect or time) to describe the timing

of vect or operations. A chime is no t a specific amo unt of time, b ut rath er a timing

conce pt representing the number of clock periods required to comple te one vector

opera tion. This equates to length of a vector register plus a few clock periods for

chai ning. For Cray syst ems, a chime is equal to 64 clock periods plus a few more.

A chime is thus a measure that allows the user to estimat e the speed-up available

from pipe lining, chainin g, and overlapp ing instructions .

Th e numb er of chimes neede d to com plete a seque nce of vector instructions is

depend ent on several factor s. Since there are thr ee memor y functio nal units, two

fetches and one store operation may appear in the same chime. A functional unit

may be used only once within a chime. An operand may appear as input to only one

functional unit in a chime. A store operation may chain onto any previous operation.

Example 10.12

Figur e 10.22 show s the number of chimes requi red to perf orm the followi ng code

on Cray X-MP, Cray-1, and the Cray-2 (Levesque and Williamson, 1989) systems:

For I¼ 1 to 64

A(I)¼ 3.0* A(I) þ (2.0 þ B(I)* C(I)

Endfor

The Cray X-MP requires only two chimes, while the Cray-1 requires four, and

the Cray-2, which does not allow chaining, requires six chimes to execute the code.

Clock cycles of the Cray-1, the Cray X-MP, and the Cray-2 are 12.5, 8.5, and 4.1 ns,

respectively. If a chime is taken to be 64 clock cycles, then the time for each

machine to complete the code is

Cray-1: 4 chimes� 64� 12.5 ns¼ 3200 ns

Cray X-MP: 2 chimes� 64� 8.5 ns¼ 1088 ns

Cray-2: 6 chimes� 64� 4.1 ns¼ 1574 ns

Thus, for some instruction sequences, the Cray X-MP with the help of chaining can

actually outperform Cray-2, which has a faster clock. Since Cray-2 does allow overlap-

ping, the actual gain of Cray X-MP may not be as large for very large array dimensions.

During vector operations, up to 64 target addresses could be generated by 1

instruction. If a cache were to be used as intermediate memory, the overhead to

search for 64 addresses would be prohibitive. Use of individually addressed regis-

ters eliminates this overhead. One disadvantage of not using a cache is that the

programmer (or the compiler) must generate all the references to the individual

registers. This adds to the complexity of code (or compiler) development.
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Instruction Fetch. Control registers are part of the special purpose register set and are
used to control the flow of instructions. Four instruction butters, each containing 32

words (128 parcels, 16 bits each) are used to hold instructions fetched from memory.

Each instruction buffer has its own instruction buffer address register (IBAR). The

IBAR serves to indicate what instructions are currently in the buffer. The contents of

IBAR are the high-order 17 bit of the words in the buffer. The instruction buffer is

always loaded on a 32 word boundary. The P register is the 24-bit address of the next

parcel to be executed. The current instruction parcel (CIP) contains the instruction

waiting to issue and the next instruction parcel (NIP) contains the NIPs to issue after

the parcel in the CIP. Also, there is a last instruction parcel (LIP) which is used to

provide the second parcel to a 32-bit instruction without using an extra clock period.

The P register contains the address of the next instruction to be decoded. Each

buffer is checked to see if the instruction is located in the buffers. If the address is

found, the instruction sequence continues. However, if the address is not found, the

instruction must be fetched from memory after the parcels in the CIP and NIP have

been issued. The least recently filled buffer is selected to be overwritten, so that the

current instruction is among the first eight words to be read. The rest of the buffer is

then filled in a circular fashion until the buffer is full. It will take three clock pulses

to complete the filling of the buffer. Any branch to an out-of-buffer address causes a

delay in processing of 16 clock pulses.

Some buffers are shared between all of the processors in the system. One of

these is the real-time clock. Other registers of this type include a cluster consisting
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of 48 registers. Each cluster contains 32 (1 bit) semaphore or synchronization

registers and eight 64 bit ST or shared-T registers and eight 24 bit SB or shared-B
registers. A system with two processors will contain three clusters while a four-

processor system will contain five clusters.

I=O System. The input and output of the X-MP are handled by the input=output
subsystem (IOS). The IOS is made of 2–4 interconnected I=O processors. The IOS

receives data from four 100 MB per second channels connected directly to the main

memory of the X-MP. Also, four 6 MB per second channels are provided to furnish

control between the CPU and the IOS. Each processor has its own local memory

and shares a common buffer. The IOS supports a variety of front-end processors and

peripherals such as disk drives and drives.

To support the IOS, each CPU has two types of I=O control registers: current

address and channel limit registers. The current address registers point to the current

word being transferred. The channel limit registers contain the address of the last

word to be transferred.

Other Systems in the Series. Cary continued the enhancement of X-MP architecture

to Y-MP and Y-prime series. Cray Y-MP introduced in 1988, extends the X-MP’s

24-bit addressing scheme to 32-bit, thus allowing an address space of 32 million

64-bit words. It runs on a 6 ns clock and uses eight processors, thus doubling the

processing speed.

The most recent system from Cray is XT4 which utilizes from 548 to 30,508

processing elements. Each processing element is built using a 2.6 MHz AMD dual

core processor. The system memory ranges from 4.3 to 239 TB. The system offers

from 5.6 to 318 Teraflops peak.

10.6 SUMMARY

The spectrum of enhancements possible for ALUs spanning the range of employing

faster hardware and algorithms to multiple functional units were described in this

chapter. Several algorithms have been proposed over the years to increase the speed

of the ALU functions. Only representative algorithms were described in this chapter.

The reader is referred to the books listed in the References section for further details.

The advances in hardware technology have resulted in several fast, off-the-shelf ALU

building blocks. Some examples of such ICs were given. Examples of pipelined

ALU architectures were provided. The trend in ALU design is to employ multiple

processing units and activate them in parallel so that very high speeds can be

achieved through superscalar and VLIW architectures described in this chapter.
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PROBLEMS

10.1 List the architectural features of the ALUs of a mini-, micro-, a large-scale, and a

supercomputer system you have access to with reference to the characteristics

described in this chapter.

10.2 Look up the TTL data book to find a carry look-ahead adder (CLA) IC. Design a

16-bit CLA using an appropriate number of these ICs.

10.3 Perform the multiplication of the following operands using the shift and add

algorithm. Use the minimum number of bits in the representation of each number

and the results.

a. 243 8

b. 423 24

c. 173 64

10.4 Perform the following division operations using the restoring division algorithm.

Use the minimum number of bits required.

a. 24=8
b. 43=15
c. 129=23
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10.5 Solve Problem 10.4 using nonrestoring division algorithm.

10.6 For the stack-based ALU shown in Figure 10.5, derive the microoperation

sequences needed for the following operations:

a. SHR: Shift the contents of top level right, once.

b. COMP: Replace the top level with its 2s complement. (Assume that the

functional unit can perform the 2s complement of operand X.)

c. SUB: SL   SL � TL, POP.
10.7 A hardware stack is used to evaluate arithmetic expressions. The expressions can

contain both REAL and INTEGER values. The data representation contains a

TAG bit with each operand. The TAG bit is 1 for REAL and 0 for INTEGER

data. List the control signals needed for the stack-based ALU of Figure 10.5 to

perform addition and subtraction of the operands in the top two levels of the

stack. Include any additional hardware needed to accommodate this new data

representation.

10.8 Give an algorithm to generate the sum of two numbers in excess-3 representation

(i.e., each digit corresponds to 4 bits, in excess-3 format). Design a circuit for the

adder similar to that in Figure 10.7.

10.9 Develop the detailed block diagrams for each of the stages in the floating-point

add pipeline of Figure 10.8. Assume the IEEE standard representation for the

floating-point numbers.

10.10 Develop the stages needed for a floating-point multiplier, assuming that the

numbers are represented in the IEEE standard form.

10.11 A popular method of detecting the OVERFLOW and UNDERFLOW conditions

in a shift register-based stack is by using an additional shift register with number

of bits equal to the number of levels in the stack and shifting a 1 through its bits.

Design the complete circuit for an N-level stack.
10.12 Design the UNDERFLOW and OVERFLOW detection circuits for a RAM-based

stack.

10.13 It is required to compute Ci¼ Ai þ Bi ( i¼ 1� 50), where A, B, and C are arrays of
floating-point numbers, using a six-stage add pipeline. Assume that each stage

requires 15 ns. What is the total computation time?

10.14 Derive the formula for the total execution time of Problem 10.13 using a pipeline

of M stages, with each stage requiring T ns. Assume that the arrays have N
elements each.

10.15 Describe the conditions under which an n-stage pipeline is n times faster than a

serial machine.
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CHAPTER 11

Control Unit Enhancement

Two popular impleme ntations of the control u nit (HCU and MCU) were described

in Chapte r 6. Subsequ ent chapter s provi ded the detail s of arch itectura l featur es

found in modern-day machines. Inclusion of any new feature into the architecture

requires a corresponding enhancement to the control unit. The following parameters

are usually considered in the design of a control unit:

Speed: The control unit should generate control signals fast enough to utilize the

processor bus structure most efficiently and minimize the instruction and program

execution times.

Cost and complexity: The control unit is the most complex subsystem of a

processor. The complexity should be reduced as much as possible to make the

maintenance easier and the cost low. In general, random logic implementations of

the control unit (i.e., HCU) tend to be the most complex, while ROM-based designs

(i.e., MCU) tend to be the least complex.

Flexibility: HCUs are inflexible in terms of adding new architectural features to

the processor since they require a redesign of the hardware. MCUs offer a very high

flexibility since microprograms can be easily updated without a substantial redesign

of the hardware involved.

With the advances in hardware technology, faster and more versatile processors

are introduced to the market very rapidly. This requires that the design cycle time

for newer processors must be as small as possible. Since the design costs must be

recovered over a short life span of the new processor, they must be minimized.

MCUs offer such flexibility and low-cost redesign capabilities, although they are

inherently slow compared with HCUs. This speed differential between the two

designs is getting smaller, since in the current technology, the MCU is fabricated

on the same IC (i.e., with the same technology) as the rest of the processor. We will

concentrate on the popular speed-enhancement techniques used in contemporary

machines in this chapter.
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11.1 SPEED ENHANCEMENT

In ASC, the control unit fetches an instruction, decodes it, and executes it, before

fetching the next instruction as dictated by the program logic. That is, the control

unit brings about the instruction cycles one after the other. With this serial instruc-
tion execution mode, the only way to increase the speed of execution of the overall

program is to minimize the instruction cycle time of the individual instructions.

This concept is called the instruction cycle speedup. The program execution time

can be reduced further, if the instruction cycles can be overlapped. That is, if

the next instruction can be fetched and=or decoded during the current instruction

cycle. This overlapped operationmode is termed instruction execution overlap ormore

commonly pipelining. Another obvious technique would be to bring about the instruc-
tion cycle of more than one instruction simultaneously. This is the parallel mode of

instruction execution. We will now describe these speed-enhancement techniques.

11.1.1 Instruction Cycle Speedup

Recall that the processor cycle time (i.e., major cycle time) depends on the register-

transfer time of the processor bus structure. If the processor structure consists of

multiple buses, it is possible to perform several register transfers simultaneously. This

requires that the control unit produce the appropriate control signals simultaneously.

In a synchronous HCU, the processor cycle time is fixed by the slowest register

transfer. Thus even the fastest register-transfer operation consumes a complete

processor cycle. In an asynchronous HCU, the completion of one register transfer

triggers the next; therefore, if properly designed, the asynchronous HCU would be

faster than the synchronous HCU. Since the design and maintenance of an asyn-

chronous HCU is difficult, the majority of the practical processors have synchron-

ous HCUs. An MCU is slower than an HCU since the microinstruction execution

time is the sum of processor cycle time and the CROM access time.

The HCU of ASC has the simplest configuration possible. Each instruction cycle

is divided into one or more phases (state or major cycles), each phase consisting of

four processor cycles (i.e., minor cycles). A majority of actual control units are

synchronous control units that are, in essence, enhanced versions of the ASC control

unit. The only optimization performed in the ASC control unit was to reduce the

number of major cycles needed to execute certain instructions (SHR, SHL) by not

entering an execute cycle, since all the required microoperations to implement those

instructions could be completed in one major cycle. Further optimization is pos-

sible. It is not necessary to use up a complete major cycle if the microoperations

corresponding to an instruction execution (or fetch or defer) can be completed in a

part of the major cycle. For example, the microoperations for the execution of each

branch instruction (BRU, BIP, BIN) could all be completed in one minor cycle

rather than in a complete major cycle as they are currently implemented in ASC

control unit. Thus, three minor cycles could be saved in the execution of branch

instructions by returning to fetch cycle after the first minor cycle in the execute

cycle. When such enhancements are implemented, the state-change circuitry of the

control unit becomes more complex but the execution speed increases.
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Note that in the case o f an MCU, the conce pt of the major cycle is not pres ent,

and the basic unit we work with is the minor cycle (i. e., processor cycl e time þ
CROM access time). The lengths of microprogr ams correspo nding to each instru c-

tion are different. Each microins truction is executed in one minor cycle, and the

microprogr ams do not include any idle cycles. In developi ng the micro program for

ASC, the microoper ation seque nces from the HCU design were reorgani zed to

make them as short as possi ble.

Section 8.6 .3 provided the instru ction cycle details of Intel 8080, illustrating the

instruction cycle speed up conce pt. Although this is an obsolete processor, it was

selected for its simpl icity. The more rece nt Intel processors adopt these techniq ues

very extensi vely.

11.1.2 Instruc tion Execut ion Overlap

Even in early processor s such as Intel 8080, for instru ctions such as ADD r, once the

memory operand is fet ched into the CPU, addi tion is perform ed while the CPU is

fetching the next instruction in seque nce from the memor y. Th is overlap of instru c-

tion fetch and execu te phases increas es the progr am execu tion speed .

In gener al, the control unit can be envi sioned as a device with three sub

function s: fetch, decode (or address com putation), and execute. If the cont rol unit

is designed in a modular form with one modu le for each of these functions, it is

possibl e to overlap the instru ction- processing functi ons.

The ov erlapped processi ng is brough t about by a pipe line . As describ ed in
previous chapter, a pipeline is a struct ure that, like an automob ile asse mbly line,

consists of several stations, each of which is capable of perform ing a certain

subtask. The wor k flows from on e sta tion to the next. As the work leaves a station,

the subsequent unit of the work is pick ed up by that station. When the work lea ves

the last sta tion in the pipeline the task is complete. If the pipeline has N stations
and the work stays at each sta tion for T seconds, the com plete proce ssing time for a

task is (N 3 T) seconds. Howeve r, sinc e all the N stations are working in an
overlapp ed manner (on various tasks), the pipeline outpu ts one comple ted task

every T secon ds (after the initial period in which the pipeline is being filled).
Figure 11.1 introdu ces the conce pt of an instruction- processi ng pipe line . The

control unit has thr ee modu les. Th e proce ssing sequence is shown in Figur e 11.1b.

Any time after t2, the first module will be fetching instruction (I þ 1) the second

module will be decoding instruction I, while the last module will be executing

instruction (I� 1). From t3 onward, the pipeline flows full and the throughput is one
instruction per time slot.

For simplicity, we have assumed that each module in this pipeline consumes the

same amount of processing time. If such equal time partitioning of the processing task

cannot be made, intermediate registers to hold the result and flags that indicate the

completion of one task and beginning of the next task are needed.

We have assumed that the instructions are always executed in the sequence they

appear in the program. This assumption is valid as long as the program does not

contain a branch instruction. When a branch instruction is encountered, the next

instruction is to be fetched from the target address of the branch instruction. If it is a
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condi tional branch, the target address would not be known until the instru ction

reac hes the execu te stage. If a branch is inde ed taken, then the instru ctions follow-

ing the branc h instruction that are already in the pipelin e need to b e disc arded, and

the pipeline needs to be fill ed from the tar get address. Another appro ach would be to

stop fetchi ng subse quent instru ctions into the pipe line, once the branc h instru ction

is fetched , until the target addre ss is know n. Th e former appro ach is pref erred for

handl ing condi tional branc hes sinc e there is a good chanc e that the branc h might not

occur ; in that case, the pipe line would flow fill. Th e pipe line flow suff ers only whe n

a branch occur s. For uncondi tional branches, the latter appro ach can be used. We

will return to a detailed treatment of pipe line conce pts later in thi s chapter .

To impleme nt the cont rol unit as a pipeline, each sta ge should be designed to

opera te inde pendentl y, p erformin g its own functi on whi le sharing resource s such as

the proce ssor bus stru cture and the main memor y system . Such desig ns become

very comple x.

Th e pipeline conce pt is now used very extensi vely in all mode rn proce ssors. It is

typical for the proce ssors today to have four or five stag es in their pipe lines. As the

hardw are technol ogy progr esses, proce ssors with deeper pipeli nes (i. e., pipelines

with larger numb er of sta ges) have been introdu ced. These processors belon g to the

so-c alled super-pip elined proce ssor class. Sect ion 11.4 and subse quent chapter s
provi de som e exam ples of this class of machin es.

11.1 .3 Par allel Instr uction Execut ion

As seen by the descripti on in Chapters 8 throug h 10, the Intel Pen tium series of

processors contain two execution units: the integer unit and the floating-point unit.

The control unit of these processors fetches instructions from the same instruction

Execute

I1

E1

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6

D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

E2 E3 E4

Instruction cycle completed

Fetch Decode Execute
Input

(instruction) Module 1 Module 2 Module 3

(a) Pipelined control unit

Time

I2 I3 I4

Decode

Fetch

(b) Instruction execution overlap 

Figure 11.1 Pipelined instruction processing.
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stream (i. e., program ), decodes them, and delivers them to the appro priate execution

unit. Th us, the execu tion units would be workin g in para llel, each execu ting its own

instruction. The control unit must now be capab le of crea ting thes e para llel steams

of execution and synchroni zing thos e streams appro priately, based on the prec e-

dence constra ints impose d by the progr am. That is, the resu lt of the com putation

must be the same, whethe r the progr am is executed by serial or parallel execu tion of

instructions . This cla ss of architecture s, where mor e than on e instru ction steam is

processe d simul taneousl y, is know n as superscal ar architect ures introdu ced in the
previous chapter of this book . Sect ion 11.4 and subsequent chapters provide some

exampl es.

11.1.4 Instruc tion Buffer and Cache

The instru ction buff ers and instru ction cache architect ures introduced earlier in the

book also bring about instruction- proce ssing overlap, although at the comple te

instruction level. That is, the operation of fetching instructions into the buff er or

cache (pre fetching) is overlapp ed with the operati on of retrieving and executing

instructions that are in the buff er.

11.2 HA RDWIR ED VER SUS MICRO PROGRA MMED CONT ROL UNITS

All the speedup tec hniques describ ed in the previous section have been adopted by

HCUs of practical machin es. As mentioned earli er, the main advantage of the HCU

is its speed , while the disad vantage is its inflexibilit y. Altho ugh asynchrono us

HCUs offer a higher speed capabilit y than synchr onous HCU s, the major ity of

practical machines have synchro nous HCU s because they have the simpler design

of the two.

In the current VLSI era, com plete processi ng system s are fabric ated on a sing le

IC. Be cause the control unit is the most com plex unit, it occupies a large percent age

of the chip ‘‘real est ate.’’ Its com plexity increas es as the numb er of instru ction in

the instru ction set of the mac hine incr eases. The reduc ed instruc tions set compute rs
(RISC) introduced earlier in the book address this com plexity problem .

In an MCU, the executi on time for an instru ction is proportiona l to the numb er

of micro operations requi red and hence the length of mi croprogr am for the instru c-

tion. Since an MCU starts fetching the next instruction once the last micro operation

of the current instruction micro program is execu ted, MCU can be treat ed as an

asynchrono us cont rol unit. An MCU is slower than the HCU becau se of the addition

of CROM acce ss time to the register-trans fer time. But it is more flexible than HCU

and requires minimum changes in the hardware if the instru ction set is to be

modified or enhanc ed.

All the speed up techniq ues describ ed in Section 1 1.1 are used in prac tical

MCUs. Another level of pipe lining, show n in Figur e 1 1.2, is possi ble in an MC U.

Here, the fetching of the next microinstruction is overlapped with the execution of

the current microinstruction.
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The CROM word size is one of the design parameters of an MCU. Although the

price of ROMs is decreasing, the cost of data path circuits required within

the control unit increases as the CROM word size increases. Therefore, the word

size should be reduced to reduce the cost of the MCU. We will now examine the

microinstruction format used by practical machines with respect to their cost-

effectiveness.

The most common format for a microinstruction is shown in Figure 11.3a. The

‘‘instruction’’ portion of the microinstruction is used in generating the control

signals, and the ‘‘address’’ portion indicates the address of the next microinstruc-

tion. Execution of such a microinstruction corresponds to the generation of control

signals and transferring the address portion to the mMAR to retrieve the next

microinstruction. The advantage of this format is that very little external circuitry

is needed to generate the next microinstruction address, while the disadvantage is

that the conditional branches in the microprogram cannot be easily coded. The

format shown in Figure 11.3b allows for conditional branching. It is now assumed

Fetch1Fetch unit Fetch2 Fetch3 • • •

t1Time t2 t3 • • •

Execute unit Execute 1 Execute 2 • • •

Figure 11.2 Pipelining in an MCU.

Instruction Jump address

Instruction Test Jump address

Instruction Test Test true jump
address

Test false jump
address

Instruction

Test Jump address

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

1

0

Figure 11.3 Examples of microinstruction formats.
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that when the condi tion is not satisfie d, the mMA R is simpl y increment ed to point

to the next microins truction in seque nce. However, this requi res addi tional

mMA R circuitry. The mi croinstruc tion format show n in Figur e 11.3c explicit ly

codes the jump addresse s correspo nding to both the ou tcomes of the test condition,

thus reducing the exte rnal m MAR circui try. Th e CROM word size will be large in

all thes e format s sinc e they cont ain one or more address fields. It is possi ble to

reduce the CROM word size if the address repr esentatio n can be made implicit . Th e

format shown in Figur e 11.3d is simi lar to the one used by the MCU of ASC.

This format distingui shes betwee n the two type s of micro instru ctions through the

mopcode : Type 1 micro instruction produces control signals, while type 0 man ages

the microprogr am flo w. Increment ing of mMA R after the execu tion of a type 1

microins truction is im plicit in this format. As seen in Chapte r 6, this format of

microins truction require s fairly com plex circuitry to man age the mMAR.

Figure 11.4 shows the two popul ar forms of encoding the ‘‘instruc tions’ ’ portion

of a micro instru ction. In the horizont al (or unpacked ) microins truction, each bit in

the instru ction repr esents a cont rol signal. Hen ce, all the cont rol sign als can be

generat ed simul taneousl y and no externa l decoding is neede d to generat e the control

signal, thus mak ing the MCU fast. The disa dvantage is that this requires larger

CROM wor ds. Also, instru ction encodi ng is cumbers ome because a thorough

familiari ty with the processor hardware struct ure is needed to prevent the generat ion

of cont rol signals that cause confli cting opera tions in the processor hardware.

In the vert ical (or packe d) micro instruction, the instru ction is divided into

several fields, each field corresponding to either a resource or a function in the

Microinstruction

Microinstruction

Control signals

Horizontal

Field 1 Field 2

Decoder
1

Field 3

Control signals

(b) Vertical

Field n

(a)

Decoder
2

Decoder
3

Decoder
n

Figure 11.4 Popular microinstruction-encoding formats.
Note: only the instruction field of the microinstruction is shown; the address and test
fields are not shown.
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processing hardware. (In the design of ASC MCU, each field corresponded to a

resource such as ALU, BUS1, etc.). Vertical microinstruction reduces the CROM

word size; but the decoders needed to generate control signals from each field of the

instruction contribute to the delays in control signals. Encoding for vertical micro-

instruction is easier than that for horizontal microinstruction because of the former’s

function=resource partitioning.

In the foregoing discussion, we have assumed that all the control signals implied

by the microinstruction are generated simultaneously and the next clock pulse

fetches a new microinstruction. This type of microinstruction encoding is called

monophase encoding. It is also possible to associate each field or each bit in the

microinstruction with a time value. That is, the execution of each microinstruction

now requires more than one clock pulse. This type of microinstruction encoding is

called polyphase encoding. Figure 11.5a shows the monophase encoding, where all

M1

M1 M1

M1

M1 M1

M1

(a) Monophase

Polyphase(b)

Control signals

Clock

Clock

Microinstruction
cycles

Microinstruction
cycle 1

Microinstruction
cycle 2

All n sets of control
signals are generated at

the same time.

M2 M3

Control signals

Mn

M2

M2 M2

M3

M3

t3 tnt2t1

Mn

Mn

Mn

1 2 3

Mn Mn

Figure 11.5 Phase encoding of microinstructions.
Notes:
1. M1–Mn are the n sets of control signals implied by the microinstruction.
2. t1–tn are microcontrol unit clock pulses (phases).
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the control sign als are gener ated simultaneous ly at the clock pulse. Figur e 11.5b

shows an n-phase encoding whe re microoper ations M 1 thr ough Mn are associa ted
with time s valu e t 1 thr ough tn, respect ively.

11.3 PIPEL INE PERFO RMANC E ISSUES

Figure 11.6 show s an instru ction- processing pipelin e consist ing of six stages. The

first stage fetches instructions from the memory, one instruction at a time. At the end of

each fetch, this stage also updates the program counter to point to the next instruction in

sequence. The decode stage decodes the instruction, and the next stage computes the

effective address of the opera nd, followed by a stage that fetches the operand from

the memory. The opera tion cal led for by the instruction is then perf ormed by the

execute stage and the resu lts are stor ed in the memory by the next stage.

The operation of this pipeline is depicted by the modified time–space diagram

called a rese rvation table shown in Figure 11.7. In a reserva tion table, each row
corresponds to a stage in the pipeline and each column corresponds to a pipeline

cycle. An ‘‘X’’ at the intersection of the ith row and the jth column indicates that

stage i would be busy performing a subtask at cycle j, where cycle 1 corresponds to

the initiation of the task in the pipeline. That is, stage i is ‘‘reserved’’ (and hence not
available for any other task) at cycle j. The number of columns in the reservation

table for a given task is determined by the sequence in which the subtasks corre-

sponding to that task flow in the pipeline. The reservation table in Figure 11.7 shows

that each stage completes its task in one cycle time and hence an instruction cycle

requires six cycles to be completed, although one instruction is completed every

cycle (once the pipeline is full).

In this pipeline, the cycle time is determined by the stages requiring memory

access because they tend to be slower than the other stages. Assume that a memory

access takes 3T, where T is a time unit and a stage requiring no memory access

executes in T. Then, this pipeline produces one result every 3T (after the first 18T,
during which the pipeline is ‘‘filled’’). Compared to this, the sequential execution

of each instruction requires 14T on asynchronous and 18T on synchronous

control units.

FETCH (FI) DECODE (DI)
CALCULATE

ADDRESS (CA)

STORE
RESULTS (ST)EXECUTE (EX)

FETCH
OPERANDS (FO)

S1 S2 S3

S6
S5

S4

Figure 11.6 An instruction pipeline.
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Th e assumpt ion so far has been that the instru ction execu tion is com pletely

seque ntial in the operatio n of this pipeline. As long as that is true, the pipe line

com pletes one instruction per cycle. In prac tice, the program execu tion is not

com pletely sequential becau se of branch instru ctions. Consid er an uncondit ional

branc h instru ction entering the pipeline of Figur e 11.6. The target of the branch is

not know n until the instru ction reac hes the addre ss cal culate stage S3. By then, if

the pipeli ne is allow ed to function normally, it would have fetched two more

instru ctions followi ng the branch instru ction. When the target address is know n,

the instru ctions that entered the pipeline after the branch instruction mus t be

disc arded and new instru ctions fetched from the target addre ss of the branc h. This

pipe line draini ng operation results in a degra dation of pipeline throughput .

A solution would be to fre eze the pipeline from fetching further instru ctions as

soon as the branc h opcode is decode d (in sta ge 2) until the target addre ss is know n.

Th is mode of op eration preve nts som e traffic on the memor y system , but does not

increas e the pipeline efficienc y any, com pared with the first method.

When the instru ction entering the pipe line is a conditional branch, the target

addre ss of the branch will be know n only after the evaluat ion of the condi tion (in

sta ge S5). Three modes of pipelin e handling are possible for this case . In the first

mode the pipe line is froz en from fetching subse quent instructions until the branc h

target is known, as in the case of the uncondi tional branch. In the secon d mode ,

the p ipeline fetches subse quent instructions normal ly, ignorin g the conditional

branc h. Th at is, pipe line predicts that the branch will not be take n. If indeed the

branch is not taken, the pipeline flows normally and hence there is no degradation of

performance. If the branch is taken, the pipeline must be drained and restarted at the

target address. The second mode is preferred, since the pipeline functions normally

about 50% of the time on an average. The third mode would be to start fetching the

S1

Time

1 2

X

X

X

X

X

X

3 4 5 6

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

Figure 11.7 Reservation table.
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target instruction seque nce into a buffer (as soon as the target addre ss is com puted

in S3 ), while the nonbra nch seque nce is being fed into the pipe line. If the b ranch is

not take n, the pipe line continue s with its norm al opera tion and the cont ents of the

buffer are ignored. If the branc h is taken, the instru ctions alr eady in the pipeline are

discard ed (i. e., the pipeline is flushed) and target instruction is fetched from the

buffer. Th e advant age here is that fetching instru ctions from the buffer is faster than

that from the memor y.

In the las t two modes of operati on, all the activit y of the pipeli ne with resp ect to

instructions entering the pipe line followi ng the conditional branc h mus t be marked

tempor ary and made permane nt only if the branc h is not taken.

These problem s introdu ced into the pipeline by b ranch instru ctions are called

control hazard s . We wi ll describ e mechani sms that reduce the effect of control

hazards on pipeline performance in this section.

Example 11.1

Consider now, the instruction sequence given below, to be executed on a processor

that uti lizes the pipeli ne of Figure 11.6:

LOAD R1, MEM1 R1 (MEM1)

LOAD R2, MEM2 R2 (MEM2)

MPY R3, R1 R3 (R3) * (R1)

ADD R4, R2 R4 (R4)þ (R2)

where R1, R2, R3, and R4 are registers, MEM1 and MEM2 are memory addresses,

‘‘( )’’ denotes ‘‘contents of’’ and ‘‘ ’’ indicates a data transfer.

Figure 11.8 depicts the operation of the pipeline. During cycles 1 and 2 only one

memory access is needed. In cycle 3, two simultaneous read accesses to memory are

needed—one due to CA and the other due to FI. In cycle 4, three memory read

accesses (FO, CA, and FI) are needed. In cycle 5, two memory read (FO, CA) and

one register write (EX) are required. Cycle 6 requires one access each for memory

Load R1, Mem1 

Load R2, Mem2 

Mpy R3,R1 

Add R4,R2 

FI DI CA FO EX ST

FI

FI

FI

DI

DI

DI

CA

CA

 EXCA

FO

FO

STFO

EX

EX

ST

ST

Read Mem1 Write R1

Read Mem 2 Write R2

Read R1,R3

Read R2,R4

Write R3

Write R4

1 2 7 8 943 5 6
Cycles

Figure 11.8 Pipeline operation and resource requirements.
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read and wr ite and regist er read and write. Cycle s 7–9 do not require memor y access

but they do require one memor y wr ite. Cycle 7 require s one register read and one

regist er write and cycl e 8 needs one regi ster write. The memory and regi ster

acce sses have been summa rized in Table 11.1.

As seen from Table 11.1, the memory system mus t accomm odate thr ee accesses

per cycle for this pipe line to operate properl y. If we assume that the machin e has

separ ate data and instru ction cache s, then two simultan eous accesses can be handled.

Th is solves the probl em in cycles 5 and 6 (assum ing that the machine accesses

instru ction cache during CA). But, during cycle 4 two accesses (FI, CA) to data

cache would be n eeded. One way to solv e this problem is to stall the AD D instru ction
(i. e., initiat e ADD instru ction later than cycle 4) until cycle 6 as shown in Figure 11.9.

Th e stalling process results in a degradat ion of pipe line performanc e. The memor y

and regist er acce sses for Figur e 11.9 have been sum marized in Ta ble 11.2.

Note that the pipeline controlle r must evalu ate the resource require ments of each

instru ction befor e the instru ction ente rs the pipelin e, so that the above structural
hazard s are elimina ted.

In addition to the collision problems in pipelines due to improper initiation rate,

data interlocks occur because of shared data between the stages of the pipeline and

conditional branch instructions degrade the performance of an instruction pipeline,

Table 11.1 Memory and Register Access (Read and Write)

Memory Read Memory Write Register Read Register Write

Cycle 1 1

Cycle 2 1

Cycle 3 2

Cycle 4 3

Cycle 5 2 1

Cycle 6 1 1 1

Cycle 7 1 1

Cycle 8 1

Cycle 9

Load R1, Mem1 

Load R2, Mem2 

Mpy R3,R1 

Add R4,R2 

FI DI CA FO EX ST

Stall

FI

FI

DI

DI

Stall

CA

CA

CAFI
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FO

FODI

EX

EX

ST

ST

Read Mem1 Write R1

Read Mem2 Write R2

Read R1,R3

Read R2, R4

Write R3

1 2 7 8 943 5 6

Cycles

Figure 11.9 Pipeline operation with stalls.
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as men tioned earli er. These problem s and some common solu tions are descr ibed in

this sect ion.

11.3.1 Data Inter locks

An instru ction-proc essing pipeline is most efficient whe n instru ctions flow through

its stages in a smo oth man ner. In practice, this is not always possibl e becau se of the

inter-in struction depend encies. These interi nstructio n depend encies are due to the

sharing of resource s such as a memor y location or a register by the instru ctions in

the pipe line. In such shar ing envi ronment s, the com putation cannot proce ed if one

of the stages is op erating on the reso urce while the other has to wait for the

comple tion o f that operation.

Examp le 11.2

Consid er the followi ng instruction seque nce:

LOA D R1, MEM1 R1  (MEM 1)

LOA D R2, MEM2 R2  (MEM 2)

MPY R1, R2 R1  (R2) * (R1)

ADD R1, R2 R1  (R1)þ (R2)

Figure 11.10 shows the opera tion of the pipe line of Figure 11.6 for this sequen ce.

Note that as a result of the second LOAD instruction, R2 is loaded with the data

from MEM2 during cycle 6. But, the MPY instruction reads R2 during cycle 6 also.

In general R2 cannot be guaranteed to contain the proper data until the end of cycle

6 and hence MPY instruction would operate with erroneous data. Similar data

hazard occurs in cycle 7. For the results to be correct, we must ensure that R2

and R1 are read after they have been written into by the previous instruction, in each

of these cycles. One possible solution is to forward the data to where it is needed in

the pipeline as early as possible. For instance, since the ALU requires contents of

R2 in cycle 6, the memory read mechanism can simply forward the data to ALU

Table 11.2 Memory and Register Access (Read and Write for Pipeline
Operation with Stalls)

Memory Read Memory Write Register Read Register Write

Cycle 1 1

Cycle 2 1

Cycle 3 2

Cycle 4 2

Cycle 5 2 1

Cycle 6 1 1 1

Cycle 7 1

Cycle 8 1

Cycle 9 1
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while it is being written into R2, thus accomplishing the write and read simultan-

eously. The concept of internal forwarding is described further, later in this section.

In general, the following scenarios are possible among instructions I and J where
J follows I in the program:

1. Instruction I produces a result, which is required by J. Then, J has to be delayed

until I produces the result.
2. Both I and J are required to write into a common memory location or a register,

but the order of writing might get reversed because of the operation of the

pipeline.

3. J writes into a register whose previous contents must be read by I. Then J must be

delayed until the register contents are read by I.

If the order of operations is reversed by the pipeline from what was implied by the

instruction sequence in the program, then the result will be erroneous. Since, an

instruction either READs from a resource or WRITEs into it, there are four possible

orders of operations by two instructions that are sharing that resource. They are

1. READ=READ (READ after READ)

2. READ=WRITE (READ after WRITE)

3. WRITE=READ (WRITE after READ)

4. WRITE=WRITE (WRITE after WRITE)

In each case, the first operation is from the earlier instruction I and the second

operation is from the later instruction J. If the orders are reversed, a conflict occurs.
That is, a READ=WRITE conflict occurs if the WRITE operation is performed by J
before the resource has been READ by I, and so on.

Reversing the order of READ=READ is not detrimental since data are not

changed by either instructions and hence it is not considered a conflict. After a

WRITE=WRITE conflict, the result in the shared resource is the wrong one for

subsequent read operations. If it can be established that there are no READs in

between the two WRITEs, the pipeline can allow the WRITE from J and disable

the WRITE from I when it occurs. If the order of either READ=WRITE or

Load R1, Mem1 

Load R2, Mem2 

Mpy R2,R1 

Add R1,R2 
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Figure 11.10 Data hazards.
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WRITE=READ is reversed, the instruction reading the data gets an erroneous value.

These conflicts must be detected by the pipeline mechanism to make sure that

results of instruction execution remain as specified by the program.

There are in general two approaches to resolve conflicts. The first one is to

compare the resources required by the instruction entering the pipeline with those of

the instructions that are already in the pipeline and stall (i.e., delay the initiation) the

entering instruction if a conflict is expected. That is, in the instruction sequence [I, Iþ
1, . . . , J, J þ 1, . . . ], if a conflict is discovered between the instruction J entering the
pipeline with instruction I in the pipeline, then the execution of instructions J, J þ
1, . . . is stopped until I passes the conflict point. The second approach is to allow the

instructions J, Jþ 1, . . . to enter the pipeline and handle the conflict resolution at each

potential stage where the conflict might occur. That is, suspend only instruction J and
allow Jþ 1, Jþ 2, . . . to continue. Of course, suspending J and allowing subsequent
instructions to continue might result in further conflicts. Thus, a multilevel conflict

resolution mechanismmay be neededmaking the pipeline control very complex. The

second approach, known as instruction deferral, may offer better performance

although it requires more complex hardware and independent functional units.

Section 11.3.4 describes instruction deferral further.

One approach to avoid WRITE=READ conflicts is data forwarding, in which

the instruction that WRITEs the data also forwards a copy of the data to those

instructions waiting for it. A generalization of this technique is the concept of

Internal forwarding, which is described next.

Internal forwarding. Internal forwarding is a technique to replace unnecessary mem-

ory accesses by register-to-register transfers, during a sequence of read-operate-write

operations on the data in the memory. This results in a higher throughput since slow

memory accesses are replaced by faster register to register operations. This scheme also

resolves some data interlocks between the pipeline stages.

Consider the memory location M with which registers r1 and r2 exchange data.

There are three possibilities of interest:

Write–read forwarding: The following sequence of two operations,

M (r1)

r2 (M),

where ‘‘ ’’ designates a data transfer and ‘‘( )’’ designates the ‘‘contents of’’, can

be replaced by

M (r1)

r2 (r1),

thus saving one memory access.

Read–read forwarding: The following sequence of two operations,

r1 (M)

r2 (M),
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can be repl aced by

r1  (M)

r2  (r1),

thus saving one memor y access.

Write–write forwarding (overwriting): The following sequence of two operations,

M  (r1)

M  (r2),

can be repl aced by

M  (r2),

thus saving one memor y access.

Th e intern al forwar ding techniq ue can be applied to a seque nce of opera tions as

show n by the following examp le.

Exam ple 11.3

Con sider the opera tion P¼ (A*B ) þ (C*D ) whe re P, A, B, C, and D are memor y

opera nds. This can be perform ed by the followi ng sequence:

R1  (A)

R2  (R1)*(B )

R3 (C)

R4 (R3)*(D)

P (R4)þ (R2):

Th e data flow seque nce for thes e opera tions is show n in Figur e 11.11a. By intern al

forwarding, the data flow sequence can be altered to that in Figure 11.11b. Here,

A and C are forwarded to the corresponding multiply units, eliminating register R1

and R3, respectively. The results from these multiply units are forwarded to the

adder, eliminating the transfers to R2 and R4.

In this example, a generalized architecture that allows operations between

memory and register operands (as in second and fourth instructions) and register

operands (as in the last instruction) was assumed. There are two other possibilities:

load=store and memory=memory architectures. In load=store architecture, the arith-
metic operations are always between two register operands, and memory is used for

load and store only. In memory=memory architectures, operations can be performed

on two memory operands directly. Assessment of the performance of the above

instruction sequence on these architectures is left as an exercise.
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The internal forwarding technique as described above is not restricted to

pipelines alone but is applicable to general multiple processor architectures.

In particular, internal forwarding in a pipeline is a mechanism to supply data

produced by one stage, to another stage that needs them, directly (i.e., without

storing them in and reading them from the memory). The following example

illustrates the technique for a pipeline.

Example 11.4

Consider the computation of the sum of the elements of an array A. i.e.,

SUM ¼
Xn

i¼1
Ai:

Figure 11.12a shows a pipeline for computing this SUM. It is assumed that the array

elements and the SUM are located in memory. Assuming that each stage in the

(a) Without forwarding (b) With forwarding
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Figure 11.11 Example of internal forwarding.
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Figure 11.12 Pipeline for computing array-sum.
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pipe line comple tes its task in one pipelin e cycl e time, com putation of the first

accum ulation would be possibl e. Then onwa rds, the fetch sum unit has to wait

for two cycles before it can obta in the prope r value for the SUM. This data

interl ock resu lts in the degradat ion of the throughput of the pipe line to one output

ever y three cycl es.

One obvio us thing to do is to feed the outpu t of the add unit back to its input, as

show n in Figure 11.12b. This require s the buff ering of the intermed iate sum value

in the add unit. Once all the elements are accumulated, the value of SUM can be

stored into the memory.

If the add unit requires more than one cycle to compute the sum, the solution

again results in the degradation of throughput since the adder becomes the

bottleneck.

Kogge (1981) provided a solution for such problems by rewriting the summing as

SUMi ¼ SUMi�d þ Ai,

where i is the current iteration index and SUMi�d is the intermediate SUM, d
iterations ago and d is the number of cycles required by the add unit. Because

SUMi�d is available at the ith iteration, this computation can proceed every

iteration. But the computation results in d partial sums, each accumulating elements

of A, d apart. At the end, these d partial sums should be added to obtain the final

SUM. Thus, the pipeline can work efficiently at least during the computation of

partial sums.

Thus in the pipeline (a) above, if d¼ 2, we will require storing of two partial

sums, SUM-1 and SUM-2 obtained one and two cycles ago respectively from

the current iteration. The buffer holding these partial sums should be arranged as

a first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer so that the fetch sum unit fetches the appropriate

value for each iteration.

This type of solution is practical when changing the order of computation does

not matter as in associative and commutative operations such as addition and

multiplication. Even in these, changing the order might result in unexpected errors.

For instance, in many numerical analysis applications the relative magnitudes of the

numbers to be added are arranged to be similar. If the order of addition is changed,

this structure would change, resulting in a large number added to a small number,

thereby altering the error characteristics of the computation.

11.3.2 Conditional Branches

As described earlier in this chapter, conditional branches degrade the performance

of an instruction pipeline. The hardware mechanisms described earlier to minimize

branch penalty were static in nature in the sense that they did not take into

consideration the dynamic behavior of the branch instruction during program

execution. Two compiler-based static schemes and two hardware-based dynamic

schemes are described below.
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11.3.2 .1 Branch Pr ediction

The approache s described earli er are in a way branc h-prediction tech niques, in the

sense that one of them predicted that the branch will be taken and the other

predicted that the branch will not be take n. The run-time charact eristics of the

program can also be utilize d in predict ing the target of the branch. For instance, if

the condi tional branc h corr espond s to the end-o f-do-l oop test in a Fo rtran progr am,

it is safe to predict that the branc h is to the beginnin g of the loop. Th is predict ion

would be correct ever y time through the loop excep t for the last iteration. Obvi -

ously, such predict ions are performed by the com piler, which generates appro priate

flags to aid predictio n during program execu tion.

In gener al, the target of the branc h is guess ed and the execu tion cont inues along

that path while marking all the results as tentat ive un til the actual target is known.

Once, the target is known, the tentative results are either made permanent or

discarded. Branch prediction is very effective as long as the guesses are correct.

Refer to Section 1.3.1 for a descrip tion of the branch-pr ediction mechani sm of Intel

Itanium.

11.3.2.2 Delayed Branching

The delayed branching technique is widely used in the design of MCUs. Consider

the two-stage pipeline for the execution of instructions shown in Figure 11.13a.

The first stage fetches the instruction and the second executes it. The effective
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Figure 11.13 Delayed branching.
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thr oughput of the pipeline is one instru ction per cycle, for seque ntial code. When a

condi tional branc h is encoun tered, the pipeline opera tion suffers while the pipeline

fetches the target instruction as shown in Figur e 11.13b. But, if the branch instruc-

tion is interpreted as ‘‘execute the next instruction and then branch conditionally,’’

then the pipeline can be kept busy while the target instruction is being fetched, as

shown in Figure 11.13c. This mode of operation where the pipeline executes one or

more instructions following a branch before executing the target of the branch is

called delayed branching.

If n instructions enter the pipeline after a branch instruction and before the target
is known, then the branch delay slot is of length n as shown below:

Branch instruction

Successor instruction 1

Successor instruction 2

Successor instruction 3
..
.

Successor instruction n
Branch target instruction

The compiler rearranges the program such that the branch instruction is moved n
instructions prior to where it normally occurs. That is, the branch slot is filled with

instructions that need to be executed prior to branch and the branch executes in a

delayed manner. Obviously, the instructions in the branch delay slot should not

affect the condition for branch.

The length of the branch slot is the number of pipeline cycles needed to evaluate

the branch condition and the target address (after the branch instruction enters

the pipeline). The earlier these can be evaluated in the pipeline, the shorter is the

branch slot.

As can be guessed, this technique is fairly easy to adopt for architectures that

offer single-cycle execution of instructions utilizing a two-stage pipeline. In these

pipelines, the branch slot can hold only one instruction. As the length of the branch

slot increases, it becomes difficult to sequence instructions such that they can be

properly executed while the pipeline is resolving a conditional branch.

Modern-day RISC architectures adopt pipelines with small number (typically

2–5) of stages for instruction processing. They utilize delayed branching technique

extensively.

The rearrangement of instructions to accommodate delayed branching is done

by the compiler and is usually transparent to the programmer. Since the compiled

code is dependent on the pipeline architecture, it is not easily portable to other

processors. As such, delayed branching is not considered a good architectural

feature, especially in aggressive designs that use complex pipeline structures.

All these techniques are static in nature in the sense that the predictions are made

at compile time and are not changed during program execution. The following

techniques utilize hardware mechanisms to dynamically predict the branch target.

That is, the prediction changes if the branch changes its behavior during program

execution.
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11.3.2.3 Branch-Prediction Buffer

A branch-prediction buffer is a small memory buffer indexed by the branch

instruction address. It contains 1 bit per instruction that indicates whether the

branch was taken or not. The pipeline fetches subsequent instruction based on this

prediction bit. If the prediction is wrong, the prediction bit is inverted. Ideally, the

branch-prediction buffer must be large enough to contain 1 bit for each branch

instruction in the program, or the bit is attached to each instruction and fetched

during the instruction fetch. But, that increases the complexity. Typically, a small

buffer indexed by several low-order bits of the branch instruction address is used to

reduce the complexity. In such cases, more than one instruction maps to each bit in

the buffer and hence the prediction may not be correct with respect to the branch

instruction at hand, since some other instruction could have altered the prediction

bit. Nevertheless, the prediction is assumed to be correct. Losq (1984) named the

branch-prediction buffer a decode history table.

The disadvantage with this technique is that by the time the instruction is decoded

to detect that it is a conditional branch, other instructions would have entered the

pipeline. If the branch is successful, the pipeline needs to be refilled from the target

address. To minimize this effect, if the decode history table also contains the target

instruction, in addition to the information as to the branch was taken or not, that

instruction can enter the pipeline immediately, if the branch is a success.

11.3.2.4 Branch History

The Branch history technique (Sussenguth, 1971) uses a branch history table, which

stores for each branch, the most probable target address. This target could very well

be the target it reached last time during the program execution.

Figure 11.14 shows a typical branch history table. It consists of two entries for

each instruction: the instruction address and the corresponding branch address. It is

stored in a cache-like memory. As soon as the instruction is fetched, its address is

compared with the first field of the table. If there is a match, corresponding branch

address is immediately known. The execution continues with this assumed branch,

as in branch-prediction technique. The branch address field in the table is continu-

ally updated, as and when the branch targets are resolved.

Instruction address Branch address

Figure 11.14 A branch history table.
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As can be guessed, the implementation of the branch history table requires an

excessive number of accesses to the table, thereby creating a bottleneck at the cache

containing the table.

11.3.2.5 Multiple Instruction Buffers

We described the use of multiple instruction buffers to reduce the effect of condi-

tional branching on the performance of pipeline, earlier. The details of a practical

architecture utilizing that feature are provided here.

Figure 11.15 shows the structure of IBM 360=91 instruction-processing pipe-

line, where the instruction fetch stage consists of two buffers: the S-buffer is the

sequential instruction prefetch buffer and the T-buffer is for the prefetch of target

instruction sequence. This stage is followed by decode and other stages similar to

the other pipelines described in this chapter.

The contents of the S-buffer are invalidated when a branch is successful and the

contents of T-buffer are invalidated when the branch is not successful. The decode

unit fetches instructions from the appropriate buffer.

When the decoder issues a request for the next instruction the S-buffer is looked

up (i.e., a single-level, nonsequential search) for sequential instructions or the

T-buffer is looked up if a conditional branch has been just successful. If the

instruction is available in either buffer, it is brought into the decode stage without

any delay. If not, the instruction needs to be fetched from the memory, which will

incur a memory access delay.

All nonbranch instructions enter the remaining stages of the pipeline after the

decode is complete. For unconditional branch instruction, the instruction at its target

address is immediately requested by the decode unit and no further decoding is

performed until that instruction arrives from the memory. For conditional branch

instruction, the sequential prefetching is suspended while the instruction is travers-

ing the remaining stages of the pipeline. Instructions are prefetched from the target

MEMORY

S-BUFFER T-BUFFER

DECODER

CALCUATE ADDRESS

EXECUTE

Figure 11.15 Instruction pipeline with multiple instruction buffers.
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address simul taneously, un til the branch is resolve d. If the branch is successf ul,

further instructions are fetched from the T-buffer. If the branc h is not successf ul,

normal fetchi ng from the S-buf fer continue s.

11.3.3 Interrupts

A com plex hardwar e =software support is neede d to handl e int errupts on a pipelined
processor since many instructions are executed in an overl apped man ner and any of

those instru ctions can gener ate an interr upt. Idea lly, if instruction I generates an
interrupt, the execution of instructions I þ 1, I þ 2, . . . etc. in the pipeline should be
postponed until the interrupt is serviced. However, the instructions I� 1, I� 2, . . . etc.
that have already entered the pipeline must be completed before the interrupt service

is started. Such an ideal interrupt scheme is known as precise interrupt scheme.

Note also that instructions are usually not processed in-order (i.e., the order in which

they ap pear in the pro gram). Wh en d elay ed b ranc hing is u sed the in structio ns in bra nch -

dela y slot are no t s equ entially re la ted. If an in st ruc tio n i n t he br anch -dela y slot gen erates

the i nterru pt an d t he b ran ch is tak en, the i nstru ctions in the bran ch-d elay slot and

the b ran ch-targ et ins truction m us t be re started after i n terrup t is pr oces sed. This n eces -

sitates m u ltip le pro gram co un te rs sinc e these i nstru ctions a re no t sequ entially related.

Several instru ctions can gener ate interru pts simul taneously and these interrupts

can be out of order. That is, the interrupt due to instru ction I mus t be handled pri or

to that du e to I þ 1. To ensur e that, a status vect or is attac hed to each instru ction as
it traverses the pipeline. The machine state changes implied by the instruction are

marked temporary until the last stage. At the last stage if the vector indicates that

there has been no interrupt, the machine state is changed. If an interrupt is indicated,

an in-order processing of interrupts is performed before state changes are committed.

11.3.4 Instruction Deferral

Instruction deferral is used to resolve the data interlock conflicts in the pipeline. The

concept is to process as much of an instruction as possible at the current time and defer

the completion until the data conflicts are resolved, thus obtaining a better overall

performance than stalling the pipeline completely until data conflicts are resolved.

11.3.4.1 CDC 6600 Scoreboard

The processing unit of CDC 6600 shown in Figure 11.16 consists of 16 independe nt

functional units (5 for memory access, 4 for floating-point operations, and 7 for

integer operations). The input operands to each functional unit come from a pair of

registers and the output is designated to one of the registers. Thus, three registers

are allocated to each functional unit corresponding to each arithmetic instruction.

The control unit contains a scoreboard, which maintains the status of all the

registers, the status of functional units and the register-functional unit associations.

It contains an instruction queue called reservation station. Instructions first enter

into the reservation station. Each arithmetic instruction corresponds to a 3-tuple

consisting of two source register and one destination register designations. The load
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and store instructions consist of a 2-tuple corresponding to the memory address and

register designation. The source operands in each instruction have a tag associated

with them. The tag provides an indication of the availability of the operand in the

register. If the operand is not available, it indicates the functional unit from which

the operand is expected (Thornton, 1970).

For each instruction the scoreboard determines whether the instruction can be

executed immediately or not based on the analysis of data dependencies. If the

instruction cannot be executed immediately, it is placed in the reservation station and

the scoreboard monitors its operand requirements, and decides when all the operands

are available. The scoreboard also controls when a functional unit writes its result into

the destination register. Thus, the scoreboard resolves all conflicts. The scoreboard

activity with respect to each instruction can be summarized into the following steps:

1. If a functional unit is not available the instruction is stalled. When the functional

unit is free, the scoreboard allocates the instruction to it, if no other active

functional unit has the same destination register. This resolves structural hazards

and write=write conflicts.
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Figure 11.16 Central processor operating registers of CDC 6600 (Courtesy of Control Data
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2. A source operand is said to be available if the register containing the operand is

being written by an active functional unit or if no active functional unit is going to

write it. When the source operands are available, the scoreboard allocates that

instruction to the functional unit for execution. The functional unit then reads the

operands and executes the instruction. Write=read conflicts are resolved by this

step. Note that the instructions may be allocated to functional units out of order

(i.e., not in the order specified in the program).

3. When a functional unit completes the execution of an instruction, it informs the

scoreboard. The scoreboard decides when to write the results into the destination

register making sure that read=write conflicts are resolved. That is, the scoreboard
does not allow writing of the results. If there is an active instruction whose

operand is the destination register of the functional unit wishing to write its

result, or if the active instruction has not read its operands yet, or the correspond-

ing operand of the active instruction was produced by an earlier instruction.

Writing of the result is stalled until read=write conflict clears.

Because all functional units can be active at any time, an elaborate bus structure is

needed to connect registers and funs. The 16 functional units of the CDC 6600 were

grouped into four groups with a set of busses (data trunks) for each group. Only one

functional unit in each group could be active at any time. Note also that all results

are written to the register file and the subsequent instruction has to wait until such a

write takes place. That is, there is no forwarding of the results. Thus, as long as the

write=write conflicts are infrequent, the scoreboard performs well.

11.4 EXAMPLE SYSTEMS

Most of the concepts introduced in this chapter were used by the processors

described in earlier chapters of this book. In this section we provide additional

examples. Sun Microsystem’s Niagara is a superscalar, superpipelined architecture.

Motorola 88000 series of processors are selected to represent early RISC architec-

tures. The MIPS R10000 and the Intel Itanium represent contemporary superpipe-

lined, superscalar architectures.

11.4.1 Sun Microsystem’s Niagara Microprocessor

The Niagara released in 2006 is intended for the volume servers that are the heart

of data centers running the information and web processing for businesses, univer-

sities, hospitals, factories, and the like. Niagara, named for the torrent of data

and instructions that flow between the chip and its memory, was designed to do

away with the impact of latency in data or instructions to arrive from memory

(Geppert, 2005).

Niagara uses a heavily pipelined architecture. Each stage of the pipeline per-

forms one step of the instruction execution every clock cycle. In the first stage of the

Niagara design, the pipeline gets an instruction from memory. The second stage

selects that instruction for execution. The third stage determines what kind of

instruction it is. The fourth stage executes the instruction. The fifth stage is used
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for getting data from memory. If the instruction does not access memory (but get

their data from registers), it passes through the memory stage and on to the final

stage, during which pipeline writes the results of the operation back into a register.

Every clock cycle, a new instruction enters the pipeline. If all goes well, the

instructions march through the pipeline in and one instruction is completed per

clock cycle.

The performance of the processor is enhanced by two techniques: increasing the

clock frequency and increasing the number of instructions the processor can execute

in one clock cycle. Clock frequencies have soared over the past 30-plus years by

five orders of magnitude (from tens of kilohertz to more than 4 gigahertz). To

increase the number of instructions per clock cycle, architects have added more

pipelines. Some microprocessors such as Intel’s Pentium 4 have eight pipelines,

allowing it in principle to complete eight instructions in parallel during a single

clock cycle. Some designs have put the essential elements of two microprocessors

on one piece of silicon. Such a dual-core microprocessor, with eight pipelines in

each core running at 4 GHz, could execute 64 billion instructions per second if it

could complete one instruction per pipeline per cycle. But, if an instruction in a

pipeline needs data from memory, it has to wait until the data arrive before it can

actually execute the instruction. The length of the individual delays depends on

where the sought-after data are. If it is in the high-speed on-chip cache memory, the

wait could be only a few clock cycles. However, if the data are not in the cache,

their retrieval from off-chip main memory may take hundreds or even thousands of

clock cycles. Thus, minimizing this latency is perhaps the most important aspect of

the processor design.

To improve throughput, two mechanisms have been used: executing some

instructions in a different order from the way they occur in the instruction stream

(out-of-order execution) or beginning the execution of instructions that may never

be needed (speculative execution). Niagara uses the concept of multithreading to

improve performance. It divides the instruction stream into several smaller streams,

known as threads. The concept was first developed for Control Data Corp.’s CDC

6600 supercomputer in the 1960s. In the Niagara design, each pipeline can handle

four threads. In each cycle, the pipeline begins the execution of an instruction from

a different thread. So, for example, when instruction from thread one is at stage

three in the pipeline, an instruction from thread two will be at stage two, and one

from yet a different thread will be at stage one. If the pipeline cannot continue to

execute the thread-one instruction because it needs data from memory, it stores the

information about the stalled instruction in a special type of on-chip memory called

a register file. At the same time, it continues with the execution of the thread-two

instruction, rotating among the three threads that are available. Then, when the

needed data for the other thread become available, the pipeline jumps back to that

thread, using the register file to pick up exactly where it left off.

In conventional microprocessors, architects obtain multigigahertz speeds by

increasing the number of stages in the pipeline. Basically, a processing step that

could be completed in one clock cycle in a slower pipeline now needs two or more

clock cycles to do the same job in a faster chip. But because of Niagara’s ability to

keep its pipelines running almost all of the time, the architects do not have to run the
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microproc essor at multigi gahertz speeds in order to get good performanc e. And the

slower speeds translat e to a simpler pipe line. The simpler pipe line and lower

frequenc y let Niagar a run at much lower power than comparab le microproc essors.

Niagara uses the Sun Sp arc arch itecture. Th e approach was to build a very

simple, straightforw ard p ipeline, max imize the numb er of threads the pipeline can

efficientl y handl e, put it into a microproc essor core, and then max imize the numb er

of cores on the chip . Each Niagar a chip has eight cores, which use the Sparc

instruction set, and the pipe line in each core can switch amo ng four threads . So a

single Niagar a chip can handl e 32 thr eads and execute eight instru ctions per clock

cycle. The chip rarely waste s time wait ing for data to come back from memor y.

To further reduce latenc y, Niagara’ s architect s have used a fat, fast interf ace

between the proce ssor cores and its two dif ferent kinds of on-ch ip memor y. Each

chip has two levels of memor y. Every core has its own leve l-one memor y, and the

whole group of cores shar es a larger , leve l-two memor y. The level-two memor y can

send data to the cores at an aggre gate rate of gigab ytes per second .

11.4.2 Motoro la MC8 8100=88200

The MC88100 is the first processor in the MC 8800 famil y of RISC processor s. Th e

MC88000 family also include s the MC88 200, a high-spe ed memory-c aching and

demand- paged memor y-manag ement unit. To gether they o ffer the user a powerf ul

RISC system that is claimed to become the new standar d in high-perfor mance

computing.

1 The MC88100 instruction set contains 51 instructions. These instructions include:
. Integer add, subtract, multiply, and divide
. Floating-point add, subtract, multiply, and divide
. Logical AND, OR, AD XOR
. Bit-field instructions
. Memory-manipulation instructions
. Flow-control instructions.

2 There are a small number of addressing modes: three addressing modes for data

memory, four addressing modes for instruction memory, and three register

addressing modes.

3 A fixed-length instruction format is implemented. All instruction are 32 bits long.

4 All instructions are either executed in one processor cycle or dispatched to

pipelined execution units that produce results every processor cycle.

5 Memory access is performed by LOAD =STORE instructions.
6 The CPU contains 32, 32-bit user registers as well as numerous registers used to

control pipelines and save the context of the processor during exception processing.

7 The control unit is hardwired.

8 High-level language support exists in the form of procedure parameter registers

and a large register set in general.

The most important design feature that contributes to the single-cycle execution of

all instructions is the multipl e-execut ion units (see Figur e 11.17) : the instruction

unit, the data unit, the floating-point unit, and the integer unit. The integer unit and
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the floating-point unit execute all data manipulation instructions. Data memory

accesses are performed by the data unit, and instruction fetches are performed by

the instruction unit. They operate both independently and concurrently. These

execution units allow the MC88100 to perform up to five operations in parallel. It

can access program memory, execute an arithmetic, logical, or bit-field instruction

access data memory, execute a floating-point or integer-divide instruction, or

execute a floating-point or integer-multiply instruction.

Three of the execution units are pipelined: the data unit and the floating-point

unit. The floating-point unit actually has two pipelines, the add pipe and the

multiply pipe.
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Figure 11.17 MC88100=MC88200 block diagram (Courtesy of Motorola Corporation).
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Data interlocks are avoided within the pipelines by using a scoreboard register.

Each time an instruction enters the pipe, the bit corresponding to the destination

register is set in the scoreboard register. The subsequent instruction entering the

pipe checks to see if the bit corresponding to its source registers is set. If so, it waits.

Upon completion of the instruction, the pipeline mechanism clears the destination

register’s bit, freeing it to be used as source operand.

The MC88100 incorporates delayed branching to reduce pipeline penalties

associated with changes in program flow due to conditional branch instructions.

This technique enables the instruction fetched after the branch instruction to be

optionally executed. Therefore, the pipeline flow is not broken.

There are also three internal buses within the MC88100, two source operand

buses and a destination bus. These buses enable the pipeline to access operand regi-

sters concurrently. Two different pipes can be accessing the same operand register

on one of two source buses.

Data and instruction are accessed via two nonmultiplexed address buses. This

scheme, know as the Harvard architecture, eliminates bus contention between data

accesses and instruction fetches by using the MC88200 (see Figure 11.18).

The MC88200 contains a memory-management unit as well as a data=instruc-
tion cache. The memory-management unit contains two address-translation caches,

the BATC and the PATC. The BATC is generally used for high-bit addresses. It is

fully associative. The BATC contains 10 entries for 512 KB blocks. Eight of these

entries are controlled by software, and two are hardwired to 1 MB of the I=O page.

Memory protection is implemented by protection flags. The PATC is generally used

for all other accesses. It is also fully associative. The PATC contains 56 entries for

4 KB pages. It is hardware controlled. Here again, memory protection is imple-

mented via protection flags. The address translation tables are standard two-level

mapping tables. The MC88200 searches the BATC and PATC in parallel.
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Figure 11.18 MC88100=MC88200 system diagram example (Courtesy of Motorola Corporation).
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The cache system capacity is 16 KB. It is a four-way set-associative cache with

256 sets. There are four 32-bit words per line of cache. Updating memory is user

selectable. The user can either write through or copy back. It is also selectable by

area, segment, page or block. The MC88200 uses the LRU replacement algorithm.

Lines can be disabled by line for fault-tolerant operation. Additionally the

MC88200 provides a ‘‘snoop’’ capability for coherency.

The MC88200 interfaces the P-bus with the M-bus. The P-bus is a synchronous

bus with dedicated address and data lines. It has an 80=MB=speak throughput at

20 MHz. Checker mode is provided to allow shadowing The M-bus is a synchron-

ous 32-bit bus. It has multiplexed address and data lines (Figure 11.19).

11.4.3 MIPS R10000 Architecture

This section is extracted from: MIPS R10000 User’s Manual, Version 2.0, MIPS

Technologies Inc., 1997; MIPS R10000 Technical Brief, Version 2.0, MIPS Tech-

nologies Inc., 1997; and ZDNET review of R10000, December 1997.

The R10000 is a single-chip superscalar RISC microprocessor that is a follow-on

to the MIPS RISC processor family that includes. Chronologically, the R2000,

R3000, R6000, R4400, and R8000. The integer and floating-point performance of

the R1000 makes it ideal for applications such as engineering workstations,

scientific computing, 3D graphics workstation, database servers, and multiuse

systems. The R10000 uses the MIPS architecture with nonsequential dynamic

execution scheduling (ANDES), which supports two integer and two floating-point

execute instructions plus one load=store instruction per cycle. The R10000 has the

following major features:

64-bit MIPS IV instruction set architecture (ISA)

Decoding four instructions each pipeline cycle, appending them to one of three

instruction queues

Five execution pipelines connected to separate internal integer and floating-point

execution (or functional) units

Dynamic instruction scheduling and out-of-order execution

Speculative instruction issue (also termed ‘‘speculative branching’’)

Processor

P bus
logical

address

M bus
physical
address

Data Data

Arbitration

MemoryControl ControlMC88200

Figure 11.19 MC88200 logical block diagram (Courtesy of Motorola Corporation).
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Precise exception mode (exceptions can be traced back to the instruction that caused

them)

Nonblocking caches

Separate on-chip 32 kB primary instruction and data caches

Individually optimized secondary cache and system interface ports

Internal controller for the external secondary cache

Internal system interface controller with multiprocessor support

A block diagram of the processor and its interfaces is shown in Figure 11.20.

11.4.3.1 Instruction Set (MIPS IV)

The R10000 implements the MIPS IV ISA. MIPS IV is a superset of the MIPS III

ISA and is backward compatible. At a frequency of 200 MHz, the R10000 delivers a

peak performance for 800 MIPS with a peak data transfer rate of 3.2 GB=s to

secondary cache. MIPS has defined an ISA, implemented in the following sets of

CPU designs:

MIPS I, implemented in the R2000 and R3000

MIPS II, implemented in the R6000
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MIPS III, implemented in the R4400

MIPS IV, implemented in the R8000 and R10000 (added prefetch, conditional move

I=FP, index load=store FP, etc.).

The original MIPS I CPU ISA has been extended forward three times. Each

extension is backward compatible. The ISA extensions are inclusive in the sense

that each new architecture level (or version) includes the former levels. The result is

that a processor implementing MIPS IV is also able to run MIPS I, MIPS II, OR

MIPS III binary programs without change.

11.4.3.2 Superscalar Pipeline

A superscalar processor is one that can fetch, execute, and complete more than one

instruction in parallel. The R10000 is a four-way super-scalar architecture, which

fetches and decodes four instructions per cycle. Each decoded instruction is

appended to one of three instruction queues. Each queue can perform dynamic

scheduling of instructions. The queues determine the execution order based on the

availability of the required execution units. Instructions are initially fetched and

decoded in order, but can be executed and completed out of order, allowing the

processor to have up to 32 instructions in various stages of execution. Instructions

are processed in six partially independent pipelines, as show in Figure 11.21. The

fetch pipeline reads instructions from the instruction cache, decodes them, renames

their registers, and places them in three instruction queues.

The instruction queues contain integer, address calculate, and floating-point

instructions. From these queues, instructions are dynamically issued to the five

pipelined execution units. Each pipeline in R10000 includes stages for fetching
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(stage 1 in Figur e 11.21), decodi ng (stage 2), iss uing instru ctions (stage 3), read ing

register operands (stage 3), executing instructions (stages 4 through 6), and storing

result (stage 7).

The processor keeps the decoded instructions in three instruction queues: integer

queue, address queue, and floating-point queue. These queues allow the processor to

fetch each instruction at its maximum rate without stalling, because of instruction

conflicts or dependencies. Each queue uses instruction tags to keep track of the

instruction in each execution pipeline stage. These tags set a ‘done’ bit in the active

list as each instruction is completed.

The integer queue issues instructions to the two-integer arithmetic units: ALU1

and ALU2. The integer queue contains 16 instruction entries. Up to four instruc-

tions may be written during each cycle; newly decoded integer instructions are

written into empty entries in no particular order. Instructions remain in this queue

only until they have been issued to an ALU. Branch and shift instructions can be

issued only to ALU1. Integer multiply and divide instructions can be issued only to

ALU2. Other integer instructions can be issued to either ALU. The integer queue

controls six dedicated pots to the integer register file: two operand read ports and a

destination write port for each ALU.

The floating-point queue issues instructions to the floating-point multiplier and

the floating-point adder. The floating-point queue contains 16 instruction entries.

Up to four instructions may be written during each cycle; newly decoded floating-

point instructions are written into empty entries in random order. Instructions

remain in this queue only until they have been issued to a floating-point execution

unit. The floating-point queue controls six dedicated ports to the floating-point

register file: two operand read ports and a destination port for each execution

unit. The floating-point queue uses the multiplier’s issue port to issue instructions

to the square-root and divide units. These instructions also share the multiplier’s

register ports. The floating-point queue contains simple sequencing logic for

multiple-pass instructions such as multiply–add. These instructions require one

pass through the multiplier, then one pass through the adder.

The address queue issues instructions to the load=store unit and contains 16

instruction entries. Unlike the other two queues, the address queue is organized as a

circular FIFO buffer. A newly decoded load=store instruction is written into the

next available sequential empty entry; up to four instructions may be written during

each cycle. The FIFO order maintains the program’s original instruction sequence

so that memory address dependencies may be easily computed. Instructions remain

in this queue until they have graduated; they cannot be deleted immediately after

being issued, since the load=store unit may not be able to complete the operation

immediately. The address queue contains more complex control logic than the other

queues. An issued instruction may fail to complete because of a memory depend-

ency, a cache miss, or a resource conflict; in these cases, the queue must continue to

reissue the instruction until it is completed. The address queue has three issue ports:

1. It issues each instruction once to the address calculation unit. This unit uses a

2-stage pipeline to compute the instruction’s memory address and to translate it in

the TLB. Addresses are stored in the queue’s dependency logic. This port control
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two dedicated read ports to the integer register file. If the cache is available, it is

accessed at the same time as the TLB. A tag check can be performed even if the

data array is busy.

2. The address queue can reissue accesses to the data cache. The queue allocates

usage of the four sections of the cache, which consist of the tag and data

sections of the two cache banks. Load and store instructions begin with a tag

check cycle, which checks to see if the desired address is already in caches. If it

is not, a refill operation is initiated, and this instruction waits until it has

completed. Load instructions also read and align a doubleword value from the

data array. This access may be either concurrent to or subsequent to the tag check.

If the data are present and no dependencies exist, the instruction is marked done

in the queue.

3. The address queue can issue store instructions to the data cache. A store instruc-

tion may not modify the data cache until it graduates. Only one store can graduate

per cycle, but it may be anywhere within the four oldest instructions, if all

previous instructions are already completed.

The access and store ports share four register file ports (integer read and write,

floating-point read and write). These shared parts are also used for jump and link

and jump register instructions, and for move instructions between the integer and

register files.

The three instruction queues can issue one new instruction per cycle to each of

the five execution pipelines:

1. Integer queue issues instructions to the two integer ALU pipelines.

2. Address queue issues one instruction to the load=store unit pipeline.
3. Floating-point queue issues instructions to the floating-point adder and multiplier

pipelines.

4. A sixth pipeline, the fetch pipeline, reads and decodes instructions from the

instruction cache.

The 64-bit integer pipeline has the following characteristics:

1. 16-entry integer instruction queue that dynamically issues instructions

2. 64-bit 64-location integer physical register file, with seven read and three

write ports

3. 64-bit arithmetic logic units:

a. arithmetic logic unit, shifter, and integer branch comparator

b. arithmetic logic unit, integer multiplier, and divider

The load=store pipeline has the following characteristics:

1. 16 entry address queue that dynamically issues instructions, and uses the integer

register file for base and index registers

2. 16 entry address stack for use by nonblocking loads ands stores

3. 44-bit virtual address calculation unit

4. 64 entry fully associative translation lookaside buffer (TLB), which convert virtual

addresses to physical addressing, using a 40-bit physicals address. Each entry maps

two pages, with sizes ranging from 4 kB to 16 MB, in powers of 4
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The 64-bit floating-point pipeline has the following characteristics:

1. 16-entry instruction queue, with dynamic issue

2. 64-bit 64-location floating-point physical register file, with five read and three

wire ports (32 logical registers)

3. 64-bit parallel multiply unit (3-cycle pipeline with 2-cycle latency) which also

performs move instructions

4. 64-bit add unit (3-cycle pipeline with 2-cycle latency) which handles addition,

subtraction and miscellaneous floating-point operations

5. Separate 64-bit divide and square-root units which can operate concurrently (these

units share their issue and completion logic with the floating-point multiplier)

11.4.3.3 Functional Units

The five execution pipelines allow overlapped instruction by issuing instructions to

the following five functional units: two integer ALUs (ALU1 and ALU2), load=store
unit (address calculate), floating-point adder, and floating-point multiplier. There are

also three ‘‘iterative’’ units to computer more complex results:

The integer multiply and divide operations are performed by an integer multiply=
divide execution unit; these instructions are issued to ALU2. ALU2 remains

busy for the duration of the divide. Floating-point divides are performed by the

divide execution unit; these instructions are issued to the floating-point multiplier.

Floating-point square root the performed by the square-root execution unit; these

instructions are issued to the floating-point multiplier.

The instruction decode and rename unit has the following characteristics:

1. Processes four instructions in parallel

2. Replaces logical register numberswith physical register numbers (register renaming)

3. Maps integer registers into 33-word-by-6-bit mapping table that has 4 writhe and

12 read ports

4. Maps floating-point registers into a 32-word-by-6-bit mapping table that has 4

write and 16 read ports

5. Has a 32-entry active list of all instructions within the pipeline

The branch unit has the following characteristics:

1. Allows one branch per cycle

2. Conditional branches can be executed speculatively, up to 4-deep

3. 44-bit adder to compute branch addresses

4. The branch return cache contains four instructions following a subroutine call, for

rapid use when returning from leaf subroutines

5. The program trace RAM stores the program counter for each instruction in the

pipeline

11.4.3.4 Pipeline Stages

In Stage 1, the processor fetches four instructions each cycle, independent of their

alignment in the instruction cache–except that the processor cannot fetch across a
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16-word cache block boundary. These words are then aligned in the four-word

instruction register. If any instructions were left from the previous decode cycle, they

are merged with new words from the instruction cache to fill the instruction register.

In Stage 2, the four instructions in the instruction register are decoded and

renamed. (Renaming determines any dependencies between instructions and pro-

vides precise exception handling.) When renamed, the logical registers referenced

in an instruction are mapped to physicals registers. Integer and floating-point

registers are renamed independently. A logical register is mapped to a new physical

register whenever that logical register is the destination of an instruction.

Thus, when an instruction places a new value in a logical register, that logical

register is renamed (mapped) to new physical register, while its previous value is

retained in the old physical register.

As each instruction is renamed, its logical register numbers are compared to

determine if the dependencies exist between the four instructions decoded during

this cycle. After the physical register numbers become known, the physical register

busy table indicates whether or not each operand is valid. The renamed instructions

are loaded into integer or floating-point instruction queues.

Only one branch instruction can be executed during Stage 2. If the instruction

register contains a second branch instruction, this branch is not decoded until the

next cycle. The branch unit determines the next address for the program counter; if

a branch is taken and then reversed, the branch resume cache provides the instruc-

tions to be decoded during the next cycle.

In Stage 3, decoded instructions are written into the queues. Stage 3 is also the

start of each of the five execution pipelines.

In Stages 4–6, instructions are executed in the various functional units. These

units and their execution process are described below.

Floating-point multiplier (three-stage pipeline): Single- or double-precision multi-

ply and conditional move operations are executed in this unit with a one-cycle

latency and a one-cycle repeat rate. The multiplication is completed during the first

two cycles; the third cycle is use to pack and transfer the result.

Floating-point divide and square-root units: Single- or double-precision division

and square-root operations can be executed in parallel by separate units. These units

share their issue and completion logic with the floating-point multiplier.

Floating-point adder (three-stage pipeline): Single- or double-precision add, sub-

tract, compare, or convert operations are executed with a two-cycle latency and a

one-cycle repeat rate. Although a final result is not calculated until the third pipeline

state, internal bypass paths set a two-cycle latency for dependent add or multiply

instructions.

Integer ALU1 (one-stage pipeline): Integer add, subtract, shift, and logic operations

are executed with a one-cycle latency and a one-cycle repeat rate. This ALU also

verifies predictions made for branches that are conditional on integer register values.

Integer ALU2 (one-stage pipeline): Integer add, subtract, and logic operations are

executed with a one-cycle latency and a one-cycle repeat rate. Integer multiply and

divide operations take more than one cycle.
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A single memory address can be calculated every cycle for use by either an

integer or a floating-point load or store instruction. Address and load operations can

be calculated. Address is translated from a 44-bit virtual address into a 40-bit

physicals address using a TLB. The TLB contains 64 entries, each of which can

translate two pages. Each entry can select a page size ranging from 4 KB to 16 MB,

inclusive, in powers of 4, as shown in Figure 11.22.

Load instructionshavea two-cycle latency if theaddresseddataarealreadywithin the

datacache.Store instructionsdonotmodify thedatacacheormemoryuntil theygraduate.

11.4.3.5 Cache

The R10000 contains an on-chip cache consisting of 32 KB of primary data cache

and a separate 32 KB instruction cache. This is considered a large on-chip cache.

This processor controls an off-chip secondary cache that can range in size from 512

KB to 16 MB.

The primary data cache consists of two equal 16 KB banks. The data cache is

two-way interleaved and each of the two banks is two-way set associative using a

least recently used replacement algorithm. The data cache line size is 32 bytes and

the data cache contains an affixed block size of eight words.

The interleaved data cache design was used because access times of most

currently available random access memory is long relative to processor cycle

time. The interleaved data cache allows the memory requests to be overlapped,

which in turn allows the ability to hide more of the access and recovery times of

each bank. To speed access delays the processor can

1. Execute up to 16 load and store instructions speculatively and out of order, using

non-blocking primary and secondary caches. Meaning, it looks ahead in its

instruction system to find load and store instructions that can be executed early;

if the addressed data block are not in the primary cache, the processor initiates

cache refills as soon as possible.

2. If a speculatively executed load initiates a cache refill, the refill is completed even

if the load instruction is aborted.

3. The external interface gives priority to its refill and interrogate operations. When

the primary cache is refilled, any required data can be streamed directly to waiting

load instructions.

4. The external interface can handle up to four nonblocking memory accesses to

secondary cache and main memory.

Because of an interleaved data cache, increased complexity is required to support

them. This complexity begins with each cache bank containing independent tag

and data arrays. These four sections can be allocated separately to achieve high

212

4 KB

VA(11) VA(13) VA(15) VA(17) VA(19) VA(21) VA(23)

16 KB 64 KB 258 KB 1 MB 4 MB 16 MB

Exponent

Page size

Virtual address

214 216 218 220 222 224

Figure 11.22 TLB page sizes.
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utilization. Five separate circuits compete for cache bandwidth. These circuits are

the address calculated, tag check, load unit, store unit, and external interface.

The data cache is nonblocking. This allows the cache accesses to continue even

though a cache miss has occurred. This is important to the cache performance

because it gives the data cache the ability to stack memory references by queuing up

multiple cache misses and servicing them simultaneously.

The data cache uses a write back protocol, which means a cache store writes

data into the cache instead of writing it directly to memory. When data are written

to the data cache, it is tagged directly to memory. When data are written to the data

cache, it is tagged as a dirty block. Prior to this dirty block being replaced by a new

frame it is written back to the off-chip secondary cache. The secondary cache writes

back to the main memory. This protocol is used to maintain data consistency. Note

that the data cache is written back prior to the secondary cache writing back to the

main memory.

Because the data cache is a subset of the secondary cache, the data cache is said

to be inconsistent when it has been modified from the corresponding data in the

secondary cache. The data cache can be in only one of the following four states at

any given time: invalid, clean exclusive, dirty exclusive, and shared.
The processor requires the cache blocks to have as a single owner at all times.

Thus, the processor adheres to certain ownership rules:

The processor assumes ownership of a cache block if the state of the block becomes

dirty exclusive.

For a processor upgrade request, the processor assumes ownership of the block after

receiving an external ACK completion response.

The processor gives up ownership of a cache block if the state of the cache block

changes to invalid, clean exclusive, or shared.

Clean exclusive and shared cache blocks are always considered to be owned by

memory.

The events that trigger a change in the state of a data cache block are included in the

following events:

1. Primary data cache read=write miss

2. Primary data cache hit

3. Subset enforcement

4. A cache instruction

5. External intervention shared request

6. Intervention exclusive request

The secondary cache is located off-chip and can range in size from 512 kB to

16 MB. It is interfaced with the R10000 by a 128-bit data bus, which can operate at

a maximum of 200 MHz, yielding a maximum transfer rate of 3.2 GB=s. This
dedicated cache bus cannot be interrupted by any other bus traffic in the system.

Thus, when a cache miss occurs, the access to the secondary cache is immediate.

Therefore, it is true to say that the secondary cache interface approaches zero wait

state performance. This means that when the cache receives a data request from the
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processor it will always be able to return data in the following clock cycle. There is

no external interface circuitry required for the secondary cache system. The

secondary cache maintains many of the same features as the primary data cache.

It is two-set associative and uses a least recently used replacement algorithm. It also

uses the writes back protocol and can be in one of the following four states: invalid,
clean exclusive, dirty exclusive, and shared.

The events that trigger the changing of a secondary cache block are the same as

the primary data cache except for events (2)–(4) below:

1. Primary data cache read=write miss

2. Data cache write hit to a shared or clean exclusive block
3. Secondary cache read miss

4. Secondary cache write hit a shard or clean exclusive block
5. A cache instruction

6. External intervention shard request

7. Intervention exclusive request

8. Invalidate request

The R10000 has 32 kB on-chip instruction cache that is two-way set associative. It

has a fixed block size of 16 words, a line size of 64 bytes and uses the least recently

used replacement algorithm. At any given time, the instruction cache may be in one

of two states, valid or invalid. The following are the events that cause the instruction

cache block to change states:

1. A primary instruction cache read miss

2. Subset property enforcement

3. Any of various cache instructions

4. External intervention exclusive and invalidate requests

The behavior of the processor when executing load and store instructions is

determined by the cache algorithm specified for the accessed address. The processor

supports five different cache algorithms:

1. Uncached

2. Cacheable noncoherent

3. Cacheable coherent exclusive

4. Cacheable coherent exclusive on write

5. Uncached accelerated

The loads and stores under the uncached cache algorithm bypass the primary and

secondary caches. Under the cacheable noncoherent cache algorithm, load and store

secondary cache misses result in processor noncoherent block read requests. Under

the cacheable coherent exclusive cache algorithm, load and store secondary cache

misses result in processor coherent block read exclusive requests. Such processor

requests indicate to external agents containing caches that a coherency check must

be performed and that the cache block must be returned in an exclusive state. The

cacheable coherent exclusive on wire cache algorithm is similar to the cacheable
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coherent exclusive cache algorithm except that load secondary cache misses result

in processor coherent block read shared requests. The R10000 implements a new

cache algorithm, uncached accelerated. This allows the kernel to mark the TLB

entries for regions of the physical address space, or certain blocks of data, as

uncached. After signaling the hardware it may now gather a number of uncached

writes together as a series of writes to the same address or sequential writes to all

addresses in the block. These are put to an uncached accelerated buffer and then

issued to the system interface as processor block write requests. The uncached

accelerated algorithm differs from the uncached algorithm in that block write

gathering is not performed.

11.4.3.6 Processor-Operating Modes

The three operating modes are listed in order of decreasing system privilege:

1. Kernel mode (highest system privilege): can access and change any register. The

innermost core of the operating system runs in kernel mode.

2. Supervisor mode: has fewer privileges and is used for less-critical sections of the

operating system.

3. User mode (lowest system privilege): prevents users from interfering with one

another.

Selection between the three modes can be made by the operating system (when in

kernel mode) by writing into the status register’s KSU field. The processor is forced

into kernel mode when the processor is handling an error (the ERL bit is set) or an

exception (EXL bit is set). Figure 11.23 shows the selection of operating modes

with respect to the KSU, EXU, and ERL bits. It also shows different instruction sets,

and addressing modes are enabled by the status register’s XX, UX, SX, and KX bits.

In kernel mode the KX bit allows 64-bit addressing; all instructions are always

valid. In supervisor mode, the SX bit allows 64-bit addressing and the MIPS III

instruction. MIPS IV ISA is enabled all the time in supervisor mode. In user mode
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the UX bit allows 64-bi t addressing and the MIPS III instructions ; the XX bit allows

the new MIPS IV instruction.

The proce ssor uses either 32-bit or 64-bit addre ss spaces, depending on the

operating and addressing modes set by the status regi ster. The processor uses the

followi ng addresse s: virtua l addre ss VA and region bits VA. If a region is mapped,

virtual addresse s are translat ed in the TLB. Bits VS are not transl ated in the TLB

and are sign extension s of bit VA.

In both 32-bit and 64-bit addre ss mode, the memory address space is divided

into many regions as shown in Figure 11.24. Each has specific char acterist ics and

uses. Th e user can access only the useg region in 32-bi t mode , xuseg in 64-bit mode

as shown in the table. Th e supervis or can acce ss user region as well as sseg

(in 32-bit mode ) or xsseg and csseg (in 64-bit mode ) show n in Figur e 11.2 4. The

kernel can acce ss all regions excep t those restrict ed b ecause bits VA are not

impleme nted in the TLB.

In user mode , a single uniform virtua l addre ss space-label ed user segment is

availab le; its size is 2 GB in 32-bit mode (useg), 16 TB in 6 4-bit mode (xuse g).

When UX¼ 0 in the status register, user mode addre ssing is compatible with the

32-bit addressing mode s and a 2 GB user addre ss space is availa ble labele d useg.

All valid user mode vir tual addresse s have their mos t sign ificant bit cle ared to 0.

Any attempt to ref erence an address with the most sign ificant bit set while in user

mode cause an address err or excep tion. When UX¼ 1 in the status register, user
mode addressing is extended to the 64-bit mode l show n in Figur e 11.24. In 6 4-bit

user mode, the processor provi des a sing le, uniform virtua l address space for

244 byte s labeled xuseg. All valid user mode virtua l addresse s have bits 63:44

equal to 0; an attempt to ref erence an addre ss with bits 63:44 not equal to 0 cause s

an addre ss err or excep tion (Figure 11.25) .

Superv isor mode is designed for layered op erating syst ems in which a true

kernel runs in processor kerne l mode , and the rest of the opera ting system runs in

supervis or mode (Figure 11.26) . In this mode, when SX¼ 0 in the status regist er

32 bit 64 bit
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0x FFFF FFFF 0x FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF

0x 7FFF FFFF
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Figure 11.24 User mode virtual address space.
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Figure 11.25 Supervisor mode address space.
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Figure 11.26 Kernel mode physical space.
Note: If ERL¼1, the selected 2 Gbyte space becomes uncached and unmapped.
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and the most significa nt bit of the 3 2-bit virtual address is set to 0, the suseg virtua l

address space is sel ected; it cover s the full 231 bytes of the current user addre ss

space. The virtual address is extended with the contents of the 8-bit field to form a

unique virtual address. When SX¼ 0 in the status register and the three most

significant bits of the 32-bit virtual address are 1102, the sseg virtual address space

is selected; it covers 229 bytes of the current supervisor address space (Figure 11.25).

The processor operate s in kernel mode whe n the status regi ster cont ains the kerne l

mode bit valu es as shown in Figure 11.23. Kernel mode virtua l addre ss space is

divided into regions differentiated by the high-order bits of the virtual address. In this

mode, when KX¼ 0, in the status register and the most significant bit of the virtual

address, A31, is cleared, the 32-bit kuseg virtual address space is selected. It covers

the full 2 GB of the current user address space.WhenKX¼ 0 in the status register and

the most significant three bits of the virtual address are 1002, 32-bit kseg() virtual

address space is selected. References to kseg() are not mapped through the TLB.

When KX¼ 0 in the status register and the most significant three bits of the 32-bit

virtual address are 102, the ksseg virtual address space is selected; it is the current 512

MB supervisor virtual space.When KX¼ 1 in the status register and bits 63:62 of the

64-bit virtual address are 102, the xkphys virtual address spaces is selected; it is a set

of eight kernel physical spaces. Each kernel physical space contains either one of four

240 byte physical pages. References to this space are not mapped; the physical address

selected is taken directly from bits 39:0 of the virtual address. Bits 61:59 of the virtual

address specify the cache algorithm. If the cache algorithm is either uncached or

uncached accelerated the space contains four physical pages; access to addresses

whose bits 56:40 are not equal to 0 cause an address error exception.

Virtual to physical address translations are maintained by the operating system,

using page tables in memory. A subset of these translations is loaded into a

hardware buffer (TLB). The TLB contains 64 entries, each of which maps a pair

of virtual pages. Formats of TLB entries are shown in Figure 11.27. The cache
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Algo rithm fields o f the TLB, entryl o0, and entryl o1, and Confi g regist ers indicate

how data are cached.

Figur e 11.27 shows the TLB entry formats for both 32- and 64-bit modes. Each

field of an entry has corresponding field in the entryhi, Entrylo0, entrylo1 or

PageMask registers.

Because a 64 bit is unnecessarily large, only the low 44 address bits are

translated. The high tow virtual address bits (bits 63:62) select between user,

supervisor, and kernel address space. The intermediate address bits (61:44) must

either be all zeros or all ones depending on the address region. For data cache

accesses, the joint TLB translates addresses from the address calculate unit. For

instruction accesses, the JTLB translates the PC address if it misses in the instruc-

tion TLB. That entry is copied into the ITLB for subsequent accesses.

Each independent task or process has a separate address space, assigned a

unique 8-bit address space identifier (ASID). This identifier is stored with each

TLB entry to distinguish between entries loaded for different processes. The ASID

allows the processor to move from one process to another (called a context switch)

without having to invalidate TLB entries.

11.4.3.7 Floating-Point Units

The R10000 contains two primary floating-point units. The adder unit handles add

operations and the multiply unit handles multiply operations. In addition, two

secondary floating-point units exist, which handle long-latency operations such as

divide and square root.

Addition, subtraction, and conversion instructions have a two-cycle latency and

a one-cycle repeat rate and are handled within the adder unit. Instructions which

convert integer values to single-precision floating-point values have a four-cycle

latency as they must pass through the adder twice. The adder is busy during the

second cycle after the instruction is issued.

All floating-point multiply operations execute with a two-cycle latency and a

one-cycle repeat rate and are handled within the multiplier unit. The multiplier

performs multiply operations. The floating-point divide and square root units

perform calculations using iterative algorithms. These units are not pipelined and

cannot begin another operation until the current operation is completed. Thus, the

repeat rate approximately equals the latency. The ports of the multiplier are shared

with the divide and square root units. A cycle is lost at the beginning of the

operation (to fetch the operand) and at the end (to store the result).

The floating-point multiply–add operation, which occurs frequently, is computed

using separate multiply and add operations. The multiply–add instruction (MADD) has

a four-cycle latency and a one-cycle repeat rate. The combined instruction improves

performance by eliminating the fetching and decoding of an extra instruction. The

divide and square root units use separate circuitry and can be operated simultaneously.

However, the floating-point queue cannot issue both instructions during the same cycle.

The floating-point add, multiply, divide, and square-root units read their oper-

ands and store their results in the floating-point register file. Values are loaded to or

stored from the register file by the load=store and move units.
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A logic diag ram of floating- point operations is show n in Figur e 11.28 in which

data and instructions are read from the secondary cache into the prima ry caches, and

then into the processor . There they are decode d and append ed to the flo ating-poin t

queue, and passed into the FP regist er file whe re each is dynamic ally issued to the

appropri ate functi onal unit. After execu tion in the functional unit, results are stored,

through the regist er file, in the primary data cache.

The floating-point queue can issue one instruction to the adder unit and one

instruction to the multiplier unit. The adder and multiplier each has two dedicated

read ports and a dedicated write ports in the floating-point register file. Because of their

low repeat rates, the divide and square-root units do not have their own issue port.

Instead, they decode instructions issued to the multiplier unit, using its operand

registers and bypass logic. They appropriate a second cycle alter for storing their result.

When an instru ction is issued, up to two operands are read from dedi cate read

ports in the floating- point register file. After the op eration has been com pleted, the

result can be wr itten back into the regist er file using a dedi cated write port. For the

add and multipl y units, this write occurs four cycles after its operands were read.

The control of flo ating-poin t execu tion is shared by the followi ng u nits:

1. The floating-point queue determines operand dependencies and dynamically

issues instructions to be the execution units. It also controls the destination

registers and register bypass.

2. The execution units control the arithmetic operations and generate status.

3. The graduate unit saves the status until the instructions graduate, and then it

updates the floating-point status register.

The floating- point u nit is the hardware impleme ntation of Coproce ssor 1 in the

MIPS IV ISA. The MIPS IV ISA defies 32 logical floating- point general regi sters

(FGRs), as show n in Figur e 11.29. Each FGR is 64 bits wide and can hold either

32-bit sing le-precision or 64-bit doubl e-precision values. The hardwar e actual ly

contain s 64 ph ysical 64-bit registers in the floating- point regi ster file, from which

the 32 logical registers are taken.

Floatin g-point instru ction uses a 5-bit logi cal numb er to select an indivi dual

FGR. These logical numb ers are map ped to physi cal regist ers by the rena me unit
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Figure 11.28 Logical diagram of FP operations.
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(in pipeline stage 2), before the floating-point unit executes them. Physical registers

are selected using 6-bit addresses.

The FR bit (26) in the status register determines the number of logical floating-

point registers. When FR¼ 1, floating-point load and stores operate as follows:

1. Single-precision operands are read from the low half of a register, leaving

the upper half ignored. Single-precision results are written into the low half of

the register. The high half of the result register is architecturally undefined; in the

R10000 implementation, it is set to zero.

2. Double-precision arithmetic operations use the entire 64-bit contents of each

operand or result register.

Because of register renaming, every new result is written into a temporary register,

and conditional move instructions select between as new operand and the previous

old value. The high half of the destination register of a single-precision conditional

move instruction is undefined, even if no move occurs.

The load=store unit consists of the address queue, address calculation unit, TLB,
address stack, store buffer, and primary data cache. The load=store unit performs

load, store, prefetch, and cache instructions. All load or store instructions begin with

a three-cycle sequence which issues the instruction, calculates its virtual address,

and translates the virtual address to physical. The address is translated only once

during the operation. The data cache is accessed and the required data transfer is

completed provided there was a primary data cache hit. If there is a cache miss, or if

the necessary shared register ports are busy, the data cache and data cache tag

Status bit FR = 0

Status bit FR = 1

Sixteen 64-bit physical registers
Thirty-two 32-bit logical register
(MIPS I and MIPS II compatible)

Thirty-two 64-bit registers
(MIPS III and MIPS IV only)

(Register is not implemented)

Register #3

Register #2

Register #1

Register #0

Physical register

Register #30

Register #31

(Register is not implemented)

(Register is not implemented)

63 32 31

FGR = #1

FGR = #3 FGR = #2

FGR = #30FGR = #31

FGR = #0

FGR = #0

FGR = #1

FGR = #2

FGR = #3

FGR = #30

FGR = #31

0

063

063

063

063

063

063

63 32 31 0

63 32 31 0

Figure 11.29 Floating-point registers in 16-bit mode.
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access mus t be repe ated after the data are obtaine d from either the secon dary cache

or main memor y.

The TLB cont ains 64 entries and transl ates virtual addresse s to physical

addresse s. The virtual addre ss can origina te from either the adders cal culation

unit or the progr am counter (PC).

11.4.3 .8 Inter rupts

Figure 11.30 shows the interrupt structure of the R10000.

11.4.4 Intel Corpora tion’s Itanium

The Itanium processor (with 733–800 MHz speed ) is the first in a family of 64 -bit

processor s from Intel released in 20 01, and Itaniu m 2 proce ssor (900 MH z–1 GHz)

was launched in 2002. Figure 11.31 shows the block diagram of Itanium proce ssor.

The architectura l com ponents of the proce ssor include

1. Functional unit

2. Cache (three levels: L1, L2, and L3)

3. Register stack engine (RSE)

4. Bus

The proce ssor consi sts of four floating- point units, four integer u nits, four

Multime dia Exten sions (MMX) units and an IA-32 decode and control unit. Out

of the four floating- point units, two work at 82-bit prec ision while the o ther two are
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interrupt value

4

20 19 18 17 16
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8 IP[0]

IP[1]

IP[2]

IP[3]

IP[4]

IP[5]

IP[6]

IP[7]

Software
interrupts

Hardware
interrupts

Timer
interrupt

Interrupt register
cause (15:08)

SysAD(20:16)
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11

12

13

14

15

3 2 1 0

Figure 11.30 Interrupts in R10000.
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used for 32-bit precision operations. All four can perform fused multiply accumu-

late (FMAC) operations along with two-operand addition and subtraction, as well as

floating-point and integer multiplication. They also execute several single-operand

instructions, such as conversions between floating-point and integers, precision

conversion, negation, and absolute value. Integer units are used for arithmetic and

other integer or character manipulations and MMX units to accommodate instruc-

tions for multimedia operations. IA-32 decode and control unit provides compati-

bility with the other families.

Figure 11.32 shows the cache hierarchy. It consists of three caches: L1, L2, and

L3. L1 has separate data (L1D) and instruction cache (L1I).

L1 instruction (L1I) cache is dual-ported, 16 kB cache. One port is used for

instruction fetch and the other is used for prefetches. It is a 4-way set-associative

cache memory. It is fully pipelined and is physically indexed and tagged.

L1 Data (L1D) cache is four-ported, 16 kB in size. It supports two concurrent

loads and two stores. It is used for caching only the integer data. It is physically

indexed and tagged for loads and stores.

L2 cache is 256 kB, four ported that supports up to four concurrent accesses. It is

8-way set-associative and is physically indexed and tagged. L2 cache is used to

handle the L1I and L1D cache misses and accesses up to four floating-point data

units. When data are requested either one, two, three, or all the four ports are used

but when instructions are accessed in L2 cache, all the ports are used. If a cache

miss occurs in L2 cache, the request is forwarded to L3 cache.

L3 cache is either 1.5 MB or 3 MB in size, fully pipelined and single ported. It is

12-way set-associative and can support eight requests. It is physically indexed and

tagged and handles all the requests caused by L2 cache miss.

Advanced Load Address Table (ALAT) is a cache structure which enables data

speculation in Itanium 2 processor. It keeps information on speculative data loads. It

is a fully associative array and handles up to two loads and two stores.

L1I L1D

L2

L3 128-bit
system bus

Figure 11.32 Intel Itanium cache (Reproduced with Permission from Intel Itanium 2 Architecture,
Hardware Developer’s Manual, July 2002).
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TLBs on the Itan ium 2 proce ssor are of two types: data transl ation looka side

buff er (DTLB) and the instru ction translat ion looka side buff er (ITLB). There are

two levels of DTLB : L1 DTLB and L2 DTLB. The first level DTLB is fully

assoc iative and is used to perform virtual to physical address transl ations for load

transac tions that hit in L1 cache . It has three ports: two read ports and one write

port . It suppor ts 4 kB pages. The secon d level DTLB handl es virtua l to physi cal

addre ss translat ions for data memor y references during stores. It is fully assoc iative

and has four ports. It can suppor t page siz es from 4 k B to 4 GB.

ITLB is categorize d into two levels: Level 1 ITLB (ITLB1) and Level 2 ITL B

(ITLB 2). ITLB 1 is du al ported, fully assoc iative, responsi ble for virtua l to physi cal

addre ss transl ations to enable instru ction truncatio n hits in L1 I cache . It can support

page sizes from 4 kB to 4 GB. ITLB2 is fully assoc iative and resp onsible for virtual

to physi cal address transl ations for instruction memor y refere nces that miss the

ITLB 1. It supports page sizes from 4 kB to 4 GB.

11.4 .4.1 Regi sters

Itanium contains 128 integer registers, 128 floating-point registers, 64 predicate

registers, 8 branch registers, and a 128-register ‘‘application store’’ where machine

sta te is cont rolled. The RSE manages the data in the integer registers . Figure 11.33

shows the complete register set. It consists of

1. General purpose registers: These are a set of 128, 64-bit general-purpose regis-

ters, named gr0–gr127. These registers are partitioned into static general registers

which are 0 through 31 and stacked general registers that are 32 through 127. gr0

always reads 0 when sourced as an operand, and illegal operation fault occurs if

an attempt to write to gr0 occurs.

2. Floating-point registers: Floating-point computation uses a set of 128, 82-bit

floating registers, named fr0-fr127. These registers are divided into subsets: static

floating-point registers that include fr0 through fr31 and rotating floating-point

registers (fr32–fr127). fr0 always reads þ0.0 when sourced; fr1 always reads

þ1.0 when sourced. A fault occurs if either of the fr0 or fr1 is used as the

destination.

3. Predicate registers: These are a set of 64, 1-bit registers named pr0–pr63. They

hold the results of compare instructions. These registers are partitioned into

subsets: static predicate registers that include pr0–pr15 and rotating predicate

registers that extend from pr16 to pr63. pr0 always reads 1 and the result is

discarded if it is used as a destination. The rotating registers support software

pipeline loops while static predicate registers are used for conditional branching.

4. Branch registers: There are 8, 64-bit branch registers, named br0–br7 used to hold

indirect branching information.

5. Kernel registers: There are 8, 64-bit kernel registers, named kr0–kr7 used to

communicate information from the kernel (operating system) to an application.

6. Current frame marker (CFM): It describes the state of the general register stack. It

is a 64-bit register used for stack-frame operations.

7. Instruction pointer: It is a 64-bit pointer and holds pointer to current 16 byte aligned

bundle in IA-64 mode, or offset to 1 byte aligned instruction in IA-32 mode.
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Figure 11.33 Register Set (Reproduced with Permission from Intel Itanium Architecture Software Developer’s Manual, Volume 1: Application Architecture,
October 2002).
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Figure 11.33 (continued)
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8. Performance monitor data registers (PMD): They are the data registers for

performance monitor hardware.

9. User mask (UM): It is a set of single-bit values used to monitor floating-point

register usage, performance monitor.

10. Processor identifiers (CPUID): They describe processor implementation-depen-

dent features.

11. There are several other 64-bit registers with operating system-specific, hardware-

specific, or application-specific uses covering hardware control and system con-

figuration.

RSE is used to remove the latency (delay) caused by the necessary saving and

restoring of data processing registers when entering and leaving a procedure. The stack

provides for fastprocedurecallsbypassingarguments in registers asopposed to thestack.

When a procedure is called, a new frame of registers is made available to the

called procedure without the need for an explicit save of the caller’s registers. The

old registers remain in the large on-chip physical register file as long as there is

enough physical capacity. When the number of registers needed overflows the

available physical capacity, a state machine called the RSE saves the registers to

memory to free up the necessary registers needed for the upcoming call. The RSE

maintains the illusion of infinite number of registers.

On a call return, the base register is restored to the value that the caller was using

to access registers prior to the call. Often a return is encountered even before these

registers need to be saved, making it unnecessary to restore them. In cases where the

RSE has saved some of the callee’s registers, the processor stalls on the return until

the RSE can restore the appropriate number of the callee’s registers.

The bus in Itanium processor is 128 bits wide and operates at a clock frequency

of 400 MHz, transferring up to 6.4 GB=s.

11.4.4.2 Memory

Memory is byte addressable and is accessed with 64-bit pointers. 32-bit pointers are

manipulated in 64-bit registers.

Addressable Unit and Alignment. Memory in IA-64 can be addressed in units of

1, 2, 4, 8, 10, and 16 bytes. Although data on IA-64 can be aligned on any boundary,

IA-64 recommends that items be aligned on naturally aligned boundaries for the

object size. For example, words should be aligned on word boundaries. There is one

exception: 10 byte floating-point values should be aligned on 16 byte boundaries.

When the quantities are loaded to the general registers from memory, they are

placed in the least significant portion of the register.

There are two Endian models: big Endian and little Endian. Little Endian results in

the least significant byte of the load operand being stored in the least significant byte of

the target operand and the big-Endian results in the most significant byte of the load

operand being stored in the least significant byte of the target operand. IA-64 specifies

which Endian model should be used. All IA-32 CPUs are little Endian. All IA-64

instruction fetches are performed little Endian regardless of current Endian mode. The

instruction appears in the reverse order if the instruction data are read using big Endian.
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11.4.4.3 Instruction Package

There are six types of instructions shown in Table 11.3.

Three 41-bit instructions are grouped together into 128-bit sized and aligned

containers called bundles. The ‘‘pointer’’ (0–4 bit), indicates the kinds of instructions

that are packed. Itanium architecture allows issuing of independent instructions in

these bundles for parallel execution. Out of the 32 possible kinds of packaging, 8 are

not used thus reducing to 24. In little-Endian format, a bundle appears in Figure 11.34.

Instruction from the bundle is executed in the order described below:

1. Ordering of bundles is done from lowest to highest memory address. Instructions

present in the lower memory address precede the instructions that are in the

higher memory addresses.

2. Instructions within a bundle are ordered from Instructions 1–3.

11.4.4.4 Instruction Set Transition Model

There are two operating environments supported by Itanium architecture:

1. IA-32 System Environment: supports IA-32, which is 32-bit operating system

2. Itanium System Environment: supports Itanium-based operating systems (IA-64)

The processor can execute either IA-32 or Itanium instructions at any time. Intel

Architecture (IA-64) is compatible with the 32-bit software (IA-32). The software

can be run in real mode (16 bits), protected mode (32 bits), and virtual mode 86

(16 bits). Thus, the CPU will be able to operate in both IA-64 mode and IA-32

Instruction 3 Instruction 2 Instruction 1 Pointer

127 87 86 46 45 5 4 0

41 bits
5 bits

128 bits

Figure 11.34 Instruction bundle.

Table 11.3 Types of Instructions
(Reproduced with Permission from Intel
Itanium Architecture Software Developer’s
Manual, Volume 1: Application Architecture,
October 2002)

Instruction Type Description

A Integer ALU
I Non-ALU integer
M Memory
F Floating point
B Branch
L þ X Extended
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modes. There are special instructions to go from one mode to the other, as is shown

in Figure 11.35.

There are three instructions and interruptions that make the transition between

the IA-32 and Itanium instruction sets (IA-64). They are

1. JMPE (IA-32 instruction): jumps to a 64-bit instruction and changes to IA-64

mode.

2. br.ia (IA-64 instruction): moves to a 32-bit instruction and changes to IA-32

mode.

3. rfi (IA-64 instruction): it is the return of the interruption; the return happens both

to an IA-32 situation and to an IA-64, depending on the situation present at the

moment when the interruption is invoked.

4. Interrupts transition the processor to the Itanium instruction set for all interrupt

conditions.

Itanium processor is based on explicit parallel instruction computing (EPIC) technol-

ogy, which provides pipelining and is capable of doing parallel execution of up to six

instructions. Some of the EPIC technology features, provided by Itanium processor, are

Predication. EPIC uses predicated execution of branches to reduce the branch

penalty. It can be illustrated by an example: consider the C source code:

if(x ¼¼ 7) z ¼ 2 else z ¼ 7:

The instruction flow would generally be written as

1. Compare x to 7

2. If not equal goto line 5

3. z¼ 2

4. goto line 6

5. z¼ 7

6. ==Program continues from here

In the code, line 2 or 4 causes at least one break (goto) in the instruction flow

irrespective of the value of x. This causes interruption in the program flow twice in

one pass. Itanium architecture assigns the result of the compare operation to a

predicate bit, which then allows or disallows the output to be committed to memory.

Thus the same C source code could be written using this IA-64 instruction flow:

Instruction
set

IA-32

Instruction
set

IA-64

jmpe

br.ia

rfi

Interruptions

Exceptions

Figure 11.35 Model of instruction sets transition (Reproduced with Permission from Intel Itanium
Architecture, Software Developer’s Manual, December 2001).
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Compare x to 7 and store result in a predicate bit (let it be ‘‘P’’)
If P¼ ¼ 1; z¼ 2

If P¼ ¼ 0; z¼ 7

In this code, if the value of the predicate bit (P) is equal to 1 (which indicates the

x¼ ¼ 7), z is assigned 2 otherwise 7. Once the P is set, it can be tested again and

again in subsequent code.

Speculation. Along with predication, EPIC supports control and data speculation to

handle branches.

Control Speculation. Control speculation is the execution of an operation before the
branch that guards it. Consider the code sequence:

if (ab) load (ld addr1, target1)

else load (ld addr2, target2)

If the operation load (ld_addr1, target1) were to be performed prior to the deter-

mination of (a > b), then the operation would be control speculative with respect to

the controlling condition (a > b). Under normal execution, the operation load

(ld_addr1, target1) may or may not execute. If the new control speculative load

causes an exception, then the exception should only be serviced if (a > b) is true.
When the compiler uses control speculation, it leaves a check operation at the

original location. The check verifies whether an exception has occurred and if so it

branches to recovery code.

Data Speculation. This is also known as ‘‘advance loading.’’ It is the execution of a
memory load prior to a store that preceded it. Consider the code sequence below:

store(st addr, data)

load(ld addr, target)

use(target)

In this example, if ld_addr and st_addr cannot be disambiguated (the process of

determining at compile time the relationship between memory addresses) and if

load were to be performed prior to the store, then the load would be data speculative

with respect to the store. If memory addresses overlap during the execution, a data-

speculative load issued before the store might return a different value than a regular

load issued after the store. When the compiler data speculates a load, it leaves a

check instruction at the original location of the load. The check verifies whether an

overlap has occurred and if so it branches to recovery code.

Register Rotation. EPIC supports register renaming by using register rotation

technique i.e., the name of the register is generated dynamically. The rotating

register base (RRB) is present in a rotating register file which is added with register

number given in an instruction and modulo the number of registers in rotating

register file. This generated number is actually used as register address.
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11.5 SUMMA RY

The major para meters of conce rn in the d esign of cont rol units are speed , cost,

comple xity, and flexibility. HCU s offer highe r speeds than MC Us, while the MCUs

offer better flexib ility. Speed- enhancem ent tec hniques applica ble to both type s of

control unit s were discusse d in thi s chapt er. Comm only used microins truction

formats were introdu ced along with their speed-cos t tradeof fs.

Pipelin ing techniq ues have been adopted extensi vely to enhanc e the perform -

ance of serial proce ssing struct ures. Th is chapt er cover s the basic princi ples and

design methodo logies for pipelines. Althoug h the throughput of the machin e is

improv ed by employi ng pipe line tec hniques, the basic cycle time of instructions

remain as in nonpi pelined impleme ntations. In earlier machin es with little or no

pipelinin g, the average clock per instru ction (CPI) was 5–10. Modern RISC archi-

tectures have achieved a CPI value close to 1. Pipel ines exploit instru ction- level

parallel ism in the program , whereby instru ctions that are no t depend ent on each

other are execu ted in an overlapp ed man ner. If the instru ction- level para llelism is

sufficien t to keep the pipe line flowing full (with inde penden t instru ction) we

achieve the ideal mac hine with a CPI of 1.

Three appro aches have been tried to improv e the performanc e beyond the ideal

CPI case : superpip elining (des cribed in this chapt er), and super scalar and VLIW

architect ures (des cribed in Chapte r 10). A superpip eline uses deepe r pipelines and

control mec hanisms to keep many stages of the pipeline busy concur rently . Note

that as the latenc y of a stage gets longer, the instru ction iss ue rate will drop and also

there is a highe r potential for data interlo cks. A supersca lar machin e allow s the

issue of more than one instruction per clock into the pipe line, thus achievi ng an

instruction rate h igher than the cloc k rate. In these architecture s, the hardw are

evaluat es the depend ency amo ng instru ctions and dyn amically schedule s a packe t

of inde penden t instruction for issue at each cycl e. In a VLI W arch itecture , a

machin e instruction correspo nds to a packe t of inde penden t instru ctions, created

by the compiler . No dynamic hardw are scheduli ng is used.

Pipelin e tech niques are extensi vely used in all architect ures today, from micro -

processor s to supercom puters. This chapter provided some details of four pipelined

machin es. 
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PROBLEMS

11.1 Study the following architectural features of a micro-, a mini-, a large-scale, and a

supercomputer system with an HCU you have access to

Processor cycle time

Number of clock phase and clock frequency

Minor and major cycle details

Speedup techniques used

11.2 Study the following architectural features of a micro-, a mini-, a large-scale, and a

supercomputer system with an MCU you have access to

Processor cycle time

CROM size, access time, and organization

Microinstruction format

Speedup techniques used

11.3 It is required that the LDA instruction cycle of ASC use a maximum of two major

cycles. Derive the microinstruction sequence and list any changes needed to the

bus structure.

11.4 Write the microprogram for the LDA instruction in Problem 11.3. List any

changes needed for the microinstruction format.
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11.5 Assume that an HCU needs to be designed for LDA, STA, TCA, and ADD

instructions only of ASC. Examine the microoperation sequences for these

instructions to determine the optimum length for the major cycle if (a) only

equal length major cycles are allowed (b) major cycles can be of varying length.

11.6 In the microprogram for ASC (Chapter 6), the sequence for indirect address

computations is repeated for each ASC instruction requiring that computation.

Suppose that the indirect address computation is made into a subroutine called by

ASC instructions as required, rewrite the microprogram for LDA. What is the

effect on the execution time of LDA if indirect address is (a) called for? (b) not

called for?

11.7 List the changes needed to convert ASC HCU to include three modules-fetch,

defer, execute-working in a pipeline mode. Assume that only LDA, STA, SHR,

TCA, LDX, and HLT instructions are needed.

11.8 Repeat Problem 11.7 listing changes needed for ASC MCU.

11.9 ASC MCU currently employs two types of microinstructions. Determine the

microinstruction format needed if only a single type of microinstruction is allowed.

11.10 Repeat Problem 11.9 assuming that only horizontal microinstruction is allowed.

11.11 A program consists of N instructions. Assume that all the N instruction cycles

require the fetch, decode, and execute phases. If each phase consumes one time

unit, compute the serial execution time of the program. What is the speedup, if a

pipelined control unit with three stages is used?

11.12 Assume that ASC uses a three-stage pipelined control unit. show the (time line)

trace of the following program.

LDA Y

ADD Y

STA Z

HLT

11.13 Repeat Problem 11.12 assuming a control unit with the following stages; fetch,

decode, compute address, fetch operands, execute, and store results.

11.14 Compare the instruction sets of Intel 8080 and Intel Pentium II with respect to

instruction execution speeds and modes of execution.

11.15 Compare the instruction sets of Intel Itanium and MIPS R10000 with respect to

instruction set, instruction execution speed and modes of execution.

11.16 Describe the conditions under which an n-stage pipeline is n times faster than a

serial machine.

11.17 Design a pipeline ALU that can add two 8-bit integers. Assume that each stage

can add two 2-bit integers and employ sufficient number of stages. Show the

operation of the pipeline using a reservation table.

11.18 Design a pipeline for multiplying two floating-point numbers represented in IEEE

standard format. Assume that addition requires T seconds and multiplication

requires 2T seconds and shift takes T=2 seconds. Use as many stages as needed

and distribute the functions such that each stage approximately consumes the

same amount of time.

11.19 Compute the minimum number of pipeline cycles required to multiply 50 floating-

point numbers in the pipeline of Problem 11.18, assuming that the output from the

last stage can be fed back to any of the stages that requires it, with the appropriate

delay.

11.20 Compare the relative merits of ‘‘superpipelined’’ and ‘‘superscalar’’ architec-

tures. To what application environment each technique is suitable? What is an

‘‘underpipelined’’ architecture?
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CHAPTER 12

Advanced Architectures

Up to this point we have considered processors that have a single instruction stream
(i.e., a single control unit bringing about a serial instruction execution) operating

upon a single data stream (i.e., a single unit of data is being operated upon at any

given time). We have also described various enhancements to each of the subsys-

tems (memory, ALU, control, and I=O) that increase the processing speed of the

system. In addition, components from the fastest hardware technology available are

used in the implementation of these subsystems to achieve higher speeds.

There are applications, especially in real-time processing, that make the

machine throughout inadequate even with all these enhancements. It has thus

been necessary to develop newer architectures with higher degrees of parallelism

than these enhancements provide in order to circumvent the limits of technology

and achieve faster processing speeds.

Suppose that the application allows the development of processing algorithms

with a degree of parallelism A, the language used to code the algorithm allows a

degree of parallelism of L, the compilers retain a degree of parallelism of C, and the

hardware structure of the machine has a degree of parallelism of H. Then, for the

processing to be most efficient, the following relation must be satisfied:

H � C � L � A: (12:1)

Development of algorithmswith a high degree of parallelism is application-dependent.

A great deal of research has been devoted to developing languages that allow parallel

processing constructs and compilers that either extract the parallelism from a sequen-

tial program or retain the parallelism of the source code through the compilation to

produce parallel code. In this chapter, we will describe the popular hardware structures

used in executing parallel code.

Several hardware structures have evolved over the years, providing for the

execution of programs with various degrees of parallelism at various levels. Flynn

divided computer architectures into four main classes, based on the number of

instruction and data streams:
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1. Single instruction stream, single data stream (SISD) machines, which are uni-
processors such as ASC and Intel 8080.

2. Single instruction stream, multiple data stream (SIMD) architectures, which are

systems with multiple arithmetic-logic processors and a control processor. Each

arithmetic-logic processor processes a data stream of its own, as directed by the

single control processor. They are also called array processors or vector processors.
3. Multiple instruction stream, single data stream (MISD) machines, in which the

single data stream is simultaneously acted upon by a multiple instruction stream.

A system with a pipelined ALU can be considered an MISD, although that

extends the definition of a data stream somewhat.

4. Multiple instruction stream, multiple data stream (MIMD) machines, which

contain multiple processors, each executing its own instruction stream to process

the data stream allocated to it. A computer system with one processor and an I=O
channel working in parallel is the simplest example of an MIMD (i.e., a multi-
processor system).

We will provide the deta ils of the last three of the above- listed classi fications, in

Sect ions 12.1 through 12.3. Sect ion 12.4 addresse s the cache coher ency problem .

Sect ion 12.5 provi des a brief descr iption of dataflow architectu res, an experiment al

arch itecture type that p rovides the finest granular ity of parallelism. Section 12.6

descr ibes systolic architect ures and the chapter ends with a descriptio n of a super-

com puter system in Se ction 12.7. This chapter conce ntrates on the so-called tightly
coupl ed multiple proce ssor (comput er) system s. Loosely coupl ed mul tiple processor

(com puter) syst ems forming com puter networ ks and distribu ted system s are

descr ibed in Chapte r 14.

12.1 MISD

Figure 12.1 shows the organization of an MISD machine. There are n processors (or
processing stations) arranged in a pipeline. The data stream from the memory enters

the pipeline at processor 1 and moves from station to station through processor n,

Memory

CU 1 CU 2 • • •

• • •

CU n
Control
units

DataInstructions

Processor nProcessor 2Processor 1

Data

Figure 12.1 MISD structure.
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and the resulting data stream enters the memory. The control unit of the machine is

shown to have n subunits, one for each processor. Thus, there will be at any time n
independent instruction streams.

Note that the concept of data stream in this model is somewhat broad. The

pipeline will be processing several independent data units at a given time. However,

for the purposes of this model, all those data units put together is considered a single

data stream. As such, this classification is considered an anomaly. It is included here

for the sake of completeness.

12.2 SIMD

Figure 12.2 shows the structure of an SIMD. There are n arithmetic-logic processors

(P1�Pn), each with its own memory block (M1�Mn). The individual memory blocks

combined constitute the system memory. The memory bus is used to transfer instruc-

tions and data to the control processor (CP). The control processor decodes instructions

and sends control signals to processors P1�Pn. The processor interconnection network

enables data exchange between the processors.

The control processor, in practice, is a full-fledged uniprocessor. It retrieves

instructions from memory, sends arithmetic-logic instructions to processors, and

executes control (branch, stop, etc.) instructions itself. Processors P1�Pn execute

the same instruction at any time, each on its own data stream. On the basis of the

arithmetic-logic conditions, some of the processors may be deactivated during

certain operations. Such activation and deactivation of processors is handled by

the control processor.

Processor 1(P1)

Processor 2(P2)

Memory 1(M1)

Processor n(Pn 
)

Memory 2(M2)

Memory n(Mn)

  Control
processor

(CP) 

Processor-to-
processor

interconnection
netwok

Data and instructions 

Memory bus 

Input/output

 In
st

ru
ct

io
ns

 

Figure 12.2 SIMD structure.
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Th e followi ng exam ple com pares the opera tion of an SIMD wi th that of an SISD

syst em.

Exam ple 12.1

Con sider the addition of two N-elem ent vect ors A and B eleme nt-by-e lement to

crea te the sum vector C. That is,

C[ i ] ¼ A[ i] þ B[ i] 1 � i � N :

Th is computati on require s N add times plus the loop control overh ead on an SISD .

Also, the SISD p rocessor has to fetch the instru ctions correspo nding to this progr am

from the memor y each time throug h the loop.

Figure 12.3 shows the SIMD implementation of this computation using N PEs.

Th is is iden tical to the SIMD model of Figure 12.2 and consi sts of multip le PEs , one

CP, and the memory system. The processor interconnection network of Figure 12.2

is not needed for this computation. The elements of arrays A and B are distributed

over N memory blocks and hence each PE has access to one pair of operands to be

added. Thus, the program for the SIMD consists of one instruction:

C ¼ Aþ B:

This instruction is equivalent to

C[i] ¼ A[i]þ B[i] (1 � i � N),

where, i represents the PE that is performing the addition of the ith elements and the

expression in parentheses implies that all N PEs are active simultaneously.

The total execution time for this computation is the time to fetch one instruction

plus time for one addition. No other overhead is needed. But the data need to be

structured in N memory blocks to provide for the simultaneous access of the N data

elements.

CP

P1

P2

Pn

a1 b1 c1

a2 b2 c2

an bn cn

M1 

M2 

Mn

Figure 12.3 SIMD processing model.
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Thus, SIMDs offer an N-fold throughput enhancement over the SISD, provided

the application exhibits a data-parallelism of degree N. SIMDs are special purpose

machines suitable for array or vector processing.

12.2.1 Interconnection Networks for SIMD Architectures

PEs and memory blocks in an SIMD architecture are interconnected by either an

n-to-n or an n-by-n switch. Also, an n-by-n switch between the PEs is needed in

general to allow fast exchange of data as the computation proceeds. Here onwards,

the term interconnection network (IN) will be used to refer to the interconnection

hardware rather than the term ‘‘switch.’’ The term ‘‘switch’’ is more generally used

to refer to a component of an IN (as discussed later in this section).

The PE-to-PE interconnection network for an SIMD depends on the data-flow

requirements of the application. In fact, depending on the application most of the

computation can be accomplished by the interconnection network itself if the

network is chosen appropriately, thus reducing the complexity of PEs drastically.

Several INs have been proposed and built over the last few years. This section

introduces the terminology and performance measures associated with INs and

describes common INs, as applied to SIMD systems. The next section extends

this description to MIMD architectures.

12.2.1.1 Terminology and Performance Measures

An IN consists of several nodes interconnected by links. A node in general is either

a PE or a memory block or a complete computer system consisting of PEs, memory

blocks, and I=O devices. A link is the hardware interconnect between two nodes.

The IN facilitates the transmission of messages (data or control information)

between processes residing in nodes. The two functional entities that form the

interconnection structure are paths and switches. A path is the medium by which

a message is transmitted between two nodes and is composed of one or more links

and switches. The link just transmits the message and does not alter it in any way.

A switch on the other hand, may alter the message (i.e., change the destination

address) or route it to one of the number of alternative paths available.

A path can be unidirectional point-to-point, bidirectional point-to-point, or

bidirectional, and visit more than two nodes. The first two types are classified as

dedicated paths and the last type is the shared path.

Twomessage transfer strategies are used: direct and indirect. In the direct strategy,

there will be no intervening switching elements between communicating nodes. In the

indirect strategy, there will be one ormore switching elements between the nodes. If an

indirect transfer strategy is chosen, either a centralized or a decentralized transfer

control strategy can be adopted. In a central strategy, all switching is done by a single

entity (called the switch controller). In a decentralized strategy on the other hand, the

switch control is distributed among a number of switching elements.

For instance, in a ring network there is a path from each node to every other

node. The path to the neighboring node from any node is of length 1, while the path

between non-neighboring nodes is of length equal to the number of links that need
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to be traversed (i.e., number of hops needed) to transmit messages between those

nodes. If a decentralized control strategy is used, each intermediate node in the path

serves as a switch that decodes the destination address and transmits the message

not addressed to it to the next node. In the examples provided earlier in this chapter,

the CP was the controller of the ring and issues multiple shift instructions depending

on the distance (see below) between the source and destination nodes.

In general, an IN should be able to connect all the nodes in the system to one

another, transfer maximum number of messages per second reliably and offer

minimum cost. Various performance measures have been used to evaluate INs.

They are described below.

Connectivity (or degree of the node) is the number of nodes that are immediate

neighbors of a node, that is, the number of nodes that can be reached from the

node in one hop. For instance, in a unidirectional ring each node is of degree 1

since it is connected to only one neighboring node. In a bidirectional ring each

node is of degree 2.

Bandwidth is the total number of messages the network can deliver in unit time.

A message is simply a bit pattern of certain length consisting of data and=or
control information.

Latency is a measure of the overhead involved in transmitting a message over the

network from the source node to the destination node. It can be defined as the time

required to transmit a zero-length message.

Average distance: The ‘‘distance’’ between two nodes is the number of links in the

shortest path between those nodes, in the network. The average distance is given by

davg ¼
Pr
d¼1

dNd

N � 1
, (12:2)

where Nd is the number of nodes at distance d apart, r is the diameter (i.e., the

maximum of the minimum distance between all pairs of nodes) of the network, and

N is the total number of nodes. It is desirable to have a low average distance.

A network with low average distance would result in nodes of higher degree, that is,

larger number of communication ports from each node, which may be expensive to

implement. Thus, a normalized average distance can be defined as

davg(normal) ¼ davg � P, (12:3)

where P is the number of communication ports per node.

Hardware Complexity of the network is proportional to the total number of links and

switches in the network. As such, it is desirable to minimize the number of these

elements.

Cost is usually measured as the network hardware cost as a fraction of the total system

hardware cost. The ‘‘incremental hardware cost’’ (i.e., Cost modularity) in terms

of how much additional hardware and redesign is needed to expand the network to

include additional nodes is also important.
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Place modularity is a measure of expandability, in terms of how easily the network

structure can be expanded by utilizing additional modules.

Regularity: If there a regular structure to the network, the same pattern can be

repeated to form a larger network. This property is especially useful in the

implementation of the network using VLSI circuits.

Reliability and fault tolerance is a measure of the redundancy in the network to allow

the communication to continue, in case of the failure of one or more links.

Additional functionality is a measure of other functions (such as computations,

message combining, arbitration, etc.) offered by the network in addition to the

standard message transmission function.

A complete IN (i.e., an n-by-n network in which there is a link from each node to

every other node) is the ideal network since it would satisfy the minimum latency,

minimum average distance, maximum bandwidth, and simple routing criteria. But,

the complexity of this network becomes prohibitively large, as the number of nodes

increases. Expandability also comes at a very high cost. As such, the complete

interconnection scheme is not used in networks with large number of nodes. There

are other topologies that provide a better cost=performance ratio.

The topologies can further be classified as either static or dynamic. In a static

topology, the links between two nodes are passive, dedicated paths. They cannot be

changed toestablish adirect connection toother nodes.The interconnections are usually

derived based on a complete analysis of the communication patterns of the application.

The topologydoesnot changeas the computationprogresses. Indynamic topologies, the

interconnectionpattern changes as the computation progresses. This changingpattern is

brought about by setting the network’s active elements (i.e., switches).

The mode of operation of a network can be synchronous, asynchronous, or com-

bined as dictated by the data manipulation characteristics of the application. The ring

network used in the examples earlier in this chapter is an example of a synchronous

network. In these networks, communication paths are established andmessage transfer

occurs synchronously. In asynchronous networks, connection requests are issued

dynamically as the transmission of the message progresses. That means, the message

flow in an asynchronous network is less orderly compared with that in a synchronous

network. A combined network exhibits both modes of operation.

12.2.1.2 Routing Protocols

Routing is the mechanism that establishes the path between two nodes for trans-

mission of messages. It should be as simple as possible and should not result in a

high overhead. It should preferably be dependent on the state of each node, rather

than the state of the whole network. Three basic routing protocols (or switching

mechanisms) have been adopted over the years: circuit switching, packet switching,

and wormhole switching.

In circuit switching, a path is first established between the source and the

destination nodes. This path is dedicated for the transmission of the complete

message. That is, there is a dedicated hardware path between the two nodes that

cannot be utilized for any other message until the transmission is complete. This

mode is ideal when large messages are to be transmitted.
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In packe t switching , the mes sage is broke n into small units called packets. Each

packe t has a destination addre ss that is used to rout e the packe t to the destina tion

thr ough the networ k nodes, in a store and forward manner. That is, a packe t travels

from the sourc e to the destina tion, one link at a time . At each (interm ediate) node, the

packe t is usual ly stored (or buffere d). It is then forwar ded to the appro priate link

based on its destina tion addre ss. Th us, each packe t might follow a differ ent route to

the destination and the packe ts may arrive at the destina tion in any order. The packe ts

are reassembl ed at the destination to form the com plete mes sage. Packet switchin g is

effici ent for short message s and more frequent transm issions. It increas es the hard-

ware comp lexity of the swit ches, becau se of the buffering require ment.

Th e packe t switchi ng mode is analo gous to the workin g of the postal system in

which each letter is a packe t. Unlik e mes sages in an IN, the lett ers from a sourc e to

a destination follow the same route and they arrive at the dest ination u sually in the

sam e order they are sent . The circui t swit ching mode is anal ogous to the telepho ne

networ k in which a dedi cated path is first establ ished and maint ained throughout the

conver sation. The underlyi ng hardwar e in the telepho ne networ k uses packet

swit ching. But what the user sees is a (virtual) dedicat ed connec tion.

Th e wormhole switchi ng (or cut-th rough routing ) is a combina tion of these two

methods . Her e, a message is broke n into sma ll units (call ed flow control d igits or

flit s), as in packet switchi ng. But, all flits fol low the sam e route to the destina tion,

unlik e packets. Since the lea ding flit sets the swit ches in the path and the others

fol low, the store and forward buff ering overhead is reduced.

Rou ting mechanism s can be either sta tic (or dete rministic ) or dynamic (or

adapt ive). Static schemes determin e a unique path for the message from the source

to the destina tion, based solely on the topol ogy. Since they do not take int o

consi deration the sta te of the networ k, there is the potential of uneven usage of

the network resou rces and conges tion. The dynamic rout ing, on the other hand,

utilize s the state of the networ k in determin ing the path for a message and hence can

avoid congestion by routing messages around the heavily used links or nodes.

The routing is realized by setting switching elements in the network appropri-

ately. As mentioned earlier, the switch setting (or control) function can either be

managed by a centralized controller or can be distributed to each switching element.

Further detail on routing mechanisms is provided in the following sections, along

with the description of various topologies.

12.2.1.3 Static Topologies

Figur es 12.4 through 12.7 show som e of the many static topolog ies that have been

proposed, representing a wide range of connectivity. The simplest among these is

the linear array in which the first and the last nodes are each connected to one

neighboring node and each interior node is connected to two neighboring nodes.

The most complex is the complete IN in which each node is connected to every

other node. A brief description of each of these topologies follows.

Linear Array and Ring (LOOP). In the one-dimensional mesh, or linear array

(Figure 12.4a), each node is connected to its neighboring node, each interior node
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is connected to two of its neighboring nodes while the boundary nodes are con-

nected to only one neighbor. The links can either be unidirectional or bidirectional.

A ring or loop network is formed by connecting the two boundary nodes of the

linear array (Figure 12.4b). In this structure, each node is connected to two

neighboring nodes. The loop can either be unidirectional or bidirectional. In a

unidirectional loop, each node has a source neighbor and a destination neighbor.

(a) Linear array (c) Chordal ring(b) Ring

Figure 12.4 One-dimensional networks.

(a) Near neighbor mesh (b) Star (c) Binary tree

Figure 12.5 Two-dimensional networks.

Figure 12.6 Completely connected network.
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Th e node receives message s only from the sourc e and sends mes sages only to the

dest ination neig hbor. Mess ages circul ate aroun d the loop from the source with

interm ediate nodes acting as buffers to the destinati on. Messages can be of fixed

or variable leng th and the loop can be designed such that either one or multip le

mes sages can be circulat ing simul taneously.

Th e logical complexit y of the loop network is very low. Each node should be

capab le of originating a message destine d for a single destinatio n, recogniz e a

mes sage destine d for itself and relay message s not destine d for it. Addi tion o f a

node to the networ k require s only one additional link and flow of message s is not

sign ificantly affect ed by this additional link. The fault tolera nce of the loop is very

low. The failure of one link in a unidire ctional loop cause s the commun ication to

stop (at least betwee n the nodes connec ted by that link). If the loop is bidire ctional,

the failure of one link does not b reak the loop. Two link failure partitions the loop

into two disc onnected parts. Loops with redun dant path s have been designed to

provi de the fault tolera nce. The chord al ring (Fig ure 12.4c) in which the degree of

each node is 3 is an exam ple. The bandw idth of the loop can be a bottleneck as the

com munica tion require ments increas e. It is also possi ble that one node can saturate

the entire bandwid th of the loop.

Lo op network evol ved from the data com munica tion environment s in which

geogr aphical ly dispers ed nodes were connecte d for file transf ers and resource

shar ing. They have used bit-se rial data links as the com munication path s.

Note that when a loop network is used to interconnec t PEs in an SIMD syst em,

the message transfer between PEs is simultaneous since the PEs work in a lock-step

mode. The transfer is typically controlled by the CP through SHIFT or ROTATE

instructions issued once (for transfer between neighboring PEs) or multiple times

(a) “Zero-cube” (b) “One-cube” (c) “Two-cube”

(d) “Three-cube” (e) “Four-cube”

Figure 12.7 Hypercube.
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(for transf ers betwee n remo te PEs). Th e links typicall y carry data in parallel, rather

than in bit-se rial fashion.

Two-D imensional Mesh . A pop ular IN is the two-di mension al mesh (neares t-neig h-

bor) show n in Figur e 12.5a. Here the nodes are arr anged in a two-dim ensional matrix

form and each node is connected to four of its neighbors (north, south, east, and west).

The connectivity of boundary nodes depends on the application. The IBM wire

routing machine (WRM) uses a ‘‘pure mesh’’ in which boundary nodes have degree

3, and corners have degree 2. In the mesh network of ILLIAC-IV the bottom node in a

column are connected to the top node in the same column and the rightmost node in

a row is connected to the leftmost node in the next row. This network is called a torus.

The cost of two-dimensional network is proportional to N, the number of nodes.

The network latency is N. The message transmission delay depends on the distance

of the destination node to the source and hence there is a wide range of delays. The

maximum delay increases with N.
A higher-dimensional mesh can be constructed analogous to the one- and two-

dimensional meshes above. A k-dimensional mesh is constructed by arranging its N
nodes in the form of a k-dimensional array and connecting each node to its (2k)

neighbors by dedicated, bidirectional links. The diameter of such a network is kpN.
The routing algorithm commonly employed in mesh networks follows a traver-

sal of one dimension at a time. For instance, in a four-dimensional mesh, to find a

path from the node labeled (a,b,c,d) to the node labeled (p,q,r,s), we first traverse

along the first dimension to the node (p,b,c,d), then along the next dimension to

(p,q,c,d), then along the third dimension to (p,q,r,d) and finally along the remaining

dimension to (p,q,r,s).

It is not possible to add a single node to the structure in general. The number of

nodes and the additional hardware needed depend on the mesh dimensions. As such,

the cost- and place-modularities are poor. Because of the regular structure, the

routing is simpler. The fault tolerance can be high, since the failure of a node or a

link can be compensated by other nodes and other alternative paths possible.

Star. In the star interconnection scheme (Figure 12.5b), each node is connected to a

central switch through a bidirectional link. The switch forms the apparent source

and destination for all messages. The switch maintains the physical state of the

system and routes messages appropriately.

The routing algorithm is trivial. The source node directs themessage to the central

switch, which in turn directs it to the appropriate destination on one of the dedicated

links. Thus, if either of the nodes involved in message transmission is the central

switch, the message path is just the link connecting them. If not, the path consists of

two links.

The cost- and place-modularity of this scheme are good with respect to PEs, but

poor with respect to the switch. The major problems are the switch bottleneck and

the catastrophic effect on the system in the case of the switch failure. Each

additional node added to the system requires a bidirectional link to the switch and

the extension of switch facilities to accommodate the new node.

Note that the central switch basically interconnects the nodes in the network.

That is, the interconnection hardware is centralized at the switch, often allowing
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cent ralized instea d of distribut ed control over routing . The interc onnecti on structure

withi n the swit ch coul d be of any topol ogy.

Binar y Trees . In binary tree networ ks (Fig ure 12 .5c), each interior nod e has a
degre e 3 (two childr en and one pare nt), lea ves have degree 1 (parent), and the

root has degree 2 (two childr en).

A simple routing algorithm can be used in tree networ ks. To reac h node Y from

node X, traver se up in the tree from X until an ancestor of Y is reac hed and then

traver se down to Y. To find the shortes t path , we need to first find the ances tor of Y

at the lowest leve l in the tree while asce nding from X and then decide whethe r to

fol low rig ht or left link while descendi ng toward Y.

Th e nodes of the tree are typical ly numb ered conse cutively, starting with the

root node at 1. The node numb ers of the left and right children of a node z are 2z and
2z þ 1, resp ective ly. Further, the node numb ers at level i (with the root leve l being 1)
will be i-bits long. Thus the numb ers for the left and right childr en of a node can be

obta ined by append ing a 0 (left child) or a 1 (right child) to the parent’s number. With

this numb ering schem e, in order to fin d a path from node X and to node Y, we first

extract the longe st common bit patter n from the numb ers of X and Y. This is the node

numb er of their common ancestor A. The differ ence in the lengths of numb ers of X

and A is the number o f levels to be trav ersed up from X. To reac h Y from A, we first

remo ve the common (most significa nt) bits in numb ers A and Y. We then tra verse

down based on the remaining bits of Y, going left on 0 and right on 1, until all the bits

are exhausted (Almasi and Gottlieb, 1989).

For a tree network with N nodes, the latency is log2N, the cost is proportional to
N, the degree of nodes is 3 and is independent of N.

Complet e Interco nnectio n. Figur e 12.6 show s the comple te IN, in which each node

is connected to every other node with a dedicated path. Thus, in a network with N
nodes, all nodes are of degree N� 1 and there are N (N� 1)=2 links. Since all nodes
are connected, the minimal length path between any two nodes is simply the link

connecting them.

Routing algorithm is trivial. The source node selects the path to the destination

node among the (N� 1) alternative paths available and all nodes must be equipped

to receive messages on a multiplicity of paths.

This network has poor cost modularity, since the addition of a node to an N node

network requires N extra links and all nodes must be equipped with additional ports

to receive the message from the new node. Thus, the complexity of the network

grows very fast as the number of nodes is increased. Hence, complete INs is used in

environments where only a small number of nodes (4 to 16) are interconnected. The

place modularity is also poor for the same reasons as for the cost modularity.

This network provides a very high bandwidth and its fault tolerance character-

istics are good. Failure of a link does not make the network inoperable, since alter-

native paths are readily available (although the routing scheme gets more complex).

The Intel Paragon and the MIT Alewife use two-dimensional networks. The

MasPar MP-1 and MP-2 use a two-dimensional torus network where each node is

connected to its eight nearest neighbors by the use of sharedX connections. The Fujitsu

AP3000 distributed-memory multicomputer has a two-dimensional torus network,

while the CRAY T3D and T3E both use the three-dimensional torus topology.
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Hyp ercube . The hypercube is a multidi mensional near -neighbor networ k.

A k -dimensi onal hypercube (or a k -cube) cont ains 2k nodes, each of degree k . The
label for each node is a bina ry number with k bits. The labels of neig hboring nodes
differ in only one bit position.

Figure 12.7 shows the hypercubes for various values of k . A 0-cub e has only one
node as shown in Figure 12.7a. A 1-cube connects two nodes labeled 0 and 1 as

shown in Figure 12.7b. A 2-cube of Figure 12.7c connects four nodes labeled: 00,

01, 10, and 11. Each node is of degree 2 and the labels of neighboring nodes differ

in only one bit position. A 3-cubes shown in Figure 12.7d has eight nodes with

labels ranging from 000 through 111 (or decimal 0 through 7). Node (000) for

example is connected directly to nodes (001), (010), and (100), and the message

transmission between these neighboring nodes requires only one hop. To transmit a

message from node (000) to node (011), two routes are possible: 000 to 001 to 011

and 000 to 010 to 011. Both routes require two hops. Note that the source and

destination labels differ in two bits, implying the need for two hops. To generate

these routes a simple strategy is used. First the message is at 000. The label 000 is

compared with the destination address 011. Since they differ in bit positions 2

and 3, the message is routed to one of the corresponding neighboring nodes 010 or

001. If the message is at 010, this label is again compared with 011, noting the

difference in position 3, implying that it be forwarded to 011. A similar process is

used to route from 001 to 011.

Thus, the routing algorithm for the hypercube is simple. For a k-dimensional

hypercube the routing algorithm uses at most k steps. During step i the messages are

routed to the adjacent node in dimension i if the ith bit of X is 1; otherwise, the

messages remain where they are.

Hypercube networks reduce network latency by increasing the degree of each

node (i.e., connecting each of the N nodes to log2 N neighbors). The cost is of the

order of Nlog2N and the latency is log2N.
Several commercial architectures using the hypercube topology (from Intel

Corporation, NCUBE Corporation, and Thinking Machines Corporation) are now

available. One major disadvantage of the hypercube topology is that the number of

nodes should always be a power of two. Thus, the numbers of nodes need to double,

every time a single node is required to be added to the network.

12.2.1.4 Dynamic Topologies

A parallel computer system with static interconnection topology can be expected to

do well on applications that can be partitioned into processes with predictable

communication patterns consisting mostly of exchanges among neighboring pro-

cessing elements. Some examples of such application domains are the analysis of

events in space, vision, image processing, weather modeling, and VLSI design. If

the application does not exhibit such predictable communication pattern, machines

with static topologies become inefficient since the message transmission between

non-neighboring nodes results in excessive transmission delays. Hence, computer

systems using static INs tend to be more special-purpose compared with those using

dynamic INs. Both SIMD and MIMD architectures have used static topologies.
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Sever al dynamic INs have been propos ed and built over the last few years, with

a wide range of perform ance =cost char acterist ics. They can be cla ssified under the
fol lowing categor ies:

1. Bus networks

2. Crossbar networks

3. Switching networks

Bu s Networks . Th ese are simple to build. Sever al sta ndard bus configu rations have

evol ved with data path width s as high as 64 bits. A bus networ k provi des the lea st

cost among the three type s of dynamic networ ks and also has the lowest perform-

ance. Bus networks are not suitable for PE interconnec tion in an SIMD system . The

next sectio n provi des further details on bus networ ks in the cont ext of MIMD

arch itecture s.

Cr ossbar Network s . A cros sbar network is the highest perf ormance , highe st cost

alter native amo ng the three dynamic n etwork types. It allow s any PE to be con-

nect ed to any othe r nonbusy PE at any time.

Figur e 12.8 show s an N 3 N cros sbar, connec ting N PEs to N memor y elements .

Th e numb er o f PEs and memor y elements need not be equal, although both are

usual ly powe rs of 2. The numb er o f memor y eleme nts is usually a sma ll multiple of

the numb er of PEs. There are N2 cros spoints in the crossbar, one at each row–

colu mn intersectio n. If the PEs produc e a 16-bi t addre ss and work with 16-bit data

units, each cros spoint in the crossbar correspo nds to the inters ection of 32 lines plus

som e cont rol lines. Assuming 4 control lines, to build a 1 6 3 16 cros sbar we would
need at least (163 163 36) switching devices. To add one more PE to the crossbar,

only one extra row of crosspoints is needed. Thus, although the wire cost grows as

the number of processors N, the switch cost grows as N2, which is the major

disadvantage of this network.

In the crossbar network of Figure 12.8, any PE can be connected to any memory

and each of the N PEs can be connected to a distinct memory, simultaneously.

To establish a connection between a PE and a memory block the switch settings at

M1 M2 MN

PE1

PE2

PEN

• Switch

Figure 12.8 N3N crossbar.
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only one crosspoi nt need to be change d. Since there is only one set of switches in

any path , the crossbar offers unif orm latenc y. If two PEs try to access the same

memory , then there is a content ion and one of them needs to wait. Such content ion

problem s can be minimi zed by appro priate memor y o rganization s.

The opera tion of the MIMD requires that the proce ssor–me mory interc onnec-

tions be change d in a dynam ic fash ion. With high-spe ed switchi ng needed for such

operation, high-freque ncy capac itive and inductive effect s result in nois e problems

that dominat e crossbar desi gn. Becaus e of the nois e problem s and high- cost, large

crossbar networ ks are not prac tical.

The comple te connectivi ty offered by crossbars may not be neede d always.

Dependi ng on the application, a ‘‘sparse’’ cros sbar networ k in which only certain

crosspoi nts have switches may be suffic ient, as long as it satisfie s the bandwid th and

connecti vity requi rements.

The above descrip tion uses memory bloc ks as one set of nodes connecte d to a

set of PEs . In general , each node coul d be either a PE, or a memory block or

a com plete com puter system with PE, memory, and I=O component s.

In an SIMD arch itecture using cros sbar IN for PEs, the switch set tings are

changed accordi ng to the connec tivity require ments of the appl ication at hand.

This is done either by the CP or by a dedi cated swit ch cont roller. Alte rnativ ely, a

decentr alized control strategy can be used whe re the swit ches at each cros s-point

forward the message toward the dest ination node.

Switchi ng Ne tworks . Single and multist age switchi ng n etworks offer a cost =per-
forman ce comprom ise betwee n the two extremes o f bus and cros sbar networks.

A major ity of swit ching networ ks proposed are based on an interconnec tion scheme

known as perfect shuffle . Th e fol lowing paragrap hs illustrate the single- and mul ti-

stage networ k concep ts as applied to SIMD architect ures, through the perfect shuffle

IN. The discussion of other switching networks is deferred to the next section.

Perfect Shuffle (Stone, 1971). This network derives its name from its property of

rearranging the data elements in the order of the perfect shuffle of a deck of cards.

That is, the card deck is cut exactly in half and the two halves are merged such that

the cards in similar position in each half are brought adjacent to each other.

Example 12.2

Figure 12.9 show s the shuffle networ k for eight PEs. Two sets of PEs are shown

here for clarity. Actually there are only eight PEs. The shuffle network first

partitions the PEs into two groups (the first containing 0, 1, 2, and 3 and the second

containing 4, 5, 6, and 7). The two groups are then merged such that 0 is adjacent to

4, 1 to 5, 2 to 6, and 3 to 7.

The interconnection algorithm can also be derived from a cyclic shift of the

addresses of PEs. That is, number-PEs starting from 0, with each PE number

consisting of n bits where the total number of PEs is 2n. Then, to determine the

destination of PE after a shuffle, shift the n-bit address of the PE left once cyclically.

The shuffle shown in Figure 12.9 is thus derived as following:
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PE Source Destination PE

0 000 000 0
1 001 010 2
2 010 100 4
3 011  110  6
4 100 001 1
5 101 011 3
6 110 101 5
7 11 1 111 7

Th is transform ation can be descr ibed by

Shuff le( i) ¼ 2i if i < N =2

¼ 2i � N þ 1 if  i � N =2, (12: 4)

whe re N is the numb er of PEs and is a powe r of 2.

Th e shuffle networ k of Figure 12.9 is a sing le-stage network. If an opera tion

requi res mul tiple shuffle s to complete, the networ k is used multiple times. Th at is,

the data recirculate through the networ k. Figur e 12.10 show s a multist age shuffle

network for eight PEs in which each stage corresponds to one shuffle. That is, the

data inserted into the first stage ripples through the multiple stages rather than

recirculating through a single stage. In general, multistage network implementations

provide faster computations at the expense of increased hardware compared with

single-stage network implementations. The following example illustrates this further.

In the network of Figure 12.10, the first shufflemakes the vector elements that were

originally 2(n�1) distance apart adjacent to each other; the next shuffle brings the

P0

P1

P4

P3

P2

P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5 P5

P6 P6

P7 P7

Figure 12.9 Perfect shuffle network.
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elements originally 2(n�2) distance apart adjacent to each other, and so on. In general,

the ith shuffle brings the elements that were 2(n�i) distance apart adjacent to each other.

In addition to the shuffle network, if the PEs are connected such that adjacent PEs can

exchange data, the combined network can be used efficiently in several computations.

Figure 12.11 shows a network of eight PEs. In addition to the perfect shuffle,

adjacent PEs are connected through a function block capable of performing several

P0

P6

P2

P5

P1

P4

P0

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6 P3

P7 P7
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P6

P4

P2

P0

P5

P7

P5

P4
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P2

P1

P0

P6

P7

Figure 12.10 Movement of data in a perfect shuffle network.
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Figure 12.11 Processors connected by perfect shuffle.
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opera tions on the data from the PEs connec ted to it. Several possibl e funct ions are

show n in Figur e 12.11b. The add functi on returns the sum of the two data valu es to

the top PE. The order function rearranges data in increasing or decreasing order.

The swap function exchanges the data values and the pass through function retains

them as they are.

Example 12.3

Figure 12.12 shows the utility of the network of Figure 12.11 in the accumulation of

N data values in the PEs. Each stage in the network shuffles the data and adds the

neighboring elements with the sum appearing on the upper output of the SUM

block. All the four SUM blocks are required in the first stage. Only the first and the

third SUM blocks are needed in the second stage and only the first one in the last

stage, for this computation. If each shuffle-and-add cycle consumes T time units,

this addition requires only log2N3 T time units compared to N3 T time units

required by a sequential process. Also note the CP will have to issue only one

instruction (ADD) to perform this addition.

The addition of N elements can also be accomplished by the single stage

network of Figure 12.11, where each functional block will be a SUM block. Now

the data has to circulate through the network log2N times. Thus the CP will have to

execute the following program rather than a single instruction (as in the implemen-

tation with multistage network):

for i¼ 1 to log2N
shuffle

add

endfor

Assuming T time units for shuffle and add as before, the single stage network

implementation requires an execution time of: T3 log2N þ Fetch=decode time for
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Figure 12.12 Accumulation of N items using perfect shuffle.
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instructions in the loop body each time through the loop þ the loop control

overhead.

12.3 MIMD

Figure 12.13 shows an MIMD structure consisting of pmemory bocks, n processing
elements, and m input=output channels. The processor-to-memory interconnection

network enables the connection of a processor to any of the memory blocks. In

addition to establishing the processor–memory connections, the network should

also have a memory-mapping mechanism that performs a logical-to-physical

address mapping. The processor-to-I=O interconnection network enables the con-

nection of an I=O channel to any of the processors. The processor-to-processor

interconnection network is more of an interrupt network than a data exchange

network, since the majority of data exchanges can be performed through the

memory-to-processor interconnection.

The most important characteristic of the multiprocessor systems discussed in

this chapter is that all the processors function independently. That is, unlike the

SIMD systems in which all the processors execute the same instruction at any given

instant of time, each processor in a multiprocessor system can be executing a

different instruction at any instant of time. For this reason, Flynn classified them

as multiple instruction stream multiple data stream (MIMD) computers.
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Figure 12.13 MIMD structure.
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As mentioned earli er, the need for para llel execu tion arises sinc e the device

tec hnology limit s the speed of execu tion of any sing le proce ssor. SIMD syst ems

increas ed the perform ance and the speed manifold simply due to data-pa rallelism .

But, such para llel processin g improv es perf ormance only in a limit ed case of

appl ications which can be organize d into a series of repe titive operations on

unif ormly struct ured data . Since a nu mber of appl ications cannot be represente d

in this man ner, SIMD system s are not a panac ea. This led to the evolution of a more

gener al form, the MIM D arch itecture s whe re in each proce ssing element has its own

arithm etic=logic unit (ALU) and cont rol unit, and if necessary its o wn memor y and

input =output (I =O) devi ces. Thus each proce ssing element is a com puter syst em in

itsel f, capab le of performi ng a processing tas k totally independe nt of other proce ss-

ing eleme nts. The processi ng eleme nts are interco nnected in some man ner to allow

excha nge of data and program s and to synchr onize their activit ies.

Th e major advantage s of MIMD syst ems are

1. Reliability: If any processor fails, its workload can be taken over by another

processor thus incorporating graceful degradation and better fault tolerance in the

system.

2. High-Performance: Consider an ideal scenario where all the N processors are
working on some useful computation. At times of such peak performance, the

processing speed of an MIMD is N times that of a single processor system.

However, such peak performance is difficult to achieve due to the overhead

involved with MIMD operation. The overhead is due to

a. Communication between processors

b. Synchronization of the work of one processor with that of another processor

c. Wastage of processor time if any processor runs out of tasks to do

d. processor scheduling (i.e., allocation of tasks to the processors)

A task is an entit y to which a proce ssor is assigned . That is, a task is a progr am, a

funct ion or a procedure in execu tion on a given p rocessor. Pro cess is simpl y another

wor d for a task. A proce ssor or a processi ng ele ment is a hardwar e reso urce on

which tasks are executed. A processor executes several tasks one after another. The

sequence of tasks performed by a given processor in succession forms a thread.

Thus, the path of execution of a processor through a number of tasks is called a

thread. Multiprocessors provide for simultaneous presence of a number of threads

of execution in an application.

Example 12.4

Con sider Figure 12. 14 in whi ch each bloc k represe nts a tas k and each task has a

unique number. As required by the application, task 2 can be executed only after

task 1 is completed and task 3 can be executed only after task 1 and task 2 are both

completed. Thus, the line through tasks 1, 2, and 3 forms a thread (A) of execution.

Two other threads (B and C) are also shown. These threads limit the execution of

tasks to a specific serial manner. Although task 2 has to follow task 1 and task 3 has to

follow task 2, note that task 4 can be executed in parallel with task 2 or task 3.
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Similarly, task 6 can be executed simultaneously with task 1, and so on. Suppose the

MIMD has three processors and if each task takes the same amount of time to

execute, the seven tasks shown in the figure can be executed in the followingmanner.

Time Slot Processor 1 Processor 2 Processor 3

1 Task 1 Task 6
2 Task 2 Task 4 Task 7
3 Task 3 Task 5

Initially, since there are only two tasks that can be executed in parallel, they are

allocated to processors 1 and 2 (arbitrarily) and processor 3 sits idle. At the end of

the first time slot, all three processors get a task each from the three different

threads. Thus tasks 2, 4, and 7 are executed in parallel. Finally, tasks 3 and 5 are

again executed in parallel with one of the processors sitting idle due to the lack of

tasks at that instant.

Figure 12.14 implies that the application at hand is partitioned into seven tasks

and exhibits a degree of parallelism of 3 since at the most three tasks can be

executed simultaneously. It is assumed that there is no interaction between the

tasks in this figure. In practice, tasks communicate with each other since each task

depends on the results produced by other tasks. Obviously, the communication

between tasks reduces to zero if all the tasks are combined into a single task and run

on a single processor (i.e., SISD mode).

The R=C ratio, where R is the length of the run time of the task and C is the

communication overhead produced by that task, signifies task granularity. This ratio

is a measure of how much overhead is produced per unit of computation. A high

R=C ratio implies that the communication overhead is insignificant compared with

computation time, while a low R=C ratio implies that the communication overhead

dominates computation time and hence a poorer performance.

1

4 7

6

3

2

5

  A B C

Figure 12.14 Threads of execution.
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High R=C ratios imply coar se grain parallel ism while low R =C ratios result in
fin e grain parallel ism. The general tend ency to obta in maximu m performanc e is to

reso rt to the finest possibl e g ranularity, thus providi ng for the highest degree of

para llelism. Howeve r, care should be taken to see that this maxim um parall elism

does not lead to maximum overh ead. Th us, a trade-off is require d to reach an

optim um leve l of granu larity.

12.3 .1 MI MD Organizat ion

As men tioned earli er, in an MIMD syst em each processin g eleme nt works inde-

penden tly of the others. Proce ssor 1 is said to be workin g inde pendentl y

of processor s 2, 3, . . . , N at any instant , if and only if the tas k bein g executed by
proce ssor 1 has no intera ctions with the tasks execu ted by processor s 2, 3, . . . , N
and vice versa at that instant. However, the results from the tasks executed on a

processor X now may be needed by processor Y sometime in the future. To make this

possible, each processor must have the capability to communicate the results of the

task it performs to other tasks requiring them. This is done by sending the results

directly to a requesting process or storing them in a shared memory (that is a memory

to which each processor has equal and easy access) area. These communication

models have resulted in two popular MIMD organizations. These are

1. Shared Memory architecture

2. Message Passing architecture

12.3.1.1 Shared Memory Architecture

Figur e 12.15a shows the structure of a shar ed memor y MIM D. Here, any processor i
can access any memory module j through the interconnection network. The results

of the computations are stored in the memory by the processor that executed that

task. If these results are required by any other task, they can be easily accessed from

the memory. Note that each processor is a full-fledged SISD capable of fetching

instructions from the memory and executing them on the data retrieved from the

memory. No processor has a local memory of its own.

This is called tightly coupled architecture, since the processors are interconnected
such that the interchange of data between them through the shared memory is quite

rapid. This is themain advantage of this architecture. Also, the memory access time is

the same for all the processors and hence the name uniform memory architecture
(UMA).

If the processors in the system are nonhomogeneous, data transformations will

be needed during exchange. For instance, if the system consists of both 16-bit and

32-bit processors and the shared memory consists of 32-bit words, each memory

word must be converted into two words for the use of 16-bit processors and vice-

versa. This is an overhead.

Another problem is the memory contention, which occurs whenever two or more

processors try to access the same shared memory block. Since a memory block can

be accessed only by one processor at a time, all the other processors requesting

access to that memory block must wait until the first processor is through using it.
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In addition, if two processors simultaneously request the access to the same memory

block, one of the processors should be given preference over the other. Memory

organization concepts are discussed in Section 2.

12.3.1.2 Message Passing Architecture

This is the other extreme, where there is no shared memory at all in the system.

Each processor has a (local) memory block attached to it. The conglomeration of all

local memories is the total memory that the system possesses. Figure 12.15b shows

a block diagram of this configuration, also known as loosely coupled or distributed

memory MIMD system. If data exchange is required between two processors in this

configuration, the requesting processor i sends a message to processor j, in whose

local memory the required data are stored. In reply to this request the processor j
(as soon it can) reads the requested data from its local memory and passes it on to

Processor 1 Processor 2 Processor i

Interconnection network

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

Memory 1 Memory 2

(a)  Shared memory system 

Processor 1 Processor 2 Processor i

Interconnection network

Memory Memory Memory

MemoryMemoryMemory

(b)  Message passing system 

Processor 1 Processor 2 Processor i

Interconnection network

CacheCacheCache

(c)  MIMD with processors having personal caches 

Memory j 

Figure 12.15 MIMD structures.
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proce ssor i through the interconnec tion n etwork. Thus, the com munica tion betwee n

proce ssors occurs through message passing.

Th e request ed proce ssor usually finish es its task at hand and then accesses its

memor y for the reque sted data and passes it on to the interconnec tion network. The

interc onnecti on networ k rout es it towar ds the reque sting processor . All this time the

reque sting processor sits idle waiting for the data, thus incurring a large ov erhead.

Th e memor y acce ss time varies between the processor s and hence thes e architec-

tur es are know n as Non uniform Memory Architectu res (NUM A). Thus, a tightly

coupl ed MIM D offers more rapid data interc hange betwee n p rocessors than a

loos ely coupled MIMD, while the memor y cont ention problem is not pres ent in a

mes sage passing system sinc e only one proce ssor has acce ss to a memor y b lock.

Sh ared memory architect ures are als o know n as mul tiprocessor syst ems, whi le

message passing architectures are called multicomputer systems. These architec-

tures are two extremes. MIMD systems in practice may have a reasonable mix of

the two arch itecture s as shown in Figur e 12.15c. In this structure , each processor

operates in its local environment as far as possible. Inter-processor communication

can be either through the shared-memory or by message-passing.

Several variations of this memory architecture have been used. For instance, the

Data Diffusion Machine (DDM) (Hagersten, 1992) uses a Cache Only memory

Architecture (COMA) in which all system memory resides in large caches attached

to the processors in order to reduce latency and network load. The IBM Research

Parallel Processor (RP3) consists of 512 nodes, each containing 4 MB of memory.

The interconnection of nodes is such that the 512 memory modules can be used as

one global shared memory or purely as local memories with message passing mode

of communication or a combination of the both.

MIMD systems can also be conceptually modeled as either private-address-space

or shared-address-space machines. Both address-space models can be implemented on

shared-memory and message-passing architectures. Private memory, shared-address-

space machines are NUMA architectures that offer scalability benefits of message

passing architectures, with programming advantages of shared-memory architectures.

An example of this type is the J-machine from MIT, which has small private memory

attached to each of a large number of nodes, but has a common address space across the

whole system. The DASH machine from Stanford considers local memory as a cache

for the large global address space, but the global memory is actually distributed. In

general, the actual configuration of an MIMD system depends on the application

characteristics for which the system has been designed.

12.3.1.3 Memory Organization

Two parameters of interest in MIMD memory system design are the bandwidth and

the latency. For an MIMD system to be efficient, memory bandwidth must be high

enough to provide for simultaneous operation of all the processors. When memory

modules are shared, the memory contention must be minimized. In addition, the

latency (which is the time elapsed between a processor’s request for data from the

memory and its receipt) must be minimized. This section examines memory organ-

ization techniques that reduce these problems to a minimum and tolerable level.
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Memory Late ncy is reduced by increas ing the memory bandwid th, which in turn

is accompl ished by on e or both of the fol lowing mechani sms:

1. By building the memory system with multiple independent memory modules, thus

providing for concurrent accesses of the modules. Banked, interleaved and a com-

bination of the two addressing architectures have been used in such systems. A recent

trend is to use multiport memory modules in the design to achieve concurrent access.

2. By reducing the memory access and cycle times utilizing memory devices from

the highest speed technology available. This is usually accompanied by high

price. An alternative is to use cache memories in the design.

To under stand the first method, consi der an MIMD syst em with N proce ssors and a

shared-mem ory unit. In the worst case all but one proce ssor may be waiting to get

access to the memory and not doing any useful computa tion, since only one

processor can access the memor y at a given instant of time. This bottle necks the

overall performance of the system. A solution to this problem is to organize

memory such that more than one simultaneous access to the memory is possible.

Example 12.5

Figure 12.16a shows an MIMD structure in which N memor y modu les are connec ted

to N processors through a crossbar interconnection network. All the N memory

modules can be accessed simultaneously by N different processors through the

crossbar. To make the best possible use of such a design, all the instructions to be

executed by one processor are kept in one memory module. Thus a given processor

accesses a given memory block for as long a time as possible and the concurrency of

memory accesses can be maintained over a longer duration of time. This mode of

operation requires the banked memory architecture. If an interleaved memory archi-

tecture is used, consecutive addresses lie in different memory modules. Thus the

instructions corresponding to a taskwould be spread over several memorymodules. If

two tasks require the same code segment, it is possible to allow simultaneous access to

the code segment, as long as one task starts slightly (at least one instruction cycle

time) earlier than the other. Thus, processors accessing the codemarch one behind the

other spreading the memory access to different modules and minimizing contention.

Figure 12.16b shows the use of multiport memories. Here, each memory module

is a three port memory device. All the three ports can be active simultaneously,

reading and writing data to and from the memory block. The only restriction is that

only one port can write data into a memory location. If two or more ports try to

access the same location for writing, only the highest priority port will succeed.

Thus, multiport memories have the contention resolution logic built into them and

provide for concurrent access, at the expense of complex hardware. Large multiport

memories are still expensive, because of their hardware complexity.

The architecture of Figure 12.16c depicts the second method for increasing

memory bandwidth. Here, the cache memory is a high speed buffer memory that

is placed in close proximity to the processor (i.e., local memory). Anytime the

processor wants to access something from the memory, it first checks its cache
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memory . If the required data is found there (i.e., a cache ‘‘hit’’), it need n ot acce ss

the main (sha red) memor y which is usually four to twent y time s slower . The

success of this strategy depend s on how well the appl ication can be partitioned

such that a processor accesses its privat e memory as long as possibl e (i. e., very high

cache hit ratio) and very rarely acce sses the shar ed memory. Th is also require s that

the interp rocessor com munica tion be minimi zed.

Some of the issues o f conce rn in the desi gn o f an MIMD syst em are

1. Processor scheduling: efficient allocation of processors to processing needs in a

dynamic fashion as the computation progresses.

2. Processor synchronization: prevention of processors trying to change a unit of data

simultaneously; and obeying the precedence constraints in data manipulation.

3. Interconnection network design: the processor-to-memory or processor-to-peri-

pheral interconnection network is still probably the most expensive element of the

system and can become a bottleneck.

4. Overhead: ideally an n processor system should provide n times the throughput of

a uniprocessor. This is not true in practice because of the overhead processing

required to coordinate the activities between the various processors.

5. Partitioning: identifying parallelism in processing algorithms to invoke concur-

rent processing streams is not a trivial problem.

It is important to note that the architecture classificat ion describ ed in this section is

not uniqu e. A compute r syst em may not clearly belong to one of these classes . Fo r

exampl e, the Cray series of super compute rs could be cla ssified under any one of the

four classes , depend ing on o perating mode at a given time. Sever al other classifi -

cation schemes and taxo nomies have been propos ed. Refer to IEE E Computer
(Novem ber 1988) for a critique of taxo nomies .

12.3.2 Interco nnection Networ ks for MI MD Architect ures

The interc onnecti on networ k is an important component of an MIMD syst em. The

ease and speed of proce ssor-to-pr ocessor and processor -to-mem ory commun ication

is dependent on the interconnection network design. A system can use either a static

or a dynamic network, the choice depending on the data-flow and program charac-

teristics of the application. The design, structure, advantages, and disadvantages of

a number of interconnec tion networ ks were describ ed in Section 12.3. This section

extends that description to MIMD systems.

In a shared memory MIMD system, the data exchange between the processors is

through the shared memory. Hence an efficient memory to processor interconnec-

tion network is a must. This network interconnects the ‘‘nodes’’ in the system,

where a node is either a processor or a memory block. A processor-to-processor

interconnection network is also present in these systems. This network (more

commonly called a synchronization network) provides for one processor to interrupt

the other to inform that the shared data is available in the memory.

In a message passingMIMD system, the interconnection network provides for the

efficient transmission of messages between the nodes. Here, a ‘‘node’’ is typically a

complete computer system consisting of a processor, memory, and I=O devices.
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Th e mos t common interconnec tion structure s used in MIM D system s are

1. Bus

2. Loop or Ring

3. Mesh

4. Hypercube

5. Crossbar

6. Multistage switching networks

Detai ls of Loop, Mesh , Hypercu be, and Crossb ar networ ks were provided in

previ ous section as appl ied to SIMD system s. These networks are used in MIMD

syst em design also, excep t that the commun ication occur s in an async hronou s

man ner, rath er than the synchrono us com munica tion mode of SIMD syst ems.

Th e rest of this sectio n highli ghts the charact eristics of these networks as applied

to MIMD syst ems and cover s bus and multistage switchi ng networ ks in detail.

12.3 .2.1 Bus Networ k

Bus networ ks are simpl e to build and provi de the least cost among the three type s of

dynam ic networ ks discussed earli er. Th ey als o offe r the low est performanc e. The

bandw idth of the bus is defi ned as the produc t of its clock frequ ency and the width

of the data path. The bus bandw idth mus t be large enough to accomm odate the

com munica tion needs of all the nod es connec ted to it. Since the bandwid th avai l-

able on the network for each node decr eases as the numb er of nodes in the networ k

increas es, bus networ ks are suitable for interconnec ting a sma ll nu mber of nodes.

Th e bus bandw idth can be increased by increas ing the clock fre quency . But

tec hnologic al advanc es that make higher bus cloc k rates possibl e als o provi de faster

proce ssors. Hence, the ratio of proce ssor speed to bus bandw idth is likely to remai n

the same, thus limit ing the number of proce ssors that can be connec ted to a

single-bus structure.

The length of the bus also affects the bus bandwidth since the physical para-

meters such as capacitance, inductance, and signal degradation are proportional to

the length of wires. In addition, the capacitive and inductive effects grow with the

bus frequency, thus limiting the bandwidth.

Figur e 12.17 show s a shar ed memory MIMD system. Th e global memory is

connected to a bus to which several nodes are connected. Each node consists of a

processor, its local memory, cache, and I=O devices. In the absence of cache and

local memories, all nodes try to access the shared memory through the single bus.

For such a structure to provide maximum performance, both the shared bus and the

shared memory should have high enough bandwidths. These bottlenecks can be

reduced if the application is partitioned such that a majority of memory references

by a processor are to its local memory and cache blocks, thus reducing the traffic on

the common (shared) bus and the shared memory. Of course, the presence of

multiple caches in the system brings in the problem of cache coherency.

If we use a multiport memory system for the shared memory, then a multiple-

bus interconnection structure can be used, with each port of the memory connected

to a bus. This structure reduces the number of processors on each bus.
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Another alternative is a Bus window scheme shown in Figure 12.18a. Here, a set

of processors is connected to a bus with a switch (i.e., a bus window) and all such

buses are connected to form the overall system. The message transmission charac-

teristics are identical to those of global bus, except that multiple bus segments are

available. Messages can be retransmitted over the paths on which they were

received or on other paths.

Figure 12.18b shows a Fat Tree network that is gaining popularity. Here,

communication links are fatter (i.e., have higher bandwidth) when they interconnect
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Figure 12.17 Shared-memories, shared-bus MIMD architecture.
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Figure 12.18 Interconnection structures.
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more nodes. Note that in practice, applications are partitioned such that the pro-

cesses in the same cluster communicate with each other more often than with those

in other clusters. As such, the links near the root of the tree must be thinner

compared with the ones near the leaves. Thinking Machine Incorporated CM-5

uses the fat tree interconnection network.

Several standard bus configurations (Multibus, VME Bus, etc.) have evolved

over the years. They offer support (in terms of data, address, and control signals) for

multiprocessor system design.

12.3.2.2 Loop or Ring

The ring network is suitable for message-passing MIMD systems. The nodes are

interconnected by a ring with a point-to-point interconnection between the nodes.

The ring could be either unidirectional or bidirectional. To transmit a message, the

sender places the message on the ring. Each node in turn examines the message

header and buffers the message if it is the designated destination. The message

eventually reaches the sender, which removes it from the ring.

One of the popular protocols used in rings is the token ring (IEEE 802.5)

standard. A token (which is a unique bit pattern) circulates over the ring. When

a node wants to transmit a message, it accepts the token (i.e., prevents it from

moving to the next node) and places its message on the ring. Once the message is

accepted by the receiver and reaches the sender, the sender removes the message

and places the token on the ring. Thus, a node can be a transmitter only when it has

the token.

Since the interconnections in the ring are point-to-point, the physical parameters

can be controlled more readily, unlike bus interconnections, especially when very

high bandwidths are needed.

One disadvantage of token ring is that each node adds a 1-bit delay to the

message transmission. Thus, the delay increases as the number of nodes in the system

increases. If the network is viewed as a pipeline with a long delay, the bandwidth of

the network can be effectively utilized. To accommodate this mode of operation, the

nodes usually overlap their computations with the message transmission.

One other way to increase the transmission rate is to provide for the

transmission of a new message as soon as the current message is received by the

destination node, rather than waiting until the message reaches the sender, where it

is removed.

12.3.2.3 Mesh Network

The Mesh networks are ideal for applications with very high near-neighbor inter-

actions. If the application requires a large number of global interactions, the

efficiency of the computation goes down, since the global communications require

multiple hops through the network. One way to improve the performance is to

augment the mesh network with another global network. MasPar architectures and

Intel iPSC architectures utilize such global interconnects.
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12.3.2.4 Hypercube Network

One advantage of the hypercube networks is that routing is straightforward and

the network provides multiple paths for message transmission from each node. Also,

the network can be partitioned into hypercubes of lower dimensions and hencemultiple

applications utilizing smaller networks can be simultaneously implemented. For

instance, a four-dimensional hypercube with 16 processing nodes can be used as two

three-dimensional hypercubes, four two-dimensional hypercubes, and so on.

One disadvantage of the hypercube is its scalability, since the number of nodes

has to be increased in powers of two. That is, to increase the number of nodes from 32

to 33, the network needs to be expanded from a five-dimensional to a six-dimensional

network consisting of 64 nodes. In fact, the Intel Touchstone project has switched

over to mesh networks from Hypercubes because of this scalability issue.

12.3.2.5 Crossbar Network

The crossbar network offers multiple simultaneous communications with the least

amount of contention, but at a very high hardware complexity. The number of

memory blocks in the system is at least equal to the number of processors. Each

processor to memory path has just one crosspoint delay.

The hardware complexity and the cost of the crossbar is proportional to the

number of crosspoints. Since there are N2 crosspoints in an (N3N) cross bar, the
crossbar becomes expensive for large values of N.

12.3.2.6 Multistage Networks

Multistage switching networks offer a cost=performance compromise between the

two extremes of bus and crossbar networks. A large number of multistage networks

have been proposed over the past few years. Some examples are Omega, Baseline,

Banyan, and Benes networks. These networks differ in their topology, operating

mode, control strategy, and the type of switches used. They are capable of con-

necting any source (input) node to any destination (output) node. But, they differ in

the number of different N-to-N interconnection patterns they can achieve. Here, N is

the number of nodes in the system.

These networks are typically composed of 2-input, 2-output switches (See

Figure 12.19) arranged in log2N stages. Thus the cost of the network is of the

order of Nlog2N compared with N2 of the crossbar. Communication paths between

nodes in these networks are of equal length (i.e., log2N). The latency is thus log2N

Direct Cross Upper
broadcast

Lower
broadcast

Figure 12.19 232 crossbar.
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time s that of a cros sbar, in gener al. In prac tice, large crossbar s have longer cycle

time s com pared with thos e of the small switches used in multistage networks.

Th e major ity of multist age networ ks are based on the perfect shuffle intercon-

nect ion scheme.

12.3 .2.7 Ome ga Networ k

Th e Omega n etwork (A lmasi and Gottli eb, 1989) is the simpl est of the multistage

networ ks. An N-in put, N -output Omega interconnec tion topol ogy is shown in

Figur e 12.20. It consist s of log2N stages. Th e perfect -shuffle int erconnecti on is
used betwee n the stages. Each sta ge cont ains N=2 2-input , 2 -output swit ches. These
swit ches can perform the four functi ons shown in Figur e 12.19.

The network employs the packet switching mode of communication, where each

packet is composed of data and the destination address. The address is read at each

switch and the packet is forwarded to the next switch until it arrives at the

destination node. The routing algorithm follows a simple scheme. Starting from

the source, each switch examines the leading bit of the destination address and

removes that bit. If the bit is 1, then the message exits the switch from the lower

port; otherwise, from the upper port.

Figure 12.20 shows an example in which the message is sent from node (001) to

node (110). Since the first bit of the destination address is 1, the switch in the first

stage routes the packet to its lower port. Similarly, the switch in the second stage

also routes it to its lower port since the second bit of the address is also 1. The

switch in the third stage routes it to its upper port since the third bit of the address

is 0. The path is shown in as solid line in the figure.

The above routing algorithm implies a distributed control strategy, since the

control function is distributed among the switches. An alternative control strategy

would be centralized control, in which the controller sends control signals to each

switch based on the routing required. It may operate either on a stage by stage basis,
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Figure 12.20 Omega network.
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starting from the first to the last or it may rese t the whole networ k each time,

depend ing on the commun ication require ments.

Figure 12.20 also show s (in dotted lines) the path from n ode (101) to node (100).

Note that the link betwee n stages 1 and 2 is common to both the path s shown in the

figure. Thus, if nodes (001) and (101) send their packe ts simul taneousl y to the

correspo nding destina tion nodes, one of the packets is ‘‘block ed’’ until the com mon

link is free. Hence, thi s networ k is called a ‘‘block ing’’ networ k.

Note that there is only on e uniqu e path in this network from each input node to

an outpu t node. This is a disadvant age since the message transm ission gets blocked,

even if one link in the path is part of the path for another transm ission in progr ess.

One way to reduc e the dela ys due to blocking is to provide buff ers in swit ching

elemen ts so that the p ackets can be retai ned locally until the bloc ked links are free.

The switches can also be designed to ‘‘combine ’’ message s bound for the same

destinati on. Re call that a cros sbar is a n onblocki ng networ k, but it is much more

expensive than an ome ga n etwork.

The progr ess in hardwar e technol ogy has resu lted in the avai lability of fast

processor s and memory devices, tw o com ponents of an MIM D system. Stand ard

bus syst ems such as Multibus and VM E bus allow the implementa tion of bus-b ased

MIMD systems. Altho ugh hardwar e modu les to implement other interconnec tion

(loop, crossbar, etc.) structures are now appearing off-the-shelf, the design and

implementation of an appropriate interconnection structure is still the crucial and

expensive part of the MIMD design.

12.4 CACHE COHERENCE

Consid er the multipr ocess or system of Figure 12.15c in which each proce ssor has a

local (private) memory. The local memory can be viewed to be a cache. As the

computation proceeds, each processor updates its cache. However, updates to a

private cache are not visible to other processors. Thus, if one processor updates its

cache entry corresponding to a shared data item, the other caches containing that data

item will not be updated and hence the corresponding processors operate with stale

data. This problem wherein the value of a data item is not consistent throughout the

memory system is known as cache incoherency. Hardware and software schemes

should then be applied to insure that all processors see the most recent value of the

data item all the time. This is the process of making the caches coherent.

Two popular mechanisms for updating cache entries are write-through and write-
back. In write-through, a processor updating the cache also simultaneously updates

the corresponding entry in the main memory. In write-back, an updated cache-block

is written back to the main memory just before that block is replaced in the cache.

The write-back mechanism clearly does not solve the problem of cache inco-

herency in a multiprocessor system. Write-through keeps the data coherent in a

single processor environment. But, consider a multiprocessor system in which

processors 1 and 2 both load block A from the main memory into their caches.

Suppose processor 1 makes some changes to this block in its cache and writes-

through to the main memory. Processor 2 will still see stale data in its cache since it
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was not updat ed. Two po ssible solutions are: (i) u pdate all caches that contain the

shar ed data when the wr ite-thro ugh takes place. Such a write-thr ough wi ll create an

enorm ous overh ead on the memor y syst em. (ii) Invali date the correspo nding entry

in other processor cache s whe n a wr ite-through occur s. Th is forces the other

proce ssors to copy the updated data into their cache s whe n needed later.

Ca che coher ence is an active area of research intere st. Several cache coherency

schem es have evolved over the year s. Some popular schem es are outlin ed b elow.

1. The least complex scheme for achieving cache coherency is not to use private

caches. In Figure 12.21, the cache is associated with the shared memory system

rather than with each processor. Any memory write by a processor will update the

common cache (if it is present in the cache) and will be seen by other processors.

This is a simple solution but has the major disadvantage of high cache contention

since all the processors require access to the common cache.

2. Another simple solution is to stay with the private cache architecture of Figure

12.21, but to only cache nonshared data items. Shared data items are tagged as

noncached and stored only in the common memory. The advantage of this method

is that each processor now has its own private cache for nonshared data, thus

providing a higher band width. One disadvantage of this scheme is that the

programmer and= or compiler has to tag data items as cached or noncached. It

would be preferred that cache coherency schemes were transparent to the user.

Further, access to shared items could result in high contention.

3. Cache flushing is a modification of the previous scheme in which the shared data is

allowed to be cached only when it is known that only one processor will be accessing

the data. After the shared data in the cache are accessed and the processor is through

using it, it issues a flush-cache instruction which causes all the modified data in the

cache to be written back to the main memory and the corresponding cache locations

to be invalidated. This scheme has the advantage of allowing shared areas to be

cached; but it has the disadvantage of the extra time consumption for the flush-cache

instruction. It also requires program code modification to flush the cache.

4. The above coherency schemes eliminate private caches, limit what may be cached

or require programmer’s intervention. A caching scheme which avoids these

problems is bus watching or bus snooping. Bus snooping schemes incorporate

hardware that monitors the shared bus for data LOAD and STORE into each

processor’s cache controller as shown in Figure 12.22. The snoopy cache controller

controls the status of data contained within its cache based on the LOAD and

STORE seen on the bus.

Processor 1 Processor 2 Processor N

Interconnection network 

Main memory

Cache

• • •

Figure 12.21 System with only one cache associated with the main (shared) memory.
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If the cache s in this archit ecture are write-thr ough, then ever y STORE to cache is

written through simul taneousl y to the main memory. In this case, the snoopy

controlle r sees all STOREs and take actions based on that. Typ ically, if a STORE

is made to a loca lly cache d bloc k and the bloc k is also cached in one or more

remote cache s, the snoopy cont rollers in remote cache s will either updat e or

invalidat e the bloc ks in their cache s. The choice of updat ing or inva lidating remote

caches will have its effect on the perf ormance . The prima ry difference is the time

involved to updat e cache entr ies versus merely changin g the status of a remot ely

cached bloc k. Secondly, as the numb er of proce ssors increas es the shared bus may

become saturated. Note that for ever y STOR E main memory must be accessed and

for ever y STORE h it additional bus overhead is generat ed. LOADs are performed

with no additional overhead.

For instance, the followi ng explanatio n of the Illi nois cache coher ence protocol

(Papama rcos and Pa tel, 1984) is based on the expl anation in Archibal d (1986). Each

cache holds a cache state per block. The cache state is one of

1. Invalid: the data for this block is not cached.

2. Valid-Exclusive: the data for this block is valid, clean (identical to the data held

in main memory), and is the only cached copy of the block in the system.

3. Shared: the data for this block is valid, clean, and there are possibly other cached

copies of this block in the system.

4. Dirty: the da ta for this bl ock is v alid, modi fie d relative to the m ain memory, a nd

is the only c ache d c op y of the block in the sys tem. I ni tially, all bloc ks are

inva lid in all caches. Cache s tates change accordi ng to b us transactions as

sho wn in Figure 12 .23. Cache state transitions by the reque sting processor are

sho wn as s ol id lines. Cache state trans ition s of sno o pi ng pr oc essors are s ho wn

as dotted lines. For instance, on a read, if no snooping processor has a copy of the

block, the requesting processor will transition to state valid-exclusive. If some

snooping processor does have a copy of the block, then the requesting processor

will transition to state shared. In addition, all snooping processors with a copy of

the block will observe the read and transition to state shared. If some snooping

processor has the block in state dirty, it will write the data to main memory at the

same time.

Memory

Snoopy cache
controller

Cache Cache

Snoopy cache 
controller 

Processor 1 Processor N

Shared bus

• •••••• • •

Figure 12.22 Snoopy bus controller on a shared bus.
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5. A solution more appropriate for bus organized multiprocessor systems has been

proposed by Goodman (1983). In this scheme, an invalidate request is broadcast

only when a block is written in cache for the first time. The updated block is

simultaneously written-through to the main memory. Only if a block in cache

is written to more than once it is necessary to write it back before replacing it.

Thus the first STORE causes a write-through to the main memory and it also

invalidates the remotely cached copies of that data. Subsequent STOREs do not get

written to the main memory, and since all other cache copies are marked invalid,

copies to other caches are not required. When any processor executes a LOAD for

this data, the cache-controller locates the unit (main memory or cache) that has a

valid copy of the data. If the data is in a block marked dirty, then the cache supplies

the data and writes the block to the memory. This technique is called write-once.

In a write-back cache scheme, since a modified cache block is loaded to the main

memory only when that block is to be replaced, it conserves the bandwidth on the

shared bus and thus is generally faster than write-through. But this added through-

put is at the cost of a more complex bus-watching mechanism. In addition to the

cache controller watching a bus, it must also maintain ownership information for

each cached block, allowing only one copy of the cached block at a time to be

writable. This type of protocol is called an ownership protocol.

An ownership protocol works in general, as follows. Each block of data has one

owner. If main memory or a cache owns a block, all other copies of that block are

read-only (RO). When a processor needs to write to a RO block, a broadcast to the

main memory and all caches is made in an attempt to find any modified copies. If a

modified copy exists in another cache, it is written to main memory, copied to the

cache requesting read-write privileges, and then the privileges are granted to the

requesting cache.

This section has addressed the most primitive cache coherency schemes. Cache

coherence has been an active area of research and has resulted in several other

schemes.

Invalid
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Dirty Shared

Snoop write miss

Snoop read miss

Write hit

Snoop write missSnoop write miss
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Write hit
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Write miss
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(from memory)
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invalidate

Figure 12.23 Illinois cache state transition diagram (Archibald and Baer, 1986).
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12.5 DATA-FLOW ARCHITECTURES

Data-flow architectures tend to maximize the concurrency of operations (parallelism)

by breaking the processing activity into sets of the most primitive operations possible.

Further, the computations in a data-flow machine are data-driven. That is, an oper-

ation is performed as and when its operands are available. This is unlike the control-
drivenmachines we have described so far, where the required data are gathered when

an instruction needs them. The sequence of operation in a data-flow machine obeys

the precedence constraint imposed by the algorithm used rather than by the control

statements in the program. A data-flow architecture assumes that a number of

functional units are available, that as many of these functional units as possible are

invoked at any given time, and these functional units are purely functional in the

sense that they induce no side effects on either the data or the computation sequence.

The data-flow diagram of Figure 12.24 shows the computation of the roots

of a quadratic equation. Assuming that a, b, and c values are available, (�b), (b2)

b
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Figure 12.24 A data-flow graph.
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(ac), and (2a) can be computed immediately, followed by the computation of (4ac),

(b2� 4ac), and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(b2 � 4ac)

p
in that order. After this, �bþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(b2 � 4ac)

p
and

�b�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(b2 � 4ac)

p
can be simultaneously computed followed by the simultaneous

computation of the two roots. Note that the only requirement is that the operands be

ready before an operation can be invoked. No other time or sequence constraints are

imposed.

Figure 12.25 shows a schematic view of a data-flow machine. The machine

memory consists of a series of cells where each cell contains an opcode and

two operands. When both operands are ready, the cell is presented to the arbitra-

tion network that assigns the cell to either a functional unit (for operations) or a

decision unit (for predicates). The outputs of functional units are presented to the

distribution network, which stores the result in appropriate cells as directed by

the control network. A very high throughput can be achieved if the algorithms are

represented with the maximum degree of concurrency possible and the three

networks of the processor are designed to bring about fast communication between

the memory, functional, and decision units.

Two experimental data-flowmachines (at the University of Utah and in Toulouse,

France) have been built. The data-flow project at the Massachusetts Institute of
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Figure 12.25 A data-flow machine.
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Technology has concentrat ed on the design of languages and represe ntation

techniq ues and feas ibility evaluat ion of data-flow concepts through simulat ion.

12.6 SYST OLIC ARC HITECTU RES

Kung (1982) proposed systolic architectures as a means of solving problems of

special purpose systems that must often balance intensive computations with demand-

ing I=O bandwidths. Systolic arrays (architectures) are pipelined multiprocessors in

which data is pulsed in a rhythmic fashion from memory through a network of

processors and the results returned to the memory (see Figure 12.26). A global

clock and explicit timing delay synchronize this pipeline dataflow, which consists

of operands obtained from memory and partial results to be used by each processor.

The processors are interconnected by regular, local interconnections. During each

time interval, the processors execute a short, time invariant sequence of instructions.

Systolic architectures address the performance requirements of special purpose

systems by achieving significant parallel computation and by avoiding I=O and mem-

ory bandwidth bottlenecks. A high degree of parallelism is achieved by pipelining data

through multiple processors, typically arranged in a two-dimensional fashion. Systolic

architectures maximize the computations performed on a datum once it has been

fetched from the memory or an external device. Once a datum enters the systolic

array, it is passed to any processor that needs it without an intervening store tomemory.

Example 12.6

Figure 12.27 show s how a simpl e systo lic array woul d calcul ate the produc t of two

matrices,

A ¼ a b
c d

� �
and B ¼ e f

g h

� �

Memory

P P P

Figure 12.26 A systolic architecture (Duncan, 1990 – Reproduced with permission from IEEE).
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The zero inputs shown moving through the array are used for synchronization. Each

processor begins with an accumulator set to zero and, during each cycle adds the

product of its two inputs to the accumulator. After five cycles the matrix product is

complete.

A variety of special purpose systems have used systolic arrays for algorithm-

specific architectures, particularly for signal processing applications. Programmable

(reconfigurable) systolic architectures (Intel iWarp, Saxpy Matrix) have been con-

structed.

12.7 EXAMPLE SYSTEMS

Several of the example systems described earlier in this book operate in SIMD and

MIMD modes to certain extent. The pipelining (MISD) structure is used extensively

in all modern day machines. The Cray series of architectures described earlier in the
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Figure 12.27 Systolic matrix multiplication (Duncan, 1990�Reproduced with permission
from IEEE).
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book operate in all the four modes of Flynn’s classifi cation, depend ing on the

context of execution. In this sect ion, we conce ntrate on exam ples of SIMD and

MIMD architecture s, k nown as super compute rs .
The traditio nal definiti on o f super compute rs is that they are the most powerf ul

compute rs availa ble at any given time . This is a dynamic defini tion, in that toda y’s

supercom puters will not be consider ed super computers in a few years. Almost all

supercom puters toda y are design ed for high-spe ed flo ating-poin t operations. On the

basis of their size, they can be further cla ssified as high-end, mid-range , and single-

user system s.

Several super compu ter arch itecture s have been attempt ed sinc e the 1960s to

overcome the SISD throughput bottleneck. The majority of these architectures have

been implemented in quantities of one or two. Nevertheless, these research and

development efforts have contributed immensely to the area of computer architecture.

The top 500 list of supercomputers was published in November 2006 (http:== www.
top500.org=lists=2006=11). On the list, the IBM BlueGene=L system, installed at

DOE’s Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), retains the number one

spot with a Linpack performance of 280.6 teraflops (trillions of calculations per second,

or Tflops). The number two system is Sandia National Laboratories’ Cray Red Storm

supercomputer, only the second system ever to be recorded to exceed the 100 Tflops

mark with 101.4 Tflops. The initial Red Storm system was ranked No. 9 in the last

listing. Cray and IBM have been selected by the High Productivity Computing Systems

(HPCS) program of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to

develop more powerful and easier to use systems providing a performance of one

quadrillion floating-point operations per second (petaflops).

For details on IBM Blue gene =L system refer to Gara et al. (2005) or http: == www.
research .ibm.com =journal =rd =492 =gara.html . We will provide a bri ef descr iption

of the latest supercom puter system from Cray in this section.

12.7.1 Cray XT4

This section is extracted from http:== cray.com=downloads=Cray_XT4_Datasheet.pdf.
The Cray XT4 system offers a new level of scalable computing where a single

powerful computing system handles the most complex problems. Every component

is engineered to run massively parallel processing (MPP) applications to comple-

tion, reliably and fast. The operating system and management system are tightly

integrated and designed for ease of operation at massive scale. Scalable perform-

ance analysis and debugging tools allow for rapid testing and fine tuning of

applications. Highly scalable global I=O performance ensures high efficiency for

applications that require rapid I=O access for large datasets.

The XT4 system brings new levels of scalability and sustained performance to high

performance computing (HPC). Engineered tomeet the demanding needs of capability

class HPC applications, each feature and function is selected so as to enable larger

problems, faster solutions, and a greater return on investment. Designed to support the

most challenging HPC workloads, the XT4 supercomputer delivers scalable power for

the toughest computing challenges. Every aspect of the XT4 is engineered to deliver

superior performance for massively parallel applications, including:
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1. Scalable processing elements each with their own high performance AMD pro-

cessors and memory

2. High bandwidth, low latency interconnect

3. MPP optimized operating system

4. Standards-based programming environment

5. Sophisticated Reliability, Availability, Serviceability (RAS) and system manage-

ment features

6. High speed, highly reliable I= O system

Th e basi c buildi ng block of the XT4 is a Processing Elem ent (PE). Each PE is

com posed of one AM D Opter on processor (single, dual, or quad core) coupled with

its own memor y and dedi cated com munication resource . This design elim inates the

sched uling comple xities and asymmetr ic performanc e problems associa ted with

clus ters of Shared memory processor s (SMP). It ensur es that performanc e is

unif orm across distribu ted memory processe s, an absolut e require ment for scalable

algo rithms.

Each XT4 com pute blad e include s four com pute PEs for high scal ability in a

sma ll footprint . Service blad es include two service PEs and provide direct I=O
connec tivity. Th e AM D Opt eron micro processor offers a number of advant ages for

super ior perf ormance and scalabilit y. It is on-ch ip, highly associa tive data cache

suppor ts aggre ssive out-of- order execu tion and can iss ue up to nine instru ctions

simul taneousl y. The integrate d memory cont roller elimina tes the need for a separ ate

memor y controlle r chip , providi ng an extrem ely low latenc y path to local memor y

(less than 60 ns). Th is is a sign ificant performanc e advantage , part icularly for

algo rithms that require irregul ar memor y access. The 128-bit wide memory con-

tro ller provides 10.6–12.8 GB =s local memor y b andwidth per AMD Opt eron, or

mor e than one byte per FLOP. This balance brin gs a perform ance advantage to

algo rithms that stress local memor y bandw idth. The HyperTr ansport technol ogy

enabl es a 6.4 GB =s direct connec tion betwee n the processor and the XT4 intercon-
nect , remo ving the PCI bottlen eck inherent in most interc onnects.

Each XT4 PE can be configu red with from 1 to 8 GB DDR2 memor y. Memory

on com pute PEs is unbuffer ed, which p rovides appl ications with the lowest possi ble

memor y latency .

Th e XT4 system (Fig ure 12.28) inco rporate s a high bandw idth, low latenc y

interc onnect com posed of Cray SeaSt ar2 chips and high speed links based

on HyperTr ansport and proprie tary protocol s. The interconnec t directly connec ts

all processing eleme nts in a XT4 system in a 3D torus topol ogy, elim inating the

cost and comple xity of external switches . This imp roves reliabili ty and allow s

syst ems to economi cally scal e to tens of thousands of nodes and well beyond

the capacity of fat-tree swit ches. As the backbo ne of the XT4 system , the intercon-

nect carries all message passing traffic as well as all I=O traffic to the global

file system.

Th e Cray SeaSt ar2 (Figure 12.29) chip combine s com munica tion proce ssing and

high speed routing on a single device. Each communication chip is composed of a

HyperTransport link, a direct memory access (DMA) engine, a communication and

management processor (PowerPC 440), a high-speed interconnect router, and a
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service port. The router in the Cray SeaStar2 chip provides six high-speed network

links that connect to six neighbors in the 3D torus. The peak bidirectional band-

width of each link is 7.6 GB=s with a sustained bandwidth in excess of 6 GB=s. The
router also includes reliable link protocol with error correction and retransmission.

The DMA engine and the PowerPC 440 processor work together to off-load

message preparation and demultiplexing tasks from the AMD processor, leaving

it free to focus exclusively on computing tasks. Logic within the SeaStar2 effi-

ciently matches the Message Passing Interface (MPI) send and receive operations,

eliminating the need for the large, applications-robbing memory buffers required on

typical cluster-based systems. The DMA engine and the XT4 operating system

work together to minimize latency by providing a path directly from the application

to the communication hardware without the traps and interrupts associated with

traversing a protected kernel.

Each link on the chip runs a reliability protocol that supports cyclic redundancy

check (CRC) and automatic retransmission in hardware. In the presence of a bad

connection, a link can be configured to run in a degraded mode while still providing

connectivity.

The Cray SeaStar2 chip provides a service port that bridges between the separate

management network and the Cray SeaStar2 local bus. This service port allows the

management system to access all registers and memory in the system and facilitates

booting, maintenance, and system monitoring.

The XT4 operating system UNICOS=lc is designed to run large complex applica-

tions and scale efficiently to 120,000 processor cores. As in previous generation MPP

systems from Cray, UNICOS=lc consists of two primary components—a microkernel

for compute PEs and a full-featured operating system for the service PEs.

The XT4 microkernel runs on the compute PEs and provides a computational

environment that minimizes system overhead, critical to allowing the systems to

scale to thousands of processors. The microkernel interacts with an application

process in a very limited way, including managing virtual memory addressing,

providing memory protection, and performing basic scheduling. The special light-

weight design means that there is virtually nothing that stands between a user’s

scalable application and the bare hardware. This microkernel architecture ensures

reproducible run-times for MPP jobs, supports fine grain synchronization at scale,

and ensures high performance, low latency MPI and shared memory (SHMEM)

communication.

Service PEs run a full Linux distribution. They can be configured to provide

login, I=O, system, or network services.

Login PEs offer the programmer the look and feel of a Linux-based environment

with full access to the programming environment and all of the standard Linux

utilities, commands, and shells to make program development both easy and

portable.

Network PEs provide high-speed connectivity with other systems. I=O PEs

provide scalable connectivity to the global, parallel file system. System PEs are

used to run global system services such as the system database. System services can

be scaled to fit the size of the system or the specific needs of the users.
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Jobs are submitte d intera ctively from login PEs using the XT4 job launch

comma nd, or through the PBS Pro batc h progr am, which is tigh tly integr ated

with the syst em PE sched uler. Jobs are sched uled on dedi cated sets of com pute

PEs and the system admini strator can define batch and interact ive partit ions.

The syst em provides accou nting for parallel jobs as single entitie s with aggregated

resource usage.

The XT4 system maint ains a single root file syst em across all nodes, ensur ing

that modifi cations are immed iately visibl e thr oughout the system witho ut transm it-

ting change s to each individual PE. Fast boot time s ensure that software upgra des

can be comple ted quickly, with minimal down time.

Design ed around open syst em standar ds, the XT4 is easy to progr am. The

system’s single PE arch itecture and microkern el-base d opera ting syst em ensure

that system -induced performanc e issu es are elim inated, allowing the user to focus

exclusiv ely on their applica tion.

The XT4 progr amming envi ronment include s tools designed to com plemen t and

enhance each othe r, resulting in a rich, easy-to -use program ming environment that

facilitat es the devel opment of scalable appl ications. The AMD processor ’s native

support for 32-bi t and 64-bit appl ications and full x86–64 com patibilit y mak es the

XT4syst em comp atible with a vast quantity of exis ting com pilers and libraries,

including optimize d C, C þþ , and Fortran9 0 compiler s and high perform ance math

librarie s such as optim ized vers ions of BLA S, FFTs , LAPAC K, ScaLAP ACK, and

SuperLU.

Communi cation libraries include MPI and SHME M. Th e MPI impleme ntation is

compliant with the MP I 2.0 sta ndard and is opti mized to take advantage of the

scalable interconnec t, offeri ng scalabl e message passi ng perform ance to tens of

thousands o f PEs. Th e SHM EM library is compatibl e with previous Cray systems

and operates directly over the Cray SeaStar2 chip to ensure uncompromised com-

munications performance.

Cray Apprentice performance analysis tools are also included with the XT4.

They allow users to analyze resource utilization throughout their code and can help

uncover load-balance issues when executing in parallel.

The Cray RAS and Mana gement System (CRMS) (see Figur e 12.30) integrates

hardware and software components to provide system monitoring, fault identifica-

tion, and recovery. An independent system with its own control processors and

supervisory network, the CRMS monitors and manages all of the major hardware

and software components in the XT4. In addition to providing recovery services in

the event of a hardware or software failure, CRMS controls power-up, power down,

and boot sequences, manages the interconnect, and displays the machine state to the

system administrator.

CRMS is an independent system with its own processors and supervisory net-

work. The services CRMS provides do not take resources from running applications.

When a component fails, CRMS can continue to provide fault identification and

recovery services and allow the functional parts of the system to continue operating.

The XT4 is designed for high reliability. Redundancy is built in for critical

components and single points of failure are minimized. For example, the system
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coul d lose an I=O PE, witho ut losing the job that was usin g it. An AM D processor

or loca l memory could fail and yet jobs routed thr ough that nod e can continue

unint errupted. The system board s contain no moving parts, further enhanc ing

overa ll reliabili ty.

Th e XT4 proce ssor and I=O board s use socke ted compon ents whe rever possib le.

Th e SeaSt ar2 chip , the RAS processor modu le, the DIMMs , the voltage regulator

modu les (VRM s), and the AMD proce ssors are all field replace able and upgrade-

able . All component s have redund ant power, including redun dant VRMs on all

syst em blades.

Th e XT4 I =O subsys tem scales to mee t the bandw idth n eeds of even the most

data -intensiv e appl ications. The I=O arch itecture consi sts of stor age arrays con-
nect ed directly to I =O PEs which reside on the high-spe ed interconnec t. The Lustre
file syst em man ages the striping of file opera tions acro ss these arr ays. This highly

scalabl e I =O architecture enabl es customers to configur e the XT4 with desired

bandw idth by selecting the appro priate numb er of arr ays and service PEs. It gives

user s and appl ications acce ss to a high-per formance file syst em with a globa l name

space . To max imize I =O perf ormance, Lustre is integrate d direct ly into appl ications

runni ng on the system microkern el. Data moves directly betwee n appl ications space

and the Lustre servers on the I =O PEs without the need for an interv ening data copy
thr ough the lightwei ght kerne l. The XT4 combine s the scalabilit y of a micro kernel

based operating syst em with the I =O performanc e normally associa ted with large-

scale SMP servers. Figure 12.31 show s the perform ance characteri stics of various

configurations of XT4.
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Figure 12.30 Cray XT4 system.
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12.8 SUMMARY

This chapter provided the details on a popular architecture classification scheme. As

shown, practical machines do not fall neatly into one of the classifications in this

scheme, but span several classifications according to the mode of operation. Two

supercomputer architectures (SIMD and MIMD) were detailed along with a brief

description of a commercially available supercomputer. The dataflow architectures

described in this chapter provide structures accommodating a very fine grain

parallelism while utilizing the data-driven paradigm. The systolic architectures

are specialized MIMD architectures. The major aim of all the advanced architec-

tures is to exploit the parallelism inherent in processing algorithms. The architecture

parallelism spans from the fine-grain parallelism provided by data-flow architec-

tures to coarse-grained parallelism provided by distributed systems.
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PROBLEMS

12.1 The following are common operations on matrices: column sum, row sum,

transpose, inverse, addition, and multiplication. Assume N3N matrix for each

operation. Develop procedures suitable for an SIMD with N processing elements.

Specify how the matrices are represented in the N memory blocks of the SIMD.

12.2 Solve Problem 12.1 for an SIMD withM processing elements whereM< N and N
is not a multiple of M.

12.3 What is the maximum number of hops needed to route a single data item on

a. a 643 64 processor array?

b. a 4096-node hypercube?

12.4 Show that an n-cube has the same topology as an n3 n array with toroidal edge

connections.

12.5 List the desired characteristics of a compiler that performs parallelization of the

sequential code for an SIMD.

12.6 Trace the evolution of the Connection Machine series (CM-1, CM-2, and CM-5),

in terms of architectural characteristics and intended applications.

12.7 Systolic array processors and Associative processors are versions of SIMD

architecture. Investigate the architectural differences.

12.8 It is required to design a general purpose multiprocessor system using processor

and memory elements. Identify the minimum set of characteristics that each

element needs to satisfy.

12.9 Four 16-bit processors are connected to four 64K3 16 memory banks through a

crossbar network. The processors can access 64K memory directly. Derive the

characteristics of the crossbar network to efficiently run this multiprocessor

system. Show the hardware details. Describe the memory mapping needed.

How is it done?

12.10 Study any multiprocessor system you have access to, to answer the following:

a. What constitutes a ‘‘task’’?

b. What is the minimum task switching time?

c. What synchronization primitives are implemented?

12.11 An algorithm requires access to each row of an N3Nmatrix. Show the storage of

matrix to minimize the access time if the multiprocessor consists of N processors

and N memory banks interconnected by

a. Crossbar

b. Bus

12.12 Repeat Problem 12.11, if the algorithm accesses both rows and columns of the

matrix.

12.13 Study the PCI and USB bus architectures. What support do they provide for

configuring multiprocessor systems?

12.14 How are SIMD and MIMD architectures different from Computer networks?

12.15 Investigate the characteristics of Grid computing.
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CHAPTER 13

Embedded Systems

An embedded system is a special-purpose system that embeds a computer and is

designed to perform one or a few predefined tasks, usually with very specific

requirements. That is, the computer system is completely encapsulated by the

device it controls. For instance, a traffic light controller is a system that is designed

to perform that single function. The heart of the system is the computer embedded

in it. In contrast, our desktop systems are personal computers that perform general-

purpose computation tasks. Since embedded systems are dedicated to specific tasks,

their design can be optimized to reduce the size and cost of the product. They are

often mass produced, thus multiplying the cost savings. Almost all systems we use

in our daily lives today embed computers. Some of the examples are

1. MP3 players

2. Handheld computers and personal digital assistants (PDA)

3. Cellular telephones

4. Automatic teller machines (ATMs)

5. Automobile engine controllers and antilock brake controllers

6. Home thermostats, ovens, and security systems

7. Videogame consoles

8. Computer peripherals such as routers and printers

9. Guidance and control systems for aircraft and missiles

Probably the first mass-produced embedded system was the Autonetics D-17

guidance computer built in 1961 for the Minuteman missile. It was built from

discrete transistor logic devices with a hard disk main memory. In 1966, the D-17

was replaced by a new design that was the first high-volume use of integrated

circuits. In 1978, National Engineering Manufacturers Association released the

standard for a programmable microcontroller. The definition included single

board computers, numerical controllers, and sequential controllers that perform

event-based instructions.

The progress in hardware technology to VLSI provided the capability to build

chips with enormous processing power and functionality at a very low cost. For

instance, the first microprocessor (Intel 4004), which was used in calculators and
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othe r small system s, requi red externa l memor y and suppor t chips. By the 1980s, most

of such externa l system com ponents had been integr ated into the same chip as the

proce ssor, resulting in microc ontr ollers , the first gener ation of embedded syst ems.

Embe dded syst ems of toda y are classified as mi crocontr ollers , embedded proce ssors,

and systems on a chip (SoC), depend ing on the cont ext, their functi onality, and
com plexity. The SoC is an application- specific integr ated circuit (ASIC), which

uses an intel lectual propert y (IP) proce ssor archit ecture. The distinct ion betwee n

thes e cla sses cont inues to blur due to the progress in hardwar e and software

tec hnologie s. As such, the concepts discusse d in this chapt er apply equal ly well to

all the three classes.

Exam ple 13.1

Con sider the design of a traffic light control ler. The simpl est of the design imple-

men ts a fix ed red–y ellow–gre en li ght sequence with each ligh t staying on for a

prede termined time period. There are no inputs to this system. It has thr ee outpu ts

corr espond ing to each light. This system can be desi gned as a seque ntial circuit with

thr ee states and can be impleme nted usin g small- and med ium-s cale ICs. Alte rna-

tivel y, a program mable logic device (PLA or PAL) can be used alon g with flip- flops

to reduc e the part count. If the volume justifies, an FPGA can be used to im plement

the controlle r circuit.

Let us enhanc e the functi onalit y of the traffic light cont roller to add the

capab ility to sense the numb er of cars passing through the inters ection in all

dir ections and adju st the red–yellow –green periods based on the traffic count. We

now need sensors on each street and correspo nding inputs to the controlle r circuit

and the outputs to handl e all the lights . Th e control algo rithm will be mor e comple x.

Altho ugh the hardwar e can be imple mented using PLA, PAL, or FPGA, it is more

advant ageous to use a processor . The proce ssors designed for such application s are

microc ontr ollers , which are sing le-chip devi ces available from various vendor s.

Th ey allow program ming to imple ment and change the cont rol algorithm, contain a

sma ll amount of RAM and ROM, provide for inputs and outpu ts through their

interf aces, and provide timi ng circui ts.

If the comple xity of the system increas es further, whe re a single-chi p microcon-

tro ller solu tion is no t adequa te, a So C soluti on is used if the quantitie s needed justifies

the cost of the system . Many cent ral processi ng unit (CPU) arch itectures are used in

emb edded designs (ARM, MIPS, Coldfir e =68k, Powe rPC, Intel x86 and 8 051, PIC
micro control ler, Atmel AVR , Renesa s H8, SH, V850 , etc. ). Very -high-vo lume

appl ications use either FPGA s or So C. Operatin g system s such as DOS, Linux,

NetB SD, or embedded real-time opera ting syst ems (RTOS) such as QNX or Inferno

are used in designi ng embedded system s.

We outlin e emb edded system characterist ics in the next sectio n, follow ed by a

bri ef introdu ction to softw are architect ures in Section 1 3.2. RTOS are introdu ced in

Sect ion 13.3. Brie f descrip tions of tw o comme rcially avai lable architect ures are

provi ded in Section 13.4.
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13.1 CHARACTERISTICS

As mentioned earlier, embedded systems are special-purpose machines designed to

do one or more specific tasks. The application may also have real-time performance

constraints that must be met. The major emphasis in embedded system design is

to reduce hardware complexity and cost. The performance requirements dictate

these aspects.

The input and output devices (switches, motors, lights, etc.) attached to the

embedded processor through its I=O interfaces are called field devices. The proces-
sor is usually integrated into the housing of the field devices or can even be a part of

a circuit board of the field device. The processor examines the status of the input

field devices, carries out the control plan (i.e., executes the program), and produces

the responses to control the output field devices. Each such cycle of activity is

called a scan. During each scan all inputs are tested, the control plan is evaluated,

and the outputs are updated. The control program is stored in ROM or Flash

memory chips. A small amount of RAM supports the program operation.

Embedded systems may reside in hostile environments and are expected to run

continuously for years. In addition, they need to recover by themselves if an error

occurs. To facilitate this, unreliable mechanical moving parts such as disk drives,

switches, and buttons are avoided as far as possible. The software is thoroughly

tested before deployment. Special timing circuits such as watchdog timers are used.

A watchdog timer is an error recovery mechanism and is initiated with certain

value at the beginning of a scan or at defined time intervals. It counts down as the

scan progresses. The processor periodically notifies the watchdog to reset. If such

a notification is not received by the watchdog before its value reaches zero or a

predefined value, it assumes that a fault condition has occurred and resets the

processor, thus bringing the system back into normal operation. Watchdog timers

may also take the systems into a safety state, by turning off potentially dangerous

subsystems until the fault is cleared.

Early systems used assembly language for developing applications. Recent systems

use high-level languages such as C and Java or their versions for embedded systems,

along with embedded assembly-level code for critical sections of the code. In addition

to the compilers, assemblers, and debuggers, software designers use in-circuit emula-

tors (ICE), CRC checkers, and other tools to develop embedded system software. An

ICE is a special hardware device that replaces or plugs into the embedded processor,

and facilitates loading and debugging of experimental code in the system.

All embedded systems have start-up firmware that runs a self-test before starting

the application code. The self-test covers CPU, RAM, ROM, peripherals, and power

supplies. Passing of self-test is usually indicated by LEDs or other visual means,

providing simple diagnostics to technicians and users. In addition, safety tests are

run within a ‘‘safety interval,’’ to assure that the system is still reliable.

13.2 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES

This section provides brief descriptions of the most common software architectures

for embedded systems.
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13.2.1 Simple Control Loop (Round Robin)

In this architecture, the control software consists of a simple loop. Within the loop,

calls are made to subroutines. Each subroutine handles a part of the control function

and=or manages a part of hardware. A state machine model for software is utilized

to represent the set of states that the system can be in and how it changes between

them. This is the simplest of the software architectures and is employed in small

devices with a stand-alone microcontroller dedicated to a simple task. If the system

imposes timing constraints, the loops and modules need to be designed to meet

those constraints. Since the software is controlled by the main loop, interrupt

handling and adding of new features becomes difficult.

Example 13.2

The code for a controller servicing several devices is shown below:

Controller

{While (TRUE)

Service A;

Service B;

Service C;

.

.

Service X;

}

The devices are serviced in the order A, B, C, . . . . , X in each scan. If additional

devices are to be included, it is simple to include additional calls into this main loop.

If the controller is servicing C, and if B requires service, B has to wait until the next

scan. As long as such delays can be tolerated, this architecture is good enough to

handle most simple control tasks.

Example 13.3

Consider a Multimeter that can measure current (amps), resistance (ohms), and

voltage (volts). The type of measurement needed is selected by a switch on the

multimeter. The control software for this device is shown below:

Multimeter Controller

{While (TRUE)

{Position¼Read switch position;

Switch (Position)

{Case of current:

Read Amps;

Output;

Break;

Case of Voltage:
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Read Volts;

Output;

Break;

Case of Resistance:

Read Ohms;

Output;

Break;

}

}

}

This program services only the selected device in each scan. Thus the scan

period is dictated by the slowest of the devices.

13.2.2 Interrupt-Controlled Loop (Round Robin with Interrupts)

In interrupt-controlled architecture, the tasks performed by the system are triggered

by events such as a timer trigger, an input port receiving a data byte, etc. These

systems run a simple task in a main loop also. Each interrupt is handled by an

interrupt or event handler (i.e., interrupt service routine).

Example 13.4

The following code shows the software for a controller with three devices to handle.

There are three interrupt flags one for each device, set by the hardware when the

corresponding device interrupts. The main loop checks for the interrupt flag and

services the device whose flag is set.

Multimeter Controller

{FlagA¼ FALSE;

FlagB¼ FALSE;

FlagC¼ FALSE;

InterruptHandler_A

{Service Device A;

FlagA¼TRUE.

}

InterruptHandler_B

{Service Device B;

FlagB¼TRUE.

}

InterruptHandler_C

{Service Device C;

FlagC¼TRUE.

}

Main ()

{

While (TRUE)
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{

if (FlagA)

{FlagA¼ FALSE;

Perform I=O from A;

}

if (FlagB)

{FlagB¼ FALSE;

Perform I=O from B;

}

if (FlagC)

{FlagC¼ FALSE;

Perform I=O from C;

}

}

}

When an interrupt occurs, the controller gets out of the main loop and handles

the interrupt. The interrupts can be assigned appropriate priorities. The execution

time of the interrupt handlers needs to be short to keep the interrupt latency to a

minimum. Longer tasks are usually added to a queue structure in the interrupt

handler to be processed in the main loop later. This architecture corresponds to a

multitasking kernel with discrete processes.

13.2.3 Real Time Operating System (RTOS)-Based Architectures

There are two RTOS-based software architectures. In the non-preemptive multi-

tasking (Function Queue Scheduling) architecture, the programmer implements the

control algorithm as a series of tasks, with each task running in its own environment.

The tasks are arranged as an event queue, and a loop processes the events one at a

time. Adding new functionality is easier (include a new task or adding to the queue-

interpreter). In preemptive multitasking architecture, the system uses an RTOS

allowing the application programmers to concentrate on device functionality rather

than operating system services. Refer to books by Simon (1999), Vahid and Givargis

(2002), and Lewis (2002) listed in the References for further details on this architec-

ture. A brief description of operating systems (OS) follows.

13.3 OPERATING SYSTEM

Each executing program is a task under the control of the operating system. If an

operating system can execute multiple tasks simultaneously it is said to be multi-
tasking. The use of a multitasking operating system simplifies the design of

complex software applications by enabling the application be partitioned into a

set of smaller and more manageable tasks. The multitasking OS allows execution of

these simpler tasks and facilitates inter-task communication as needed. This mode

of operation also removes complex timing and sequencing details from the appli-

cation code and transfers that responsibility to the operating system.
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The major functions of the operating system are

1. Keeping track of the status of all the resources (processors, memories, switches,

and I=O devices) at any instant of time.

2. Assigning tasks to processors in a justifiable manner (i.e., to maximize processor

utilization).

3. Spawning or creating new processes such that they can be executed in parallel or

independent of each other.

4. When all the spawned processes are completed, collecting their individual results

and passing them to other processes as required.

13.3.1 Multitasking versus Concurrency

Consider a single-processor system that can execute only a single task at a time.

If the application is partitioned into multiple tasks, and if there is a strict serial

dependency among tasks, then only one task can be run and in the order in which

their dependency dictates. In this context, there is no advantage for a multitasking

OS. But, if the application allows partitioning such that multiple tasks can be run

simultaneously, then even in a single-processor system, multitasking OS provides

an advantage.

Example 13.5

Figure 13.1 shows a timing diagram depicting the execution of three tasks on a

single-processor system. Here, we assume that each task is given a time slot and the

processor executes tasks in the order shown in each time slot. In practice, such

round robin uniform scheduling of tasks may not be possible. A task might require a

resource (peripheral, register, etc.) that may not be available. Then the task has to be

suspended either by the OS or by the task itself until the resource is available.

The scheduler (part of the OS kernel) decides which task should be executing at

any particular time. It can suspend and resume a task several times during the task

lifetime. In addition to being suspended involuntarily by the RTOS kernel a

Task 3

Time

Task 2

Task 1

1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 13.1 Multitasking.
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task may choose to suspend itself. This is done when the task either wants to delay

(i.e., sleep) for a certain period, or wait (i.e., block) for some resource to become

available or an event to occur.

A task execution environment is shown in Figure 13.2. At T1 task 1 is executing.

At T2 the kernel suspends Task 1 and starts (or resumes) Task 2. Let us assume that

Task 2 locks the input device 1 for its exclusive access. At T3 the kernel suspends

Task 2 and resumes Task 3. Suppose Task 3 tries to access input device 1, it finds that

the device has been locked, and hence cannot continue execution. Hence, Task 3

suspends itself at T4. Task 2 may resume at T4, complete its operation with device 1,

and release it. The kernel resumes Task 1 at T5, followed by Task 3 at T6. Task 3 can

now access device 1 and continues to execute until suspended by the kernel.

Switching tasks is equivalent to interrupt servicing. Recall that the processor

status was saved while entering the interrupt service routine and resaved during the

return from the interrupt service. Along the same lines, when a task is blocked or

suspended, the resources it is holding (contents of various registers, peripherals,

etc.—the context) must be maintained to allow the task to resume properly. The

operating system kernel is responsible for ensuring this. The process of saving the

context of a task being suspended and restoring the context of a task being resumed

is called context switching.

Since real-time systems are designed to provide a timely response to real-world

events, the RTOS scheduling policy must ensure that the deadlines imposed by the

system requirements are met. To achieve this objective we typically assign a priority

to each task. The scheduling policy of the RTOS ensures that the highest priority task

that can execute at a particular time is the task scheduled to execute.

Example 13.6

Consider a real-time system equipped with a keypad and LCD. It is required that the

user must get visual feedback of each key press within 50 ms. Thus, if the user

cannot see that the key press has been accepted within 50 ms the system will be

awkward to use. A response between 0 and 50 ms would be acceptable.

The system performs a control function that samples a set of sensors (inputs),

executes the control algorithm, and produces the outputs to operate a set of valves.

Task 3

Task 2

Task 1

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 Time

Figure 13.2 Task scheduling.
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It is required that the control cycle is executed every 4 ms. A timer provides the

timing trigger every 4 ms.

Two tasks are required for this application, one to handle the key presses and the

other to handle the control cycle. Note that the control task should have the higher

priority.

KeyHandlerTask

{

==Key handling is implemented using an infinite loop

for(;;)

{

Suspend waiting for a key press;

Process the key press;

}

}

ControlTask

{

for(;;)

{

Suspend waiting for 4 ms since the beginning of the previous Cycle;

Sample the sensors;

Perform control algorithm;

Output;

}

}

In addition, we will assume that the kernel has an idle task to indicate that the

system is idle waiting:

Idle Task

{

For(;;)

No operation;

}

The idle task is always in a state where it is able to execute. Hence, to begin with

idle task is executing. Now if a key press is detected, the key handler task is executed.

If the timer issues the timing trigger while idling, the control task is executed. If a key

press occurs while the control task is running, processing of the key press is deferred

until the control cycle is completed, because of the priorities assigned to these tasks.

13.3.2 Process Handling

This section illustrates several aspects of process creation and handling. We will

assume a multiprocessor system context in this description. The concepts discussed

here are equally applicable to a single-processor context, except that all the work is

done by the single processor rather than shared between the multiple processors.
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Example 13.7

Consider for example, the element by element addition of two vectors A and B to

create the vector C. That is,

ci ¼ ai þ bi for i ¼ 1 to n (13:1)

It is clear that the computation consists of n additions that can be executed

independent of each other. Thus, an MIMD with n processors can do this compu-

tation in one addition time. If the number of processors m is less than n, the first m
tasks are allocated to the available processors and the remaining tasks are held in a

queue. When a processor completes the execution of the task allocated to it, a new

task (from the queue) is allocated to it. This mode of operation continues until all

the tasks are completed, as represented by the following algorithm:

1. =* Spawn n�1 processes each with a distinct process identification number k.
Each spawned process starts at ‘‘label’’ *=
for k¼ 1 to n�1

FORK label(k);
2. =*The process that executed FORK is assigned k¼ n. This is the only process that

reaches here, the other spawned processes jump directly to ‘‘label’’ *=
k¼ n;

3. =* add kth element of each vector; n different processes perform this operation,

not necessarily in parallel *=
label: c[k]¼ a[k] þ b[k];

4. =* terminate the n processes created by FORK; only 1 process continues after this
point *=
JOIN n;

The new aspects of this algorithm are the FORK and JOIN constructs. They are

two of the typical commands to any multiprocessing operating system used to create

and synchronize tasks (processes). The FORK command requests the operating

system to create a new process with a distinct process identification number (k in

this example). The program segment corresponding to the new process starts at the

statement marked ‘‘label.’’

Note that initially the entire algorithm above constitutes one process. It is first

allocated to one of the free processors in the system. This processor through the

execution of the FORK-loop (step 1) requests the operating system to create (n� 1)

tasks, after which it continues with step 2. Thus, after the execution of step 2, there are

n processes in all waiting to be executed. The process with k¼ n continues on the

processor that is already active (i.e., the processor that spawned the other processes).

The remaining (n� 1) processes created by the operating system enter a process

queue. The processes waiting in the queue are allocated processors as processors

become available.

In this example, the kth process adds kth elements of A and B creating the kth
element of C. The program segment corresponding to each process ends with the JOIN

statement. The JOIN command can be viewed as the inverse of the FORK command.
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It has a counter associated with it that starts off at 0. A processor executing the JOIN

increments the counter by 1 and compares it to n. If the value of the counter is not equal
to n, the processor cannot execute any further and hence it terminates the process and

returns to the available pool of processors for subsequent allocation of tasks. If the

value of the counter is n, the process, unlike the others that were terminated, continues

execution beyond the JOIN command. Thus, JOIN ensures that the n processes

spawned earlier have been completed before proceeding further in the program.

Several aspects of the above algorithm are worth noting:

1. This algorithm does not use the number of processors m as a parameter. As such it

works on systems with any number of processors. The overall execution time

depends on the number of processors available.

2. Operating system functions of creating and queuing tasks, allocating them to

processors, etc., are done by another processor (or a process) which is not visible

in the above discussion.

3. The procedure for creating processes requires O(N) time. This time can be

reduced to O(log2 N) by a more complex algorithm that makes each new process

perform fork, thus executing more than one fork simultaneously.

4. Step 1 of the algorithm was executed only (n�1) times, thus the nth process was

not specifically created by a FORK, but was given to the processor that was active

already. Alternatively, the FORK-loop could have been executed n times. Then

the processor executing the loop must have been deallocated and brought to the

pool of available processors. A new process could have then been allocated to it.

Thus, the above procedure eliminates the overhead of deallocation and allocation

of one process to a processor. Typically, creation and allocation of tasks results in

a considerable overhead requiring execution of about 50–500 instructions.

5. Each process in this example performs an addition and hence is equivalent to

three instructions (Load A, Add B, Store C).Thus, the process creation and

allocation overhead mentioned above is of the order of 10–100 times the useful

work performed by the process.

13.3.3 Synchronization Mechanisms

There was no explicit interprocess communication in the above example. In practice,

the various processes in the systemneed to communicatewith each other. In general, an

application will have a set of shared data items between all the tasks it comprises, and

each task will have its own private data items and stacks and queues. It is important

that the shared data items are accessed properly among the competing tasks.

Since the processes executing on various processors are independent of each

other and the relative speeds of execution of these processes cannot be easily

estimated, a well-defined synchronization between processes is needed for the

communication (and hence the results of computation) to be correct. That is,

processes operate in a cooperative manner and a sequence-control mechanism

is needed to ensure the ordering of operations. Also, processes compete with each

other to gain access to shared data items (and other resources). An access control

mechanism is needed to maintain orderly access. This section describes the most

primitive synchronization techniques used for access and sequence control.
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Example 13.8

Consider two processes P1 and P2 to be executed on two different processors. Let

S be a shared variable in the memory. The sequence of instructions in the two

processes is as follows:

P1:

1. MOV Reg1,[S]=* The first operand is the destination *=
2. INC Reg1=* Increment Reg1 *=
3. MOV [S],Reg1

P2:

10. MOV Reg2,[S]

20. ADD Reg2,#2=* Add 2 to Reg2 *=
30. MOV [S],Reg2

The only thing we can be sure of as far as the order of execution of these

instructions is concerned is that instruction 2(20) is executed after instruction 1(10),
and instruction 3(30) is executed after instructions 1(10) and 2(20). Thus the follow-
ing three cases for the actual order of execution are possible:

1. 1 2 3 102030 or 1020301 2 3: location S finally has the value 3 in it. (Assuming S¼ 0,

initially).

2. 1 102 203 30: location S finally has value 2 in it.

3. 1 10202 303: location S finally has value 1 in it.

The desired answer is attained only in the first case and that is possible only when

process P1 is executed in its entirety before process P2 or vice versa. That is, P1 and P2

need to execute in a mutually exclusive manner. The segments of code which are to be

executed in a mutually exclusive manner are called critical sections. Thus in P1 and P2

of this example, the critical section is the complete code corresponding to each process.

Example 13.9

As another example consider the code shown in Figure 13.3 to compute the sum of

all the elements of an n-element array A. Here, each of the n processes spawned by

SUM = 0;
for k = 1 to n-1 /*spawn n-1 processes */

/*n different processes with distinct process id
numbers reach this point

Label: LOCK (flag)
 SUM = SUM + A(k);
 UNLOCK (flag);
 JOIN n; /*terminate the N processes and gather results*

*/

FORK label(k);
endfor;
k = n; /*the nth process */

Figure 13.3 Synchronization using LOCK=UNLOCK.
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the fork loop adds an element of A to the shared vari able SUM . Obvious ly, only one

process should be updat ing SUM at a given time . Imagine proce ss 1 read s the value

of SUM and has not yet stored the updated value. Meanwhil e, if proce ss 2 reads

SUM and updates are don e by process 1 followed by process 2, the resulting SUM

would be err oneous . To obta in the corr ect value of SUM , we should make sure that

once p rocess 1 reads SUM, no othe r proce ss can acce ss SUM until proce ss 1 writ es

the updat ed v alue. This is the mutual excl usion of processe s.

The mutual exclusion is accompl ished by LOC K and UNL OCK const ructs. This

pair of const ructs has a flag associa ted wi th it . When a proce ss execu tes LOCK , it

checks the value of the flag. If the flag is ON, it implies that som e othe r process has

accessed SUM and hence the process waits until the flag is OFF. If the fla g is not

ON the proce ss sets it ON and gain s access to SUM , updat es it, and then execu tes

the UNL OCK which cle ars the flag. Thus the LOC K=UNLO CK brings about the
synchroni zation of the proce sses.

Note that during the LOCK operation , the functi ons of fetchi ng the flag, check -

ing its value, and updat ing it must all be done in an indivi sible man ner. That is, no

other proce ss should have access to the flag until these operations are comple te.

Such an indivi sible opera tion is brough t about by a hardwar e p rimitive know n as

TEST_ AND_S ET.

TEST_A ND_SET . The use of TEST_ AND_S ET primitive is show n in Figur e 13.4.

Here, K is a shar ed memor y variabl e that can have a valu e of either 0 or 1. If it is 0, the

TEST_AND_SET returns a 0 and setsK to 1. The process enters its critical section. If

K is 1, TEST_AND_SET returns 1 thus locking the process from entering the critical

section. When the process is through executing its critical section, it resetsK to 0 thus

allowing a waiting process access into its critical section.

In Figure 13.3, the critica l sectio n is not part of the while loop. Th e range of the

while loop is a single statement (terminated by ‘‘;’’). The while loop makes the

process wait until K goes to 0, to enter the critical section. There are two modes of

implementing the wait: busy waiting (or spin lock) and task switching. In the first

mode, the process stays active and repeatedly checks the value of K until it is 0.

Thus, if several processes are busy waiting, they keep the corresponding processors

P1: while not(TEST_AND_SET(K));

critical section of P1;

critical section of P2;

K = 0;

K = 0;

/*  The body of TEST _AND_SET procedure */
TEST_AND_SET(K)

temp = k;
K = 1;
return(temp);

{

}

P2:  while not(TEST_AND_SET(K));

Figure 13.4 Use of TEST_AND_SET.
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busy but no useful work gets done. In the second mode, the blocked process is

enqueued and the processor is switched to a new task. Although this mode allows

better utilization of processors, the task-switching overhead is usually very high,

unless special hardware support is provided.

Several processes could be performing the test-and-set operation simultan-

eously, thus competing to access the shared resource K. Hence, the process of

examining K and setting it must be indivisible in the sense that K cannot be accessed

by any other process until the test-and-set is completed once. TEST_AND_SET is

usually an instruction in the instruction set of the processor and is the minimal

hardware support needed to build other high-level synchronization primitives.

The TEST_AND_SET effectively serializes the two processes so that they

execute in a mutually exclusive manner. Once a process is in the critical section,

other processes are blocked from entering it by the TEST_AND_SET. Thus, the

mutual exclusion is brought about by serializing the execution of processes and

hence, affecting the parallelism. In addition, the blocked processes incur overhead

due to busy waiting or task switching.

Semaphores. Dijkstra (1965) introduced the concept of semaphores and defined two

high-level synchronization primitives P and V based on the semaphore variable S.
They are defined below.

P(S) or WAIT(S)

If S¼ 0, the process invoking P is delayed until S > 0.

If S > 0, S¼ S�1 and the process invoking P enters the critical section.

V(S) or SIGNAL(S)

S ¼ Sþ 1

S is initialized to 1. The testing and decrementing of S in P(S) is indivisible. So
is the incrementing of S in V(S). Figure 13.5 shows the use of P and V to

synchronize processes P1 and P2.
S is a binary variable in the implementation of P and V above. If S is an integer

variable it is called a counting semaphore. If it is initialized to M, then M processes

can be in the critical section at any time.

FETCH_AND_ADD. FETCH_AND_ADD is similar to TEST_AND_SET in its

implementation, but is nonblocking synchronization primitive. That is, it allows

P1:  P(S);

Critical section;

Critical section;

V(S);

P2:  P(S);

V(S);

Figure 13.5 Synchronization using P and V.
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the operation of several processes in the critical section in parallel yet nonconflict-

ing manner. FETCH_AND_ADD is shown below:

FETCH_AND_ADD(S, T )
{Temp¼ S;
S¼ S þ T;}

Return Temp;

Two parameters are passed to FETCH_AND_ADD: S the shared variable and T an

integer. If S is initialized to 0 and two processes P1 and P2 make a call to FETCH_

AND_ADD at roughly the same time, the one reaching the FETCH_AND_ADD first

receives the original value of S and the second one receives (Sþ T). The two processes
can execute further independently, although the updating of S is effectively serialized.
In general, the FETCH_AND_ADD gives each contending process a unique number

and allows them to execute simultaneously, unlike the TEST_AND_SET which

serializes the contending processes.

As another example, the instruction FETCH_AND_ADD(SUM, INCREMENT)

provides for the addition of INCREMENT to SUM by several processes simul-

taneously and results in the correct value of the SUM without the use of

LOCK=UNLOCK.
FETCH_AND_ADD is useful for cases in which the same variable is accessed

by several contending processes. FETCH_AND_ADD on different variables are

done sequentially if those variables reside in the same memory. The implementation

cost of FETCH_AND_ADD is high. As such it is limited to environments in which

updates become a bottleneck because 10s of processes are contending for access to

the shared variable. If only one process requests access to the shared variable at a

time, TEST_AND_SET is more economical.

The processes in a message-passing MIMD are automatically synchronized

since a message cannot be received before it is sent. Message-processing protocols

deal with the problems of missing or overwritten messages and sharing of resources.

This section has described the most primitive synchronizing mechanisms. Refer to

Silberschatz et al. (2003), Stallings (2005), and Tanenbaum and Woodhull (2006)

for further details.

13.3.4 Scheduling

Recall that a parallel program is a collection of tasks. These tasks may run serially

or in parallel. An optimal schedule determines the allocation of tasks to processors

of the MIMD system and the execution order of the tasks, so as to achieve the

shortest execution time. The scheduling problem in general is NP complete. But,

several constrained models have evolved over the years and currently this problem

is an active area of research in parallel computing.

Scheduling techniques can be classified into two groups: static and dynamic. In
static scheduling, each task is allocated to a particular processor based on the analysis

of the precedence constraints imposed by the tasks at hand. Each time the task is

executed, it is allocated to that predetermined processor. Obviously, this method

does not take into consideration the nondeterministic nature of tasks brought about
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by condi tional branches and loops in the progr am. The tar get of the conditional

branc h and the upper bounds of the loops are not know n until the program execu tion

begi ns. Th us, sta tic sched uling will not be optim al.

In dynamic sched uling, tasks are alloca ted to processor s based on the execu tion

char acterist ics. Usu ally som e load -balanc ing heuristic is emp loyed in determ ining

optim al alloca tion. Since the sched uler has only the knowled ge of local inf ormation

about the p rogram at any instant of time , finding the globa l optimum is dif ficult.

Anot her disadvantage is the increased overh ead since the schedule has to be

dete rmined while the tasks are runni ng. Refer to Adam et al. (1974) , Bashi r et al.

(1983) , and El-Re wini and Lewis (1990) for further deta ils.

13.3 .5 Real -Time Operat ing Syst ems

RTO S offers the serv ices descr ibed earlier in this section, excep t that its opera ting

envi ronment tend s to be much simpl er than that of a gener al-purp ose system . The

kerne l is the core component within an operating system . It is typical to consider

serv ices such as memor y man agement, network software suppor t, debugging, etc.,

as n ot p art of the kernel, although these serv ices are provided by the OS. Yet, RTOS

and real-time kerne l designatio ns are interc hangeably used in practice. Th ere are

sever al difference s in the operation of an RTOS com pared to a non-RTO S.

In a desktop envi ronment , for exampl e, the OS is invok ed and takes cont rol of

the system as soon as the powe r is tur ned on. The OS allows invocat ion of other

appl ications, and facilit ates the com pilation, linkin g, and loading of new appl ica-

tions. In a micro controlle r, the sta rt-up softw are starts the appl ication, which in turn

cal ls upon the RTOS as neede d. The RTOS and the appl ications are more closel y

intert wined.

When a fault condi tion results in crashing the microcont roller, the RTOS also

goes down with it and the system has to be restar ted. In a gener al OS environment ,

appl ication fault condi tions do not bring the OS down .

In general , the OS cannot be configured for the applica tion. RTOS allows itself

be configured to include only the needed services for the particular application. This

allows more optimized usage of memory and other resources, a main consideration

in buildi ng emb edded system s. Chapte r 14 provi des additional details on operating

systems.

13.4 EXAMPLE SYSTEMS

This section provides a brief description of two systems used in embedded appli-

cations. The first is a popular microcontroller family and the second is a processor

core used as an IP in several embedded applications.

13.4.1 8051 Family of Microcontrollers

As mentioned earlier, a microcontroller is basically an entire computer on a single

chip. Usually this includes a CPU, ROM, RAM, Parallel I=O, and serial I=O
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counters. The prime use of microcontrollers is to control the operation of a machine

using a fixed program that is stored in ROM and does not change over the lifetime

of the system.

A family of microcontrollers is a group of devices that share the same basic

elements and have the same basic group of instructions. Several microcontroller

families are available in the market today. The leaders are probably Motorola 6811,

Microchip PIC, and the Intel 8051 families. The following sections give a brief

overview of the 8051 microcontroller family and one of its most recent derivatives

is DS89C450 from Dallas Semiconductor.

The term ‘‘8051’’ loosely refers to theMCS-51 family of microcontrollers started

by Intel in 1980. The 8051 family is composed of more than 300 different ICs. Each

microcontroller in the family boasts a complement of features suited to a particular

design setting. Table 13.1 summarizes the differences among popular 8051 family

chips. The 8052 is an enhanced 8051, with an extra timer and more RAM and ROM.

The 8031 and 8032 are identical to the 8051 and 8052, except that the ROM area is

unused, and program code must be stored in an external EPROM or other memory

chips. The 87C series has the advantage of providing EPROM instead of ROM.

Intel 8051 was extremely popular in the 1980s and early 1990s, but currently it

has largely been superseded by a wide range of enhanced derivatives with 8051-

compatible processor cores produced by several independent manufacturers includ-

ing Atmel, Dallas Semiconductor, Cypress Semiconductor, Silicon Labs, NXP

(formerly Philips Semiconductor), Texas Instruments, and Winbond.

Dallas Semiconductor offers several families of 8051-compatible microcontrollers

including secure microcontroller, high-speed microcontroller, and ultra-high-speed

flash microcontroller families. While preserving instruction set and object code com-

patibility, these families provide additional architectural features as well as enhanced

performance and power consumption when compared to older 8051 members. One of

the latest 8051-derivitive microcontrollers from Dallas Semiconductor is DS89C450

which uses the ultra-high-speed core. Following is an overview of the detailed

architecture and characteristics of the DS89C450 as presented by Dallas Semicon-

ductor manual.

13.4.1.1 DS89C450 Ultra-High-Speed Flash Microcontroller

The DS89C450 is a fully static CMOSmicrocontroller that maintains pin and software

compatibility with standard 8051. In general, software developed for existing 8051-

based systems works on the DS89C450 without modification, with the exception of

Table 13.1 MCS-51 ICs

Part Number On-Chip Code Memory On-Chip Data Memory Timers

8031 0K 128 byte 3
8032 0K 256 byte 2
8051 4K ROM 128 byte 2
8751 4K EPROM 128 byte 2
8052 8K ROM 256 byte 3
8752 8K EPROM 256 byte 3
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critical timing routines, as the DS89C450 performs its instructions much faster for any

given crystal selection. In addition, theDS89C450 can be used as a drop-in replacement

for an older 8051 microcontroller without any circuit modification in most cases.

DS89C450’s newly designed processor core executes instructions up to 12 times

faster than the original 8051 at the similar crystal speed. It can also operate at a

maximum clock rate of 33 MHz which, combined with the 12 times speed, allows

for a maximum performance of 33 million instructions per second (MIPS). Besides

greater speed, the DS89C450 offers many added hardware features to 8051 standard

resources. It includes 1 KB of data RAM, a second full hardware serial port, seven

additional interrupts, two extra levels of interrupt priority, programmable watchdog

timer, brownout monitor, and power-fail reset. Furthermore, the DS89C450 pro-

vides several peripherals and hardware features including three 16-bit timer=coun-
ters, two full-duplex serial ports, five levels of interrupt priority, dual data pointers,

and 256 bytes of direct RAM and 1 KB of extra MOVX RAM. These and other

architectural features of the DS89C450 are detailed in this section, which was

extracted from the DS89C450 user manual.

13.4.1.2 Internal Hardware Architecture

As mentioned earlier, a microcontroller is a highly integrated chip that contains a

CPU, some form of memory, I=O ports, and timers. A more detailed view, specific to

the DS89C450, is shown in Figure 13.6. The CPU controls the activity. The instruc-

tions and data travel back and forth from the CPU to memory over the data bus.
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Figure 13.6 Block diagram of the DS89C450 core. (Courtesy maxim-ic.com.)
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Communication with the outside world takes place through the I=O ports. Timers

provide real-time information interrupts to the processor. These terms as well as other

microcontroller features are discussed next.

Central Processing Unit. As discussed previously, the CPU administers all activity

in the microcontroller system and performs all operations of data. It executes

program instructions including arithmetic (addition, subtraction), logic (AND,

OR, NOT), data transfer, and program branching operations. An external crystal

provides a timing reference for clocking the CPU.

Address=Data Bus. The device addresses a 64 KB program and 64 KB data memory

area that resides in a combination of internal and external memory. When external

memory is accessed, ports 0 and 2 are used as a multiplexed address and data bus.

Memory. Ultra-high-speed flash microcontrollers use several distinct memory areas

including internal registers (scratchpad RAM), program memory, and data memory.

The registers are located on-chip but the program and data memory spaces can be

internal, external, or both. The DS89C450 uses a memory-addressing scheme that

separates program memory from data memory such that the 16-bit address bus can

address eachmemory area up to maximum of 64 KB. The program and data segments

can be overlapped since they are accessed in different manners. The DS89C450 has

64 KB of on-chip program memory (internal ROM), 1 KB of on-chip data memory

space (SRAM), and 256 byte of internal registers (internal RAM). It also has the

capability to address 64 KB of external RAM and 64 KB of external ROM. If the

maximum address of on-chip program or data memory is exceeded, the DS89C450

performs an external memory access using the expanded memory bus. More details

about memory map and organization will be presented later when we discuss the

DS89C450 programming model.

Input Output Parallel Ports. Without some way to exchange information with the

‘‘outside world,’’ a computer is useless. While PCs have fairly standardized I=O
connections (COM1, LTP1, etc.), microcontrollers excel in providing much more

adaptable I=Os.
The DS89C450 offers four 8-bit parallel I=O ports labeled P0, P1, P2, and P3.

Each port appears as a special function register (SFR) that can be addressed as a

byte or eight individual bit locations. Each I=O port can be used as a general-

purpose, bidirectional parallel I=O port. Data written to the port latch serve to set

both the level and the direction of the data on the pin.

Serial Ports. Serial ports transfer single bits of data one after another, taking at least
eight transfers to exchange a byte. The DS89C450 provides two UARTs (universal

asynchronous receiver=transmitter) that are controlled and accessed by SFRs. Each

UART has an address that is used to read and write the value contained in the

UART. The same address is used for both read and write operations, while the read

and write operations are distinguished by the instruction.

Interrupts. An interrupt is defined as a signal informing a program that an event has

occurred. When a program receives an interrupt signal, it takes a specified action

(which can be to ignore the signal). Interrupt signals can cause a program to suspend

itself temporarily to service the interrupt by following a special set of events or
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routines called interrupt handlers. Interrupts are a mechanism of the microcon-

troller, which enables it to respond to some events at the moment when they occur,

regardless of what the microcontroller is doing at the time. This is very important

because it provides connection between a microcontroller and the environment

which surrounds it. Generally, each interrupt changes the program flow, interrupts

it, and after executing an interrupt subprogram (interrupt routine) it continues from

that same point on.

The DS89C450 provides 13 interrupt sources. All interrupts, with the exception

of the power fail, are controlled by a series combination of individual enable bits

and a global enable (EA) in the interrupt-enable register (IE.7). Setting EA to a

logic 1 allows individual interrupts to be enabled while setting EA to a logic 0

disables all interrupts regardless of the individual interrupt-enable settings. The

power-fail interrupt is controlled by its individual enable only.

There are five levels of interrupt priority: Level 4 to 0. The highest interrupt priority

is level 4, which is reserved for the power-fail interrupt. All other interrupts have

individual priority bits in the interrupt priority registers to allow each interrupt to be

assigned a priority level from 3 to 0. The power-fail interrupt always has the highest

priority if it is enabled. All interrupts also have a natural hierarchy. In this manner,

when a set of interrupts has been assigned the same priority, a second hierarchy

determines which interrupt is allowed to take precedence.

Timers=Counters. The DS89C450 incorporates three 16-bit programmable timers

and has a watchdog timer with a programmable interval. All three timers can be

used as either counters of external events, where 1-to-0 transitions on a port pin are

monitored and counted, or timers that count oscillator cycles. Timers 0 and 1 are

nearly identical. Timer 2 has several additional features such as up=down counting,

capture values, and an optional output pin that make it unique. Timers 0 and 1

both have three common operating modes. They are 13-bit timer=counter, 16-bit
timer=counter, and 8-bit timer=counter with auto-reload. Timer 0 can additionally

be configured to operate as two 8-bit timers.

The watchdog timer is a programmable, free-running timer that provides a

supervisory function for applications that cannot afford to run out of control. The

watchdog timer reset provides CPU monitoring by requiring software to clear the

timer before the user-selected interval expires. If the timer is not reset, the CPU can

be reset by the watchdog.

Timing Control. TheDS89C450microcontroller provides an on-chip oscillator for use

with an external crystal. This can be bypassed by injecting a clock source into the

XTAL1 pin. The clock source is used to create machine cycle timing (four clocks),

ALE, PSEN, watchdog, timer, and serial baud rate timing. In addition, an on-chip ring

oscillator can be used to provide an approximately 10 MHz clock source. A frequency

multiplier feature is included, which can be selected by SFR control to multiply the

input clock source by either two or four. This allows lower-frequency (and cost)

crystals to be used while still allowing internal operation up to the full 33 MHz limit.

Power Monitor. A bandgap reference and analog circuitry are incorporated to

monitor the power-supply conditions. When VCC begins to drop out of tolerance,

the power monitor issues an optional early warning power-fail interrupt. If power
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continues to fall, the power monitor invokes a reset condition. This remains until

power returns to normal operating voltage.

Programming Model. This section provides a programmer’s overview of the

DS89C450 microcontroller core. It includes information on the memory map,

SFRs, addressing modes, and instruction set.

Memory Map. It is critical to understand the memory layout of the DS89C450

architecture to program the device. The completememorymap is shown in Figure 13.7.

Registers are located in 256 bytes of on-chip scratchpad RAM labeled

‘‘INTERNAL REGISTERS’’ (Figure 13.7), which can be divided into two subareas

of 128 bytes each. Separate classes of instructions are used to access the registers

and the program=data memory.

The upper 128 bytes are overlapped with the 128 bytes of SFRs in the memory

map. Indirect addressing is used to access the upper 128 bytes of scratchpad RAM,

while the SFR area is accessed using direct addressing. SFRs will be discussed in

more detail later in this section.

The lower 128 bytes can be accessed using direct or indirect addressing. It

contains 16 bytes (128 bits) of bit-addressable data memory allowing bit access of

character and integer variables stored in that area. It also contains four banks of

eight working registers which are general-purpose RAM locations that can be

addressed within the selected bank by any instructions that use R0–R7. The register

bank selection is controlled through the program status register in the SFR area.
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Figure 13.7 Internal memory map. (Courtesy maxim-ic.com.)
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The contents of the working registers can be used for indirect addressing of the

upper 128 bytes of scratchpad RAM.

The internal 1 KB SRAM is usable as data, program, or merged program=data
memory. Upon a power-on reset, the internal 1 KB memory is disabled and

transparent to both program and data memory maps. When the SRAM is enabled

as internal data memory, the memory is addressed through MOVX accesses to the

first 1 KB (0000h–03FFh) of internal SRAM. When the SRAM is configured as

program memory, the memory is addressed through MOVC accesses to the second

1 KB (4000h–07FFh) of internal SRAM.

Program memory is the area from which all instructions are fetched. It is

inherently read only. On-chip program memory begins at address 0000h and ends

at FFFFh (64 KB) on the DS89C450. Exceeding the maximum address of on-chip

program memory causes the device to access off-chip memory. The maximum on-

chip decoded address is selectable by software using the ROMSIZE feature. Soft-

ware can cause the DS89C430 to behave like a device with less on-chip memory.

This is beneficial when overlapping external memory is used. The maximum

memory size is dynamically variable. Thus a portion of memory can be removed

from the memory map to access off-chip memory and then be restored to access

on-chip memory. In fact, all the on-chip memory can be removed from the memory

map allowing the full 64 KB memory space to be addressed from off-chip memory.

Special-Function Registers. The DS89C450 contains several dedicated internal

registers that provide special functions for the CPU and programmer. These dedi-

cated registers are called SFRs. All peripherals and operations that are not explicit

instructions in the DS89C450 are controlled through SFRs. The most common

features basic to the architecture are mapped to the SFRs. These include the CPU

registers (ACC, B, and PSW), data pointers, stack pointer, I=O ports, timer=coun-
ters, and serial ports. In many cases, an SFR controls an individual function or

reports the function’s status. The SFRs reside in register locations 80h–FFh and are

Table 13.2 SFR Register Map (Courtesy maxim-ic.com.)

Register Address Register Address Register Address

P0 80h CKMOD 96h STATUS C5h
SP 81h SCON0 98h TA C7h
DPL 82h SBUF0 99h T2CON C8h
DPH 83h ACON 9Dh T2MOD C9h
DPL1 84h P2 A0h RCAP2L CAh
DPH1 85h IE A8h RCAP2H CBh
DPS 86h SADDR0 A9h TL2 CCh
PCON 87h SADDR1 AAh TH2 CDh
TCON 88h P3 B0h PSW D0h
TMOD 89h IP1 B1h FCNTL D5h
TL0 8Ah IP0 B8h FDATA D6h
TL1 8Bh SADEN0 B9h WDCON D8h
TH0 8Ch SADEN1 Bah ACC E0h
TH1 8Dh SCON1 C0h EIE E8h
CKCON 8Eh SBUF1 C1h B F0h
P1 90h ROMSIZE C2h EIP1 F1h
EXIF 91h PMR C4h EIP0 F8h
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only acce ssible by direct addressi ng. Table 13.2 shows the SFRs and their locations.

Following is a description for some of the most important SFRs.

Accumulator (ACC): For many operations involving math, data movement, and

decisions, the accumulator acts as a source and destination. Even though it can

be bypassed, most high-speed instructions need the use of the accumulator as one

argument.

B Register (B): It is used as the second 8-bit argument in multiply and divide

operations. When not used for these tasks, the B register can be used as a

general-purpose register.

Program Status Word (PSW): The PSW stores a selection of bit flags that include the

carry flag, auxiliary carry flag, general-purpose flag, register bank select, overflow

flag, and parity flag.

Data Pointers (DPTR and DPTR1): Data pointers are used to allocate a memory

address for the MOVX instructions. This address can point to a data-memory

location, either on- or off-chip, or a memory-mapped peripheral. When moving

data from one memory area to another or from memory to a memory-mapped

peripheral, a pointer is needed for both the source and the destination.

Program Counter (PC): The program counter is a 16-bit value that designates the next

program address to be fetched. On-chip hardware automatically increments the PC

value to move to the next program memory location.

Stack Pointer (SP): The stack pointer indicates the register location at the top of the

stack, which is the most recent used value. Although the lower bytes are normally

used for working registers, the user can place the stack anywhere in the scratchpad

RAM by setting the stack pointer to the desired location.

Instruction Set. All instructions are 100% binary compatible with the industry

standard 8051, and are only different in the number of machine cycles used for

the instructions. Refer to DS89C450 manuals for the complete instruction set.

Instructions occupy 1, 2, or 3 bytes. Most instructions have the following format:

opcode <destination>, <source>

However, based on the addressing mode, the destination and=or the source fields are
omitted from some instructions.

AddressingModes. TheDS89C450microcontroller supports eight addressingmodes:

1. Register addressing

2. Direct addressing

3. Register indirect addressing

4. Immediate addressing

5. Register indirect addressing with displacement

6. Relative addressing

7. Page addressing

8. Extended addressing

Five of the eight addressing modes are used to address operands. The remainder

three are used for program control and branching. Each mode of addressing is

summarized next. Note that many instructions (such as ADD) have multiple-

addressing modes available.
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Register addressing. Register addressing is used for operands that are located in one
of the eight working registers (R7–R0), as determined by the current register bank-

select bits. A register bank is selected using 2 bits in the PSW. Two examples of

register addressing are provided below:

ADD A, R3 ;Add register R3 to Accumulator
INC R5 ;Increment the value in register R5

In the first example, the value in R3 is the source of the operation. In the latter,

R5 is the destination.

Direct addressing. Direct addressing is the mode used to access the entire lower 128

byte of scratchpad RAM and the SFR area. It is commonly used to move the value

from one register to another. Two examples are shown below:

MOV 72h, 74h ;Move the value in register 74 to register
;72

MOV 90h, 20h ;Move the value in register 20 to the SFR
;at 90h (Port 1)

Note that there is no instruction difference between a RAM access and an SFR

access. Direct addressing also extends to bit addressing. There is a group of

instructions that explicitly use bits. The address information provided to such an

instruction is the bit location, rather than the register address. An example of direct

bit addressing is as follows:

MOV C, 0B7h ; Move the contents of bit B7 to the
;Carry flag

Register indirect addressing. This mode is used to access the scratchpad RAM

locations above 7Fh. It can also be used to reach the lower RAM (0h–7Fh), if

needed. The address is supplied by the contents of the working register specified in

the instruction. Thus, one instruction can be used to reach many values by altering

the contents of the designated working register. Note that, in general, only R0 and

R1 can be used as pointers. An example of register indirect addressing follows:

MOV A, @R0 ;Move contents of RAM location whose
;address is held by R0 into accumulator

MOV @R1, B ;Move contents of B into RAM location
;whose address is held by R1

Immediate addressing. Immediate addressing is used when one of the operands is

predetermined and coded into the software. This mode is commonly used to
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initialize SFRs and to mask particular bits without affecting others. An example is

as follows:

ORL A, #30h ;Logical OR the Accumulator with 30h

Register indirect with displacement. Register indirect addressing with displacement

is used to access data in lookup tables in program memory space. The location is

created using a base address with an index. The base address can be either the PC or

the DPTR. The index is the accumulator. The result is stored in the accumulator. An

example is as follows:

MOVC A, @A þDPTR ;Load the accumulator with the contents
;of program memory pointed to by the
;contents of the DPTR plus the value in
;the accumulator.

Relative addressing. Relative addressing is used to determine a destination address

for the conditional branch. Each of these instructions includes an 8-bit value that

contains a 2s complement address offset (�127 to þ128), which is added to the PC

to determine the destination address. This destination is branched to when the tested

condition is true. The PC points to the program memory location immediately

following the branch instruction when the offset is added. If the tested condition

is not true, the next instruction is performed. An example is as follows:

JZ $–15 ;Branch to the location (PC þ 2)�15
;if the contents of the accumulator¼0

Page addressing. Page addressing is used by the branching instructions to specify a

destination address within the same 2 KB block as the next contiguous instruction.

The full 16-bit address is calculated by taking the five highest order bits for the next

instruction (PC þ 2) and concatenating them with the lowest order 11-bit field

contained in the current instruction. An example is as follows:

0800h ACALL 100h ;Call to the subroutine at address 100h
;plus the current page address
;(800h þ 100h).

Extended addressing. Extended addressing is used by the branching instructions to

specify a 16-bit destination address within the 64 KB address space. The destination

address is fixed in the software as an absolute value. An example is as follows:

LJMP 0F712h ;Jump to address 0F712h.
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13.4 .2 ARM (Adva nced RIS C Machi ne) Microproc essor

A device similar to the microcont roller is the micro proce ssor—a general -purpose

digita l compute r CPU that execu tes a stored set o f instructions to carry out user-

defin ed tasks. The key term in describ ing the desig n of a micro processor is general
purpos e . This implies that the hardware design is arranged so that a small or very

large system can be confi gured around the microproc essor CPU as the appl ication

dem ands. Microc ontroller s, on the othe r hand, usual ly serve one specifi c task and

ref erred to as special -purp ose devi ces. Th e prime use of micro processor s is to read

data , perf orm exte nsive calculat ions, and store those calculat ions in a mas s storage

devi ce or display the resu lt for human use. This sect ion gives an overv iew of ARM,

one of the most popul ar proce ssors today.

Aco rn Comput ers in England introdu ced ARM (A corn RISC Machine , then

rena med to Advanced RISC Mach ine) betwee n 1983 and 1985. This was the first

RIS C micro proce ssor developed for comme rcial purposes. To day, ARM has

becom e the lea der in the mi croproce ssor market accou nting for over 75% of all

32-bi t embedded CPUs.

ARM proce ssors have evolved sign ificantly since it was first developed and

sever al features have been added. Seven major versions of ARM arch itecture

(A RMv1–A RMv7) exis t today, each with its own instruction set. Many of the

versions can be qualified with a variant letter to indicate collection of additional

instructions included in that version. These collections vary from being very small

(M v ariant) to very large (T variant ). Refer to Table 13.3 for a summary of the

different ARM versions and their main distinguishing features. For more informa-

tion on these ARM versions and the indication of each variant letter, refer to the

ARM Architecture Reference Manual, from which this section is extracted. Unless

otherwise specified, the following information applies to ARM version 4 or higher.

13.4.2.1 Internal Hardware Architecture

The ARM architecture is probably the most widely used 16- or 32-bit embedded

RISC solution in the world. It maintains a good balance of high performance, low

code size, low power consumption, and low silicon area. ARM architecture incorp-

orates the following RISC architecture features:

1. Large uniform register file

2. Load-store architecture that allows data-processing operations to operate on

register contents instead of directly operating on memory contents.

3. Simple addressing modes

4. Fixed-length instructions to simplify instruction decode

Moreover, ARM provides additional features such as auto-increment and auto-

decrement addressing modes to optimize loops, and loading and storing multiple

instructions to maximize data throughput. ARM also gives the developer full

control over both ALU and shifter in every data-processing instruction and allows

conditional execution of all instructions to maximize execution throughput.
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Table 13.3 ARM Versions (Courtesy wikipedia.org)

Family Architecture Core Feature Cache (I=D)=MMU Typical MIPS @ MHz

ARM1 ARMv1 ARM1 None
ARM2 ARMv2 ARM2 Architecture 2 added the MUL

(multiply) instruction
None 4 MIPS @ 8 MHz

ARMv2a ARM250 Integrated MEMC (MMU),
Graphics and IO processor.
Architecture 2a added the SWP
and SWPB (swap) instructions.

None, MEMC1a 7 MIPS @ 12 MHz

ARM3 ARMv2a ARM2a First use of a processor cache on
the ARM.

4K unified 12 MIPS @ 25 MHz

ARM6 ARMv3 ARM610 v3 architecture first to support
addressing 32 bit of memory (as
opposed to 26 bit)

4K unified 28 MIPS @ 33 MHz

ARM7TDMI ARMv4T ARM7TDMI(-S) Three-stage pipeline none 15 MIPS @ 16.8 MHz
ARM710T 8 KB unified, MMU 36 MIPS @ 40 MHz
ARM720T 8 KB unified, MMU 60 MIPS @ 59.8 MHz
ARM740T MPU

ARMv5TEJ ARM7EJ-S Jazelle DBX none
ARM9TDMI ARMv4T ARM9TDMI Five-stage pipeline none

ARM920T 16 KB=16 KB, MMU 200 MIPS @ 180 MHz
ARM922T 8 KB=8 KB, MMU
ARM940T 4 KB=4 KB, MPU

ARM9E ARMv5TE ARM946E-S variable, tightly coupled
memories, MPU

ARM966E-S no cache, TCMs
ARM968E-S no cache, TCMs

ARMv5TEJ ARM926EJ-S Jazelle DBX variable, TCMs, MMU 220 MIPS @ 200 MHz
ARMv5TE ARM996HS Clockless processor no caches, TCMs, MPU

ARM10E ARMv5TE ARM1020E (VFP), six-stage pipeline 32 KB=32 KB, MMU
ARM1022E (VFP) 16 KB=16 KB, MMU

ARMv5TEJ ARM1026EJ-S Jazelle DBX variable, MMU or MPU
XScale ARMv5TE 80200=IOP310=

IOP315
I=O Processor

80219 400=600 MHz

(continued)
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Table 13.3 (continued) ARM Versions (Courtesy wikipedia.org)

Family Architecture Core Feature Cache (I=D)=MMU Typical MIPS @ MHz

IOP321 600 BogoMips @
600 MHz

IOP33x
IOP34x 1–2 core, RAID Acceleration 32K=32K L1, 512K L2,

MMU
PXA210=PXA250 Applications processor,

seven-stage pipeline
PXA255 32 KB=32 KB, MMU 400 BogoMips @

400 MHz
PXA26x up to 400 MHz
PXA27x 800 MIPS @ 624 MHz
PXA800(E)F
Monahans 1000 MIPS @ 1.25 GHz
PXA900
IXC1100 Control Plane Processor
IXP2400=IXP2800
IXP2850
IXP2325=IXP2350
IXP42x
IXP460=IXP465

ARM11 ARMv6 ARM1136J(F)-S SIMD, Jazelle DBX, (VFP),
eight-stage pipeline

variable, MMU

ARMv6T2 ARM1156T2(F)-S SIMD, Thumb-2, (VFP),
nine-stage pipeline

variable, MPU

ARMv6KZ ARM1176JZ(F)-S SIMD, Jazelle DBX, (VFP) variable, MMU þ
TrustZone

ARMv6K ARM11 MPCore 1–4 core SMP, SIMD, Jazelle
DBX, (VFP)

variable, MMU

Cortex ARMv7-A Cortex-A8 Application profile, VFP, NEON,
Jazelle RCT, Thumb-2, 13-stage
pipeline

variable (L1 þ L2),
MMU þ TrustZone

up to 2000 (2.0
DMIPS=MHz in speed
from 600 MHz to greater
than 1 GHz)

ARMv7-R Cortex-R4(F) Embedded profile, (FPU) variable cache, MMU
optional

600 DMIPS

ARMv7-M Cortex-M3 Microcontroller profile no cache, (MPU) 120 DMIPS @ 100 MHz
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This sectio n describ es the internal structure s o f two basic organ izations of ARM

processor core: the three-stage pipe line used by earlier ARM vers ions developed

before 1995 and the highe r-perfo rmance five-s tage pipeline.

13.4.2 .2 Arm Thr ee-Stage Pipe line Organiza tion

The pri mary eleme nts of ARM three-sta ge pipeline are show n in Figur e 13.8 and

explain ed belo w.

Register bank: It is used to hold the state of the processor. It has two read ports and one
write port which can each be used to access any register. It has an additional read port

and an additional write port that give special access to the program counter.

Address register

Register
bank

Incrementer

mult.

Data out register
Data in register

Instruction
decode

and
control

PC

A[31:0]

Control

PC

D[31:0]

ALU

B
   bus

A
   bus

A
LU

   bus

Barrel shifter

Figure 13.8 Three-stage pipeline ARM organization. (Adapted from the ARM Architecture
Reference Manual, ARM Limited, http:==www.arm.com =miscPDFs=14128.pdf.)
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Barrel shifter: It can shift or rotate one operand by any number of bits. In other words,

it performs logical shift left, logical shift right, arithmetic shift right, and rotate

right operations.

Arithmetic and logic unit: This is the part of the processor that performs the arithmetic

and logic functions required by the instruction set.

Address register and incrementer: It selects and holds all memory addresses and

generates sequential addresses when required.

Data registers : They are used to store data to and from memory.

Instruction decoder and its control logic : This block contains the mechanisms to

decode the instruction and the control logic.

13.4 .2.3 Single- Cycle Instr uction Execu tion

In single cycl e data processi ng, tw o regist er operands are accessed , the value on the

B bus is shifted and com bined with the value on the A bus in the ALU. Then the

resu lt is wr itten int o the regist er bank. The PC value is stored in the addre ss register,

increm ented by the increment er, and the increment ed value is copied into the PC in

the register bank and also into the addre ss register to be used as the address for the

next instruction fetch.

A simple three-sta ge pipe line ARM processor has the follow ing stages:

1. Fetch: The instruction is fetched from the memory and placed in the instruction

pipeline.

2. Decode : The instruction is decoded and the datapath control signals are produced
for the next cycle.

3. Execute : The register bank is read, an operand shifted, the ALU result is gener-
ated, and written back into a destination register.

Th e thr ee-stage pipeline opera tion for single-cyc le instru ctions is shown in

Figur e 13 .9.

When a multicyc le instru ction is executed the flo w is less regul ar, as show n in

Figur e 13.10. Th is shows a sequence of sing le-cycle ADD instru ctions with a data

store (multicycl e) instru ction, STR, fol lowing the first AD D. Th e light shadi ng

repr esents the cycl es that acce ss main memory. The datapat h is involved in all

execu te cycles, the address cal culation, and the data transf er. The decode logic

always gener ates the control signals for the data path to use in the next cycl e.

In addition to the expl icit decode cycles, it also generat es the cont rol for the data

transf er duri ng the addre ss cal culation cycle of the STR.

Fetch

Fetch

Instruction

1

2

3 Fetch

Decode

Decode

Decode

Execute

Execute

Dxecute
Time

Figure 13.9 ARM single-cycle instruction three-stage pipeline operation. (Adapted from the ARM
Architecture Reference Manual, ARM Limited, http:==www.arm.com=miscPDFs=
14128.pdf.)
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Thus, in this instruction sequence, all parts of the processor are active in every

cycle. The simplest way to exam ine breaks in the ARM pipeline is to obser ve that

1. All instructions occupy the datapath for one or more adjacent cycles.

2. For each cycle that an instruction occupies the datapath, it occupies the decode

logic in the immediately preceding cycle.

3. During the first datapath cycle each instruction issues a fetch for the next

instruction but one.

4. Branch instructions flush and refill the instruction pipeline.

13.4.2 .4 AR M Five-St age Pipe line Organiza tion

Higher perform ance is major cri teria for the developm ent of new p rocessors.

Althoug h, the three- stage pipeline is very cost effect ive, higher perform ance

needs a proce ssor redesig n. The time, T, requi red to execute a given program is

given by

T ¼ Ninst � f clk
fclk

, (13 : 2)

where

Ninst is the number of ARM instru ctions execu ted in the course of the

program

CPI is the average numb er of cloc k cycl es per instru ction

fclk is the cloc k fre quency of the processor

Since Ninst is constant for a give n program ther e are only tw o ways to incr ease the

performanc e:

1. Increase the clock rate , fclk : This requires the logic in each pipeline stage be
simplified and, so, the number of pipeline stages be increased.

2. Reduce the average number of clock cycles per instruction, CP: This requires

either that instructions which occupy more than one pipeline slot in a three-stage

pipeline are re-implemented to occupy fewer slots, or else that pipeline stalls caused

by dependencies between instructions are decreased, or a combination of both.

ADD Fetch
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Fetch

Fetch

Fetch
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Decode

Decode

Decode
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Execute

Calculate
address
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transfer

Execute
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Execute

Time

STR

ADD
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Figure 13.10 ARM multicycle instruction three-stage pipeline operation. (Adapted from the ARM
Architecture Reference Manual, ARM Limited, http:==www.arm.com= miscPDFs=
14128.pdf.)
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The basic problem with decreasing the CPI relative to a three-stage core is

associated with the von Neumann bottleneck, that is, any stored-program computer

with a single instruction and data memory will have its performance restricted by the

available memory bandwidth. A three-stage ARM core accesses memory on almost

every clock cycle either to fetch an instruction or to transfer data. Simply tightening up

on the few cycles where the memory is not used will yield only a small performance

gain. To get a significantly better CPI the memory system must deliver more than one

value in each clock cycle either by delivering more than 32 bits per cycle from a single

memory or by having separate memories for instruction and data accesses.

Th e higher-perf ormance ARM core s employ a five-stag e pipeline (Figu re 13.11)

and have separat e instru ction and data memorie s. Breaking instru ction execu tion

down into five compo nents rather than three decreases the maximum work which
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Reg
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B, BL
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Register read
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Figure 13.11 ARM9TDMI five-stage pipeline organization. (Adapted from the ARM Architecture
Reference Manual, ARM Limited, http:==www.arm.com=miscPDFs=14128.pdf.)
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must be comp leted in a cloc k cycle, and hence allow s a higher clock fre quency to b e

used. The separat e instruction and data memorie s which may be separ ate caches

connecte d to a unifie d instru ction and data main memory allow a significan t

reduction in the core’s CPI . The five-s tage pipeline has the fol lowing stages:

1. Fetch: The instruction is fetched from memory and placed in the instruction

pipeline.

2. Decode : The instruction is decoded and register operands read from the register

file. There are three operand read ports in the register file, so most ARM

instructions can source all their operands in one cycle.

3. Execute : An operand is shifted and the ALU result generated. If the instruction is
a load or store the memory address is generated in the ALU.

4. Buffer= da ta : Data memory is accessed if required. Otherwise the ALU result is

simply buffered for one clock cycle to give the same pipeline flow for all instructions.

5. Write-back : The results generated by the instruction are written back to the
register file, including any data loaded from memory.

This fiv e-stage pipe line has b een used for man y RISC processor s and is con-

sidered to be the ‘‘classic’’ way to design such a processor. The principal conces-

sions to the ARM instru ction set arch itecture in the organ ization show n in Figure

13.11 are the thr ee source opera nd read ports and two wr ite ports in the register file,

and the inclusion of address incrementing hardware in the execute stage to support

load and store multiple instructions.

13.4.2.5 Data Forwarding

A major source of complexity in the five-stage pipeline is that, because instruction

execution is spread across three pipeline stages, the only way to resolve data

dependencies without stalling the pipeline is to introduce forwarding paths.

Data dependencies arise when an instruction needs to use the result of one of its

predecessors before that result has returned to the register file. Forwarding paths

allow results to be passed between stages as soon as they are available, and the

five-stage ARM pipeline requires each of the three source operands to be forwarded

from any of three intermediate result registers.

The five-stage pipeline reads the instruction operands one stage earlier in the

pipeline, and would naturally get a different value (PC þ 4 rather than PC þ 8). As

this would lead to unacceptable code incompatibilities, the five-stage pipeline

ARMs emulate the behavior of the older three-stage designs. The incremented PC

value from the fetch stage is fed directly to the register file in the decode stage,

bypassing the pipeline register between the two stages. PC þ 4 for the next

instruction is equal to PC þ 8 for the current instruction, so the correct r15 value

is obtained without additional hardware.

13.4.2.6 Programming Model

This section introduces the programmer’s overview of the ARM processor. It

provides information about data types, memory, register set, and exceptions.
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Data types: ARM processors support the following three data types:

1. Bytes: 8-bit signed and unsigned bytes.

2. Half-Words: 16-bit signed and unsigned half-words aligned on 2 byte boundaries.
3. Words: 32-bit signed and unsigned words aligned on 4 byte boundaries.

Memory: The ARM architecture has a single flat address space of 232 byte with

address range of 0 to 232�l. Based on different ARM versions, this address space

can consist of 230 32-bit word (word aligned), 231 16-bit half-word (half-word

aligned), or 232 8-bit byte. Words aligned address space means that each address

consists of 4 byte while half-word-aligned address space means that each address

consists of only 2 byte.

Arm supports the little-Endian memory system. However, it can also be config-

ured to work with the big-Endian memory system. In a little-Endian memory

system, a byte or half-word at a word-aligned address is the least significant byte

or half-word within the word at that address. Similarly, a byte at a half-word-

aligned address is the least significant byte within the half-word at that address. In a

big-Endian memory system, a byte or half-word at a word-aligned address is the

most significant byte or half-word within the word at that address. Similarly, the

byte at a half-word-aligned address is the most significant byte within the half-word

at that address. Both systems are illustrated in Figure 13.12.

13.4.2.7 Processor Modes

The ARM architecture supports the following seven processor modes:

1. USER (usr): normal program execution mode

2. FAST INTERRUPT (fiq): supports high-speed data-transfer or channel process

3. INTERRUPT (irq): used for general-purpose interrupt handling

4. SUPERVISOR (svc): a protected mode for the operating system

1523
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Byte 0 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3

Little-Endian memory system
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Big-Endian memory system

31 1523

MSB

Word 0

Half-word 1 Half-word 0
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7

Figure 13.12 Endian memory systems.
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5. ABORT (abt): implements virtual memory and=or memory protection

6. UNDEFINED (und): supports software emulation of hardware coprocessors

7. SYSTEM (sys): runs privileged operating systems tasks

Most program appl ication runs under USER mode which does not allow the

running progr am to acce ss prot ected system reso urces or change proce ssor modes.

The other six mode s are calle d privilege d mode s becau se they have full access to
system resource s and can change mode freely. The mode s FIQ, IRQ, SUPER-

VISOR, ABOR T, and UND EFINED are cal led exception mode s becau se they are

entered when specific excep tion occur s. The SYSTE M mode is not entered by any

excepti ons and intende d for use by operating system tasks.

ARM Registe r Set . Th e ARM proce ssor has 37 regist ers: 31 general -purpose

registers and 6 status regist ers. All regist ers are 32 bit wide and they are arranged

in partially overlapp ing banks with a dif ferent register bank for each proce ssor

mode as show n in Figure 13.13.

The general -purpose regist ers are regi sters R0– R15. Re gisters R0–R7 refer to

the same 32-bit physical regi sters in all processor mode s which mea ns they are

visible to all program s. Re gisters R8–R1 4, however , refer to dif ferent physi cal

registers based on the current processor mode . This is why the total numb er of

general -purpose registers is 31 not 15. Regis ter R15 holds the program count er (PC )

which is accessible in all proce ssor modes.
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Figure 13.13 ARM register set. (From ARM Architecture Reference Manual, ARM Limited, http:==
www.arm.com =miscPDFs=14128.pdf.)
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Status registers include current program status register (CPSR) and five saved

program status registers (SPSR). CPSR contains condition code flags (Negative,

Zero, Carry, Overflow), interrupt enable bits (I and F), the current processor mode,

and other status and control information. The current process mode and interrupt

enable bits are not accessible in user process mode. Each exception mode has an

SPSR to preserve the value of CPSR when the associated exception occurs.

Instruction Set. Except for the compressed 16-bit thumb instructions, ARM instruc-

tions are exactly one word (32 bit) aligned on a 4 byte boundary. The

ARM instruction set can be divided into six major categories:

1. Branch instructions: These instructions change the control flow of the program

execution.

2. Data-processing instructions: These instructions perform calculations on the

general-purpose registers. They include arithmetic=logic instructions and com-

parison instructions.

3. Status register transfer instructions: These instructions transfer the contents of

the CPSR and SPSR to or from the general-purpose registers.

4. Load and store instructions: These copy memory values into registers (load

instructions) or copy register values into memory (store instructions).

5. Coprocessor instructions: These start a coprocessor-specific internal operation,

transfer coprocessor data to and from memory, and allow a coprocessor value to

be transferred to or from an ARM register.

6. Exception generating instructions: These instructions are designed to cause

specific exceptions to occur.

I=O System. The ARM handles peripherals such as disk controllers, network

interfaces as memory-mapped devices with interrupt support. The internal regis-

ters in these devices appear as addressable locations within the ARM’s memory

map and may be read and written using the same load-store instructions as any

other memory location. Peripherals may attract the processor’s attention by making

an interrupt request using either the normal interrupt (IRQ) or the fast interrupt

(FIQ) input. Both interrupt inputs are level sensitive and maskable. Normally most

interrupt sources share the IRQ input, with just one or two time-critical sources

connected to the higher priority FIQ input. Some systems may include direct

memory access (DMA) hardware external to the processor to handle high-bandwidth

I=O traffic.

13.5 SUMMARY

As the hardware and software technologies have progressed to the level of

providing cost-effective processors, embedded processors have become very com-

mon. This chapter introduced the concept of embedded processing and provided

examples of two commercially available architectures. Software structures

and operating system characteristics suitable for this architecture type were also

discussed.
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PRO BLEM S

13.1 A traffic light controller at an intersection has sensors to detect the presence of

cars and turns the lights red, yellow, and green appropriately. What hardware

facilities are needed in a microcontroller to be used in this application? What

software architecture would you use?

13.2 Study the functionality of a microwave oven and determine the requirements for a

microcontroller and the corresponding software architecture.
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13.3 Study any microcontroller system you have access to, to answer the following:

a. What constitutes a ‘‘task’’?

b. What is the minimum task switching time?

c. What synchronization primitives are implemented?

13.4 From the data book of a microcontroller you have access to, list the key

characteristics (Registers, Memory architecture, Instruction set, I=O interfaces,

interrupt handling, etc.) of the basic version of the microcontroller. Trace the

enhancement to the above characteristics for subsequent versions in the family.

13.5 Find a SoC-based application using ARM architecture. List its salient charac-

teristics. Which of the application requirements necessitated a SoC, rather than a

microcontroller-based design?

13.6 Select real-time versions of (a) Linux and (b) Microsoft Windows operating

systems. Compare each to its nonreal-time version, in terms of the operating

characteristics and services provided.

13.7 Look up the definitions of the following:

a. Periodic versus aperiodic computation

b. Preemptive versus cooperative context switching

c. Reentrancy

d. Coroutines

e. Blocking versus nonblocking interprocess communication

13.8 The fetch-and-add can be generalized to fetch-and-op(a,b), where a is a variable
and b is an expression. This operation returns the value of a and replaces it with

(a op b). What would be the advantages of this operation over the synchroniza-

tion primitives described in this chapter?

13.9 Consider the following computation:

ci ¼ ai*bi þ ci*di,

where, i¼ 1 to N. Write a high-level program for this computation using a

fork=join.
13.10 Estimate the computation time for the program in the above problem assuming

the following time characteristics:

Operation Execution Time

Addition 1
Multiplication 3
Fork 10
Join 4

Assume that the tasks start execution as soon as they are spawned and there is

no waiting time.
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CHAPTER 14

Computer Networks and
Distributed Processing

In SIMD and MIM D arch itectures, sever al proce ssors are connecte d with each othe r

and memor y bloc ks throu gh the intercon nection networ k, in a tigh tly coupled
manner. Th ese systems typicall y reside in one or mor e cabinet s in a room rather

than widely disp ersed geographi cally. Th ey cannot be easily expand ed in small

increment s, and typi cally emp loy only one type of processor and hence are not

suitable for envi ronments with an arr ay o f special ized applica tions. Th ey usual ly

employ a fix ed interconnec tion topology, thereby restrict ing the user s when the

applica tions dictate a different more efficient topology. Some modern SIMD and

MIMD system s have addresse d thes e shortfalls by using heterogeneous processing

nodes and being scalable to fairly large number of nodes. They have als o merged

the SIMD and MIMD conce pts, as evidence d by the evolution of the Thinking

Machine s’ Con nection Mach ine series . Th e earli er machin es in the series were

SIMDs while the CM-5 operates in both the modes.

Computer networks are the most common multicomputer architectures

today. Figure 14.1 show s the structure of a compute r network. It is essential ly a

message-passing MIMD system, except that the nodes are loosely coupled, by the

communication network. Each node (Host) is an independent computer system. The

user can access the resources at the other nodes through the network. The important

concept is that the user executes his application at the node he is connected to, as far

as possible. He submits his job to other nodes when resources to execute the job are

not available at his node. The Internet is the best example of the world-wide

network.

With the introduction of microprocessors, local networks have become very

popular because this system architecture provides a dedicated processor for local

processing while providing the possibilities of sharing the resources with other nodes.

Various networks have been built using large-scale machines, minicomputers, and

microcomputers. A number of topologies for communication networks exist.
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In a computer network, if a node fails, the resources at that node are no longer

available. If, on the other hand, each node in a network is a general-purpose

resource, the processing can continue even if a node fails, although at a reduced

rate. A distributed processing system is one in which the processing, data, and
control are distributed. That is, there are several general-purpose processors dis-

tributed geographically; no one processor will be a master controller at any time and

there is no central data base; rather it is a combination of all the sub-databases on all

the machines. Although no such ideal distributed processing system exists to the

author’s knowledge, systems that adopt the distributed processing concepts to

various degrees exist. The advantages of distributed processing systems are

1. Efficient processing, since each node performs the processing for which it is most

suited

2. Dynamic reconfiguration of the system architecture to suit the processing loads

3. Graceful degradation of the system in case of failure of a node, and redundancy

if needed

The next step in this progression of building powerful computing environments is

grid computing. A grid is a network of computers that act as a single ‘‘virtual’’

computer system. Utilizing specialized scheduling software, grids identify

resources and allocate them to tasks for processing on the fly. Resource requests

are processed wherever it is most convenient, or wherever a particular function

resides, and there is no centralized control. Grid computing exploits the underlying

H

H

H

H

H

H

Host

Communication 
processor

Figure 14.1 A computer network.
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technol ogies of distribut ed computing, job sched uling, and workload man agement,

which have been around more than a decade. The recent trend s in hardw are

(commo dity serv ers, blad e serv ers, storage networks, high-spe ed networ ks, etc .)

and software (Lin ux, Web serv ices, open sourc e technolog ies, etc.) have contri b-

uted to mak e grid com puting practical . Hewlet t-Packard’s Ada ptive Enterprise

initiativ e, IBM’ s on dem and com puting eff ort, Su n Mic rosystems ’s Netwo rk One

framewor k are examples of com mercial gri d com puting products .

Section 14.1 provides the deta ils o f networ ks. Section 14.2 addresse s distributed

processi ng and Section 14.3 covers grid architecture s.

14.1 COMP UTER NETWO RKS

As mentioned earlier, a compute r networ k is simpl y a system of interconnec ted

computing devi ces that share informat ion and resource s amo ng each othe r. The

term ‘‘comp uting devices’ ’ include s traditio nal pers onal com puters (PCs) and

laptops as well as p ersonal digital assist ants (PDAs), Web TVs, and sma rt ph ones.

In this sectio n, we use the word ‘‘comp uters’ ’ to include any of these devices.

The connec tion amo ng networ k compute rs is not necessar ily via a copper wire.

Fiber optics, micro waves, infrared, and commun ication satelli tes can also be used.

Computer networks involve several prima ry com ponents:

1. Hosts: The computing devices connected to the networks are called hosts or end

systems.

2. Links: Communication links are the paths that the transmitted information takes

from the sending to the receiving hosts.

3. Routers: A router takes information arriving on one of its incoming communica-

tion links and forwards it through one of its outgoing communication links.

4. Bridges: A bridge reduces the amount of traffic on a network by dividing data into

segments.

5. Protocols: Protocols such as IP and TCP control the sending and receiving

information within the network.

14.1.1 Networ k Architect ure

Computer network s can be divided based on their underlying arch itecture (design)

into tw o main categories : client =serv er architect ure and peer- to-peer architect ure.
In the client =serv er architecture , each com puter on the network is either a client or a

server. Servers are powerf ul com puters that cont rol data and man age networ k

traffic. Clie nts, on the other hand, rely on servers for reso urces to run applications.

A typical client =sever network arrangem ent is shown in Figur e 14.2.

In peer-to-pe er arch itecture , each h ost on the n etwork has equiv alent capab ilities

and responsibili ties. There is no fixed divisio n into client s and servers . A typical

peer-to-pe er networ k arrangem ent is show n in Figur e 14.3. Peer- to-peer networks

are generally simpler than client=server networks, but they usually do not offer the

same performance under heavy loads.
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14.1.2 Network Reference Models

A network reference model is a layered, abstract description for communications

and computer network protocol design used to visualize and clearly describe the

structure of a network. This section gives an overview of the two major network

reference models, the OSI model and the TCP=IP model. While the OSI model

protocols are seldom used any more, the model itself is still valid. The TCP=IP
model, on the other hand, is not commonly used but its protocols are widely spread

(Tanenbaum, 2003). Both models are described next.

OSI Model. The open system interconnection (OSI) reference model describes how

information transfers from one end-user application into another end-user applica-

tion through a network. This model is based on a proposal developed by the

iMac

Data

Server

Clients

Figure 14.2 Client=server network architecture.

iMac

Figure 14.3 Peer-to-peer network architecture.
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Internati onal Standards Or ganization (ISO) in the late 1970s, as a first attem pt to

internationa l stan dardization of the protocol s used in the differ ent laye rs. This

model has seven layers each has a specifi c functional ity. Figur e 14.4 show s the

order of these layers while Figure 14.5 illus trates transf erring data through the

different layers from the sending host through a router to the receiving host.

Follow ing is a brief description of each layer’s functional ity sta rting from the

top layer.

Layer 7: The ap plication laye r is the main interface for the user(s) to intera ct with

the appl ication and therefore the networ k. It provi des network services, such as

simple mail transfer protocol (SMTP) , file transfer prot ocol (FTP), and Telnet, that

allow the end-user s to acce ss the informat ion on the networ k. One wi dely used

applica tion prot ocol is hyper text transfer protocol (HTT P), which is the basis for

the world-w ide web (WW W).

Layer 6: The presenta tion layer transform s data to provide a standard interf ace for

the appl ication layer. It converts local repr esentatio n of data to its canonica l form

and vice v ersa. Data com pression, MIM E encoding, data encryption, and similar

manipulat ion of the presentation is done at this layer.

Layer 5: Th e sess ion layer cont rols the connections (sessions) between compute rs

and defines the format of the data sent o ver these connec tions. It est ablishes,

maintai ns, and ends sess ions acro ss the network and provides synchr onization

services by plan ning check points in the data stream so if one sess ion fails, only

data after the most recent checkpoint need to be transmitted. This layer is also

responsible for name identification so only the designated parties can join the session.
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Figure 14.4 OSI model layers.
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Layer 4: The transport layer subdivides user-buffer into network-buffer sized

datagrams (segments) and enforces desired transmission control. It controls the

reliability of a given link through flow control, segmentation=desegmentation, and

error control. It also provides error-checking mechanism to guarantee error-free

data delivery with no losses or duplications and provides acknowledgment of

successful transmissions and retransmission requests if some packets do not arrive

error-free. The two best-known transport protocols are transmission control proto-

col (TCP) and user datagram protocol (UDP).

Layer 3: The network layer is responsible for routing (directing) datagrams from

one host to another and for managing network problems such as packet switching

and data congestion. It also translates logical network address and names to their

physical address. If router cannot send datagrams as large as the source computer

sends, the network layer may have to break large datagrams into smaller packets

and the network layer at the host receiving the packet will have to reassemble the

fragmented datagram. The best known example of network-layer protocol is the

Internet protocol (IP). The Internet protocol identifies each host with a 32-bit

(4-byte) IP address written as four dot-separated decimal numbers between 0 and

255, for example, 123.145.67.240. The first 3 bytes of the IP identify the network

and the remaining bytes identify the host on that network.

Layer 2: The data-link layer defines the format of data on the network and provides

the functional and procedural ways to transfer data from one network element to an

adjacent network element and detect and probably correct errors that may happen in
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Figure 14.5 Transferring data through the seven layers.
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the physi cal laye r. Th e input data are broke n down by the sende r node into a few

hundred or a few thousand byte data fra mes (packet s) that are transm itted seque n-

tially to the receive r. A networ k data frame includes check sum, source and destin-

ation address, and data. At the rece iving and sending host s, the data-l ink laye r

handles data betwee n the physical and the network layers. At the sending h ost, it

turns packets from the networ k laye r into raw bits to send to the physi cal layer. At

the sendi ng end, it turns the received raw data from the phy sical laye r into data

frames for deliver y to the networ k laye r.

Layer 1: The physi cal layer defines all the physical tra nsmission medium specifi -

cations which include voltage s, cabl es, and pin layout to successfully transm it raw

bit stream over that med ium. All med ia are functional ly equi valent; the key

difference is in the conven ience and cost of installa tion and maint enance.

TCP =IP Mode l. Even thoug h the OSI mode l is widel y used and often considered

the standar d, TCP =IP model has been used by most UNIX workstat ion vendors

because o f it s less strictl y defined layers, which provide an easier fit for real-wor ld

protocol s. The TCP=IP model is also calle d the Interne t model becau se it was

originall y crea ted in the 1970s by Defens e Adva nced Re search Projects Agency

(DARPA ) for use in devel oping the Int ernet’s protocols, and the str ucture of the

Internet is still closel y aff ected by the this mode l. It is also cal led the DoD mode l

since it was desi gned for the department of defense.

Unlike the OSI model, the TCP =IP mode l is not officially document ed; not all

document s agree on the numb er or names of the model layers. For that reason,

different textbook s give dif ferent descrip tion of this model. Earlier versions of the

model are described with a simple four-layer scheme as shown in Figure 14.6.

In modern documentations, the model has evolved into a five-layer model by

splitting the first layer (network access) into two layers: physical and data link. Also

the Internet=Internetworking layer is renamed to the networking layer. The new

model is show n in Figure 14.7. Obviou sly, this evolved version is closer to the OSI

model than the original one. For that reason, some text books refer to this model as

the hybrid model between OSI and TCP=IP.

Application/
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Transport/
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internetworking

Network access1
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Figure 14.6 The original four-layer TCP=IP model.
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14.1.3 Network Standardization

Standards are considered one of the fundamentals of any technology and computer

networking is no exception. Communication among different computers would be

rather impossible if all network vendors and suppliers have their own ways and do

not agree on important aspects.

In the area of computer networks, standards are set by several organizations

including ISO and their American representative ANSI (American National Stand-

ards Institute), NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology), and IEEE

(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers), the largest professional organ-

ization in the world. This section discusses IEEE 802, one of IEEE’s popular

standards that deal with computer networks.

IEEE 802 Standards. IEEE 802 refers to a family of IEEE standards dealing with

local area networks (LANs) and metropolitan area networks (MANs), discussed

later in the chapter. The number 802 was simply the next free number IEEE could

assign, though ‘‘802’’ is sometimes associated with the date the first meeting was

held—February 1980.

The services and protocols specified in IEEE 802 are designated to the lower

two layers (physical and data link) of the OSI reference model mentioned earlier.

IEEE 802 standards divide the data-link layer into two subgroups:

. Logical link control (LLC): it manages data-link communication and defines the

use of logical interface points called service access points (SAP). It is responsible

for sequencing frames and controlling frame traffic.
. Media access control (MAC): it provides shared access to the physical layer for

the computer’s NIC, recognizes frame addresses and checks for frame errors, and

ensures delivering error-free data between two computers on the network.
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Figure 14.7 Five-layer TCP=IP model.
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The IEEE 802 standard family is maintained by the IEEE 802 LAN=MAN Stand-

ardsCommittee (LMSC).A collection ofworking groups, listed inTable 14.1, produce

standards in different areas in networking. Some of these standards have become

more successful than others. Ethernet family, Wireless LAN, Token Ring, Bridging

and Virtual Bridged LANs are the most commonly used standards.

14.1.4 Computer Network Types

The most common types of computer networks classified by their scope or scale are

1. LAN—local area network

2. WLAN—wireless local area network

3. WAN—wide area network

4. MAN—metropolitan area network

5. CAN—campus area network

6. DAN—desk area network

7. PAN—personal area network

This section examines three of these common network types: LAN, WAN,

and WLAN.

Table 14.1 The 802 Working Groups

Number Area

802.1 LAN protocols
802.2 Logical link control
802.3 Ethernet
802.4 Token bus (disbanded)
802.5 Token Ring
802.6 Metropolitan area networks (disbanded)
802.7 Broadband LAN using coaxial cable (disbanded)
802.8 Fiber-optic TAG (disbanded)
802.9 Integrated services LAN (disbanded)
802.10 Interoperable LAN security (disbanded)
802.11 Wireless LAN
802.12 Demand priority
802.13 Not used (unlucky 13!)
802.14 Cable modems (disbanded)
802.15 Wireless PAN
802.16 Broadband wireless access
802.17 Resilient packet ring
802.18 Radio regulatory TAG
802.19 Coexistence TAG
802.20 Mobile broadband wireless access
802.21 Media independent handoff
802.22 Wireless regional area network

Source: (Courtesy: wikipedia.org)
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Local Area Network (LAN). LANs are privately owned networks that are limited to

a relatively small spatial area such as a room, a single building, or an aircraft. They

are commonly used to connect personal computers and workstations in schools,

houses and company offices to share resources such as printers and exchange

information.

Current LANs are most likely to be based on switched IEEE 802.3 Ethernet

technology, running at 10–1,000 Mbps. LAN topology is one of its distinguishing

characteristics in addition to limited size and high transfer rate. Various possible

topologies for LANs are shown in Figure 14.8.

Wide Area Network (WAN). In contrast to the LAN, WAN covers a broad area,

often a country or continent and uses communications circuits to connect the

intermediate nodes. WANs are used to connect LANs and other types of networks

together, so that users and computers in one location can communicate with users

and computers in other locations. A WAN can be viewed as a geographically

dispersed collection of LANs connected with routers or switching circuits. Trans-

mission rates are typically slower than LANs in the range of 2–625 Mbps or

sometimes considerably more.

There are two basic types of WANs, central and distributed. Central WANs

consists of a server or group of servers in a central location and client computers

connected to the central server(s) which provide most or all of the functionality of

the network. Distributed WANs, on the other hand, consists of client and server

Star Ring

Bus

Figure 14.8 LAN topology.
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computers that are distributed throughout the WAN with the functionality of the

network being distributed throughout the WAN.

Several WANs have been built, including public packet networks, large corpor-

ate networks, airline reservation networks, banking networks, and military net-

works. The largest and most well-known example of a WAN is the Internet,

which spans the earth.

Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). WLAN is a wireless LAN connecting two or

more computers without using wires, which gives users the mobility to move around

within a broad coverage area and still be connected to the network. WLAN is usually

based on IEEE 802.11 high-speed Wi-Fi technology. This network has recently

become very common in offices and homes owing to the increasing popularity of

laptops.

14.1.5 Internet and WWW

When we see the term ‘‘computer network,’’ the first thing comes to our mind is the

Internet and the world wide web (WWW). Neither the Internet nor the WWW is a

computer network. The Internet is not a single network but a network of networks

and the WWW is a distributed system that runs on top of the Internet.

The terms Internet and WWW are used interchangeably. However, they are not

synonyms. Internet is a world-wide publicly accessible network of interconnected

computer networks, linked by copper wires, fiber-optic cables, wireless connec-

tions, and so on; while the Web is a collection of interconnected documents and

other resources, linked by hyperlinks and URLs.

The Internet was the outcome of some visionary thinking by people in the early

1960s who foresaw great potential in connecting computers to share information

on research and development in scientific and military fields. J.C.R. Licklider

of MIT, proposed the idea of a global network of computers in his 1960 paper,

Man�Computer Symbiosis. In 1962, he was appointed head of the U.S. Department

of Defense’s DARPA information processing office and formed a research group to

develop his idea. The Internet, then known as ARPANET, was first brought online

in 1969 when the first ARPANET link was established connecting four major

computers at universities in the southwestern United States (UCLA, Stanford

Research Institute, UCSB, and the University of Utah).

The development of the TCP=IP architecture in the 1970s was a big jump in the

Internet advancement. TCP=IP was adopted by the Defense Department in 1980

replacing the earlier network control protocol (NCP) and universally adopted by

1983. In the period between 1970 and 1980, the Internet predecessors had only four

main applications: Email, news groups, file transfer, and remote login.

Because of its limited application and difficulty to use, Internet was mostly

limited to academic and government use until late 1980 when a new application, the

WWW changed all that and attracted millions of new, nonacademic users to the net.

Tim Berners-Lee and others at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics, more

popularly known as CERN, proposed a new protocol for information distribution

based on hypertext—a system of embedding links in text to link to other text.
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Alon g with the Mosaic brow ser, wr itten by Marc Andrees sen at the Nati onal Center

for Supercom puter Appli cations in 1993, the WWW made it possibl e for a site to

cont ain a number of pages of different inform ation types includi ng text, p ictures,

sound, and vide o, with emb edded link s that transpor t user s to differ ent pages with a

simpl e click.

14.2 DI STRIBUT ED PRO CESSING

In distrib uted com puting system s, a com putational task is split into smaller chunks

(or subtasks ), which can be perf ormed at the sam e time inde penden tly of each other

by the various proce ssors in the system . That is, the subt asks shoul d be able to

execu te inde penden tly of each other. If a task cannot be split u p in this way, it is not

suitabl e for runni ng on a distribut ed syst em.

Con sider the computa tion of the column sum of an N 3 N matrix. This compu-

tati on can be split into N tasks, whe re each task com putes the sum of the elements of

a column. The com putational task is sta rted on one of the proce ssors in the

distri buted system, which creates and distribu tes addi tional tasks. Once the com-

puta tion is comp lete, the resu lts are gathere d by one processor to gener ate the

colu mn sum . A task corr espond s to the program that compute s the sum , the data

ele ments of the colu mn assigned to it and memor y space to run the program and

return the result. There are several require ments for this schem e to work. The first

part o f the job is to split the com putation into N tasks and package the appropri ate
colu mn with each task. These tasks are then need to be distributed to various nodes.

Th e com puting nodes should send the result back to one node that puts the results

toge ther. Also note that, if the com putation performed b y a task is minimal

com pared to the overh ead to put the tas k togethe r and coord inate its execu tion,

we may not gain muc h by this mode of operation. In this exampl e, we might have to

package the computation of several columns into each task to balance the overhead.

The simplest of the distributed computing models (client=server) consists of two
main entities: a server and many clients. The server generates the work packages,
which are passed onto worker clients. The clients perform the task detailed in the

work package, and pass the completed work package to the server.

Figur e 14.9 shows the protocol between the clients and the server to execu te the

column sum computation task. We assume that N is a multiple of M. Each subtask

corresponds to computing the column sum ofM columns. The server has three states:

initialize, create, and provide subtasks to clients, and receive the results and assemble

them. The client has two states: request a task and wait, and complete the task and go

back to request mode.

The server and the clients are the nodes in the interconnection network forming

the distributed system. The network transports the messages between the clients and

the server. The ubiquitous Internet has become such a transport medium. If a web

server is permanently online, it can be set up to distribute work packages. In this

environment, clients make an HTTP request to a URL, and the server responds with

a work package.
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In general, the client and the server are not homogeneous. As such, we need to

make sure that the messages are translated appropriately at both ends, to bring about

the communication. In a general distributed system, all the nodes should be capable

of being a server or a client and this mode of operation can be changed dynamically.

14.2.1 Processes and Threads

The two main characteristics of a process (or a task) are that it is a unit of resource
ownership and a unit of dispatching. A process is allocated a virtual address space to

hold the process image and it has control of some resources such as files, I=O
devices, and so on. As a unit of dispatching, a process is an execution path through

one or more programs. It has an execution state and a dispatching priority and the

execution may be interleaved with other processes. If the resource ownership and

dispatching characteristics are treated as being independent, the resource ownership

is usually referred to as a process or task, and the unit of dispatching is usually

referred to as a thread or a lightweight process. Thus, a thread also has an execution

state (blocked, running, ready). The thread context is saved when it is not running. It

has an execution stack and some static storage for local variables. It has access to

the memory address space and resources of its process. All threads of a process

share the resources of the process. When one thread alters a (nonprivate) memory

item, all other threads of the process see that a file opened with one thread is

available to others.

If implemented correctly, threads have several advantages over multiple process

implementations. It takes less time to create a new thread than a process, since the

newly created thread uses the process address space. It takes less time to terminate a

thread compared with terminating a process and less time to switch between two

threads within the same process. The communication overhead is considerably

reduced since the threads share all the resources of the process.

Depending on the operating system capabilities, four thread=process combin-

ations are possible: single process with a single thread (MS-DOS), single process

Server Client

• Initialize 
1. K = 0 
2. Wait for a message. 

• Receive request for  work-package 
1. Generate a work package, with columns K to K + M. 
2. Send the work package to client.
3. K = K + M
4. Wait for a message.

• Receive completed-work-package 
1. Assemble into appropriate columns of the result
      matrix. 
2. If all the N column results are in, output the result
      and stop; else, continue waiting for a message. 

• Initialize 

1. Request the work-
     package from the server 
2. Wait.

• Work-package received 
1. Compute the M column 
     sums
2. Return completed work 
     package to server.
3. Go to Initialize

Figure 14.9 Client=server protocol.
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and multipl e threads , multi ple p rocesses with a single thread in each (UNIX), and

multi ple processe s with multiple threads in each process (Solaris) . Figure 14.10

show s thes e com binations.

A program with sever al activities that are not depend ent upon each other can be

imple mented with multipl e threads , o ne for each activi ty. Since one act ivity does

not have to wait for the othe r to comple te, the application’ s responsi veness is

improv ed. When an appl ication is designed to run on a mul tiprocesso r system, the

concur rency requireme nts o f the appl ication are translat ed into thr eads (and pro-

cess es), and the progr am is not depend ent o n the number of availa ble proce ssors.

Th e perf ormance of the application improv es transpa rently as processor s are added

to the system. Thus, applica tions with a high degre e of parallelism can run muc h

faster when imple mented with threads on a multipr ocessor. Multithr eaded progr ams

are more adaptiv e to variation s in user dem ands than single-th readed progr ams.

Mul tithreade d im plementati ons als o o ffer improv ed program struct ure, becau se of

the multipl e inde penden t u nits of execu tion com pared with a single, mono lithic

thr ead. They also use few er system reso urces.

Figur e 14.11 shows the proce ss models . Typic al resources of a proce ss imple-

men tation are the process cont rol bloc k, user address space , and user and kernel

sta cks. In a multit hreaded proce ss, all threads utilize the sam e process control bloc k

and the user addre ss space. Each thread will have its own cont rol block and

user =kernel stacks.

14.2 .2 Rem ote Proce dure Call

Th e remot e proce dure call (RP C) tec hnique allows a progr am to cause a subro utine

or procedure to execute in anot her address space, common ly on another com puter.

Th e progr ammer does not have to expl icitly code the details of this remot e inter-

action. That is, the programmer would write essentially the same code whether

the subroutine is local to the executing program, or remote. In object-oriented

One process/one thread

Multiple processes/one thread 
per process

Multiple processes/multiple threads 
per process

One process/multiple threads

Figure 14.10 Threads and processes.
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environments, RPC is referred to as remote method invocation (RMI). There are

several (often incompatible) technologies to implement RPC, such as ONC RPC

and DCE=RPC.
To allow access from heterogeneous clients to servers, a number of standardized

RPC systems have been created. These use an interface description language (IDL).

The IDL files are used to generate code to interface between the client and server.

RPCGEN is the most common tool used for this purpose.

RPC is a technique for constructing distributed, client=server-based applica-

tions. It allows extending the conventional local procedure calling to the environ-

ment where the called procedure need not exist in the same address space as the

calling procedure. The two processes may be on the same system, or they may be on

different systems with a network connecting them. Through RPC, a programmer of

distributed applications can avoid the details of the interface with the network.

Since the RPC is transport-independent, it isolates the application from the physical

Process
control block

Kernel stack

Process
control block

Kernel stack User stack
Thread

control block

Kernel stack User stack
Thread

control block

Thread
1

Single-thread(a)

(b) Multi-thread

Thread
2

Kernel stack User stack
Thread

control block
Thread
N

User address
space

User stack

User address
space

Figure 14.11 Single and multithread implementation.
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and logical elements of the data communication mechanisms and also enables the

application using a variety of transports.

As in a local function call, when an RPC is made, the calling arguments are

passed to the remote procedure and the caller waits for a response to be returned

from the remote procedure. The client makes an RPC, sending a request to the

server and waits. The thread is blocked from processing until either a reply is

received, or it times out. When the request arrives, the server calls a dispatch routine

that performs the requested service, and sends the reply to the client. After the

RPC is completed, the client continues. Three steps are needed to develop an RPC

application:

1. Specifying the client=server communication protocol

2. Client program development

3. Server program development

The communication protocol is implemented by generated stubs. These stubs, RPC,

and other libraries are then linked. A protocol compiler such as RPCGEN is used to

define and generate the protocol. The protocol identifies the name of the service

procedures, and data types of parameters and return arguments. The protocol

compiler reads the definition and automatically generates client and server stubs.

The RPCGEN uses its own language (RPC language—RPCL) and typically gener-

ates four files: the client stub, the server stub, XDR (external data representation)

filters, and the header file needed for XDR filters. The XDR is a data abstraction

needed for machine-independent communication.

The client and application code must communicate via procedures and data

types specified in the Protocol. The server side has to register the procedures that

may be called by the client and receive and return any data required for processing.

The client applications call the remote procedure, pass any required data, and

receive the returned data.

The concept of RPC was first described in 1976 as RFC-707 and Xerox

implemented it as ‘Courier’ in 1981. Sun’s UNIX-based RPC (ONC RPC), first

used as the basis for Sun’s Network File System (NFS), is still widely used on

several platforms. Apollo Computer’s Network Computing System (NCS) RPC was

used as the foundation of DCE=RPC in the open software foundation’s (OSF)

Distributed Computing Environment (DCE). Microsoft adopted DCE=RPC as the

basis of the Microsoft RPC (MSRPC) mechanism, and implemented DCOM on top

of it. In 1990s, Xerox PARC’s ILU, and the Object Management Group’s CORBA

(Common Object Request Broker Architecture), offered an RPC paradigm based on

distributed objects with an inheritance mechanism. Microsoft.NET Remoting offers

RPC facilities for distributed systems implemented on the Windows platform.

Java’s Java RMI API provides similar functionality to standard UNIX RPC

methods.

There are two common implementations of the Java RMI API. The original

implementation depends on Java Virtual Machine (JVM) class representation mech-

anisms and supports making calls from one JVM to another. The protocol underlying

this Java-only implementation is known as Java Remote Method Protocol (JRMP).
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For non-JVM cont ext, a CORB A version was later developed . Usag e of the term RM I

may d enote solely the program ming interface or may signify both the API and JRMP,

wherea s the term RMI-IIOP denotes the RMI interface, delegating most of the

function ality to the supporting COR BA im plementati on. The origina l RMI API

was generalize d som ewhat to suppor t different imple mentati ons, such as an HTTP

transpor t. Additiona lly, work was done to CORB A, addin g a pass by value capability,

to support the RMI interf ace. Still, the RMI- IIOP and JRMP imple mentati ons are not

fully identical in their interf aces.

14.2.3 Proce ss Synchr onizat ion and Mutual Exclus ion

When multiple proce ssors are execu ting in a distributed syst em, it is esse ntial that

their act ivities are coordina ted to make sure they start and stop appropri ately and

access the data item s in an exclusi ve man ner. Fo r instanc e, a process may run only

to a certai n point, at which it will stop and wait for another proce ss to comple te

certain computatio ns. A device or a location in memor y may be shar ed by several

processe s and hence requires exclusi ve access. Processes have to coordina te among

themselve s to ensur e that the acce ss is fair and exclusi ve. A set of proce ss syn-

chroniza tion techniq ues are avai lable for such coord inated executi on amo ng pro-

cesses. As we have seen earlier in this book, in centrali zed system s it was com mon

to enfor ce exclusive acce ss to shar ed code. Test-and -set lock s, semaphores, and

condition variabl es were used to bring about the mutual exclusi on.

We will n ow d iscuss some popular algo rithms to achi eve mutual exclusion in

distribut ed systems. A unique iden tifier is used to represe nt each critica l reso urce.

This iden tifier (typically, nam e and a nu mber) is recogniz able by all the proce sses

and is passed on as a parameter with all reque sts.

Central Server Algorithm . The cent ral serv er algori thm simul ates a single proce ssor

system. One of the proce sses in the distribut ed system is first ele cted as the

coordina tor (see Figur e 14.12) . When a proce ss needs to ente r a critica l sectio n, it

sends a reque st (with the identificat ion of the critica l sectio n) to the coord inator. If

no other process is currently in the criti cal section, the coord inator sends back a

grant and mar ks that process as usin g the critica l sectio n. If another process has

already claimed the critical sectio n, the serv er does not reply, and hence the

request ing proce ss gets b locked and enters the queue o f proce sses, request ing that

Process
A

Process
B

Release

Request

Coordinator Requesting process

Grant

Figure 14.12 Centralized mutual exclusion.
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critica l sectio n. When a process exits the critica l sectio n, it sends a releas e to the

coord inator . Th e coord inator then sends a grant to the next proce ss in the queue of

proce sses, waiting for the critica l sectio n. This algori thm is fair in that it processe s

the reque sts in the order they are received, and easy to impleme nt and verify. The

major drawbac k is that the coord inator b ecomes the sing le point of failur e.

Th e central ized server can also become a bottle neck in the system.

Dist ributed Mutual Exclu sion . The distributed mut ual excl usion algo rithm was

propos ed by Ricar t and Agrawal a (1981). In this algorithm , when a process wan ts

to enter a critica l sectio n, it composes a mes sage consist ing of its iden tifier,

iden tifier of the critica l sectio n, and curr ent time (i.e., time stamp) , and sends the

reque st to all other processe s in the group. Th e reque sting process wait s until all

the processe s in the group give permi ssion to enter the critical sectio n. A process

rece iving the reque st takes one of the three possibl e act ions. If it is not a contender for

the critica l section, it sends its permi ssion to the reque sting process. If the receive r is

already in the criti cal sectio n, it does not reply, b ut adds the reque ster to the local

queue of request s. If the receiver is a cont ender for the critica l sectio n and has sent its

reque st, it com pares the time stamp in the receive d message with the on e that it has

sent out and the earliest timestamp wins. If the receiver is the loser, it sends the

permission to the requester. If the receiver is the winner, it does not reply, but adds the

requester to the queue. When the process exits the critical section, it sends a

permission to all the processes in the queue and deletes the processes from the queue.

In Figur e 14.13a, two p rocesses, A and C, reque st acce ss to the same cri tical

section. Process A sends its request with a timestamp of 18 and process C sends its

request with a timestamp of 22. Since process B is not interested in the critical

section, it immediately sends back permission to both A and C. Process A is

interested in the critical section. It sees that the timestamp of process C was later

than its own. Thus, process A wins. It queues a request from C (Figure 14.13b).

Process C is also interested in the critical section. When it compares its timestamp

with that in the message it received from process A, it sees that it did not win and

hence it sends permission to process A and continues to wait for all the processes to

give it permission to enter the critical section (Figure 14.13c). As soon as process

C sends permission to process A, process A will have received permissions from the

entire group and can enter the critical section. When process A exits the critical

section, it examines its queue of pending permissions, finds process C in that queue,

and sends permission to enter the critical section (Figure 14.13d). Now process

C has received permission from all the processes and enters the critical section.

This algorithm requires a total ordering of all events in the system and that the

messages are reliable. One drawback of this algorithm is the single point of failure

of the previous algorithm is now replaced with n points of failure. This can be

remedied by having the sender always send a reply to a message (a YES or a NO). If

the request or the reply is lost, the sender will time out and retry. The other

drawback of this algorithm is its heavy message traffic.

Token Ring Algorithm. This algorithm assumes that there is a group of processes

with no inherent ordering of processes, but that some ordering can be imposed on

the group. For example, we can identify each process by its machine address and
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process ID to obtain an ordering. Using this imposed ordering, a logical ring can be

constructed in software. Each process is assigned a position in the ring and each

process must know its neighboring process in the ring. Figure 14.14 shows a ring
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Figure 14.13 Distributed mutual exclusion.
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with n nodes. The ring is initialized by giving a token to process 0. The token

circulates around the ring (process k passes it to process (k þ 1) mod n). When a

process acquires the token, it checks to see if it is attempting to enter the critical

section. If so, it enters and does its work. On exit, it passes the token to its neighbor.

If a process is not interested in entering a critical section, it simply passes the token

along. Only one process has the token at a time and it must have the token to work

on a critical section, so mutual exclusion is guaranteed. Order is also well-defined,

so starvation cannot occur. The biggest drawback of this algorithm is that if a token

is lost, it will have to be generated. Determining that a token is lost can be difficult.

14.2.4 Election Algorithms

From the earlier discussion, we see that one process acts as a coordinator. It may not

matter which process does this, but there should be a group agreement on only one.

We assume that all processes are exactly the same with no distinguishing charac-

teristics. Each process can obtain a unique identifier (typically, a machine address

and process ID) and each process knows of every other process but does not know

which is up and which is down.

Bully Algorithm. The bully algorithm selects the process with the largest identifier

as the coordinator as follows:

1. When a process k detects that the coordinator is not responding to requests, it

initiates an election, which has three steps:

k sends an election message to all the processes with higher numbers. If none of

the processes respond, then k will take over as the coordinator. If one of the

processes responds, then the job of process k is done.
2. When a process receives an election message from a lower-numbered process at

any time, it sends a replay (OK) back and holds an election (unless it is already

holding one).

3. A process announces its election by sending all processes a message telling them

that it is the new coordinator.

4. When a process that was down recovers, it holds an election.

Ring Algorithm. The ring algorithm uses the same ring arrangement as in the token

ring mutual exclusion algorithm, but does not employ a token. Processes are

physically or logically ordered so that each knows its successor. If any process

detects failure, it constructs an election message with its process ID and sends it to

its successor. If the successor is down, it skips over it and sends the message to the

next party. This process is repeated until a running process is located. At each step,

the process adds its own process ID to the list in the message. Eventually, the

message comes back to the process that started it. The process sees its ID in the list

and changes the message type to coordinator. The list is circulated again, with each

process selecting the highest numbered ID in the list to act as the coordinator. When

the coordinator message has circulated fully, it is deleted. Multiple messages may

circulate if multiple processes detected failure. Although this creates additional

overhead, it produces the same result.
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14.3 GRID COMPUTING

There are several definitions of ‘‘grid computing architecture.’’ Some define clus-

tered servers that share a common data pool as grids. Others define large distributed

networked environments that make use of thousands of heterogeneous information

systems and storage subsystems as grids. There are definitions that fall somewhere

between these two ends of the spectrum. A grid in general is a network architecture

for connecting compute and storage resources. It is based on standards that allow

heterogeneous systems and applications to share compute and storage resources

transparently. A computational grid is a hardware and software infrastructure that

provides dependable, consistent, pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end

computational capabilities (Foster and Kesselman, 2004). The resource sharing is

not primarily file exchange but rather direct access to computers, software, data

and other resources, as required by a range of collaborative problem-solving and

resource-brokering strategies emerging in industry, science, and engineering. This

sharing is necessarily, highly controlled, with resource providers and consumers

defining clearly and carefully just what is shared, who is allowed to share, and the

conditions under which the sharing occurs (Foster et al., 2001). Thus, a grid is a

system that coordinates resources that are not subject to centralized control, uses

standard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces, and delivers nontrivial

qualities of service.

A grid consists of networks of computers, storage, and other devices that can

pool and share resources and the grid architecture provisions those resources to

users and=or applications. All the elements in the grid resource pool are considered

to be virtual (i.e., they can be activated when needed).

Provisioning involves locating computing and storage resources and making

them available to requestors (users=applications). Some ways to provision resources

are reconfiguring to meet the new workload, repartitioning an existing server

environment to provide additional storage, activating installed but not active com-

ponents (CPU, memory, or storage) on a local server to provide local access to

additional resources, accessing additional computing and storage resources that can

be found and exploited over a LAN or across a WAN, and finding and exploiting

additional computing and storage resources using a grid.

All computing and storage resources are considered virtual and become real

when they are activated. Two approaches to exploiting virtualized resources on a

local server environment are manual or programmatic reconfiguration, and activa-

tion of compute=storage=memory modules that have been shipped with systems

(i.e., activated and paid for when used). Virtualized resources can also be found on a

network. For instance, clustered systems provide access to additional CPU power

when needed (utilizing a tightly coupled network) and, grid software can find and

exploit loosely coupled virtual resources on LAN or WAN. In addition, virtualized

services can be acquired externally using a utility computing model.

Grids are generally deployed at the department level (departmental grid), across

an enterprise (intergrids) and, across multiple enterprises or between multiple

organizations (extragrids). Sun Microsystem’s scalable virtual computing concept

identifies three grid levels:
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1. Cluster grid (departmental computing): simplest grid deployment, maximum

utilization of departmental resources, resources allocated based on priorities

2. Enterprise grid (enterprise computing): Resources shared within the enterprise,

policies ensure computing on demand, gives multiple groups seamless access to

enterprise resources

3. Global grid (Internet computing): Resources shared over the internet, global view

of distributed datasets, growth path for enterprise grids

In 2001, the global grid forum (the GGF—the primary grid standards organization)

put forward an architectural view of how grids and Web services could be joined.

This architecture is called the open grid services architecture or OGSA. Since the

GGF announced its OGSA view there has been strong progress in the articulation of

Web services and grid standards. The following organizations are the leading

standards organizations involved in articulating and implementing Web services

and service-oriented architectures (SOA) over grid architecture:

. The GGF is the primary standards setting organization for grid computing. The

GGF works closely with OASIS (described later) as well as with the Distributed

Management Task Force to help build interoperable Web services and manage-

ment infrastructure for grid environments.
. The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards

(OASIS) is very active in setting standards for Web services, and works closely

with the GGF to integrate Web services standards with grid standards.
. The Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) works with the GGF to help

implement DMTF management standards such as the DMTF’s Common Infor-

mation Model (CIM) and Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) stand-

ards on grid architecture.
. The World-Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is also active in setting Web services

standards (and standards that relate to XML).
. The Globus Alliance (formerly The Globus Project) is also instrumental in grid

standards—but from an implementation point-of-view. The Globus Alliance is a

multi-institutional grid research and development organization. It develops and

implements basic grid technologies and builds a toolkit to help other organiza-

tions implement grids, grid standards, and even OGSA proposed standards.

14.3.1 OGSA

The OGSA is an architectural vision of how Web services and grid architectures

can be combined. There are fourworking groups that help implementOGSA standards.

These groups focus on defining clear programmatic interfaces, management interfaces,

naming conventions, directories, and more. The specific OGSA working groups

involved in theses activities are: Open Grid Services Architecture Working Group

(OGSA-WG), Open Grid Services Infrastructure working group (OGSI-WG), Open

Grid Service Architecture Security Working Group (OGSA-SEC-WG), and Database

Access and Integration ServicesWorkingGroup (DAIS-WG). TheOpenGrid Services

Infrastructure (OGSI) is an implementation=testbed of OGSA.
There are several standards involved in building an SOA and underlying grid

architecture that can support business process management. These standards form

the basic architectural building blocks that allow applications and databases to
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execute service requests. Moreover, these standards also make it possible to deploy

business process management software that enables Information Systems (IS)

executives to manage business process flow. The most important grid and grid-

related standards include:

1. Program-to-program communications (SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI)

2. Data sharing (extensible markup language—XML)

3. Messaging (SOAP, WS-Addressing, MTOM (for Attachments))

4. Reliable Messaging (WS-Reliable Messaging)

5. Managing workload (WS-Management)

6. Transaction-handling (WS-Coordination, WS-Atomic Transaction, WS-Business-

Activity)

7. Managing resources (WS-RF or Web services resource framework)

8. Establishing Security (WS-Security, WS-Secure Conversation, WS-Trust,

WS-Federation, Web Services Security Kerberos Binding)

9. Handling metadata (WSDL, UDDI, WS-Policy)

10. Building and integrating Web services architecture over a grid (see OGSA)

11. Orchestration (standards used to abstract business processes from application logic

and data sources and set up the rules that allow business processes to interact)

12. Overlaying business process flow (business process engineering language for

Web services—BPEL4WS)

13. Triggering process flow events (WS-Notification)

Grids are being used in a variety of scientific and commercial applications such as

aerospace and automotive (for collaborative design and modeling), architecture

(engineering and construction), electronics (design and testing), finance (stock=
portfolio analysis, risk management), life sciences (data mining, pharmaceuticals),

manufacturing (inter=intra-team collaborative design, process management), and

media=entertainment (digital animation). Some of the most famous scientific and

research grids include:

1. The Seti@Home Project—thousands of Internet PCs used for the search for

extraterrestrial life)

2. The Mersenne Project—the Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search (GIMPS) is a

world-wide mathematics research project

3. The NASA Information Power Grid—The IPG joins supercomputers and storage

devices owned by participating organizations into a single, seamless computing

environment. This project will allow the government, researchers, and industry to

amasscomputingpowerandfacilitate informationexchangeamongNASAscientists)

4. The Oxford e-Science Grid—Oxford University’s ‘‘e-Science’’ project addresses

scientific distributed global collaborations that require access to very large data

collections, very large-scale computing resources, and high-performance visual-

ization back to the individual user scientists.

5. The Intel-United Devices Cancer Research Project—this project is a grid-based

research project designed to uncover new cancer drugs through the use of

organizations and individuals willing to donate excess PC processing power.

This excess power is applied to the grid infrastructure and used to operate

specialized software. The research focuses on proteins that have been determined

to be a possible target for cancer therapy.
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Th e largest grid effort currently under way is the ‘‘TeraGrid ’’ sci entific researc h

proj ect. The TeraGrid was launched by the United State’ s Nati onal Science Foun-

dation in Augu st 2001 as a multiyea r effort to build the world’s largest g rid

inf rastructu re for scientific com puting. In 2004, the Te raGrid will include 20 tera-

flo ps of com puting powe r, almost one petabyt e of d ata, and high-re solution visu al-

iza tion envi ronments for mode ling and simulat ion. The suppor ting grid networ k is

expec ted to op erate at 40 gigabits per secon d.

Altho ugh the preponder ance of com pute g rids have been in the scientific,

rese arch, and educational com munit ies, there is a strong growth of com pute grids

in comme rcial environment s.

At the end of 2003, the Office of Science of the U.S. Department of Energy

published a report called ‘‘Facilities for the Future of Science: A 20-Year Outlook’’

located at http:== www.er.doe.gov =Sub =Facilities_for_future =20-Year-Outlook-
screen.pdf. This report details how the U.S. government will use ultrascale comput-

ing (a very high-speed grid approach with very powerful servers =supercomputers)

to encourage discovery in the public sector.

Indi a h as under taken the bu ilding of a national ‘‘I-Grid’’ (informa tion grid).

Indi a’s Centre for Develop ment of Adva nced Comput ing— makers of India’s

PAR AM Pa dma supercompu ters—sees its role as helping Indi a to carv e out

a nich e in the global arena of advanc ed informat ion tec hnology, to further

expand the frontiers of high- performanc e com puting, and to utilize resulting

intel lectual prope rty for the benefit of societ y ‘‘by converting it into an exci t-

ing business opportuni ty and est ablishing a self-s ustaining and wealth crea ting

opera tion.’’

Th e United Kingdom has created E-Science Centers that utilize data gri ds for

sci entific researc h proj ects. The National E-Sci ence Centre coordina tes p rojects

with regi onal cent ers located Belfast, Cambrid ge, Cardi ff, London, Manc hester,

Newca stle, Oxford and Southamp ton, as well as with sites in Daresb ury and

Ruther ford Appl eton. Th ese cent ers provide facil ities to scient ists and researcher s

who wish to collabo rate on very large, data-inte nsive proj ects. This project is one of

dozens of gover nmenta l grid project s within the UK.

Num erous other exampl es of gover nment grids can be found at http :== www .
gri ds-center.o rg =news =new s_deploym ent.asp.

14.4 SUMMARY

This chapter provided a brief introduction to three architecture types: computer

networks, distributed systems, and grids. The Internet has made these architectures

cost effective. In fact, we now say the network is the computer. These architectures

have allowed us to build complex systems that are open and scalable. These

features have also contributed to the increased requirements for security and

reliability.
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PRO BLEM S

14.1 Describe the characteristics of any commercial distributed system you have

access to. What services are provided? How do the servers and clients interact?

14.2 We would like to utilize the processing capability of idle workstations in a

company. Outline a design. There are commercial applications to enable this

function. Investigate their operating characteristics.
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14.3 What are the functions of an Internet router, and an Ethernet bridge?

14.4 Satellite communications channels are used to form computer networks. What

are the main drawbacks of this interconnection scheme?

14.5 How are domain names related to IP addresses on the internet? How do we make

sure that no two computers in the Internet have the same address?

14.6 How are the functions of hubs, repeaters, switches, routers and gateways

different?

14.7 Investigate the protocol layer definition of TCP=IP applications such as Telnet

and FTP, as compared with the OSI model.

14.8 Why is a distributed system less secure than a central system?

14.9 How does a firewall protect the machine connected to it?

14.10 Look up the details of

CSMA=CD
Bluetooth

Wi-Fi

Media Access Control

ISDN
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CHAPTER 15

Performance Evaluation

In previous chapters, we have highlighted the parameters for the performance evalu-

ation of various components and architectural features of computer systems. Perform-

ance evaluation and estimate are necessary either for acquiring a new system or for

evaluating the enhancements made (or to be made) to an existing system. Ideally, it is

best to develop the target application on the system to be evaluated to determine its

performance. The next best thing to do is to simulate the target application on an

existing system. In practice, thesemodes of evaluation are not always possible andmay

prove to be not cost effective. As such, analytical methods of evaluating performance

and determining costs are necessary. As the systems get complex, the analytical

methods become unwieldy. Benchmarking is used in practice to evaluate complex

systems. This chapter introduces the most common analytical techniques and bench-

marking. It also provides a brief introduction to program optimization techniques.

The major aim of any system design is to maximize the performance-to-cost
ratio of the target system. That is, maximizing the performance while minimizing

the cost. The three major aspects of a computer system from the performance

maximization point of view are

1. The processor bandwidth (fastest execution of instructions)

2. The memory bandwidth (fastest instruction=data retrieval and storage)

3. The I=O bandwidth (maximum throughput)

An application is said to be processor bound, memory bound, or I=O bound,
depending on which of these aspects limits its performance.

The total time to execute a program is the product of the number of instructions

in the program, the number of cycles (major or minor, in the context of ASC) per

instruction, and the time per cycle. The processor design contributes to the last two

items while the program design contributes to the first. In addition, we have seen the

features, such as pipelining, superscalar execution, branch prediction, and so on,

contributing to the enhancement of program performance.

The memory bandwidth is dependent on the cache and virtual structures, shared

vs. message passing structures, speeds of memory components and the architecture

of the program to allow best utilization of cache and virtual memory schemes.
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The I=O bandwidth is a function of device speeds, bus and interconnects speeds,

the control structures such as DMA, peripheral processors, and so on, and the

associated protocols.

If we have the luxury of building a computer system to optimize performance of a

particular application, a holistic approach can be used, as mentioned in the previous

chapter. Suppose that the application allows the development of processing algo-

rithms with a degree of parallelism A. The degree of parallelism is simply the number

of computations that can be executed concurrently. Further, if the language used to

code the algorithm allows the representation of algorithms with a degree of parallel-

ism L, the compilers produce an object code that retains a degree of parallelism C and

the hardware structure of the machine has a degree of parallelism H, then, for the

processing to be most efficient, the following relation must be satisfied:

H � C � L � A: (15:1)

Here, the objective is to minimize the computation time of the application at hand.

Hence, the processing structure that offers the least computation time is the most

efficient one.

For the architecture to be most efficient, the development of the application

algorithms, programming languages, the compiler, the operating system, and the

hardware structures must proceed together. This mode of development is only

possible for very few special purpose applications. In the development of general-

purpose architectures, however, the application characteristics cannot be easily

taken into account. But, the development of other components should proceed

concurrently, as far as possible.

Development of algorithms with a high degree of parallelism is application

dependent and basically a human endeavor. A great deal of research has been

devoted to developing languages that contain parallel processing constructs, thereby

enabling the coding of parallel algorithms. Compilers for these parallel processing

languages retain the parallelism expressed in the source code during the compilation

process, thus producing parallel object code. In addition, compilers that extract

parallelism from a serial program (thus producing a parallel object code) have been

developed. Progress in hardware technology has yielded a large number of hard-

ware structures that can be used in executing parallel code.

According to Amdahl’s law, the system speedup is maximized when the per-

formance of the most frequently used component of the system is maximized. It is

stated as

S ¼ 1

(1� f )þ f

k

, (15:2)

where

S is the overall system speedup

f represents the fraction of the work performed by the enhanced component

k is the speedup of the enhanced component
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15.1 PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Several measures of performance have been used in the evaluation of computer

systems. The most common ones are million instructions per second (MIPS), million

operations per second (MOPS), million floating-point operations per second

(MFLOPS or megaflops), billion floating-point operations per second (GFLOPS or

gigaflops), and million logical inferences per second (MLIPS). Machines capable of

trillion floating-point operations per second (teraflops) are now available. The meas-

ure used depends on the type of operations one is interested in, for the particular

application for which the machine is being evaluated. We will use the MIPS measure

to illustrate various aspects of performance measurement in this section. These

concepts are equally valid for other performance measures also.

Example 15.1

Consider the SHL instruction of ASC from Chapter 6. Its instruction cycle requires

four minor cycles. Assuming that each minor cycle corresponds to a nanosecond,

ASC can complete

1

(4� 10�9)
SHL instructions per second (IPS)

¼ 0:25� 109 IPS

¼ 0:25� 103 or 250 MIPS

On the other hand, the LDA* (Load Indirect) instruction of ASC requires 12 cycles.

If only this instruction is executed, the ASC MIPS rating will be 250=3 or 83.3

MIPS. A salesman trying to sell ASC will have the tendency to quote the MIPS

rating to be 250 while a critical evaluator will use the 83.3 MIPS rating. Neither of

these ratings is useful in practice to evaluate the machine, since an application will

use several other instructions of ASC.

Example 15.2

Let us suppose that an application uses just the following four instructions:

Instruction Speed (Minor Cycles)

ADD 8
SHIFT 4
LDA* 12
STA* 12

Then the average (or the arithmetic mean) speed is (8 þ 4 þ 12 þ 12)=4¼ 9

cycles, resulting in a MIPS rating of (1=9) 3103 or 111.11 MIPS. We can extend
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this analysis to include all the instructions of ASC rather than just the four instruc-

tions used above. But, this measure is also not realistic since the frequency of

instruction usage (i.e., the instructionmix) depends on the application characteristics.

Thus, the rating has to be based on the mix of operations representative of their

occurrence in the application.

Example 15.3

Consider the following instruction mix:

Instruction Speed (Cycles) Occurrence (%)

ADD 8 30
SHIFT 4 20
LOAD 12 30
STORE 12 20

The weighted average (weighted arithmetic mean) instruction speed is (83 0.3þ
43 0.2 þ 123 0.3 þ 123 0.2)¼ 9.2 cycles. Assuming one nanosecond per cycle,

the machine performs (1=9.2)3 103 or 108.69 MIPS. This rating is more represen-

tative of the machine performance than the maximum rating (250 MIPS) computed

by using the speed of execution (4 cycles) of the fastest instruction (SHIFT).

Thus, the performance rating could be either the peak rate (i.e., the MIPS rating

the CPU cannot exceed) or the more realistic average or sustained rate. In addition,

a comparative rating that compares the average rate of the machine to that of other

well-known machines (e.g., IBM MIPS, VAX MIPS, etc.) is also used. A better

measure than the arithmetic mean to compare relative performances is the geomet-
ric mean.

The geometric mean of a set of positive data is defined as the nth root of the

product of all the members of the set, where n is the number of members. That is,

the geometric mean of a set {a1, a2, . . . , an} is

Yn
i¼1

ai

 !1
n

¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a1 � a2 . . . ann

p
: (15:3)

The arithmetic mean is relevant any time several quantities add together to

produce a total. The arithmetic mean answers the question, ‘‘if all the quantities had

the same value, what would that value has to be in order to achieve the same total?’’

The geometric mean on the other hand, is relevant any time several quantities

multiply together to produce a product. The geometric mean answers the question,

‘‘if all the quantities had the same value, what would that value has to be in order to

achieve the same product?’’

The geometric mean of a data set is always less than or equal to the set’s

arithmetic mean (the two means are equal if and only if all members of the data

set are equal).
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The geometric mean is useful to determine ‘‘average factors.’’ For example, if a

stock rose 10% in the first year, 20% in the second year, and fell 15% in the third

year, then we compute the geometric mean of the factors 1.10, 1.20, and 0.85 as

(1.103 1.203 0.85)1=3¼ 1.0391, and we conclude that the stock rose 3.91% per

year, on average. Using arithmetic mean in this calculation is incorrect since the

data are multiplicative.

Example 15.4

Assume that ASC instruction speeds have been improved resulting in two versions

ASC2 and ASC3. The following table shows the cycles needed for the four

instructions on all the three versions (the original machine is ASC1):

Instruction ASC1
ASC1

Normalized ASC2
ASC2

Normalized ASC3
ASC3

Normalized

ADD 8 1 6 6=8 4 4=8
SHIFT 4 1 4 4=4 2 2=4
LDA* 12 1 8 8=12 8 8=12
STA* 12 1 8 8=12 12 12=12
Geometric Mean 1 0.806 0.66

ASC2 and ASC3 speeds are normalized with respect to those of ASC1. The last

row shows the geometric means for all the three machines. The ratio of geometric

means is an indication of the relative performances. The relative performances are

ASC2=ASC1¼ 0.806

ASC3=ASC1¼ 0.66

ASC3=ASC2¼ 0.66=0.806¼ 0.819

These ratios remain consistent, no matter which of the machines is used as a

reference.

Another measure commonly used is the harmonic mean. The harmonic mean of a

group of terms is the number of terms divided by the sum of the terms’ reciprocals.

The harmonic mean H of the positive real numbers a1, . . . , an is defined as

H ¼ n
1

a1
þ 1

a2
þ � � � þ 1

an

: (15:4)

This measure is useful when the measures are ‘‘rates’’ such as instructions

per second. It is useful for the environments with known work loads.

In certain situations, the harmonic mean provides the correct notion of ‘‘aver-

age.’’ For instance, if one travels at 40 km=h for half the distance of a trip and at

60 km=h for the other half, then the average speed for the trip is given by the

harmonic mean of 40 and 60, which is 48; that is, the total amount of time for the

trip is the same as if you traveled the entire trip at 48 km=h. Note however that if
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one traveled for half the time at one speed and the other half at another, the

arithmetic mean (50 km=h) would provide the correct notion of ‘‘average.’’

The harmonic mean is never larger than the arithmetic and geometric means. It

is equivalent to a weighted arithmetic mean with each value’s weight being the

reciprocal of the value.

Since the harmonic mean of a list of numbers tends strongly toward the least

elements of the list, it tends (compared to the arithmetic mean) to mitigate the

impact of large outliers and aggravate the impact of small ones.

Example 15.5

Consider an application with four modules. The performance of each module

is monitored and the following table lists the average number of instructions

executed per second for each module. The modules are enhanced to improve the

performance and the new instructions per second ratings are as shown. Note that

the performance of module 4 has actually worsened. The harmonic means of both

the versions is shown in the table.

Module Original Improved

1 400 300
2 220 210
3 370 300
4 110 120
Harmonic Mean 212.3 202.4

According to the harmonic mean analysis, the overall performance has

improved by about 5%.

15.2 COST FACTOR

The unit cost of the machine is usually expressed as dollars per MIPS (or

MFLOPS). It is important to note that the cost comparison should be performed

on architectures of approximately the same performance level. For example, if the

application at hand requires a performance level of NMIPS, it is usually an overkill

to select an architecture that delivers M MIPS, where M is far greater than N, even
though the unit cost of the latter system is lower. On the other hand, an architecture

that offers N=XMIPS at a lower unit cost would be better for the application at hand

if it is possible to attain N MIPS by using Y such systems (where Y � X) with a

lower total cost compared with the architecture delivering N MIPS. Of course, if

multiple units of an N=X–MIPS machine cannot be configured to deliver N MIPS,

then it is not a candidate for comparison. This is obviously an over simplification,

since configuring multiple machines to form a system typically requires other

considerations such as partitioning of application into subtasks, reprogramming the

sequential application into parallel form, overhead introduced by the communication
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between multiple processors, and so on. These considerations are discussed later in

this book.

The cost of a computer system is a composite of its software and hardware costs.

The cost of hardware has fallen rapidly as the hardware technology progressed,

while the software costs are steadily rising as the software complexity grew, despite

the availability of sophisticated software engineering tools. If this trend continues,

the cost of software would dictate the cost of the system while the hardware would

come free once the software is purchased.

The cost of either hardware or software is dependent on two factors: an upfront

development cost and per unit manufacturing cost. The development cost is amort-

ized over the life of the system and distributed to each unit produced. Thus, as the

number of systems produced increases the development component of the cost

decreases.

The production cost characteristics of the hardware and software differ. Produc-

tion of each unit of hardware requires assembly and testing and hence the cost of

these operations will never be zero even if the cost of hardware components tends to

be negligible. In the case of software, if we assume that there are no changes to the

software once it is developed, resulting in zero maintenance costs, the production

cost becomes almost zero as the number of units produced is large. This is because

producing a copy of the software system and testing it to make sure it is an accurate

copy of the original (by bit-by-bit comparison) is not an expensive operation.

However, the assumption of zero maintenance costs is not realistic, since the

software system always undergoes changes and enhancements are requested by

the users on a continual basis.

There are other effects of progress in hardware and software technologies on the

cost of the system. Each technology provides a certain level of performance and as

the performance requirements increase, we exhaust the capability of a technology

and hence will have to move to a new technology. Here, we are assuming that the

progress in technology is user driven. In practice, the technology is also driving

the user’s requirements in the sense that the progress in technology provides

systems with higher performance at lower cost levels thereby making older systems

obsolete faster than before. That means that the life spans of systems are getting

shorter bringing an additional burden of recuperating development costs over

a shorter period of time.

The cost considerations thus lead to the following guideline for a system

architect: make the architecture as general purpose as possible in order to make it

suitable for a large number of applications, thus increasing the number of units sold

and reducing the cost per unit.

15.3 BENCHMARKS

All the analytical techniques used in estimating the performance are approxima-

tions. As the complexity of the system increases, most of these techniques become

unwieldy. A practical method for estimating the performance in such cases is by

using benchmarks.
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Benchmarks are standardized batteries of programs run on a machine to estimate

its performance. The results of running a benchmark on a given machine can then be

compared with those on a known or standard machine, using criteria such as CPU

and memory utilization, throughput and device utilization, and so on.

Benchmarks are useful in evaluating hardware as well as software and single

processor as well as multiprocessor systems. They are also useful in comparing the

performance of a system before and after certain changes are made. As a high-level

language host, a computer architecture should execute efficiently those features of a

programming language that are most frequently used in actual programs. This

ability is often measured by benchmarks. Benchmarks are considered to be repre-

sentative of classes of applications envisioned for the architecture. We provide a

brief description of some common benchmarks below:

Real World=Application Benchmarks. They use system- or user-level software code

drawn from real algorithms or full applications, commonly used in system-level

benchmarking. They usually have large code and data storage requirements.

Derived Benchmarks. They are also called ‘‘algorithm-based benchmarks.’’ They

extract the key algorithms and generate realistic data sets from real-world applica-

tions. They are used for debugging, internal engineering, and for competitive

analysis.

Single Processor Benchmarks. They are low-level benchmarks used to measure per-

formance parameters that characterize the basic architecture of the computer. These

hardware=compiler parameters predict the timing and performanceof themore complex

kernels and applications. They are used to measure the theoretical parameters that

describe the overhead or potential bottleneck, or the properties of some part of hardware.

Kernel Benchmarks. They are code fragments extracted from real programs in

which the code fragment is responsible for most of the execution time. They have

the advantage of small code size and long execution time. Examples are Linpack
and Lawrence Livermore loops.

The Linpack (LINear algebra PACKage) measures the MFLOPS rating of the

machine in solving a system of linear equations, in double precision arithmetic, in a

FORTRAN environment through Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS). This

benchmark was developed at the Argonne National Laboratory in 1984 to evaluate

the performance of supercomputers. C and Java versions of the benchmark suite are

now available.

The Lawrence Livermore loops measure the MFLOPS rating in executing 24

common FORTRAN loops operating on data sets with 1001 or fewer elements.

Local Benchmarks. These are programs that are site-specific. That is, they include

in-house applications that are not widely available. Since the user is most interested

in the performance of the machine for his=her applications, local benchmarks are

the best means of evaluation.

Partial Benchmarks. These are partial traces of programs. It is in general difficult to

reproduce these benchmarks when the portion of benchmarks that was traced is

unknown.
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UNIX Utility and Application Benchmarks. These are programs that are widely

employed by the UNIX user community. The SPEC (system=standard performance

evaluation cooperative effort) Benchmark suite belongs to this category and con-

sists of 10 scenarios taken from a variety of science and engineering applications.

This suite developed by a consortium of about 60 computer vendors is for the

evaluation of workstation performance. The performance rating is provided in

SPEC marks. There are three main groups working on distinct aspects of perform-

ance evaluation. The open systems group (OSG) concentrates on desktop, work

station, and file server environments. The graphics performance characterization

group (GPCG) concentrates on graphic-intensive and multimedia systems. The

high-performance computing group (HPG) concentrates on multiprocessor systems

and supercomputers. These groups select applications that represent typical work-

loads for corresponding environments. The I=O and non-CPU intensive parts of the

applications are removed from each application to obtain its ‘‘kernel.’’ The com-

posite of these kernels forms the benchmark suite.

Synthetic Benchmarks. These are small programs constructed specially for bench-

marking. They do not perform any useful computation, but statistically approximate

the average characteristics of real programs. Examples are Whetstone and Dhrys-
tone benchmarks.

Whetstone Benchmark. In its original form this benchmark set published in 1976

was developed in ALGOL 60. Whetstone reflects mostly numerical computing,

using a substantial amount of floating-point arithmetic. It is now chiefly used in a

FORTRAN version. Its main characteristics are

. A high degree of floating-point data and operations, since the benchmark is meant

to represent numeric programs.
. A high percentage of execution time is spent in mathematical library functions.
. Use of very few local variables, since the issue of local vs. global variables was

hardly being discussed when these benchmarks were developed.
. Instead of local variables, a large number of global variables are used. Therefore,

a compiler in which the most heavily used global variables are used as register

variables (as in C) will boost the Whetstone performance.

Since the benchmark consists of nine small loops, Whetstone has an extremely high

code locality. Thus, a near 100% hit rate can be expected even for fairly small

instruction caches.

The distribution of the different statement types in this benchmark was determined

in 1970. As such, the benchmark cannot be expected to reflect the features of more

modern programming languages (e.g., Record and pointer data types). Also, recent

publications on the interaction between programming languages and architecture have

examined more subtle aspects of program behavior (e.g., the locality of data refer-

ences-local versus global) that were not explicitly considered in earlier studies.

Dhrystone Benchmark. In early efforts dealing with the performance of different

computer architectures, performance was usually measured using some collection

of programs that happened to be available to the user. However, following the
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pioneering work of Knuth in early 1970s an increasing number of publications

have been providing statistical data about the actual usage of programming lan-

guage features. The Dhrystone benchmark program set is based on these statistics,

particularly in systems programming. This benchmark suite contains a measurable

quantity of floating-point operations. A considerable percentage of execution

time is spent in string functions. In C compilers this number goes up to 40%.

Unlike Whetstone, Dhrystone contains hardly any loops within the main measure-

ment loop. Therefore, for processors with small instruction caches, almost all

the memory accesses are cache misses. But as the cache becomes larger, all the

accesses become cache hits. Only a small amount of global data is manipulated

and the data size cannot be scaled.

Parallel Benchmarks. These are for evaluating parallel computer architectures. The

1985 workshop at the National Institute of Standards (NIST) recommended

the following suite for parallel computers: Linpack, Whetstone, Dhrystone, Liver-

more loops, Fermi National accelerator Laboratory codes used in equipment pro-

curement, NASA=Ames benchmark of 12 Fortran subroutines, John Rice’s

numerical problem set and Raul Mendez’s benchmarks for Japanese machines.

Stanford Small Programs. Concurrent with the development of the first RISC

systems John Hennessy and Peter Nye at Stanford’s Computer systems laboratory

collected a set of small C programs. These programs became popular because they

were the basis for the first comparisons of RISC and CISC processors. They have

now been collected into one C program containing eight integer programs (Permu-

tations, Towers of Hanoi, Eight queens, Integer matrix multiplication, Puzzle,

Quicksort, Bubble sort, and Tree sort) and two floating-point programs (matrix

multiplication and fast Fourier transform).

PERFECT. The PERFormance Evaluation for Cost-effective Transformations

benchmark suite consists of 13 Fortran subroutines spanning four application areas

(signal processing, engineering design, physical and chemical modeling, and fluid

dynamics). This suite consists of complete applications (with the input=output
portions removed) and hence constitutes significant measures of performance.

SLALOM. The Scalable, Language-independent, Ames Laboratory, One-minute

Measurement is designed to measure the parallel computer performance as a

function of problem size. The benchmark always runs in 1 min. The speed of the

system under test is determined by the amount of computation performed in 1 min.

Transaction Processing Benchmarks. Transaction processing servers perform a

large number of concurrent short-duration activities. These transactions typically

involve disk I=O and communications. IBM introduced a benchmark (TP1) in

1980s for evaluating transaction processing mainframes. Several other benchmarks

to augment TP1 were proposed later. The Transaction Processing Performance

Council (TPC), a consortium of 30þ enterprise system vendors, has released several

versions of their TPC benchmark suites.

There are many other benchmark suites in use and more are being developed.

It is important to note that the benchmarks provide only a broad performance
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guideline. It is the responsibility of the user to select the benchmark that comes

close to his application and further evaluate the machine based on scenarios

expected in the application for which the machine is being evaluated.

15.4 CODE OPTIMIZATION

As mentioned earlier, the first step in optimizing the performance of a program is to

select the appropriate algorithm. The algorithm is then coded using an appropriate

language for which optimizing compilers exist. Application developers (especially

for supercomputer systems) spend enormous amount of time tweaking the code

produced by compilers to optimize its performance. In fact, the code tweaking also

extends back to the source code (after observing the code produced by the com-

pilers). This section provides a brief description of some common code tweaking

techniques.

Scalar Renaming. It is typical for programmers to use a scalar variable repeatedly as

shown by the following loop:

Example 15.6

for i ¼ 1, n

x ¼ A[i]þ B[i]

Y[i] ¼ 2 * x

x ¼ C[i]=D[i]

P ¼ xþ 2

endfor

If the second instance of x is renamed as shown below, the two code segments

become data independent. The data-independent code segments can then be handled

as two loops with each loop running on a separate processor concurrently.

for i ¼ 1, n

x ¼ A[i]þ B[i]

Y[i] ¼ 2 * x

xx ¼ C[i]=D[i]

P ¼ xxþ 2

endfor

Scalar Expansion. In the following code segment, x is assigned a value and then

used in a subsequent statement.
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Example 15.7

for i ¼ 1, n

x ¼ A[i]þ B[i]

Y[i] ¼ 2 * x

endfor

If the scalar x is expanded into a vector as shown below, the two statements can be

made independent, thus allowing a better vectorization.

for i ¼ 1, n

x[i] ¼ A[i]þ B[i]

Y[i] ¼ 2 * x[i]

endfor

Loop Unrolling. For a loop of small vector length it is more efficient to eliminate the

loop construct and expand out all iterations of the loop.

Example 15.8

The loop

for I ¼ 1 to 3

x[I] ¼ a[I]þ b[I]

endfor

is unrolled into the following:

x[1] ¼ a[1]þ b[1]

x[2] ¼ a[2]þ b[2]

x[3] ¼ a[3]þ b[3]

This eliminates the looping overhead and allows the three computations to be

performed independently. (In this case, the computations at each iteration are not

dependent on each other. If this is not the case, the computations must be partitioned

into nondependent sets.)

Loop Fusion or Jamming. Two or more loops that are executed the same number of

times using the same indices can be combined into one loop.
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Example 15.9

Consider the following code segment:

for i ¼ 1, n

X[i] ¼ Y[i] * Z[i]

endfor

for i ¼ 1, n

M[i] ¼ P[i]þ X[i]

endfor

Note that each loop would be equivalent to a vector instruction. X is stored back into

the memory by the first instruction and then retrieved by the second. If these loops

are fused as shown below, the memory traffic can be reduced to

for i ¼ 1, n

X[i] ¼ Y[i] * Z[i]

M[i] ¼ P[i]þ X[i]

endfor

This assumes that there are enough vector registers available in the processor to

retain X. If the processor allows chaining, the above loop can be reduced to

for i ¼ 1, n

M[i] ¼ P[i]þ Y[i] * Z[i]

endfor

Loop Distribution. If the loop body contains dependent (i.e., statements that are data

dependent) and nondependent code, a way to minimize the effect of the dependency

is to break the loop into two, one containing the dependent code and the other

nondependent code.

Force Maximum Work into Inner Loop. Since maximizing the vector length

increases the speed of execution, the inner loop should always be made the longest.

Further, dependency conflicts are avoided by shifting dependencies in an inner loop

to an outer loop, if possible.

Subprogram In-Lining. For small subprograms, the overhead of control transfer

takes longer than the actual subprogram execution. Calling a subprogram might

consume about 10�15 clock cycles when no arguments passed and one argument

might nearly double that overhead. In such cases, it is better to move the subpro-

gram code into the calling program.
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15.5 SUMMARY

The performance parameters for various components and architectural features were

discussed in previous chapters. Various performance enhancement techniques were

also described in those chapters. This chapter provided a brief introduction to some

common analytical techniques for performance evaluation, cost factor, and the most

common benchmarks. In addition to the performance and cost, other factors considered

in evaluating architectures are generality (how wide is the range of applications suited

for this architecture), ease of use, and expandability or scalability. One feature that is

receiving considerable attention now is the openness of the architecture. The architec-

ture is said to be open if the designers publish the architecture details such that others

can easily integrate standard hardware and software systems to it.
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PROBLEMS

15.1 Look up the specifications of three personal computer systems in the catalog of a

computer store. What are the important performance characteristics highlighted

by the catalog description?
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15.2 You are planning to buy a personal computer system for your home use. List the

performance characteristics you would look for. Formulate the criteria to com-

pare and select a system.

15.3 You are tasked to buy a computer system to handle a large database application

for your company. List the performance characteristics you would look for.

Formulate the criteria to compare and select a system.

15.4 Select a processor family you have access to and estimate the speedup obtained

by using a floating-point coprocessor in the system, using an appropriate

benchmark program.

15.5 Create a list of all the performance enhancements discussed in this book using

ASC as the reference.

15.6 An application uses the following ASC instruction mix: ADD (20%), SHR

(15%), LDA* (20%), STA (15%), TDX (15%), and LDX (15%).

a. Compute the average speed and MIPS rating for this application assuming a

2 MHz clock.

b. What should be the clock frequency to run this application at 2 MIPS?

15.7 Compute the geometric mean for the Example 15.4 with ASC3 as the reference.

Are the relative performances same as in Example 15.4?

15.8 The following are common operations on matrices: column sum, row sum,

transpose, inverse, addition and multiplication. Examine the algorithm for each

operation and develop vectorized procedures for each assuming a vector proces-

sor capable of performing vector add, subtract, reciprocal and multiply oper-

ations.

15.9 Discuss the special array operations needed on vector processors to enable

parallel execution of conditional operations, that is, vectorizing loops contain-

ing branches.

15.10 Assume that a vector processor operates 20 times faster on vector code than

scalar code. If only x% of the program is vectorizable, what is the value of x, for
the machine to execute the program twice as fast as the scalar processor?
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